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I’d like to dedicate this book to my Grandfather who
inspired me to learn the things which made my doing
tbis book possible. and to.my Dad who taught them
to me.
D.S.B.
2/15/78
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Preface

Tools for Homesteaders, Gardeners, and Small-Scale Farmers is a tcchnology sourceb~~k, not an exhaustive product listing. We want to show you
what tools and implements exist to assist the small fanner and where they
can be found. But, to be fair, we have to admit that there are many more
sourcesai to& than we*vebeen able to locate in the past year. If we missed
a company you know about and trust, please let us know. If you are
interested in distributing zny of the products list-d, we’d encourage you to
write to the manufacturers. Many have expressed an interest in opening
new markets.
It must be emphasized that the product descriptions in this book are
not evahtations of the products. We are. in mtst cases, presenting the
information provided to us by manufacturers or distributors. If we say
more about one product than annt&r, it is becausesomebody told us more
about it. The same is true with photographr. We do not intend photographic coverage to be an endorsement of any product. However, we must
confess to discriminating in favor of hard.tafind items both verbally and
photographically.
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Introduction
Finding the right tools can be the most critical need for a small-scale farmer or a larg+scale
gardener. It can mean the difference between
sta)ing on or leaving the land. between a sense
of drudgery or a senseof fulgent.
between a
successful harvest or a meager crop, between
profit or loss.
Tlzzs catalog will, we hope. help you to find
and-use the tools you need to produce food. The
tools and equipment described in its pages were
selected prfmarily for their value to the homesteader, truck farmer. and the small-scaleorganic
farmer. but backyard gardeners should also find
things of interest. This book attempts to fill the
gap brought about by what the late E. F.
Schumacher of the Intermedfate Technology
Development Group in London termed “the
Law of the Disappearing Middle.” As tech.
nology steadily moves to higher planes, we are
left with prfmitfve, simplistic tools on the one
hand. and a very complex, sophfstfcated technology on the other.
This book inter& to show that intermediate-scaled farming is one topic in which
geople of all lands share common interests and
common needs. It is built on five important
concepts which we believe to be true:
1. that in many instances the developing na.
tions are ahead of the industrial.giants in
developing appropriate tools and machines
for successfulfarming on a small scale;
2. that although it may not be readily available everywhere. the technology exists somewhere or has existed at some time in the
past to accomplish those taskswhich need to
be done in an ef6cient way on the small
farm;
3. that it is just a matter of implementing
existing knowledge to get these tools to
those people who want to put them to work;
4. that to satisfy the need expressed by the
small farmer does not mean a tedmological

regression to the primitive techniques practiced on yesterday’s small farm. but rather a
rediscovery of these techniques, a recog.
nition that :!xey retain relevance to today’s
small farmer;
5. that what is called for is a modernization of
these techniques. applying the technological
wisdom of today to the techniques employed
i.r the past.
-Diana Branch, Editor

EXPLORING
ALTERWATIVES
Innumerable groups and societies are now
concerned with exploring alternatives-alternatives that do not destroy, waste, or pollute our
natwal resources. More and more individuals
are dissatisfied with the mindless repetition of
simple tasksimposed by massproductian and are
seeking greater self-fulfillment asd freedom from
the tyranny of superlidal nine-to-five routines.
The movement toward self-sufficiency, homesteading, organic gardening and fanning, and
natural focd is a part of this whole movement.
The problems of agribusinessare also for&g
us to explore alternatives. The problems are of
both scale and technique: mechanized farming
of vast areaswith huge machines and widespread
use of chemical fertilizers and sprays; the deseloptnent of ftiod factories; the massive infiltration
of artificial ingredients into our foods; the intensive breeding of animals raised in confined conditions for slaughter.
Is more energy being poured into this type
of farming than is produced by the harvest? Is
the soil’s substance being eroded? Do chemical
sprays harm the environment more than they
bcwefit the farmer? While surely we need the
food, do the means we use to produce it destroy
the resourceson which we all depend? Are there
satisfactory alternatives that could provide as
great a volume of production using less-violent
means?
xnt

These ;rr@some of the broad questions that
are being asked by more and more people.
There are other related questions, too. As
technology mows forward. machines berome
ever more sopbistfca:ed in doing the work of
more sod more p@ople. In a period of :ising
unemployment throughout the world, should not
this trend be reversed2
C%rtainly in developing countries, the
ptsnners and governments are beginning to have
second thoughts. In many cows, the modern
high-!@\,@1technology that was introduced to
increase pmductixity in various fields has proven
disastrous for the countries concerned. Westernstyle technology used scarce supplies of capital
and custly fuel. required maintenance beyond
the ability of local skills, provided very little
employment and even, in some cases,drastically
reduced employment. Now, more appropriate
alternative methods are being investigated by
developing nations. These methods create more
@mploymeot. us@less capital. can be main:ained
by local skills, increase productivity by successive
small increments. and are appropriate to the
so&l and economic requirements of the particular country concerned.
Certainly, the time seemsto be ripe for an
examination of alternative techniques that could
provide some solutions to the mounting concern
that is being expressed. There are several lines
of investigatioli that could be followed:
First, existing practices could be modified at
the technical level in order to use renewable
resources or modify machines so that less pollu.
don is caused and less damage is done to the
environment.
Tbe second approach could be to revive and
reintroduce an older, tried-and-proven tecbnology using more labor, in which individual
skills are needed, providing meaningful work
and job satisfaction. These skills may have to be
relearned and the technology and tools reworked
to suit modem methods and materials.
Third, the scale of modern technology could
b@changed to meet the needs of a particular
area or industry. Ceritralized production could
be changed to small-scale production serving
focal areas rather than supplying several states.
More employment would be provided, with less
fuel being wasted on transport. Local preferxiv

axes could then be catered to, fur the estahlishment of a small industry in it local area has a
multiplier effect on the local economy.
In a sense, this book is an amalgam of all
three appro:tches with regard to agriculture ;md
small-scale farming. It contains examples of
many different tools and pieces of equipment
that can be used in each stage of farming, from
plowing to harvesting, from preparing the soil
to processing the crop. Some of these tools are
based on older, well-tried technologies; some are
scaled.down, smaller machines designed for
smaller farms: othen are designed to use reoew
able resources to help make organic farming
more productive.
This mine of information, carefully gathered
and cataloged here, should prove invaluable to
farmers, gardeners, and small landholders alike.
-Frank Solomon,
Editor, intermediate Technology Publications

TOOLS,
NOTMACHINES
Throughout the compilation of this book,
we have selected the tool over the machine. The
difference may be clear-cut in our minds, but
not always so distinct in reality, since one and
the same product may be a tool or machine,
depending upon who is using it znd how it is
being used. A brush in the band of an artist is a
tool. The printing roller that duplicates his
painting a billion times into a wallpaper pattern
is a machine. There is nothing wrong with a
wallpaper macbinr (though wouldn’t it be better
if we all decorated our own walls?) just as there
is nothing essentially right about an artist’s
brush. But there is a difference. Peculiar things
begin to happen when that difference is extended indefinitely in human activity. The tool
remains hand-directed sod onhabituated; the
machine becomes increasingly more automatic
and addictive if its power is not curled. If you
let go of the paint brush, it falls on the floor: the
wallpaper machine will go on making wallpaper
while you sleep. Becauseit is so easy to prodow
with a machine, we inevitably let it prcduce
more than we need. The machine can produce an unlimited supply of wallpaper, but there
is never a surplus of art.
Tools humanize; machines dehumanize.

Tools make unique products-each a little different from t!te odter. each speakfng eloquently of
the tool’s user. A machine deals in mnltipli@d
samenessno matter who or what operates it. The
b@stmachine operators are other machines.
The tool is fragile because it is individual.
The machine is powerful becauseit is collective.
in any contest where winning is measured in
quantity. it is a mathematical certainty that the
machine will win becauseit can always g@tthere
“the fastest with the mostest.” As long as @conomim makes quantity the goal. the machine
will devour the tool. And when all the tools arz
gone, the machine will devour lesser .machines.
For tyrants. the machine is the ultimate tool.
While our supplies of cheap fossil foe1 last,
farmers need machines to continue to wrest land
away from other farmers for the ultimate aggrandiaement of agribusiness. In the new technology,
homesteaders, gardeners, and small farmers can
live well with tools and have much less need for
machines. But they need lots of tools.
The magic of any book, we believe, is in the
posdbilities it raises in the imagination of the
reader. There are forgotten tools that could be
made again-only better-and future tools not
yet dreamed of. The ideas for them could spring
from the obsolete tools of the past, so we have
included pictures of farm tools from old manuals. Studying the anatomy of a 1930 tractor
which is especially suitable to the needs of
today’s farmstead, a handy person just might be
persuaded to build another one-or more.
There is a strong heritage, especially in the
United Statesbut elsewhere too, of the farmer as
inventor. A large percentage of our inventors
came from rural communities, and virtually all
the indusaies which grew up in the United
States in the 1800sstarted on a very small scale,
often as one-man operations. C-yrtzsMcCormick,
Oliver Evans, Efi Whitney, even Henry Fordeach gr@wup on a farm. The inventors of tools

we still need wili most likely come from the
ranks of today’s small farmers-and their children.
Some toois now marketed for special purr
poseshave uses for growers that the equipment
makers didn’t foresee. We’s,= tried to include
these tools whenever we’ve been aware of them.
For example. a supp!ier of orchard- acd fruitfarming equipment manufactures a mulch
spreader for the commercial strawberry grower.
The spreader can be placed on a wagon or in the
back of a pickup truck. Straw bales are fed into
one end a~!,’ are chopped up and delivered out
the back onto the strawberry plants. But the
mnlcher could be used to lay down straw or
spoiled hay between raspberry rows, vegetables,
or wherever the farmer needsit.
Common lawn and garden tools have uncommon homestead uses. A grinder-shredder
wiil chop silage for cattle feed out of corn,
pumpkins, mangels, or other plants. It will even
grind a crude corn and cob meal for cows. A
battery-operated hedge trimmer works fine for
summer and winter raspberry pruning. A
battery- or hand-operated sidewalk edger makes
an adequate cutter for strawberry runners. A
big ten-tined silage hand fork makes an excellent
tool for handling mulching materials like
shredded bark. The equally large hand forks
we used to call barley forks, with tines closer
together than those of a silage fork, are good for
shoveling sawdust mulch.
Surely the furuz? looks bright for tool users
and toolmakers ih the gardening and small farm.
ing field. Little imaginative thinking has gone
into such tools because technology has been
enamored with the concept of Big. All sorts of
interesting ideas await development.
We hope this book can help point the way.
-Gene Logsdon,
Organic Gardening
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A Picture of the
Small Farmer Today
SMALL-SCALE
FARAflNG*
by Jerry Belanger
Pick up almost any issue of Counftyside
and read about the people who are prospering on small
farms. Of course it’s pouible. We prove it every month.
But we’re alsa cxeW tti point ottt that it isn’t easy. Not everyone wh; dreams of a smnll farm is
going to make it.
Most farmers would be swprised to learn that anyone could be shocked by having their small-farm
dreams shattered by att introduction to agribusiness. After all. everyone must certainly know that our
farm population has been cut in half since the 1940s.and that the exodus is continuing even now.
Everyone (and certainly anyone interested in starting farming) should be aware that only the larger
and more-efficient farms are surviving.
If yoo haven’t heard that wheat is selling for less than it brought in 1949, that cattlet+n have been
selling below the cost of production for more than a year and a half. or that dairymen have been skirting the sane situation for several years. you probably haven’t done enough homework to be ready to
farm. If yotc don’t know that the average U.S. farm encompasses400 acres and represents an investment
of about a quarter of B million dollars. and that the USDA predicts that it will take half a m&on
ti~ilars to break into farming by 19115,
you might want to reconsider.
If that’s the case, what are magazines like Countrywide and Mother Earth News all about? Is it,
as you ask, all a dream?
No, but let’s get a few things straight.
To begin with, it’s important to understand the distinction between homesteading and farming.
If you’re talkfng about producing your own food and preparing for the hard times ahead, that’s homesteading. It can be accomplished on a large farm, a smal! farm, or in town. and since many people in
rural homes do not produce their own food or prepare for the future, they are not homesteaders.
Farming, on the other hand, involves producing food for sale or barter.
In Countryside magazine as in the countryside itself, there is a 1% of overlapping. Some of our
topics cover farming, somecover homesteading, and many include hoth. li you want to he very technical
about it (which we never are in the magazine), if you mix rabbits for your own table, you’re homesteading; but the minute you sell a fryer, you’re farming.
A chicken farmer, then, could be one who has lW9OO birds in cagesin climate-controlled, lightregulated buiidings . or i,t could be a person who sells a dozen eggs occasionally from the surplus
produced by a backyard flock. It shouldn’t take much imagination to figure out which one is going to
produce eggsat the least cos:.
This leads us to the~fact that fan&g is a business. Obviously, you say
. but it’s not obvious
to the dreamers. People who don’t have enough business acumen to ran a popcorn stand envision
themselvesas farmers, but it won’t work. In fact, without knowing and adbering to business principles.
even homesteading won’t work! The difference, of course, is one of scale. The loss of a couple of
dollars on a homestead can be written of? as enter:Gxnent or exercise or education or any number of
other expenses,but a loss on a farm is a ioss, period.
This, perhaps, ii 1: the heart of your concern, so let’s examine it in closer detail.
’ Reptinted with permission,Countryside, September1977.
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Any business,in any field, requires capital. You can’t even start a lemonade stand without a lemon
(or today, perhaps, a synthetic substitme). Farming takes thousands of dollars, depending on the location and type of enterprise. The average Wisconsin dairy farm today represents an investment of
$180300.
In the lemonade business. you’d probably borrow the lemon from your mother. She might not
even make you pay her back and almost certainly wouldn’t charge interest. But farm debts today stand
at more than $1 billion. and those who lend that money expect to be paid back, with interest. Because
they expect to be repaid, they examine the borrower’s qualifications closely. If all you know :bout
farming is what )iou’ve read in Countryside, Organic Gardening, Th:, New Farm, and Mother &‘a&
News, you probably aren’t a very good risk.
So you need training and experience in the business. With the lemonade stand, you must know
how to make lemonade, how to make a sign, how to select a location and a nice hot day, how to make
change. Certainly no one would start a grocery or hardware store without knowing something about
groceries or hardware, without making some type of market survey, and a great deal more. And if
anyone thinks faming entails nothing more than buying some land, getting on a trac:or, and going
to it, well then yes, they’re dreaming.
Will you raise cash crops or livestock? Will your crops be corn or soybeans,apples or celery, cabbagesor artichokes? Why? Will you raise pigs or sheep or cows? Will your cows be beef animals or
dairy animals, your pig enterprise a farrowing operation or a finishing operation or a farrow-to-finish
operation? How much experieuce do you have in whichever you choose? How much capital will it
take to get started. how long will it be before you can expect any income, how much money will you
need to carry you through that period, what will your cash flow be, what kind of price will you need
to make enough money to make a living, what kind of price can you expect in the future?
What kind of machinery will you need, and what do you know about buying, operating, and maintaining it?
And what about marketing? Is there a local market for your pigs or fat lambs, or will you have to
ship them a long distance? Is the goat cheeseco-op to whom you’ll he selling milk established and
well managed, or will it fold just about the time you get your herd built up? Or, if you intend to
market milk yourself, how thoroughly have you investigated regulations governing such activity, bow
closely have you figured costs, just how certain are you of your potential market? If you sold a few
gallons to the parents of a baby who’s allergic to cow’s milk, a guy with an ulcer, and a health food nut
and assumethat counts as valid market research,weecan guarantee that you won’t be farming very long.
AU of this is only the rawest beginning, yet many people who dream of the countryside ignore
even these most basic steps.
Now we come to the question of size. Is it really necessaryto have hundreds of acres if al1 you want
is a small farm?
Average size varies with location and type of enterprise. An acre of strawberries or asparagus nem
a major population’center might be profitable; an acre of wheat probably would not.
In most &es, a small farm is at a competitive disadvantage if it produces the same products that
a large farm in the area produces. The larger farm can make better use of labor and equipment and
can more easily acquire operating capital. But we have seai some exceptions.
If a dairy farmer milks 100 cows with an average production of 10,000 pounds ahd sells that
mi~ion,pounds of milk per year at $9 a hundredweight, he grosses$90,000. The farmei who milks 10
cows of the samecaliber grosses$9,000.
If both farmers had the same lineup of equipment. those costs would smother the smaller of the
two. If the large farmer bad large, fast, new equipment he would accomplish much more than the
smaller one with small, slow. old equipment that constantly required repairs. But
. there could
be compensations. If the larger farmer’s equipment and other costs were such that his expenses came
to $85,000 a year, he’d only have $5,000 left. And if the smaller farmer could hold his costs down to
$1,000 a year, he’d have $8,000 left.
2
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A few )ears ago it would have bee” twgh to find esan~plesof this. New equipment was relatively
cheap, there wasn’t as n~uch old eqttilm~et~t available, fuel was inexpensive, fertilizers and chemicals
constituted n ~“uch snxdler portion of the fmm bndget, lnnd costs were lower, taxes were lower, and
so forth.
But today. a new combirte costs $40,000 or more: a” older, smaller one ca” often be fotlnd for
slt~& Big farmers wA”t-they “ecd--%. lo-, or IBbottom plo\vs costing thousands of dollars. They
have t,o “se for the old two-bottom ottt behind the shed, and they sell it for scrap metal prices. An
;lverag&Ge uxtor (now about 85 horsepower) will cost more than $10,000; older, smaller models can
often be had for imder a thousand.
You’ll have to be a mechanic if yoo owl the old sttdf- and you won’t work as many acres in a day.
But you’ll get the job done. And you wo”‘t need “early as many bushels or gallons or pounds to cover
the cost of capita1, to repay loans, and pay interest.
Large fatmen are extremely shrewd managers. They have to be. They have large equipment
becausethey Iraow exactly what it costs them and what the alternatives are-and because they make
money with it.
Small fanners have to do the same. A piece of eqoipmetlt is not necessarily right just becauseit’s
old and small and cheap. Small farmers require the sa”x t.ype of managemerlt skills as large farmers:
they only apply them differently.
There are several other angler here that can gxt us off t!>e track. You. the reader, and I have a
Jomewhat differetlt view of the fotore than lnost farmers. For the most part. we believe in organic
farming, and we’re concerned abottt chemicals in our food and soil. We can see ecological webs that
others ignore or are blind to. We are, perhaps, more deeply aware of the real meaning and natitre of
the energy crisis and its relntion to food. We’re ““easy about megafarming and disdainful of the
middleman with his processing and packaging and advertising and hauling. We think that somehow
this is all wrong and that we can nxtke it right.
If you’re serious about farming hut lack experience. homesteading is certainly one of the best
places to begin learning. Or. you rnight consider fortnal training and then working as a hired hnnd.
With more experience, you might be able to farm as a renter or on shares. In all of these situations,
you’11have to act like a” agribosiness farmer, of course. tmless you are Lortonate enough to find organicrdly inclined people to work with. It’s getting easier all the time.
But perhaps the best alternative of all might stem from this encouraging note: folly two-thirds of
all America” farmers ear” more away from their farms than they do from fm?“i!?g.
In organic and other ecological circles, this is generally taken as bad news. More than half the
fanners of the 40s have been forced out, and only one-third of those remaining can be said to be fulltime farmers. Ninety percent of our food is produced on ten percent of ottr farms. And yet, if parttime farming is actually twice as commot~ as megafarming, isn’t this a golden opportanity? If we can
continue to ear” a living ia town, it doestt’t retdly tnatter if the farm muker enough money to sttpport
IS or not. We ca” learn. We can improve ottr land, bui!d ap ow herds and flocks, settle in with
tnachinery that’s proper for each individtml farm, build up equity, be organic.
It’s not the ideal situation, bexacause
proper farming requires careful timing and full-time supervision
and surveillance, but it’s a darn good second choice. For most of us, it’s the only logical choice. With
study and practice, with good management and sound financial planning, a part.time farm can become
a full-time one . . and if our hopes that agribusiness can’t last should prove to be right, such small
fams will be in a” extremely enviable position.
One tbing more. Most organicaiiy inclined people know that it takes three to five years to convert
a chemical farm to organic methods. But what many do not know is that many farmers believe that
it takes five years. eve” for an experienced farmer. to get to know how to work a particrdar farm. Every
place is di%?rent. every situation is different. This is yet another reason for the greenhorn to be caatious.
Yes. it’s possible to make a living on a small farm. But ir probably takes about as much training
a”d preparation as a career in law or medicine or any other worthwhile profession.
3

SWEENY
AMONG
THE
DALES
by James C. McCullagh

The Sweenyfarm restsacrossa stwam
pasta huddle of pubs
and rhe newsstandin Bremr.
which p&m a hurried finger at the green
and barrenhills of Wales.
It is Sunday,when farmersneversleep
but slowdown their chores
to takestackof their work
and the weekto come.
I seethe man Sweeny
moving backand forth
betweenbarn and house
like a windmill.
He motions.liken policeman,
for usto comeaboard.
We w&k up the snakinghill
like the onesthe children draw sowell
pastthe piles of steamingdung
te the courtyardwherethe ghostsof horsesplay
amongthe tools of tii? fields
grayingyet hopeful of *earn to service.
In the pasturestandsa mwe
very white agains:the earth
that knowsman Sweenymovesbeforeshedoes.
“How old,” he asks,“do you think sheis?”
To be polite and safeI said,“Thirteen.”
“Thirty,” he said and cradledher
with brown and freckledhands,
feeling her still swongflanks
which havecarvedthe rocky hills for years.
“Horses,”Sweenyraid, “usedto work thesehills
beforewegavethem to the sheep.
But horsesarecomingback.
I visit auctionsup and down the coast
buying equipment for my stable.
Horsesarecomingback.”
On the way to the car Sway showedus
a forge “from a local smith who died.”
Amongthe hundredweightof steel,
the hammersand the tongsof silence,
I seea new fist striking the shoe
sendingsparksacres the dull Welshearth
igniting fieldsof harvestwheat
plundered from betweenthe reins.

FARMING
INWALES
by James C. McCullagh

Let the new farmer (or small-holder, as be would be calied in Wales) ponder the following advice
from Sweetly: “kard, long /tows are irresrap;tble. putictd;trly witcn boilding up tbc farm ;md acyoiring
the essenti:d skills. The alternative is to xcept third-rate results, whicl:, 1 feel, arc tbc certain paths IO
failure. One must learn to find rccrcation in the evcr.changittg work ;mtl tltc rltythm of tbc seasons.
More leisure should bc poasiblc I:tter wIt~‘n the project is rutming well and one has acltieved full co.
operation with like-minded neighbors.”
Sweeny,an ex-officer in the British Royal Engineers, bemoans the fact that until approximately “a
century ago, a peasant child grew up on the land and learned the skills by his father’s side. By the age
of twelve, the rhythm of the farm life was part of idm, and by fifteen, he could tackle practically every
1s-e!x!sbaad?y h~mwc hi hod no
jo5 OE the holding. HP accepted the hardships ax! joys of wbuintet.~.
opii~n. TO&Y, OUTwould-be small-holder jumps in at the deei~end witb the soft option of the welfare
State waiting to rescue him if be fails to swim.”
And Sweeny dot\ oit trndetrstimate the skill farming drmand~. “Self-rufficieocy farming,” he
..,I skills than most other callings. In o!den times,
notes, “probably requires more mental and man”*
children learned their skills at their parenti’ knees. But now we have n whole new generation of young
people divorced from the land and its traditional crafts. They have to learn from scratch; just like
tackling a foreign language, one cannot expect fluency to come quickly to an older pervx~.”
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While advocating the discipline of self-sufficiency, Sweeny does not romanticize the challenge. “A
growing number of peop!e.” he remarked, “are opting out of our industrial-economic society in the
hope of finding it new and true life of self-sofhciency on the land. The failure rate is high, almost
aIilwaysa result of inexperience and lack of the very corrsiderable skills needed to produce. with certainty.
a wide range of prodocts necessaryfor sorvivnl. Our people !mve becotce soft ax! are <!a-ontcdby :!:e
hardship that their grandparents accepted as normal.”
Strong words, indeed, but Sweeny practices what he preaches. A center of farm activity is crop
production. The three-year crop rotation is a variation of the traditional system wed on mixed stock
fwn~s iu upland \Vnles. Wheat nnd rye (one-quarter acre of peach)for home milling are auttunn-sown
by fiddledirect on the inwrted ward. Crops are cut by scythr:,bound by hand, and placed immediately
on tipads to dry and harden. If the crops are carted in time, Sweeny reports that he turns “the hens
onto the stubbles for up to a fortnight before cultivating with spring tines. We then sow a crop of
grazing oats or rye to provide an early spring bite for house coivs.”
Sweenyreports that the ground receives a liberal dressing of compost in February or March which
is plowed in not more than foor inches deep. The ground is then cultivated with spring tines and
hz:zows until a good tilth is obtained. It is then ridged, using a single-furrow horse ridger. Three row
of main-cmp potatoes and one-fourth acre of mangolds are sown on the ridge in early May. A single
row of peastnay also be sown. In late May, a double row of maitxrop carrots and in early June, about
on*fourth acre of seedsare sown.l*
According to Sweeny, the dredge corn crop is cut rather green using a scythe of n tractor mower.
II is not bound, jut put immediately ottto a Tyrolean-type three-wire fence so it dries like hay. On ihe
fence, it is quite safe until carted.
Approximately three acres of grass are made into hay. If sufficient material is available, the fields
are composted,
harrowed.
and rolled in mid.April and laid up until cut in early July. The hay is
Cut with a tractor mower, turned with wooden rab;s, put onto tripods, and carted loose when ready.
The individual paddocks are gmzed hard by cattle and sheep for five days and rested for up to three
teks. thereby improving the ward and reducing the incidence of intestinal worms in the stock.
Sweeny states that “al! grassland is treated with calcinated seaweed.two hundredweight (cwt.) to
the acre once every three years: it has also had one dressing of basic slag at ten cwt. in 1975 which has
already caused a remarkable growth in white clover.”
The Sweenys’
onequarter-acre vegetable garden, in which the crops are rotated on a four-year
cycle (potato% pulses, cabbage family, roots, and onions), provides practically all-year-round fresh
vegetables for the house plus a rcrplus for sale at the farm gate during the stunmer. And to extend
his season,Sweeny usesan attached greenhouse for early seeding. In fact, he has discovered that he is
able t0 @‘OWtonri1toesyear.round in his greenhouse. which is quite a feat in Wales where light intensity
and sunshine levels are low.
Contrary to how it may seem, Sweeny does not consider his farm a haven of selfatfliciency in a
hostile world. He notes that “I am sure that a family could survive on its own in complete isolation,
but this would be a rather uncomfortable and insecure subsistence. Three or four neighboring smallholders. working in harmony and pooling their individual skills could live far better. Add a bit of
modern technology and life becomeseasier, with more leisure time. less drudgery.”
And communality is a central feature of the Sweeny experience. For example, his Rock of Black
iW.sh Momtrain sheep. consisting of 3 :a:” aad rwelve ewes,gxze t!:e acrezge or: 2 hil!side opporite
the iat’m and are tended unofficially by Sweeny’sneighbor. In fact, a spirit of operation seemstc pervade this Welsh fanning community.
Sweenyacknowledges that when he has hay to cut, he simply has to call his friends. And when he
has a sheep to shear, a building to construct, or any formidable task, he does the same thing, And his
neighbors do likewise. He is presently equipping a forge, obtained complete from a smithy in the
nearby village, which will serve as a communal workshop for him and his neighbors.
Not unlike some fanners in the United States, Sweeny spends some of his time visiting farm
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attctions. always on the lookout for good. used farm equipment which will serve his needs. This way
he is buildiog up an impressive xray of horse-dritwn equipment for the time when his farm will be
pio~ed.
adtixx~~I. md Irarrowed by horses which, nccorGng to Sweeny, “are part of the Welsh hill
tradition.”
Sweeny senses;t ge::uine bxk-to-the-lxnc! nmwment it) BritGn. I=olr.et!;lng he doesn’t necessarily
greet with open ;ums. He firmly believes that people, if they are to be successful on the farm. must
receive solid training for the job. Accordingly, he hopes to encotuag~ some British agricultural schools
to initiate a fomxtl apprenticeship progrram for would.be farmers. A number of schools have shown
tinsiderable interest in dais program.
For his part, Sweetly has an appxntice on his farm who is learning the ropes from the ground up,
Sweaty emphasizesthat “experience comes only with the time. and I would suggest an inexperienced
)wmgster would be onwise to attempt subsistencefanning until he spent two years working on a good,
mixed farm.”
Not everyone would agree with this approach to farm education. However, few, I think, would
argue with Sweeny’ssuccess.And if you woxld like to learn more about this fascinating farm in Wales,
write for a booklet entitled “Self-SuRicient Small-Holding,” which can be obtained from the Soil Association, Walnut Tree Manor. Haugley. Stowmarket, Suffolk, England. Price, $1.

AVI-A VILLAGE
CONCEPT
by William

R. Lawson

Editor’s note: The AmericanVillagr! Institute, teach.
ing the dying skills and conceept
of ~elf.sufficiency.
is a
source of hand. and foot.aperatedtools made from
traditional designsand materials.
In many ways the American Village Institute is perhaps the most unusual nonprofit resewch and
educational organization currently active in the field of alternatives. Young, but rapidly growing, the
AVI was begun in early 1975 by a small group of dedicated “villagers” who saw the need for a comprehensive institute eniirely devoted to teaching people how to become more self.sufficient. Not jort
to be selfat5ciettt individuals. but also how to create reasonably self-sufficient communities. It is this
emphasis on small-community-or village-developmenr that lies at the heart of the AVI concept.
In order to fully understand the objectives of the AVI, it is first necessaryto understand what is
meant by the term “village.” In brief, a village is defined as a simple composite of family farms, trades.
people, and a marketplace. It is farther dis:ingoished by the fact that most of its inhabitants cut and
do provide most of their owt) basic necessities,and at least someof their niceties. It is also perhaps the
largest form of socioeconomic pooping that can still function entirely on the basis of trade, hater, and
the exhtange of; labor.
With this definition it is easy to see how the village concept can provide a very useful framework
for exploring the entire area of self-sufficiency and appropriate technology. By using this village ap
Pmach. the AVI is developing a broad rewarch and educational program that has many innovative
features. One of the most important of these has to do with the study and design of appropriate tools
and equipment, and the t~L?chingof the skills necessar)’to make and use them.
To begin with. the Institute is mostly interested in the development of those tools and methods
that are ordinarily associatedwith traditional crafts. trades. and skills. The reason is simple: no one
cart be any more self-sufficient than if they can provide their own food, clothing, and shelter, as well
as their owa tools. [Prior to the industrial revolution that is exactly what most people did-at ieast
within the village structure.] At the sametime, the best way to learn these skills is to study them under
the guidance of someonewho has already mastered them. With this in view, the .4VI has begun a comprehensive apprenticeship progrztn that encourages each student to master at leas: one craft or trsde,
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and gain at least a working familiarity ur:ith all rhe skills neceswy to provide the basicsof food. clothi~:!g.
shelter, urtd tools. Although still in the initial phase of development, it is envisioned that each student
who completes the entire course will have rite knowledge and ability to create ;I very comfortable. yet
highly seif.sufficient way of life.
This focus on tools and related technology is not accidental. In fact. one of the prim;try reasons
the AVI was established was becausethere were no longer any sources for many of the h;~ncl-and foot.
operated tool% and equipment common to rural Anwic;~ up tmtil the 1!)4Os.The objecl, from lhc
bc@rring was threefold: first, to make awilable many of these items th;tt h:tvc tatted inw the pwl (01’
are collecting dmt in antiqoc rhopr); wand, to reintroduce a new sr:tnd:wcl of quality ill design. rrafw
manuhip, and materi&+; and tltird, to provide a reliable method of fundiltg for an ;tI~I~~~~t~ti~~e.~~.y~e
craft and trade school. S@fic products have not only heen selected beratw of their rraditional
use, but &.J becausethey require x broad range of crafts and skills in the making. They also reflect
the type and range of products many students will begin prndocing once they have established their
own shops.
In addition to making traditional tools and equipment, the Institute has also begun to develop
many of the older methods and processesthat were originally used 10 make these tools. This begins with
the basic methods of extracting and refining raw materials and cnrries through to the last poucheson
the final product. For the most part, the cnlplrasir is on the use of hand and foot power-though thcrc
is also an attempt to recreate and/or improve upon earlier uses of winter. wind, and :mim;d power.
This WG:~ is aimed at dweloping a contemporary vcr!;ion of all the toois. hardware, and whm~g~
that were typical of an average early American village--as weil xs the knowledge aod skills necessary
to use them. The object is not to recreate the past cut of curiosity, but rather to regain much of I&:I!
has been forgotten and integrate that knowledge with what is being learned today.
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111;ldditiou to the apprenticeship program, the Institute is also developing a more general course
of iuztructiou in applied (appropriate) technology This program was scheduled to begin in arly
October I!Jii ;~rtdto inclucle :I variety of subjects ranging from organk farming to the design and conrtrucriw of ewrgy.elTi&nt architecture. The emphasis is on te:vzhing the rderlying principles upon
which ail tech~wlu.gyis b:tsetl. :intl how to apply those principles in the development of contemporary
rill;igr:.wlc wmmrmities. ‘The Imtitute is also beginning puhlicatiou of d series of technical (how-to)
Ix:~!~u;~lrtl~t witI cowr all aspectsof self-sufficiency at boi!l the family and village levels. Other ptihliations, fi,ke the Institute’s bimonthly magarine The Cider Prer.r, are intended to provide a more
gfvtcrat view of how self-sulficiency ran be related to a contemporary village structure.
Pcrhat,; one of the most unique features of the AVI is its growing membership program. Baser on
the bciief that trwr~ people will hecomr self-sufficient once i: is technically and financially easier to do
,a, this px~ogr:m*oHers members the opportunity to rontribu!e their own time. energy, and t:i!ents t,o
the ~~~rrall AVI cifort---and in return. receive all the bencfits that this comhinetl effort cart produce.
Irl m:my rwpcct~ thi$ coopcrativc appro:~ch :rllows individwl memlzcrs to get back conridrrnbly more
th:m they put ill. It :dw dr;~tndc:dly incrwses the effectivenessof the entire organirntion. For exz.mple.
tlw ~~fJ~)rt~~“icoilti~,
program ib opcbt to all mcntI~crs tuition-free (includiltg room & Imad): iii turn, the
pWllurtr tmlrle by tllc apprcnticcs <luring the cowx of their lrainillg are available to the general memtiership for flie cost <,I producing them (no profit is added). This servesthe dual purpose of providing
free trair;ing for those who desire it, and highly crafted; exceptionally low-cost tools and equipment
for those who need them.
The membership program also provides a much-needed outlet ior the many creative people
:lirougliotit the country who would like to become involved in Alternative research and education, but
~LIT:Cbeen unable to find an organization t!iat can translate their energies into constructive projects.
SIuch of the Institwe’s research, as well as material for ptthlications, comes from the more than 3,000
members it; the United States and many foreign countries. Participating members from many universir&. induwies, craftshops. and farms xcrov tlw rounrry provide the Institute with a steady influx of
v;lluahle raearch information, suggestions,and ideas. In fact, many of these people have since become
permanent me:nhers of the Insritute’s faculty and staff.
In brief, tlx village concepi has begun to excite the imagination of people everywhere. in every
walk of life. Ir not only provider a framework for the development of appropriate tools and technoiogy.
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“We’ve lennled nntty different ways to cut costs,” said Rita Case. “We cut our grain with a J5yearuid ~fcC!,rntirk-neeritt~ eight-foot gtxitt bittdel- we fetid $5 for five yews ago. WC found it in a machine
shed wt ;I fwm. It was in such goal slxtpe that it sti!l weus its original coat of paint. Since we’ve had
it. ~11we’ve repaired are the sickle and reel ott it. which were both minor jobs.”
“Beca~;seI’ve D
eatten a reputation for collecting old machinery,” interjected Case, “I’ve been able
ta .~cumuEate MIIIC parts through deitlas. The ones who’ve been in business a long time are often
esceIlenr mutes of old pans for old machines. One, who had no use for the old pieces his company
had been storing, gave me a large quantity of t’rem, like sections that go in the sickle of the grain binder.
I also,hay and keep somemachines that are nc; operable, solely for their parts.”
Mrs. Caseadded, “Q’e rcalire that no old nzddne does the job as well as its modern counterpart
does. The uld equipment took time ;tnd labor, and the modern tutchines take much less time, bot
they are ;tlso much more expertsive. Schuyler cuts grain with that old binder. There’s a lot of labor
irtvoived, becausethen the grain has to be put through tl~e threshing machine, whereas with the modern
cOunbine.One lclan c6n do it all with almost no help.”
“:~lthou~lt we generally farm t;odern, we thresh itncient its a hobby,” Case noted. “Each year we
tiukl a thre~herer 051this farm. Pwple come front all over. hfany oi them hwc never seen il steam
e&tX! b&m. Our .Advance 1010 steam engine weighs 2O;OOO
powtds, and you have to start it at N
AM. tu get up the steam. We build :I fire with wood until we get n full head of steam. ‘iI~cn we
stilrt potring on coal for greater itent, while its black smoke beckons the neighbors. With 125 pounds
of st%un we c:!rt start threshing :ts long as we stoke the lire and keep the 2%gallon water tank full.”
Kitit Case smiled, “Our rhresberee is a real show. At least 500 people come every year in August.
SometimeSwe have 35 many as 1,000. Most of them come primarily to sfxxtnte, but many help. inst

.llmy i~ulmtwrr
nznlw light
hiindhund
,hochr.

worir of mllr~~ting

In orlion,

the kit-dlriue~r

GcrabC
crmrr

llclle

City %-inch

Ihresher.

GClit,<,Cru,r
year. a lawyer from ~filwukee (more than a ‘JO-minute drive) pitched btmdles for three hours. Some
work ali afternoon, others for 20 mimttes. L.;tst year we threshed all ;tfrernoon, finishing 12 acres.
After w@thresh, w@have a large dinner to which we invite 100 iocai people :rnd friends. Everyone
brings something. The Milwnukce
Jwr~~ral even catuc to rover hsr year’s cvct~t.”
ne Casesus@seveml mwhines for threshing. “W@ have a Belle City 2&inch thresher which is
powered by our Advance steam engine. We also we 1932 Caseand L. John Deere tr:tctor.s to pull the
WI~OICS.The Case is a C Model, 2.plow, 35 horrepowcr, and the Deere is 18 horsepower.”
“1 don’t know if you rea!ire that in threshing, the grain is shocked by hand in old wine: you
have to use old binder twine becausemodern baler twine is too heavy. All year ‘round, we keep our
@yesopen for old binder twine at sales. h’s still good for use xs long as it’s been kept inside and dry.
Recently, we bought some that was packed in the original bjgs it came in.”
Case cominued, “Some of the things we have are too valuabie not to take care of. Some of them
someday may be more valuable than the enterprise we make ottr living at. The farmer down the
road sold a tractor he bought 35 years ago, He’s used it n!l there years :tnd has taken good care of it.
He rold it for SI.IOO: that’s more than he paid for it new. I hnvc two Allis-Chalmers WD 45
trxtors that I bought new for SP,200apiece, 22 years ago. 1 use thctti aI1 the time. Even so. right
now they’re wortli $l,201l to Sl,4OOnpicce.”
“I have :I one-row ~ortt binder irt excellent comlition. It’s it real good one, 35 years old. I would
like to we it as a fun thing but it only does one row at a time. It ties the corn into bundles: then
they have to be picked up and put into a wagon. Using this machine, it would take ten men to
fill a silo in one day, so I just can’t spare the time to use it. The one that I use instead is live or six
years old, and II0 horsepower. It does two rows at il time; using it, two men can fill a silo in
one day. In other words, I don’t use old equipment if it’s not reasonably efficient. My time is
important to me.” But, many times older equipment does a perfectly good job.
“1 use a hay mower and conditiowr that are 15 years old. They’re hooked together and pulled
with a tractor. .‘ly mower is a seven-foot International. My New Idea hay conditioner crimps
the hay to dry it sooner. The modern machine that does rheir work is called a hay bind;
it cuts a swath ter: feet wide artd crimps the hay at tile sane time. The new machire costs at least
$4,009, while my two when new ran ahout $2,000 together. You could buy used ones for about $500
per pair. Think about it; they’re 70 percent as efficient as the new machine. They even have the
same op@ra:ing speed. To me, there’s not too much advantage in having a new hay bind.”
Rim Case mentioned another machine which cotrld save money for a small farmer: the small
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tractor-pulled combine. Case elaborated, “From the thresher, the farmers went to a small combine
that one man could poll with a tmctor with power take-off (a two-plow tractor, 40 horsepower). A
man could farm 150 acres.if he wanted to economize, with ooe of these. 4s far as I know, they haven’t
been made for at least ten years, but one of our neighbors bought a nice one at an auction. It’s 20
years old. in good condition, can be pulled with his tractor, and cost him around $500. If he’d
purchased a tnodern self-propelled combine, new, they start at around $26,000 and go up to $50,000.”
Case talked about another used piece of equipment that the small farm could find valuable. “The
Allis-Chalmers G Model tmctcx is not the kind of machine for P large crop farmer, but I hear they’re
vex? useful for the small vegetable farm. The motor’s in the back, and they cultivate one row at a
time. Most of the ones I see for sale are about 25 years old, but I hear they can be used for so
many d&rent jobs that they are bandy to have around.”
Rim Case offered some tips on collecting antique machinery. “We don’t ever go to antique
auctions. The prices are too prohibitive. Instead, we attend family farm sales, and a lot of times
tind pieces in fantastic condition. Of course, all our friends tip us off when they hear about some.
thing we would like to have. Also, sometimes we stop at farms when we see interesting pieces out in
the yards. We have a 1929 McCormick.Deering 1020 tractor; we are its second owners. This is its
lirst time off the original farm. And we have an old clover hauler in 100 percent working order.
There’s even a 1929 steelwheeled tractor Schuyler cuts grain with,”
Schuyler Case added some advice on picking out old machinery. First, he pointed oat that the
machine in perfect working condition should be efficient in its use or it will be a worthless farm
addition, as is his on@.rowcorn binder. which is valuable only as an antique.
The second thing he stressed io that the shopper must use his or her mechanical knowledge to
check out the machine. Case pointed out, “Kernember that the old rwchinery runs with chains and
gears. whereas the modern ones run with pulleys, hearinga, ;md belts. Those parts make modern
equipment run smoother. It’s an altogether dilferent method of working.”
“You can tell if a gear or a chain is worn oat; you can tell if it’s gond. Use your knowledge
in dealing with and repairing other machines to pick out and ewluate farm equipment. Then you
wcnft have any problems. Just keep your eyes open and your ears cocked, and you’ll bear of all
sorts of useful things that are available. Sometimes we drive hours to look at just one piece.”
‘That’s so true,” commented Rita Case. “It’s become our major form of recreation.”

HOW
TOBUY
ATA FARM
AUCTION
by Kennedy P. Maize
YOU can buy good used homestead tools at very low pricer at auctions. Often you can find
tools there that you can’t find anywhere else.
In the course of a single year, I’ve purchased the following items at the following fantastic prices:
.
.
.
0
.
.
.

A e&i-inch Sears chain saw for $9;
A 7.Ghorsepower Gravely tractor with electric starter for $200;
A perfect scythe. including math and grass blade, for $8;
35 one-pint fruit boxes for $2;
An assortment of digging irons for $3;
A five-gallon metal gas can for $2.50;
A brand new four-drawer full-suspension file cabinet for $30.

I’ve seen a wide variety of tools and equipment sold at country auctions-cyclone seeders,corn
~h@ll@~,spokeshaves,nippers, blacksmith tongs, horseshoe nails, grain cradles, and wire strippers-in
shott. enough good stuff to equip a homestead several times over.
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Beyund simple economics. hrlll ;tuctiom are a commoll form of entertainment ~2ndsocializing.
Going to auctions is a gooc! way to equip yourself. xi:! a fine way to meet nice folks who share some
of the samr vnlues you do.
:\ word of warniog here-io fact, several ruords. I’m talking about farm auctions, !lot antique
uctions. It is usually easy to teil the two apart, becausexuctions are advertised in the local papers
md the ad should provide the clue.
For extmple, an ad appeared in our local daily recently that read like this:
PUBLIC SALE OF FARM EQUIPMENT
Selling hr Price f:arms, Rodney Dill, and Mr. :md Mrs. J&e
Schetleron :Irt Robert hlultendore Farm located ten miles south
of Hagerstvwnon the Boonsboro-~~illiamsportRoad four miles
west of Boonsbow, and twa miles ezsstoiT SharpsburgPike at
Lappan’sCrussroadson:
FRIDAY, FEBRV.WY 13
at Ill a.nl.
II TRACTORS AND FARM EQUIPMENT
John Deere 50!0 turbo: JD 4520 diesel w/l400 hrs: JD 4020
diesel w/power shift; JD 402!)gas: >fF 165w/loader; M. Harris
44, IWOJD ,\‘s. Farmall 1,1w/lo;!d@r:ht. Harris 22, cultivntorr.
;,nd two-bottom plow: Kxd BN w/loader: two ,JD #3R forage
haruerters,corn and pickup beads.
:\rtd so on fey some six inches of small, dark type describing an assortment of farm machinery
including some nice horse.drawn eqttiptnent ;cnd a wide assortment of hand tools.
That is a farm auction. ‘l‘hese ads frequently begin with a poignant phrase such as: “Doe to
quitting farming, I will olfer the following at Public Sale located on the premises.”

I” these pxrts. the small family farm is LLdying iusr,itution. Except for a few hardy souls and a
sprinkling of crazy homesteaders like us, young folks leave the farm as soon as they can. Surveyor’s
stakes sprout in the fallow fields, soot to be followed by the early signs of suburban subdivisions.
It’s a familiar, tragic story. Hut it pars a lot of equipment on the market for the careful homesteader.
Yolr IY3”t to stay away front antique auctions, though. Be wary of auctions that advertise 3
lot of otd guns, coins, or glnsswnre. Prices at those nlfairs run high and are frequently unpredictable.
I’ve sue” n corn sheller worth no “tore than $10 go for $25 because an antique lover wanted to
make a lamp, or :i toilet paper h;kler, or something like that, out of it. So bc careful at these
kinds of auctions.
Care, of course, is n necessity at all auctions. I’m going to give you six tried and :rue rules for
auction buying which should guarantee getting yo’w money’s worth at auctions. But before we get
into that, there are some pre!iminaries you ought to know if you are planning to frequent auctions.
First, almost anything can be, and is, sold at auction. In the case of fal-m auctions, that means
everything including land, houses, livestock, canned :md frozen goods, equipment, and clothe\. Some
time ago I went to an :nxtion where a lovely 15.acre piece of nmuntain with il line old stone house
was sold. Included in the list of itents for sale wxs iti Home Coinfort wood stove, a forge in good
working order, n rbcll~ fllll of canned cbcrries, :md a complete World ~Var I Army :u~ifoim, right
t10wt1 to the puttces.
If you decide you wnt to buy something at an auction. keep in mind that most require
paynznt in cash on the day of the sale. This usually permits payment through a iocal check, but it
is a good idea to call the wctioneer beforehand. His number is usually listed in the ad. In the case
of big items, such as land, houses, and heavy equipment, the full-payment requirement is usually
modified. in these cases, the auctioneer generally xants ten percent on the day of sale and the
balance within 30 days. This, too, is frequently specified in the ad.
Sometimes the ;id will also specify the bidding system. The most common bidding zystel:; ar
fdrm auctions around here is the nurnber system. The bidder registers his name and address with a
clerk on the site. ‘The clerk will the” give the bidder a number on a card, Sales are recorded by
the numbers ni the successful aidders. Its a good idea to record your purchases on your card as
you bid, so that you can compare your record with the clerk’s when you pay.
With these preliminaries in mind, let’s move on to the six rules of buying at auction. I’ll illustratr
the rules with the story of the chain saw 1 bought for S9.
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Rule number one: know your needs. 1 needed x chain saw My teu-::cre place 1:;~ n threeacre woodlot. and another S,OuOacres of hardwood forest surround me. .\I) three wood-bur!ling
stoves supply a large portion of the winter heat. 1 needed a chain sxw but didn’t have S250 to put
into a good-sized new saw, and I wanted more capacity xnd ~~ug~edncss
than a $100 minis:lw ,-ould
provide. The point to the rule is to avoid impulse buying at Rucnons, rigbt from the start. Generally,
impulse buyers cud up paying more for less. *At auctions. an unwary buyer can end up ge1tin.g
far Irss for far more than anywhere else I know. So. start right by disciplining yourself to know
what you need when you read the nuction ads.
Second: know the merchandise. This doesn’t mean ycu have to become n manufacturer’s rcpresentntivc for Honlelite if you want to buy a chain saw. It nrellns you should make some effort to
discover the basics of the product. It is eno~-mously helplul lo know new models from old ones,
good models from bad ones, and safe ones from dangerous ones. So I did some research. By talking
to some folks who use chain saws every day, including A man who makes his living felling trees, !
learned some v&able product iuformation. 1 was ready to make intelligent decisions about brands,
models, features, and the like. 1 knew the merchandise,
The third rule is related to knowing the merchandise: know the market. Find Out how much
the new product sells for and how it depreciates. ~This also requires :I little research. I talked to
?be dealers, read classified ads, and generally shopped aroundl. I discovered that I could expect to
pay B retailer about $90 for a live-year-old saw in good working order. Now 1 was prepared to nxtke
a realistic auction bid.

Know your merchandise-

The first three rules involve processesthat occur before you get t.) the auction to bid. The last
three involve decisions you must make at the auction. Once you have identified your needs, done
some product research, and analyzed the market, go to the auction and inspect the merchandise. That
means getting to the auction early. I read an ad in the local paper that listed a “Poland” chain saw
among the items for sale. I was iuterested and showed up before the bidding began. T!le saw
turned out to be a late model Poulan with a 20.inch blade. It was in good condition. I looked at it
carefully, started it, and checked to make sure the blade was straight. I took the spark plug out
and looked at the deposits on the electrodes. Remember rule four and inspeci the merchandise.
Everything about the Poulan was fine, except the bidding. There were others interested in the
saw. ‘The bidding started at $50, I got in a bid at $60, and the price was up at $100 before 1 could
nod again. I was tempted, but I stayed taut after it passedmy limit of $95. That is rule five: set a limit.
Tne limit is important because there is a psychology of auctions. .ihe auctioneer, an agent
for the seller, is trying to get the highest price he can for an item. He usually has a sound knowledge
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of what an item is worth.
He tries to get the bidders to compete for the sake of competition and to
lox sight of the intrinsic value of tlte item. The auctiotteer hopes to make the chain saw a symbol
of victory in the contest. rather than a tool for cutting wood.
Those old situation comedy sceoesare x~urate. People do get so involved in the bidding that
they forget the worth of the merchandise. I saw it happen recently. 1 had gone to a farm auction
to bid on sotoe rolls of American wire. The wire was selling in the Searscatalog for $35 a roll. 1 had
the page front the cntrdog with me. The auctioneer tried to open the bidding a: $50 a roll, came
down to an opening bid of $20. and when I left. the price was up u $40 a roll and still moving.
You have to set a limit and stick to it. Otherwise, you are going to pay double--once for the
merchandise and once for the fun of bidding.
Those five rules-know your needs, know the merchandise. know the market. inspect the merchandise, and set a limit-are adequate for most auction situations. The likelihood of disaster is
minimal if you follow them. However, the chance of getting a fantastic bargain is also less than
it might be. The tinal role will permit you to seize a situation and make a score. It’s simple: be
flexible.
Don’t abandon the first live rules. That’s why 1 put them first. If you follow the first five, you
will be adequately prepared to be flexible. It is the person who has learned flexibility without
discipline who gets into trouble.
The conclusion to my chain saw story illustrates the importance of flexibility. While looking
at the Poulan, I noticed an elderly David Bradley saw for sale. It had a 19Gnch blade and didn’t
run. I looked closer. I’m not much of a mechanic, hut I discovered part of the problem. There
was no fuel line running from the tank to the carburetor. But there was oily sawdust around the
blade and chain, and there was no rust anywhere on the saw. It was obvious tha: the saw had been
running recently. The saw was heavy but well balanced and offered secure grips in all attitudes. I
decided to bid up to $25 for it.
The auctioneer tried for a bid of $20 to open, but couldn’t get it. I bid $5: someone else said
$6; I raid $9. I got it.
A piece of rubber gas line, a set of points, and some minor carburetor repairs, and the saw was
running. It has been running ever since.
I got the saw becauseI was flexible and ready to run a risk. But it was a prudent risk, because
I followed the &es of buying at an auction. The risk was calculated. based on a pretty good idea of
what I was getting.
And now you are prepared to shop at local farm auctions. If you know your needs, know the
merchandise, know the market. inspect tile merchandise, set a limit, and are flexible. you will come
out ahad. And you’ll have a lot of fun at it, as well.
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The mo5t inq3ort:mt reason for cultirating
is to prepare a firm seedbed. When seedis plxxd
in the soil, the dirt should fit :wound it snugly,
so th:u nxAs:::re is rexlily wailable to germinate
thr seed. If a seed is dropped among clods, it
wii1 just lie there unti! rain falls. If a seed is
dropped ntuong loose, partially broken clods, the
seed may germinate and sprout, but then the
seedling dries out and dies if rain doesn’t fall.
.-Asecond important reason for cultivntion
is weed tontrol. iVhile culti\ating for weed

co~~trol, the soil benefits by being loosened for
better xrntiox and drainage.
\Vhen to cultivate is usunily the most dill?
silt lesson for the novice gardener or farmer to
learn. Soil moisture and temperature ax :he IWO
gauges to use in determining the proper time to
work soil-when :he soil is lit, as a farmer would
say. Of these two considerations, soil moisture
is the more crucial-if soil is worked when it is
too wet, especially clay soil, it will become too
hard for plants to grow through easily.

by Hank Allison

Doing battle with the weeds c:tlls ior the right tool, the right. chopping method--atid the right
mentsl attitude. T!te right tool should be lightweight, of a handle thickness that’s comfortable to you,
xttl a length appropriate to your height. It should be jus: long enou.gb for you to grasp almost at
the end and still be able to stand nearly upright snd chop. The longer the handle, the less your
leverage on the blade. Keep the hoe sharp. A 45degree edge slanting toward the handle wiil make
efficient use of :!our labor 2nd r?lotrgc&tsting edge.

As for methodology, your aim is to destroy the root system. To do this without getting tired
in the first half hour, tip your hoe blade to one side. Now chop an arc from one side of the row
to the other, taking short, easy strokes and bringing your blade into contact with the ground as close
to flat as you can. When each stroke stops, your blade edge should be about two inches under the
surface and should have traveled about six inches through the soil. Now, on the way back to the
right, mwe your arc forward about three inches and repeat. Instead of hitting the weeds head on
and actually chopping them, you’ll be slicing them off with ;he sharp hoe blade.

--

The trick is to never take a swing that causes you real exertion. If you flail at that one big
thistle, you’ll run out of energy long before you wn out of weeds.

-

THEWARREN
HOE
by Paul Koepke
Ever sinw primitive ;~gricultt~r;tl man forsook the poiritcd stick for more sophiaticatcd
cidrivxth6g tooli. tlw hw. in its wrious forms,
11%bccrr fwn:l to bc intlicpens;tblc. No gardencr’s itrsmul is thought 10 be complete without it rtandard garden hoe, and many have
found the weeding, grubbing, and scuflIe types
us&d on ocasion.
Another type, the Warren hoe, has been
unjustifiably neglected-in many n~eas it is
almost completely unknown despite its practicality 2nd renxka!:le versa:i!i:y.
The W:men hoc was originally (!e*.rJoped
to make furrows for planting potatoes. Its
unique design makes it admirably suited for this
puryose. ?‘!te blade is shaped like an xrowhead
with a rounded tip and barbs, and in the stan-

dard model, it tapers throughout its six-inch
length by curvilinear reduction from four and
one-half inches at its hasr to the siightly rounded
tip. In addition, the blndc corve~ inward slightly
towwd the handle. It is longitudinally conwx
on the nciw surface :md corrcsponclingly coocavc
on the obvc~.sc,with the thickness of the metal
diminishing from one-eighth inch near the base
to one-sixteenth inc!l at the tip. Mounted on
the handle with the usual gooseneck found on
the common garden hoe. it is canted inward at
about 20 dcgrces from the perpendicular for
gtc-ate,-efficiency.
This remarkable implement has capabilities
far !;eyo~id t!ie purpose for which i: iCTiE
designed. It c:m penetmtr both loose and pnrtCally compacted soil with case. Often. only one
solid whack is su!Xenr to hory its head weil
below the roots of an offending werd, and a
gentle tug will expose the interioper
in its

entirety. Tbe pointed tip suits it admirably for
pecking at the soil in confined spaces,while the
absenceof any cutting edge makes it possible for
one to work the surface near the base of ph~nts
without danger of damqing any tender roots.
The Warren hoe is also an excellent furrowing tool to the depth of six inches, and when
laid on its side with the point slightly depressed
intn the mi!. it cm be drawn pwalle! to a MW
of plants. It is also a well-balanced implement
which fends itself readily to one-handed manipuktion. leaving the other hand free to pick up
and discard undesirable matter.
This excellent gardening aid has only two
limitations: it is not an efficient breaker of
stubborn clods. and it cannot cm. For those
purposes the c~mnmn garden hoe is without
peer. But for quick. clean cultivation, easy
furrowing, and delicate weeding, the Warren hoe
is a champion.

grnssif the blade is kept filed. We were skeptical
r\-hen we first noticed this hoe on the market,
but we received one as a gift and liked it so well
that we went out and bought another.”

THELlNClJLNSHlRE
LONGHORN
HOE
This tool was invented and developed in
Lincolnshire, England, 300 to 400 years ago.
“The pilgrim ktthrrs :nay b;tw used ;I hoe like
this around Boston, U.K., before they sailed to
America,” suggests a manufacturer, David
Tonge. Still used in Lincolnshire for larger
gardens. small fields, odd corners, and headlands,
it was originally used as a tool to fill the gap
between the ordinary hand hoe and horse-drawn
cultivators.

SCUFFLE
IIOES
When seed iarmer Rob Johnston thinks of
cultivating. he thinks of a hoe for his vege.
tables-the SW& or action hoe in particular.
“It hoes when pushed as well as when pulled.
The thin blade rocks back and forth slightly on
the handle nountiing so that the cutting angle is
pqer whether pushed 01 drawn. It is fast and
effective on tile annual weedsand works well on

To use it, you stand in between the handles
and push the hoe backward and forward while
walking forward. The art of using it is to keep
the blade one-half-inch deep in the soil while
keeping the blade level. “A big selling point,”
saysTonge. “is that it enables one person to cover
a lot of ground in little time. A fit and able
man in a seven.hour day should be able to hoe
four to Ctvve
xxes in 20.inch rows.”
Oatsheaf Enterprises
Chapel Farm, Martin Dales
Woodha:l Spa
Lincolnshire LNIO 6XT U.K.
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IF you are spading iti the fall or early winter, leave the rurfacr tough after spading. As is true
with fall plowing. the rough soil surface will a!xorb and hoI4 more water through winter and
frwes will mellow it better. The soil will also dry ow faster in spring. Work the surface as soon
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work ten times faster than ordinwy labor and is
wt as exh~tusting. “We say that it is a biological
tool because it integrally respects the bacteri;d
lift in the soil and soil structure, both of which
hen& cultivation. This is n new gardening taol
&wing a rational technique of manual labor to
mellow ihe soil without turning it over.”
Besides loosening the soil, the Grelinette
can be used for digging potatoes and root crops,
fertilizing tree mats without damaging them,
planting leeks, and aerating the soil for propet
water and nutrient penetration.
A. Grelin
7%Arkin
C.C.P. 2170-27
Lyon, France
The Grelinelte

The Fourche

Similar to the U-Bar Digger is the Grelinette
from France. The manufaclurer claims it will

Beche en

T

Four&e Be&e en T
This ic another French fork for working the
soil without turning it over.

Association CulturelIe
1 roe des BassesBoulangeres
ii850 Heriey, France

ROTARY
CULTIVATORS
Hoeboy Rotary Cdtivatar
Hoeboy is an unttsuol Danish-built rotary
coltirator with 12 blades to penetrate and break
up surface soil and lift it in layers to form an
air-filled tnulch conducive to bacterial action. A
knife at the rear cas through weeds and soil
below the surface, causing roots to wither and
die. The cutting depth is adjustable and is set
m as not to injure lateral roots of garden plats.
The compact Rl/p-inch width makes it easy to
work nnrrow rows and close planting. Knife bars
and cntter bar are of spring steel and bearings
are of Etronar, requiring little or no lubrication.
Tradewinds, Inc.
P.0. Box 1191
Tacoma, !VA 98401

Use one or more of the live cultivator shovels to
match tiilage needs. The scuffle knife cuts a
layer to ii depth of 1 inch.
Rowe Enterprises, Inc.
Galcsbnrg, IL fi1401
Garden Tender
This cultivator is similar to the Rowe
Ro.Ho, but has a seed furrow.shovel/row marker
attachment.
The Garden

Tender

CumbcrlandGeneralStore

Cunberiand General Store
Rt. 3. Box 479
Crossville, TN 38555

Ro-Ho
The eight blades on this unit have 40 hoe
points-20 angled right, 20 angled left-to give
stirring action to the soil when the wheel rotates.

Rotary Hoe Soil Pulverizer
Similar to the Rowe R&Ho.
Kumaon Nursery
Ran1nagar
Nainital (U.P.) India
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.4 real cultivation time-saver for small-sized
farming operations is a hand-pushed wheel hoe.
Essentially a multiporpose tool taking several
attachments, it is useful for operations like weeding, hoeing, hilling, furrowing, cultivating, and
even cutting r”“ts. The three most popular
attachments for accomplishing these tzsks in28

dude: (lj the turn shovel or n~oldlb”;~rcIplow;
(2) reversible shovei and (3) five-pmnged weeder.
hlnny other variations are avail;d~le.
Rob Johnston finds the six-inclt-long blades
to be the most useful attachnwnt when caring
for his vegetables. ?‘hey run just below $1~:soil
surface as the hoe is pushed along and weed
very close to small plants wit!l”ttt throwing soil
.0” t1:c>m.
Supporting the nttachments is a metal,
tubular, or wooden frame wit11either a small or
large wheel. The larger wheel makes pushing a
hit L&W, hut :* small wheel offers better control
“WI the cultivating ettachmcnts. Most “nits
have i* stmigllt It;tndle frame l~oll.cd t” the wheel.
I-Iowcvcr, the “vcrsllot frame is ;Awtisetl its
heillg cwier to lx~~l~.
The wheel hoe is hest put to work in the
eai~ivstagesof weed growth. It can he used for
it continuous operation if one person pulls by
rope while nnotl~er pusher, hut is most often
pushed about two feet, ptdled hack, and pushed
el1”lher two feet.
Do~d~le-wheelhoes are hard to find in North
.4merica since Planet Junior stopped making
theirs, 1~111
they we well distributed throughout
the developing nations. These units have it high
arch connecting the two sides, permitting the
operator to straddle a row of quite tall plants to
cultivate hoth sides at once. A few models of

Gare and maintenance are two important
factors in determining the longevity and performance of any tool. It is important to
remember tbr blade of ii b~u~l tool is its most
important part. \Vhen porcltxing :* lt;titd
tool for cultivation, mzke sure tbnt the blade
is IK& of carbon or hig!+carbon steel SOthat
it remains sharp and does not wear oat
quickly. It is important to keep the cutting
edge of the blade sharp; “tberwise too much
power will he required to work it, and hotb
the quality and total work done in a day will
be reduced. The blade should be cleaned
after use and a bit of grease applied to the
cutting edge before storing.
l’om Lllicl~ 112%
spent many long llours using
a wheel !loe 011his small farm. He writes, “If 1
had to choose 2 single cultivating tool in addtion to a Ime, it wmld surely be rile P1:met
juflior No. I7 Wheel Hoe. These units itire
c:tiily scr\,iced ilul cutrcInely dttr:lblc. Tbcy
twty Ix used to cultivate arty crop in row widths
front eight inrbcs 011 up. They work well 011
just i5boot any type of good garden soil, and
their case, speed, and accuracy of operation are
remarkable. A person in reasonably good
physical ~:ondition can cultivate faster and more
xccur:tteIy rvitli one of these hoes tban with any
rotary tiller I have ever zeen. (I have coltivated
an acre of crops in less tlmn four bows with one
of thcsc hoer.) Frxtbermore, wheel hoes arc
about the most enriroonientally sound means of
cultivating, besides heing an excellent form of
exercise. Everyone beic on tlie farm finds using
a wheel lioe extremely satisfying and pleasur.
able--even the clrildren like it.”

NORTH
AMERICAN
SOURCES
OFHANDWHEEL
HOES
Planet lunior
ii i7 :I. ~il;thl2 ill eitlxr low- or I$$-wbecl
models. ,‘I .? is il 11111
lillc of at,tit(:lmwnts in.
c:ludinf: n~x~iers:mtl ::rtilizcr drills. Tbc bigIt.
wheel ntodcl has direct connection of handle to
wbecl. Low-wheel hoes place attachments right
in the end of the bandle for best control of the
implement. The nianofacturer can still replace
parts for anrique equipment.
Planet Junior Division
Piper 1nd:ntries
I’.<>.ISOXI I RX.~rccp0r1 Ccntcl
Clcat~field,X0‘ 234IO6
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Ennay Produrts, IIlC.
P.O. Box 547, Maple St.
Bristol, IN 46507

The Speedy G+zher

Winona Attrition MiIis
1009W. Fitrh St.
Winona, ,CIN 55987
30

ALMACO Hand Wheel Hoe
Two models are available with either 8. or
!I-inch cutting blades. Both have a 14.inch guide
wheel, hanlwood handles, and a cu:ting depth
xijustment.

Farnam Equipment Co
P.O. Box 12068
Omaha. NB 68112
ClewBel’s Country Store
RI. 5, Box 3YO
Crossville, TN 38555
Lehttr:tn Hwdware & Appliance, Inc.
Box 4 1
Kidron, OH 44636
A. hf. Leonard R Son, Inc
P.O. Box 816
Piqua, OH 45356
Montgomery Ward
1000s. lMonroe St.
Baltimore, MD 21232
ALMACO

Hand

Wheel Hoe

Hand Wheel Hoc
A full line of attachments is available for
tltis high-wheel hand hoe.
Plow Mfg. Co.
Department MG
Bridgewater, VA

22812

Hand Wheel Hoe
You can get ;L fo:l line of attachments for
this bigh-wheel httnd hoe.

Motlter’s General Store
Box 506
Flat Rock, NC 28731
NascoAgricultural Sciences
901 Janesville Ave.
Fort Atkinson, Wi 53538
Sears.Roebuck %Co.
Farm and Ranch Catalog

iNTERNATlONAL
SOURCES
OFHANDPUSH
CULTIVATORS

Lambert Carp
519 Hunter Ave.
Dayton, OH 45404

Aspee APS.51 Hand Wheel Hoe
Hoe, plow, and cultivator attachments are
available for this hoe. Weight: 7.5 kilograms.

Distributors of Wheel Hoes
Distributors for thesemanufacturers of hand
wheel hoes include the fol!owing:

.4merican Spring & PressingWorks Pvt., Ltd.
P.O. Box 7602
Malad, Bombay 400 064, India

Belknap, Inc.
P.O. Box 28
Louisville. KY 40201

Single-Wheel Hand Hoe
Attachments for plowing, cultivating, harrowing, hoeing, opening and closing furrows, and
hilling-up plants are available for this model.
The frame is of pressed steel, and slots are
designed for easy adjustment of attachments.
Weight: 10kilograms.

Countryside

Catalog

Rt. 1, Box 239
Waterloo. WI 53594
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Sclf.Sufficicwy ti Small-Hokfing Supplies
‘1‘beVld Palace.Priory Rd.
\!‘el;r. SomersetBA5 IS’. Engl;md

ER~MLTIVATOR~
Soil Blender
Thir is an electric garden tool designed to
dig 12 inches deep, mix soil, fertilizer, cr compost
from I to !J inches ~feep,till 3 to 9 inches deep
and I:! incftes wvirfp,hill 6 incItes high :m IR-inch
renters, itod wftivme I to S inches deep 2nd 12
inches wicle. A variable speed switch provides
bl;~fe rotation from 0 to I25 rpm. It fws :I 3A
hp. electric motor, tfirect gear, ;md chain drive.
Weight: 33 poo~tds.

Other Manufacturers of Wheel Hoes
CeCoCo
PD. Box X, Iharaki City
Osaka Pref. X7, Japan

International Mfg. Co. (Regd.)
Hospital Rd., Jagraon
Ludhiana, Punjaf,, India

I
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SOURCES
OFPADDY
WEEDERS

EDKO Power Wheell
‘The compact EDKO workhorse incorporates
in nrllillrell;llire.frec design on a bnl:~tlced frame.
“i‘lre 5 h.p. engine with 640-I gear reduction
powers il chain-drive systemto a 23.inch diameter
Iq tread tire. Liqirid ballast is added for trac-

EUKO Power I+‘heel
EDKO Mfg.. 1°C.

IRRI Push-Type Hand Weeder
This is n simple weeder equipped xirh two
spiked wheels rota&g iu i, supporGng h-ame,
the front of which forms a skid. Tbe IIV~ rotors
and skid are made from light sheet metal and
are easily dismantled for cleaning nnd repair.
The haodle is made of wood. The leadi~?~skid
servesas a depth conrrul for the wheels. !::iild-it
plans WC available from IRRI for this Zmpty
constructed implement.
interna:i”nat Rice %esearchInstitute
P.O. Box 933
Unnitx, Pbiiippines
Paddy Weeder
This is a tightweighr, all-steel weeder. It is
best used on fields where 25 f” 50 millimeters
(1 to 2 inches) of water is sranding. The rotary
blades remove weeds and aernfe the soil, thus
encouraging crop growth. Weight: 5 kilograms.

Akshat Rotary Paddy Weeder
CuttivaGon b) this implanent between the
row of plants kills weeds and aerates the roots
of the crop. It has II front skid and a tubular
steel handle which is adjustable ior different
operators and soil conditions. It is available in
two models, the AK-53, 150millimeters wide and
weighing 3.3 kitograms, and the AK-55, 90 millimeters wide and weighing 3.0 kilograms.
i\merican Spring X:PressingWorks Pvt., Ltct.
P.0. Box 7602
Hand-Operated Paddy Field Weeder
The CcCoCo weeder is U-shaped with il
Iloat and two claw wheels, and it has a wooden
handle which can be +Isted to twit the heigbt
of the “,‘er;lt”r.
It has :I width of I50 millimeters f” suit
row spacing of 210 to 230 miltime:ers. Weight:
5 kilograms.
CeCoCo
P.0. Box 8, Ibaraki City
Osaka Pref. 567. Japan
Rotary Weeder Plan Number 16
l.:d~eled pho:ographs illustrate how n rotary
weeder kx raw-planccd rice can be tocnlly built.,
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Intermediate Technology Publications, Ltd.’
Y King St.
London \YC’?E 8HN’. Engtxnd

c:“rwl ti co. P\l.. Ltd.

Bullock-Drireu Wetland Puddler
Covering S to 4 acres per day, the l~uddter
is designcxl for quirk and clticient preparation of
paddy lields after first plowing. It reduces the
number of plowings necessary ;uxl breaks up
do& and lumps. The three angular, cast-iron
hubs with four blades on each hub churn up the
soil and leave fine particles on the soil surface.

Animal-Drawn, High-Clearance
Rotary Hoe Plans

lmermediate Technology Publications, Ltd.
9 King St.
London WCZE MN, England

* All Inte~mediaw Technot”,q publications can be
ordered from International Scbolarty Book Services,
Inc.. Box 555,ForestGrove,OK 97116.

Japanese Puddter Plans
Illustrations for a multiaction paddy field
paddling tool with Japanese design reveal a
wooden frame. The R.inch steel rotaling discs,
cutting knives, and rotating chopper blades are
suitably designed tar iocai consiruciiuu.

llntermediate Technology Publications, Ltd.
9 King St.
L.ondon WC2E SHN, England
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Ttds three-row power weeder was designed
by the Internntional Rice Research Institute fat
uw in lowland itreas of developing countries.
Many loczd manufacturers have adopted their
design. Build-it plans are avai!able from IRRI.

it capacity for covering about an xte per hour
while the MRT-D will cover the same area in 30
to 40 minutes.

International
Rice Research Institute
P.O. Box 933
Manila, Philippines

Mametora Rice Paddy Cultivators:
Sban Sban MRT.9 and MRT.D
The MRT-3 is a three-row tiller with safety
guards. The MRT-D is a cultivator which combines tiliing and trenching work. It will till
three rows at one time or trench one row in a
“V” shape so that roots are not damaged. Both
are lightweight, have adjustable handles, and are
easy to maneuver. Tilling supplies oxygen and
expels nitrogen gas which has generated from
straw scattered in the paddies after hanest. The
nitrogen must be expelled to prevent root rot
and other damage.
A twwzycle, air-cooled, 2.2 11.p. gasoline
engine is mounted on the handles where it
balances the construction and places weight on
the cultivating attachments. Model MRT-3 has
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Mametora Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd.
9.37 Nishi Zchome
Okegawa,Saitama, Japan
Turtle Power Tiller
The Turtle power tiller was invented by a
Filipino for the Filipino and designed especially
for wet and waterlogged rice fields and fish
ponds. It can mow, plow, rototill, and level.
Power is supplied by either a 10 to 16 h.p. gasoline engine or a 6 11.1’.diesel engine. Fuel consumption is 12 and 6 liters per &hour day, respectively. It has front-end drive and is 44 inches
wide followed by a skid design body. Length:
55 inches. Capacity: 1.5 hectares in eight hours.
(One !xctare equals approximately 2.47 acres.)

5-V Marketing
65 Commission Civil St.
Jaro, Iloilo, Philippines

FKONT-END
TILLERS
by Gene Logsdon
After the leaves hhie been spread on the garden--along with the plant residues, horse manure,
rock powders, and other soil amendments--it’s time to get out the rotwy tiller. The tiller chops
them into the top eight inch<~sor so of the soil where plant roots do their foraging and the humus
and nutrients do the most good. The tiller is thus the organic gardener’s basic humus-building tool,
but it is also a lot more.
If you’re appro:.chiog a weed- :~nd shrub-infested or sodded piece of ground for the f,rst time,
intending to turn it into a gl:rtlcr~. sample a snull wza with the tiller to make swc the machine has
the murle to do the job.
Neither front-end tiller no: rear-nrox~ted mod-1 will do a good job of primary tillage on heavy
sod or dense weed growth in soil that has not been cultivated in recent years. Don’t expect the
impossible from any tille;, even the heavier rear-mounted ones which generally chop up plant
residues better than lighter front-end types.
A front-end tiiler will bounce off hard, sod-hound earth just about the way it will bounce off
rocks. A rear-mounted tiller won’t exactly bounce, but it will lunge forward, jerking you with it.
If YOU have no other way to work such soil, the secret, with either kind of tiller, is to go lightly
over the surface repeatedly, skimming off only an inch or less with each pass-slow, hard work.
It’s better to plow-r
have someone plow-such soil in the Call, then work it in nicely the
following spring with your tiller. Or, cover the area with deep muL:h in the spring, and when
that has rotted away together with the sod under it, then rotary till.
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You may Ix able to chop up ;cnd incorporate heavy plant growh like cow with ii pessor two
OF your tiller, but really hc;wy, dense growth should he mowed with a rotwy mower first. That
makcc the ,job much easier, heciuse incvit:hly tht dense green stulf will taogle and entwine in the
tiller tines, and you’ll have to get down anti cut it out. A small amount of clogging cati he cleared
hy reversing t’w direction of the tines while raising them just a wee bit above digging depth.
The kind of tines your tiller is equipped with-and how sharp they are-has more to do with
clogging than whether the tiller is front- or rear-mounted. There are at least four kinds of tines:
three.hladed chisel tines. four-hladed slicer tines, four-hladed slasher tines, and fwr-bladed holo
tines. Chisel tines are the cheapest, okay for cultivating, but they tangle the easiest if you try to
incorporate plant residues with them. 1 u~~uldn’: recommend chisel tines for organic gardeners.
Slicer tines will <lig from six to nine incber deep but will also tangle and clog where there is il
lot of plant residue. Slasher tines arc designed to Cot and chop residue better with less clogging.
They are longer thnn slicers (on =ix horsepower models) and will dig up to 11 inches deep. Bole
tines can hf: wsed on the bigger, six to eight horsepower tillers; these tines are heavier .~nd wider
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and move more dirt per revolution. so you can move along at a faster speed. They are also less
dkcted by clogging.
As you shop for a tiller. another choice presented is between gear-driven and chain-driven modc&
Gear-driven models are usually, if not always, combinations of belt and gear drives. A belt transfers
the power from the motor shaft to the worm gear shaft. which the~l transfers power to the tine
axle. Mathematically, the chaiu drive is more eflicieot since the transfer of power is more direct.
Which is better? It’s a toss-up in my opinion, as long as you are comparing models in the same price
range. Chain drive will fxubnbly wear cut quicker but is easier and cheaper to repair.

So let’s pretend you h& bought your tiller, and it’s the first day of the gardening season. Preferably, your garden has been cultivated the previous year or was plowed the previous fall if virgin ground.
You pick up a handful of dirt, squeezeit into a ball, press your thumb against it. If the ball crumbles
apart easily, the earth is ready.
Don’t try to seehow deep the tiller will dig on the first pass-especially if you have plowed under
sad. You don’t want to drag :hose sod chunks back to the rorface. Let your tiller dig only a couple
of inches on the first pass. If you have t~hetime, let the greond dry a bit before making a wxmd pass.
The second time, the tines will bite into the ground more easily and work the ground into a fine.
crumbly texnrre. Dig at least six inches deep, and try for eight to ten, if possible. get the brake bar
at the rear of front.end tillers :a a depth that will allow you m push it in and pull it out of the ground
with ~a.%?.
according to the depth you want to dig. Dan’t fight your machine: let the brake bar and
the tines do the work. You push down, the brake bar holds the tiller back for digging; you let up, the
tines propel the tiller forward. With gentle pressure between up and down, you allow the machine to
inch forward slowly while it digs.
A rear-mounted tiller is even easier to handle. You set it for depth and speed; then all you have to
do while the machine digs is guide it.
Work the ground the second time at right angles m the first passif possible. You may need to go
OY@the ground a third time to get a fine seedbed.but usually twice is enough, iC your soil is in good
condition.
After planting, your tiller becomes a weed cultivator. It can be used as a harrow for that first
important cultivation of deepsown seed (two to three inches) before the seed comes up, but when
weeds are already germinating. This type of cultivation is tricky. You want to go over the ground
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yer~ lightly, gently disturbing the soil surface without diggiog in to disturb the germinating seed.Skim
very fast over the row. and you will kill many small weeds you can’t even see yet. But don’t try this
technique on shallow-sown seeds.
As soon as your plants are above ground, you can start cultivating with the tiller between the
rows. Unlike shovel cultivators, the tiller tines will not throw dirt onto the new plants and bury them,
if you do not dig too deep. For cultivating. deep digging is ndt necessaryanyway and can be harmful.
If weedsare growing faster than your plants, however, and you must dig a little deeper to control them,
you cilll buy special pbmt shields that lit on either end of the front-end tiller axle and prevent the dirt
from falling on your plants (Searshas tbemj . The hood on a rear-mounted tiller performs the samejob.
When your plants are taller, you want the tiller, to roll some dirt into the plant row, if possible, to
bury the tiny weedsemerging there. That can save you hand weeding. So, without shields, you let the
tiller dig a little deeper than you might otherwise. though not so deep as to cut into your plants’ roots.
Front-end dllers can be modified quickly to cul:ivate between rows as narrow as six to eight inches
or as wide as 26 to 30 inches. The narrowest width is achieved by taking the outer tines off completely
and turning the inner ones around so the blades point inwards. Two intermediate widths can be attained by either leaving the two outside tines off completely with the Tao inside tines in regular position, or by replacing the outer tines with die blades pointed inwards and the two inner tines in regular
position. Clip bolts. which hold the tines on the axle, are easy to remove. and the tines are easy to slip
off the axle.
Remember to allow a few inches more for row width than the width of your various tine positions.
If, for example, you intend to cultivate a swatch 26 inches wide. make your rows at least 30 in&es wideif not %-to accommodate that 264nch width. Why? You don’t want the tines cutting too close to
your plant roots; and when the plants grow taller, the whirling tine blades have a way of reaching out
and grabbing them if you get too close.
If a tiller could talk, it would probably sigh, “A tiller’s work is never done.” Attachments turn it
into J digger of garden irrigation ditches, or furrows. or rows for planting seeds. There’s a hiller attachment for front-end tillers, too. I even know of someonewho turned his tiller into a sidewalk edger
by replacing one of the outside tines with an old plow coulter welded to a piece of pipe!
Tillers are handy for renovating berry patches and ripping out runners that are getting out of control. The tool is handy for pruning raspberry suckers growing out beyond the sides of the row where
they don’t belong. For cultivating or incorporating mulch under fruit trees in small orchards, the
tiller is better than more cumbersome tractor machinery, and it is handier for cultivating under trellis
wires between grapevines. The tiller is superb for running over asparagus beds in fall or spring to kill
weeds and volunteer asparagus seedlings growing above the deepset roots. Just don’t dig more than
three inches deep.
Some chicken farmers, who raise their flocks on litter, utilize tillers to mix and stir the old litter
in place on the coop floor to speed the cornposting process. Tillers are handy to mix compost in large
worm beds, too, before seeding with worms. In any raised bed, or confined grecnhottse bed, the tiller
is about the only power tool that can be utilized. Lighter models that can be lifted in and out of t.he
beds without back sprains are preferable for this kind of work.
Care of the tilling parts is simple, Keep the oil bath around the worm gear at the specified level.
On chaindriven models, the chain and bearings should be lubricated when and if it is necessary.
The motor, the heart and soul of your tiller, requires much more attention. Most walking. selfpropelled tillers, if not all, are powered by air-cooled. one-cylinder, four-stroke engineswhich, to
mechanical amateurs lik: myself, simply means that they take oil in the crankcase and gasoline in the
engfne, and you do not mix the two as you do with two-stroke engines. According to Allen Brown,
agricultural engineer at Purdue, a properly maintained foustroke engine ought to give good service
for at least five to eight years and probably longer. If an engine fails sooner than that, it usually meao~
improper care. “A main cause of early failure is not keeping enough oil in the cra?kcase,” he says.
“Another is failure to change oil as often as recommended, and a third is using the wrong kind of oil.”
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Brown recot~~~tends chattging oil every 25 operating ltour+-or sooner if very dirty condit~ions prevai!.
Use WE SOrveigbt oil in summer ;tml SAE 5~20 or 5~30 in winter (if you use your tiller in cold
weatlter. wbicb is not likely). If you can’t get 301~.10-30will do. Do not use nondetergent oils witb an
API cktssification of MS. SC, SD, or SE.
Clew the air cleaner wbettever you change “il. or more frequently. Neglect nllows dirt to get into
the cylinder and cttttsebearing failure. There are oiled filters, dry filters, attd oil batb filters: follow the
mnnttfacturer‘s directions for your particular model.
Keep the whole motor clean. Don’t let dirt and debris clog tbe cooling fin, as an overheated
engine wetws“ltt faster.
An old motor can often be given new life by cleaning out tlte carbon buildup in tbe exhaust ports.
Take off the maffler ami you’ll fmd the boles (usually three).
An important rule in keeping an engine running longer is never to run it at top speed for extended
periods of time. There’s rarely an occasion that justifies roaring around the garden at full throttle.
You’ll get finished at half-speed just a~.soon--and with better fuel efficiency. And your neigltbors will
love you, to”.
Perhaps it is surprising to tind coverage of
the familiar front.mounted Rototiller in a book
specializing in the bard-to-find. But surprisingly
enough. there is a hard-to-find aspect to tillers
which maker them an appropriate consideration
for the farm tool collection. and that is versatility. Of course, tlte simplest models are strictly
for tilling: they have front.motmtetl tines to
break and cultivate the soil. But realizing the
multipurpose potential of the little tiller as a
power source. some manufacturers have pro.
dttced attachments for a variety of operations.
In North America, attachments are designed
mainly for cultivation, whiie European ruodels
have a tmimber of working tools for jobs like
pumping and spraying.

TILLER
ATTACHMENTS
Rather than discuss the many different
tillerr as power sources.we have decided to can.
centrate on attachments and tlteir functions. A
chart following the tool descriptions explains
which manufacturer carries which tool. Manu.
facturers’ addressesare listed in the index.
T&-S
Tines are the blades of the Rototiller which
do the actual roil tilling. Many manufacturers
have coined their own nanm to represent their
tir.es ar unique. But actualiy, there are just a
few basic designsthat most follow.
Slicer-A mediumduty, short, knifelike tine.
Slasher-.-Similar to but more rugged and longer

than the slicer, good for breaking up sod on
virgin ground; cuts and chops plant residue
with little clogging.
CbiseL-Sometimes referred to ar pick tines,
good Ior rocky gnx~nd, clay, and bardpan.
Clogs easily, not good for gmssesor weeds.

witb the back plate removed, it converu to 11
rultiwtor. It can :ilso be used to dis irrigation
or drairt;tge ditrltes.
Cultivators
Cultivators appear witlt many different
ttimles attd variations on :I similar theme.
Shovels. spikes, or springtooth titter are either
fixed pcrm:tnently on it frame or bolted to a
toolbnr, the latter being adjustable. Called
either cultivators or barrows, they perform the
function of removing weeds or preparing seedbeds by being fmifed through the soil. Five-tine
weeders, plow sweeps, and various hoe designs
are available.

Finger-Provides positive trxtion, good for wltivatirtg and seedbedpreprotion.

Til-Ecw
111place of tines. rite til,row xttacbment
I,*1ilds *ows, provides it f”‘p”rcd sccclbetl, a11tl

Plows
Small.power units have a limited amount
of traction and power which limits their plowing capttbilitics ns well. They do best at making
furrows or hilling alrcndytilled soil. A furrow
opcmcr will dig :I sballow trenclt for straight line
or root crop plnnting wlticlr would otherwise

Hiller

reqttire digging boles. Hillers then fill in the
furttw or bill-up :womxl other plants.
It is worth memiotiing that it billittg plow
is actunily one-half of a furrower. Some corn-pnrties offer tt furrower in two parts wbicb, work.
ing together, furrow and bill separately. Furrowers are sometimes referred to as moldboard
pfows and biller5 its turning plows.

:I sweepplow is another kind of cultivating
:ool which makes a wide pass to cttt weeds
beneath the surface of the soil nt a desired deptlt.

Disc Shields
Sometimes called cultivating shields, side
discs, or disc shields, these devices bolt onto the
outside of rototilling tines to protect young
plants from baving soil spill over on them.

Wheels and Tires
Most small tillers are sold with small
pneumatic or rubber tires which offer little
tion. These are fine for rototilling
traction is provided by the action of the

semitracsince
tines

themselves. However, for plowing and cultivating, the extra traction provided by larger
pneumatic or rubber tires or steel wheels is desirable. Tire chains, transport wheels, and wheel
weights are also available.
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Small depth gauge wheels are provided with
some attachments to offer support and depth
guidance.
Plow Foot and Toolbar

Some attachments mount directly onto the
tiller frame, others to a toolbar or plow foot
which is mounted to the frame. They offer a
means of adjusting tool positioning for both
rvitltb ;uncldepth of work. Rulldoring attd snowplowing blades appear with many of these
models. Snowblowers are uncommon.

Plow foot
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Mowers and Lawn Attachments
iMowers are uncotnmon to small, North
American tiller models because the power takeoff is usually limited to use with til!er tines.
European modeis, however. are built with
versatility in mind and have attachments for
rotary, sickle bar, or spindle reel mowing. The
listing of European models is meager here
becausemost tillers are built to perform so many
utility functions that they have been included in
the two-wheel tractor section.

Some Unusual Tillelf Attachments and
Their Sources
Seethe Appet1di:r for addresses.
Front-end r:irt-ier-~~~‘“lseley
Muirher-.+gr-ia

Sprayer-Agriu, Hnko
Pump-Stauh
Roller-Staub
Vioe Goan!-Auto Hoe
Shredder-Grinder--Rota-Hoe

EGRGR~RRQG:
TILLER
FRQM
by Raymond Trull
-After 14 years of !mrd work in gardening, my faithful tiller annooxed it> imminent retirement
wit!t a chorus of grindings zmd rumblings and clouds of blue smoke.
What would replace it? lo helping others in my gardening family, I’d used many well-known
tillers, including Burrrs, Merry, Snnp!~er,;I”~! Gilson. While most ilad, good and not-so-good features,
~11were drm~bie, hxnl-working m~~b~nes. A tour of local dealers and an examination of gardening
mqazines maue me itch to try every super rleao, brightly painted new mode! on the stones, sticks,
weeds, and dirty soil of my garden. ‘l‘here was nothing lxetty about those tillers’ !wices--they had
doobled io 14 yews. To buy witlrout c:wefully studying both t!u:dity ant! price was a foolish luxury 1
couldn’: afford.
With attachments, many tillers convert to minitractors that plow, cultivate. rake, make planting
ridges, harrow, and even move materi;t!s with a scr;t!~eblade. Could tillers be !xactical and efficieot
minitractors for gardens at~t! sm;dl area crolx? ! wanted to know!
The Grountllq, by Heald of Benton Ilarbor, Michigan, is unique-it’s sold as ii kit. At $199.95
for a five horsepower. cltain-driven model, it’s at least $40 less than compzrable preassembled models.

Gr~undh~g’s components are made by com!xmies I recognized--engines by 13riggsand Stratton and
Tecumseb, chain drives by Parmi, and ground-working tools (a good variety) by BrinlyHardy. More
~important, by assembling it, I should understand its internal workings and he able to repair it later.
‘The goal-greater
Felf-sufficiency!
Basic as.%mb!yincluded putting the transmission, frame, and tines together, mounting the engine,
and attaching control cables and levers--a nine-llour job for this “““expert fumblefingers. No tasks
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With :zneapectcd pride-it started and worked perfectly--l took the Groundhog to the g;~rden lo,
its first trial and my first surprise. At iul eugine r!xed just above itIle, it cut six inches deep in garden
soil wdisturbed for six mouths. To make its task ;L bit tougher, 1 ad&~! extension tines for ;I 36incllwvic!iecut. Although on inch of le~~vcrati~t!old stalks covered p;wt of the arex. the Groundhog easily
maintained its tilling ~leptlr ;uld forwwd speed.
:\ much tougher test ciooe xwt~. \Vhen ~lozensof volunteer :tsp;w:lgus !x~!~!xxl “!I iwwng t!~c
berries :tnd shrubbery, 1 wnted tu add them to our skimpy p;wwt be<!. But before !xeparitlg the dee!‘,
lertile soil needed by asparagus.it thic-k sod of comnwn Bermuda grasshad to be removed. In the Sooth
Cnrolinn Piedmont, Bermuda sod is ;I devil’s brew of intertwined. tougll surface tunners and ia thick
underground mat of fibrous roots, usually yielding only to hours of toil with n mattock.
IVith its extension tines in place, the tiller bounced siightly each time its tines struck. But the
Groun&og churned forward slowly, leaving it seven-inch-deeplayer of sail and vanquished Berntuda sod
in its wake. Three hours’ labor wr~sover in twenty minutes:
‘The Grourli!!log is an xtor with many roles: replace tile tines wiill <lee!)-cleata! wlwels ;IIN! it’5
;t minitractor that works. Add a tltarvlxrr ;UK! make furrows with one !)lou, or raiscc! riclges wit!) two
plows irt the furrower.hiller set. Rep!sce them with tile ctlltiv;ltor-rcarifirr set,‘sfour l~lows. :mc! I-e.
moving weeds xod making dust mulches is safer for garden plants. Most of the weight of a well.

balanced tiller is concentrated over its tines to make it dig easiiy and quickly. That’s fine, unless you
need to protect plant roots. With the Groundhog’s culivator plows mounted at the rear drag bar
and partially supported by the operator, plow depth is easily controlled.
Add a bit of imagination, and the Groundltog helps with many chores. Leaving two of tile foul
cultivators mounted, I use it to rake together runners from our all-too-vigorous &q~aneseI~oneysuckle.
(These make good rrulc!~ or a condiment for the compost pile wlwn cllopped with it lawn mower.)
With the two plows still in place. tile front-mounted scraper blatle can be added for :I gentle, miniearth-moving machine. To flatten the ridge of an old o-o!’ terrace, 1 loosen roil with the cultivator
plows and push it into position wit!1 the scrape blade. In addition. it smooths soil after !‘otatoes are
dug, distributes leaves and compost for tilling in, ant! spreads grave!. Tllere are other ;t!~plications
and much more optional equipment.
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Ary problems with the Groundhog? One, due TVpersonal preference. Rototilling with rear wheels
in phce-many users remwe them-lifts the handlebars @XIhigh, even with the Groundhog’s tine
height adjustment. The solution? One extra hole in the wheel attachment rod brings handlebars down
to just the right height.
In the minitractor disguise, the Groundhog runs Out of traction and starts spinning long before its
engine sttdk. A better bite--with dual wheels or wider tires-would help in soft soil.
OveraIl, the Groundhog is a powerful, useful machine comparable to preassembled mcc!els. Its
price, p&xmnnce, quick and easy adjustments, and goud design clearly recommend it.
1 do have one strung opinion. Many gardeners underestimate a tiller’s working ability. Except for
turning under a heavy sod or green manure crop. a five horsepower. chain-driven Rototiller is not
lfk.ely to he stumped when used correctly. Can a tiller with attachments provide most, if not all. soilworkfng power needed for a large garden and small area crops? Yes!
HeaId, Inca
Box 148
Benton Harbor, MI

49022
NORTH AMERICAN SOURCES OF TILLERS

FRONT-END
AND
ATTACHMENTS

AGWAY
ALLIS-CHALMERS *
AMERIND-MACKISSIC.
ARIENS
ATLAS
AUTO HOE
BLACK & DECKER
JOHN DEERE
DERBY l
EDKO
FMCBCKENS
FORD l
GARDEN MAID *
GIIsoN
HAHN
HEALD
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FRONT-END
TILLERS
AND
ATTACHMENTS

TINES-

KNTNL. HARVESTER
MAGNA
McDONOUGH (SNAPPER)
5fERRY
MTD
ROPER
ROTO-HOE
SEARS, ROEBUCK Fc CO.
SENSATION
SIMPLICITY
l-OR0 *
MONTGOMERY WARD
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INTERNATIONAL SOURCES OF TILLERS

FRONT-END
TILLERS
AND
ATTACHMENTS

TXNES-

AGRIA-WERKE
HAKO-WERKE
ISEKI *
MERCHANDISED GARDENING a
SCHANZLIN
SOLO KLEINMOTOREN
STAUE
WOLF TOOLS *

x
x

WOLSELEY

xxx

* ElKen
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X
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X
x

X

FMC-Bolrns
@xoer unit and
tiller with options: pneumatic
tires, harrow, hi&r and
furm~~~, cultiuntor.
FMC-Balms

The Gilson Compact
slow@ lDD"l ,. Thesat
handies are also wed
gardener.

The Magna Chore
Magna Corp.

iller rcqxires
n minimum
of
wo wing nuls wed to fold the
adjusl the height to suit the
Gihn Brothers CO.

with bole lines
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The rotary tiller is an excellent organic
cultivating tool. It can take the place of plow,
disc, field cultivator, and offset disc--and can be
used as a weed cultivator too. The totar: tiller
compacts the soil least of all implemems. With
the tilling blades mounted in the rear and the
engine extending to the front, the result is a
well-balanced machine which is easy to maneuver and which has efficient tilling capabilities.
Rear-mounted tillers also have an excellent
compost-shredding action, which is desirable
when incorporating organic material into the
soil. (Two-wheel tractors, discussed in chapter
four, usttally have rototilling attachments.)
But beyond tilling, it is quite common for
a tiller to convert to a sickle bar mower or
snowblower, or to have provisions for pulling a
plow, trailer, or cultivator. Some tillers provide
a power takeoff (PTO) featore for powering a
variety of attachments like pomps and sprayers,
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or even binders and reapers. These are discussed
forther in chtapfer four. Handlebars are usually
adjustable to either side so the operator can walk
beside the tiller rather than in a freshly tilled
TOW.

NORTH
AMERICAN
SOURCES
OF,REAR-~ODNT~D
TILLERS
Troy-Bilt
The Troy-Bilt is a popular garden tiller,
with several choices of model and horsepower.
Attachments xe available. Two forward and
two rewrse speedsare provided by the chainle:~s,
power train transmission with worm gear. Depth
of tilling can be regulated to seven different
levels while the machine is in motion, and the
handles are adjustable :‘s well. Attachments
include a furrower (for trench composting) and
i( s”“wpl”w.
Garden Way Mfg. Co., Inc.
102ndSt. & Ninth Ave.
Troy, NY 12180

Xfainline is :I rotary tiller of high quality
nnd multiuse adaptability. This wrsatile rearmot!.lted tiller helps till the gap between singleuse gx!!en tillers ;md expensive tractors. The

belts or chains. Its automotive design is completely ball bexring throughout, including both
ends of Vie crankshaft.
It is a 2O.inch tiller with :* heavydttty cover
completely enclosing the tines. There is separate
engagement of wheel drive and tiller drive; so
the tiller does not rotate (which saveswear and
is safer) when transporting. The engine has a
power take-off shaft to operate pum~x. spzayers,
and other attachments that are available. fifteen
in all.
The BCS Company, which is in Italy, ius
been making thin tiller since 1963. and it has
been designed with the farmer and growa in
mind-to take the heavy-duty use and do the
different jobs that the attachments make
possible.
The ex:ra attachments which make the
*Excerpted with pcrm,irrion from
Fehru?r?1977.

Farmer,

The

Notural

basic unit is an 8 h.p., cast aluminum block
engine with Pearlite cylinders.
Pearlite is a graphitic process of cast-iron
composition, the product being about 20 times
the density cf regular cast iron, reborable three
times. It has an all-gear-drive transmission-no

Mainline more useful for the small grower than
any of the other tillers on the market include:
a 44.inch sickle bar which can be mounted 0.1
the front; combination power hilling and furrowing ;tttachment: a split-row tiller for strawberries
and small vegetables; removable :iller so you can
add a planter, tool bar, cart. or snowblower.
Mainiine tillers come in 5, 8, and IO h.p.
models. BCS also manufactures commercial 16
h.p. rotary tillers which have optional grain
binders wd thresher attachments. In addition,
they make riding tractors which are being imported into this country. The U.S. importer is
BCS Mainline in London, Ohio, and the Irlatural Organic Farmers’ Associtition has ci~ntacted them to become the New England
distributor.
Central StatesMainline Distributors
Box 348
London, OH 43140
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Ariens Rocket Tiller
In the same in-between league as the Troy.
Bilt, the Rocket is a 7 h.p. tiller with two forward
and two reverse speeds. The rear-mounted tines
are 14 inches in diameter and till to a depth of
9 inches. Handles are adjustable for side “per.

ation. and the unit is available with attachments
for extra-wide tilling and furrowing.
Ariens Co.
655 W. Ryan St.
Brillion, WI 541IO

Tiller
:ensco.

Mighty Mac 524RT
The Mightly Xac has an 8 h.p., fowcycle
engine with a welded steel frame and a chain
drive gear. Depth is determined by a manually
adjusted drag control bar. Handles are fully
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adjustable, and speeds include one forward and
one reverse. A furrowing kit is available.
Amerind-MacKissic, Inc.
P.O. Box 111
Parker Ford, PA 19457

The Howard Rotovator Company specializes
in heavier commerciti tillers. both walking and
tractor-drawn models. They call them rotovatars. The larger handsonuolled Gem model is
available in varying widths of 20, 24, or 30
inches. A smaller unit, the 350, comesin 16- and
2%inch widths. The transmission on the Gem
has three forward and one safety reverse speed
with a maximum forward speed of 2.82 mph.
Each model is equipped with double wheels for
added trxtion and a depth control wheel ad-

justable to 9 inches. The optional attachments
and accessoriesinclude a furrowing attachment
and pickline rotor.
E. C. Geiger
Rt. 63, Box 285
Harleysvilie, PA 19438
Howard Rotovator Co.
Box 103
Harvard, IL 60033

The
E. c.

Howard rotwators are distributed throughout the worid: Australia, East Africa, France,
Germany, Italy, New Zealand, South Africa, the
United Kingdom, and Spain.

Rota-Hoe
Row-Hoes come with tillers mounted either
in the rear or up front. A 6 h.p. Tecumseh
engine powers the gear trananission with four
forward speeds and one reverse. Attachments
include a Cut-N-Shred shredder, a snowthrower,
and a biller-marker tool.
The RotaHoe Co.
Department 2
Newbury, OH 44065
Herter’s Belgian Model 1100 Tiller
Modeled after a Belgian tiller but manufactured in the United Statrs is the Herter Model
1100 rear-end tiller. The transmission is worm
gear driven and powered by a 6 h.p., four-cycle

The Row-Hoe

Rota-Hoe

co.
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engine. The nucbine has two forward, a neutral,
and two reverse speeds. ;\s a safety precaution,
it cannot be locked in reverse. The eightposition depth regulator can be adjusted while
in motion, and in the traveling position, tines
are raised 2 inches above the ground. No a@&
ments are mentioned. The manufacturer is the
only distribntor.
Herter’s. Inc.
Waeca, MN 56093 or Mitchell, SD 57301
The Simar Morgan
The Morgan is made in Switzerland by the
Simar .Company and distributed in the United
States. It employs a heavy-duty Swill 7% h.p.,

one-cylinder, four-cycle engine io power its three
forward and one reverse speeds.The unit’s weigbt
is 254 pounds. No mention is made of attachments.
Colt
Of German design, the Colt is a lightweight.
rugged tiiler for raised benches in greenhouses
and outdoor cultivation. It comes with a IO
h.p. engine, an sil-en:kzed gear drive-no Vbelts-and a single power.driven whet?! for easy
handling. The Colt and the Morgan are available from:
E. C. Geiger
Rt. 63. Box 285
Harleysville, PA

19438

The SimorMorgan
E. C. Geiger

The Cdl
E. C. Geiger
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Mpng

Tillers

Weighing 503 pounds. the Mtmg Mode: 95
tiller is designed for heavy-duty tilling jobs
encountered by landscapers aad nurserymen.
The owrali width is 26 inches, but it only tills
15 inches at one time. The smaller, 380~pound
Mang junior has a tiller cutter width of 21
inches and is powered by a 7 h.p. gasoline
engine. With both models, the strain and shock
of the toughest ting are distributed among the

eight sprockets and the heavy-duty roller chat‘..
The manufacturer reports that this feature is unlike most other tillers. where the strain is taken
by only two or three gear cogs. Tlwe is one
forward speed.no reverse.
Oregon Mfg. Co.
692OSW IllthAw.
Beaverton, OR 97005

Mang

Model

Y5

Herb Fischborn

Mung

jcmior

Herb Fitiborn

-.__

IwlowlJii
This unit will rotovate or cultivate with
oscillating power tines which cover 2 ItSinch
width.

INTERNATIOiiiSOURCES
OFREAR-MOUNTED
TILLERS
Agria Model 2100
A 7 hp.. two-stroke engine supplies power
through one front wheel to drive this tiller.
Hooded tillers are available in nine ditferent
working widt!ls, and depth is adjustable. It is
particularly suited for closely spaced rows.
Three-speed tooth wheel gearing is shifted from
the handlebar. Its weight is 80 pounds. and
provisions are available for adding front weight.
Attachments include a ridger, a leaf protector.
and a cultivator.
Agria-Werke Gmbh
7108 Moeckmuehl
Germany
Buffalo Tillers
Three models are available. The 14 h.p.
model weighs 3% kilograms, the 9 b.p., 235
kilograms, and the 7 11.p.model, 205 kilograms-

Thr Agrin

bfod.3

2100

Tiller
attachments
come in
changeable
the specific
cropping situation.

for

vqing
widths,
interrequirements
of each
“ah

engine. Au three have four-cycle,
airxooled, diesel engines. hand-craoked starting,
and three speeds for both forward and reverse.
With rotary tiller, capacities raoge from ‘/ to
1 acre Per hoor and with plow, from y, to p/s
acre per hour.
all without

Three Farmers Machinery Co., Ltd.
No. 37 Min Chuan St.
Wu-Chi Tafchun H&n
Taiwan. Republic of Chfna
CIeCaCoSume Power Tfller Model LEG58
Two types of engines are available: a watercoded diesel with 6 or 7 h.p. or an airlooled,
gawlfne engine with 6 :o 8 h.p. There are six
forward and two reverse speeds. Road clearance
is a minimum of 178 millimeters, and it weighs
250 kflogams. Power takesif speedsare change.
able with two or four steps. A safety device keeps
reverse from engaging until the rotary blades
have stopped. It has an adjustable handle.
P.O. Box 8, lbar*i City
Osaka Ref. 567, Japan

soil, and the need for a cable disappeared.
Today, cable cultivation is used on small, steep
plots in France and Italy. and for plowing paddy
fields in China. Agricultural
engineering
researchers recognize the winch as a significant
tool worth developing in their quest for simply
designed machines to satisfy the worldwide need
for economical, energy&icient field mechanization. Mechanical Engineer Stuart Wilson from
Oxford outlines the reasonswhy.
“The three very considerable advantages of
cable cultivation compared to conventional
tractor “se are:
1. Lower energy consumption due to elimination of both wheel slip and the energy
needed to transport the prime mover.
2. No compaction of the soil. an increasing
problem with large tractors.
3. Ability to plow in wet or slippery conditions.
The disadvantages include the need for
two prime movers if the most effective method is
used and the need for some sort of reversible
ph.”
Wilson continues, “However, in light of
the fact that plowing is only a small part of the
average tractor’s use and that most of the remaining duties, especially road haulage, need
much less than maximum’ power, there appears
IO be a case for evolving a design for a basic
tractor of modest power which can be used in
pairs for cable plowing when required, but is
otherwise capable of Performing a variety of
lighter duties.”
Three designs are on the drawing board
to utilize, winch cultivation: a pedal-powered
Mechanical Mule, a hvo-wheeled tractor called
the Snail, and a three-wheeled tractor, the
Spider.

STATRlRARRM&F’OWERER
Prior to the invention of the tractor, about
the time of World War I, cable cultivation was
the only form of mechanized agriculture for
about 75 years..and this reprneated the first use
of steam Power for cultivation. Becausethe first
atcam engines were not self-propelled, a scheme
employ& a cable and ,ivindlass was used to get
the plow from one end of the field to the other.
The cable osoally wound on a horizontal drum
beneath de engine which was driven by bevel
gearing from the engine shaft.
Though the most expensive initially, the
most satisfactory implementation of this technique utflired two steam engines. One engfne
polled the plow through the field while the
other paid out slack cable and moved ahead into
position for the next haul. As steam engines
became fighter, it became more feasible to use
them as tractors to Poll implements through the

The Mechanical Mule
Designed by Rodale Resources, Inc., in
Emmaus. Pennsylvania, the Mechanical Mule
harnesses the power of the pedal to provide
winch-pulling power fw farm tilling tasks. The
power unit seen in the photo on page 68 is
Positioned at the head of a row while a tool.
bar carrier is po.Gtioned at the foot of the row.
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rhar? a small one. The principle utilized is that
of a self-propelled winch controlled by one
operator, together wit!1 an implement mounted
on a frame md controlled by it second operator.
The winch unii is driven forward to the extent
of its cable, drive is engaged to t!le winch drum.
and the cable draws the implemcrlt towards lfrc!
winch unit. whicfl is prwentc~f I~cotrrmoving
backwards hy a seff.anchrrrinfq rfw:tg.
in iesis during ific dry scawrl in Malawi,
sporuored by the Ministry of Overseas Develop
ment, the machine was found to work satisfactorily in most small farm conditions, and
would be likely to be economicaf in areas where
alternative cultivatior~ methods were either unavailable or more expensix. It is designed to
operate in hard soils and would not be tecflnicaffy satisfactory in wet land or in temperate
areas.
The Spider
The Spider is a three-wheeled, self-pro@fed win&-tractor v&ic.h. wo!ved from :h.e
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Snail and the Kabanyolo. In z-11article entitled
“Are Small Tractors Possible?,” a Peter Crossley
reports that the Kabanyolo wa:; an example of
the “ingenious use of mass-prr,duced components in A chassis w!Ccfl was dzcigned to bz
m:tuolacturcd locully I?MII stock materials.” WC
ifescribcs 1111’Snail its iw exnmf~le 01 “:I snulf,
scfl~fwofxlfetf wincfi, which fxovides a much
f~if.$lcr dr:111force tfl:m it siqfe.:lxlc trxcwr of
corrcspondil~g size and weigflt.” When dlf
limitations of these two units were clearly defined, efforts were directed at combining tfle
best features of both in the design of the Spider.
Still in its early stagesof testing, the Spider
is being dewloped at the United Kingdom‘s
National College of Engineering in Sifsoe, En.
gland.
Crossfey states that “the Spider consists of
a LabriCated chassis. 0%~tfw lrollt of which is
mounted ii 6.5 11.1xdiesel engine. which drives
the two rear wheels bv means of ;I 1’.belt and

operations such as moldboard ,>lowing. A fx”ent
has been applied for.”
“No difIcrenti:d would be fitted, but as with
the original Spider, either or both rat- wheels
could be engaged by means of dog cfutches,
thus allowing both wheels to be driven during
light cultivation operations, or while moving
forward prior to w;nching. In order to turn
at headlands, the inner wheel would bc dcclutched. aiicwing sharp turns to be made;
a reversegear would not be required. By adding
;i second fwimary chain nod Sag clutch, an ad~fition:if forw;lr~f speed cotrld be l~rovided iol
trimpott work.”
“Although figfltwcight. tfv: Spi(fcr wr~~:!rl
ofainrirt: its performance ior fowdr:1it ofKW
lions by virtue oi its axle characteristics and
reasonably sized drive wheels. The track spacing and high ground clearance would allow it
to work in ridges. During high-draft winching
opel~ations,the machine would work slowly but
effectively, and with the addition of 2 second
n~m 011the implement, could undertake operaiioiii which no smnll tractor of equivalent size
r~ould attempt in poor traction conditions.”
Such design work by the National College
of Engineering is aimed at increasing the agricultural fxoductivity ii1 developing countries.
0r.e criticism of this final design is the comfiiicated oprratiorl fxocedure. Pieicn: :!;oug!::a
6.7

T
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J’~~li-typ~ plows require it special clwis 1.0
:,,,:,<lL lhl
properly to the traCtor cll2wlxir.
‘l’ltc <,lwis is first imlted to thC t,Ktw drawl)sr;
thc~l 11~ tractor is backed up to the plow tongue.
and the clevis is pushed into the hooded plow
hitch until it latches-you
can hear the click.
If you are alone, with no way to lift the plow
llitch up in line with the clevis so you czn hack
the tractor into it, you wi!i i%Wri hOW to stop
at just the precise distance from the plew hitch.
get elf the tractor. lift the hitch or push down
on it, aml force it into the clevis.
The reason for the somewhat complex
2,.
.

L
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NORTI! AMR!CAN

SOURCES OF MOLDBOARD PLOWS
%
$

ALLIED FARhf EQUIP. (KVERNELAND)
BRINLEY.HARDY
J. 1. CASE
CHROMALLOY FARM R INDUSTRIAL EQUIP.
MENT CO.
CORSICANP. GRADER & MACHINE CO.
IMCO (INDEPENDENT MFG.)
INTERNATIONAL
MODERN MACHINERY. INC.
SPEECO (SPECIAL PRODUCTS)
available fron! TSC & CENTRAL TRACTOR

X
X
X
X
x
xx
x
x

x
x
x

INTERNATIONAL SOURCES OF MOLDBOARD PLOWS
AC;M EQUIPMENTS
AGROMET MOTOIMPORT
BEAUVAIS & ROBIN CECOCO

-

FISKARS
FRANK’SCHE EISENWERKE
CHERARDI JESI
W. HERTECANT
HUARD-VCF-SCM
INDUSTRIAS METALURGICAS
KVERNELAND
NARDI MACCHINE .4GRICOLE
PIERCE OF WEXFORD
SYNDICAT DE L’OUTILLAGE
AGRICOLE ET HORTICOLE
TONUTTI S.P.A.

s----

x

..-.

x

x

X
X
x
X
x

x
x

X
X

X
x
‘x

X

APOLO S.A.
Y
._

X
x
X

x

X
X

X

X

-.

SOURCES OF CHISEL PLOWS/SUBSOILERS

BE-\UV,\IS

R- ROBIX,

ETS.

BOMFOKD

& EVERSHED

X
1:I‘l~.

x

J. 1. C.ASE

x
X

C:ECoCO
COLE MFG.

X”

CORSICANA

GRADER

% MACHINE

(:O.

X-

DEL.\P::~\CE. ETS.
---W. HERTECAN’l’

x

CIKJARD-IJCFXM
jp:‘:‘ER>;gy~op;A:,
JEOFFROY
KMC
PLANET
ROYAL

TRACTOR

X

-

X
X
X

PLOWS, INC

X
-.-

INDUWI‘RIES

-

Xr (:O.
MFC

CO.

im~.m~k~w

hm;.

FARM

WIKOMI

MFG. CO.

x
--

.1_--.
co.

SUPPLY CO.

UNITED

TOOLS

a subsoil plow, sometimes called the deep chisel,
or V-plow, tkrqh
the actions of the two implements are now being combined into one ma.
chine. The subsoiler is a much heavier tool
7s

iX(Z.

.\lFG. CO.)

SEAUS, RGCK
‘rrzY1.oR

,\;A(““““:“‘,
~IEIYT-RI,

MFG. P; DlSTRIB~llNC

SOU’I’HEASI‘

X

X
!v:<;:;$.RN

MFG., INC.

(KELLEY

KOEHN

x

--

X
-.

X

X
X

X
X

with narxnv ripper blades that dig deeply into
the soil to break up compacted layers Im better
,. drainage and rDOf penetration.
The subsoil plow is a clear indication of the
weakness of modern farming methods. It was
) designed to offset tile negative effects of Irezwy

Lhr.
!d
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Cultipackcr
If clods are a problem in your spring.plowed
sil, you may eventually want to add n culti-

SOURCES OF HARROWS

ACM EQUIPMENTS
BEAUVAIS R- ROBIN ETS.
BRINLY-HARDY CO.

x
X
X

BROWN MFG. CORP.
CECOCO
CENTRAL TRACTOR
EDWARDS EQUIPMENT CO.
FARNA,\,l EQUIPMENT CO.
FUERST BROS.. INC.
GHERARDI
W. HERTECANT
HUARD
IMCO
INDUSTRIAS METALURGICAS
INTERNATlONAL
MODERN MACHINERY.
IOHN R. KOVAR MFG. CO.. INC.
MONTGOMERY WARD
NOBLE MFG. CO.
PIERCE
SEARS, ROEBUCK Pi CO.
SOUTHEAST MFG. CO.
GEECO
TAYLOR IIMPLEMENT MFG. CO.
TONUTTI S.P.A.
UNITED FARM TOOLS
VASSAR CO.
WIKOMI
The Rotary Tiller
The rotaq tiller can be used in place of a
moldboard plow. Heavy t~neqfor farm tractors
and medium-sized ones for large, commercial.

X
x
__
X
x

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
._
X

INC.
X

x

‘x

x
X

x

x

x
x

x
X

X
X
X
X

X
OX

X
X
walking tractors are available, as well as the
popular svlf-propelled garden tillers. The rotary
tiller is probably tlie ideai tool fur incorporating
1 organic matter’ and avoiding soil compaction.

by Thomas J. Ulick

THESPRINGTOOTHED
HARROW
The spritlg-toothed hwsow is used principally as a soil lewler behind n disc, though it
digs more deeply thatt the spike-toothed h;tnwv.

HARROW
IMPROVISATION
by Rob Johnston, Johnny’s Selected Seeds
There is it tool often cnlled n Scotch Harrow, a fencelike grid of chain. which is tractor-drawn to
level a seedbed. Well, I’d wented one for years but never felt we could afford it. Anyway, we now
acbiew jest about the same e&r by attaching a large old barn beam behind the disc harrow nith a
towing chain. The beam drags along behind the disc, leveling out high spots and filling irl the ruts
left at the edge of the harrow. If we need a really perfect reedbed for some delicate crop. we take time
to go owr the piece with it steel garden rake and have found it imp”rt;mt to have one with an extra
long hmdie. This really gets it smooth ;tnd ptrmits easy lontiott of surface debris and stones.
The Cultimulcher
The cultimulcher or l~tdvinulcher is it combination “C spring-tooth barrow and cnlti.
packer-a set of cultipxcker wheels in front and
rear, with barrow tines In the middle. It is ttscd
(if at xl1 ;mymore) to put :t smooth surface of
tine soil on recently plowed ground to prevent
moisture from escaping in a dry platttitq season.

‘l?wrc seem to be its m~tny dilkrent kinds as
there have been farmers who like to tinker.
Some blades are shovel-shaped, some spear.
shaped, some almost identical to the teeth of it
spring.tooth barrow, some little mow than
ttarrow steel bws. All hwe sotne kind of spring
or give to them. Spritlgtrip shovels will snap
back out of the ground if they bit a root or rock

WEED
CONTROL
TILLAGE
Cultivating Blades
The old saying, “There are as many opinions on a subject as there are people thinking
about it,” holds fairly true for weed cultivators.

Thr “spring”
in the spring
when if hits n hard ob~ccl.

tool/.

proteclr

the tool

that will not budge. The very na?r”w spring-tine
cultivators, often called Danish tooth hlader,
vibrate and wiggle through the soil and seldom
collect plant residue.

The rotary hoe is a special tool. consisting
of several rows of pointed steel wheels, each
nbooot 10 inches in dinmeter. When ptdled at it
fairly rapid tractor speed, these wheels will dig
out very small, gfxtnittating wed seedswithout
harming sprouted crop seed.5if the latter are no
more than an inch or tw” tall. The rotary hoe
has b+x”“le obsolete on f;lr”ls where the use of
herbicides predatninates, but it is still an important tool on other farms, since the most
important weed control is that obtained between
the time a ‘mop is planted and the time it is rail
enough to cultiva:e with a regolar shovel or tine
weeder.
Rotary tillers convert to effective betweenthe.row cultivation. esp&ally those wi:h n faster
ptr than the “ne normally used for deep tilling.
It should be set so it does not dig too deeply
when cultivating weeds.
NORTH AMERICAN SOURCES OF CULTIVATORS

ALLIED FARM EQUIPMENT
BRINLY.HARDY CO., INC.
CENTRAL TRACTOR
EMPIRE PLOW CO.
GANTT MFG.
GILMORE-TATGE MFG. CO., INC. (ALLIED)
GILSON BROS.
IMCO (INDEPENDENT MFG. CO.)
.MONTGOMERY WARD
%OBLE CULTIVATORS. LTD.
&YAL
INDUSTRIES
SEARS. ROEBUCK BcCO.
SPEECO (SPECIAL PRODUCTS CO.)
l

Modelswith planter bar hookup.

X
X
X
X
X
X

x*

x

x
X
X

x
X
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The Continuing
Draft Animals

Role of
I

FARMING
WITH
HORSES
by Wendell

Berry

A teatnof horses, living off thr hay 2nd grain it Iwips to produce, is ill, embodiment of the life of the
fwn-which.
w&r gwd care. is perpetually self-renewing. A team is therefore not only a much cheaper
source of power than n tractor, but it is also a source that in the long run will be much more dependable.
And whereas th, wastes from a tractor‘s engine only pollute the air. a horse’s bodily wastes will eurich
the ground from which he feeris, thus significantly reducing the farmer’s dependence on the fertilizer
companies.
And horses, onlike tractors, car reproduce themselves. Many small farmers will find it possible
to raise a pair of colts n year from a team of work maw. If the quality of the colts is good, and if the
horse market stays favorable. the work te:mt nuy earn considerably more than its feed bill, XXI thus
provide the farmer with :t year of free labor, plus some profit.
lo the work itself, horses hwe certain advantages over tr:tctors. ‘They can he used safely on steep
ground, where a tractor would be either dangerous or us&w. A horse farmer can get into his fields

more quickly after rain than can a tractor farmer. And horses do not pack the ground as much as
tractors. It is generally acknowledged among the tobacco growers in my area of Kentucky that the work
of horse-drawn cultivating plows has never been equalled by any tractor.
Beyond these practicalities, there is the satisfaction that one gets from working a good team. A
tractor may be handy, always ready to use, untiring, enormously powerful; but it is not alive. and that
87

.tnother thing 1 like about workittg wi!h horses is their quietness. When you work with ;t tractat
::otr bear nothing but the tractor: it is a kind of isolation. With the engine I-oaring in your c:ws :di day,
you lose ilwnreness of tit: other life that is going on ;tround you. With hor5es. unless you are wing sow
noisy implement like a mowing machine. you hear the wind blowing and the birds singing wd xl1 the
rest of the stirrings and goittgs-on of the countryside.
And so there is a good deal that can be said in favor of f:wming with horses. There are, :o fact,
;s few widely scattered farmers who still do farm exchtsively with horses. There are many more who
keep n team or two for part-time use. And of course- t!lere are tlw Amish, for whom farming with
horses is a community ideal and a way of life. Nevertheless, it woulcl be irresponsib!e simply to recommend to anybody who owns a farm that he should sell his tractor and buy a team. There :LI‘Pdifficulties

The draft horse farmer should
6e prepnred lo work a little
harder physically than his
mechonired neighbor. Here (I
team of blocks gets slarled on
a morning’s d&king.

in the way; it is important
sider them with great care.

that

I sh&ld

now mention them, and that interested readers should con-

1. In many parts of the country a good team is difficult to find. And though a good team is less expensive than a good tractor, it will still be costly. At present the price of horses is high, and rising.
2. Almosthorse-drawn equipmen: has been out of production for many years. Some tractor equipment, of COUW.?,is fairly easily convertible for use with horses.
3. Horses
are not standard. No two are exactly alike in looks, size, conformation, or disposition. It is therefore extremely unwise for an inexperienced person to attempt to buy a team on
his own. I have said that a good team is a source of pleasure. It is now time to say that a bad
one is a curse, a nuisance, a liability-sometimes
a danger. Some horsemen will take pride in
selling good stock and in satisfying their customers. Some will sell poor stock with extravagant
praise.
4. Most important: It is not easy to work with and care for a team. It cannot be learned easily o:
quickly. A person who can drive a car can probably teach himself to drive n trxtor in a short
while. To learn to drive a team well, you need a teacher, and yoo need experience. An inex-

perienml temnster can exdy injure or kill his tram :md can easily get injured or killed himself.
5. Obviously. then, a person inexperienced with horses who wants to farm with them is much in
need of the t&ire and instruction of an experienced teamster whose intelligence and judg
ment can be tmstet~. And this brinp as to the final difliculty: wch people are ge:ting SGLKC.
The last genemtions that grew up working horses are dying out, and their knowledge is dying
with them.
Fortunately. there nre some experienced horsemen scattered over the country who have had these
problems on their mindr. And because of tlteir efforts there begins to be sonte promise of help for the
wxdd-be or the novice tetmlster.
First I want to mention. and recommend, The Draft Horx? Jorcrnol (Route 3, Waverly, IA
50677). edited by Maurice and Jeannine Telleen. This magazine is an awmbly point for all sorts of
information about sales. breeders and dealers. suppliers of equipment. and oiher items of interest. There
are articles on the history. breeding, and care of draft horses. And in the short time that 1 have hew
a subsaiber, there has been an incrensing number of articles on the use of horses for farm work. Anyone
interested in fanning with horses would find this magazine both a pleaswe and a valuable investtnent.
In the Snmmer 1973 issue of the Journal, I was much interested to see an article which :mnounced
the first w&on of a Teamster’s School to be held at Indian Summer Farm in Cabot, Vermont. According to the arride, Ted Bermingham had undertaken to set up tlte school on his farm with the hope of
presewfng and passing on the knowledge and skill of “the last full generation of working teamsters.” For
this pwpose Mr. Benningham’had
rounded up a facttlty of experienced horsemen to teach the disciplines of farming and logging with horses. Tuitioo was $150. This ptdd for all instruction, stall and
board for a horse or team (if any), supper on Sunday night, and three meals a day, Monday through
Thursday. Daytime instruction involved working at the chores of farming and logging. Study of the
various tools and techoiques always took place amid the practicalities of actual use. Students drove
their own horses or ho& furnished by the school under close supervision of the teachers. They also
took part in the necess&y stable work. The night sessions consisted of talks on such topics as horse
husbandry, logging techniques. breeding, .equine genetics, veterinary medicine, horse trading, and
shoeing.
Mr. Eermingham and his staff are well aware, of course. that the teamster’s art is complex and dependent upon experience. and that no novice could hope to become proficient at it in a few days. The
school is meant to offer as full an introduction as possible to skills tltat the beginner can then practice
on his own. There is ni, doubt thar a few hours of work with an experienced teacher can save many
hours of expensive and dangerous pelf.instruction by the meth+ of trial tmd error. The students I
la&cd to all believed that the school had been thoroughly worthwhile. So did their teachers--and SO
did I.
I hope that such schools will soax be undertaken in other parts of the country. They would be
good for the draft horse business, and they would be good for farming.
The school was sponsored by the Draft Horse Institute. established in 1972 by Ted Rerminghsm.
to cofollectand maintain the’&orlring knowledge of farming and using draft horses before it was lost.
For information on the future sessions planned $or coming seasons. you can write to Mr. Rermingham
at Indian S-er
Farm, Cabot, VT 05647.

POWER
FOR
FIELD
WORK
by Joseph

K. Campbell

What are the sources of paver for field work in the world? According to the FAO (Food and Aqicuittxe Organization of the United Nations), there tie approximately 16.9 million agricultural tractors
and 267.4 million horses. mules, asses.water buffalo, and camels in the world. Of coarse many of these
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NORTH & CENTRAL AMERICA
SOUTH .AMERKA
AFRICA
EUROPE
USSR
ASIA
OCEANIA
WORLD

193,407
212,444
151,396
135,363
109,122
356,439
43,072
1,201,243

7
166
2,280
433
427
128.455
131,769

17,339
16,837
3,567
6,115
6,749
14,085
580
65,272

2,967
5,934
2,140
844
2
2,267
14,154

3,367
5,410
11,235
1,584
501
20,000
5
42,101

9,624
253
4,233
2
14,112

5,146.5
525.4
379.5
7,000.6
2,267.
1,137.5
437.2
l6,893.7

a. Based on tables 102, 103, & 125 of the 1975 FAO Production Yearbook
5. Priruarily for meat and milk
c. Sum of tracklaying and four-wheel farm tractors over eight developed horsepower and/or weighing
.more than 850 kilograms
What are the horsepower ratings of these various source: of agricultural power? Before answering
this question. let’s review the relationship of force, work, power, and energy.

THE C”NTIN”ING

ROLE OF DR.4Fr ANiMALS

A force can be visualized as a pull or push which tends to move the subject being pulled or pushed.
For example, a force of 250 kilograms may be required to pull a plow through the soil. In agriculture
we refer to this force as draft and animals which pull loads as draft animals. Whcrher the plow is
pulled a meter or P kilometer, the draft in r!lis example remains two hundred and fifty !lograms.
The term work inclole% !I:= dimension of distance. Work equals force times distance. The metric
unit o? wclck is :hr kil~gzaai.mztcr. The English unit is the foot-pound. iriote that work does not state
rhc zm:mmt of time rcqllired to d3 1 job. I;ur exampIe, co plow a hectare of land requires the same
.x:~+~nf ..*i work w!i,ether the job is done in twelve hours with $8gmdcn tractor or an hour with a large
i;;m tixtm.
Floc:*~.e:. r::? ;~w”~r rec;uirerr!zm: will be very ditfercnt.
Power is tb MC ni ::ic~+ i.ork. The iastcr the work is to be completed, the greater the power
required. The unit of power in the English system is the l~orsepower. In the metric system power is
measured by the kilowatt and metric horsepower. Horsepower is actually the rate at which a large
draft horse can work When the eighteenth century Scotsman, James Watt, was designing steam engines,
he was faced with prospective customers insisting upon knowing the number of horses which could he
replaced hy a steam engine. So Watt experimented with some draft horses and determined that a horse
exerting a constant 15lXpound pull walked at two and one.half miles per hour. Watt called this amount
of power one horsepower.
MAN

AS

A

POWER

SOURCE

From the food he ccmsumes, a man develops horsepower, but only oneaenth is available for sus
mined useful work. The remainder is expended in life functions of the body. Thus. as an engine con.
verting fuel to mechanical energy, we are about 20 percent efficient. Our muscles do provide some work
overload reserve. For bursts of energy of less than a second, up to six h~orsepower may be expended.
A. nle of thumb for useful power for periods of four minutes to eight hours is mathematically expressed
by:
HP-C.%-0.092

log t (t is in minutes.)

For example, a man can pm out one-eighth horsepower over four hours, but if he is putting Out
one-fourth horsepower he will last only about 12 minutes. The above rule of thumb assumes a 35.yearold male European laborer. A 20-year-old male will be able to generate 15 percent more useful work
while a @-year-old will generate about 20 percent less.
Man cammt compete successfully with engines or dumb animals as a source of power for constantload repetitive jobs such as pumping water for irrigation.
His low power output places him at a disadvantage. However, man has a unique brain and is well adapted for jobs with a low power requirement but demanding decisionanaking and dexterity of hand. For example, transplanting rice demands
thought as well as dexterity-does
the plant have sufficient roots? Is the spacing correct?
DRAFT

ANIMALS

Oxen, water buffalo. horses, and mules are the primary draft animals. Camels and asses (donkeys)
ar;: mze typi:aIly ed as pack animals although they are used for pulling carts and tiliagc rods iii
some countries. Yiewing the draft animal as a machine, we see that it can feed itself, maintain itself.
be programmed for automatic control, and reproduce itself-four
functions a tuctor~ c~annot perform.
As a mechanism, the animal is a jointed framework held together with ligaments and muscles. The
engine consists of the digestive organs while the products of combustion arc removed by the excretory
system. The brain and nervous system provide a control system with a memory bank. logic circuits, and
feedback loops. Joints and moving parts have a sealed lubrication system. Protecting the mechanism
is a covering of hide which is resistant to damage and self-healing as far as minor dents and matches
are concerned.
Unlike the farm @actor, however, draft animals can he purchased in a very limited range of horscpower, cannot be worked continuously, and continue to burn fuel when not working.
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An FAO publication states that when used as draft ;mimals, bovines have an energy efficiency of
9 to 10 percent and members of the horse family IO to 12 perccqt. However, other experts state that
horses have an efficiency of about 20 parent. The difference between investigators is probably due to
the breed, type of feed, and wltether the work was done by the test ;uGm;ds on treadmills or draft
devices. As a reference point. tlte efliciency of energy conversion for gasoline and diesel engines is 20
to 35 pew&.
POWER SUPPLIED BY DRAFT ANIMALS
.
.
ANIMAL
LIGHT
HORSES
OXEN
WATER BUFFALOS
cows
MULES
ASSES
CAMELS

AVG.
WEIGHT
KG
400.700
500-900
400-900
400-600
350.300
200.300
450.550

APPRDXIMATE
DRAFT
KG
60.80
60.80
50.80
50.60
50.60
30.40
40.50

AVERAGE
SPEED OF
WORK
KM/HR
3.6
2.0.3.0
2.9-3.2
2.5
3.2-3.6
2.5
4.0

POWER
DEVL.
H.P.
1.0
.75
.75
.45
.70
.35
.G7

Adapted from FAO Ag. Devl. Paper No. 91.

In general. a draft &ma1 can pull approximately one-tenth of its weight. Horses provide a higher
output than the other animals in relation to body weight. Just as an internal combustion engine requires
highquality
fuel to perform well, an animal requires a sufficient amount of high.quality fuel to develop
maximum power. The availability of fuel (feed) affects the choice of draft animal. Oxen, water ht$alo,
and camels can be thought of as low-octane engines able to perform on low-quality feed such as coarse
forage while the horse can put out more power but demands higher-energy fuel in the form of grain.
Asses and mules are intermediate on this fuel scale.
Like man, animals can, during a short period of overload. develop large bursts of power. A good
pair of draft horses have been able to develop 20 to 25 horsepwer for ten seconds while a yoke of good
oxen have developed 20 to 30 horsepower over a distance of 100 yards. Compared to the power which a
draft animal can produce over a six- to ten-hour day, the maximum power which can be maintained for
five to 30 minutes is four times as great while the maximum power which can be exerted over a few
seconds is 25 times as great.
Animals must receive periods of rest. ‘m general, horses and mules can be worked eight to ten
hours daily but should he given a break at noon. Adult oxen can bc worked for six to eight hours
although younger oxen or poorty fed animals may only work four hours daily. Water buff&s are
worked approximately six hours per day. It is impossible to provide precise data for draft animals since
pcrforma~
depends upon an animal’s individual characteristics such as breed, weight, sex, age, health.
training, and feed quality.
Harness is the means by which the animal’s effort is applied to the load. Poorly designed and
ill-fitting harness not only reduces the available power but also causes the animal to suffer. When one
animal cannot provide sufficient draft or power, a number of animals can be harnessed together as a
team, but at a loss in individual efficiency. In general, if animals of equal strength are harnessed together
as a team, the draft of a single animal working alone should be multiplied by 1.9 for two animals: by
2.5 for three; by 3.1 for four: by 3.5 for live. and by 3.8 for six. If six oxen are yoked together, the
resultant draft will be double that of two oxen.
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TROU6HTS
OFA DESIGNER
OFANiMAL-DRAWN
EQUIPMENT
by Jean Nolle

For several years. people have asked me: “Why do you invent new animal-dnwn
machinery when
draft animals have tdmost disappeared? Why do you persevere in this misguided way when everything
pmwzs now that mankind is setting up his future oo a highly developd technological base? What are
your reasons for dedicating your life to the rescue of draft animals!”
Before I try to answer, I most first correct a mistake in the question. 1 do not dedicate my life
to the rescue of draft mini&
but to the development of the forgotten farmers.
That being said, I can explain that for 27 yeas. I have been involved in agriculture in ahnost all
tropical countries. Since I was working alone, perhaps the modestly of my labor kept me safe from the
poise around and allowed me to continue the same point of view for so long a time. Many developments
have altered specific actions in machinery design. but there has been no deviation in my intentions.
I developed a new tmhnology in matters of animal-drzwn machinery for small agriculture for
several reasons. The first was opportunity.
In 1950 in Senegal, there were two large farms, of 5,000
hectares each. They were set up to grow peanuts. and equipped with heavy-duty tractors and sophisticated implements. Both went bankrupt in 1954. The reasons were said to be climate. soil, plants, and
human population.
Both of them were obliged to change their ways. At the first one. located in the Casamance region
of south Senegal. the tse-tse flier prevented the use of draft animals so the farm continued its use of
heavy-duty tractors, with the farmers using traditional hand tools.
The second, named Secteur de Moderniration
Agricole (S.M.A.) was located in central Senegal
where ts+tse fifes were unknown. As this farm was a state enterprise, the government decided to improve the animal-dmwn machinery there. 1 was engaged by the S.M.A. from 1954 to 1958 with carfe
blanche to conceive. realize, experiment with and develop various anintal~drawn machines.
I had to discover it formula that made possible the farmers’ evolution from extensive methods to
intensiveones. I had to&d a solution to the width, the length, and the solidity of my future machines.
1 had to invent some ways to stimulate the curiosity of the farmers in order to make them understand
without any teacher the laws of the interdependence between various farming operations.
It was quite a challenge to discover a single formula that eou!d answer these diverse questions.
However, it exists. Its name: polyvalence, or versatility.
To he succesfui in the tropics or with small-scale agriculture anywhere, a machine must he versarile. This adaptability is the strength of tractors with three-point hitches, and it applies to animaldrawn implements as well. In the design of agricultural machines, the main aspects of this versatility
are the ability to adjust track width and the ability of the chassis to accept numerous implements. Next
in im~tance
is the means used to change the track and to attach the implements.
Stngle-purpose machines have rheir own chassis. Multipurpose machines, on the other hand, use
the same chassis for many tasks. Of coor~~, if the price of a multiporpo~e chassis is higher than tlrat of
several single-purpose &a&,
the purpose is defeated. Likewise, if the device required to fit the various
implenenw on the multipurpose machine is toa complicated, farmers will not change them and the
machine will be single-purpose anyway.
To m&t these requirements, I had to design several chassis to meet the needs of famis ranging in
size from two to 20 hect.rres. While the dimensions of the chassis varied, the hitching device was to
be sandard. At first. nuts and bolts seemed the simplest solution. hut bolts require fired holes in both
the chassis and the tools, thereby limiting their versatility and ultimately weakening the chassis. Nuts
and bolts am also subject fo rust, and eventually require a hammer and chisel to remove them. In
reality, the farmer rarely does this, and the machine becomes single-purpose once again.
My solution was to design a special type of U-shaped clamp. Each branch of the clamp is dug
with a square hoie, and the bottom of the clamp has an eye screw. Square holes are very helpful as they
permit tools to be attached to any part of the chassis without drilling holes in the chassis.
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NOW’S

EQUIPMENT

Ikxribcd
below are some examples of Je;m
No&e‘s ingenuity at designing multipurpose agricuIttrraI equipment for widely varying soil xttl
aapping conditions. The emphais on economy.
ease of opemtion am1 mnintenaace. and versatility is consistent. Additional
information
on
NolIe’s machines may be obtained from the

features a hand lever for raising the implements
and two handles on the toolbar for steering.
The lift is connected to the toolbar by a chain
for easy depth adjustment.
The too!bar is designed to carry from six
to 12 cultivator tines. It can carry one or two
ridgers, three markers for planting peanuts, a
peanut lifter, and a grain drill.
The single.
bottom plow attaches tlirectly to the axle with a
stirrup clamp. Since it is fitted aIo@dside the
right wheel, the plow has its own lift. Uniform
furrow width is obtained by the right wheel
following the previous furrow. The farmer is
seated in the middle of the chassis, beside the
PI”“.
Another option is a 500.liter water drum,
put in the same place the cart would normally
be. Still another is a small mower, driven by the
right wheel. The mower is mounted on the side
of the platform cart, exactly in its pivot, so that
it can be lifted for transport.
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‘The polyrlllto~
is 311 ox-drawn chassis
adaptable to it wide range of cultivation
im
plements. Designed by NoIle especially for
f;lrmers who need a small transport vehicle as
well as it universal tool carrier, the poIycultor

One of the chief obstacles preventing more
widespread use of green manuring practices in
Senegal and elsewhere in Africa is that the traditional moldboard plow with oxen is so difficult to keep in the ground with some of the
newer, higher cover crops like sorghum. The
stability and weight of the polycultor makes this
much less difficult. The long stems are bent
forward by the axle, so it is easier for the plow
to cover them with earth.
Sine Hoe
Nolle’s polyculteur sine (hoe) is built with
a front bar, a rear bar, and a stirrup in between.
This arrilngement makes it possible to xse rhe
sine as a cultivator, with one short tine on ri!longitudinal
toolbar and two short tines on
the rear bar. For use as a hoe, three tints are
attached to the rear bar, one long tine is placed
in the middle, and two short tines are attached
on the sides. The middle hoe is equipped with

The . Sine ar aI dth

in Vietnam.
pm1 Nolle

a duck foot sweep, and the sides with left- and
right-hand side shovels.
The rear bar can be adapted to carry a
furrow plow, a ridge*, and a rigid tooth harrow.
Disc and spring-tooth
harrows can also be
attached.
The width and length of the sine can be
modified by means of clatnpon
extensions,
thereby making it possible to use the tool with
two wheels or tivo skids, viuith one or two ridgets,
with five tines instead of three, and other
options. Ml in all, the sine is a fine example of
a machine that is readily adaptable to the job
at hand and the strength of the animals.

Ranking in size somewhere between the sine
and the polycultor, the salorrn was designed for
areas with’soils too hard for the lighter sine to
penetrate. The square chassis and two forward

wheels make it possible to load the saloum with
a bag of sand to achieve greater weight for plowing or cultivating in clay soils. The machine was
also valuable for harvesting peanuts in heavy
soils.

The S&urn
Jean Nolle
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Hut the saiou” was *lot without its disaclvatltage:el. With tfte two frotrt wheels. it was
ahurt impossible to steer i-lfectively for hoeing.
Sirtce the wheels were “ot ndjostable it1 height,
it was also it~tpossible to plow. Nor was it
possible to adjust the width of the track.
For these reaso”s. KolIe aba”do”ed
the
saloum a”d replaced it witb the arinoa.
-

The nrinfrn belongs to what Jea” Nolle
ter”ls his second generation of n&aI.drawn
eqttipment. First conceived itI Afghanistan in
l%il, the ariaon was Nolle’s answer to applying
the prittciples behind the sine and saloum to a
region in which ridge cultivation (as opposed to
ilnt coltivation) and irrigation prevailed. What

The Ariana pr+aring II
rredbed with o cambridge
roller and a springlooth
hnrrow.
,crn Ndlc

was required was a reversible plow that would
place the tinal furrow alongside the field rather
than in it. The ridge cultivation also required
more clearance under the chassis.
On NolIe’s ariana, the two wheels for plowi”g are attached with clamps to the upright bars.
Track width is adjustable from 30 to 70 centimeters. Besides the furrow plow and the reversible plow, the machine can be ada,pted with
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implements for ridging, cultivating.
planting,
fertilizing and peanut harvesting. For hoeing
and all conventional cultivation work, the two
wheels are replaced by a single wheel in the
front center.

Like Nolle’s polycultor,
the tropicultor
is
essentially a cart that is easily converted into a

The Tropicullor

plowing in
Uganda.
pan Nolle
-

multipurpose
tool carrier.
Unliked its predecessor, however. the tropicultor is adjustable
for *oowsof varying width, and its chassis is made
of two steel pipes making it high enough for use
above growing crops.
The angle of penetration of the implements
is controlled by an adjustment of the shaft. The
ability to lock the toolbar in the low working
position represents a real breakthough in the
design of multipurpose tool carriers of this sort.
It frees the operator from having to constantly
lean down on the handles and devise crude
weighting schemes for the cart. With a track
width that can be adjusted from 60 to 160
centimeters, and a ground clearance of 65 centimeters, ehe tropicultor can work in almost any
soil and cropping conditions. Like Nolle’s other
machines, the tropicultor offers various extensions and adaptors that permit it to function as

a grain drill, disc harron~, mower, reversible
plow, planter, and cultivator.
All attachments
are easily fastened to the toolbar with standard
clanps wtd pins.
All told, the tropicultor will accept 24 diRcr.
ent implements that make possible over 30 ttses
on the small farm. Such versatility
greatly
enhances the independence’ of the farmer using
the device.
AVt?YlC

The aolmc was invented in 1961 by Jean
Xolle in response to a request from the Flench
Ministry of Agriculture to design an improved
horse-drawn tool carrier similar to those he had
introduced in Senegal. At that time there were il
milliowand-a-hz!f
draft horses in use in France,
and the avtrac was essentially an attempt to
design three-point hitch implements for draft
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worked out a simplified VW.
Itor that used hooks to attach
:lw than clamps.
me of the knnol consists of n
P it device that contains two
justing rhe angle of peaetra.th and another to control
nts are detached by simply
rries two categories of tools:
do not require wheels (one.
lifer, peanut lifter, cultivator,
wider implements equipped
r stability (those used in con‘- or 170.centimeter toolbars
m farmers experienced with
e plows were quick to accept
Ilrendy using a sine or ariana
chase the main kanol support
the attachments were interthe addition of the hooks, it
to change implements than

‘OWER
.nd

ur day on various farm impleor driving to and from fields,

snimafs similar to those used with trac:or-drawn
“1~ no one making !torseequipment. Tb
dr;wn eqttipmr:,~ ::I Fmnce at the time, and n
serious shortage prevniled.
The fr;tme of the w&xc consists of it wide
frztnsverse pipe, in the middle of which is fitted
the support for the shaft. The machine can be
pulled by one, two, or three animals, and the
equipment wed is the’ equivalent of that designed for 25 hp. trxtors.
Each wheel support
bas tt rear-mounted swinging drawhar to receive
a standard toolbar or qther impiements. The
third point is in the middle of the chassis.
For pulling a trailer there’s a book mounted
on the toolbar.
For the mower, manure
spreader, and other powered implements, an 8
h.p. engine with PTO is mounted between the
wheels.
Kttd

In the enrly 197Os,Nolle wns cnllcd upon to
develop animal&awn
implements for use in
Latin Amnica., Finding that his sine and ariana
tools were often unsuited to the hard volcanic

clays there, Nolle worked out a simplified version of his tropicultor that used hooks to attach
the implements rather tbnn clnmps.
The main fmme of the knnol consists of a
shnft connected to = device thnt contnins two
levers-one for :cdjusting the angle of penetration into the earth and another to control
btdance. Implements we detached by simply
lifting a hook.
The kanol c;lrries two categories of tools:
narrow tools that do not require wheels (onefurrow plow, wbsoiler, peanut lifter, cultivator,
ridge*, etc.), and wider implements equipped
with two wheels for stability (those used in conjunction with 150. or 170.centimete: toolbars
and transport uses).
Latin American farmers experienced witb
the older Asian-type plows were quick to accept
the kanol. Those alreac?y using a sine or ariana
needed only to purchase the main kanol support
nnd toolbnr; nll the attachments were inter.
chnngeable. With the addition of the hooks, it
become even easier to change implements than
with clamps.

THE
EFFICIENT
USEDfANIMAL
POWER
by Wayne Dinsmore
Editor’s note: This material is excerpted from a paper
presented at the annual meeting of the American Society of Agricultural Engineers, December 2.5, 1921,and
published in the February 1922 issue of Agricultural
Engineering. The information is still valid for small
farmers today.
It has been found possible to drive teams 20 miles per day in a ten-hour day on various farm implements and to maintain this rate week after week. This allows two hours for driving to and fro.? fields,
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bitrbing ad uahitd:ing, tutwing at etxls. and oc,ccasioml elantiii;ltion
of collm s. I1 requires that tcanls
shdf srtuatl~ be ia motion on produwr-e work eight Itours per dxy ill iu avcmge speed of two nod
utx.iwif miirs per imo~. iVhro fr&, horses u-ill exceed this; rvhert rww)’ t!!ey will uot cqu~tl it, but
it is a ptwtical stxnrlard. atto&ed where sufficient horses or mules are wed to per:!:it steady dri\,ing, withottt stup to rest nn~imals. Whenever teanis req:tirc stops for rest, not ~noogh power is being used.
Put on mother horse or a pair, or more if necesury, but add enough so that you cau torn 20 miles of
soil pr day and not overdo the teams. The number of horses needed will depend on the hardness of
the grennd, tlte depth to which implements are cutting, the ~veather. and the age, size, and condition
rrf the work ardmals used. so tl:at each nxttt niust use “horse sense” and gauge his teams according
to

pmver

adeci.

Twenty miles of productive work daily means 5.G acres plowed with two bottom gangs, 14.inch
plows; 14 XMS double disked with ten-foot disn and trailer attachment: 70 acres harrowed with sixsection harrows (five-foot rections) ; and as these soil preparation asks are the ones requiring the most
time. they also offer the greatest opportunity for cutting costs by increasing work done per day.
Sting
is the greatest labor-saving soil tillage operation. On good farms it precedes and follows
plowing. It pulverizes trash. kills weeds, conserves moisture and makes easier and better plowing.
T‘lte
%I-blade,
ten-foot discs now available are us~~ally drawn by six horses, but often need eight for
steady prugress, especially early in the spring when the horses are soft. One rule governs: Use “horse
~w2.” and if you see the ioad is too heavy for the number of horses you are using, put on more, until
there is enough power attached to ;dlow the horses to walk at a good pare nil day. You hire men to accomplish work, not to sit out it! the lieid waiting for horses to rest and recuperate, and it is sound
ecotmmy to furnish plenty of power, especially as one more horse, or a pair, will turn the balance
between overload and ample power.
Plowirtg is heavy work, made worse by the general practice of crowding the horses too closely
together and by failure to hitch on the true center of draft. On every plow. whether one-bottom or
mare, there is a point of hitch termed the center of draft and when the hitch is made at this point, the
plow pulls with less exertion than when the hitch is made at a point more distant from the furrow. On
a gang plow, two I4-inch bottoms, this center of draft is approximately 16 inches from furrow wall or
23 in&es from the center of furrow when plows are cutting full, even furtuws as they sftould. This
means, therefore, that the eueners must be of such length, and the horses so hitched, as to give a straight
forward poll over the woe center of draft. This cannot be attained with four or more horses except
by putting a horse or horses on plowed land, or by stringing the horses, so as to put the right-hand
horse in the furrow and the others on solid ground. This causes the horses to pull the plows at great
disadvantzge, and the extra load thus created is called side draft.
Every farmer should recognize that it is just as easy to drive four, five, or six horses as it is to drive
two, providing they are properly bitched; and the ease with which eight, ten, and even 16 horses are
handled in the West by hired men who never before drove more than two or four is evidence, if proof
be needed, that there is no real obstacle to multiplying the amount of work done per man per day. The
size of the units, however, mast depend largely upon the size of the farm. On a 100.acre farm, there
are seldom more than 80 acres in tilled land, and four good horses are ample to operate such acreage.
The implements purchased and the hitches used should therefore be based on a four-horse unit. This
calls
for six-foot discs with trailers (12-d& units), two-bottom gang plows of 14.inch bottoms and foursection harrows, together with’seeders not over ten feet in length. Other implements should be proportionate. All these can he handled by four good horses, although if the ground is full of stones or
ledges of rock, gang plows cannot be operated satisfactorily. Under such conditions, it is wise to use
I4- or I&inch walking plows with three horses, which are the oldest but most satisfactory plow units
for use on such land.
OX farms that have around 150 acres in tilled iand, six good horses or mules will be needed. Here,
with fields of 30 acres or over, six-horse units can be used on discs, plows, and harrows, which are the implements chiefly used in the preparatioo of the seedbed. It is in soil preparation that the greatest saving

:,,
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On IiUger fnms of 400 to 1,000 acres, the use of f- up to Iti-horse units 011various farm implements
is both practical snd desirable.
The grent adrlultage about this seven-abreast or tline-abreast hitch is that it gives ax absolutely
stGgbt pull over the true center of draft and the horses are back next to the plow and are so bitched
and driven ns to make it possible for anyone to bandle the team very easily. The only disadvantage
that can be charged against the hitches in question is tbe fact that tbey require three or four of the
horses to walk on the plowed btt~d. Tbe actunl experience of men who bnve worked these seven, eight,
or nine hones abreast on plows shows conclusively that this objectio*, has no serious weight. The strong.
e%t. toughest horses, best able to withstand the work. should be put on the plowed land and they will
keep pace with tbe others so that no slackening in mileage per day will result. The details of these
bitches are fully shown in tbe illustrations.
Three-bottom gang plows (14.inch bottoms) will torn 8.4 acres per day; four-bottom gang plows
(14~inch bottoms) will turn 11.3 acres per day; two eight-foot discs hitched, abreast with trailer attach.
ments (double disking a strip 16 feet wide) will double disk 38 acres per day; an right-section barrow
(five-foot sections) lapping one foot each round. will b:wow 94 acres per day, and the three seeders
(one 12 feet and two 11 feet) will seed 80 acres per day.
So it was in 1922. and so it can be again now that the population of draft horses is increasing, along
with the availability of equipment, as the following listings illustrate.
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The Bowman Model K
The Bowman Model K comes with a 102.
by IS-inch box made of heavy pine floor and
I&gauge steel sides. Apparently the only borre4rawn spreader currently being produced in
North America. the Bowman features chain
drive, wide paddle beaters that do a good job of
breaking trp and spreading lumps, and either
steel or lubber wbcels. Its capacity is approximwly
90 bust~cls.
Bcnvman Model K
Bowman Mfg.
Hawkesvitle, Ontario, Canada

Planet Junior Number 0 One-Horse Cultivator
The venerable Planet Jr. comes with four
3.inch-by&inch
cultivator steels, one 4.inch-by8.inch cultivatcr steel, two &inch hillers, one
7.inch shovel, a level wheel, lever expander, and
* Listings of animal-drawn seeder/planter. threshing,
winnowing, and cleaning equipment can be found
in ctmpterr fire and seven.
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The Planet Jr. No. S One-Horse Hoc
and Ctdlivator with: A) level expander
which claret lo I0 inches and o&-m 80
25 inches; B} combination wheel and
depth regrdulor; CJ steel frame: D)
slandord~ mode of highzarbon,
U.
shaped s&d made high and round in

depth regulator.
Its side standards have the
virtue of swiveling to permit turning the hillers
to any angle desired for hilling, or cutting to or
from tile row.
Planet Junior Division
Piper industries
P.O. Box 118X, Freeport Center
Ckarfield,
UT 84106
The Reliable Model 60
The lightest draft plow of its type, the
Reliable Model 60 does a good job of plowing
in any kind of soil and in all conditions. The
rear weight of the plow is supported by a rolling
land&de which serves as the third leg of a triangular rolling support. Uniform depth and
width of furrows is controlled by the front
furrow master wbeel.
The sulky seat is placed to one side, well to
the rear, and low down so that the operator has
all levers within easy reach. Right- and left-hand
models are available in 14.inch and 16.inch
models.

the thronr to preuent clogging; E)
soil engaging steels which polish in
use to prevent soil adhesion; F) two
side star&lards which swivel, making
il possible Lo turn the killers or
steels 10 any mgle desired for hilling, 01 cutting to or from the vow
(the hillers are reversible); C) IWO
6-inch hillen, one 7.inch shovel;
H) adjustable hardwood handles.

T

and cut up for scrap around the time of World
War II, you know [bat good pieces are bard to
find. To help folks in this situation,
the
Cumberland General Store combs the country.
side for used plows in good condition.
These
are then completely refurbished, with handles,
points, and other parts being replaced where
necessary. Each unit is cleaned, painted, and
made ready for years of useful service. They are
generally able to fill orders for turning plows,
double shovel plows, and walking cultivators.
The Cumberland General Store also sells
the Lynchburg Chilled Slat Moldboard Plow, a
single-bottom plow designed for sticky clay soils
where a conventional moldhoard plow will not
scour properly.
Cumb&md’s

Turning

Plow

CumberlandGeneralStow

Reliable Model 60 Sulky Plow
D.A. Hochstetfer & Sons
R.R.2.
Topeka, IN 46571
CumberIand General Store Plows
If you live in an area of the country where
most horse-drawn equipment was abandoned
102

The Double Shovel

CumberlandGeneral Store

Interontiottal Modern Macltinery,
P.O. Box 790
Keaumont. TX 77704

Inc.

Manufacturers
of Harness and Horse-Drawn
Equipment
The Artltttr Collar Shop
R.R. ?, Box 59
Artltur, 11. 61911
New oak plow handles and plow stocks are
also offered. The stocks nre of the type that will
accept “tty kind or style of blade that takes a
heel bolt.
Other pieces of horse-drawn equipment
nvailable through the Cumberland catalog iwe
Ferguson single-row planters, Rex goatto distributors, and Old Blue riding-type fertilizer
distributors.

Berlin Pad Shop
Eli B. Yoder
Rt. 5
-hlillersbut~g, OH

44654

Perry E. Bontrager
Highway 1
K:dona, IA 5??15
Brubnker’s Harness Shop
Wnllenatein, Ont., Canada
The Country Harness Shop
Stillm;tn V:tlley, IL GlOR4
CuntberIand General store
Rt. 3
Crossville, TN 38555

Cumberland General Store
Rt. 3
Crossvi!!s. TN 321555
International
Modern Machinery, Inc.
lnternatiottal
Modern
Machinery,
Inc.
manufactures this complete set of implements
for the small farm where water buffalo, cows, or
oxen are used instead of tractors. ‘The set includes: plow, disc, harrow, row maker, cultivator, fertiIizer and planter distributing unit, and
a piece of equipment ased for leveling and
draining the field. This set of equipment will
allow the world farmer to put in his crop within
a six- to eight-day period rather than a forty-ftveday period usually required when using his existing equipment and hand iabor, leaving enough
time for another crop.

Lester Detwiler
Detweiler’s Harness Shop
Rt. 1, I3ox 228
Hazleton, IA 50641
Di;imot~d Tool RcHorsesltoe Co.
P.O. ilox 6246
Duluth, MN 55SOG
George Edwards
Walpole, NH .03608
Art Ella
Eller’s Harness Shop
Pierz, MN 56364
Freeport Harness Shop
Freeport, XIE 04032
Roy Fritzges
St. Edwvard, NB

GSGGO
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Gwitt Mfg. Co.
230 7th st.
Macon. GA 312001

Scbrock Harness Shop
Rt. 1
West Udion, OH 45693

Glen-Be1 Enterprises
Rt. 5, Box 390
Crossville. TN 38555

Sb:tttahatt’s Harness Shop
R.R. 2
Maidstone, Ontario. Canada

Hamburg Piow Works, Inc.
1021 s. 4th St.
Hamburg. PA 19526

Smith’s Hamess Shop
P.O. Box 43
Shawville, Quebec, Canada

Vaughn Huston
Box 155
hiy. IA 50535

Daniel R. Stoltzfus
1902 Pioneer Rd.
Lancaster, PA 17602
Hickory single & d!wble trees

G.A. Kelly Plow Co.

Longview. TX

75601

King Plow Co.
867 W. Marietta, NW
Atlanta, GA 30318

The Wagon Master
Rt~ I, Box446
OXdlon, MO 63366

Mast Harness Shop
Rt. 2, Box 169
Arthur, IL 6191.
Frank McGrath
New Richland. MN

56072

Miller Harness Shop
Topeka, IN 46561
Paul I. Murphy
Box 307.314 Park St.
Banvers, IL 61732
Raber’s Hamas Shop
R.D. 3
Millersburg, OH 44654
Aaron Ramer
25928 S.R. 119. Rt. 5
Goshe, IN 48526
Rocky Sabatino
Rockland, ME 04841
Bernard P. Samson
956 S. W. 12th St.
Forest Lake, MN 55025
104

Wagner Supply Co.. Inc.
Celst St. NW
Hampton. IA 50441

Wmdy Hill Farm % Harness Shop
85::i4 Deane Rd.
Eugene, OR 97402
WI 5 Leather Shop
295~,30th St.
All+n,
MI 49010
The Yankee Peddler
I0318 Sagamore Rd.
ktwood, KS 66206
Cornelius M. Yoder
Rt. 2
Topeka, IN 46571
NORTH
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Wagonmakers and Wheelwrights
Comberland General Store
Rt. 3
Crossville, TN 38555
Robert Faller
Whalan, MN

55986

OF

RELATED

Milwtttkee Tool PCEquipment Co.
2775 S. 29th St.
Milwaukee, WI 53215
Anvils

Glen&l
Enterprises
Rt. 5. Box 390
Cmssville, TN 38555
Hoosier Buggy shop
Rt. 2
Top.eka. IN 46561
Southwest Wagon & Wheel Works
Box 738
Patagonia. AZ 85624

P.F. Peddingbatts, Inc.
261 First St.
Palisades Park. NJ 07650
Anvils

Draft Horse Publications

*

Draft Horse ]oumal

Blacksmith

and Faniec Equipment

Buffalo Forges
465 Broadway
BttlIalo. NY 14204
Champion Fat&r Tools
Cbampitm Blower&Forge.
I00 W. Onti
Ave.
Rwelle. IL 60172

Rt. 3
Waverly, IA 50677
$6/y*. (4 issues)
The Draft

Inc.

Cumbcrlrnd General Store
Rt. 3
Crowiile, TN 38555
Diamond Farrier Tools % Horseshoes
Box 6246
Duluth, MN 55806
Enderes Tool Co.
PO. Box 691
Albert Isa, MN 56007
Blacksmith’s tongs
Ffshcr and Norris
301 Monmoutb
Trenton. NJ OS609
AlNilS
Glen-Be1 Enterprises
Rt. 5. Box 399
Crossviiie. TN 38555
He!Ier Tool
Heller Drive
Newcomerstown. OH 43832
Facricr’s knives and pincers

Horse Primer

Maurice Telleen
Rod& Press, Inc.
Etpmatts, PA 18049
$10.95/386 pgs.
A guide to the care and use of workhorses
ttnd mules.
The Euener

Puiney, VT 05346
$G/yr. (I 1 issues)
Small Farmer’s Journal

Box 197
Junction City, OR
$8.50/yr. (4 iaues)

97448

Workshops
Draft Horse Workshop
Clarksburg. MA 01247
Hillcraft School of Horseshoeing
10896 Deer Creek Canyon Rd.
Littleton, CO 80120
Office of Continuing Education
North Adams State College
North Adams, MA 01247
l

Subscription prices quoted for 1977.
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cossttt &Co. Pvt., Ltd.
Ittdttstriat ?~reit. F;tr;tlgtmj
li;i1tpt11-. I~i<li;l

Emcut S3OB Kidger

The body is r!esigned to form a wide-based,
rounded-top ridge. The implement, is generally
pulled by two oxen. Weight: 19 ki!ograms.
,John Holt, Agricultttral
P.0. Box 3x2
%aria, Nigeria

Engineers, Ltd

ITDG Plans for IDC Emcot
Weeding Attachment
The weeding attachment designed at the
Industrial Development Centre in Zaria for me
106

The Enlcor ridger with weeding attachment
was easy to cwrrol if the E”xot depth wheeI was
w-d. hot I~a):lvdaw;tf;tr”~ers do “Dl “or”l;dIy we
the wheel and were nrlamant in their refusni *o
use it during the trials. Without the wheel, the
front of the Emcot b@om tended to swing from
side to side ant! the weeding tines swmg with it,
elusing, crop damage. T~hir damage wa$ reduced
in J modification where the tines were set fnrther
back on the implement, but this was still not
as wtisfactory as using the wheet.
ITDG Report on the Dahomey Emcot
Weeding Attachment
A very cheap and simple attachment to the
rnoldboards of a ridging plow, designed and
used with success for weeding in the northwest

:“Yx of l~nllo”ley, was co”sln~cted and tested.
It was fwnld to function well only in the sandiest
lirlda in the Daudawa area. For the 1953 season,
three pairs @I Enlcot moldboards with these
weeding nu:tchments were commissioned from a
local blacksmith and sent for testing to Kahn
Soli, an ;tgricultwtl
station 150 kilometers north
of Daudawa. It was reported that the attachments worked well and seemed to be suitable
for that soil type, which is sandier than that of
Dandawa and similar fo that of the northwest of
Dahomey.
PIans For Ox-Drawn Tie-Ridger/Weeder
Implement (Attachment to Emcot Ridging
Plow)
This attachment was developed by the In.
ternational
Development
Center in Zaria,
Nigeria to allow ridged row crops to be weedsd
by a”i”lnl
power rather tbae by hand. The
plow, with weeding nttnchment, can be pulled
by one or two oxen. Tool standards can be
adjusted for height, and also for width according to the row spacing. The weeding knives
should be run’ close to the plants without
damaging the roots, and should dig deep enough
to cut down the sides of the ridges. The ridges
are reformed by the ridger body following
behind.
Adjustable-Width
V-Drag Ditcher/Bund
Former Plans
This implement. developed by the United
States Department of Agriculture, can be used
for making irrigation ditches, and also for con107

strttition of low-height contour btmds for border
irrigation. \\‘bett m;tkiag earth ditches, a furrow
is first opened with il plow xlottg the line of the
dittlt. The V.dr:tg is tlten used witb the rtmtte*
board ridittp in the furrow bottom. the CrOWder
board dellecting the soil sideways. When using
the V.drttg to construct contour bonds for irrigation. a plow is ran down and back twice,
tlrrowing the roil into the border line. The
implement is then run down the line, the
crowder board pttsbing the soit into :t ridge.
Sled-Tyke Conugator/Irrigation-Furrow
Former Plans
Designed by the United Sta:es Department
of Agrictdture, this implement ctm be used to
make small furrows or corrugations for distributing water over a field. This implement can
be used after the field has been broadcwt seeded
or before rowcrop plttntittg. ‘Tlte design can be

Sled-Type Corrugalor!Inigalion-Farrour
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Foonne~

modilied to suit iinimal draft or tractor hitching
as required.
All tbc ;tbovc~plums iwe :tvail;tble from:
Itttertttedi:ttc ‘I’echnology Ptd~liattiotw, Ltd.*
9 King St.
Loudott WC2E XHN, Ettgbmd
Bund Former
Tltis is :I sitttple I:tbor.saving implement for
formittg buttds or ridges in the prepttrtttion of a
field for irrigation. It is also used in dry farming
mees to p~serve moisture. On deep slopes bunds
are mndc across to prevent washout during heavy
rains. The main parts are a pair of collecting

l All
Intermediate Technology publications can be
ordered lrom Intern;dmal Scholarly Book Services,
Inc., Box 555, Forest Grove, OK 97116

metJbeardr of steel. They are so fitted so its to
collrrt soil and throw it on the center to make a
brmd. Six of buntl and soil-collecting capacity
ran be ittcreasetl or decrewxl by +tsting
tlte
lcn!r!~~1~!%

S&m HigL-Wing Ridger
\\‘\ngs adjustable from 400 to 760 millimeters width. Weight: 43.fi kilograms.
.\lasey Fergaron (South Africa). Ltd.
P.W. Box 6i7, Steel Road
Verertiiging 19%~.South Africa
Vijay Ridger
A mtxlitim-size ridge* designed especially
for use in sugar cane. Wings are adjttstable for
different ridge sires. Pulled by two pairs of
brtlltxka. it can work at depths of 22 to 25 centi.
meters and make ridges at GO to 90 centimeters
spacing.
New \‘ijay lnduaries, Ltd.
Vishramhag, Sangli 416 415
Mabarad:tra, India
Ox-&awn Ridger
Ubtmga Farm lmplementr
P.Q. Box 2669
Bar&Salaam, Tanzania

The Vijay Rirlgcr

-Delta (B&u TyI& Rfdger
This is a longbeam ridging plow fitted with
adjustable width moldboards Weight: 40 kilo.
gnllIS.

Cossttl RrCo. Pvt.. Ltd.
lndttstrirl Area. Fazalgttnj
Kanpur. India
Ridge Plow
Anitnal-drawt
steel plow with wooden
beam. Width of cut is 100 millimeters, depth of
cttt is 225 millimeters, draft 50 to 65 kilograms.
Rajasthan State Agro Industries Corp., Ltd.
Vint Bhawan. C-Scheme
Jaipur SO2006. Rajasthan, India

chotll Plow
This plow has a long wooden beam and a
steel moldboard. Ptdled by one pair of small
bullock+ it makes a furrow 8 to 10 centimeters
deep and 10 to 15 centimeters wide. Weight: 18
kilograms.
New Vijay Industries. Ltd.
Vishrambag. Sangli 416 415
Maharashtra. India
Rajastban Plows
Animal-drawn,
left band, steel moldboard
plows with wooden beams. There are two
models, No. 1 for medium and heavy soils, No. 3
for light soils.

These ridgers are dvailable with a long
wooden beam or with a short steel beam and
depth wheel. T!te moldboards are adjustable on
bath lmdeb.
Danishwand &Co.
Karkhana Bazar
Lyaliptrr, Pakistan

Rajasthan State Agro IndustriesCorp.,
Virat Bhawan, C-Scheme
Jaipur 302 006, Rajasthan, India

Care and Subhash Plows
These are general purpose, long-beam moldhoard plows. They feature extra high clearance
under the beam for work in weed-infested ftelds.
The positions of the beam and handles relative
te the plow body can be easily adjusted. Weight:
10.5 :o 14.5 kilograms according to model.

Bose super Plow
Single-furrow and two-furrow models available with either wooden or steel beams.

Cossul &Co. Pvt., Ltd.
Industrial Area, Fazalgunj
Yanpur, India

Meaton and Danish Plows
These are long-beam plows with inverting.
type moldboards which can work to a depth of
150 millimeters and a width of 200 millimeters.

Balwant Plow
A common type of Indian plow, made of
wood with iron wearing parts. Pulled by a pair
of small bullocks, it works to a depth of 15 to
20 centimeters and width of 22 to 25 centimeters.
Weight: 42 kilograms.
New Vijay Industries, Ltd.
Vishrambag. Sangli 416 415
Mahwashtra, India
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V.M. Thevar & Sons
Melur, Madurai Dist.
Tamil Nadtt, India

Ltd.

’

Danishmand &Co.
Karkhana Bazar
Lyallpur, Pakistan
Shabash and Praja Plows
These long-beam inverting-type moldboard
plows are designed to be pulled by two bullocks.
They plow furrows approximately
150 millimeters wide and 100 to 150 millimeters deep.

--Shtuda Engineering Works
105/661 D. Fahimabad
Kanpw 208 005, India
Vijaya fVictory) Plow
This is a strong, all-stee: plow.
wheel is provided to control the depth.
furrow 225 millimeters (9 inches) wide
to 150 mfllbneters (4 to 6 inches) deep.
88 kihqams.
Area covered: 0.3 to 0.4
by-

A head
It cuts a
and 100
Weight:
hectares/

Cowl &Co. Pvt., Ltd.
Industrial Area, Famlgunj
Kanpw,India
Dmdekar steel Plow
kfoldboard
plow with steel beam and
forged steel share. It furrows 12 to 20 centimeters in width and 6 to 18 centimeters deep.
Weight: 35 kilograms.
Dandekar Brothers (Engineers and Founders)
SandIf

Plows
These plows are avai!able in YS models for
general purpose plowing or IS models with
higher clearance for we in trashy conditions.

Walking Plow with Support Wheel
This horse-drawn walking plow is intended
for use in light- ual medium-cohesive soils in
small fields ;md gardens. They are also recommended for plowing wedges and other intricate
tield shapes. Weight: 37 kilograms.

Foreign Trade Enterprise
00.950 Przemyslowa 26
Warsaw, Poland
Swing Plow-Model
V.B.
This moldboard plow is available with a
front wheel or forefoot and with or without
coulter, skimmer, or spare share. It comes in
three sizes.
W. Hertecant
9200 Kwntrecht
Wetteran, l~elgium
Two-Bottom Plows
Horse-drawn, doubIe.furrow
frame plows
designed for light and medium soils. Frame is
supported by two wheels. Weight: 96 kilograms.

s&m

Agromet-Unia
Foreign Trade Enterprise
00.950 Przemyslowa 26
Warsaw, Poland

~

Fixed Moldboard Plow
Pulled by one pair of bullocks, it plows a
furrow 8 to 20 centimeters deep and 12 to 22
centimeters wide. Weight: 36 kilograms.

Massey Fergoson (South Africa), Ltd.
Steel Road, P.O. Box 677
:
vereettigfng 1930, south Africa

Ne:v Vijay Industries, Ltd.
Vishrambag, Sangli 416 415
Maharashtra. India

wa&ing Plow
Designed for light and medium soils.
Comes in three sizes ranging from 24 kilograms
to 31 kilograms in weight.

At 35 Plow
This plow consists of R one-piece forged
beam, soil-engaging parts of heat-treated steel,
steel handles, depth control wheel, and draft
chain. Weight: 23.3 kilograms.

Agromet-Unia
Foreign Trade Enterprise
00950 Przemyslowa 26
Warsaw, Poland

Soci&e Des Forges Tropic.&
B.P. 706
Douala. Cameroun

Moldboard Plow
Ubungo Farm implements
P.O. Box 2669

Raja and Victory Plows
The% are short-beamed. chain-dra-wn plows
and can be sopplied with wooden frtlme (Rnja)
or aI1 steel construction (Victory).
Daaishmand .QCo.
K.artiana Bamr
Lyallpur. Pakistan
CF ooo P Plow
This ox plow has steel wearing parts. Working width is 25 centimeters; maximum working
depth is 2Q centimeters. Weight: 38 kilograms.
S&coma
BP 3214
Dakar. Senegal
Punjab Plow
This is a heavy, short-beam plow designed
to be pulled by two bullocks. It is capable of
plowing a furrow 125 to 150 millimeters deep
and 150 to 20 millimeters wide.
Sharda Engineering, Works
iO5/661 D, Fahimabad
Kapw 208 605, India

Turnwrest Plow
This ox-drawn turnwrest phxv was specially
developed for use across hilly slopes and for
hortic&urat
work where :I level seedbed is important. It is normally fitted with two handles
and :i wheel, and is manufactured in two weights,
33 kilograms (73 pounds) and 40 kilograms (90
pounds).
The body is pivoted under the plow beam
and locked in position by a lever.
ETS. 4. Bourguignon
B.P. 17
26300 Bourg de Page
Drome, France
Reversible

Plows

Animal Draft Reversible Plow
Available with plain or ribbed moldboard
and wooden or steel pipe frame construction.
cecoco
P.O. Box 8. lbnraki City
Osaka Pref. 567. Japan
Turnwrest Plow
The turnwrest plows ale capable of turning
furrows either to the right or left. At the end
of the furrow the plow bottom can he reversed
by releasing the hook at the back of the breast,
swinging the body under the frame into corresponding position on the opposite side, and

replacing the hook. The plow is supplied with a
double steel handle. steel beam. cast breasts 2nd
self-sharpening cast-cbiIled shares. A headwheel
is provided to give required depth. Available
in different sizes from 150 to 250 millimeters.
Weight: 43.0 kilograms.

Turnwrest Plow
A range of turnwrest or reversible plows is
available from this company.

Ekecant
Plow-LBIE-9
Model
Characteristics of this model include a fixed
beam and double handle; reversible elements on
the rear; three easy adjustments for traction.
depth, and angle correction; al1 wearing parts
are interchangeabIe and skimmers are available
as options.
Cast11 & Co. Pvt., Ltd.
Industrial Area. Famlgunj
Kanpur. India

Cosrul Turnwresl Plow

New Vijay Industries. Ltd.
Vishrambag. Sangli 416 4i5
Maharahtra, India

W. Hertecant
9200 Kwatrecht-Wetteren
Belgium

PLOW
No.

1

(ii].)
No. 2
No. 3
Vasant
Berar

POWER
REQUIRED

WORRING
DEPTH

WORKING
WIDTH

WEIGHT

4.5 pairs bullocks

20.25 cm

30.35 cm

96 kg

3.4
l-2
1
1

15.20
13.15
10.13
15-18

30-35 cm
23.25 cm
15-18 cm
15.20 cm

86
55
46
30

pairs
pairs
pair
pair

bullocks
bullocks
bullocks
boil&s

cm
cm
cm
cm

A tw*handled plow fitted with wheel, hake
adjustment. and knife cot&r.
It is made in four
sires, weighing from 51~to 113 panxls (23 to SC!
kflograms).
Attachments
are arailable
for
ridging, sweep coltivatfon, and tined cultivation.
ETS. Techine
82400 Valence d’Agen
France
Tom and BM Plows
Three animal-drawn, single furrow, moldhoard plows can be supplied, weighing 14. 22, or

ETS. Teckine Ox Plow

kg
kg

kg
kg

23 kilograms. Single or double steering handles
are available. Ridging and sweep tine coltivation attachments me available for these plows.

ETS. A. Bourguignon
B.P. 17
26300 Bourg-de-Peage
Drome, France

THE
MOCHURI
TOOMAR,
THE
MAKGONATSOTLHE
Editor’s note: This repart from the Agricultural Information Service in Botswana, Africa, describes a
laalized need and the development of an implement
to satisfy it.
For a mm&r of years the Mochudi Farmers Brigade has been working to develop and perfect a
mtdtiporfmm farmiog implement suited to loca! conditions. The need for improved implements arises
because those which are currently available for draft animals are not suited to the semiarid conditions
of Botswana and are generally of poor design.
Farmers are often hindered when their equipment breaks down and they are unable to find a
mechanic capable of makfng repairs. Some have tried planters but. due to poor construction, failed
to get satisfactory rmtdts and concluded that planters are useless. Another common problem is an
ittsuI%cient number of lit draft animals to perform operations in a reasonable amount of time.
Becpttse of these and other constraints, many farmers continue with the traditional broadcast-plow
method of croppittg. Using this method, only fair yields are obtained even in years of above-average
rainfall, mtd in poorer years, a total crop failure may result.
A tier
can only be successful in growing good sops if his equipment can cope with the work
in the tfme available. It is essential to reduce, if not eliminate, the frequency of total crop failure and
at thesame time produce good crops in most years. In order to do this in a semiarid climate with erratic
rainfall distribution. principles of conservation tillage must be applied.
By combining features borrowed from a number of existing implements and ideas gained from
consultation with tillage urperts from a number of universities in North America, the design of the
present Mochu.fi Toolbar came about. When the implement was introduced to the public in April.
1973, it was given the focal name, the Moligonatsotlhe, meaning “the machine which can do everything.”
The name is considered fitting, since almost any hype of~cultivation tool can be attached to it, and it
cart also be used for car&g or transporting drums of water. By removing some of the components from
the toolbar, a walking model can be obtained which allows inter-row cultivation when crops are taller.
The heavy angle iron frame of the Mochudi Toolbar is supported on two pneumatic tires which
allow the frmne,to be lowered or raised mechanically for depth gauge control by polling back on a lift
handle. The frame will support a planter unft, fertilizer applicator, diM: hiller/furrowers,
sweeps for
stubble muiching, and a transport cart.
Further informatiod is available from:
Mochudi Farmers Brigade
Box 208, Mochudi
Republic of Botswana, Africa
DonLpP&W
This very simple, lightweight plow weighs
29 pounds (I3 kilograms). It can be fitted with
either a moldboard or a ridging body.
ETS. Techine
82400 Vaknce D’Agen
FGUlCe

OD2 Kidger/Plow
This tool frame can accept either of two
types of ridging body, or an adjustable moldboard plow. The frame is of lightweight
but
heavy-gauge rectangular section steel tube, and
is ail-welded. The handles are adjustable for
height, and on the libter-type ridger the pitch
of the body is also adjustable. Either a wheel

depth wheel, moldboard plow, and a ridging
body. wide-sweep tine. Transverse frame exten.
sions can be fitted to carry up to five rigid or
spring-type cultivator tines.
E.B.R.A.
Zd rue de Maine, B.P. 84
49009 Angers, France
Arara Multicultivator
This is a backbone frame tcolbar with
depth wheel and handles. The following attachments can be fitted by means of two bolts:
moldboard plow; ridging plow; groundnut lifter;
sprmg-tme hoe ~11th three or five tines.
002 Ridger/Plow

The

Goodearth

or a skid is used for depth control.
and the steering fin are individually
on all arcach”le”u.

Group

The slade
adjustable

Project Equipment, Ltd.
Indusuial Estate, Rednal Airlield
West F&on, hvmtry
Salop SYI 14ElS, U.K.
SK-21 PIow/Rfdger
The frame of this implement can be fitted
with a moldboard plow body or with an adjustable-width ridging body.

Siscoma
BP 3214
Dakar, Senegal
Unibar
This lightweight,
izultipurpose.
animaldrawn implement was designed for use in the
more arid areas of the tropics. It is made from
squ”re.section bar and square-section hollow tubing and is fitted with two skids for support. The
tool can be used for plowing, ridging, ridge
splitting, weeding, hoeing, rigid- and spring-tine
cultivating, rotary cultivating, planting, row ctWp

Gebruder Eberhardt
D79 Uhn, Donau
BP. 204, Germany
Threedn.One Implement
The frame of this implement is of steel construction. Attachments are supplied for mold.
board plowing (three sizes are available), ridging.
and hoeing. Two handles and a depth wheel
are provided.
The angle between the soilengaging parts and the wooden beam can be
easily adjusted by a ScIew mechanism.
The Goodearth Group
IS Asaf Ali Rd.
New Delhi 1, India
E.B.R.A. Omnfcultem
This toolbar consists of a backbone-type
frame and handles. Clamps allow fitting of a

Unibor
The

with

Gdeanh

seeder
Group

attachments

iMka+ruith
The

Gaalearth

two ridging pfou
Group

lifting,
and carting. Originally
designed for
farming on the ridge, it can he used as a single.
row tool for inter.row cultivation up m a late
tiage in the growth of taller varieties of tropical
eropr.
Project Equipment, Ltd.
industrial Estate. Rednal Airfield
West Felton, 0swestry
Salop SY 114HS. U.K.
Heavy-Duty Unffar
This is a multipurpose, animaldrawn
im
plement designed for heavier soils where extra

Chit&e
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Ridgemaster toolbar

weight is essential to maiitain penetration.
It
can handle the full range of standard Unibar
attachments apart from the transport cart and,
in addition, a 20.centimeter.cut general purpose
plow, a lister-type ridger, a two-furrow semidigger plow, and a 1.22.meter.wide 17-tine harrow. Up to four units of a new design of roller/
aceder can be fitted behind the harrow so that
crops such as wheat, rice, and my beans can be

planted in closely spaced rows. On this implement, the hitch and handles are fully adjustable.
Wfde or narrow detachable V-pieces are used
to carry the side stalks. to which various tools
can be left assembled and merely bolted up to
the frame when required. For plowing rd
riaginp, the frame reverts to a width no greater
than that of a convcntiooal single-purpose plow
0rridge.r.
Project Bquiptnent, Ltd.
lndusaial Estate. Rednal Airfield
West Felton, Oswestry
Sak9p SYll4HS. U.R.
Cbiledpe Ridgemister Toedbar Plans
This mttltfpurpw.%cd bxr is shown here
and io plan views vith a plow body attached,
but a ridger or cdtivai~: can also be fitted.to the
m&al
beam. The unique design fewwe of this
toolbar is that it combmes lfghtttesa with ade-

quate structural strength, the main parts being
fabricated
from
rectangular,
hollow-sction
(R.H.S.), mild steel.
RabtiyoIo Ox Tool Frame Plans
This multipurpose tool frame is shown here
and in plan views with a plow stem attached.
When fitted with the Y-frame, it can be used
as an adjustable-width,
three.tine cultivator/
weeder. The tool frame is fabricated from Rat
steel, angle iron, and round bar. A simple skid
is used instead of a depth wheel.
l’rototype Multfpur~ose Ox-Drawn Tool Plans
Designed specitically for the farmer growing
crops on ridges, the share on this multipurpose
tool is adjustable to four setting: approximately
40,55,70 and 85 degrees. On the comparatively
heavy soils at Samaru, Nigeria. the share was
used for ridging, splitting ridges, cross-tying.
weeding, and breaking capped soils in the fur-

Hurrmls
LT. Triangular
Spfke-Tooth Harrow Plans
Originally designed in India, the teeth of
this harrow can be made of hardwood or mild
steel. Tooth spacing can be varied to suit soil conditions by removing teeth for wider spacing or by
drilling holes and inserting teeth for closer spat
ing. The harrow can be used for preparing a
seedbed, after plowing, and for covering seed
after broadcasting. The harrow can be loaded

rows. The tool frame was designed with an
offset beam to avoid blockage when lifting
groundma.
Though only a prototype. the
design shows a considerable amount of infF”~tp.
Above plans available from:
Intermediate Technology Publications,
9 King St.
London WC2E SHN. England

Tnimgdar

Ltd.

spike-tooth harrow

T

with logs or stones to give greater penetration.
For transpmt to and from the field, the harrow
is turned on its back and run on the skfds.
LT. HighPeg-Tooth Harrow Plans
This harrow, constructed entirely of timber,
was developed by the Ministry of Agriculture in
Tanmnfa.
Its high ground clearance and wide
tmtb spacfng make it suitable for working in
minimal tillage systems where it is advantageous
to leave a trash cover on the soil surface. It can
be used to break down soil clods before crop
planting and for covering of seed after broadcast seedha.

LT. Flexible Peg-Tooth Harrow Plans
A locally built design from Iran, this lowcost peg-tooth harrow is designed for animal or
tractor power. The flexible linkage between the
bars helps make the harrow self-cleaning, and
the linkage arrangement is designed to keep the
teeth upright while in use. The bars are &et
to give an averagetooth spacing of 2 inches.

I

tooth hcmow

High4earance

““Us

peg-tooth harrow

Japanese Harrow Plans
A simple, rigid, two-row harrow, this implement has a cutting action with the narrow edge
of the teeth parallel to the fine of draft. The
Rat. steel teeth are spaced 6 inches apart in each
row.

I.T.D.C.

JoQanese harrow

Above plans available from:
Xntermediate Technology Publications,
9 King St.
London WC2E SHN, England

Ltd.

AllfedDiscxarrow
This is a versatile implement
for mtst
breakfag and seedbed preparation. Six-disc and
efghtdfx
models are available. The angles of
the discs are adjusted by a hand lever and a seat
is provided for the operator. The implement
can also be used as a threshing roller. Working
width: .EO meter. Working depth: 50 to 110
millimeters. Draft: 40 to 50 kilograms.
Allied Trading Co.
Railway Rd., Ambala City 134 002
Haryana, India
CcramlDiSCliThis is a versatile implement suitable for
breaking clods to prepare a seedbed and also for
puddling rice fields. It can also be wed as a
threshing roller. The discs are provided with
scrapers. Weight: 6&c model, 38 kilograms:
&disc model, 92 kflograms.

Coml Six-Disc Jantn Disc Hamm
cossu* & co.

SAECO Bullock-Drawn
Disc Harrows
Fitted with six discs, each 41 centimeters in
diameter. and a central cultivator tine. The
angle of the discs is adjustable. This harrow
comes complete with transport wheels. Weight:
104 kilograms.
Standard Agricultural Engineering Co.
824/825 Industrial Area B
Ludhiana A.141 005
Punjab, India
Peg-Too& Harrow
This harrow is suitable for preparing seedbeds, for crust breaking or for covering seeds
after sowing. The tooth angle can be adjusted
by a lever. Skids are provided for easy tranb
portation. Weight: I&tooth size, 27 kilograms;
25.tooth sire, 33 kilograms; 30.tooth size, 51
kilograms.

Cossul &Co. Pvt, Ltd.
lndostrfal Area, Fazalgonj
Kanpur, India
Disc Harrow
Heavy-type, all-steel with six discs of %centimeters diameter. Adjustable. Fitted with seat.
Rajasthan State Agro Industries Corp., Ltd.
Virat Bhawan, C-gcheme
Jaipor 302 006, Rajasthan, India

Comd Peg-Tooth Hanow with 18 teeth
ccmd&co.

Spring-Tfne Harrow
Danishmand &Co.
Karakhana Bazar
Luallpur, Pakistan

Ubungo Farm Implements
P.O. Box 2669
Dar Es Salaam, Tanzania

Conal Peg-Twth

Harem

with 30 teeth

CCMil&CO.

Casul & Co. Pvt., Ltd.
Industrfal Area, Faaalgunj
Ka”pur*Indfa
DirtIIVmWfypePSP
This disc harrow is all metal and can be
supplied with dx to 12 discs with work@
widths of 2.5 to 7 feet (0.85 to 2.09 meters). In
each case the angle of the discs can be adjusted,
and the disc gangs are interchangeable so that
disa can throw either inwards or outwards. The
sfx- and eight-disc models can be increased to 8
and 29 discs respectively. Transport wheels and
a central tine to work between the gangs can be
supplied. A seat is supplied and scrapers are
hrted to all discs. Weight varies from 327 to 463
pounds (147 to 208 kilograms).
ET5 Techine
82488 Valence D’Agen
France
otbercnlurceaofDfacHvrows
1”Wrnatfonal Mk. Co. (REGD.)
Hospital Rd.
Jagraon. Ludhiana
Punjab, India
Kuntaon Agrf-I-forticulture
Store
P.O. Kasbipur, Dist. Nainftal
U.P., India
Mohinder & Co. Allfed Industrfes
Kuralf, Diu. Ropar
Punjab, India

Sfngh Patek3
This is a type of weeding harrow consisting
of a 1.68meter-wide wooden plank set in a steel
frame and fitted with steel weeding hooks.
Rajasthan State Agro Industries Corp., Ltd.
Virat Bhawan, C-Scheme
Jaipur 302 806 Rajasthan, India
Soil Smgeon
This is a” allsteel implement, 1.48 meter
wide, with adjustable hooks which penetrate the
soil to a depth of 100 millimeters and collect
trash.
Rajasthan State Agro Industries Corp., Ltd.
Virat Bhawan, GScheme
Jaipur 802 006 Rajasthan, India
Spring-Tooth Hatrow
This implement is suitable for tillage at
depths to 150 millimeters (6 inches) and the action of the teeth loaens the soil. It is well
attired to work in land which containa roots and
stones. Depth of working is adjustable by a
lever. Weighr: Ctine model, 40 kllogra”3s; 7.
tine model, 57 kilograms.
Cossul &Co. Pvt., Ltd.
Industrial Area, Famlgunj
Kanpur, India
F&d-Tooth

Harrows

ETS. Tecbiue
82400 valence WAgea
France
BbtdcHamnv
AB-steel consauction with depth and blade
angle adjtutnrents.
Available in 225 and 450
ndllimelusiter.
Rajastban State Agro fndustries Corp., Ltd.
Viit Bhawan, GScheme
Jaipur 362 @I6 Baja&an, India
Adjusmblc Harrows
The angle of the teeth is adjustable by
means of a lever Pttcd to each harrow section.
KTS.Techfne
82400 Valence D’Agen
France
RarHanw3
All&eel
able.

or wooden-fmmed models are avail.

-d&Co.
Karkha”aBamr
Lyalfpur. Pakfsta”

Safim-Thtcd
Triangular
harrow
Diamond
weight
Diamond
weight
Diamond
weight

Harrows

weight
harrow

I9 kg ( 42 lb.)
2-s&ion

64 kg (I40 lb.)

5section

97 kg (214 lb.)

4.section

131 kg (289 1b.j

3.section

118 kg (259 lb.)

4section

157 kg (345 lb.)

harrow
harrow

Zig Zag harrow
weight
Zig Zag hatrow
weight

Massey-Ferguson (South Africa), Ltd.
Steel Rd., P.O. Box 677
Vereenigfng 1930, South Africa
Aftkenbead Plexffe Harrow
Four types of tooth link are available.
Them harrows are suitable for preparing scedbeds, covering seeds and fertilizers with soil,
spreading fatmyard manure, and killing weeds
in growing corn.
Williant Aitkenhead, Ltd.
Stamford Works, Lees, Oldhant
Lancashire Of.4 3DF. U.K.
titer

Various patterns of chain and #pike harrow
are avaifabfe.
samucl Lewf8 & co., Ltd.
Northffeld Rd., Netherton, Dudley
Womsedkc
DY2 9JD. U.K.

Ea&sectfonhasl5teetharrangedinfive
row. The mxion weigh8 19 kflogranrs and its
working width k 70 centimeters. One or two
8ectfonscanbewedatatime.
ET.% A. Bourgulg”0”
BP. I7
26380 Bourgde-Peage
Drome, F-

B&Claw Hanow
Them flaxible chain harrows can be rolled
up and easily handled by one man, the, sections
being of 1.22 meter width. Various link types are
available for UM on arable land and 8rwland.
B.A. Lister A8rfcultural, Ltd.
Dttmley
Gloucestershire GLll4 HS, U.K.

Safim Expandable Cultivators
Model S51 is adjustable from 24 inches (610
millimeters)
to 42 inches (1,067 millimeters)
wide. It is fitted with two reversible share in
front, two reversible moldboard hillem, a loinch (254 millimeter) sweep at the rear, and two
spare shovels. Weight: 44 kilogranu (97 pounds).
121

Also available: Safim Mahon 3tine expandable cultivator equfpped with four 3.inch (76
millimeter) reversible points, two billers and one
l8inch (259 millimewr)
sweep. Weight: 44.5
kagranls (08 pounds).
iUassep-FegLpott (South Africa), Ltd
Steel Rd. P.O. Box 677
vereeniging 1930. south Africa
Ox-Drawn Cultfvator
Ubuago Farm Implements
P.O. Box 2669
DarKsSalaam, Tanmnfa
Adjustable CWfvator or Home Hoe
The ftv&ne
cultivator is useful for prepar@ seedbeds after plowing.
Danfsbmand &Co.
KarkhanaBaaar
LyaBpur, Pakfstan
occfdattal Hoe
This is an all-steel, oxdrawn hoe weighing
I7 kllograma It is fitted with a main beam and
hnmv wheel. A varieq of hoe blades or cultlvator tines can be clamped to the beam.

Sharda Engineering Works
lO5/661 D. Fahimabad
Kanpur 208 005. India
Adjustable Hoe
The frame of this implement, which takes
five hoe blades or cultivator tines, can be adjusted for row widths of 0.40 to 0.70 meters.
Depth of work is adjusted by a lever controlling
the depth wheel. Width adjustment is made by
a screw mechanism. Weight: 45 kilograms.
A simplified version with width adjustment
by means of a clamp on the frame is also avail.
able.
ETS. Techine
82460 Valence D’Agen
France
Trlphali
An allareel threerow
cultivation.

implement

for inter-

Rajasthan State Agro Industries Corp., Ltd.
Virat Bhawan, C-Scheme
Jaipttr 302 006 Rajastban, India

Siscoma
BP 3214
Dakar. scnegal
Plows
S&m 832 Cultivator
This is an easily handled, all.steel cultivator
for use with small draft animals. Two adjustable
shovels, 5% inches (140 millimeters) and 7 inches
(178 mfllfmeters),
are standard equipment.
Weight: 31 kflograms (68 pounds).
Mawy-Ferguson (SouthAfrfca),
Steel Rd., P.O. Box 677
vemenfging 1930, South Africa
soff
Plow
Mohfnder &Co. Allied Industries
Kuralf, Diu. Ropar
Punjab, India
I22

Lever Bxpansion Cultivator
This five-tine cultivator is constructed of
steel and can be adjusted fmm 300 millimeters
to 635 millimeters
width.
It is fitted with
hardened steel tines and an adjustable depth
wheel.

Ltd.

Akola Iicc
This is a longbeam, three&ted cultivator
which can be adjusted fmtn 275 to 375 milli.
meters width.
Sharda Engineering Works
105/66l D, Fahimabad
Kanpur 208 005. India
CeCoCo Attfmal-Drawn Cultivator
The workfng width of this cultivator can be
easily adjusted and the blades remain parallel at
all width settings. Weight: 21 kilograms.
cecoco
P.O. Box 8, Ibaraki City
Osaka Pref. 567, Japan

cosspl R.N. Cultivator
This is a three-tine cultivator, made of steel
with long wooden beam and single handle. The
shovels are made of high carbon steel and are
reversible. The width can be adjusted very
easily through holes provided in the frame.
Depth can he adjusted by changing the height
of the beam through, holes provided for the purpose. Moldboard plow, ridger plow, and seeder/
fert&er attachment can be supplied as extras.
Weight: 16.0 kilograms.

Weeder.Mulcher

Cmsul Lever Expanaiun FiwTfne
Cultivator
Thfs cultivator is desfgned for preparing
seedbeds and for inter-row cultivation.
The
points are revmible.
The width can be adjusted from 360 to 623 millimeters (12 to 25
inches) by meansof a lever. Right- and left-hand
moldboards and rear double-face shovel are
available as extras for throwfng soil against the
roots of growing plants and for making ahallow
channels for irrigation.
Weight: 35 kilograms.
Both above uuits manufactured by:
Cosul & Co. PVL, Lad

Industrial Area, Fazalgunj
Kanpur. India
The 1.IS.R. Weeder/Mulcher
Plans
(Indian Institute of Sugarcane Research)
This animal-drawn. self-cleaning weeder is
designed to destroy weeds, leave a mulch on the
soil surface, and cover a lot of area per day. It
can be used on most row crops with a spacing of
30 inches (75 centimeters) or more. The blade
works at a depth of 2 inches (5 centimeters)
below the surface. The weed roots are cut or
123

The first prototype model of the
I.TLLG. Expandable Cultivator

pu!led out and the soil layer is lifted slightly.
The weeds drop off the blade and soon dty out.
The Intermediate Technology Expandable
Cultivator Plana
This lightweight cultivator is designed for
weeding crops planted in 70 to 9Ocentimeter
spaced rows in sandy soils and can be pulled by
one or two oxen or donkeys. The tines are individually adjustable for depth which makes the
implement suitable for flat or ridge cultivation.
The cultivator is suitable for manufacture by
village blacksmiths.
The Indfmtt Five.Tii
Sweep Cultivator Platw
Dry farming areas where soil moistuw conservation and soil erosion control are ewential
will benefit from this imphzment. The tool atandaub are staggered to allow crop residue and cut
weed growth to remain on the soil surface. This
cultivator can be used for primary tillage, seedbed preparation, weed control, and inter-row cub
tivation. The rigid steel frame can be built witi
additional toolbars to permit greater trash clearance.
Above three plans available from:
bxcrmedfate Technology Publications,
9 King‘st.
Landon WC?E SHN. England
124
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The Indian Five-Tine Sweep Cultivalor

Mauga Hoe
An adjustable-width
cultivator
available
with 5 tines for donkey-draft or 7 tines for oxdraft. Extension bars are available to increase
the width of the implement, in which form it can
be used for row marking prior to planting.
S.A. Gard Pere et Fils
30500 Potelieres Par St. Amoroix (Card)
France

Designed for spring c”ltivmio”
following
winter plowi”g. for cultivation of stubble. uprooting of qua&grass. Sultivating depth is co”trolled by a hand lever. Weighti 107 kilogranw.
Agmmet-IJnia
Foreign Trade Enterprise
OS950 Precmyslowa 26
Warmw, Poland
MnItf-Parpose Potato cultfvator
Specially designed for potato cultivation,
this combination three-purpose tool is supplied
separately or combined with ridging, hoeing, and
digging tools. The potato digger has a set of
two guide wheels, tbe ridger, and a” adjustable
depth skid.
w. Hateca”t
9mKsvmecht
wetteren. Belgium

UftceUaneous Animd-Dmuns To&
Boiler
This implement omsists of two cylinders of
0.60 meters diameter. Available in two widths.
Weight: 1.60-meter-wide model, 223 kilograms;
2.aOmetemvide model, 250 kilograms.
ET.% Techine
62400 Valance D’Agen
France

tent of the soil. This implement is useful for
trampling green leaves and stalks. It consists of
four 250millimeter
(10 inches) diameter steel
dixs with cast-iron hubs mounted on a horizontal
shaft. Blades mounted on the shaft help to cut
the green material. Weighr: 39 kilograms.
Cmsul & Go. Pvt., Ltd.
Industrial Area, Fazalgonj
Kanpur, India
I.T.D.G. Clod Crushers Pla”s
These are two simple and cheaply co”strutted implements which are used for reducing
the size of clods in cultivated land prior to
ridging up the soil. They are made principally
of pm (eucalyptus) poles. Type I has roller
ga”gs which are built from short pieces of pole

wellmsd Puddles
It is desfg”ed for quick and &dent preparation of fields for paddy after first plowing. The
three angular east-iron hubs wiih four ‘blades on
each hub churn up the soil and leave the fine
partfcfes of it on the top surface. Weight: 39.5
Lilograms.
Gxstsl &Co. Pvt., Ltd.
Industrial Area, Famlgunj
Kanpor, India
Chsd Bullock-Drfvea Green Marmre Tra”spler
Growing a green manure crop and burying
it is a way of adding to the orgattic matter co”125

Clod Cnrrher, type 2

and rest at an angle of approximately 60 degrees
to each other. The poles are mounted to provide
a self-cleaning effect. Type 2 consists of short
pole pegs attached in a staggered formation
around the dmunference of a single heavy log
roller. Shvpened steel bolts are driven into the
center of each end of the roller to which the
draft chains M attached. A singletree is fitted
to the roller chaias.

LTXJC. Granule AppIhtor
Plans
The granule applicator was developed as
pan of the Intermediate
Technology
Farm
Equipment Development Project work program
attached to the Institute of Agricultural Research
of Ah&u
Bell0 University. A planet Junior-

I.T.D.G.

Granule A~fdicutor

dased. hand.pushe$ seeder was fitted to an ariana
toolbar and a simple direct-drive from a spiked
wheel was used to replace the original bevel
gears and shaft drive to the metering mechanism.
Standard ariana soil-moving components were
added to enable a ridge to be built and granules
to be applied, either on the surface or incorporated into the soil, simultaneously.
Intermediate Technology Publications,
9 King St.
London WC2E 8HN. England

Ltd.

TWO-WHEEL
TRACTORS
“Different ievels of farm mechanizat:on exist
side by side in China,” observes Ian Barwell in
his report on the Chinese Two-Wheeled Tractor.* Ba.rweU serves as a transport project officer
with the Intermediate Technology Development
Group based in London. He explains the different mechanization levels in .ternw of varying
commune sire (from 500 to 50,000 people), devel.
opment, and farm machinery requirements. “At
one and the same time, there is an increasing
demand for conventional four-wheeled tractors,
for two-wheeled tractors, and for draft animals
such as horses and oxen for “se in agricultural
work.”
Thousands of miles away, Gene Logsdon, an
editor for Organic Gardening and New Farm in
the United States, shows that a need for diversified, well.developed equipment is equally sig.
l Material
excerpted with permission from Ian J.
BarweU. “The Chinese Two-Wheeled Tractor.” World
Crops and Liveslock, July-August 1977.

nilicant-even
on a single, smali farm such as his.
“When I figure my needs. I do not a~utomatically figure that I have 20 acres to cultivate
or even six, which is all the land 1 actually have
in animal crops. Instead I look closely at that
six-acre figure and ask myself: Ot that total, how
big an area will I ever have to plow (or disk, or
weed, or plant, or harvest) in one day? The
answer is usually one-quarter acre or fess. That
being the case, a quarter-acre is the size my tools
need to be geared to.”
“Actually, I’m overpowered with my ancient
WD Allis-Chalmers tractor which has a horsepower rating of around 35. That’s enough for
quite a sizable little farm. My biggest plowing
job takes me less than two hours. I only use my
tractor’s capability fully when I mow hay and
pasturelands. My tractor would be just about
right on an 80.acre farm if the 80 acres were
devoted to the wide variety of food and fiber
production typical of the self-sustaining homestead. Even on an 80. you should rarely have to
work more than five acres a da): If, however.
the entire 80 were given over to commercial fruit

The Kubota, a Japanese twowheeled trnctor.
“ubota.

Ltd.

snd vegetable production or any single specialty
crop: you would usmdly need quite larger machinery to handle it.”
Just as Gene Logsdon in North America is
firmly continced that mttny growers should look
ttt singIe.axfe tmcton and tilkrs. so, roe, are the
Chinese. The two-wheeled or sit&axle
tractor
has played a vital role in the mechanization of
Chinese agricultttre, reports Ian Barwell. Since
much of the cultivated tand is divided into very

rotary cultivation, and as a power source to drive
other items of machinery. Attached to a trailer,
it forms a simple means of transport and is
extensively us&in
this’role, both in rural~situations and to carry goods and people from ‘the
countryside, to the town and back again, Current annual production of the tractor runs into
hundreds of thousands of units, and they are
now being exported to certain other developing
countries; both India and the Philippine? ‘are
now producing similar machines. However, the
tractor is not suitable for use in the rery
dry conditions prevalent in parts of Africa, be~cause
it does not have the tractive power required
for cultivation in such circumstances.”
The tractor engine, he reports, has a power
output of ten horsepower. The heart of the two.
wheeled tractor is its rugged and durable singlecylinder. fourstroke diesel engine, Barwell continue8:
‘The engine, whose main block and crank.
‘,~ase are a single iron casting, has two other in128
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small plots for irrigation, the two-wheeled tractor works weil in such small land segments.
Besides, the two-wheeled tractor is a much
cheaper unit to buy and run than a conventional
four-wheeled tractor, and it also lends itself to
production by a number of small- and mediumscale factor& throughout the country.
Writes Barwell, “Ease of maintenance and
durability are major considerations in the design
of the tractor which can be used for plowing or

teresting feamrcs which simplify maintenance.
It is water.cooled by meam of an evaporative
tank system mounted above the block. It is this
feature which is responsible for the characteristic
wisp of steam rtung from the tractor when it is
in use. Direct visual indication of the water
level is achieved by means of a red button
mounted on the end of a rod protruding from
the,tank and attached inside to a float. As the
water~evaporates, the rod falls until the danger
level is reached, and the button drops out of
sight of the tractor operator. A forced-circulation, oil lubrication $ystem is used, and the oil is
passed through a sight glass visible to the operator so that he has a continuous check on the
I?ow of lubricant.”
The Chinese have many uses for the twowheeled tractor. It can be fitted with either a
single- or a two-furrow plow which attaches to a
bracket at the rear of the gearbox. The setting
of the plow can be adjusted for height, for angle
relative to the direction of travel. and for orien-

tation of the blades themse!ves. The tractor can
plow to a depth of 180 to 296 mi!!!meters.
Using the power take4 at the rear of the
gearbox, a rotary cultivator fitted with up to 16
blades can be attached. The rotor is shrouded
by a canopy whirh helps to brea!t up the lumps
of earth. and the depth of cultivation is conaoIled by e!t!ter a skid or a smalld!ameter
wheel mounted be!tfnd the cultivator.
When plowing or cult%at!ng. the operator
may either wdk along behind the tractor or sit
on a seat mounted at the very rear of the maddne. Steering is effected by control of the
dutches engaging the dr!ve to each of the wheels.
The tractor is reportedly ca!xtble of worlring 0.1.
toOJ5 hectares per !mur.

The tractor can be dr!ven to and from the
f!e!d%if a tanall castor wheel is fitted at the rear.
Howcvu, when it i wed for cargo or parwnger
tmupwt
the fr+r
ii hitched to a two-wheeled
tra!ler, and the drfver norma!ly sits on a rear at
the’ front of tlte trailer. ‘3-R can then steer t!te
vehicle by means of the,~ handlebar, and this
obviates the nd
for the cae+w wheel. Maximum payload in the tt4sport
mode averages
!,269ki!ograms.
Mounted on the end of the crankshaft alongside the grooved pulley descri!zd earlier is a
large &wheel ~which doubles as a gabtopped
p@!ey. Using this fdure,
the tractor may be
~uredasasourceofpowertodr!vearangeof
,items of agricultural and cropprocessittg equip
mew through a Bat-belt drive system. It could,

for example, be used to power a water pump.
an electricity generator. a Bour mill, or a rice
tbreshec

SlNGLE-AXLE
TILLERS
ANDTRAClORS
A great variety of single-axle, sometimes
called two-wheel, walking, or pedestrian tractors
is available. The smaller models generally have
a singledriven shaft which can be fitted either
with rotary cultivator blades or with wheels for
pul!ing trai!ers and trailed implements. Larger
models often have a pair of driving wheels and an
independently control!ed drive for rotary cultivating. Engfnes usually run on gasoline in the
smaller sizes and use diesel fuel in larger sires.
Transmission systems range from V-belt drive
(with speed changing by meam of stepped
pulleys, and belt tensioning providing a clutch)
to multispeed gear transmission with friction
plate clutches.
Most manufacturers can supply a range of
attachments for cultivation and transport work,
and water pumps can usually be fitted, although
it should be remembered that pumping is generally an arduous duty for a small engine. One
maker supplies a threshing attachment with a
rasp, bar-type drum, and concave.
Single-axle tractors have sometimes proved
to be very successful in intensive agriculture on
relatively soft soils which need thorough rotaq
cultivation-for
example,
in irrigated
rice
paddies in Asia or on marketgardening ~100 in
Europa. They have been much less wxesrful for
relatively extensive agriculture on hard soils such
as those in some aavannah regions of Africa,
where large areas have to be covered and tined
cultivation is often more appropriate than rotary
cultivation.
Like all small-eng!ne-pwered
equipment.
singleax!e tractors require a good network of
spare-part supplies, a high level of operator
trafning, and regular maintenance, particular!y
in hot and/or dusty workhtg conditions.

NORTH
AMERICAN
SOURCES
OF
WALKING
TRACTORS
The Rokon Automatic
Mototm~tor
At first glance, one can hardly take this
stocky trail bike ser!ously.as a useful farm implement. But after serious study, it is obvious that
129

the Mototmctor
is
drive* daa~.purpose
handle al1 the usual
hearty determination
riding an expedient,
portation as well.

a two-wheeled, twowheel
power unit designed to
farm chores with the same
of any tractor-while
prorugged means of trans-

A conversation with a Technicrrl Assistance
Official for Africa reve;ded that “the Momtractor
could well be the sole piece of technology develaped
in the United States with significant implications for emerging nations. It is extremely
strong and has few moving parts. In order to

ltm
bin

be useful, a fatm tool must be able to till more
land than the space it needs to turn around in, a
problem with Western-oriented equipment.
“‘Unlike Far Eastern countries, labor is at a
premium in Africa, not land. Without the help
of a labor force, the fanner mu% rely on mecha.
Cation to get enough land prepared to feed his
family and provide him with a cash crop. At the
same time, he needs a means of local trantpor.
tation and a way to get his produce to marketes~cially during the rainy season.”
Rokon has designed the Mototractor
to
satisfy both needs. It has all the attachments of
a small-farm. utility tractor-plow,
cultivators,
trailer, and spraying and irrigating equipmentis able to transverse two-foot streams, has wide
tires for superior traction in mud, has a ten.
horsepowtl gasoline engine and power takeaff
shaft, can climb 45degree inclines. and has a
maximum operating speed of 40 miles per hour.
In the United States, the Mototractor is
widely ued by engineers, foresters, and fire130
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A lhird whet? provides added balance for plowing
Rokon,
slow speeds.

at
Inc.

fighters for rapid cravei over rough terrain. The
power take.off shaft will operate a pump for firefighting as ~11 a6 many farm tools. Gearing
ratios pr&da ptllting power which has proved
vatuabk in rescue operations. One ski resort in
Vermont uses their Mototractor to climb moun-

tains carrying workers. tools. and materials all
year-round, as well as for rescue.
Rokon, Inc.
American Engineers&Manufacturers
160 Emerald St.
Keene, NH 03431

THE
FORD
DNTPEDESTRIAN
TRACTOR,
NOW
THE
INTEC
in I964, Ford decided to develop a progratn designed to heip solve the world food crisis while
eohancing the reputation of the company and its farm products in developing nations. After a series of
conferences with university and foundation experts and with representatives of governmental agencies,
“Ford elected to design a tractor which would provide simple mechanization for small farmers at a
price mughly comparable to a pair of oxen.” reports Richard Dewey, Public Relations Manager for
Fotd Tratior Operations.
After five years of research and engineering Ford was ready to test marketability of their new
mode1 DNT-Developing
Nations Tractor. Confidence in its powerful, reliable transaxle system,
wheels designed for added strength and improved traction, the simplicity of the rope starter and pushpull metal dutch rod, and its basic rugged, durable design encouraged them to continue. As their news
release announced. “The two-wheeled tractor is the first ever designed specifically to bring the benefits
of modem farming technology to people on small farms in developing countries at a price they can
.?fbrd to pay:’

But “i~~tiuntable~logistiral
and social problems” terminated the effort. Dewey continued.
“Getting spare parts tc dealers posed no difficulty but getting the dealer to the broken-dawn machinery
did. It just wouldn’t pay ani serviceman to spend three or four days trekking through the jungle in
search of his customer. With attitudes as stubborn as they are, it’s bard to convince village farmers
that anything new, even appropriately scaled and designed machinery, will do the job right. They are
skeptical of a tractor which ru.ns on bard-to-get fuel and eventually breaks down into a pile cf rusty
nuts and b&s. Fuel for animals grows on trees and a worn-~ut ox can be eaten. There’s reai ‘horse
~eo~e’ in IIS@ animaldrawn
equipment in developing countries.”
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-YOURSELF
IWQANDFOURPaul Davenport started building tractors over twenty years ago from parts he scrounged mostly
from old Model A Fords. Now he says he is too old for that kind of work, but he still sells the plans
for a two-wheel model with a twoand-one-half- or six-horsepower motor, and a four-wheeled, fourwheel-drive, six-horsepower model.
The feztture Paul boasts of ntost is the ruggedness of his tractors. “These parts were originally
designed to take the power of a 24-horsepower engine. With these small engines, they will last almost
indefinitely.‘”
3oome parts include a standard Model A tranmtuissiotr with three forward speeds and
reverse* brakes for fuming and handling, and regular wheels and tires (or implement tires).

You can build this fourwheeled, fourwheel.drive
rroemr from o DW~IIQLW kit.

Paul Daver~port

The actual building cost is hard to estimate. It all depends upon how good a scrounger you are
and how mu& of the work you can do for yourself. There is a certain amount of cutting, drilling. and
welding you will need to do, or perhaps your local welder will have to help you out.
The plans illustrate a simple btit practical drawbar which pulls from ahead of the axles for better
bmxUing. A single pin allows a quick change of implements. With the two-and-one-half-horsepower
engine on his two-wheeled tractor, Paul can pull a nine-inch plow, eight inches deep in low gear. The
loor-wheekd unit can pull a 12~inch plow ten inches deep in light to medium soil. Flexibility in the
center, keeping all four wheels on the ground, regardless of terrain. coupled witb four-wheel drive gives
this machine “sensmional pulling power.”
Paul’s Tractor Co.
s520 cherry St.
Fontana,, CA 92335
Gravely Convertible Tractors
Gravely Convertible two-wheel tractors have
an a&gear transmission separately powering both
the wheels and the power take-off shaft for
attachments. Models with 8, 10, and 12 h.p.
engines provide power to match the job requirements and operate with forward, neutral, and
reverse speeds. Attachments include sickle bar;
rotary and Bail mowers; a plow, sweeper, and
blower for snow; a dumping trailer; and, for the
g,aden, a furrower, cultivator, shovel, and rotary
tiller.

Gravely Division of Clark-Gravely Corp.
One Gravely Lane
Clemmons, NC 27012
Ferrari
Ferrari carries three models of walking tractors with air-cooled diesel engines ranging from
7 to 21 h.p. The fuel injection system means
there are no plugs, points, magneto. or carburetor. Direct gear-drive replaces the need for
cbains or belts. The middle range, 14 b.p. model
has four forward and two reverse speeds, and
power take-offs, each with two speeds. The
tilling width is about 30 inches and the unit
readily accommodates a sickle bar, snow blower,
trailer, sprayer, plows, and even a table saw.

Fenori with tiller attachment
Ferrari

International.

Inc.

Ferrari International. Inc.
6104 Avenida Encitus
Grlsbad. G4 92008
Fermri S.P.A. OIiidne Meccaniche
4204S Luwra
Reggio Fmilia, ftsly
Pasquali Wdking Tractors
Paqxdi Italian-made walking tractors come
in many sizes, ranging from i to 18 b.p. All are
equipped with a four-stroke, air-cooled diesel
engine. The lower-powered models, from 7 to 14
b.p.. have four speeds forward and two reverse;
the higher-powered “nits have a sliding-type key
gear with synchronizer operating tweive speedsnine forward. three reverse--at a rate of 0.6 to
16 kph. All models have two power take-off
shafts, tbe top one synchronized with all gearbox
speeds and the bottonr one with two independent
speeds. The rotary tiller
disconnects attomotically when reverse gear ir engaged, and the
handler are completely adjustable.
Pstpali has the unusual ztttraction of offer.
ing over 70 attachments for its walking tractors.
So extensive is their list of attachments that it
takes a 200.page book to describe them all. All

Pqwli:
hl:whi”c
Agricole s.p.:I.
Via Nuov:!, 30
Calenrano (Firenre)
Pam;t Cale”zano. Italy
EDKO Walking Tractor
The EDKO tractor is constructed with a IAinch by S.inch frame and 1I-gauge handle with

The EDKO Chain.Drive IValking Trncror with tool.
bar and culkmtors.
EDKO MIg.. Inc.

The Parquali Model 946
PaquaIi USA.

three-position adjustment. It is powered by a
5 h.p. gasoline engine with six-to.one gear reduction and recoil starter. It features two speeds
forward with “dead man” reverse (1.25 mph).
Low speed ranges from 1 to 1.75 mph, high
speed from 2 to 2.75. It has a rugged chaindrive
system with dual-split steel pulleys, and 1l-inch
grmmd clearance axle with rachet wheel. Wheel
widths are adjustable from !7 to 23 inches on
135

I-inch
req&xi
7.inch
prong
wheel

increments for each wheel. No tools are
to change the following ttttachments:
moldboard plow with coulter. disc, six.
cultivator, furrow opener, 40-&h blade.
weights, and chains.

l-

EDKO Mfg.. Ix.
2725 Second Ave.
Des Rloiner. I.4 50313
Hahn Power-Trac V
The chain-drive transmission with one speed
forward and reverse is provided only in the 5 h.p.
size. The 3 h.p. model has no reverse. An

lIREIIIATsonAl

souKEs

L

Haban Mfg. Co.
2100 Northwestern Ave.
Racine, WI 53404

able rangipg from I to 11 horsepower. At this
writing, Bucher-Guyer 1s seeking a North American distributor.
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wAlKlno luAcrotls
&rhrM600
The Bwher M6OO cutter bar mowers are
spcciEcally designed walkfng tractors for mowing
and wittdrowfng cxops grown on the steep slopes
of Switzerland. Three different mechanisms are
twailable for win&owing;
a trailer and sulky
ilIe also available. Special wheel extensions keep
the mower upright when traversing a slope. The
WOO ,js run by a 10 hp., air-cooled gasoline
engine, has three forward, one reverse spai, and
Weighs 320 kibgmms. Other models are avail-

attachment clutch acts independently of traction
controls. Controls are mounted on handlebars
of tubular steel. lt has scmipneumatic tires with
1l-inch by 430 wheels. Both models feature 14inch tines for tilling a patch 26 inches wide and
8 inches or more deep. Attachments for the 5
1t.p. model inclode a variety of cultivator tools, a
22.inchsot
rotary mower, a 24.inch snow.
thrower. and a 30.inch dozer blade for grading
gravel and clearing snow.

Bucher-Guyer, Ltd. Engineering Works
CH-8166 Niederweningen
Zurich, Switzerland

!

AEBI AM Walking Tractora
AEBI tractors &me in three models: ‘the AM
8; the AM 15, with 15 h.p.; and the AM 75, with
10 h.p. All have four-stroke gasoline engines and
mowing attachments. The AM 75 has a trans
mission with four forward and one reverse speed,

75 pulls a potato harvester which digs the
pottttoes, sifts the soil away from the tubers, and
deposits them in a row on the surface of the soil.
AEBI RcCo.
AC Maschinenfabrik
Cfki400 Burgdorf, Switzerland

The AEBI AM75 pulling quire n land uphill.
AEBl

&Co.

a high-,/low-speed option for the cotter bar and
three fonvard and one reverse speed for the rear
paver take-off, Power can be linked to a trailer
capable of a 900.kilogram payload; hence the
unit becomes a four-wheeldrive
machine. Other
attachments include a sulky. hay turner. and
rotary tiller. Operating in reverse, the AEEI AM

Agria Model 2400 Walking Tractor
At+ Model 2400 wdking tmctars are avail.
abie wxth either an 8 h.p.. two-stroke or a 9 h.p.,
four-stroke gasoline engine. They have n sixspeed gearbox, three forward ;tnd three reverse,
sod an independent power take-off shaft. The
steel-tube handIebors are adjustable 180 degrees,
and track width can be adjusted from 10.6 to
22.2 in&es, depending upon accessories and row
width. A wide range of attachments makes this
unit Agrfa’s versatile one. Attachments include
a two-section. adjustable harrow. a two-piston
spray pumpa a water pump, a 31.5.inch spindle
reel mower with seat. snow blower and p?ow,
sweeper, rotary tillers with widths between 12.6
and 26 inches with or without duckfoot hoe.
quarter-turn plow. reversible plow, ridger, cul.
tiuator. mtdcher, sickle bar mowers of different
working widths and fineness cuts, and a trailer
with seat.
Agrh Model 2700
Des,igned for power rather than versatility,
the robwt Agria 2700 walking tractor has a
I%h.p., fouwroke
diesel engine with electric
start. The wine.speed gearbox, six forward and
three reverse. operates at rates between 0.7 and

12 mph. The upper power take-off shaft operates
at two speeds; the bottom also at two but with
the option of operating independently
of the
gearbox. The lower shaft stops automatically
when reverse gear is engaged. The 270.kilogram
unit is balanced for easy maneuverability
when
hwing, tilling, plowing, and transporting. One
unosual attachment is the sprinkler, complete
with water tank. Agria is not represented in
North America at this time and is seeking dis.
tributors.
Agria-Werke GmbH
D-7108 Moeckmuehl
west Germany
Moty Mule Universat
The Mule is n versatile mowing. tilling, hayharvesting implement built for safe operation on
steep slopes. It is ovaiI:tble with either a two. or
fourxycle gasooline engine or a four-cycle diesel
engine. A floating axle adapts to rough ground
conditions without
transmitting
jolts to the
operator. The V.belt power transmission absorbs
the shock when obstacles jam the cutting blade
on the reciprocating mower. Front and rear
power take.oR shafts are provided to power a
great variety of implement attachments which
may be installed in seconds, thanks to a quickdisconnect arrangement. The rear power takeoff can also be utilized to propel the shaft for a
wheel-drive trailer. The unit weighs 150 kilo.
grams, 100 kilograms without the mowing attachment, and operates in first geparat 4 kph, second
gear at 10 kph and reverse at S kph. More than
25 attachmenu are avnilable. Some of the more
unusual one.3 include a grain-reaping attachment, push.on grinding attachment, hay-pushing
rake, dibbling seeder with two-row arrangement,
hay rake and tedder, hay rake with reversible
rotation arrangement, and vineyard plow.
Moty-Werk. Landmachinenbau
8523 Frauental A./L62
Austria/Stmk
Kubota Versatiller
A heavy unit weighing 485 kilograms, the
Kubota Versatiller has a continuous oxput of
9 h.p. and a maximum of 12. It operates at six

’
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forward and two reverse speeds and the tilling
unit operates rt four speeds. With a maximum
traveling steed of 15 kph, the unit is powered
by a rotary, diesel-powered. wateraoled
engine
with radiator. It tills a width of 60 centimeters,
a depth of 19 centimeters with 20 blades. tilling
at a rate of 1 hectare every ten hours. The
Kubota puddles wet fields. tills, plows, harrows.
and weeds. The power take& provides a sta.
tionary 12-h.p. engine to drive belt-driven machines such as dueshers, hullers, and generators.
Keraht Agro-Machinery Corp., Ltd.
Atbani P.O. Ernakulam District
Kerala. India
Kubota, Ltd.
22 Funade.cho
2shome Naniwa.ku
Orah. Japan
Note: The Kerala Corporation is interested in
marketinn their txoducts in North Amer.
ira but has no, di&ibutor
at this time.

IRRI

Power Tiller
The International
Rice Research Institute
has designed this 8 to 12 h.p. tiller with features
especially for developing countries. The heavy.
duty power tiller offers almost al1 of the features
of the latest power tillers produced in the indus..
trialized countries, yet it can be easily fabricated
in developing nations at a fraction of the cost.
The machine is well balanced and is equipped
with steering clutches for easy maneuverability.
The four forward and two reverse speeds can be
shifted by using a simple main clutch control
and gear shifting lever. Belts do not have to be
shifted to change speeds. Used for cultivation on
both upland and lowland conditions, the tiller
can prepare 1.2 to 1.5 hectares of land per eighthour day and can transport 600 k!logxuns on
country roads. This rigid, heavy-duty machine
is equipped with n water-cooled. horizontalstrokee diesel engine which transfers power
through V.belts. Maintenance cost is kept low
as most parts can be easily repaired in small
machine shops, and many machine elements are
readily available to developing nations.

Simple to manufacture, the power tiller has
five major asemblies:
engine, transfer case,
multirpeed gear transmission, handlbbars, and
rotary tiller. All components, except the engine,
can be easily fabricated in developing nations
without special production
dies and tooling.
Consequently, production
can be economical
even with low market demand.
Manufacturers’ addresses and construction
are available from:
Agricultural Engineering Department
International Rice Research lnscitute
P.O. Box 933
Manila, Philippines
Hakorette Standard
The Hakorette
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comes with

plans

a 6 h.p. two-

stroke engine, elastic three-stage V-belt drive
transmission with three speeds up to 10 mph.
High.traction capacity powers attachments which
include rotovntor. snowpIow. trailer with 500.
kilogram or %-ton capacity, 8.inch plow, and B
reel mower with seat.
Hake-Werke
2060 Bad Oldesloe

Postfach 1444, West Germany
Solo
The Solo combi-system is a single 4 h.p.,
two-stroke engine complete with centrifugal
clutch which can be fitted quickly to any of the
following implements: mower, rotary cultivator,
generator, earth auger, water pump, or outboard
motor.

-

Solo Kleinmotoren GmbH
7032 Sindellingen 6
Po%fach 20. west Gernlany
Bouyo Two-Wheel Tropical ;rracton
Though they are made in France, these
tractors are marketed solely (at present) in developing nations. They were designed in collaboration with CEEMAT
(Center for Studies and

Tests of Tropical Material), specifically to satisfy
the demands of tropical cotton culture following
a request of the CFDT (French Company of
Textile). A spokesman for Bouyer explained, “It
appeared to this company that a normal tractor
was oot able to work in cotton fields. In fact,
it requires a simple machine to make eventual
repairs very easy in areas far from economic
centers, and a specific machine for cotton with a

Llouvet Walkine Tractor
with cultivnlor attachment.
Notice
depth ad#.slmenl and
handlebar controls.
Wheel
wrights we mounted Lo
improve
traclion,
and the
extending frame in the fronf
is n provision for adding
even mow weight.
!3011ver

high dearance and a” adjustable working
width.” --I “ey are able to work both in wet and
dry cultures under hot climates.

This is the smallest tractor made by Bouyer.
It has a 5 h.p.. fouraroke, air-cooled gasoline
enpine. The gearbox houses two speed ranges
with two forward speeds each and two reverse
speeds. There are two speeds for the power
take-off shaft.
Type 3S4
Powered by a 6 or 7 h.p., four&role
gaso.
tine or diesel air-cooled engine, it has two ranges
of three forward speeds and one range of three
reverse speeds. Thheie is one speed for the power
take-off shaft.

The heftiest of the Bouyer products has a
foor-stroke, air-cooled diesel engine available in
either 9, 11 or 14 hp. Special features for oper-

atio” in a hot climate include a” oil regenerator
and oil bath air filter. There are two speed
ranges for three forward speeds and one range of
three reverse speeds. Three power take-off shafts
operate at different speeds including one independent, one independeot with clutch, and one
driving the rotovator.
Bouyer supplies a wide range of attachments
for use with all three tractors, though sires
differ. These include many variations of plows
such as a reversible plow, universal hitch, row
vator, cultivators, toolbar frame for carrying
hoes, potato lifter, four-row seeding drill, tworow drill seeder and fertilizer combination,
spraying equipment and trailer reservoir, itigation pump, sickle bar and rear rotary mowerc
disc harrows, and many wheels for better traction
in both wet and dry cultures. At the time of this
writing, Bouyer is intaested in establishing a
distributor in North America.
Bouyer
B.P. 23
Tomblaine

54510, France
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sleipgModelAbyMametora
Any engine of a fanner’s choice can be
mounted on the bask engine frame. An overdrive dutch mechanism provides transmission
e5ciency when changiq tht all-gear txansmiaion
with 12 forward and six re%erse speeds. Electric
start and headlight are provfded. The I&blade
mtary tiller tills 14 centimeters deep and 60
cuttimetas
wide. The manufacturer dafms a
capacity of 2 hectares per hour with tiller: the
plow attachment takes 75 minutes to cover the
samearea.
Tzamat Mercantile, Inc.
747.749 Gandara St.
sta.fckta,Manfla
rumnetora Power Tillers MC
Three models are available from this
patty, no horsepower ntfngs are given. All
fourqcle,
vu&al.
monocylinder engines
air coding, two power take4 shafts, V-belt
gear-drfven transmition
with two forward
o”ereversespced.

table gardens, and in addition to cultivation and
weeding, can conduct various operations such as
fertilizing. cutting stalks. and dislodging roots
with a winch mechanism mounted on a frame.
The Mametora power tiller Model HMD-25 is a
7 h.p. unit designed for plowing, rotary coltivation, side and middle furrowing. and paddy
operations. Some of the more unusaal attacbments include a two-wheel carrier set for carry.
ing compost and fertilizer. a special blade and
cover for making trenches and a mulch dispenser
for rolls of plastic. Weight: 97 kilograms without engine.
Above units manufactured by:
Mametora Agricultural Machinery Co.. Ltd.
9-37 Nisbi, 2-Ehome
Okegawa. Saitama, Japan

corn.
have
with
and
and

Mamesora POWS Tiller HMD
A 7 hp. unit hu all-gear transmission. eight
and a four-cycle,
spedsfoswar&foutmne
2ZZcnbfc centimeter engine. Attachments include a rotary plow. tide and middle furrower,
puddling wheel and rakes, power transmission
pulley, and trailer.
Other models are available.
Bhetora
Kelun&ulti
The Keturn-Culti
is the largea of the many
walk@ tillers Mametora pmduces. It is available with either a 4.5 or a 6.5 hp., four-cycle,
afr-cooled, gasoline motor, both units operating
with two forward speeds and one reverse speed;
however, the larger model has three forward
speedy for the rotary tiller. The front-mounted
rotary tiller has the unosoal featore of operating
both in forward and reverse. hence the name
%tom-Coitf.
Handles are adjustable
180
degrees in all dfrectfo~~. and the unit’s low
CenlQ of gravfty makes it safe for working on
slopes 1 ib most suitable for operations in molberry t%elIQ,orchards, tea plantations, and vege-

ISEKI Power Tillers
The Iseki Model KS500 is more than a
tiller. Its four-cycle, air-cooled. 5 h.p. gasoline
engine has six forward and two reverse speeds
transmitting power through a gear-/chain-drive
system. A few of its many attachments include
puddling rotor and puddling rake, turn-wrest
plow. ridger. power take-off pulley, auger-digger,
as well as a rotary tiller. Another model, with
the option of a two. or four-cycle, air-cooled
gasoline engine weighs 180 pounds and operates
a number of attachments also. including snowhandling and cultivating equipment. It has four
forward and two reverse speeds; the main engine
shaft is V.belt driven and the traveling section is
driven by a gear-chain combination. The power
take.& has two speeds.
IJeki Agricultural Machinery Mfg. Co.. Ltd.
!-3 NihonbxsS, 2.cbome, Cbuo.ku
Tok.,o, 103. ,Japan
Land Master Lion
The Lion is available with either a 7 h.p.,
four-stroke engine or a 6 h.p.. two-stroke engine.
Two forward and one reverse speed. Attachments include moldboard reversible or nonreversible plow, ridger, rotary cultivator, hoe,
puddler. seeder, potato lifter, water pump (27,000
liters per boor, 7.6 meter head), and a thresher
for rice and barley with a capacity of 140 kph.

Land Master. Ltd.
Sterte Rd.
Po&e. Dorset BHl5 2AF, U.K.

rotary cultivators,
equipment.

WB Power Tiller Model WBI-A
Powered by a four-cycle. single-cylinder, 8
h.p.. air-cooled gasoline engine. Model WBI-A
is made of heavy steel pipe framing and steel
parts adaptable to lcxxl (Philippine) conditions
with economical maintenance costs. Another
unit is a%GLzbIe fitted with a IO 11.p. engine.
Acceswxies include moidboard plow, spiral plow,
adjustable pe$oothed
harrow, paddling steel
cage wheel for wet plowing, paddling steel wheel
for dry plowing with or without hub adaptor,
wheel weight, pneumatic
rubber tires, and
rotary hoe with 12 blades. The company does
aapxt.
Warner Barnes Eogineering
A Division of Warner, Barnes and Co.. Inc.
29OQFaraday Street car, South Expressway
Makati. Rizai, Philippines
Staub PPX
Staub offers a wide product line of differentsired tillers and walking tractors. The PPX is
one of their most versatile walking tractors. It
is powered by a 322xubic centimeters, fourxycle,
7 h.,p. diesel engine. The gearbox houses three
forward and two reverse speeds which are controlled by means of a single lever which changes
gears and locks the wheels in drive position. Two
connections for power take.oE are mounted in
the rear. Handle assembly is adjustable to all
positions and reversible for use with the cutter
bar and certain other tools. Attachments include
rotary cultivator, plow, toothed cultivator, bar.
row, trailer, cutter bar, rotary mower, advanced
hoe, sower, scraper blade, brush clearer, pump,
and saw.
Societe des Tracteors et Motocolteurs
25, Bd de Verdrm
92402 Courbevoie Cedex, France

and various types of puddling

Honda Motor Co., Ltd.
Tokyo, Japan
U 1200 Two-Wheeled Tractor
This tractor can be fitted with gas or diesel
engines of 8 to IO 11.p. It has a gearbox with
three forward and three reverse speeds, and a
choice of six PTO speeds. Attachments include
mower. rotary cultivator, plow. ridger, harrow,
hoe, potato lifter, trailer, sprayer, and belt drive
for stationary machines.
Iruswerke Dusslingen
7401 Dusslingen
Postlach 128, West Germany
Two-Wheeled Tractors
Six h.p. gas-engined and 12 b.p. dieselengined tractors are manufactured, together with
a range of attachments including plows. rotary
cultivators, tined cultivators, mowers, trailers,
and others.
Cebrtlder t:older Maschincmabri
7418 Metzingen/Wurtt
Postfach 66, West Germany
Krfshi NV 700 Power Tiller
This machine has a 7 h.p. diesel engine
and a four forward, two reverse speed gearbox.

Staub

Honda Two-Wheeled Tractors
A range of models from 2 to 8 h.p. is available with attachments including plows, ridgers.

Krtihni

NV700Power

Tiilcr

Krishni Engines. Ltd.

attachments include fmed and reversible moldboard pbm, cultivators, disc barmars, puddling
qoipment
and others.

Bertoki Maccbine Agricole
42100 Reggio Emilia
Via Guicciardi 7. Italy

KrishiBngines,Ltd.
sanatnagar. Hydedad
A.P. hlia

Goldonl TwwWbeekd
Tractors
Gas and die&engined
models from 7 to 21
h.p. are available with plowing, cultivating,
spraying, pumping, and transport attachments.
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The singlocylinder~
15 hp. diesel engine
revavespeeds. Attachhasfourfomardandtwo
ments inclmle romq cliltivator,
plow, centrif~IF&FP.
hSI=ess=
sp=yb’g P~“P. and

Fmtelli Bamldi s.n.c.
41010 Modem+
via vifva,
Italy
P.GS. Dlammtte Tractor
Four-stroke @s or died en@$es of 7 to 10
hp. are availabk with two kward
and one
reverse spaed gearbox. Attachments include
rotary cultivatora, plowa ridgem traller& irrifP~nl-paFYl-pa,~Fullegs*
L-8=
nrowheded tractors are also available.
P.G..S. Sp&
cadeo, Fiacenm
ldY

Goldoni S.p.A.
41012 Migliarina
Modena, Italy

Di Car@

CB 450 Tractor
Plowing,
rotary
tivating, and mowing
plied for this tractor.
Mabec
27 Rue D’Orleans
92200 NeuillySurSeine,

cultivating,
tined culattachments can be sup

France

Allen Mayfield Tractor
The Allen tractor can be used with a mowing attachment, with a tool bar mrtying~eultivating tines, hoe blades, or ridging bodies, with
a single forrow moldhoard plow, or for pulling a
trailer. &en or 8 bp. engines and three speed
or
three speed and reverse gearboxes are available.
Allen Power Equipment, Ltd.
The Broadway, Didcoc
Berkshire OX11 SKs, U.K.
Super U 7tl Tractor
T@ §uper U 70 tractor is fitted with an g
h.p. engine and a four forward, two reverse speed
gearbox. Individual
wheel clutches facilitate
steering.
Attachments
available
include
a
mower, plow, rotary cultivator, and trailer.
Gurbrod-Werke GmbH
6601 Bobingen, .Saar
Postfach 60, West Germany

“DEAR
DETROIT,
THANKS,
BUT
NOTHANKS”
-by Gene Logsdon
If Americzm business is really interested in satisfying n&y needs, 1 haven’t seen a whole lot of proof.
I never needed or wanted these gas-hogging, chrome-laden. corner-lurching monsters Detroit built for
me for so many years For their error, our ~ilr makers had to watch Volkswagen take all that money
away from them with an ugly !it?!e sr Eetrri: thought Americans were too dumb to buy.
The tractor mnkem haven’t learned their lesson yet, it seems. 1 don’t doubt that those new 20 to 30
horxpawer tmetors that appeu to he tailored to the homestead are worth $6.000. or at least have
$6*m worth of parts and labor in them. But many of the refinements on those tractors aren’t necessary
or a!Iordable for the homesteader whose aim is not to generate cash profit from his food production. The
tractor I need does not have to be a powerhouse that can do everything except brush my teeth. For
insmnce. it doesn’t need rubber tires. iron wheels would be just fine and would never go flat. I’m not
going anywhere with this tractor except back and forth across my little 20 acres, slowly. I don’t need
a dorm forwzwd speeds. Two will be adequate-and
one reverse. My tractor needs no expensive shock
system: Any bumps on my place 1 intend to engage at one or the other of my two forward speeds-slow
and slower. 1 do not need a bucket seat, cigarette lighter, twin.beam headlights. dashlight, radio, cab,
high-capacity hydraulic, double-plate clutching, syncromesh gears, hydrostatic transmission, or power
steering. All 1 waot is something that will pull as much as three horses and just as quietly.
Can’t American technology come up with a long-lasting, easy-running, air-cooled engine so we can
dfspensc with radiators once and for all? A motor that chugs easily along like the old two-cylinder John
Deems would be wonderful. And speaking of old John Deeres. why can’t my ideal tractor hare an
cau’lp turned flywheel crank so I can dispense with high-priced batteries that always seem to be dead
when you need them most?
Lastly, is it too much to ask for a tractor which even a mechanical simpleton like myself can take
apart easily? 1 don’t mind buying new parts for a piece of machinery if only I could replace them
myself. It seem to me that a simple tractor that takes the place of three horses should come apart
with any good set of wrenches so that you can get to any broken piece in less than an hour.
The real reason I haven’t seen the tractor of my dreams might be that it wouldn’t make enough
profit for the manufacturers and dealers. Several years ago, I was involved in an article about how farm
equipment companies
were coming to the aid of underdeveloped (how I despise that word) coot&es.
1 don’t koow if anything came of their praiseworthy plans, but in the course of talking to one executive,
he descrfbed to me what his company had in mind, They intended, he mid, to build a low-coat tractor
with a four to six horsepower engine that would still pull the tools similar to, but improved over,
those which draft animals traditionally pulled (which our 15 horsepower lawn tractors won’t pull). The
tractor would be so simple and durable it would rarely need repair work, but when it did, even a
mechanical ignoramus could fix it most of the time.
I gasped, genuinely impressed. “That’s the kind of tractor I’m lookfng for,” I exclaimed. “Why
don’t you sell it in the United States?” He laughed. No. Americans wouldn’t buy that kind of tractor.
Market analyses showed Americans buy for status and would reject a truly economical tractor, he said.
Theo. seeing disbelief written all over my face, he weakened in a moment of candor. “Actually,”
he
said with a grfn, “we’re afraid to market that kind of tractor here. It might capture tcm much of the
market where OUTmore profitable models are doing nicely now.”
Aoother aspect of the company’s plans for a simple tractor was even more significant. The plans
called for a very small tractor not only because of cost and simplicity of operation, but also so that it
would not give one small farmer any competitive advantage over another. The idea was just to replace
the farmers’ presez,t power unit-draft
animalenot
to make it possible to farm more land. The
tractor was intended not as a machine for ;lggrandizement which would eventually put the land in
the hands of fewer people and destroy the present social stroctnre, but which would only relieve some
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of the toil of primitive farming. redi,.eert ,,,*re food fro,o drxl, :,,,i,,,alr to hu,,,i,,,s, :,,,,I improw produc.
ticn beause the tractor implements work the soil better.
I don’t know whether repiacing hand ;r,,d aninwl i,ower wi,h ,,,;,cl,i,,e power is right for ,,,,der-.
dev&p@tl countries ii, the lo,,g run, but tlw thi,,ki,,g rrl the eq,,ip,,,e,,t co,,,pa,,y is rcvc;,li,,g indeed.
and
c*rtninly a step in the rig!,1 direction. Soiiicoiie evidently re:,lired that what we liavc done ii, the
United States might not be the best way to develop i, rountry. Tl,e tractor never replaced tl,e horse in
this country: it replaced the farmer. The ,,,ore powerlul the tractor, the more farmers it replaced. At
no time were the promises of the hfacliine Cod f,,lfill~il except te,npor;,rily to the survivors in tlic
get-bigarqtsut
racr. Each improvemeat i,, ,,,;,chi,,ery ,,,e:,nt ,no~e Iar,ners out of busioess, so that
today less than 5 percent of the United States’ populxiio,, produces the food and owns tlie land.
What ,, shame.
The only practical solution I foond was to look fo,- an old run-dew,, tractor and repair it. You
know the old saying, “They laughed when I sat down at tl,e piano.” Well, my friends absolutely roared
when I sat down under an old junk trnctor and said I KJS going to make it ,-on again. I can’t blame
then,. As my wife would put it, I have just enough narive mechanical ability to unlock i, door-if
someone turns the key for me.
But to tend my 20 acres, 1 had to hwe ,, small. farm tractor. Something tl,nt wot,ld poll ,, seven.
plow. Twentyfivc
l,orsepowcr woold do just
foot sickle mower, or an eight.foot disc, or a twohttom
fine. And naturally 1 wanted a tractor that wouldn’t co\i mocl,.
That meant finding a junk tractor zmd burying myxll i,, grease and gasket glue for ,, month or
two of weekends, ;1 prospect I did ,,ot find inviting. But was,,‘, I the one who was ,,lways pointing out
that the homesteader who could ,,ot be his owl, I,nndym:,,, and mech;,nic was headed for failure? It
was time to uraetice what 1 urea&cd.

The used tractor ntarket is :I never-never lnnd of intrigue ;md mystery, I soon discovered. In no
seaor of oar econonty does free.enterprise r;~pit;disnt llourish so vigorously. Demand is the whole
tl.l-s* 1 jwliic:,
r,teilns priced under $300) soddenly rises
game. A tmrtor that ten ntintttes ago wi*F war....in value to $950 because a couple of what the tractor salesmen refer to as bobby farmers showed interest
in it.
In the horsepower range 1 was looking for. old Fords, Fergosons, Ford-Fergusons. and John Deems
with three-point bitcl:es are in biggest denland right now. Such ::xtors in good ronning order wiii seii
for over $1.000 (I975 price). Con~pnr;d~le tractors without three-point hitches go for nrottnd $700.
If in puor &tpe. both kinds of tractors could be as mttrh as $400 lower. So, for one of the less desirable
mod&s in paor shape. you might pay around $%I0 and put it it; running order for as little as $200
more, not counting your labor. But even if you had to shell out another $200 for repain, you’d still
have tt good bargain.
I didn’t really need the convenience of three-point hitch equipment, so I decided on one of the
less desirable old trxton.
I selected a WD ,4llisChalmers made about 1950. For one thing, I could
per it cheap, and second, the owner was an especially nice fellow who let me use his tools and helped
me with the overhauling. Third, the WI> is a fairly simple tractor to take apart and put together.
Fourth. it has a reputation of running even for hammer-head mechanics like me. Fifth, the WD has a
paver lift system almost as convenient its the three-point hitch. And finally, the tractor has both a
band and a foot clutch. which gives you the eqttivalent t:onvenience of live power takc.off found on
modern tract*rs.
My son and I have the tractor running well enough to work our wheat field and mow the fall
pastures, and it only cost me $500. There’s more work to be done, but I have all next winter for
that and 1 fisttre 1’~. still ahead with my old iunk. Before tong it wiil be as good as new.

Old

from the ii&yard
m.

by

bolt-

But I’m not the only one who prefers the older models. “I farmed my 132 acres in my spare time
for about 25 years with tractors in the 20 to 30 !torsepower range,” says Harrell Noble from Xenia,
Ohio. “:Mine were old tractors when I bought them, and I still use them. I don’t think it makes much
sense for a part-time farmer to invest $5,000 to $7,000 in a new tractor. On my kind of farm, plowing
I’/* acres per hour with my cider tractors seems more sensible titan piowing four to six acres per hour
at five to ten times the investment.”
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Noble’s first tractor back in 1952 was an Alli&halmers
WC, which with an old disc, plow, manure
spreader, and row planter (the tools you almost must have at the start) cost him around $700. Next he
bought an F-20 International
(1939 model) so that both he and his son could work in the field at the
same time. His third tractor, a rebuilt 1942 Farmall H, he still refers to as his modern tractor. He’s
had two more over the year-another
F.20 made in 19% and a Farmall M which would pull a three.
bottom plow.
“One advantage of buying older tractors is that you can afford more of them,” says Noble. “Having
+?veral tractors c&n be very handy. At haying time, for in&xe,
you don’t have to keep hitching
and unhitching tractors. We could leave the mounted cultivators on the H. rather than having to
take t&m on and off for other pulling jobs. We’d use the Allis-Chalmers to pull the mower, one
F-20 to rake, and the other F-20 pulling the baler. With the hay all mowed, the Allis-Chalmers was
free to pull the wagons back and forth from the barn to the baler in the field.”
But hating an extra tractor can repay its coat in more than just convenience. “One year, one
of the tractors broke down when we had a lot of hay ready to bale. The repairman conldn’t get it
fixed until the following week,” recalls Noble. “I quickly hooked another tractor to the baler, with
still a third one free to haul the loads of bales to the barn. Just as we finished, a rainstorm
struck and the weather remained wet for a week. Having that extra tractor saved 50 tons of hay.
in those days worth $1,000. We literally paid for two of those tractors in one day.”
Jerry and Jeafl Harper in Indiana also have two tractors, which they refer to as “His” and
“HerS.” “His” is a Farmall H, 1952 vintage; “Hers.” a Massey-Harris of about the same age. The
Farmall needed a complete overhaul when they bought it. Harper tore it down, took the head to a
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machine shop for valve grinding. He put in new pistons. rings, sleeves, rod bearings, and crankshaft
bearings at a cost of about $199 plus I&w.
When I was overhauling my WD Allis~habners.
after 1 got my tractor torn down. I found
just about everything was worn out. IO while new parts are still available front the company, I
went whole hog and had a mechanic rebuild almost everything. Now I have a fairly new 25-year-old
tractor at a fourth of the mst of a similar-sired new tmctor. An additional benefit you sometimes
gain from keeping up a vintage tractor is that it begins to accrue antique value after awhile.
Restoring old tractors has bemme almost as hot a hobby as restoring old cars.
Another thing-get
the service manual for your tractor if at all possible. On most makes, they
arc still available if the company is still in business. Extra-proper care is necessary for old tractors,
and you just can’t know everything you should do without the manual.
“By all means, get the service manual,” seconds Bill Bennett in Wisconsin, who owns an older
Ford SN. the most popular homestead tractor of all. Manuals for most major models of tractors
(Wers,
David Brown. Case. Deere, Ford, International
Harvester, MassepFerguson, Miiineapolis-Moline and Oliver), both new and old, are available from 1 % T Shop Service. Technical Publication.% P.O. Box 12901. Overland Park. KS 66212. Bennett began homesteading in 1972 on 49
aam. ‘*About 37 acres were under rental contract to another operator the first year, so we could
handle three acres with our big tiller,” he says. “But when the 37 acres came out from under
the rental. we knew we had reached beyond the tiller stage.
“‘Some folks opt for the big suburban garden tractotx, mistakenly, 1 think. They are line for a
couple of acres, but not for a small farm-and
they cost as much per pound as a Cadillac.”
Fii
Bennett checked cut the moderate&ed
new tractors on dealer lots. “They are exciting
machims with many improvements over older tractors, but cost at least $5,099-hard
to justify on a
ttotabnrmmercial
farm.” So he started out on a quat for the simplest, cheapest, used rig in the
retI tractor cmegory.
“We lliirmwcd our search to the Ford models SN, 9N, and 2N’ (depending on year of manufact=
1939 to 1932): Mas+y.Ferguson models 20 and 90; the John Deere B; the Allis-Chalmers
WD; the FannaIl A, C, and H models: and the Case C and D. Fords seemed less rare than the
&ers, so we tried to find one. Finally opportunity knocked. A machine repair shop in the township
oiiered a shining SN, overhauled, restored, repainted and guaranteed for $1,699. With it was a
u&d,
hydraulically operated front-loader, said to be wb.th another $499. The tractor alro had a
twwrange transmission, which means you can gear down and creep in”diffic.ult pulling situations.
That pmvfdcd eight forward speeda, as contrasted with the usual four on a model ON-an accessory
said m cost $209. So we figured the tractor was a good buy and have never regretted our purchase.”
The earlier model, 9N (1939 to 1947) offers three forward speeds, while the 3N (1946 to 1952)
has four. “You can’t pull much of anything in fourth gear;’ explains Bennett, “but it allows you to
speed up to twelve miles par haur over the road, handy for tooling over to the local garage for a
tuncttp.”
Both these popular old Fords are rated at 23 horsepower. They are heavy and rugged and will
handle a one- or twcbottom mounted plow. or an eight-foot disc, mounted or trailing.
New parts for old tractors are obtainable through the dealers who sell that make of tractor.
New parts, even for older tractors, are not cheap. You can sometimes save appreciably by shopping
’ the huge used tractor and junk tractor centers Iocated all over the Midwest. Ask farmers or
mechanics in your area for the supply centers closeat to you. Some of them are: Worthington,
MN
561(w; Wmger’s Famt Machinery, Inc., South Race St., Myerstown, PA 17957; Al Galloway, St. Johns,
MI 48879; Willard Equipment Inc., St. Rt. 99N. Willard. OH 44890; and Central Tractor 1315
East Euclid. Da Moines, IA 39313. I’ve gotten parts at Willard. There are thousands of junked
tractors there. It’s a tractor restorer’s paradise-or
maybe nightmare. Dealers seem to have a pretty
good idea of what they have in all that mess. so it pays to call ahead. But it pays to go looking in
paron. toa
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“Onr place that sells the gamut of vimage tractor parts on il mail-order basis is the Tractor
Supply Co.. 7910 L Street, Omaha, NH 6HlZi.” rays Bennett. “The cotllpsti~ istirs it big catalog
annually and also has stores in farm towns in 27 Midwest stat.xi Surplus Tractor Parts Corporation,
P.O. Box 2125. Fargo, ND 58102. ships worldwide, and has a catalog available for $1.
An English-based company, the Vapornmtir Company Ltd., P.O. Box I, Budleigh Salterton,
Devon. EXY GJB. England. also specialires in tractor replacement parts for all major models. It bas
assc&te companies in several countries around the world, including Australia, Ireland, France,
Holland. South Africa, Northern Ireland, and the United States.
Finally, where do you find the tractors. ’ This is one time when the classified ads can be most
helpful, especially in rural newspapers. Or even more especially, rural trading papers that are nothing
but classified ads.
The second best place is at farm sales. Look at the sale announcements in your papers. Farm
sales are usually 01’. Szttnrday, and tlxz notices always list the machinery to be sold severa! days tn a
week early. The third best place is at de&r lots. Even when dealers don’t have the old equipment
you need. they sometimes know where some is available.
I’m forever griping that the farm machinery manufacturers don’t make tools to fit the two- to
2O-xre homestead. But &xy time 1 wonder out loud “why don’t they make such and such.” sure
enough 1 soon find Out someone is making such and such.
Those of us familiar with the old Allis.Chahners model G tractor remember its passing with
tears in our eyes aad terrible envy for those still lucky enough to have preserved one. The G is the
ugliest tractor ever built; it looks like an arthritic spider trying to da push-ups. But there is no
handier cultivating machine ever made for the large tnlck garden. It will turn sharp enough to
turn
itself inside out, and can be maneuvered (from the scat hovering over the plants) so easily
that yau could tkk!e the pa:atoes in their hitis ritbout
harming them. No machine is designed
to take attachments easier or can be repaired with less trouble. The G doesn’t wear out-and
the
only way to get one is to inherit it.

The original Allis-Chalmers G:
“The only wny 10 get one ir
LOinherit it.”

But C lovers don’t have to eat their hearts out any longer. There’s a new small tractor on the
market that look% ,and acts a lot like the old G. It’s called Tuff-hilt, made by Tri-Tractor
Man”.
factuting Co. (Rt. 1. Hwy. 19 North, Gumming, GA 30130). When I first heard aboiit the tractor,
the rumor going around said that the company was so small you could order your tractor in any
Bohr ~0’0~wanted. “Wellell; that’s not quite true,” says Jerry Gravitt at Tri-Tractor
headquarters in

Gumming. “That story got started because a11 the other machinery cotnpauies who wanted to sell
the Tell-bilt
wanted it painted in their own mlors. So we painta! ‘em orange, Glue, or green
dependiiig on whom the order wits for.”
The tmctor rtttu on it I6 horsepower. air-cooled. Lawson Tecomselt engine witlt all-gea drive
and indiuidtus! left. and right-ham! bmkeo. It uses only about it galloo of gas an hour and has plenty
of hi& clearance so you can cultivate over corn snd otlter crops with ease. Cole and Brinly-Hardy
tools fit the tractor. and there are all kinds of otber att:tc!mlents too-mower.
ICinch plow. 26.inch
disc plow. cultivators-tlte
works. The price is just under $2,800, which isn’t bad considering that
this is about all the tractor yott really should need for handling 20 acres or so. “With a complete
set of tooIs. you’re talking about $4,200,” says Gravitt, “which is quite a bit less than just the
basic price on a regular small trxtor.”
Another company to bring back a venion of the Chalmers G is John Blue with their Mode!
G-1000. It’s a bit larger and heavier than Tuff-hilt hut the design is right there. With the engine
mounted on tile back, there is better traction and the front is left with clear visibility.
Implements
attached to the front let the operator w;ttcb wit!, greater ease and drive witb greater accuracy.
The Blue G-1000 haI a slow start wl~en it came out four years ago. “It was a novelty and
folks were skeptical,” reports Cecil Wniker of their Rowling Green. Ohio, plant. But now it is realb~
etttrltittg on witb weekend farmers and gartlen folks-the
ganlen implements are going with it.
Sarprin’singIy enough. sales have really taken off in Chic:%@
Hefty has two motlels of the old-style G, n 27 horsepower, rear-mounted unit and tlte Hefty
Hi-G. The Hi-G was pttrticularly designed for nursery and agricultural applications where 36 inches
. . .
of dearance and unrestricted vrsr,btbty are requires 1.
KORTK
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tbree.poittt drawbar, 12.inc!t.bottom moldhoard
plow, 54.ittch grttder blade, a 26.inclt disc plow
and rotary mower.
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Tuff.biit

Ttte smallest of the new G models available,
the Tttfi-hilt has a 16 h.p. engine for powering
the !iquid.cooled, hydrostatic transmission and
two category 0 three-point hitches with 400.
potind lifting capacities, front and rear. Implemena available for use on the TtdFbilt include
f&t
and rear cultivators, front ttttacltment for
the Cole No. 12 planter (page 204), disc harrow,

Tri.Tractor Mfg. Co.
Rt. I. Hwy. 19 Nortlt
Cumming. GA 30130
Blue G-1000
T!,e Blue G-1000 Itar a 16.8 h.p., watercooled, four.cylieder gasoline engine. It has a
Warner gettr transmission with three forward
speeds, tuttl higlt and low reverse speeds. Hy
draalic lift 1: standard but the live PTO is
optional. TIE G-1000 can he operated with a
single-row cultivator, 12.inch moldboard plow.
60.inch three-spindle mower. B-foot single-section
disc I~arrow, or a S-foot spring-tooth or spiketoot!,

l1alTow.

Joltn Blue Co.
P.S. P&X !607
Huntsville, AL

The Tut-hilt tractor-a
Tri-Trdr*c?ar Mfg. co.

lot Iike the Allis-Chalmers

G.

35807

Hefty Hi-G
A higIl ground clearance of 36 inches provides the HbG with its outstanding feature and
iu name. As is characteristic of all type G trac151

tars. its 27 1r.p.. water-coaled, gasoline or diesel
mgiae is mounted in the rear, and the driver
enjoys ttnrertricted visibility.
A frontmounted,
threepoint hydraulic implement lift system or
rear-mounted hydraulic furrowing bars support
the ground-working tools. Its high ground clearance design is particularly suited for nursery and
agricultural applications, but the high center of
pviiy
intakes it unsuitabie for working on steep
slopes. The selective sliding gear transmission
has six forward and one reverse speed, providing
a maximum forward speed of 13 kph. The 2by 4.inch. welded rectangular iteel tube frame is
82 inches high to the top of the steering wheel,
has a 76.inch wheelbase, and weighs 2.440
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potutds. A 12.volt electrical system operates
a starter, generator, and four scaled,bcam hendlights. Available as optional equipment are a
540 rpm power take-off, live engine speed. front
center power takeoff, WC-cyc!e, water-cooled
diesel engine, variable tread widths as low as 4t/?
inches or up to 120 inches, single-row or multiple
gang independent crdtivator assemb!ies, rear
hydraulic furrow and bar assembly, and rear
drawbar kit.
Hefty Gw
Incorporating tlie same engine, transmission.
and frame construction as the Hefty Hi-G. the
Hefty Gw has a lower center of gravity with its

lower. ISinch gmund clearaxe.
The wide
wbtulbase straddles ttp to four rows or more of
v-tables,
reducing planting. cultivating
and
rbiniring time. It also llar two specialized power
take-off sttnft autlets: one live at engine speed,
one synchroni@zd with ground speed. Optional
impIements include a 60.inch mid-mount rotary
mower, single. and two.row cultivators. Danish
fiber tine, sprin@rip
ant! sprin@ine, dmtble
tuolbar cttltivatur,
midmmount
blade, and hy-

t!r:~u!irslly controlled rear-mount Stirrowing bar
wit!1 slunks. If you wattt tile lower rrnter 01
gravity of il Hefty bn: don’t need tllc wider
wlteel b:?je, a model called tllr Hefty G is available with :I narrower wheelbase.
Hefty Tractor Co.
PO. Hox 188
1,“leil,l,
WI 53039

YEDLDE
CHALMERS
DASHOMESTEAD
TRACTOR
by John F. Sutton
If yon’re looking for a economical homestead tractor. :;on migltt consider one of the earliest
of th utilitytype
tractors, the Al!is.Chahnen Motle! B. This nuchitte co~tld be the workltorse tractor
of today’s homestead.,
Rated at 20 horsepower, the 1%is considera! a sing!e.plow tractor. but tle!x!nt!ing tt!‘on soil tyI>t!s
and canditionr, it is capable of pttlijng a tlooble plow.
While the B ir a farm trttctor in size. its power, workability, and dur:tbi!ity tmtkc it superior
to arty of today’s largest garden tractors. and its price, $150 ant! up, is a far cry front :tny @thCr
farm tractor or new 2Ohorse garden tractor.
A wide variety of attachments were produced for this versatile little tr:tctOr-ttt@IYers. cttitiv:ttOr~.
ringle-bottom ntounted plows, and a rather unique two-way plow designed to allow l)!owing wltile
traveling back and forth on the same furrow.
Don’t limit yonrself to mounted accessories. The B can easily pull a variety of manure spreaders,
trailers, discs, drags. and planters. The power take-off will handle balers, blowers, raker, and, best
of all. the belt pulley will power feed grinders, saws. and small tltreshing machines, whiclt are SO
handy in homestead and small farming operations.
Some of these tractors are equipped with a small hydraulic system capa!~!e of h;tntl!ing mounted
plows, cultivators, and other assorted lightweight implements. For the most part. snow blades tmd
manure buckets are homemade and thus of a wide variety.

Sutton on his old Chalmers B.

Tltr B was itwoduced in I!137 as it lightweight general-purpose !r~c!or; i! is pwci;cly this age
factor which makes the B a very ntttxtive
ttxctor for the l~ot~wste:tder. Ber~~ux of its age, the II
aftetl sells for less than $300 itt f;irm utctious ittid betmeett SXIO ;tttd $500 through tractor dealers.
Even ttere in IVisconsin. where fltese tractors are highly prized by tobacco farmers, the prices
remain low. Also, beixuse of their age. they are simple machines and are economical to operate.
I prefer the bond start model, because of the simplicity of the mechanical workings of the tractor.
The only concern witb a hand start is tlte poteatial kickback of the cranking handle. Any indication
of a backfire or kickback is a sign that it is time for maittten;tnce.
At any rate, if you bold the crank properly (tbttt is, with your thumb on the same side of the
handle as your fingers). at most tlte Ilying handle may kick back md sting your hand, but there will
be no broken bones.
Can you really homestead with the old Chalmers B? Absolutely! I have heard of people farming
up to 80 acres with one B and a few attachments. My father-in-law farmed 280 acres, including up to
21 acres of tobacco, with a couple of Bs, an old Chalmers WC, and a good team-and with one of the
Bs running the milking machines for 40 to 45 Jersey cows.
My wife, son, and 1 recently raised two organic acres of tobacco with our oldest 1% (hand
start) doing all of the disking (no plowing) and all ofha soil prepwtttiotts. pl;tntittg. cttltivatit~g, and
harvesting. And the old 1%could hwe bandted more acres h:td WC the time itttd fortitude.
Parts for all models we stilt readily available ;tttd ittexptmsivc if purchased wisely.

THE
CARE
AND
FEEDING
OF
TWD=CYLINDER
JOHN
DEERE
TRACTORS
by Arnold

Voehringer

The big, green, two-cylittder loittt Deeres of the pre-World War II yew stand almost in a
dass by themselves as models of appropriate technology. They were built witb one goal in mind-to
perform the jobs for which they were intended as simply and economically as possible.
The two-cylinder John Deere is a fine example of form strictly following function. With its low
compression ratio. it seems to run on just about anything. That little tank bebind the main tank
is for gasoline to start the tractor and warm it up. Then you switch to the main tank, which can
contain kerosene. heating oil, or diesel fuel, as well as regttlnr gas.

The rugged elegance and almost primitive simplicity of design that are the trademarks of those
machines that came out of John Deere’s Moline. lllinoi%, shops are typified by features such ns their
Ilywheel stsrting system. While other mttnttfwtorers
introduced fancy Self-starters with batteries
that went dead. and crank starters with their penchant for kicking back and breaking thumbs, John
Deere opted for the big exposed Ilywheel, which ahnost alw;~ys turned over on the first or second
turn. The operator
simply opens the petcock for each cylinder and pulls the flywheel (my wife
can stat our B with one hand) to top dead center, at which point the magneto fires and the
tractor snorts to life.
The’thermo-syphon
cooling system bypasses the need for tt water pump by capitalizing on that
elementary law of physics that says hot water rises and displaces colds water in a closed system.
Another advantage of the old Deeres is the safety aspect of the hand dutcb. When a foot slips
off the p&l
of a conventional dutch and the tractor lurches forward, the result is potentially
catastrophic. Should the 4 or B with hand clutch jerk forward, it effectively pulls the clutch rearward and the tractor stops.
With their low center of gravity created by the horizontal engine, J.D.s are less prone to rolling
over on hilly terrain. Also, with the engine darer to the rear axle. trnction is improved. While tbis
means the front end is correspondingly lighter, it can be correctd simply by the use of front-end
wdghcs.
But even beyond the hand clutch, tlte flywheel starter, and the interchttngcability
of parts, the
old Dee~es bnd something else going for them. They rounded right. It’s :I round tto one who is
familiar with the unmistakable, runup to sundown puttqxttt of it two-cylinder J.D. going about its
business on some hillside halfway acroossthe county, or who has experienced the mttgnificcnt, tttt.
mu&d din of thttt engine set at fnll throttle for filling silo: ir ever likely to forge!.
With just two cylinders, there are fewer parts to replace :md repairs we easy, even for the
opetxtor with very limited mechanical aptitude. With a peak rpm of 975, the John Deere A is tt
r&tively
low-revving engine, and is much less sensitive to exact tolerances than modern tractors.
just about everything that can go wrong can be fixed by anyone with a maintenance manual and
some basic tools. Adjusting the clutch. for instance, almost invariably .means an expensive trip to the

The hand clulck is a rcnl
especially wifh young ape
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de&r witb any amdent t!dctor. AI! :bat’s required to do tbc same job on ittt A or 1%are pliers :tttd
You just two io :ltc screw till you Ite.tr
a y,-iticb wtu~cb. Likewivz i:w IJIP w bwetor- ;tdjoi:meut.
the pop* then trtra it ottt rmtil the black smoke ;tppe;trs. Witb the bearings, both die maitr itnd tltc
connecting md bearings lice simple to ;nljust--;t far cry from 5Ome of today’s scaled roller bcitritigs.
Tite same simplicity ttpp!ies to work on the steerittg, ignition. brakes, ;md any tttmtbw of jobs that
atr i?iajor headadies with more sophisticated teclmology. Even the tranrmissiotl. witb its big. robbed
gears and on*piwe bettsiirg, is miicli less intimidntittg
than its bewildering modern counterparts.
Since the craukshaft turns pttralld to the rear axle. ttot perpendicular as is the case with most later
mnsmis&-ms, the power. is tranruitted
directly tbrottgh the spur gears ittaxI
ot ttroottd cortters.
Unlike zottte olher tritcton of similar vintage, parts are still widely evailable for elderly J.D.s.
.,~ TEte regiottal Cam, magaittes reguktrly nto :tds lrom parts de;tlers. Maoy John Deere dealers still
have pats on hand or can order them. The dealer is also the place to order it repair manual and
‘_ parts tik,
both of which are worth their weight in gold if you do your own repair work.
This discussion is confined to the A and B models, since many more of them were made and,
‘$onquently,
are still arailahle. The two models were design&i for two specific categories of farmer.
.. Qn m: own hillside farm near Kempton, Petmsylvania, I use my 19% B for mowing in the
st$tmer xtd wving firewood in the winter. my I!)% B. for cultiwting,
:t 19-15 A for disking, drilling,

and spreading
manure.
a 720 diesel for plowing, Ming, combining and picking corn, and a 1939
G for bayridge% secondary tillage, pulling wagons, and runnittg a hammermill.
For the small farmer with five or ten acres and no more four-legged animals than, say. a horse
amI a g~“t or cow, the B is ideal. Unless it’s a late model, big-piston B, or you have exceptionally
lot?% soil. don’t count
on pulling more tbart a two-bottom, IBincb plow. Tbc A is a different story.
YOU can run a 60.inch flail chopper, a baler, a combine, or :t footvow front-mounted cultivator with
a:! A. It may not get over the ground quite as fast as some of today’s behemoths. but it’s just right
for most jobs on the small farm.
The big difierence between John Dee;e’s letter series (A and B) ant! their corresponding num!ret
heriej (SO and 50) is that the latter offers live hydraulics and live power take-off, R real asset’ when it
CCXIIC?%
to balin~gv combiog, and corn pickiog, If you hax live PTO and your baler starts to jam,
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yau ran poll out kite cltttcb to stop the tractor rvitbottt stopping tire baler. Without the live PT0,
the hater stop5 CM). and once you stop it jammed baler, you’ll never get it statwd again without
unpluggitt~ it by Bsntl. Tltrcqoiot
ttitclt ;tttacbmcttt~ catt be purclt:tsed Cur the A or B, enabling
the opemtor t* use the hill range of newer impleme*tts.
The B starlet1 out it* 19% will* ;t drawb;tr horsepower rating of nine aild ended up in 1952
with n rating of 20. The A sttartcd out as a 16 bonepower drarvbnr tractor in I934 and finished in
1952 with 26. Utttil tlte big tractors (40 ltorseporver ;md up) started to arrive on the scene arotd
wartime. there t~itct01’~ were gmxilly
regarded BS llre best so*trce of power. Todtty, by virtue of
fheir size and weigltt, tltey are often bettcr.-adapted to opertttiotts on tile small farm than their
streamlined modem caunterptarts.
Fortunately, many twocylinder John Deeres in good condition are still wailable at sales. In the
eastern U.S.A. (in 1977). Bs are bringing from $00 to $700, As about $1,000. The 50s and 60s are
J. Iittk
higher.
When sizing up old J,D.s at n farm sale, how do you tell a goad one from a clunker? Here are a
few easy cttecks:
the
side
play in the lmnd clutch. There is no grease fitting at the bushing, so unless a
new hushing and pit1 have been installed (which you ctm nsttally tell). this play is a good
it&cation
of bow It:trd the tractor has been used. Atlytlting over three-inches play should be
r%%wi with caution.
Again, three in&es sbottld be about tops, altlmttgb I’ve
2. Check the play in the radiator~fen.
seen four and five inches of play in tractors still being used daily.
3. Check the steering wheel play and the brake pedal side play. The left pedal may be a little
looser, especially if the tractor bar been used mainly for plowinK with a conventiomal plow.
I.

Check

Flywheel :torling beats crmking
the author refiorls.

n”Y
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4.Gmh the flywheel and try to sluke it. If it mows motc th;m tbc sliglttcst bit (.OlO ittcltes).
steer detlr.
5. Check for large leaks from oil, water. tr;tttsmissioti. gear oil, and Itydr:tttlirs.
There should
be no signs oC oil in tile radiator or wtter irt tlte crank wse.
6. Clvxk the block and mattiCold Cur cracks. Witlt two cylinder- J.D.s, if you czm’t see the cracks
there probably me IlcmE.
7.Cheek the rear-end buttsing. The best of the three types Jolttt Deere ured is the Power-Trol.
which allows the use of either it single- or doubleactittg Itydratdic cylittdcr.
With so mttch to recommend them. wlmt are the clt~mces tltst John Deere might be prevailed
upon to reintroduce it two-cylinder tractor in the 20 to 40 horsepo~wr range? ACter all, the stock of
parts around the country won’t hold out forever. Not very likely, say J.D. marketing people, who
argue that the largest of their current line of garden tractors and the smallest of the “Long Green
Line” of utility farm tractors (the 36 horsepower 830) effectively overlap to scrw this market.
Maybe so, but speaking as one who has ltis dottbts, I can see it legitim:tte case to be made for tbc
two-cylinder as the tractor of the future.

THE
BUFFALO
The Buffalo is :m outgrowth of it little tractor Vcrtt Scbield ittvented in 1063 adled tltc Self.
Helper. It was developed to aid emerging tttttiotts itt their ttattsitiott Cram mttscle to m;tcbitte
power. .SeIE-Help. Cm., tllamtlitcturer
of these trttcto~s, is :I i*ot*prolit o~gtmizatiou that only sells
OutSide the Ilnited States.
The Waverly Tractor Cornpatty in low motlifcd the SelC.Helper desigtt to meet fJnitet1 States
safety stat&wdr untl now products their model, tbc Ilrdfalo. for sxle here. Tbcy use recycled auto.
motive parts to allow the Bttffalo to compete in price witlr imported models. Vent Scltield, inventor
of the Self-Helper, makes these points about the BttICttlo, “We have comld that IlIe Cl1evr0let
differential wed in 1955 to I964 cars invariably outlasted its origitml application.
Wben gears run
together for 50,000 miles and still mesb within specifications. you know the differential was well

The 6fuflalo
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The tmnsmissiot~ is froot ;t ~/~,-ton Ford or Chevy pickup. V-belts acting as A clutch make a twotwme reduction from the 25 Iiursepower, nir.coolcd engine to the transmission. Except for it few later
models. all Atltcric:~tt-tn;ttltt~t~tttr~l
combines atid forage It;truesters bwe sttch it V-belt drive from the
engine.
Wwerly Tractor Company’s original ioteotions were to purchase it steering section from one of
the mnnufnctttrers that make this type of equipment for small tractors. However, they foond a
Saginnw steering sectioo wbicb was sr;tt:dwd on most Gettern Motors cars, as well as Ford atal
Chrysler. It was easier to install :tnd muclt bewier th;tn the steering sections oxttlufxtured
for
this pttrpose. So. t~atur,llly. this wts their choice.
W;tverIy Tmctor doesn’t fit any mold. The factory is in an old buffalo pasture, next to the
shed where the first prototype now lives. The field testing is done by teenagers-nobody
can break
things faster than two kids competing. Everyone who works for the cotnpany wants to be there.
Some employees ftn~e quit better-paying jobs to do so. Others have started cottage industries, working
is their homes ;md usttnlly fttrnisbing their own equipment. Several partially handicapped people
are turning out quality parts for the Wuffalo. Schield feels that this, too, is R resource that should
ROI be wasted.
Turning discartled m;tterialc into marketable products is not only a rewarding experience. but
it is also good business. Seeking tbis rombitxttiott
Ins led Waverly Tractor into mntly interesting
developments.
Wwxly
Tractor Co.
Sleeping Giant-Hwy. K East
Waverly, IA 50677

AFRICA’S
OWN,
THE
TINKARl
Africa is proud to announce the arrival of its own tractor, the Tinkabi.
With P name derived
from the Siswati word for oxen, the Tinkabi was designed under the aegis of the Swnriland government and the National Industrial Development Corporation
(NIDC) of Swariland to give small

if [the] ;8griwlrural Third
rmners the oppurtttiiity
to mech;mize. As the iYIf)C theory goes, “,
World is to develop, it is essential that a simpie. lowcost tractor ir ~wle :t\ailal,lc to the farmer to
increase his pt~dllcKivity
and income.”
Its frotii loxling I&~tform
The Tinkabi has many featores not normnlly fotutd ott other ttxtxs.
is capable of carrying 5Nl kilograms. The addition of it trailer brings the ~r”nsIxxt ralxwity to ‘L,UOO
kiIogramr. The heart of the tractor is an air.coolrd, hand-st;trtcd. twio cylindet-. Iti horsepower
engine which. under normal farm use, cor~runws less than It/? lifers of diesel fuel per Itool-.
A wide range
of implements
can be clamped to the toolbar arscmbly. Il:tsic equipment like the
plow. planter, cultivator, ridger, attd harrow accomplish the ttxtai agriculttttxl
usks while ;&litiott;tl
featttres stich as a sprayer. circular saw, !tammermill, wter pomp, overhead sprinkler system for up
to four hectares, sawbench. and electrical generator oxike a useful contribution
to the genet-al chores
that are neeaed to be done nrottnd the farm on :i daily basis. As of May 1975, Tinkabi will do all
this for aboict $2,000.

NORTH
AMERICAN
SOURCES
OF
FOUR-WHEEL
TRAClORS
The Ieternational
Cub Tractor
International
Eiarvester has been making
the Cub for over 25 years. It started out as a”
all-purpose farm tractor but has since gained
popularity
as a versatile implement for commercial
Gtuations:
warehouses, loading docks,
nurseries, and small airports. It has a I5 h.p.,
four-cylinder engine and hydraulic power for
front., rear., and center-mounted implements.
The &et front motor mounting improves visibility for front. and center-mounted work. The
one-point fast hitch acts as a swinging drawbar
to hitch or switch implements in a minute or
less. The power take-o8 can be operated at three
speeds to run a number of different implements

with dfffercnt power and speed requirements.
Attxhmentr
awiktble
with the Cub include
nxddbooard plow., cultivators, discs, earth axI
stlewplows, rotary and sickle bar :nowxs. The
Cub is t&o waiiable as a compact model with
an 18.5 h.p. engine. With lower clearonce than
the standard Cub. this unit is better suited for
Imn and aate work.
Imemaciond
Farmall 140 Tractor
Capable of mounting attachments at the
fmnt, center, and rear, the Farmall is used nxw
wit% front and center ctdtivation to take full
advantage of the Culti-Vision feature, also availabk on the Cub.’ With no blind spot in front,
you can see the ground rigs on both sides of :I
z&q@ raw and control them precisely both
borirontally
and vertically.
This tractor is
widely used for cultivating tobacco, vegetables,
and nursery stock. One s,ire larger than the Cub,
the Farmalt employs a 25 h.p.., fosr.cycle, water.
co&d engine with four forward and one revetsc
gem.
International Marvcster Co.
401 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, IL 66611

Power King, formerly known as Economy
tractors, offers several models. Differing only in

fe:itwes-kc
sires and tyue of hitch-Power
King uxfors put ;I 14 h.p., iour-cycle, air-cooled,
g;w!inc engine to operate equipment for all
sorts of tasks. A belt-driven power take-off
on the front of the tractor operates the mower.
tiller, and snowblower while the three-groove
pulley behind the engine drives the sprayer and
hydr:~ulic systems. Other attachments include n
full li3c of cultivating equipment: spring-tooth
cultivator, heavy-duty cultivator, tocdbar hillerforrower, and rotary tiller, as well as a S-foot
:+“I..~ :-tr, trailer, sprayer, and seed-fertilizer
spreader.
Engineering Products Co.
PO. IJox 284
1515 E. EllisSt.
Waokesha, WI 53186
Ford 1606
Ford’s smallest tractor outside of the lawn
:md garden category is their Model 1600 with a
23 11.1~.
diesel engine. With nine speeds forward
:md three reverse and many modern features,
this unit transcends simplicity but is special
because diesel tractors are not commonly found
in the United States. This unit has aetachments
iOY many iafm jobs: there are subsoilers, cuitivators, harrows. mowers, rakes. scoops, cranes,
post-hole diggers, loaders, seeders, and fertilizer
attachments.

Ford Motor Co., Tractor ReImplement Operation
2500 E. Maple Rd.
Troy, MI 46084

The 16 and 19.9 h.p. Wheel Horse tmctors
iru&f MI into the lawn and garden category
except for the fact that they offer a wide variety
of attachmentr. making them more of a utility
tool than an implement for lawn care. Some of
the sttachments include a S~~~lIonr-per-mirlure
sprayer. log splitter, landscaping rake, rearmounted garden blade. shredder-grinder, 4-foot
side.matmtcd sickle bar. lug wheels, mowers, cab,
and all Brinly-Hardy
cultivating
attachments.
Wheel Horse
515 W. Ireland Rd.
Smth Bend. IN 46614
Magnatrac
To date, Magnntrac is the only snxdl.scalc
fol!.trrtck crawler we have seen. The enclosed
and protected tracking system with side panels
and center idler wheels features No. A550 chain
welded to lG.gauge interlocking steel shoes with
aver 10,000 pounds of ultimate track strength,
and dual track tension springs for approximately
5,000 pounds of tension maintained on each
track. Tbe all-gear transmission with four
forward and one reverse speed shifts like an
aotomobiie. it is powered by a i6 h.p.. valve.in.
head. coolamning, cast&on (or 12 h.p. standard)
engine. It can utilize over 30 attachments includ.

The Hefr !y-LNT
Diana
BC%“Ch

ing tlw whole Brinly-Hardy
line of faxn and
garden itnplenw3~tr;. both high. and low-lift
loaders with either hydraulic or electric lift sys.
tcms, a 42.inch snow xx1 soil blade, a 42.inch
snowblower, self-dumping bucket. SG-inch-wide
nlnnurc fork, backhoe, ;tnd electric light kit.
Struck Corp.
Struck Lane
Cedarburg, WI

53012

Hefty-F md LNT
The HeftyF is an all-chore power tractor
with R 27 1l.p.. water-cooled. four-stroke. four.
cylinder. g;uc!ine engine with diesel option. A
selective sliding gear transmission operates six
speeds forward :mtl one reverse for n maximum
traveling speed of 8.5 mph forward. It has a
live power take.off shaft at the rear of the tractor.
a groood clearnnce of 191/~ inches, weighs 2,200
pouttda and has n 12.volt starter and generator
and four senled~beam headlights. Sharings the
same specifications. the Hefty LNT incorporates
the same components into a compact design for
narrow nursery work. Its %-inch overall tractor
width is adjustable to 56 inches. An optional
creeper gear unit is available to reduce grottttd
speed to as low as s,” mph for traosplanting
and for extra slow ground speed work. Optional
implements include a 60.inch, midmount rotary

--mower. front-end loader. front-mounted
soow
blower, and nII sttxbments
accommodated by
category 1. three-point bitches. Examples include
cbise1 plows, one- and two-bottom plows, disc
barows. rix.inch blades. one-row cultivators,
field cultivstors. fiO.iwh rotary tillers and a 60.
inch rotary broom.
Hefty ‘Trxtor Co.
P.O. Box 18X
Junexu, WI 53030
CPI Model AY
Custom Products makes a 14 h.p. tractor
with B four-cycle, air-cooled, manual start enpine.
It comes with four forward and one reverse speed
and &sa steel channel frame with GO.inch wheel.
base and 14~~ inches of ground clearance. As
optional equipment, the Model AY is available
with head and tail lights, a hydraulic paver
take&f system with three-point hitch which
operates the lift and all other tools requiring
power. Accessories include a 50.inch rotary
mower. snowblower. 54.inch rear leveling blade,
a 44.inch, Sbladed,
double.disc harrow, six.

There are literally
dozens of lawn and
garden tractors which are available with attach.

__-_-.-__~-.~--

sweep ctdtiuator. rotary tiller, K&inch single-row
ridger. singhwow
planter. fertilizer
hopper,
transpbuwr. and tilt.top cargo trailer. Weight:
005 pululds.
Custom Products, Inc.
4232 Roosevelt Rd.
Stevenrville, MI 49127
Belarus Model 250
Another air-cooled, four-stroke diesel tractor
similar in size to the Ford 1600 is the Belarus
250. It has a standard three-point hitch with
drawbar, rear PTO and side-mounted power
shaft, eight forward and six reverse speeds. A
full line of attachments and larger units is
available.
Belarus Equipment of Canada, Ltd.
43 Coldthorne Ave.
Toronto, Onmrio, M8Z 537 Canada
Belams Machinery, Inc.
7075 W. Parkland Court
Mil.vaukee, WI 53223

aents in North America ior aii kinds oi iarge
gardening and small farming tasks. Because they
do Bat fall in the hard.:o-find category we
believe it will be sufficient to provide just a listing of manufacturers and their addresses. Con163

tact a few of these sothe at~rhmetits available.

YOU’II be amazed at

Agu;la. I”c
P.O. Box 1333
Syracuse, NY 15261
Auf-us
Box512
Mflwukre.

WI

or
3325 Orlando Drive
Miuissauga. Ontario, Canada
Glen-B&s Country Store
Rt. 5, Box 390
Cmwille, TN 38555

5s201

ArfaN al.
655 W. Ryan St.
Juiui0”.wI
54119
Avco New idea
420 S. Firat St.
coldanter, OH
Belknap Inc
P.O. Rox 2S
LoufsvIue,KY

International Harvester
Agricultural Equipment Div.
401 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicap, IL 60611
Massey Ferguson, Inc.
1901 Bell Ave.
Des Moines, IA 50315

45628

Montgomery Ward
1006 S. Monroe St.
Baltimore, MD 21232

46261

J.I.GUeCO‘
Outdoor Power F+tipment
wln”eeo”ne,WI
.5&w

Div.

Central Tractor, dfst. by Weaver’s Hardware CO.
RD 2, Lyons Rd.
Fleetwood, PA 19522
JohnDeere
Moline, 1L

Gilson Brothers Co.
Box 152
Plymouth, WI 53073

61265

MTD Products, Inc.
5369 W. 130th St.
P.O. Box 2741
Cleveland, OH 44111
Roper Sales
1905 w. court st.
Kartkakee, IL 66901

F=lllkPkCt
‘1669 E. Lincoln Hwy.
DcKauJ. IL 69115

Satoh
P.O. Box 5020
New York, NY

Fp~am Sunrise Eqtdptnent and Supplies
P.O. Box 12068
Omaha,,
66112

Sears Farm and Ranch Catalog

FMccorp.
~~~OOC Power Equipment Div.
215 S. Park St.
hi-t washingto”, WI 56974

Simplicity Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
506 N. Spring St.
Port Washington, WI 53074
;ra&zpp$
Omaha, NE

Ford Tractors
FordT-,Opmtions
25w E Maple Rd.
Tmy.MI
46964
iI54

16622

co.
68127

Wheelhorse
515 W. Ireland Rd.
South Bend, IN 46614

TRACTORS

--and your locnl hardware store.

INTERNATIONAL
SOURCES
OF
FOUR-WHEEL
TRACTORS
Fin&y
realizing a market for the small
utility faxm tractor. many North American comp&es are distributing Eumpean and Far Eastern tractam. although they have not themselves
undertaken to manufacture them. Those models
readily available in North America but not
manufactured there will be listed first.
Many of the larger agricultural machinery
manufacturers in the United States, like John
Deere and Massey Ferguson, are in the process of
establishinS arrangements with foreign mamtfacttirers to build snrall tractors to their own
specifications. As of fall 1977, arrangements
were still being formal?~ed.
The Holder Model A-18 Tractor
The Model A-18 was designed by the
Gebruder Holder Company in Germany for use
on hilly vineyard terrain, tree plantarions, our*i-ier, berry farms-any situation requb+ng the
combined features of maneuverability.
stability,
and power in a compact :roit to operate in high.
density plantings. Its 18 h.p., four-stroke, aircooled, diesel engine claims to have the power
of a 25 or 30 h.p. gasoline engine while con-

suming I/” the amount of fuel or less. Model
A-18 comes with a standard three-point hitch
attd has the tmnsoal feature of articulated.
bends-itt-tile-middle, steering. Attachments available in&de a 31- or 39inch rotary cultivator,
an implement linkage for steep vertical lift, a
universal implement carrier frame for plow and
cultivating blades, a sickle bar, trailed spindle
gang mowers, rollers, a trailer, seed and fertilizer
spreaders. all varieties of rakes, and miscellaneous lawn equipment. Larger units are available.
Gebruder Holder
7418 Metzingen-Wurtt.
Postfach 66
West Germany
Tradewinds, Inc.
P.O. Box 1191
2339 Tacoma A-!e. S
Tacoma, WA 58401
Pasquaii U.S.A.
The Italian.buiit
Pasquali is a 19.9 h.p.
onexylinder, four-wheeI.drive, foustroke, diesel
tractor with articulated steering. Models with
24, 29 and 34 h.p. are also available. The trammission employs a sliding-type key gear with
synchronizer supplying nine forward and three
reverse speeds. The PTO has two speeds but it

cm ako be synchmnized with all tractor speeds.
Supplied with both a two- and three-point linkage, the hitches can be raised with an independent hydraulic
iift system. Implements
availabIe for use with the GBT Pasquali include
a rotary tiUer, front-mount mower, single. and
doublebottom
plows, ctdtivator. and side cycle
mower. Pasquali offers a number of other PTO
attachments-enoogh
to 611 a ZOO-pageblooklet.
These are discussed in the section on two-wheel
tratx0w
PasquaIi Macchine Agricole
Via Nuovo, 30
caIe”zan0 (Firme). Italy
hquali
USA
Verona, WI 53593
satob Beaver
The 15 b.p. Beaver is made in Japan. It
has a two-cylinder,
water-cooled, four-cycle,

S&h

diesel engine and is available with either two- or
four-wheel drive. A sliding selective gear transmission system offers six forward and two reverse
speeds with a maximum speed of 7 mph. A
power take-off shaft, live hydraulics, category 0
three-point hitch, sealed brakes, various warning
lights, full iigbting, and choice of tire tread are
all standard. Optional equipment includes front
chassis, front and rear wheel weights, rotary
tiller with special two-point hitch, front power
take.oE, power take.off adaptor with guard, and
hydraulic external adaptor plate. All standard
category 0 implements can be fitted to this unit.
Satoh
P.O. Boa 5020
New York, NY

10022

Satoh Agricultural Machine Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Hibiya Kokusai Building
2.chome, Uchisaiwai-Cho
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan

Be
-

Kubola Models B6000; L175, L225, Lz85
Kubota offers four basic models, and vat&tions. of two-, three-, and foor.cylindel;
liquidcooled, diesel tractors with power output ranging
from El/, to 30 h.p. The three-pobwhitch
fits
all category one implements, and the PTO is
located front. center, and rear with a ten-speed
multirange
transmission.
Units are available

with four-wheel drive and log tire options.
Kubota is made in Japan but dealerships are
being widely established.
Kubota Ltd.
22 Funade.cho
2-chome Naniwa-ku
Osaka, Japan

ill,,,dcl ! ,,/xll,,,

Kubota Tractor Corp.
300 W. Carob St.
Compton,, CA 90220

Yanmar Diesel Engine Co., Ltd.
l-11-1, Marunoochi. Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo, Japan

Yanmar
Another compact diesel tractor available
with either two. or four-wheel drive, is the
Japanesebuilt
Yanmar. The engine has two
cylinders, is water.cooled, and i; a four-cycle unit
available in either IS, 15 or 20 h.p. models. The
constant-mesh,&lective
mesh gear combination
provides six forward and two reverse speeds. A
cwsspeed PTO accompanies the three-point
category 0 bitch with hydraulic lift. The Yanmar
cao he operated with a rotary mower capable of
covering II/ acres per hour, a front.end loader
and backhoe for the 20 h.p. model, a 30. or
42.inch re;u-mount tiller (depeoding on the size
of the tractor), and a full line of cultivation
attachments-tandem
disc harrow, moldboard
plow, and one-row cultivators with either rigid
or six Danish vibrating S shanks. Attachmen&
are available through the Yanmar dealers but
are not exclusive to Yanmar.

Agrale Model 41130
A four-stroke. diesel, 16 h.p., airxooled
engine powers a seven forward and three reverse
speed transmission, differential lock dry plate,
spring-loaded clutch, and a power take-off with
three engine speeds. The unit has a working
weight of 1,100 kilograms, a ground clearance of
12 inches, and a 4&inch wheelbase. It has a
hydraulic lifting system coupled directly with the
front power tnke.off of the engine, governed by
a controlling three.stage lever. Implements include a two-row seed and fertilizer drill, leveling
blade, cargo transporter, coffee cultivator, cultivating harrow, and three-bottom moldboard
plow.

Yanmar National Sales Manager
Time-Life Building
303 E. Ohio St.
Chicago. IL 6061:

Iseki TX1300
Similar in design to the Kubota is the watercooled, diesel fseki. It has nine forward and
three reverse speeds, three speeds on the PTO.

Agrale S.A.
Rua Sinimbo, 1260
Caixa Portal, 1311
95.100 Caxias Do Sol, RS, Brazil
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and a hydraulic lift. Units with four-wheel drive
arc available, an important
feature in small
tractors. Often. a small tractor falls short in
traetive ability before it runs out of power. Four.
wheel drive increases traction by 50 percent,
acxzording to Iseki. A wide range of attachments
is available for fertilizing,
planting, ridging.
puddling (rice cultore ia wetlands). mowing,
tedding, mulching, and plowing.
L&i Agricultural Machinery Mfg. Co.. Ltd.
Over~w Dept
I-3 Nihonbashi. 2xhome
Chou-ku. Tokyo, Japan
Agria 4800 Compact Tractor
Though universally applicable, the 4800
is designed to fill the gap between the range of
operatton of the two-wheel tractor and the
commensurable four-wheel tractor in agriculture,
nurscrics, orchards, and vineyards. It is powered
by a 19 h.p., air-cooled, four.suoke. single.
cylinder engine with six forward and six reverse
speeds, differential, and differential lock. Top
speed is 10 mph. The rear power take.off is
independent of gear speed. Track width is adjtutable between 24.2 and 52.3 inches: its ground

clearance is approximately IO inches. Equipped
with hydraulic lift and a 12.volt electrical system for starter, head and tail lights, and direction indicators. Weight: approximately
1,323
pounds. Implements and accessories include
rotary tiller, wheel weights, spraying unit with its
own
8 h.p., two-stroke gasoline engine with a
19.8 gallon capacity and high.pressurc sprayer
pumping 55 liters per minute, spring-tine cultivator adjustable from 80 to 125 centimeters,
a six-disc harrow with working width of 43.4
inches. reversible
plow, side reciprocating
mower, four sizes of earth-boring augers, a two.
part harrow with 70.8~inch working width,
all-weather hood with front window, fertilizerbroadcaster in three sizes either ground-driven
or driven by a power take-off connection, and
I,IOO.kilogram.capacity
trailer. At the time of
this writing Agria is seeking a distributor
in
North America.
Agria-Werke GmbH
7108 Moeckmuehl,
West Germany
Basak-12 Garden-Type Tractor
Weighted wheels are provided with this
compact, single-cylinder. 11.2 h.p. tractor. It has
three forward and one reverse speed and a
mechanical
command
lifting
system with
three.point
linkage.
Attachments
include a
moldboard plow with a working width of 26
centimeters and working depth of 19 centimeters,
a scvctt-tine or threc.row cultivator, ridgcr, duckfoot cultivator, subsoiler, and sprayer.
Turkish Agrictrltt~ral Supply Organization
P.O.B. 509
Ankara, Turkey

Apria-Wake

Bouyer Tractor Type TE
Made in France, the Bouyer Type TE is a
tractor built for function and simplicity.
An
air-cooled, diesel, four-stroke engine with either
one or two cylinders, it comes in sizes varying
from 14 to 20 horsepower. Wheel tread can vary
from 1.410 to 1.800 meters. The V-belt trans.
mission provides two speed ranges, high and low,
for three forward speeds and one range of three
reverse .spceds. A wooden front platform pro-

Rotry~r Tractor Type TE
“ouycr

tides space for carrying a small load (500 kilo.
grams maximum) without a trailer and provides
a place for carrying extra weight in case more
traction is required. The three-point hitch with
bydrauiic Iift can be attached to a number of
cultivation implements on a drawbar. A four.
row seeder-fertilizer distributor is available along
with a range r! implements for tropical agri.
eultwe.
Bouyez Mounracteur MT-60
The MT-80 is a front-, two-wheel drive
unit with articulated steering. The rear axle
with Jest mountmg, the tropic&or,
is separable
from the main .‘power unit. The front unit is
.-*

powered with either an 6 or IO h.p., air-cooled
engine with special equipment for operating in
tropical climates. The two.belt transmission
operates a high and law range for two forward
and one reverse speed. It is not clear whether
or not the power section is designed for use without the tropicultor.
However, it does appear
that the tropicultor was designed to allow the
power unit of a walking tractor to function with
attachments for cultivation, plowing, ar,d seeding larger than those of most walking tractors.
It is equipped with a mechanical lifting device
but no power takeoff. Attachments include a
subsoiler, a ten-inch moldboard plow, a springtooth harrow. a nine-tine chisel plow, and a
three-row seeder.
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TRACTOR
ACCESSORIES
The PTO
Power rt~ppiied to farm equipment catl
come from the unit’s own motor, a pulley drive

the inverrmaent in a sparate motor; KJ the PTO
&era eoneiderable savings in capital output
here.
Hitches
Machinery is called eirher poll-type (trailing) or mounted. Pull-type tools simply hitch to
the tractor drawbar and are pulled thus by the
tractor. Mounted toois attach to tractors in such
a way that they can be lifted cnti,rely ofi the
ground fur easy toming or transport to and from
6eId.%. Mmost all mounted tools today use the
three-point
hitch arrangement pioneered hy
Henry Ferguwn on the Ford and Ferguson
tractors,. (The Allis-Chalmers WD and WD-45
have dleir own hydraulic hitch arrangement
which ir romewhat dilferent from the three170

from an independent motor, or by the power
take-off shaft of a tractor. The power take-“Ii
(PTO) iurimgement was introduced in the 1920s
and has become the most widely utilized power
source for farm h~ork. Universal joint linkages
between the tractor and implement have minimired the limitations the presence of a tractor
imposes on the flexibility
and mnoeoverability
of this setup. The amount of use any one farm
implement gets in a year does not usually justify

point hitch and will accommodate only Allis.
Ch:dmers machinery built for it.) The thrce~
point hitch (by which a tool hitches to two points
on the drawbar and one above) makes hitching,
transport of machinery, lifting, lowering, and
depth adjustments relatively easy compared to
older methods. Today, three-point hitches can
be purchased and fitted to almost any tractor.
PulLtype tools are not to be ignored, however. If you are willing to give up some convenicnce. and especially if machinery does not
have to be transported
over the road. older
implements cao be used which offer a considerable saving. Three-point hitches and tools to lit
them are in a higher price range than the SIIIX
equipment in pull-type models.
Particolarlj
when baying :m older tractor,

a general rule to consider is to be sure that you
know what equipment will or will not fit your
tractor. The ideal is to buy your basic machinery-plow,
dim, planter, mower, cultivator,
and others-together
with the tractor on which
they have been mounted.
Many small tractors come equipped with
three-point hydraulic lifting hitches which do
not fit the many pulbtype tools made for small
farm and garden tractors. BrinlyHardy
makes
the following adapters to convert three-point
hitches into pulLtype on 14 to 18 h.p., category
a traet”r%

The Toolbar
Rather than attaching each implement
directly to a tractor, the toolbar allows the
option of pulling many attachments at any
desired spacing. When planting. both planters
and fertilizer distributors can be utilimd at the
same time. Plantings can be made in irregularly
spaced rows to make way for the tractor’s tire

A Frame Adapter With gfeeve Hitch
This unit was designed for adapting sleeve.
type hitch implements for use on tractors
equipped with category 0 threepoint
hitches.
It is required for using Model KC305 PlanterFertilizer
TT-100 Toolbar and BE363 Fork
Lift Kit. Weight: 28 pounds.
Drawbar Attachment (For use with category 0
tlwepokt
hitch)
Thfs unit includes a-type
drawbar and
two adjustable support links for drawbar weight
control. Use it for generakpurpose trail&hind
attachments. Weight: 18 pounds.

Model Bll~37tJ Drawbar attachment.
Brinly-Hardy
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tracks or for intercropping
techniques. When
cultivating, any number of chisels or sweeps can
be mounted on it toal bar in any cmnplemer~tary
combination. The tool bar aim offers a savings
in invwment in that only a simple bar clamp is
needed for the link between tool and tmctor
mther than separate hitching hardware, which
can be eqxially
complicated and expensive
with threeqaint hitches.
Ffte above three attachments are made by:
Brinfy-Hardy Co.. Inc.
P.O. Box 1116
Louisville, KY 40201

Everyone is aware of the need for a utility
transport vehicle on the farm, and their availability is certainly widespread. Rather than try
to List a full range of wurces for this kind of
tractor attachment, we have chosen simply to
cite examples of what is made and offer a few
build&yourself
plans. When selecting a trailer
design. here are a few points to consider.
LCapacity-both
size and volume, can side
extensions be added on, bought or buIIt?
2. For hilly terrain, a long bed, low to the
growd, with it wide tread is best.
3. The longer the distance between the hitch
and the axle. the easier it ia to back into
places.
4. Do you need a trailer that can dnmpl
5. Match a trailer to your needr and to complement rhe power wurce pulling it with a
maxb”um load.
Build-It-Yourself
Dumper for a Pickup Truck
Tim Sanford of Alexander, Maine, was kind
enough to send us these plans for adaptation to
a pickup truck he has found useful. It simply
involves building a platform to fit in the bed of
a truck. but not fitted around the wheel wells.
It must be free to slide out of the truck. A sturdy
chain arrangement is attached to the front of the
platform as illustrated, to which a fixed line will
be attached. As the driver slowly goes forward,
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the platform and load will be neatly left behind
but not in ii dumping position. Thr driver then
slowly backs up and pwhes the load into :I
vertical position co the material slides off the
platfonrt.

Pickup Truck Dumper Plans
Pbms for a roll-out dump box we available
for $3.75 (as of falI.1977).
HowardSBerg
3535 Con&
Blvd.
concord.cA
94s19
lTDG ox cart PIan. ufIIIaIng Old Car WhetIs
This can uses the front wheels from an old
car of lorry. Wheel mountings are cm off and
weIded to a box-section axle fabricated from
angle iron. The cart chassis and body are constructed
of wood.
and
all
parts
are
bolted
together.

ITDG PIam for Wanancbi Ox Cart
Des&&
fo carry a load of 1,400 pounds,
this cart is pulled by two, oxen. The wood-block
all bearir.gs, each made of :wo picc:s of wood,
are oibimpregnafed by soaking in hot oil, and
fhc axle bearing hold is drilled cenfrally through
fhe bIocb. This bearing tIesign facilitates ease
of maintenance and renewal of the bearings by
carpenters in rural areas.

ITDG Cart For One Draft Animal Plans
I>esigned to carry a load of 1,400 pounds.
cwf is pulled by one donkey or an ox. The
wood-block axle hearings are oil-impregnated by
waking in hot oil before drilling and assembly.
lloth :he front and back boards of the cart body
are removable. The cart shafts can be made of
tubular metal pipe instead of timber for extra
rtmgth.
All the above plans are available from:
Intermediate Technology Publications, Ltd.*
9 King St.
London WCZE SHN. England

Tractor Carryall Plans
Plans for a nonwheeled carryall bed to be
attached by a threepoint hifcb to a hydraulic
lift system of a tractor are available for a slight
charge.
VITA (Volunteers in Technical Assistance)
3206 Rhode Island Ave.
Mt. Rainer. MD 20822
Heald’a Hauler
Avaiiablc as a kit, this quaffer-ton utility
frock features large flotation tires, sturdy rubular
frame. and dump bed. The large, padded seat
and bed tip open for easy access fo the engine.
The truck is powered by either an 8 h.p.
Tecumseh or a 10 h.p. Synchro-balanced BriggA
& Stratton four-cycle engine. A large Comet
torque converter, forward and reverse trans.
mission. number 40 chain, and differential axle
complete the drive train. Hand-operated throttle
and hydraulic disc brakes are standard. Lighfs,
l Intermediate
Technology publicationr (ilo be
ordered from International Scholarly Book Service,
‘Inc. Box 555. Forest Grove, Oregon 97116
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speedameter, knob tires, and spark arrest muffler
are options. The H:~ttIer co~rl?s in easy-to-build
semikit form with all parts furnished.
The
engine and transmission come assembled and ore
mounted on the welded and painted frame. The
tires are mounted on the rims. so a11 that is
required is to bolt the various parts together
using an easyto-follow step-byatep procedure.
Construction time averages 6 to 8 boors.

Fayette Trailer Carts
Fayette offers models of wide-bottomed
trailer carts 4 feet wide by 6 to 8 feet long that
carry up to 1,200 pomds. Rugged wheels are
designed for tmnspo*t across the country or
arotn~l the corner.

Heald. Inc.
Dept. DTB, P.O. Box 1148
Benton Harbor, MI 49922

Garden Way Han&art
Three sires with a wooden body arc available as kits or finished carts.

The bike b;srow was designed hy Jay Welsh
at the Foundation of Self-Sufficiency Researclr
Center, 55 Maple Avenue, Catonsville,
MD
21228 as a simple pushcart to be built from
recycled materials. The three-wheeled cart, built
from two d&carded bicycIes, two-by-fours, and
plywood can be maneuvered by one or two
people. Planf presented in the May 1977 issue of
Rain magazine are available by purchasing that
issue.
Rain Magazine
2‘270 Northwest Irving
Portland, OR 97210
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Fayette Mfg.
Fayette, OH

43521

capacity and metal beds.

Garden Way Reeareh
Department DTB
CharIotte, VT 05445
Ecenomy Handcart
Plans are available for n c-art with large
wheels which converts easily to a garden tractor
dumping cart. Tips on acquir&g construction
parts are alsa provided.
Economy Designs
Box 871, Dept. DTB
East Douglas, MA 01516
Vermont Ware
Two carts are available

with

300.poond

Ver”lolu-w;lre
Dept. 702.DTB
Hinesburg, VT

Utility Traiter
A utility trailer capable of on-the-road travel
is available in three sizes, all with a 1,200.pound
capacity. The utility model weighs 389 pounds.
has 24.inch removable side racks and a bed sized
102 x 55 inches. The bed tilts for easy loading
of equipment.
Vann Industries
Clinton, NC 28328

ASSORTED
TRACTOR
ATTACHMENTS
A number of tools and implements for the
smsll farm tractor are available for miscellaneous
Yarm tasks which do not fall comfortably under
one heading. We thought it wooIt s&ice to
illustrate these implements with only one repre.
tentative photograph and descriptive caption
since differences between manufacturer’s models
are slight and becacause
often the function is quite
familiar.

05461

dig&-m, or
digging

-.

Forkliffa, for lifting,
hay handling, and
shwt.haul transporting,
cnn be valuable work
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SHOULD
YOU
INVEST
INFOREIGN
MACHINERY?
At the international level. attachments for two- and four-wheel tractors are not difficult to locate.
Each manufttctttrer generally offers a lull line of implements to fit his machinery, including even the
unfamiliar
power take+% tools for windrowing,
hsrvesting~ and pumping as explained in each
chapter of this book. In North America, the latter are not always so easy to come by, but three
companies do carry the basic tools required for plowing. cultivating, and seeding with sma!l tractors.
These include the Brinly-Hardy
Co., Inc., P.O. Box 1116. Louisville, KY 40201: the Independent
Mfg. Co. (IMCO). P.O. Box 366. Neodesha, KS 66757; and the Special Products Co. (SpeeCo). 15000
West 44th Ave., Golden, CO $6401. Many big-name manuIacturen, who build tractors, carry a line
of attxhments
from these smalIer companies.
Europeans have all the tools they need for the small farm and they all attach to one power unit
For many impiements, we have found no North American counterpart. but if available at all, chances
are such counterparts till have their own motors. Certainly there are advantages to having one
machine running while tending another, but consolidation provides the resources to afford a huskier
power unit or othez attachments.
Foreign manufacturers have shown considerable interest in marketing in North America, and
front our vantage point, the prognosis for getting these tools into the hands of America’s small
farmers hks very good.
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‘well sore.” you say, “those tools are great for European farmers who have the manufacturer
next door and on get parts and service with no problem. What about small farmers in the United
States who can’t waft to send for a part overseas?” Taking seriously the small-scale farming market
and the skepticism again.% investing in foreign equipment, some companies (like Kubota and
Pasqttali, for in?&ance) are setting out to solve that problem. For example. the Pasquali Company
in Bar&on=. Italy is establishing an arm of its company in Verona, Wisconsin called Pasquali U.S.A.
Instead of passing through the hands of an importer, a distributor, and a ‘dealer, all of whom
handle a varfety of products, Pasqttaii will serve as both importer and distributor and will handle
only Pasqttali products. They will stock every part that would be found at the manufacturittg
plant in I&y. so that a deater need only send to them for a part and be assured of the same service
as iI they were dealing with a Detroit manufacturer.
As for service, Pasquali U.S.A. is planning a
mining program for its dealers right at the manufacturing plant in Barcelona.
AII this is great news to the stna%scaIe farmer. Not only does it lend credibility
to foreign
products as worthwhile inwstments in the future in North America, but it stinudates the competitive
spirit in our own free-enterprise system. We have had many requests for this book from United States
mannfacturers who are interested in new pmdttct Iinw. If the market reveals itself. many will jump
at the chance to satisfy it. As we mentioned earlier, John Deere, AllirChalmers,
and Massey Ferguson
are aontractfng to ~141Japanese-made intermediate tractors under their own names.
The ball is aheady rolling.
There’s no reason for this marketing approach to stop with
trauors. Meanwhile, study the foreign alternatives as prospects of things to come.

INTERNATIONAL
MACHINERY.

MODERN
INC.

K-W MFG., CO., INC.
MONTGOMERY

WARD

PENGO CORP.
PIERCE

OF WEXFORD

SEARS, ROEBUCK
SOUTHEAST

MFG. CO.

SPEECO (SPECIAL
TRACI’OR
THE

& CO.
PRODUCTS)

SUPPLY CO.

VASSAR CO.

WIKOMI

MFG. CO.
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Equipment for Seeding
and Planting

The dmplat hand.oper.?ted planters an’ the
wxlkittg stick type, most suitable foor platting
xecds at wide spacings or for interplnntiag.
They
can be used in quite rough seedbeds so long as
the ground is saft enough for the stick to be
inserted.
A hand-pushed. wheeled seeder normally
requires it well-prepnred seedbed for easy penetrstisn and uniform placement of seed as well as
ease of opemtion. Twu or mwe of these seeder
units may sometimes be mounted on an animaldrwn tool bar.

I

The simplest :mimal-drawn seeders consist
of a culti\ator-type tine carrying a tube througb
wbic!! seeds are dropped by band. These imple.
ments ensure that the seeds are sown in lines at
approximately constant depth, but the spacing
along and between the TOWSdepends entirely on
the operator’s skill. Single-row and mrdtirow
versions are available. Most units are fitted with
a reversible, adjustable marker.

Attimal&xwvn seeders with mechanical seed
metering we of two types.
1. Those planting several rows at close spacing
are commonly used for gmin crops in humid
or irrigated areas.
2. Single-row machines are generally used to
space seeds at wide intervals in drier areas.
Various mechanical seed-metering systems
are used. A rotating brush or agitator controlling
the flow of seed through an adjustable capening will handle most types of seeds with minimal
damage, as will contrarotating soft rollers, but
these mechanisms do not closely control seed
spacing in the row. Fluted roller feed mecbanisms give nmre accurate control of the overall
seed rate per hectare but. again, do not control

spacing in the row. Cell-wheel and p&orated
belt-metering
systems Enn give very precise
spacing of seeds, particularly
thor which are
approximately
rplterical in shape. The metal
cdl wheel is more likely to muse damage to
delicate rcxds than the flexible perforated belt.

Some seeders can be adjusted :o Plant btmrhes
of seedsat wide spacings.
,Matty animal&awn
reed drills can also
place fertilizers close to the seeds, where they may
be more effective. Specialized fertilizer-spreading
equipment is available.*

SEEDING
by Rob Johnston
To plant large seeds in large amotmts, we generally we our two.row corn planter. However,
most of oar crops are small seeded, or P!anted in piecev too small to make setting up a corn F!anter
practical. The impIement whiclt really comes in handy is our Planet Junior Number 300.A seeder.
Planet Junior has been making hand gardett implements for over 100 years, and the models have
ImrcUy changed. The 300-A has been made since the 192Os, and the torrent unit is nearly identical
to the first otw made.

We seed lettuce. beans, and everything in between. We could do just as good a job seeding by
hand, but this is where the weather sets the rules. #em in Maine, considering the crops we’re
growing, we have to take full advantage of days with good planting weather. We might sow four
crops with the hand seeder where we would have time to sow only one by hand. The unit is made
of ea.% iron and steel and has enough weight (over 40 pwnds) to roll with good momentum.
Anyone who has tried to push a plastic seeder on lesxhan-perfect soil can appreciate this feature.
The seeding mechanism of the 300-A is simple. A small, fluted. feed wheel inside the hopper
pushes the seed through a hole in the stationary seed plate: the seed falls into the furrow made
with the depth-adjustable opening plow, Is covexd with a down-pressure-adjustable coverer, and
firmed with a concave, rear packing wheel which leaves a slight ridge over the seed for esy sprout
penetration. When changing from one seed to another or varying the spacing at which the seed is
dropped. the seed plate hole size is changed (there are 39 different holes from which to choose).
Of course, we do a lot of seeding by hand, especially for our trials, where we may have ZOO
IO- or E-foot rows in a single trial. The time it takes to empty and refill the hopper on the
Planet Junior seeder is impractical on these short rows of many different varieties. However. we
often we the seetier to make rows for hand planting.
l Reprinted with Permiuion from Tools for Agriculture:
A Buyer’s Guide to Loa* Cos! Agricullural
by John Boyd (London: Intemediare Technoiogy Publications. Ltd.).

Imf~lemcnts,
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For at least n century, most of the corn in
was planted with jab planters. Two
v;tri;ltioru on tlw siuue idea were built. but both
of them arc Ixuir:tlly glorified dibhlc sticks. The
lower steel IAxle of tllc planter wits jabbed into
the gtvt~nd. :~ntl tim. by moving the I~nt~dles,
tlwee or four kernels of ion, were dropped from
the pl:mtitlg Box through a plmting tttbe into
tltc gr”tutd opened up by the Ihdes. When the
point of the planter was pulled out of the
grotd.
the dirt fell :trotmtl the seed.
Even after these pl:ltIters were more or less
obsolete, farmers used them to replant hills of

NAND-OPERATED
JABPLANTERS this country

A hand-operated jab plnnrer.

corn skipped by t!le horse.drWn pktntu.
Today, a jab plnt!rer can come in handy
for interpkmting.
For example, if you have :t
row of cum up and graving and want to pliant
p&e heans beside the cornstalks, the hand
phwter is just what you need. You can walk
tllang the raw, plant the seeds where you will,
and not disturb the soil around the already growing mm.
Fancy new mod& of the jab planter ae
still awilable and are used in research plot
planting.
They are av;lilabIe from manufacturers and suppliers of seed industry equipment.
Old, wed jab planters are often available at
farm ales. You might pay S5 for one, or you
tnigh,t pay $E--you can never tell ai an nuction.

Model SHP-NBA
This is it slim-style unit nnd has :I
narrow, single barrel weighing 4 1/Z pounds
with :t is/8-inch by ‘+“inch barrel opening.
Model HP-SBA
This is ;I ringle.barrel model which
weighs 4 pounds and has a wooden back and
a barrel opening of 21/Zinches by 3 inches at
the top.
Model HP-DBA
The third model has it double- or
divided-barrel style and comes with a WOOL
back.

NORTH
AMERICAN
SOURCES
OF
NANDPlANfiRS
Jab-Type Hiutd Planter
The AUan Machine Company has three
models of jab planters which are hand fed,
spring operated, have a metal barrel, and will
adjust to different planting depths.

Allan Machine Co.
P.0. Box 112
Ames. IA 50010
Potato Plaster
Made of lightweight.

corrosion-resistant

ma-

terials. this unit plants potatoes at adjustable
deptha It has a one-yew guarantee.

The Plantmaster
To operate the plantmaster, you select one’
of a range of seed-metering discs according to the
seed size, adjust the foot, Place the unit on the
soil, and depress the handle. A seed is auto.
matically inserted into the soil. Up to 2,500
seeds can be planted per hour at a depth between
6 and 66 millimeters.
Yandermolen Corp.
119 Dorsa Ave.
Livingston, NJ 07039
Richmond Gibson, Ltd.
S.&bury Rd., Downtown
Wiltshire, U.K.

Salkbury

Fsmay Products, Inc.
P.O. Box 547. Maple St.
Bristol, IN 46507
Jab-Type Hand Planter
Burrows offers two models, both made of
sheet metal and hardwoods. A springoperated,
planting depth adjustment is provided. The
4.pound units are approximately 33 inches high
and have an opening 21/~ inches by 3 inches at
the top of the barrel.
Burrows Equipment Co.
1316 Sherman Ave.
Evanston, IL 60204
Maquinas Agricolas
Avenida Brazil No. 232
Marilia. Brazil
184

Cumberland Plant Setter
The Cumberland Plant

Setter is a heavy

--

tin tank with a chute grooved sod soldered to
assure sturdy cotwtntction.
High-bon
steel
shovels with Iage, curved flanges rake the earth
over the meus. It sets, waters and rovers tomato,
t&cco*
pepper, CabbJge, sweet potam sttawbrq
and other slip plants in one operation.
8hippingweight
is 12 pounds, height is 30 inches,
and the diameter of the funnel chute is 4ye
inches.
ChtmherhInd G@nertd store
Rf. 3. Box 479
croasviue, TN 38555

lNTERWUlNALSOURf.ES
OFJABPLANTERS
Haud Make Pbmfer
A single seed is placed in tbe
matically when the stick is inserted.
used with one hand and is suitable
adtivatiott or experimental work. It
pounds (0.2 kilogrms).

soil autoIt can be
for small
weighs 0.5

&ad &Co. pvt., Ltd.
industrial h.
Fazalgunj
Kttnpur. India
Models PD. PCM, PC, PA
There are five variations of a basic two.
handled,
hand-powered.
spring-operated
jab
planter.
Marila Industria E. Contercio Sauaki, Ltd.
Avenida Brazil, 232
caixa Postal No. 196
Marila CEP 17.5090
Estado de 8ao F’ado, Brazil
Hattd-Opmtcd
Seed-Dredsfng Drum Plans
The object behind this drum was to build a
seed-dressing device for village use, the design to
be of fairIy simple consmtction so that it could
be made by local craftsmen.
The test drum used was an ordinary water
tin of app~ntately
13 inches (330 millimeters)
in diameter and 15 inches (382 millimeters) in
height.
It was found that this drum had a capacity
of 30 pounds (13.6 kilograms) of Chalimbana
groundnuts, 35 pounds (15.9 kilograms) of ay-

hems or maize. and 38 pounds (17.2 kilograms)
of fertilizer when filled correctly. In a durabitity test, a total of II/? tons of fertilizer was
mixed without signs of damage. The c!rom was
also used for seed dressing of groondrluts ;cntl
maize witb satisfactory coverage performance and
no apparent adverse effect on germination.
Intermediate Technology Publications,
9 King St.
London WC2E 8HN, England

Ltd.*

VHE
MORN
SEED
SOWER
The simplest kind of broadcasting seeder,
the Horn Seed Sower. consists of a reservoir
which funnels seed into a long tube. The operator holds the tube, or horn, at the end closest to
the reservoir, and with a skilled flex of the wrist.
seed is fhmg out of the tube. It can be used to
broadcast any seed to be grown in a solid stand
and, in experienced hands, will result in a more
even distribution of seed than would be achieved
by hand alone.

SOURCES
OFHORNSEEDSOWERS
Horn Sower
This device sows primarily smooth grass or
grain by swinging its horn back and forth. This
sower spreads reed evenly fro& 30 to 40 feet at a
rate determined ‘by the adjustable feed gate in
the base or tube joint and by rate of step. It
comes with an I l-inch duck bag and an extension
funnel attached to a tin distributing
tube 22
inches long, 1% inches at the base and 9/4 inch
at the mouth. This sower has a capacity of th
bushel anti a shipping weight of I pound. 8
ounces.
Cumberland General Store
Rt. 3. Box 479
Crossville, TN 38555
The Cyclone Seeder Co., Inc.
Box 68
Urbana, IN 46990
l Intermediate
Technology publications can be
ordered from International Scholarly ~Book Service,
Inc., Box 555, Forest Grove, Oregon 97116.
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THEHAND-CRANKED
BROADCAST
SEEDER

This horn seed sower has a metal born in
three sections. It has an adjustable rate gaogc
and wire scatterer. Tbe shoulder strap is also
adjustable. It can be used for seeding grasses
and small grains on any acreage. Its capacity is
I peck.

A further refinement of the horn, the broad.
citst seeder hiqp by a strap over the shoolder.
Seed io the cawas bag or metal bopper 80~s
through an adjustable hole in the bottom onto a
distributing
fan which is powered by a hand
crank. Tbe fan spreads the seed evenly over the
ground. Adjustments let you alter your seeding
rate to suit the crop. But remember that the
speed with which you walk and turn the crank
will also vary the seeding rate considerably. You
have to learn to walk and crank uniformly and
then match the seeder’s adjustments to your motions. Cyclone and Universal are two popular
brand names available from most bardware
stores and country catalogs. Models are light- or
heavy-duty, the former for sowing seed only, the
latter for spreading fertilizer and lime. Don’t try
to spread fertilizer with the lighter models.
though. Much larger broadcasters pulled behind
a tractor and powered by a power take-off shaft
are capable of extensive broadcast-planting
coverage.

SOURCES
OFHANMRANKED
BROADCAST
SEEDERS
Cyclone
This is a triple-gear. adjustable sower with a
self-feeding, oscillating feed plate. Equipped
with a wide rboulder strap, an 18. By Gt/,-inch
hnrdwood bare, and spring stop, it is lOl/
incbcs in diameter and weighs 5 pounds. It
broadcasts all kinds of seed and is readily available through mail-order catalogs and hardware
stores.

Belknap, Inc.
P.O. Box 28
Louisville, KY

40201

Cumber!and Country Store
Rt. 8, Box 479
Crossville, TN 38555
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Little Gimt
Tliia is a scezlcr wit!> ia cloab!c.feetl Row to
saw any kitx! of seed to Ir hmdast.
It has an
automatic feed llow wbidl can !x adjostcd for
any ~mmtnt of zeed per xre. Fedart
iodudc 13
n*ide sbotdder sttf-. ., % by !4+@ncb harclwood
h,
a foutwxt:;~ + distributing
wheel lOl/,
inches in diamcx-:-. ttnd a self-agitating feed
plnte. The seeder lras a capacity of t/? bushel
and is retlflily wdlable
through ntailader
cw&lgs nnd lwdwwe stores.

For more information on either of the above
SeederJ.write:
The Cyclone Seeder Co., Inc.
Box68
Urbana, IK 46990
CHlap&le
Hand Spreader
A rotary agitator whirls material out to
cover up to a !5foot-wide swath depending on
the density and particle size of the material
being spread. It comes with an adjustable
spreading rate gauge, spring load, trigger action
anoff switch, die-cast metal gears, and measures
lOl/, inches high with a Sinch diameter.
Other Hand-Cranked

Scars, Roebuck X-Co.
Farm and Rnncb Catalog
Hand-Pushed Broadcast Seeder
Cyclone also has a band-pushed, broadcast
seeder-spreader which is popularly
used for
spreading tcrtilizer. It is accurate in Ounces or
pounds per 1,000 square feet. A tapered-edge
spreader eliminates skips and double overlaps.
It comes equipped with micro dial settings for
IiS!& medium, or heavy applications, S-inch
wlw~ls. T.b;w bandle, and :I galvanized steel
hopper. This seeder is easy to find in any hardware store or country catdog.
Casoron Spreader
The Geiger Casoron is it rigid, rust-resistant
unit rveigbing 6 !>oonds. The Casoron spreader
can rlwead or seed at a rate of from 50 to 500
pounds per acre. The flat base keeps the unit
from tipping while filling.
An adjustable control varies the swath width from 3 to I2 feet.
Tile unit comes witb :L wide shoulder strap and
a lubricated gearbox, sealed for protection.
E. C. Geiger
Rt. 63, Box 285
Harleysvillc, !‘A

19438

Broadcast Seeder Models

Burrows Equipment Co.
1316 Sherman Ave.
Evanston, IL 60204
Comberland Genera! Store
Rt. 3, Box 474
Crossville, TN 38555
E. C. Geiger
Rt. 63, Box 285
Ha+ysvi!!e, PA

*lotIler‘s General Stoye
I3o.s 5Uli
Flat Rock. NC 28731

19438

Hand-Pusllet! Row Seeders
Small row planters mount the seed box on
one or more wheels which not only carry the
seed box but activate a disc or plate, as it is
called, in the bottom of the seed hopper. As
the plate moves around, it allows the seeds to
fall through the planting tube into the soil at
regular, uniform spacings. Ip the simplest type
of ‘ow seeder available, for example, the PlantRte and Dial-A-Seed seeders, the wheel is the
planting disc. The smallest two-wheel seeder
with changeable discs for different planting
187

-Iintads
is t!te ligltt Esnmy seeder. which is
regularly atlvertiwl
nnd s&l t!m-ongh catalogs
and gwdcn stores. A littie larger and hewier,
with il larger cltoice of planting depths and
Esmay Products, Inc.
plates, are the Lambert. dre Planet Junior. and
P.O. Box 547, Maple St.
one fmm Danville Manufacturing Co.. Danville,
Bristol, IN 463tJ7
1X 46122 (sold by Sears). There are probably
otllers.
Farm % Fleet
Lam!xrt Corp.
1600 E. Lincoln Hwy.
319 Hunter Ave.
DeKslb, IL 60119
Dayton. OH 45404
Montgomery Ward
1000 5~?:ionroc St.
Planet Junior Division
Pipcr Industrfcs
Baltimore, MD 21232
P.O. Box 1188, Frccport Center
Sears. Roebuck 8; Co:
Clearfield, VT 84106
Farm and Rnncb Catalog

SOURCES
OFHANDPUSHED
ROWSEEDERS
one-WIteelseeders
With this unit, the wheel is the planting
disc. It is sometimes calfed a Dial-A-Seed planter.

American Spring % Pressing Works Pvt.. Ltd.
P.O. Box ?602
i?fa!ad, Bombay 400 064. India

Counlrystxe catalog
Rt. I, Box 239
Waterloo, WI 53594
Mother’s General Store
Box506
Flat Rock, NC 28731
Scars, Roebuck &Co.
Farm and Ranch Catalog
Wolf Tools for Lawn &Garden, Ltd.
Rw-on-Wye
Herefordrhire HR8 5NE, U.K.
TwoW!~rul Seedem
The lightweight version of two-wheel-one
front, one rear-posh
seeders opens soil, spaces
and covers seed, packs soil, and marks the next
TOWin one operation. This unit usually comes
equipped with six seed plates and an adjustable
grouod opener and row maker.
Borrows Equipment Co.
I316 Sherman Ave.
Evanston. IL 60204

lle/urr Ihe developmen of n secd.mclering devicti
funnel seeder mode hand seeding easier. One p
would push (IS another rhyrhmically lossed seeds

thefunnel.
.4gtic”l*“re
Canada
Heavyweight

units are available from:

J. Gibbs, Ltd.
Stanwe!! Rd., Bedfont, Feltham
Middlesex, TW14 SND, U.K.

Lambe-t Corp.
Motttgo”lery \Vard
1000 s. AIollroc St.
Baltimore, h,rn 21232
Planet Jttnior Division
Piper Iudusuies
P.O. Box 1188. Freepot? Center
Clewfiekl. VT 84106

Precision Gurden Seeder
Constructed of corrosioil-l.esistant materinls,
this posh seeder col”es with six seed pla:es for
seed sizer ranging fro:” radish seeds to corn and
bean seeds.

Project Equipment, Ltd.
ltlciustrinl F&we, Rednal Airheld
West F&o”, Oswestry
Sdop Slll4HS.
U.K.
Russ&s (Kirbymoorside), Ltd.
The Works Kirbyntoorside, Ltd.
York YO6 6DJ, U.K.
Sears,.Roebuck X-Co.
Farm and Ranch Catalog
Stanhay (Ashford), Ltd.
Ashford
Kent TN23 IPB, U.K.
Tanzania Agricultural
P.O. Box 13RQ
Arusha, Tanzania

Machinery Testing Unit

A. J. Trotter Lttndmaschinenfabrik
6308 Butzbach, Oberhess
Postfach 240, West Germany

Seeder Attachment
Offering versatility to the higb-wheel cultivator, a seeder attachment opens the furrow,
drops and spaces seeds. covers the furrow, and
marks the next row. Six interchangeable seed
plates make the “nit able to handle seeds of all
sizes.

Burrows Equipment Co.
1316 Sherman Ave.
Evanston, IL 60204
Counhyside

Catalog

Rt. 1, Box 230
Waterloo, WI 53534
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Fsmay PmdII&, Inc.
Dept. 76GP2
Bristol, IN 46567

There are six plates for venatility, and a kickstand holds the seeder upright for filling thr
hopper. It has a shipping weight of I I pounds.

Mo”tgo”lery ward
la08 s. Monroe St.
Baltinmre. MD 21232

Sezs. Roebuck RcCo.
Farm and Ranch Catalog

Sears Ruebuck R-Co.
Farm and Raneb Catalog
Pmks.iomit-Type
Seeder-FThis seeder has a heavy-duty consmtction
for large areas. It &eds and fertilize
in one
operation.
A choice of seven different-sized
dk
phs two sprockets offers over 20 spacing
and depth combinations. The seeder opens the
furrow* plants. covers, fertilizes on both sides of
the seed. and marks the next row. It holds I
quart of seed and 15 pounds of fertilizer. and has
a shipping weight of 80 potmcLs.
Sea. Roebuck&Co.
Farm and Ranch Catalog

This seeder opens the soil, plants and spaces
S&S, covers and firms tile soil, and marks the
twxt row in one ope%ation. It comes with six
seed plates that will handle,‘most seeds and has
rear-wheel drive. The Seeder Attachment can be
orden@ to fit the high-wheel cultivator with a
24-inch’wheel and a sIo~aitachm~+ itit, or as a
sepalate implement.
The &der
weighs 12
pounds, the attachment alone. 11 ponds.
Farm % Fleet
1600 ET Lincoln Hwy.
&K&b, IL &?I:5
-Mother’s General store
Box506
Flat R&k, NC 28731

This Garden seede: opez$s the soil, spaces,
pIa+, tiers seeds, and marks the next row all
in one pass. A drag chain covers the’ seeds ahead
of the rear wheel which then packs the soil.

Planet Junior Number 4 Seeder
This seeder is available with or without
cultivating attachments. With the attachments.
it combines six tools in one:
1. an accurate hill-dropping seeder,
2. a rapid. continuous row seeder,
3. a light-running. single-wheel hoe,
4. a sturdy, single-wheel cultivator.
5. a furrower. and
6. a hand plow.
Shipping weight:

50 pounds.

Planet Junior Number 303A Seeder 7389X
This seeder is equip@
with three interchangeable plates with a total 01 39 holes giving
ample adjustment for any variety of seed. It
includes a K712 opening plow. Shipping weight:
55 pounds each.
Planet Junior Division
Piper Industries
P.O. Box 1188, Freeport Center
Clearfield, VT 84106
Almaco V-Belt Planter and Applfcator
The.!&belt planter is available as either a
hand. or power-driven unit. It is mantrfactured
for experimental agronomic work at universities
and research stations. Features include a planter
shoe depth adjustment, a 14Gnch, wide-faced
drive wheel, six interchangeable sprockets, roller
chain drives, V-belt tension adjustment, V-type
coveting wheel, rubber-tired running gear, and
adjustable handles. It is deigned for use in
planting test plots and in applying fertilizers,
insecticides, and granular materials. TWO models
are available.
Allan Machine Co.
P.O. Box 112
Ames IA 50010

spxing along the row up to a maximum of 1.65
meters. Seed ejection from the rollers is positive.
Project Equipment, Ltd.
Industrial Estate, Rednal Airfield
West Felton. Oswestry
Salop SY 114HS. U.K.
Hand-Operated

Sowing Machine

Union Tractor Workshop
S-B, Phase 11
~Mayapuri Industrial Area
New Delhi 1IO 027. India
IRRI

Multihopper Seeder
This unit was designed by the Intertmtio:ml
Rice Research Institute in the Philippines for
sowing pregerminated rice. It can sow 50 ki!ograms of pregerminated seed per hectare in 5 to
7 hours. Pulled by one man, the single central
ground wheel drives the metering tools. Row
spacing is 25 centimeters. This seeder requires:

Fmglish seeders
Two types of seeder are available from this
company, and each may be pushed by hand or
mounted on a Unibar anfmal.drawn tool bar.
The reciprocating slide-action seeder was designed mainly as a precision seeder for use with
hybrid maize, but can also handle groundnuts
and beans using the standard maize slide. The
,seeder drops two or three seeds at 45.centimeter
spacing with fertilizer alongside. Slides with
smaller holes are available to enable sorghum,
millet, and delinted cotton to be sown. A simple
reciprocating
action, combined with positive
ejection of the seed (by slide-actuated springs).
ensures trouble-free operation.
The use of
graded seed is preferable. Seeds and fertilizer
are kept separate throughout. so that burning
of the seed does not occur.
The rcdler-seeder can be supplied as a twowheeled, single-row machine for hand propulsion
or ridge planting with an animal.drawn tool bar.
Multirow tool-bar-mounted versions can also be
supplied. The seed rollers can be drilled to suit
the customew* requirements,
allowing
any

1. pregerminated seed,
2. good water control at planting time. and
3. good land preparation.

D. H. Farm Implements
Km. I, National Hwy.
Roxas City, Philippines
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Int~tionttl
Rice Research Institute
PD. Box 93S
Mmtil~. Philippines
Kalayaan Engineering Co., Inc.
4255 Emilits St., M&ati
P.O. Box 655 MCC
Rinl, Philippines
Quinry-Padfic
Pasong Tatno~ Makati
Rizal. Philippines
AspeeAPs.6i seeder
Tfds hand-pushed seeder can sow all types of
seeds in thin lines by metering them through
holes in a plate. It is suitable for light soils and
incorporates a furnxv opener and seed coverer.
Weight: 15 kilograms.
AQCC APS.33 Hand Hill and Drill Seeder
Suitable for hill and line drilling of seeds
in soft or dry soils, this seeder plants practically
al1 seeds” big or small. tn hill spacings of 10, 15,
20. 30, or 60 cenfimeters. It opens the furrow,
drops the seed to the proper depth, covers it
evenly. firms the soil over the seed, and marks out
the next row in one operation.
A lever instantly shuts off the flow of seeds
when handles are raised for drawing back or
turning at the end of a row. Wefghr: 12 kilo@=“=.
Aspee ,APS-54 Seed Drill ad Wheel Hoe
Thia,$ual-purpose
implement cuts the soil,
@ills f&ads, cover$ them w&h soil, and packs
them into the soil: The linelowing
mechanism
drops see&r at the required spacing. It is suitable
for st@l se+ such q ,wheat, rice, jute, linseed,
mustard; and others. Weight: 15 kfIogratns.
All three above seedas are available from:
&t&-an
Spring&‘Pressing Works Pvt., Ltd.
P.Q. Box 7662
Malad, Bombay 406 664, India
cMtolKeedPlanur
This implement was especially developed
for. planting nondelinted cottonseed. Spacing

between plant stands can be’ 17. 20. or 31 centimeters and six or seven seeds are planted at each
stand. Alternative seed plates aIlow the nmchine
to be wed for planting other crops such as
groundeats.
millet.
maire. and sorghum.
Weight: 89 kilograms.
E.B.R.A.
28, rue tlu Maine, B.P. 84
49009 Angers. France
Dhect Seeder
A two-row handdrawn machine for upland
rice culture. with different feed rollers. it can
he used for planting other seeds such as wheat,
barley, maize. sorghum, and millet. Capacity of
each hopper is 2.2 liters. Spacing between rows
is adjustable from 150 to 360 millimeters.
CeCoCo
P.O. Box 8, lbaraki City
Osaka Pref. 567, Japan
The Bean Drill
This single unit, thin-line drill is capable of
handling all sizes of seeds, from the smallest up
to peas and small beans. It sows at a pre.
determined depth with the row covered. The.
drill cotilter is adjustable for depth, and the
metal agirator ensures positive seed Row. Standard specifications include shut-off control, ad.
justable marker, and four seed plates gfvitt~ 46
holes from 2.5 to 25 miltimeters in diameter.
J. Gibbs, Ltd.
$tanweII Road, Bedfont, Feitham
Middlesex TW14 SND, U.K.
Exe1 Hand Seeder
This push-iype seeder unit is designed for
drilling mo+ types of vegetable seed on the flat.
It is suitable for small market garderts where the
seedbed has been well prepared. Twin rubbertired wheels drive the mechanism, which consists of an aluminum cell wheel suited to the
crop being smut. The hopper has a e-pint
(l-liter) capacity, and a simple seed coverer is
provided.

Ruwl’s (Kirbymwrside).
Ltd.
The Works Kirbymoorside, Ltd.
York YOS 6DJ. CJ.K.
Hand-Pushed Seed Drill
This is a precisiou seeder ‘11 which seeds are
meter& thtough a perforated belt, resulting in
minimal seed damage. Seerls which are approxi.
mntely rpberical (or pelleted into spherical
peks)
gut be drilled singly. Seeds such as
lettuce or catrot txn be distributed at an average
of two seeds from each belt perforation.
Group
spwings cm be arranged: two or three seeds 25
or 5; millimeters apert, foitowed by a gap before
the next group of seeds. Double and treble line
coulters are available to sow two lines of seeds
56 milIimeterr apart, thtee lines 25 millimeters
apart, or tic ~‘- ?;
‘$RmiIIitneten apart. This
device is suita,
,“ nearly every type Of seed
up to the sire of beans, peas, or maize. Two or
more seeder units cifn be mounted ott an animal.
drawn tool bar.
Stanhay (Ashford), Ltd.
Ashfurd
Kent TN23 IPB. U.K.
Hand Seeder
A.J. Troster Landmaschinenfabrik
6308 Butzbach, Oberhess
Postfach 240, West Germany
I.A.R.I. Single-Row Seed-Cum-Fertilizer Drill
To operate this seeder designed by the
Indian Agricultural Research Institute, one man
pulls a rope attached at the front of the implement, while a second man steers.
Union Tractor Workshop
S-B, Phase 11
Mayapuri Industrid Area
New Delhi 110 027. India
Semoir A Main
This bill drop seeder with 5.liter hopper
capacity is driven by three sprocket wheels.
Depth is adjustable on the shoe and the action
of the press wheel is completed by two covering
knives. Two models are available, one with row

E.B.R.A.
28, rue II” Maille. RI’. 84
4~SoO’J
Augers, France
Polar.\Verkc, E~:glcs k Sieper
l’ostfxh 14 02 24/25
5656 Remrchied 14, German)
Tanmnia Agricultural
P.O. Box 1389

bfacbinery Testing Unit

Mini Nibex Planter
The i\Zini Nibex harut pbuttcr is for
growers with up to IO acres and will sow up to
2 acres in a day. The Nibex cup system in.
eludes 25 types of cups for different seeds--both
natural and pelelleted. This wide rauge makes it
possible to be able to choose the most suitable

sopporting wtteels wttictt are 4 by IF incttes,
*t’ 105 by 400 mitlimeters in diameter, :tttd the
bearing surfaces are perforated to prevent packing ;tttd crusting of the soil. Drive is from the
front wheel via two cbnin transmissions. The
cltattgittg sprockets offer 59 selections. from 3.5
to X6 cup feeds per yard. Drilling depth is pro.
gressively adjustable by tttcnns of two handwheels. Changeover is performed witboot tools.
Wheu it rttitabfe dritrittg depth has been
cst;ibIistted and the zeed distribution mecttadsm
has beeeen
set for the desired number of reeds per
yard. the Mini Nibex is ready for sowing. The
mndter gives the furt%aw tile correct depth, the
cups dhtribute the seed itt the desired wry, the
ppesswheel. beds them down in the moist earth.
attd the c,overerr enclose them with Ioae soil.

Nibe-Verkeri ~A&
S-285 00 Markaryd
Swedert

CONE
SEEDERS
Cone seeders have been an important devcl.
opulent in eqttipment for researclt or experimental ngriculture.
Seed poured into a small
futtttel at tlte top of the cone is distributed
evenly at tbe base when the Ionnel is lifted. Tlte
cme is geared to rotate one full turn in tlte plot
lettgtb witb :I scraper deflecting tbe seed to the
furrow opener. The cor.e base is roughened to
prevent the seed from rolling.

SOURCES
Of CONE
SEEDERS
Craftsman Cone Seeders
Cones are available as single units or
moatted in groups for installation on custom
built drills. They can be supplied wittt a 7. or
14.inch base diameter and witlt either knurled
01’plait: base plater.
Craksttm
also mttntttacturers
:I Itand.
pusbed, singleww seeder witlt single- or doublemetering cones. It bas a three-wbeel cllassis with
IZ.incb, double-disc openers. Sprockets are available to adjust for row length. The two-cone
model is used for simultaneous fertilizer or insecticide treatments during see&g.

Cups are easily switched for fast changes between seeds. The relationship between cup type,
number of cup,feeds per yard, qd number of
seeds sown per yard can be found in the detailed
sowing instructions.
The seeder unit is mounted between two

Craftsman Machine Co.
61 Heaton
Winnipeg2, Manitoba, Canada
Chain’s Cane Planter
A planter manufactured by Chain Machine
Company has four cone dispensers mounted on a
12 h.p. compact tractor. The cones are driven

to the Craftsman cotte. Sprockets are available
for LOIYS3 1” 32 feet tong.

A Norwegian

Cone Seeder
Ttte Oyjord plot drill has a single cone-type
dispenser feeding a spinning divider wbicb
divides the sample into 2, 4, G, 8, or 10 openings
to correspond with the number of row openers
used. The row length can be adjusted to any
size between IS and 49 feet. The drill is available with a three-point hitch or as a selfpropelled model with a 4 hp. engine. A planting
rate of 60 to 100 plots per boor is claimed.
Equipment for continuous drilling and presswlteels are optional extras. The cone dispenser
differs from tlte Craftsman type in that tlte seed
is guided around a fixed base by wipers and
drops from a ttotc in the base.
~ Jew A Scltou Mek Verksted
Drobak
through a multiselection
chain and sprocket
drive from the rear wheel with selections for plot
lengths from 41/2 to 30 feet. The double-disc
openers are hydraulically controlled and can be
equipped witlt firming witeels and drag coverers.
Two .seatsare provided for operators to load the
cones.
NOTE:
This planter is referred to as tt
precision planter in the manufactttrer’r
literature.
This
refers to the precision
manufacture and not to precision planting.
which requires a seed-celi planter and a
short, controlled seed drop.
Chain Machine Co.
112N. Kansas
Haven, KS 67543
The Swanson Planter
The Swanson plot planter, developed for
small test plots for such seeds as soybean, sorghum and kenaf, uses a cog+ arrangement similar

This plant seeder has been the inspiration
behind many new types of pbttters.
It was
origittaily developed by Mr. LS. I. Copp of the
Cmp Re%xrelt Division, Department of Scientific
Research, in Christchurch, New Zealand. It is a
one-row planting unit, and mounts ott a two.
wheel tractor. Seed is picked up by ~acttttnt
through hypodermic needles on a revolving drum
with a rotaIt vac”um pump.
W.A. Habgood, Ltd.
Lincoln, New Zealand

Ilutcd dispenser and a four-way spinning
divider. It is designed for the exacting rcqtdreotents of research plot experiments. Fertilizer
may also be applied through a belt attacttmettt.
The four-row seeder pictured here is now
obsolete because it was made to attach to a
Rolens K&master
tractor, wbicb is no longer
being produced.
However, :nodeIs by ottter
tnattufacturers are available. Yam are available
from the Engineering Research Service. Agriculture Canada, Ottawa, Ontario KIA OCG
Canada, and similar seeders are commercially
available.

Soybean Planter
Originally
developed by tbe Engineering
Rexarctt Service of Agriculture
Canada, tttis
soybean planter for population studies is now
available commercially ia an improved form.
making it suitable for repetition planting of
large numbers of sampies at different spacings.
The original models used seed ltopper bottoms
mounted on a lightweight frame for adjustable
cow widths. Spxing within the rows was by
spractet and seed plate selection. Seed accuracy

Fabro, Ltd.
Swift Current
Saskatchewan, Canada
Mear Supply
327 Townline
Carleton Place, Ontario. Canada

Mear Supply
327 Townline
Carleton Place. Ontario, Canada

Two Plot Drills
The first of these is a three-row planter
employing two operators, one pulling and the
other pushing, and using a seed cup to dispense
seed to three row openers. The delivery rate is
adjusted by a plate at the bottom of the cup.
The cup is bing.:d to permit dumping of leftover
seed.

Four-Row Plot Seeder
Seed is fed to the openers of this selfpropelled seeder by either a V-trxgh
belt or a

Bill’s Welding
South Grand St..
Pullman, WA 99163

has been improved by using brush cutoffs and a
smooth drop tube. The planter mounts on a
four-w;teeI tractor.

The Walter awl Wintersteiger plot drill is
a tfaee-wheeled, self-propelled model available
with either a full-width
or individual
hopper
seed box. Metering is done by a fluted w’teel.
The seed boxes bave a provision for dumping
unwed seed. The machine can be purchased
with three to eight row openers and with a twoor three-speed gearbox. Cultivating
and spray
ing attachments are available.
F. Walter&H. Wintersteiger
4910 Ried im Ittnkreis
Fraseh attgasse :9, Postfach 124
Dimmelstrax%, Austria
Toothed-Wheel Seeders
Some European seed drills are suited to
planting larger plots in that they are mounted
on a three-point hiich and have a catch pan to
collect seed when regulating the dispensers or
when emptying the seed box through an unloading valve at each run. Individual
runs can be
shut off as desired, or hopper inserts can be used
for seed separation in the box. The most common dispenser is a toothedwheel metering device
driven by a gearbox with up to 81 selections.
Manufactured
Sold by:

by: Fiona, Denmark
J.F. Farm Machinery
Exeter, Ontario

Mant~fnctored
Sold by:

by: P. Nordrten. A/S
Hiilrocd, Denmark
G. White R(Sons
Loadot~. Ontario

Manufactured by:
A.J. Troster Landmascltinenfabrik
6308 Butsbach, Oberbess
Postfacb 240, West Germany
Plantox Drill
‘lie Plnntox drill is a machine mounted on
a tbrce-point hitch suitable for horticultural
and
forestry plantings. Tltc ftwrow distributor
is
driven from the tractor PTO. All types of seeds
can be planted in rows or wide beds.
Zijlstra en Bohuis Nil
Beneden Wcirrdiep
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Veedam, Holiand

Finlay Plot Seeder
The Finlay plot seeder is a sophisticated
semiautomatic machine for planting large nom
hers of plots per 8r- !: uses cartridge loading
and a false-bottom seed dispenser. and :x wailable with one to nine TOWopeners.
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B. Forrest. Metal Patterns, Ltd.
749 Port Rd.
Woodsville, S. Australia
Svettska Plot seeder
A plot seeder for sugar beet experiments.
this unit meters a premeasured quantity of seed
to a plot row and is available as one-row units.
Svenska Sockerfabriks Aktiebolaget
Beuaekattiseringsavdelningen
Krwlinge. Sweden
Hangooa vaNum Planter
A vacuum pickup planter suitable for precision planting of any type of seed is available
for tool bar mountfng. A source of vacuum is
required to pmvide suction to hypodermic
needles mounted on a revolving cylinder.
W.A. Habgood, Ltd.
Lincoln, New Zealand
nfat-osu Planter
The Mat-OSU planter was developed at
0-n
State University
for fertilizer
trials.
commerdal planters were found unsuitable for
the precise planting required, so a vactmm
pickup wheel was developed. It has been found
suitable for grass, legume, cereal, Rower. and
tree seeds without grading the seed. Row spacing
is adjustable from I2 inches to 6 feet. Fertilizer
metering is by Cole top delivery hoppers. Fertilizer can be placed accurately at varying posi.
tions in relation to the seed.
Mater Machine Works
520 s. 1st St.. Box 410
Curvaltis. OR 97330
MacRey Plot Drius
The MacKey plot drills use a dispenser consistingof a base plate with grooves corresponding
to the number of openers, and a seed tray with a
pras plate which slides along the grooves to
deliver seeds to the seed tubes. The tray is geared
to traverse its length over the plot length.
The band-pushed model has one to three
openers spaced at 6inch intervals and can be
geared for rows 46 to 80 inches long. One
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hundred 5.foot rows can be planted per hour.
The power model has five openers and can be
geared for IO- to 20.foot plots. Its capacity is
100 IO-foot plots per hour.
Maskintirma Tuland
P.O. Box IO7
Land&row
Sweden
A Seeder for Cereals
The N.I.A.E. spaced plant seeder was developed to replace hand dibbling of cereal grains
for lattice-planted plots. The planter is cam
operated to plant seeds 2 inches apart on a 6.inch
row spacing. Holes are made by a series of
dibblers, each consisting ot a tube into which
a plunger is inserted just before the tube enters
the soil. Tlte plungers are then raised and the
seed is released from a preloaded, plastic seed
magazine. A sowing rate of 500 rows per hour
can be attained with a five-man crew. Twenty.
three seeds are spaced in a 4.foot row. The
planter is powered by a small engine with a 45:1
reduction box.
R.G. Garvie & Sons
2, Canal Rd.
Aberdeen. Scotland

SOURCES
OFANIMAL-DRAWN
SEEDERS/PLANTERS
The Ferguson Planter
The Fergttson All-Purpose Planter is a onerow, team model planter with a duplex hopper
and unique plate design. Shipping weight: 120
pounds.
Cumberland General Store
Rt. 3, Box 479
Crowille, TN 38555
A Two-Row Planter from India
Sowing depth is adjustable on this all-steelconstructed, two-row unit. Row spacing is adjustable from 175 to 450 millimeters.
Rajastban State Agro fndustries Corp., Ltd.
Virat Bhawan. CScheme
Jaipur 302 006, Rajasthan, India

Automatic Rabi Drills
Wooden-framed and all-steel models are
available for aowing grain 20 centimeters hetweet, rows
Automatic Kimrif Drills
These are twamw drills for sowing seeds
at wide spacings of 66 to 70 centimeters between
rows. They are suitable for sowing maize,
delinted cotton, and other seeds. Models with
wooden frames or with all-steel construction are
available.
Both the above types of drills
from:
Danishmand & Co.
Karkhana Bazar
Lyallpur, Pakistan

are available

Types ASD and RSD Seed and Fertilizer Drills
With working widths of 1.25 to 2.50 meters
and row spacing adjustable from n minimum of
15$ rttillimcters, this unit is fitted with a steerable front axle. Various types of furrow openers
arc available for different soil types. The fertilizer can be sown together with the seed or at
the side of the seed rows, as required. This unit
is available with either flutedroller seed metering
or star wheel fertilizer metering.
.4,J. Tronter Landmaschinenfabrik
6308 Butzbach, Oberhess
Postfach 240, West Germany
Rice Seeder
This is a two-row seeder unit which can be
fixed to the frame of the Occidental Hoe. The

Iarge-rtlpxity hopper feeds the seed into a tunow
dug by the two rear bee blades, which can be
adjusted to give row widths of 12 to 16 inches
(30 to .40 meters). Total weight, including the
hoe unit. is npprosbnntely 100 pounds (45 kilogran1s).

Safaim Pitman Drive Planter
The Safaim Pitman Drive Planter is de.
signed for maize planting but can be supplied
with special attachments for cotton. It comes
fitted with a fertilizer attachment and weighs
64.5 kilograms (142 pounds).
hlassey-Ferguson South Africa, Ltd.
Steel Rd., P.O. Box 677
Vereeniging 1330. Sooth Africa

This is an all-steel seeder unit with two
large wheels driving the mechanism. Different
plates or distributors are available for rowing
groundnuts. millet, sorghum, maize, rice, and
~%~a1 types of vegetabler. Th unit is fitted
with two handles. a furrow opener, coverers, a
pre%wbeeI. a”‘
-w guide for marking sub%xpent rows. 3
.-eight is approximately 82
pounds (37 kilograms), and the unit can be drawn
by a single d&key or bullock.
Societe des Forger Tropic&s
BP. 706
Douala, Camerolln
E.B.R.A. SW 201 Animal-Drawn
Seeder
This animal-drawn seeder is designed for
use on the ridge or on the flat. The hopper has
a opacity of 8 liters and the two front wheels

are :Idjustable. Drive is through
sprockets which’ can be altered
spacing in the row. Seed depth is
the shoe, and the unit is fitted
wheel and covering knives. A wide

a series of
to vary the
adjustable on
with a pressrange of seed

plates are available for planting
the very largest-sired seeds.

the sma!lest to

E.B.R.A.
28, rue dn Maine. B.P. 84
49009 Angers. France
Another animal-drawn

seeder is made by:

Project Equipment, Ltd.
Industrial Estate. Rednal Airfield
West Felton. Ckwestry
S&p SYll4HS. U.K.

This drill is light in draft 2nd is fitted with
disc furrow openers. The row width is adjustable
f-ram 150 to 250 millimeters. A fluted roller feed
tmchardm is used. The three-row model weighs

This three-row drill has reciprocating plate
metering mechanisms operated by a bell crank
system from the land wheel. Row spacing is
adjustable from 228 to 456 millimeters.
In.:ividual hoppers for each row allow the machine
to be used for mixed cropping.
In:emationai Mfg. Co. (Regd.)
Hospital Rd., Jagraon
Ludhianz, Punjab, India

Cossul &Co. Pvt., Ltd.
Industrial Area, Fazalgunj
Kanpur, India

Mabarasbtra Tokan Yantra
Market Yard, Karad
Dist. Stara, Maharashtra, India

The Rajastban Automatic Seed-Cum-Fertilizer
Drill
This is a three-row machine capable of drilling <mall grain seed and fertilizer in one operation at an adjustable sowing depth.
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I
,,

Rajttsthnn State Agro industries Corp., Ltd.
Vita Bhawan, C-Scheme
Jaipur 302 006. Rajasthan, India

Developed by the British National Institute
of Agriculttmd
Engineering, it will bnmlle a
wide raoge of reds without fear of rrusldng or
bruising. A pair of resilient neoprene rollers at

Sirog: .SUflld

Tanzanian

Animal-Drawn

SC

Unit

Seed Drill

Ubungo Farm Implements
P.O. Box 2669
Dar Es Salaam. Tanzania
A&d

Seed-Cum-Fertilizer Drills
Both two- and three-row models are available for sowing wheat, barley. maize, grooundnuts.
and rice seeds, A V-belt ground drive from the
wheel drives the unit; seed rate is adjusted by a
singfe lever. and the seeding mechanism is automatically engaged or disengaged when the tines
are lowered or raised. Large wheels provide a
IO” draft.
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the b:tse of tlte bopper meter the seed (or fertilizer;; metering is xltet-ed by varying the speed
of the rollers. Tbe unit can be adapted to feed
:I number of cotdters, amI is S!IOWIImounted on
the fCX of i, tool bar.

-

Sisag Equipment hfnccles-Field, Ltd.
Shoredough Works, Mulley Rd.
Mxclesfield, CIteshire SKI0 2LZ, U.K.

Single-Row and Thrre-Row Rice seeder Plans
Plans for these seeders which originated in
Zambia. ore ardittlble from:

Jumil J-l Planter
This planter, which nlso opens furrows and
fertilizes, cx~ be used on flat as well as mountainous terrain. It plants hard seeds such as corn
and rice, soft seeds like peanut and castor bean,
and cottonseed. Granulated, concentrated, or
humid fertilizers can be used, or, if the soil is
exceptionnlly fertile, the unit can be delivered
without the fertilizer spreader.

intermediate Technology Publications,
9 King St.
London WC2E SHN. England

Jumil
Justine de Mr-rais. Irmaos S.A.
Rua Coriolano 380, Sao Paulo S.P., Brazil

Allied Trading Co.
Railway Rd.
Ambala city 134 002. Haryana. India

Ltd.

drawing by tractor. Larger, heavier planters,
like the Brinly-Hardy (Louirville, KY 40200) and
the Cole (Charlotte, NC 28200) are designed for
tractor use only. The Brinly is for tractors with
horsepower from 8 to 18, and the Cole for

TRACTOR-DRAWN
UNIT
PLANTERS
Many of the uztits described as handoperated are also available with hitches for
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1ractot-s on up to perhaps 15 to 25 110rsep”wer.
These seeder. attach to three-point bitch arrangements or other hydraulic lift systems.
Larger
and heavier commercial
farm
planters of great precision can ““IV be purchased
in single-row versions. The new planters, like
t&ore now available from “11 the large farm
equipment companies like John Deere and lnter~
national Harvester, are called unit planter\
Each planting unit is powered by its own drix.l
wheel, sa many units can be used together. Y~-Y
will have to make yoor own hitch arrange ‘ILL
i is
to attach one of these “nits to your tractor
not made for mounting on a tool bar. 1’ the
smll c”mtnerckd grower may find ad.il&ng a
unit seeder well worth the effort, since these
planters genertdly do a better job of planting
than the smaller garden planters.
It may be practical, with the Innit planters
,-

mentioned above. to go to a two-unit planter if
you sre row cropping more than four or five
IICIPS. The snxdler Cole is il sat of unit planter.
that is, two units can be put together quite
!sily. Old. obsolete. two-row planters originally
xsigned for horses or smaller farm tractors also
nake tine tools for homesteaders with just R
few acres to plant, but they are becoming scarce.
Old four-row planters are now easier to find, but
they are a little large for the typical homestead.
However. you can modify one to a two-row
model, or if you are mechanically equipped, you
can take a single unit from a four-row or two.
row planter and convert it to a single-row seeder.
It means. on four-row models especiaily. converting the presswheel that presses the dirt on top of
the planted seed, into a drive wheel to torn the
planting plates. Older four- and six-row planters
do not have a drive wheel for each unit.

Cole No.I2 Plonrer
ColeMfg.Co.

SOURCES
Of TR@OR4RAWN
UNITPUNTERS
Cole Number 12 Planter
Designed for the small fanner, the No. 12 is
a garden planter with opening~foot and threepoint hitch for use with category 0 and 1 tractors.
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The planter simultaneously plants seed and sidedresses fertilizer. It has a single, inclined-plate
reed hopper with a set of four seed plates fo:
planting car”, large and small squash, small
lintas, okra, tomatoes, peas, and snap beans in
hill or drill fashion. Other seed plates are avail-

able. .4 set of four distance gears for changing
spacing is included. Fertilizer is placed beside
the seed to prevent any fertilirer damage in
germination.
The galwnized, fertilizer hopper
has a lO.powuncl capacity and a rate of application
adjustable from 34 to 650 pounds. It will apply
any dry fertilizer. An opening shank is included
(sweep is not included).
Cole also offers a variety of hitches to mount
the No. 12 planter to almost any tractor. These
in&de International Harvester Models Super A,
140, and Cub tracto:s. both with and without
fast hitch. They also have bitches for tool bar
applications and for mounting the planter to
other cultivators. All units are available worldwide.

i;aie’s 210 Series
A lift-type. 50.inch carrier with category 1
three-point hitch and front and rear tool bars

Cd,
C”lC

allow the farmer to simultaneously plant and
put out fertilizer.
He has the option to use
either one or two fertilizer hoppers, one of foot
planter chassis. and three seed hopper options.
Fertilizer is placed by two disc-side placers and
run by a ground-drive wheel. Seed spacing. seed
depth, and seed plates may be changed without

s,

special tools. A wide variety of plates is available for all seed hoppers. Cole also offers many
attachments to fit a farmer’s needs, such as gauge
wheels, spring shanks, furrow openers, bed
levelers. cotton attachments, and depth gauge
extensions. Granular chemical applicators are
also offered for both herbicides and insecticides.
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Cole Mfg. co.
ISiS Central Ave.
Charlotte, NC 28299
Planet Junior Number 9192X Unit Seeder
Inside its own individual mounting cradle,
tbir seeder wit is spring-suspen[led. This permits each unit to follow the contour of the
ground assuring uniform deptb of planting. It
is suspended so that do-wn pressure or lifting
actfor. is accomplished by actuating the tractor
lift device. Units may be mounted in multiplerow applications at minimum-row widths of 9
inches. and are ground driven. Shipping weight:
56 pounds.
Planet Junior Division
Piper Industries
P.O. Box i 188, Freeport Center
Clearfield. VT 84106

ALMACO Cone-Type Nursery Seeder
This machine was developed specifically for
planting smali plots of corn, sorghum, soybeans,
cereals. and other grain crops. These are seeder
units which fit into the seed hopper box of
commercial row planters like John Deere and
International
Harvester for plaating nursery
rows and space planting a large variety of seeds.
This model has a cast aluminum base, 121/,
inches in diameter.

Brinly-Hardy Co., Inc.
P.O. Box 11I6
Louisville, KY 40201

Allm Machine Co.
P.O. Box 112
Ames,IA
50010

Ventura Large Seed Planter
This is a single-row planter which lit6 onto
:my tractor tool bar. The seed wheel revolves
through the reservoir of seed, picks up one seed
at a time. and deposits it into the plaoting
opener. There are 12 different wheels for plant.
ing different-sized and -shaped seeds.

Model ILK-305 Vegetable Planter
A ground-drive unit for use in prepared soil,
it is capable of planting seed as snull as radish
and turnip, as well as corn, beans, and peas. It
opens the furrow and then drops and covers the
wed at the desired spacing. It features a largecapacity seed hopper, a new float plate that
allows the planter to follow ground contows, a
new shovel-t-p opening foot, a new, larger, concite drive wheel which improves traction, reduces
the possibility of skidding, and improves seed
caverage. It is equipped with five quick-change
seed plates, and 18 other seed plates nre also
:wailsble. Weight: 70 pounds.

Ventura Mfg. X: Implement Co.
1265 Commercial Ave., P.O. Box 1069
Oxnard, CA 93030
Jumil J-2 Unit Planter
Available with semiaotomntic iurrowcrs, this
equipment furrows. sows, and fertilizes all in one
operation at any required depdt and spacing.
The units themselves or the tool bar to attach
them is furnished with three-point connections
:tdjustnble to any type or make of tractor. Discs
are furnished to plant corn. cotton, rice, and
peanuts. Special adapters are available for planting soybeans.

Model KR-310 Row Marker and Model K&320
Fenifffr
Hopper (for use with the KK-305
Planter)
The KK.310 Row Marker helps maintain
desired row spacing by marking next row as you
plant. ft is adjustable for different crop spacings.
The KK-320 Fertilizer Accessory, when added to
the KK-305 Planter. enabies you to plant and
fertilize in one operation. The rate of fertilizer
flow can be regulated. Weight, Model KK-310:
10 pounds; Model KK-320: 20 pounds.

Jumil
Justin” de Morais, lrmaos S.A.
Rua Coriolan” 380. Sao Paula S.P.. Brazil
-

lumil

I-.? Unit

Candy Row Seeders
Candy makes ” rwmber of row seeder “nits
with gear drives from a 12. or 6volt electric
motor or bydratdic motor drive. They have
seeders for every major brand of farm equipment
in 311GE..
Gnndy co.
528 Candrud Rd.
Owatonnr. MN 55060
Models 202202F, 404-404F
The 202-404 planters for sowing cotton,
corn. sunllowr. rueion, and sorghom seeds consist of separate T-63 sowing “nits which are
attached to a rhomboid 21/ by 2t/,.inch tool bar.
The ““its can be adjusted to a width of 16 inches
to suit the required width between rows. The
planter is made in three variations for two. four,
or six rows. It is eqtlipped with automatic
markers fixed at a certain angle to ensure the
aeation of a prominent furrow that will mark
the rows for the next pass. The marker works
sinmhanwusIy with the elevation of the planter
by the tractor operator. These markers can be
set to suit different, distances. The planter is
equipped with front shovels mounted on a
special front bar. to remove dry earth before
sowing. Covering discs or shovels are optional.
Other models are available, including
those
specially designed for planting sugar beets, vege.
table seeds. rnions, garlic, and peanuts, as well
as multiptuyxe
units.
Technohar Agricultwal
Maehi”&y
ments, Ltd.
New Industry Region, Petakh-Tikva
P.O.H. 225, Israel

& Imple-

Heath Precision Vacuum Planter
The seeds are picked up by means of a
vawmn and held to the small holes in the
plate, which is drive” by the presswheel. A”
easily adjostabie. graduated selector avoids
doubling in case two seeds are picked up by the
same hole. When each seed arriws “ear the
lowest point, the vacuum stops abruptly; the
seed is released and falls. The plate operates
above the furrow opener and drops the seeds
approximately 3 inches apart. The absence of

-.
mechanical handling means gentle treatment
of the seeds, assuring maximum germination,
which is especially important in be:ms. Planting
depth can be easily controlled by a single handle
which simoltaneoosly adjwts the level of the two
wheels. The fan is mounted on the tool bar nnd
is connected to the tractor PTO which should be
operated at 540 rpm. (A 1,000 rpm conversion
kit is available.)
The fan provides enough
vacuum for op to 12 “nits. The vacuum’s fine
adjustment is controlled by the fan shutter. and
a vacumn meter is connected to the fan. The
pianter is suitable for all TOWcrops: sugar beets,
cotton, corn, bezms. sorghum, sunflowers, melons,
watermelons, cucombers, tomatoes, peppers,
onions, cabbage, and broccoli, as well as coated
seeds swh as letroce and carrots.
Features of the 925, as described by the
manufacturer, include:
1. Precision planting with exact spacing.
2. Accuracy is maintained eve” at high speed;
up to 50 seeds per second can be planted.
3. No grading is needed eve” with seeds of
irregular shape and size.
4. No pelleting is needed for small seeds.
5. Changing the seeds or the seed piate and
cleaning are very easy. The same seed plate
is used for a variety of seed sizes.
6. A higher percentage of single seeds is
dropped than with any other planter.
7.A zero pressure tire prevents mud from
building up.
Seed spacings from 1.25 to 20 inches are
easily obtained by changing a sprocket on the
drive chain or the seed plate. The 925 is made up
of “nit planters. Up to 12 can be mounted on the
heavy-duty tool bar with row spacings easily
varied. The minimum spacing is 16 inches. The
furrow openers are twin offset discs with a shoe
to form the furrow. The discs c”t away trash
while the shoe firms and packs the sides and
bottom of the furrow. Positive fin-type furrow
closers are used. A furrow depth adjustment can
be achieved without changing the ,level of the
planter.
Heath Farm Equipment
125 S. Airpark Dr., P.O. Box 312
Fort Collins. CO 80522

ALMACO V-Belt Planter-Applicator
The V-belt planter-applicator
can be supplied as a completely assembled unit. with
mounting brackets in place of adjustable handles
and nabber-tired runnblg gear. The unit can be
attached to paver-driven
equipment such as
garden and riding tractors, or mounted on tool

bars for single- or multiple-row planting or ap
plication
of granular
materials.
Mounting
brackets can be furnished which automatically
adjust to the contour of the soil. thus assuring
uniform depth of planting.
Certain parts of the planter-applicator
such
as the planter frame, V-belt pulleys and shafts,

ALMACO V-Bell PlnnlerApplicalor rrtrnched to the
front end of a two-wheel
W(ICLOT.

ALMACO V-Belt PlanterApplicafor ready for mounting
on a toolbar.
Allan

Machine

Co.

slanting, met&covered
hopper sides, metal
apron, sprockets and drive chain, sliding gate,
and smooth or ribbed-style V-belts can be specialordered for different applications in mounting
on powerdriven equipment.

Allan Machine Co.
P.O. Box 112
Ames, IA 50010
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Five ALMACO
F’.Bcfl Plonter.Applicalors
mounted
on a toolbar for planting five mm 0I one time.
ALlan Machine Co.
Pneumatic

Discbarge

seeders

Dr. Giovanni Benati
57100 Verona
Via C. Battfsti, Italy
Tanzania Agricultural
P.0. Box 1389
Arusha, Tanzania

Machinery Testing Unit

Nibex Unit seeda
The flexible Nibex system incorporates an

h’ibex L
Nihe
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rder
Art

original cup-distribution technique which is ideal
even for planting irregularly shaped vegetable
seed, which formerly was difficult or impossible
to sow individually.
The system includes 25
types of cups for most seeds, both natural and
pelleted. This wide range makes it possible to
choose a suitable cup for each desired drilling
method. The seeding rate can be varied from
four to about 2,000 seeds per running yardeither thin-line or band-drilled over a width of
2.5 or 4 inches (65 or 105 millimeters). The cup
system is largely unaffected by variations in seed
size. and seed cup discs are quickly interchanged
for different crops.
The furrow is formed so that the seeds are
immediately covered by a thin layer of moist
earth. The coulter sideplates prevent dry sur.
face soil from filling the furrow before the
presswheel p:esses the moist earth into direct con.
tact with the seeds. The furrow is next covered
with loose earth, and conditions are now ideal
for growth.
The adjustable skid and the
weighted presswheel allow a constant drilling
depth to be maintained, even on loose and uneven surfaces.
‘The stainless steel coulter gives maximum
wear resistance and prevents earth from sticking
to it, even in wet conditions. Wheel brackets,
seeder units, and marker brackets can be positioned anywhere on the beam, making the row
spacing progressively variable from 7.5 inches (20

centimeters) and upwards. (The rows can be
brought closer together by attaching the unit
sideways and driving back and forth in the
same wheel tracks.)
Nibex unit seeders come in two- to twelverow units; each unit has a 5.quart hopper
capacity. Three-chain transmissions and a sixspeed gearbox offer a choice of 18 settings.
Normal operating speed is 2 mph; 3 is maximum.

Depth is adjustable from 0 tc 2 inches (0 to 5
centimeters). With 204x1~ row spacing, a threerow machine will seed approximately 1.25 acres
per hour.
Nibe-Verken AB
S-285 00 Markaryd
Sweden

Esmay Unit Seeder
Emay Pmduc,s. Inc.

Seder-Fertilizer
Garden Tractor Mount
This unit was specifically designed for the
truck farmer and larger home gardeact. Oite
pass opens the soil to the desired depth, seeds,
fertilizes, and covers the seedbed. It attaches to
standard hitching devices, category 0, threepoint, drawbe, or sleeve hitches. Of corrosionproof consmrction, it comes with Seven seed
plats which plant more than 20 common vegetable seeds.
Emlay Product5, Inc.
P.O. Box 547, Maple St.
Bristol, IN 46507

MAINDRILLS
*Reprinted in Part from Small-Scale Grain Raising
by Gene k&m.
Rod& Press,1977.

For planting seed in solid stands rather than
in rows, a drill is used. For small acreages, how.. .
.
ever, you can often use small broadcasters much
more efficiently, eve-r! counting the light disking
or harrowing necessary to cover the seed. Generally speaking, the drill gives more precise planting depths than broadcasting
and harrow
covering and will result in better germination,
especially if dry weather follows planting. The
drill puts seed into the ground more or less
continuously rather than depositing a precise
number of seeds at precise spacings the way a
row see&r does. It is used for cereal grains and
grasses, and sometimes for soybeans if a solid
stand is desired. Essentially, the drill is a long
planting box with openings every six inches or
so, from which planting tubes lead to the disc
openers that rim into the ground at planting
depth. The discs open a shallow trench for the
2i I

DEALERS....

The
IlkSherry
Shoe
Drill
-IS

A SELLER AND A WINNER.

WLU. BUILT.

SENDFORciRo”lAn.

WELL FIWlS”ED.

TUE HcStlERRYMFG. CO.. Mlddletown.0.

seed and close the trench on the seed after it falls.
On old dr?Ils. a smal\ length of chain drags
behind each disc to aid in covering the seeds.
The seeds are actually planted in rows, just
inches apart, and when the grain gets to be about
six inches high the plants grow together, giving
the impression of a solid stand.
Normally, you can save quite a hit of money
buying an old planter if it is still in working
order. Be sure the planting plates come with it

A single-point, Iracfor-drawn
reed drill with ferfiliier
drill--about
the righ! size fsr
the small farm.

or can still be purchased. This is not o~.~.~lly a
problem now because very cheap plastic plates
are made to fit most planter boxes. In fact, the
plates are given ;wny by seed corn dealers when
they sell :& farmer his seed. The seed dealer
wants a satisfied customer and the plastic plates
he has are made specifically for the size kernels
be sells-a different one for whatever plant
population the farmer wants. But it is possible
that on old and rare planters which you might
find by chance, the plates wouldn’t be a standard
sire. Before purchasing an old planter, it’s always
wise to make sure it has plates with it or find out
where you can obtain new ones. Most of the
common, older drills plant a swath of seven feet
in one pass-about the right size for a homestead.
Seeding rates can be regulated by controls
under the seed box. The seed box may be
divided into two compartments. each ride of
which has its own control. Charts on the inside
of the binged box lids give instructions on setting
the adjustments for different seeding rates. On
old drills you will have to experiment by putting
a measured amount of grain in the box, then
planting a known, specified acre (or a portion
thereof), and then see if the actual planting rate
corresponds to what you have the drill set for.
Compare and compensate accordingly. Those
old cogs wear and may not work as precisely as
they did when the drill was new.
Many drills, even old ones, have fertilizer

-.
boxes just in front of the seed boxes. Unless
they are well taken cue of. the fertiIizer boxes
may be badly corroded or completely ruined.
This will not necessarily stop you from using the
drill, but you won’t be able to fertilire as you
plant. As another special fenture. some drills
have special smaller boxes for dover seed so that
wb& planting spring cereal crops like oats, the
farmer can sow clover right along with it.

SOURCES
OFTRACMR-BRAWN
DRILLSEEDERS
Planet Junior 7135X Drill Seeder
A versatile planter with interchangeable seed
plates for drilling vegetable seeds of all sizes.
Special attachments are available for adapting
the unit to field crops.
Planet Junior Division
Piper Industries
P.O. Box 1188, Freeport Center
CIearfield, VT S4106

Planrt Jr. 7135X Sdo’
Piprr lncluntries

accelerator to any walking pace. The unit is
designed with even weight distribution
for
simple steering and handling.

Hasafa Model PS Plot DrflI
The Haxda Model PS is a small plot drill
with four, five, seven, or nine hoe-type openers.
A fluted wheel meters the seed from either a
sit@ or a number of individual
hoppers to
isolate the TUIIS. It is particularly designed for
the precise nature of research work. The drill
can be supplied with a tractor hitch, can be
animaMrawn,
or propelled by a ‘2t/* h.p. gasoline engine. The centrifugal
clutch on the
motorized model enables the operator to set the

A.J. Troster Landmaschinenfabrik
6303 Butzbacb, Oberhess
Postfach 240. West Germany
MppD Monoseed Drill for Tubers
This unit is a hand-fed, double-drill, tubersowing machine. Sowing depth and row width
as well as the depth of the covering layer are
adjustable, by means of convex clutch discs. Fertilizer dispensers are optional extras. and the unit
is attached to the tracmr by a three-point hitch.
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--_--Fratelli D&done. Macchitte Agricole
CCL&N.
59212, Casclia Postale 7
ViIIafmnn Di?‘eromt, Italy

-.-.---~

distance away from tbc fertilizer. Tbe distance
between hwrows is adjustable with spring-steel
tines. Construction of the unit was designed for
simplicity. ligbt weight. easy cleanability, and
the drill can be polled by most any tractor with
a lift atxngcmcnt.

Zita Sowfng Machine With Fenilirer Distributor
Even when fully loaded, this machine is
light enough to require only 1.6 h.p. to pull each
drill (this model unit has seven drills). The seed
tank is separated into two parts for seed and
fertilizer, and each section can bc regulated
separately. The gear-type feeders for seed and
fertilfrcr
maintain a steady application
rate
independent of tractor speed. The Zita sowing
machine can be operated by tbc tractor operator
or by a second person sitting behind the unit.

.\I/$. Hindsons Private, Ltd.
The Lower Mall
Patiala. India
Tye Soybean Drill
Not only fx soybeans but wheat and other
small grains as well, this dri!l is available in
many sizes, the smallest is a two-row or 6.7.foot
model. It is attached bebind a tractor by a three.
point hitch, bas adjustable spacings, accurate
seed metering, and I’ositive depth control.

Sorts Ath. Zatiridi Industry of Machineries. Inc.
I at&&a 4.5 km. T.T.7
~wraupcdis. Thessalaniki. Greece
Iifn&cw
Seed-Cum-Fertflfzer Drill
Planting four rows at a time, all kinds of
secds can be precisely placed at a comfortable

TYe

A-

The ‘I-ye Co.
Box “18
Lockney, TX
-.

79241

r Drill.

I
IRRI

Multihopper
Seeder
The IRRI Multihopper
Drill Seeder for
upland use is designed with a divided hopper for
interplanting
several crops simultaneously.
It
can bc pulled by either a two. or four-wheeled
tractor.
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International Rice Research Institute
P.O. Box 933
i%faniIa, Philippines

‘se&r holds diflerenr
, interplanting crops.
Kesearch tnrtitute

NO-TILL
PiAMTERS

,,

!hnetimes cdled it pature rc”ovator, the
nc&lI plnnter is a reed drill witb 3 special function. It is supplied with a disc and a shoe which
aliow it to slice the twf and plant a seed without
Iirrr plowing and preparing a seedhed. Animtds
ao contim*: to grnre while new plantings of
clover or grass get started. One farmer reports.
“I get a lot of nitrogen this way and I get it
where it counts.” According to Dick Margulls,
who Mites advice for novice fanners in Countryside, “Good natural nitrogen in the plant means
good natum1 protein for the cow. A farmer
aught not to buy his nitrogen or his protein.
His total farm cycle ought to handle the greatest
sbare of this problem.” Aim, pbmting in existirrg sod is a very good practice to control erosion.
The lye I’astttre Pleaser
The Tve Pasture Pleaser is a comwct three-

Cole No-Till Planter
The Cole No-Till Planter has a double.disc
seed opener which cots straw and debris in the
field, preventing trash buildup in front of and
under the seed opener. Included is a heavy-duty
swivel coulter-a
chixeet plow -which automa216

point-hitch-mounted,
no.tiIl planting unit covering SO inches, w~iilr d&r units spaced i0 inches
apart. It is a conveniently sized tool for seeding
Iegomes, grass, or small grains in sod, permanent,
or improved pasture. Drive is by a single, springloaded. front-running
couiter. Each double-disc
unit is preceded by a spring.Ioaded coulter blade.
Each blade, as well as each disc unit and press.
wheel, is individually
hinged and spring loaded
for work on uneven ground. Tbe larger hopper
is fitted with internally fluted seeder units fo:
small grains as we11 as soybeans. The small
hopper or grass box is Wed with externally
&ted seeder units for dispensing grasses and
legumes. Brackets are provided for adding
soitcase.type weights to assist penetration of the
coulters in hard ground.
The Tye co.
Box 218
Lockney, TX

79241

tica
resets after being tripped.
choice of three seed hoppers:

You get a

I. Edgedrop witb I-bushel capacity
2. Klniplex with I-bushel capacity and single,
inclined seed plate

3. Duplex with dual, ittcIined
Gbttshel capacity.

seed plates and

Fertilizer attachments which place fertilizer
4 to 6 inches deep in the slit opened by the chisel
plow come with the grounddrive wheel and 250.
pound capacity fiberglass fertilizer
hoppers.
Granular chemical applicators which put out
herbicides or insecticides or both are also available. The planter also comes in four- and sixrow models.

batteryoperated so that the distributor can be
attached to any moving vehicle, whether it’s a
tractor, jeep, or automobite.

SOURCES
OFTRACTOR-DRAWN
BROADCAST
SEEOERS
ANDSPREAOERS
Eree Flow Model 105 Spreader
They call it a turf care model, but this 310.
pound unit with a 7.7 cubic foot, 500~pound
hopper capacity falls into the small farm category
for us. With a M-inch-wide coverage, this unit is
ground driven and requires a minimum of IO
1t.p. to pull it. The spreader is calibrated for
seed as weII as fertilizer distribution.

SEEDERS
TRACTOR-0BROADCAST
Power to ttw1 the mechanical rotating distributor of a broadcast seeder can be supplied
either by power r&.e.off from the tractor or by a
grounddrive
wbwl. (The distributing
mechanism is basically ~,hesame as that of the handcranked broadcast seeder, which we discussed
earlier in this chapter.) With no power source,
anima!drawt
distributors rely on a gear drive
from the ground wheel to the rotating wheel to
rotate the distributor.
The newest units are

Eree Flow Number 113 Broadcast Seeder
With a 3.bttsh.3 (2-bushel extension available). @anized
steel hopper capacity, this ISIpaand broadcast seeder spreads up to 36 feet.
The spread is cotttmIIed from the tractor seat.
The unit requires a minimutn of 18 h.p., a
three-point hitch, and a universal-joint
PTO
drive. Larger units an aim available.
Eme Fiow. AVCO Corp.
First&Sycamore
Coldwater, OH 45828
Wikomi Elecaic Broadfast Seeder
Y oa can a:tach thir e!ectric seeder to your
truck, jeep, or car-a tractor is not necessary,~just
a bvolt battery. With a lj/t-busheI capacity and
an optional I-bushel extension, you can plant 20
acres per hour. Larger units are available.

Exe.? Now MO. I13 Spreadcor with three-point
mounting and universal PTO shaft driveI
mm Corp.

Wikom i Ele
Wikomi Mfz

hitch

-

wikomf Poly-Hopper Seeder-Spreader
A new product in their lawn and garden
line. the l-bushel seeder. 100-pound fertilizer
spreader constructed of polyethylene fits most
lawn and garden tractors and riding lawn
mowers. It has a 12-v& electric drive, mounts
an a rear drawbar, and weighs 28 pounds. Larger
units are available.

lndustrias Me:a!urgicas Apolo S.A.
Carrem 50-2 Sor-189 Autopista Sur
i%xieliit~. Antioq,ui. Colombia

Wikomi Mfg. Co.
PD. Box IO0
Lit&field, IL 62056

Lely
Box 1060
Wilson. NC

Sears Spreaders
The smallest unit Sears lists has a I-bushel
capacity. It bolts to a wmdard tractor drawbar
and is powered with a direct drive PTO. It has
an lS.gauge~ welded steel hopper and spreads a
swath up to 50 feet wide. Weight: 37 pounds.

Gaudy
Starting with a 3.foot long. 1.6 cubic foot
hopper, Gandy has tractor-drawn, wheel-driven
spreaders for seeding or fertilizing.

Sears, Roebuck&Co.
Farm and Ranch Catalog
Apolo Broadcaster
With a capacity of 400 to 450 kilograms,
this folly adjustable unit operates from the
power raked? shaft of a tractor. The recommended application speed is 7 to 12 kilometers
per hour.

k’Y
Lely makes broadcasters for a tractor F’TO
witb !:opper capacities ranging from 8.5 to 156.4
bushels.

27893

Gandy Co.
528 Gandrud Rd.
Owatonna. MN 55060
106 §fngle Spitmer
New Idea’s smallest model spreader-seeder
(No. 106) has a 12.gauge steel hopper capacity
of 690 pounds and an effective spread width of 36
feet. Density of coverage ranges from 4 to 1,570
pounds per acre. It attaches to a tractor by a
three-point hitch.

AVCCI Corp.; New Idea Farm Equipment Div.
Ffrst &Sycamore
Coldwater, OH 45828
Spinna Spreader and Seeda
rlladem Ptaish
Attached with a threopofnt
hitch, the
Diadem comes with 7.. 4. or 12.bushel capacftfes.
Vandermolen Corp.
119DorsaAue.
Livhqptoo. NJ 07039
GherardlFertlBmrBroadcaem
Although thfs spreader is suitable for most
types of fertiliaer. it was designed chiefly for
highconcentrate,
granulated, pulled, or semipulled fertfliaem reqtdrfng a high degree of

accuracy. Traveling speed can range from 9 to 16
kflometers per hour. Two sizes are available: a
75kilogram model with a 500-liter capaefty, and
a 130-kflogram unit with a 5OOliter capacity.
Gherardi
Officine Macchine Agricole Industrial1
Jesi (Ancona) Via Gallodoro 68. Italy
Midjet
The Midjet is a small, tractor-drawn, broadcast seeder-fertilizer designed as a lawn tool.
which hitches to a small garden tractor.
Cbampenois
Chamouilley
52170 Chevillon,

France

PLANTING
BYSYSTEMS

CHECK=RoW
PlANTIN
by Roger Rlobaum
The check-row planter, an implement widely used on Corn Belt farms for more than 60 years,
made possible the kind of mechanical weed control that many small farmers want.
The check-row plantem, which disappeared along with work horses on most farms in the 1930s
and 19405. dropped seed corn in hills spaced about 30 inches apart each way. Their main limitation
was that they cimld not be used on fields that were contoured or laid out in other ways that did not
pmvfdz straight rows.
This checkerboard pattern made it possible to cultivate fields both ways, gfving excellent results.
Thfr kind of cultivation threw dirt up around all sides of the corn hilla and took out the weeds,
both in and between the IOWII. It provided much better weed control than modern implement%
which are unable to reach weeds between the plants in drilled rows.
The precise planting pattern was made possible by wire buttons spaced usually 40 or 42 inchapart on a check wire anchored with a stake at each end of the ‘field. The stake had to be moved
over by hand each time the planter came to the end of the row. The check wire passed throt?@
the planter as it moved across the field. The buttons tripped the plates in the seed corn boxes,
dropping bunches of kernels in unfformly :paced hills.
Cultivators in that period had shanks that were guided by rhe farmer’s feet. ‘She shanks made
it possible to guide the shovels around any hills that ended up slightly out of line in the checkerboard pattern. This arrangement wac much more flexible than cultivators mounted on the tractors
that were replacing homes on most farms.
The careful two-way cultivation
made possible by check-row planting became 1-s important
when farmers began applying chemical weed killers. Fast-moving tractors and equipment that
planted four or six rows at a time also helped bring about the switch to planters that drilled corn in
rows and mounted cultivators that moved across these fields at much higher sped.
The introduction
of four-row chezk planters caused some problems. Scientists at Iowa State
College in the early 1950s solved one of them-the
tendency of thez p!anten to pull check wires

The Check-Row Trehniqar:
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Out of fine at the ends of the rows. A report presented in Chicago in 193.3 described the develop
tltettt Of the new pay ottt planter stake and concluded that it would eliminate this problem.
Although tractor-mounted planters were available, the Iowa State experiments utilized a pulltype planter so a ~c~c~ocQKxJ:?!~~! cultivator could be used at the same time. This made it
passible to cultivate the seedbed just ahead of the check-row planter, giving the corn a better chance
to get a jump on the weeds.
“We are so well pleased with the results of this combination that we feel justified in suggesting
the desirability of designing planters so that this combination can be made by the user,” the Iowa
State report declared.
“It can be accomplished either by using a pull-type planter or by mounting the planter on the
rear of the tractor in such a way that it will not interfere with the cultivator mounting.”
Another report prepared by a Deere PCCo. manager in 1944 described a h&speed
checkmw
planter that was adapted to tractor power. The new design permitted the planter to push the corn
kemelc out of the seed box instead of using a mechanism that kicked or batted them out. It was
seen as an important development in the transition from horses to tractors.
“This development, which has made it possible to speed up greatly the operation of planting
corn. is an engineering achievement of much significance,” the report said. “lt is of inestimable
value to the farmer in enabling him to plant his corn under more favorable weather and soil
conditions.”
The check-row method also was used to plant cotton, allowing cross-cultivatiort ar.d eliminating
the need for much of the labor-intensive hand hoeing and thinning that had been commonplace in
the South for a century or more.
“Hill planting, cross barrowing. and checkered tillage practically eliminate the hoe as a weapon
for killing grass and weeds and render hand thinning unnecessary, except in an occasional hill
where the plants are too numerous;’ a 1929 report from the Arkansas Agricultural Experiment Station
pointed out.
“The release of much hand labor from the acreage of cotton customarily cultivated will afford
more time to till an increased area.”
We haven’t seen check-row equipment around for over 40 years, but this equipment is certainly
something anyone farming with horses should investigate. For the organic farmer, check-row planting
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is one way to completely devastate a population of weeds without the use of herbicides. Granted,
fields cannot be as densely planted. but there is growing controversy over the importance of highden&y planting, and with sparse plantings, there is more room for interplanting
orher crops like
pumpkin and squash between the plants.
Bar+. in the early 1930s. results reported in Agricultural
En.@zeering l showed that production
yields of cutton could be kept up by planting in the check-row fashion with more densely planted hills
rather than distributing
seed throughout the row with a drill, even with fewer plants per hill.
Fueling the conaoversy is the escalating price of seed grains. Here are some sound arguments for
check.mw planting that were set forth in the article:
l.On bottom land. or on other lands of a high degree of fertility, cotron seems to produce as
well when the piants are grouped in hiIIs arranged for cross-cultivation as when the plants are
distributed in rows.
2.Thickness of planting in hills appears to accomplish the same result in stimulating earliness
as has been shown for close spacing in the drill.
3. No exact number of plants to the hills seems necessary. According fo results the number can
range fmm two to six plants per hill or around 10,000 to 25,000 an acre. However, since the
production was hxvered less with 15 plants to the hill than with one plant to the hill, the
stand maintained should be nearer the upper limits of the range of highest yields rather than
toward the lower side of this range.
4. Hand thinning is unnecessary.

CHECK-ROW
PlANTIN
ALIVE
AND
WELL
INNEBRASKA
Editor’s note: Ron is Codirector with Dennis Demmel
for the SmaII Farm Energy Project at the Center for
Rural Affairs in Hartington, Nebraska. This story is
about his uncle.

Louis Suchy, 72, has been farming his 320.acre. diversified farm near Niobrara, Nebraska all his
hfe. He has always used a check-row planter for planting his corn. At first he used a horse-drawn
check planter. Today, however, he uses a tractwdrawn,
two-row, check-row planter he purchased at a
local farm sale.
Lauis’ first step when planting with a check-row planter is to string a wire with buttons across
the field from one end to the other. The wire is laid with just the right amount of slack (10 that it
can be fitted in the guide located on the side of the planter. As the planter is pulled across the held, the
wire passes through the checkhead and the buttons which are set every 40 inches on the wire trip a
mechanism that tnrtu the planter plate, allowing either two or three seeds to drop.
Louis has IS-hole plates in his planter which will drop three kernels to a button. But he feels
that moisture is a limiting factor in his area and three kernels per hill would increase his plant
population to the point where there wouldn’t be enough water to supply all the plants. So Jouis
plants 6rst two kernels, then three kernels in alternating hills. To do this, he has sealed np two hole
on each plate by welding them shut.
To plant the corn, the planter is drawn down the row dropping two or three kernels in hills
every 40 inches. After planting two or three rounds, the cross check is inspected by digging up
about eight cross-rows to see if the check is good. If the check is off, the checkhead can be corrected
by making the appropriate adjustments as explained in the instruction manual.
*W-V% J. 0. The Hill Planting of Cotton and Checker Cultivation with Large Tillage Instruments. Agriculfural
Engincning.

Vol. II. no. 5. May 1930.
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Checkww buftonrgot their name when metal butron.r
like thr nnr on the left UW.? used ycan ago. No longs
resembling (1 button, the trend on the wire to the right
acts 06 the tripping mechanism for newer mod&.
Ron Krupi&.a

The checkhcod on n chcck.row plan&-r. The buttons
trip this mcchnnism r&wing
seeds in OIIE spot.

iton lirupickka

When the edge of the field is renched, the wire is disengaged and the machine is turned around
in a figure eight, thus allowing planting as close as possible to the fence line. The wire is moved
over two rows and the process is repeated back and forth across the field. The instruction manual
states that six rows must be drilled for the end rows, hut Louis’ figure eight turn has reduced that to
foor. When he planted with horses, Louis said he co:tld plant right up to the fence iine and, as a
result. there was no need to drill the end rows. Also, there was a seat on the horsedrawn planter 80
that the operator could manually trip the planter to drop the seeds.
Louis noticed that each year the extension service and equipment companies seemed to be promoting a different planting method. He felt that check planting started to decrease when the lister was
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pusbed. When asked why he still uses the check planter, Louis simply replied, “‘Dad taught me how
to cultiyato.” It is for the same reason that Louis has never been in his fields with herbicides. He has
obzavul that if you don’t follow up spraying with weeding, you will still have weeds.
Lads keeps his fields clean by cultivating three times. The first time he foliaws the planter, the
sccoud time he crosses the planter rows at a !Xtdegree angle, and the third time he folloius the
planter agafn because “‘tuhemfse it would h mighty mugb pickingl” He still picks his corn in the ear
with a oncornpicker and then stores it in his corncrib.
His axerage yfetd over the years has been 50 bushels per acre, sometimes GO-without using any
mmmacial fatflizet on his corn.

PUGMIX
SEEDIND
ANDEQUIPMENT*
Plug-mix is a method of seeding which incorporates crop seeds and water into a scfentiticzlly
b&t&d growing medium which is pm&ion placed in the field with a type of jab planter called a
hand phgger. Having 3g- to ‘/4cup of louse soil. the seed and compost-nutrient mixture cradles each
MB to ensure a uniform, optimum environment for germination and for young seedling to get off
to a gond start It is partfcufziy suited for extensive plantings of most small-seeded vegetable crops.
Advantages of plug-mix

seeding over standard seeding methods:

1. A uniform. optimum eutimnment
in seed and young seedling zones is provided, along with
an adquate, safe level of fertilizer readily available to the seedlings.
ZPfant stands are often better, and seed germination and plant growth are more rapid and
unffonn.
3. There is no compaction problem with the tilthy plug-mix uif.
4.FettiBza
saft damJge during dry paiods, and leaching of nutrients during top-water and
rainfafl are reduced.
5. Fertiffzas and seeds are coruerved by placement only where needed. This reduces the fertilization of competing weeds.
6. With the autotuatic plug-mix planter, an economical and successful method of seeding through
mu.lcb.awered beds is now available.
Pafecting the plug-mix method /nvolved a joint research project between Cornell university and
the Unfwrsity of Florida. Cornell worked on a soil blend while Florida worked on the design of
appliatfon
equipment. Carnell worked with chemicals, but you can arrive at a potent mixture of
your own by blending compfst, manure, and other organic nutrient sources.

l kpIiPtCd with pt?dWbn from Fort Pierce A@culturai Remrch Center Research Report RL 1974.3, by
Norman Haydip, Innitute cl Rood and Agicultursl sn’ences, Univenity of Florida.
AMOUNT

CROP

OF BEED REQUIRED TO OBTAIN AN AVERAGE OF ABOUT FOUR, SIX, OR
EIGHT SEEDS IN EACH ‘/4 CUP OF LOOSE MIX PER HILL
.AMOUNT
OF SEED (OUNGBS) FOR
4-GUBIC-FOOT
BAG MIX
APPROEIMATE.
AVFrRAGE.
AFERAGE
NO. OF SEFDS
AVERAGE
4 SEEDS/HILL
6 SEEDS/HILL
8 SEEDS/HILL
PBR OUNCF,

BROGGOLf
GABBAGE
CAULIFLOWER

9,ooo
8,566
10,666

0.8
0.9

1.2
1.4

1.6
1.8
1.4
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CROP
CUCUMBER
EGGPLANT
LETTucB
OKRA
PEPPER
TOMATO

APPROXIMATE
NO. OF SEEDS
PER OUNCE1

AMOUNT
OF SEE D (OUNCES) FOR
44XJBIGFOO NT BAG MIX
AVERAGE
4 SEEDS/HILL

I,Qoo
6.666
25,666
500
4,566
limo

A sfmpfe and inexpensive handqerated

7.2
1.2
0.3
14.4
1.6
0.7

AVERAGE
6 SEEDS/HILL
10.8
1.8
0.4
21.6
2.4
1.0

AVERACX8 SEEDS/HILL
14.4
2.4
0.6
28.8
3.2
1.4

applicator was constructed for use in early research trials:

The pltt&%ra were wed by some growen with positive results, but high labor costs encouraged
the development of an automatic planter.
Mechanical Plug-Mhr Plantem Number OOOM
udNtwnberw6
The tt-acmr-mounted
autmMtfc
planter
meters up to I/r cup of loose mix into revolving
cups which deliver the mix to the planter
pnckew. The pockccs pierce the soil and deposit
the mix at 6xed intervaIs. Presswheels can be
mounted behind planter pockets to 6tm the tail
fronr each side on tmmulched beds. The unit
workswefl without presswheels on m&b-covered
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beds, the pockets punching holes, through the
mulch as they deposit the mix. The toolbarmounted planter has cqwated efficiently at a
forward speed of 1 mph and is designed to
plant at down-row spacings of 10, 12, 20, 30, 51.
or 60 inches.
Mechanical Transplanter
s. central at U.S. 31
Holland. MI 49423

Co.
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MECHANIZATION
OFFARMING
UNDER
PLASTIC
TUNNELS
Editor’s note: This information is extracted from a
Letter written to the editor by Dr. Y. Alper, who is
with the Institute o( Apricultunl Engineerb~g in Bet
Khgan, Israel.
The method of growing in low. plastic tunnels leas become very popular in the Israeli agriculture over the lart few years. Its main advantage is an early crop ol fresh vegetables on the market.
Our Institute star&d working an the mechanization of this method a few years ago.
The synchronized plastic mulching and plltnting machine was the first machine developed for
this pu’pose. This unit, which seeds, mulches. and perforates the plastic above the seeds in one
operation, is manufxtumd
by a local company and ,s ured commercially by farmers.
Low plastic tunnel cultivation is a popular technique for early crop ripening. Early ripening is
achieved by this method not only by early planting, but also through the better microclimate conditions and the physical protection of :he plants during their first stages of growth. The increasing use
of this growing technique created a need for mechanical means to erect the tunnels.
The T-2160. which is fed by straight steel wires, forms the arches and places them into the
ground in a continuous operation. The spacing between arches and their height arc adjustable. The
machine is pulled by a small-sire tractor and ground.driven by its own wheels.
An automatic machine for farming and inserting wire arches into the ground was developed
and held-tested during the 1976 season. Field-test results were very successful and some units were
planned to be operated commercially in 1978.
A wire renewer which straightens used wires for reuse with an automatic inserting device was
also built.
The development of these machines is a considerable contribution to the mechanization of grow.
ing in hxv, plastic tunnels in Israel: each of these machines can also be operated separately, according
to local conditions.
The Kemtco Plastic Machine
This plastic machine covers a formed bed
with a 1.5mil plastic. The machine simultaneously tucks and buries the plastic at the sides
just under the outside corner of the bed to insure
permanence throughout the crop. Plastic ma.
chines can be equipped with gas knives 01 nozzles
to inject gas or liquid herbicides just prior to
layingpla%ic on the bed.

Plastic-laying machines come complete with
three-point hitch, seat. biller blades, and aluminum end plugs. A larger, high-speed machine
is also available.
Kennco Mfg. Co.
P.Q. Box 1158
Ruskin, FL 39576

WINDFELL
FARM:
ANEXPERIMENT
IN
INTERMEDIATE
AGRICULTURE

“We want to grow the highestquality,
best-looking organic produce possible and stay cornpetitive with our chemically oriented neighbor,” says Steve Talbott, of Banks, Oregon. To do this,
he and his father are developing “a workable, efficient. small-scale family farm” that specializes in
roW crOp vegetables. Affectionately named Windfell, the farm doubles as a home enterprise and an
experiment in intermediate agriculture.
’
The key to the Talbott system is a transplanting machine called the HydroSynchron,
invented and
patented by the Talbot& and a cropping system called Jetspeed. Jetspeed is the registered name for
axt integrated system of diversified row cmp production, using high-quality facilities, machinery, and
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twls ttttd an intenttedirte
technology applicable to a small- or medium-sired operation, frcm 5 to
100 a-.
The system is neither capitsl-intensive nor labor-intensive, using both in an appropriate b;tl;lnce
to mtitttize
labor efficiency. provide P hotnan scale in the process, and maintain as much as possible
a diversity of tasks for workers. At the small end of the scale, the operation can be run by a family
with seascwml help at harvest. A! the other end, a sizable outside payroll wottld be required. The
Ttdbotts’ system is ecologically sound. energy-efficient. uses the land intensively, adapts to highly
diversified cropping. and they believe. is demonstrably profitable. Transplanting.
as opposed to direct
field seeding, is the key to Jetspeed.
During 1976 and 1977, research and development of all aspects of the Jetspeed transplant row
crap system cunttnued at Wmdfell Farm, sane 70 acres located 24 miles west of Portland, Oregon.
Windfell was advised that the soil, the slope, and the general conditions were not favorable for row
crop production. The acreage had been in grain for years with mediocre results. But the Talbotts
accepted the challenge and developed markets for their Biogold products in local communities and
the dry of Portland.

/
:,,,,
‘.;,
,: :

After investigating many different plant-growing systems, it was clear that the Speedling System
wi(s the one to adopt. In this system: the patented TODD Planter Flats with inverted, pyramid-shaped
cells rest ott ahtminum T-rails. This promotes natural air pruning of the root system. The result is
rapid branching and concentration of the root structttre within the cell. Plants can be transplanted
with virtually no shock and without interrttption of growth.
The Jetspeed planting mix is composed of 50 percent peat. 50 percent vermiculite. bone meal,
lime, dolomite, and several additives that have been found to produce the ideal transplants with
strong, stocky tops. and quick-growing, widely branching root systems which can be easily pulled
intact from the Speedling trays at an early date. The Talbotts found that for the small operator,
mixing and tray filling can be done economically with hand labor and good organization. But they
found that seeding without an efficient seeder was very time-consuming and costly. Hence the
Digit-200 seeder.
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The Digit-200 Plate Seeder
Gene

Talbalt

An ingenious invention, the Digit-200 seeder is simply a tray which sets on top of the 200.unit.
cavity trays and has small holes placed exactly in line with where a reed should be deposited. A pile
of seeds is xattered across the tray, one dropping in each hole. Excess seeds are gathered at one end.
When the tray is lifted, one seed is left in each tray cavity and a thin layer of vermiculite is spread on
top. With the Digit-200 seeder, six 200.unit trays can be planted per minute. Making such efficient

A short, powerful blast of fertilizzd water ir the
key to the rransplanter.
The four synchronized ?6nodes force water into the soil 01 designated spots $
as the tractor.pulled transplanter traverses the field.
Through n braking system that nllows the spray to
remain stationmy es the ~wtor continues its slew
pee, the driver of the machine need only keep it

on mme.

h’o stopping or restorling is necessq.

As the holes ore created, n new seedling is inserted .$:
by me of the riders who sits ftut behind the jet
IpraYS.
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me of hand labor. this simple tool exemplifies the kind of inventive work which is needed to +velop
an sppropriate, intermediate. small-farm technology.
The indispensable key to success with the transplant system of row crop prodo<:tion is the transpbmter. Experience illustrates thnt conventional transplanters were totally inadequate; so the Talbotts
developed a cnmpletely new machine using the hydraulic jet principle. The result was the HydroSyncbra. a fast. efficient. multirow implement that ttses water jets to drill boles to receive the
frttnspktttts. The drilled holes instantly
Ii:1 with mud and water (together with a starter solution if
desired), and dte roots. hantbplaced. are sealed deep in the muddy solution at any desired plant and
row spacing. Three workers can transplant six rows of letturq :tt the rate of about 8,000 plants per
hour; wing units increase the planting capacity threefold.

Boxes of seedlings are Placed
directly in front of the three
seals the riders occupy. seed-

lingsgofrom box tosoil at (2
suprisingly unhurried pace
considering the tractor main-

tains a conslonl nawfing
speed through the /iefd.

Beyond planting, the Talbotts have other devices and techniques to complete their system. AtWindfell. the main implement used in soil preparation is a Rototiller with a corrugated roller pulled
in tandem for minimum tillage. Tillage is limited to the upper four inches of the soil. If the organic
content of this layer is maintained, the open structure and fertility of the sublayers will be built
continuourly by a healthy biological papulatian in the soil. Drip irrigation appears to be their only
solution to a limited water supply.
Intwated
pet control is an area of continuous investigation at Windfell. The :tv:til:tbility of
compr.%ed air ha facilitated experimentation
with air-atomizing
nozzles attached to the HydroSynchron for ultra-low-volume
spraying. Numerous test programs are being conducted using some
of the recent biological control methods,
For optimum population, the beds are five feet wide, six feet six inches on center and 500 feet
long. Population is 2,550 plants per bed, with six rows nine inches apart and plants staggered at 14
inches apart in the row. The spacing is precise and each plant has exactly the same space to grow.
It is estimated that with direct-seeded lettuce or celery, uneven spacing cots the optimum field population by at least 20 percent. Add to this the approximatelv three-week longer growing period with
direct seeding, and the dramatic difference in the two systems is clear.
But experierxe reveals another important factor with the Jetspeed transplant system-weed
control. The rapid establishment of the crop canopy tends to smother weed growth. The beds
shown were neither machine cultivated nor hand hoed-and
no herbicides were used.
The Walker Grvester, another Talbott development, is a fine implement for assisting in field
picking and pack!ng of summer squash, cucumbers, tomatoes. and peppers. The machine is self231

propelled and hzu a hydrostatic drive which is instantly adjustable to any appropriate speed. forward
or reverse. A guidance wand keeps the wheels tracking in the spaces between the permanentbeds.
The two rear wheel cages are ;rdjustable to accomm&date various bed widths.
At Windfell, in order ta insure a uniform, rrandard pack, summer sqtiashes are harvested every
day, beginning in June and contintting into October. The Jetspax trttnsplant system brings the
crop to market early. Covering the beda with black plastic mule!:> and tranrplanting
through the
plastic will cut another two weeks elf the time to market. Other xq~erimental forcing systems art!
expected to bring the start of harvest even earlier. The grower with the earliest crop can quickly
establish his market and command the top preseason prices.
For the small- to medium-sized grower, depending on the local market, diversification can be
very important. The Jetspeed transplant system is particularly adaptable to the production of diverse
crops side by side. Gross returns from just one lettuce bed were $404 (202dozen heads at an average
price of $2.00 per dozen). One acre consisting of I3 beds grossed $5,252. Under climate conditions at
Windfell. a minimum of four and possibly five cycles per season may be obtained. The potential
gross per acre is substantial!!
E.V. Prentice .Machinery Co.
2303 N. Randolph Ave.
Portland, OR 97227
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TRANSPLANTERS
hfany crops are traditionally
planted as
mai pisnts rather than from seed, either to
extend the growing seasun by starting plants
isdears, to avoid thinning. or to get more crops
pkmted in one year. The Japanese have develaped perhaps the mm energy*&cient
tramptaming me&anism, which they use Iargely for
rice and tobacco. It is a two-wheel tractor witb
an automatic steering mechanism which guides
the tractor while one man feeds plants into the
r~nsplantingmechanism.
We in North America. are familiar only with
tractor&awn
units. ‘They can plant from one to
Id or more rows at a time, with one or two
peapk feeding the transplanter per *ow. Often,
a water rank is mounted on the hauling tractor,
and piants are watered with either a continuous
or intermittent Row as soon as they are set and
firmed into the ground. One unit just described
makes the planting, hole with a water spray.
Additian;ll equipment might include cultivators
ar a fertilizer distributor.

This device is a machine consisting of a disc
ridge and semiautomatic planter which can be
built as a multirow unit. It GUI be manufactured
entirely locally (Nigeria) with the exception of
the ridger discs and bearings.

A lwomw ridger in operalion,
hind it with a pipe joinf.

A Semfautomatfc Device For Planting Cassava
stent cutting9 on Ridge3
From the Agricultural
Engineering Depart-

pulling

(1 planter

be

Investigations revealed that cassava stem cuttings can be successfulIy planted on an unridged
field with the New Holland transplanter, but it
cannot be easily modified to plant on ridges.
The newly designed planting mechanism
consists of a disc on which are mounted three
rubber piecer cut from i5.millimeter, Rat belting
material. There rubber pieces serve as hands for
holding the stem cuttings in position as the
cuttings are pushed into the newly made ridge.
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When cuttings reach the erect position they are
r&as&.
The hands are kept dosed by means
of a roller which moves along the surface ol
a curved member. The cuttings are prevented
Etonr slipping, &tritlg the pianting process by it
combination of the grip of the rubber hands
and stops welded toward the center against
whleh thr top of the cntting~ hear as they are
pttshed into the soil.

The plaoter is pulled behind tl:e disc plow
and pkmting discs are mounted on shai ts which
are driven by chains directly from the in:pletneot
land wheels. The sprocket on each of the land
wheels is mounted on a sleeve which is bolted
to the wheel hub. The sprockets on the planting
disc shafts are mounted on a hub provided with a
paw1 and ratchet device which allows power
transmission in one direction only. This is to

The planting mechanism
in operation.

make reversing possible. By varying the mm&r
uf teeth on both sprockets, it is possible to alter
the spacing along the rows. By moving the
planting discs along their shafts and adjusting
the cemer distance of the land wheels, it is
possible to obtain different spacings.between two
adjacent rows.
Ellis Transplanters
Deluxe models are available with positive
gauge wheel drive. Theoperators place the plant
at the right depth while the machine sets the
plant in the furrow, waters the roots, and packs
the soil around the roots and stem. Models are
available with a one- to four-row capacity.
A continuous or intermittent
water supply
is available with all Ellis Automatic Transplanters. The system u.ses two valves mounted
on the seat bar between the operators. One
valve is used to adjust the amount of water
appiied per plant while the other shuts the water
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The planting disc.

off at the end of a row and on at the beginning
of the next.

systmz i;pl(Nided.
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Holland Transplanters
All Holland Transplanters have adjustable
packing wheelsn a Start-rite water valve, blunt. or
round-point
digging shoe% plant stands and
plant boxes, plant holders. and back-rested seats
as standard equipment. Available units range in
size from a special one-row, oneseater uttit for
tractors,
to eight-seated.
fottr-row
his.
They are avaibtbfe as either tractormonnted or tractor-drawn units with or without
wdterng tank% ctdti%‘Wars, and fertilizer distributors
Holland Transplanter
Holland. MI 49424

K-Plant

Co.

settax

Available in one-, two. or three-row models,
thcKcnna
plant setter passes over a cotnplet,ed
bed (wfth or without plastic cowring). punches
a hole for a plant and a stake (if required), then
mtaJ,*e
hole completely, and allows a riding
attendant te place a hothouse seedling or
seedbed-growtt ,plant directly into the watered
hole. Attendants ride at a comfortable position
with all plants and controls directly available for
rapid but thorough plant setting in each row.
ltperfettce
has shown that using this method,
replanting doe to young plant attrition is ea.
Utw#y n+dmal.
Wat+ng
controls consist of
,me@itigvalves am,,~ott.og,valvea handled by the
attendant.”

piir

FL ~53570

,lwrm
,,,,,, ,!WjKjN
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OF TRANSPMTERS

Jo% de&bed
in, the article dn Windfell
‘Farm, the Jetspeedtilso has the diversity to convert fron’uansplanter
to boom sprayer to ctd&tOr,:;Thc:
in+hine can plain from otie to 16
rays; ,cd the rows can be, spaced as &sired from
2 to @Ohscbe$ iti
(with wing Units). An attach,+qt:’ is y@Jab~ for plantfog through black
~~p!qsti+d&.
A ‘%naU~, ynit, the Jebnaster, is a hand,,,

pushed tnnspl;mter designed for planting two
Y-foot beds at a time. at any desired spacing, witb
the szone water-jet planting mechanism. Speedling transplants are set by hand by workers
following the unit. A whole line of intermediately scaled tools and machinery is designed for
a permanent-bed row-crop system.
E.V. Prentice Machinery Co.
2303 N. Randolph Ave.
Portland, OR 97227
Ellis Model 450
This is a one-row transplanter with three
point hitch and a 55qllon
barrel which mounts
directly over the hitch and makes it easy to lift.
The unit can be attached to some tractors with.
out P three-point hitch, by mounting the barrel
on the tractor. These tractors include the John
Deere M and MT, the International C, Super A,
Cub, and 140, and the Allis-Chalmen CA, DlO,
Dl2, and WD. The,one-row unit will plant up to
5,000 plants per hour.
D.R. Ellis Mfg. Co., Inc.
Box 246
Verona, WI 55593

INTERNATIONAL
SOURCES
OFTRANSPLANTERS
Anims~aira+n
price Trmisplanter
Platform
::
Plpru~ :
This transplanter con&a of a wooden platf&m pu&d by q buaalo or 0 pair of bullocb
over the ‘mud of thi paddy field when it’s, ready
for transplanting. Four work& are seated crosslegged on the platform; holding the seedlings in
their laps. Special recesses are provided on the
phttfonn for extm’seedtings. Under the platform
are attached eight wooden markers, and each
worker transplants two of the rows marked in the
mod. The workers do itot wade through mud
and there is no back-breaking bending over.
Transplanting
is done in parallel rows, at least
at twice the normal speed, as both hands are
used simultaneously.
Intermediate Technology Publications,
9 King St.
London WCPE SHN, England

Ltd.

Rau.Kombi Semiautomatic Potato Planter
Thir is availabIe as a twO- or four-row unit,
one operator per row, tractor-drawn implement.
It has rpring.loaded adjustable covering discs,
with a %&kilogram capacity per hopper. Op
tional features include a track eliminator, sand
plates fo,r driving lugs, a coulter in front of the
p4anting share, and an insecticide applicator.
Weight: two-row, 242 kilograms; four-row, 463
kilograms.
Rau-Kombi Planter
This unit is suitable for vegetables, beets,
tobacco, anions, strawberries. forestry plantings,
and others. The press rollers do not act above
the neck but h&w, at the feeder roots, chxing
the Roil as required. It will plant two, three, five,
ar seven row; spacing of plants along the rows
bndju.%nble.
Hassia-Rau-Vertriebsgezellschaft
D 7315 Weilheim/Tech
JohannecRauStrasse, West Germany
Ha&a Automatfc Potato Planter
The HaGa potato planter ~Model GLO is
available for planting two and three rows at one
time, with row spacing adjustable from 62.5 to
75 centimeters.
A.J. Troster Landmaschinenfabrik
6308 Butzbach. Oberhess
Portfach 240. West Germany

ffasia Automatic Potato Planfcr.
Haaair

Cruse Potato Planter
This
planter
has independent,
frontmounted furrow openers that are adjustable for
depth and float independently to facilitate an
even planting depth. Two.row models will plant
row widths of between 28 and 36 inches at a
maximum speed of 5 mph. It is totally auto.
matic.
RH Croup Root Harvesters, Ltd.
Rengate
Peterborough PEl5BD, England
Nardi ‘Ihtsplanter
This mode4 automatically opetz the furrow.
places the plant, and firms the soil around it. A
synchronized valve on the frame is operated by
the planting disc wheel which measures the
required amount of water for each plant. On
request, the transplanrzr can be supplied with a
fertilizing unit for surface spreading or depositing at a depth of 4 to 6 centimeters below the
surface. Transplanting
depth is adjustable. and
the distance between plants can be adjusted by
changing the gears on the drive wheels, changing
the diameter of the drive wheels, or by changing
the number oi pincers. The unit is attached by a
three-point hitch and is available with a special
attachment for planting in offset rows.
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Self-Prupelled Tobacco Transplanter
KC-6
Pmwed by a four-cycle, air-cooled. 2.3 h.p.
engine. this two-wheeled walking transplanter
pl.um :rtl kinds of ridges and furrows---wide,
tmtwaw. high, or iow-with
tobxco plants at
spacing ititervals from 25 to 45 centimeters in
circular or square holes. It can make sharp turns,
so no additiomd turning space is needed. It
requires a minimum labor input of on0 or two
people for planting at a rate of 3 to 4 acres per
day. The transplanter is self-propelled. with two
speeds forward and one reverse. It has automatic
steering; it will plant either before or after
mulching with B nylon sheet.

Circle Tekko Beet Transplanter
Circle T&&oCo.

BTP-2

Roth of the above transplanters
able from:

are avail-

Circle Tekko Co., Ltd.
194 Izumicho, Takikawa-City
Hokkaido, Japan

Beet Tratwplanter BTP.2
The BTp-2 is ‘used with a 35 h.p. tractor
with a three-point hitch to plant two furrows at
one time at a rate of 1.5 to 2 hectares per day.
Its operation utilizes four or five people. Row
spacing is adjustable between 550 and 700 millimeters; the planting interval is set at 225 millimeters. Standard attachments
include
two
seedling pot separators. one seedling coltector
ret. 30 seedling boxes, and one set of tools. The
BTP-2 aes a new feeding-planting
mechanism
which guarantees reliable planting and easy adjustment. It comes with a special attachment for
planting high furrows. A four-row unit to be
pulled behind a 60 h.p. tractor is also available.
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Metamora Rice Planter MSP.2.A
The MSPdA plants rice seedlings that have
developed from two to five true leaves. Seedlings
may be raised in mats. A lever can be set for
small (2 to 2.5 true leaves). medium (3 to 3.5)
and large (4 to 5) seedlings, and also for the
number oE seedlings in each clump. The lever
setting for planting intervals is adjustable in
I.centimeter steps between 12 and 21 centimeters.
The seedling feeder is to the rear of the wheels,
so that the operator has a good front view. Additional seedlings arc set an two trays’stacked on
top. ‘The trays can be reached frotn the operatittg
position. Wheels are independently suspended
so that the body is maintained in a horizontal
position by operating the lever within easy reach.
Two-wheel drive and a float for buoyancy assure
easy travel across the paddy. Sharp turns can be
made by operating side clutches which disengage
one wheel as the other keeps moving. Seedliags
are not injured by this planting. Planting depth
can be varied by adjwing
the float. The fourcycle, airaoled.
3.5 11.p. engine operates the
SS-kilogram unit at a capacity of % acre per hour
as the operator walks along behind. Planting two
rows at one time, 30 centimeters apart in clumps
of three to five seedlings each, yields a density of
from 50 to 90 clomps per 3.3 square meters.

BQ”1PYENT
lx% sEED,NC
ANDPtANTlNG
The opaator walks behind the machine.
feeding the pla”tiog mechanism with seedlings
less than 22 ce”titneters high while steering. It
will plvlt
tobacco. cabbage. and Chinese
cabbage. Adjustments yott cm make include the
Ysance between reedliogs from 25 to 41 centimeters (10 stages). the height of the ridge from
0 to 40 centimeters, the dksce
between wheels.
a&d the inclination
of the chassis. The aircooIed, fo”r.cycle, 2.5 to 3.5 h.p gasoline engine
powers two forward and one reverse speed for
phting
at a rate of I acre every 3 or 4 ~hO”rS.
Metamora Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd.
9.37 Nkhi 2-Chome
OLegawa. Saitama. Japan

Mintho Solue Rice-Tramplanting
Machine
The Mizuho plants tw” rows of either
young or adult seedlings at a rate of approximately 2ye acres per hour without damage to the
plant. Spacing is adjustable betweun plants, but
row width is set at 366 millimeterr.
One person
operates this gasoline-powered machine. A low
center of gxwity and the well-going straight
faculty minimize the amo”nt of attention the
unit requires by the driver.
CecoCO
P.O. Rex 8, Ibaraki City
Osaka Pref. 567, Japan
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Harvesting Equipment

QCNLE.
SCYTHE
ANDDRAIN
CRADLE
The sickle and the scythe are the earliest
forms of hand toots developed for harvesting a
crop. Althw~gh their development can be traced
back to around 2.000 KG, they are still used in
many parts of the world to&y for small-scale
farming.
The scythe was developed from the sickle by
lengthening the blade and adapting the handle
in such a way that h0d1 hands of the operator
M he used. The larger blade of the scythe
iacreascs the rate of doing work. while the longes
handle is less fatiguing for the operator as he
can stand upright when workfng. The scythe
cm he used for harvesting both cereal and forage
cmp&

A c~nmmn sickle.

l-rue

BRING
ONTHE
SCYTHE
by Drew langsner
On a year-long trip. we found scythes in common we throughout Europe-from
Turl
Fmttce to Scandinavia. In modern Switzerland, Alpine farmers regularly scythe hay on slept
are too steep for any machinery. Grazing cattle would lead to erosion. And if the grass is allo! Ned to
grow, winter snow clings to the long, dry blades until great weights accumulate. causing awl ancks
and loss of precious soil.
The Alpine farmers are very practical workers, so 1 was particularly interested in their ted mique
’ for mowing. Watching a man and his tccn~ge sons scything a very steep field gpve me the i mpreb
‘sion of zs ftutctional ballet. The effort exerted WPSgreat, yet light and rhythmic all at once. About
every 15 minutes work halted. The blades were quickly honed with a whetstone kept in a water.
hlkd Mabbard hung from each man’s belt. With razor-sharp blades, mowing resumed until a: small
field, perhaps an acre. was cut.
One day our Swiss host informed me that the gxws around his cheese-making hut was of suliicient
growth for mowing into a small amoont of fodder. Of course, I was quite anxious to try scything
First he demonstrated his sharpening procedure. The edge of the blade must be so thi n that
it dHects when pressed against one’s thumbnail. Lightweight grass-cutting blades come this wa y new.
But after repeated hotdogs, the thin edge section wears away, leaving a cutting edge too thi ick for
m-edge
sharpening. R&inning
is done by pounding the blade with a hammer over a StUdI
stake anvil driven into a log. When the blade passes the thumbnail test, it is ready for honing.
That job is accomplished with the long, thin whetstone. The stroke used is very sim!ilar to
knife sharpening-the
stone is worked toward the edge with long, smooth passes at a very slight
angle. The stone is dipped in water every minute or so to waJh away accumulating grit that would
contaminate its pores and hinder further sharpening. The test of an adequately sharp blade ir i in its
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we. One should feel almost zero friction between the blade and the grass being cut.
For the proper mowittg technique. legs are set rather apart, knees are bent a little, and the body
cmts forward at a rlight ;wtgle for balance.
To begin a stroke, your trunk is twisted quite far to the right. The scythe is held so that the
tang, the shrak conoectiog the hl;rde and Ir;t~lle, is just above the gram~d. at cutting depth. The
blade tip is angled stightly upwards, but not much. The position of the tang regulates the cut. The
slightly litted tip is to help avoid hitting obstructions during the stroke. Finally, the blade is aimed
so that it will cot a very thin swath with each stroke. The scythe is not a hacking weed chopper, but a
fine cutting tool. In use, the blade actually slices along whatever is being cut. Each pass mows
only a few inches in depth, perhaps six to ten inches, depending on the blade length.
The actual stroke involves using your eotire body in a smooth, pivoting movement. Beginning
at the right, swing in a full arc uotil your shoulders are turned all the way left. (This long, thin
stroke actually cuts more grass than a short. broad hacking movement.) ‘Then take a short step
forward as the scythe is returned to the beginning position.
To IDOW a patch of grass, graitt, or weeds, begin at the left edge and gradually work your way
from one end to another. You can work up or downhill,
but always go in the same direction.
After mowing one swath, return to the beginning edge and mow a second swath one arc spaceto
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the right. Working in this f;abion. your reapings will fall away to the cut side, not against standing
growth in the foallowing swath,
Several types of scythe blades and maths (handler) are currently avail:tbtc in America. The
standard blade, Sll iocher tang attd made of fairly heavy steel, is suitable for cutting weeds and
small grains. A shorter, even stouter blade is sold for clearing brush and briars.
The technique for using these scythes is the same as tor mowing grass, but with extra vigor.
These blades are generally not pounded thin or sharpened to such a high degree as grass blades. But
they must he kept quite sharp to be effective. Standard blades are generally sharpened with a mitt
file or on a hand-turned grindstone. Work mainly on the bottom side of the edge. Many a frustrated
mower has a blade sharpened on the upper edge. This creates a downward-slanting bevel that tends
to run the scythe into the ground as it cuts. Always sharpen standard blades on the lower side first,
then gently remove any wire edge that may form on the upper side. It is a good idea to finish up by
honing with a hand stone.
Recently, thin, Iightweigbt grass blades have been imported to this country. These blades are
excellent for fine mowing work. but they are not suitable for cutting tough weeds. They are delicate:
the fine edge is quickly dulled or nicked if run into the ground, a stone, or hidden debris.
Two styles of maths. or handles, are on the market. The standard snath is made of bent ad1
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and is quite hesvy. These are rugged and suitable for use rvidl standard and brush blades. Also
avaikxble is a bent ;duminum soath, which works quite well with the saperlight grass blade. But
ah~minom snaths are too light for the more rugged work of cutting grain. coarse weeds, or briars.
For such tusks. the extra weight of the ash snath creates ;I momentum that helps in mowing.
\Voodtar snathr should be cleaned and treated, once or twice a year’, with n mixture of two parts
linseed oil to one part tuqxntine.
Some older hardware stores still carry rcythes, especially in country districts. You might have to
ask, as the last one ever ordered may be in the back storeroom.
Often scythes appear at auctions or yard sales. It is not too hard to clean up a mildly rusted
blade. Be sure thtaf the a~lath is non cracked, md that it has one, or preferably two, handles. (Snath
handles are tightened by twisting counterclockwise.1
I
laying all one way during the next four strokes.
GRAINCRADLE
Before each consecutive stroke, the right foot
The grain cradle is an improved scythe with
comes forward one-quarter stride. After the
a set of wooden tines above the blade that catch
fourth stride, the wheat on the tines is slid off
the wheat (or other grains) as the blade severs it
into a neat pile at the farther reach of the
on the forward swing. Mastering the art of the
cradle’s
forward swing, ready to be tied into a
qthe and grain cradle takes coordination and
b~wxlle.
practice. For a right4lwded
stroke. the left foot
A farmer is a proud person: proud of his
is placed one stride forward and the first stroke is
tools and proud of the work he and his tools
taken with the blade nearly parallel to the
produce when working as one, together. And
ground. The trick is to keep the grain stalks

1

Harvesting
grain by baud
with the help
o/ the scythe
and grain
cradle.
UnitedStata

nepartmcnt of
Agriculture
with good reason; it takes practice and skill to
master a tak. Like an old pair of shoes, the tool
conforms to the technique its master employsbecomes molded to his style and uncomfortable
in the hands of another. The skill and intimacy

in the relationship between man and tool are
reflected in the following article by Steve Taylor
about mowing with a scythe and the rare people
who have the skill to use it right.
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BUILD-IT-YOURSELF
GBAIN
MAKE
by Richard Weinsteiger
to find, and old crxlles
With new gtxin cmdles itnpo&ble
expensive w-y to convert 3 gmtssscythe into ;I functional credle.

expensi\,e :~nd rwe, here is iin in.

CONSTRUCTION
1. Start by obtaining a 3lXnch.length
by Y.inrh-dixnwter
piece of knot-free green hickory or
ash. Remove the bark. using it drawknife and quoter the log. Shape the four pieces with the
dnwknife until they ;tre approximately % by “/ inches. Then, starting 10 inches from one
end. taper the remainder to s:,-inch diameter.
2. In order to bend these pieces to conform to the shape of the scythe blade, a jig has to be
built using a E-inch scrap piece of 2 x 4 and four pieces of 6.by-s-inch dowel. Since all
blader do not have the same xc, you will have to position the dowels accordingly. After
the jig is bui!t. place the four pieces in the jig and let dry for several days.
3. The upright or main support piece, zdso made from hwdwood, is :& by II/R by Z$” inches.
Drill four j/,inch holes 2, 8, 15 and 23 inches frwn the bottom. A sh;dlow groove is filed
ztcross the grain J/~ inch from the bottom to xcommodnte the J-bolt. Drill a %-inch hole in
the front fwe of the metal end cap of the scythe h;mdle for the J-holt. M;tke sore the hole is
far enough from the center to avoid the blade clemp bolt.
4. Remove the pieces from the jig, ztpply reriu to all outside bends ;tnd chnr with a torch to set

HARYEWlNC

k3&xrMtNl

-,.-.-

the bend>. Then whittle :& inch of the ends that are to lit into the qxight
to a 3/&inrh
&meter.
Drill a r/,-inch hole vertically it/, inches front the support end for i, supporting
!I inches
dad
fu :lide
thtnugh, ;knd in each piece a :>(,,-inch diameter hole horirontally
frotn the itid fur the supparting XII-thtad.
5. Now its’rci~?l~lcthe unit by inserting the J-bolt with the upright :itt;tched to the I;tceplXe and
tightettiti;L: ! Ile nut. insert the four bent pieces into the holes in the upright. Place the .yi.inch-di:~w~~:er by 2Y:,G-inch dowel through the vertical holes ot’ the bent pieces. Next, drill a
~/lli.inch iMe tnidwey betwueeu the top two bent :unts. Cut :I 26inch piece of $J/,,-inch ailthread. ;IK!+.~
nuke a right-angle bend I t/2 inches hotn one end. Insert this piece with the rightangle bentf into the :!<,;.ittch hole itt the top of the upright, ;tnd fasten with a washer and
wing nut. Judging the angle by holding the piece of all-thread to intersect the handle, drill a
y,%,,-inch Me 16 inches from the end cap. Cut four pieces of all-thread 2Rt/?, 22. 15 and
14~~ incha in length, and using the same method, attach to the handle Ii]/,, 10, 8 and i
inches rrqwctively.
Put wing nuts on both the inside and outside of the pieces that are
inserted iti the bent arms.
6. Cut a 2.inch piece of S/,-inch dowel, and drill it $4,;.inch hole through the center lengthwise.
The satnt diameter hofe should be drilled in the bottom bent atw :u1(1the bMe appxitnately
4t/’ inches from the handle. Cut a -I-inch length of :>{,Jmh all-thwd,
:trtd pew one end so
that it wiil not slip through the hole in the blade. Insert through the blade, dowel :tnd arm,
and hsteii with washer and a wing nut. Using a/,inch brads. fasten the dowels to the :trtns
and ttpri@t. Then adjust the wing nuts on the arms and handle to align the wns with the
blade. nuking sure to keep the arms in back of the blade edge.

A
RAND
MOWING:
FEW
HAVE
THE
SKI TOSWING
SCYTHE-PROPERLY
*
Story

by

Steve

Taylor,

Photos

by

BOO LaPree

Elwin Smith, herdsman on it large, Ea::t Wasltington dair) t;wm, gripped the handle ot his
scythe and at the starter’s conunand went forth to ttww the prerc~ibed 504oot cotttx. .~udges hovered
ilround. measuring the swath he lay down in the lush green grass and clover.
When a half&ren
others had had their turn and the points and times were added up. Smith
had won the Golden Scythe Award, symbolic of supremacy in the art of hand mowing in Sullivan
County and other points east of the Mississippi.
The Sullivan County Dairy Herd Improvement Association (DHIA) has held its hand mowing
championship every summer for the past 25 years or so. Anybody who thinks he or she is tip to it can
take a crack at winning a new scythe decorated with gold spray paint.

.&lwin Smith, winner of the Golden
Scythe Award. Neatness of stubble
nudged him ahead of the others.
Bob LaPrc-2

. Re!princed with permission from New HO
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Edwin Smith calls himseif an old-timer, and it’s usu;dly old-timers who wilt the Sullivan County
;>HIh’s Galdett Scythe. 111 IOii, Smith nudged out three dairy farmers by one- to t!lrec-tenths of a
point. and ;dI were veterans in the scythe wntpetitiott.
They were Fred f-MI of \Vert Unit, defendin::
champ Haoce &scorn of Chorlestown. attd Smith’s boss, Hans Eccardt of East \\‘nshington.
A hruiling July son beat dorw oo Charlie Stone’s beautiful Meriden dairy farm, and the tempemtttre hovered at 99 degrees itt the meadow across the road from the cow barn. The veteran
scythemera warmed up by taking it few swings ilt gwss :trotu~d the edges “I the field and then set to
w”rk putting fitte edges ott their scythes with pocket&e sh;wpcnittg stones. Then OIK I)y one they
tnowed the course.
The competition is scored on it combination of factors. Time over course is worth 15 pointx
width of cut YO point% neatness of stubble 45 points, and completing course 10 points. Penalty
points up to 10 can be assessed by the judges for spitting tobacco juice on the course or giving
judges or bys:anden lip.

Edwin Smith was slawer on the c”ttrse. achieving I l “ut of a possible I5 points. He ran well
behind speed merchant Horace 13nsc”m, who laid down his swath in two tninutcs, five seconds. I3ut
Smith picked ttp a total of ~1%“ttt of 45 possible points for neatness of stubble and that gnve him
the victory.
The swath where Smith had mowed looked like it had been cut with a lawnmo~er. so short 1~s
the remaining growth, and there weren’t many places where the scythe had skipped and left little
telltale manes of ““‘“1 grass.
Smith was repeating what he’d done at the DHIA field day back in 1959, winning the big
prize. and darned if he didn’t use the scythe he was given for the ‘59 championship to win in ‘77.
Later there was a competition for greenhorns, also known as dubbers or hackers. This was won
by a hferiden area farmerwriter
whose swath-like
those of other contestants in his class-looked
like it had been carved up with a hatchet.
After the competition, the veterans stood aroond and talked about their individual
scythes.
Eccardt had a European-style model with a straight handle. Stan Colby from Cornish praised his
cherry math. Ehvin Smith savored a cold bottle of Miller beer Eccardt had sequestered in a
clump of clover by the fence.
Then it was off f” a picnic on the Stone farm lawn, with fiddle music by the Dave Levine
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orchestra. Another hand mowing competition had heat written into history, its pttrticip;tnts and
rpecttttors well entertained ttt the sight of the vestiges of nn nnciettt :trt.
Virtually every boy at~d man in rural New Hampshire knew how to swing a scythe :I ccntwy qo.
The skill was essentinl to family and individual
sttrvivel, for it was the ~rteatts by which the basic
feed of livestock-hay-was
harvested on the land.
Hand mowing as a skill exists today, hut only among old-timers and :I few younger men who
probably have learned it corking on :I highway r-l..’
clcri rqionsibfe for trimming to.&&r.
Hay was harvested in July and .Aogust a century ago, and came ~111in one crop. Today, the first
cutting is in the barn before July 4, and second and third cuttings come along later in the summer.
That’s because of the introduction
of legumes such as alfttlfa and trefoil, which have displaced
timothy and other grasses. the old standbys for hay production in New Hnmpshirc.
f3uring the Civil War, many New #ampshire farm hnnds cnlistetl in the Union Army xntl
marched oil to fight. A similar development in other narthcrn ~tattzs stimttlntctl rhc tlsvclopmcnt of
farm machinery to speed tr:, and etac the task of Itarveatitq hey in this ttrctt.
The first rignificant invention was the horse.drawn mowing tmtchitte. whir!: was tlcvelopetl in
1847 hut not perfected until well after the Civil War. The mechanical hay loader and the dump
rake were introduced in the 1870s. and the pace of haying was stepped up considerably.
The need for skilled scythemen diminished zteadily in the late nineteenth century. although
many poorer farmers continued to put up hay using the old methods. These farmers kept alive the
traditional methods and procedures.
Haying with scythe, hand rake, and pitchfork traditiunally
began on the first Monday after the
Fourth of July.
Work began at dawn when several men went out to do harn chores and milking. While chores
were being completed, Grandpa and the young hoyr would go to work on sharpening scythes itt
preparation for the day’s mowing. The kids would have to turtt the crank on the grindstone while
Grandpa would start water trickling on the stone.
After removing the math. or handle, from the scythe, Grandpa would grasp the blade in Both
hantb and hear down on the stone. The stone would turn rapidly without resismnre, but i&b the
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preurure incre:t.wL the rtone wottltl slow to it drag. Periotlic;tlly the edge would be testecl with it
thumb. and after IO or 15 minutes the joh would probably he done. To a youngster that would
seem like an eternity, espcially if there were two or three more blades to go.
After sharpening the blades on the grindstone. a whetstone. sometimes called a rifle, would give
them an even keener edge.
After breakfast, the crew would asremble in the field and work would begin. The hired men
would start off first, followed by Dad or whoever w~asboss. The boss would try to crowd the mowers
ahead of him, and if he passed one or more of them in the advancing echelon, they were disgraced
and had to retreat and pick up a new watb at the rear.
Behind the mower.s would come yotrng boys with pachforkr, spreading oat the newly tno~vn
hay to speed up drying. Since hand mowing is such bard physical work. especially if the men were
being pushed by weather or the hors to produce, mowing was usually done in the cool of tlte
morning. The afternoon war devo:cd to raking up, tumbling, and loading the hay onto :v%oo~
for tramport to the barn.
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in raking. the crew would set out in reverse order of the morning arrangement, with the young
hop leading with mxtl! rake% and rlre stronger men bringing up the progressively larger mounds
of hay into windmws. While one tttito fexhed the horses and wabmtt, the others would tumble the
hay, that is. mge
it in piles which could be forked directly onto the load and which presumably
would stay intact thnmgb sever& handlings from field to mow.
Next would oxne the time to pitch hay. Strong arms would fork the hay onto the wagon, then
fork it off the wagon at the ham, shove it up into the storage area where it would he mowed
au;ly. The following winter the bay hzts supposed to come out of the mow by the tumble as it had
gone in. but likely as not. it came out with much grunting and groaning and not by the tttmble.
The tremendous physical exertion required that large quantities of fluids be available in the
field. Cider was one important beverage; some old accounts tell of rum; switchel is said to have been a
popular refreshment. Switchel was a concoction of cold water, sugar, ginger, and vinegar, and those
still around who have consumed it say it was more or less thirst quenching.
As late as the 1880s. there were purists who refused to adopt the labor-saving machines stcch as
the mower and dump rake, ohen claiming the iron wheels spoiled the land. So they kept swinging
their scythes. But as time rolled on, there came to be fewer and fewer farms where the hay was
harvested by pure human muscle power.
Hand mowing is the same sort of rural skill as sheep shearing. It requires determination as
much as anything. it also requires reasonable mwular
condition and a fair measure of coordination. But once the essential rhythms and movements are mastered. it can be done with grace and
mm”thll~.
A man who can handle a scythe 8% gracefully and efficiently as anyone in New Hampshire is
Stanley Colby of Comish, a retired agricultural extension agent for Sullivan County and now a town
selectman and amateur historian.
Colby grew up on a river farm in Plainfield. His father declined to do hand mowing when
Stanley approached manhood, and so the boy had to learn. Colby’s grandfather. Albon Wood,
~nstrwted him on mowing by hand with a scythe ,and coached him for a year or two. Wood could
tmnv all day long and hardly work up a sweat, Colby recalls. Colby is willing to coach greenhorns
today. much as his grandfather did him a half century ago.
‘The&
not much to it. You just have to know how to mow, how to sharpen a scythe, and
how to set the nibs.” The nibs are the handles aflbted to the math, which is the curved handle of the
tool. The-the
is the metal blade which does the actual cutting.
‘YOU should set the nibs so they’re comfortable and theti hold the tool in a normal position
cfwe to your body. The tip of the scythe should then be at your left foot.
“Then you do it. You keep your heel down, stand ttp tall. If you bend forward, you’ll be a
basket case in no time,” Colby advises.
Good qthes are hard to find these days. The ones made for the market today are typically
imported to& “Those rig may be okay for Attstria.or some such place, but they’re not much good for
anwng
over here except maybe cleaning around a fence post or something,” Colby snorts.
Many scythes on the market now are ill shaped and don’t have enough steel to take and hold a
good edge, and the handles are generally inferior. Colby likes a math made of cherry, but it’s
impwible
to find cherry maths today.
The best method of finding a good scythe is looking around in old barns. A lot of scythes got
stuck away up on beams years ago. and not many people have gone seeking them out for use since.
Most of the winners in the Sullivan County hand mowing championship over the years have
brought their own pet scythes with them. Horace Bascom, Sid Clarke, Jesse Stone, and Colby have
taptured the title most of the time, and all of them did it with their own special tools.
Finding a good grindstone on which to set a scythe is difficult, too, Colby says. Most of the good
stones have been appropriated by hotneowners and antique fanciers for decorations. Once left to
whither, old grindstones are worthless for sharpening scythe.5.

using a hand sickle. A 20~inch wide cradle colleas the stalks as they are cot.

NARVESTING
MCE
Rice is harvested in much the sane way as
other weal wps. Care must be taken not to
shatter the hull tend risk losing some of the
grain. Combines designed for wheat harvest
(described later in ais chapter). as well as sickles
and knives, may be used for harvesting rice.
Ho~prer. tools designed by CeCoCo in Japan
are speciCally for rice harvest and aie described
as follow.

CeCoCo Hand-Pusbed Rfce PlanterXutter
This is att adjustable, hand-pushed rice
cotter which promises to make the work of men,
wotnen, or children five titnes faster than when

C&&o
Hand Rice Plant Cutter
This tool will reap slightly more than I&
acre per hour. The blade is easily detached for
cleaning and sharpening. The operator uses
both arms to power this tool and stands in an
almost erect position. This technique is easy
on workers and gives them the power to easily
cot throcsh stalks, even thick-cropped
rice
plants, leaving them grouped and ready for
sheaves.
CeCoCo
P.O. Box 8, Ibaraki City
Osaka Pref. 567, Japan

NORTH AMERICAN SOURCES OF HAND HARVESTING TOOLS
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INTERNATIONAL SOURCES OF HAND HARVESTING TOOLS

BULLDOG
CARALEL ENTERPRISE
CO., LTD.
CEAF S.N.C F. LLI SILETTI
ENGLISH

TOOLS,

FABRICHE
FERFOR
HINDUSTAN

T. & G. HUTTON
JENKS & CATELL,
KUMAON
KUMAON

FALCI

ENGINEERING

x
X
X

x

x

x

x

X

LTD.

RIUNITE

x

X
X
X

CO.

& CO., LTD.
LTD.

AGRI-HORTICULTURE
NURSERY

X
X

STORES

KUMAR

INDUSTRIES

X
X

LASHER

TOOLS

X

(PTY.), LTD.

OY RETTIGSTRENGBERG,
GEORGE PIKE, LTD.
PURMO PRODUKT
SELFwSUFF. & SMALLHOLDING
FRANZ

SONNLEITHNER

SPEAR & JACKSON

X
X

AB

SUPPLIES

TOOLS,

LTD.
LTD.

UBUNGO

SONS & TURNEI R. LTD.
FARM

IMPLEMENTS

CeCoCo Power Reqer:;;
This is a lightweight tool designed to cot
wheat or rice stalks at a rate of 1~ acre per hour.
It is made of steel pipe and is powered by a lt/
h.p.. air-cooled engine.
All three above cutters are made by:
P.O. Box 8. Ibaraki City
Osaka Pref. 567, Japan
Recfpnlcatfng Mower.cutter
The reciprocating mower is a high-speed
machine which has IargeIy superceded the scythe
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W. TYZACK
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for cutting grass and forage’cropr., even for small
acreages. Cutting cl&e to the ground, it is
especially valuable for harvesting badly laid
cereal crops. Avoiding the chopping and shredding action of forage mowers, reciprocating
mowers do not disturb the kernel or separate
it from its husk. Left intact. threshing and
cleaning procedures can be saved until a convenient time after the crop ii safely delivered to
the barn.
The cutting mechanism of a reciprocating
mower consists of a Set of triangular-shaped
cutting knives operating with a back and forth
motion inside a guide shaped like a comb. It

THE
GLOBE
\ MOW
Wide

Truck.

Foot

Lever.
Long

WILT

Pltman.

IN FOUR SIZEO:

An animol.drawn, ground.driuen
mower with mecfionical lift.
The tm~lemcnt Age, IR%

a. The mower can be a trailinp unit bebind the
tractor and the power to tlw reciprocating
knives is then provided by the tractor engine
thron~l~ the power takeoff (PTO) shaft.
b. ‘I‘hc lnOWCr C:lll be nlotlnlud Oii :!:t !*Z:CtOr
1. at the rear of the three-point linkage,
and is then driven by the PTO shaft;
.2. at the middle under the main body of
the tractor, and is then driven through
the tractor belt pulley;
3. ahead of the front steering wheels, and
is then driven through the pulley
mounted in front of the tractor engine;
0*

4. ahead of the powr unit, and is then
driven through a power take-off shaft.
_I>_
The Agria 5800 Tractor with D rem-mounted, JIUCoperafing reciprocating IROW~T.The mower mounts on
a thrwpoint
kitch with hydraulic lilt and is fmwered ky
a rear PTO shaft.
Agria-Werke
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In some recent mod& the powr IO operate
the mower knive-s is provided by the tractor’s
hydraulic system through a flexible coupling
instead of the rather ditiicuh mechanical arrange.
tnent of the power take-off shaft and universal
joints Of V-belts. The location of the hydraulic-& OpMied mower in relation to the tl2ctOr
can he e&hex at the rear, middle. or front, the
last two positions allowing the tractor driver to
rupewise its cperatiatt with ease.
The tnah~ disadvantages of a recipmcadng
mwa me:
a. the umkiug parts are liable to rapid wear.
b. they are not succes&l in heavy vegetario%
and
c. the ground surface needs to be fairly level
. _
Icu satisiactory

operation.

Reciprocating

mmvcrs are generally used for

light grasses which are grown for hay. The CM
grass is left in the field in a thin, orderly row
which helps it dry quickly. Some mowers have
gathering attachments which direct the stalks to
fall into windrows. which simpiifies handling
afterwards. Turning
the gras* with a swath
turner helps hurdler the drying process. But
when harvestidg some grains, there is a threat
of losing :he seed. so the crop is gathered right
away and threshed soon after.
It is difficuh and perhaps even unnecessary
to draw a clear distinction between single-axle
trxwrs
and motor mowers because mowing
anachmexa are available for some tractors. and
cuitivating and trailing equipment is often avaiiabk for r~ofor mowers. Many of the mowers
liited in This chapter can be used for fodder or
grain crops such as wheat. Rice. however. is
0Pcn prone to shattering and is not suited to
thii type of machine.

A SEER
HEAR
HARVESTER
FOR
SMALL
PLOTS*
by Rsx L Smith, Ph.D.
Witor’s ttote: ‘i-be lack of interatediateac~lcd mcdt.
asiaatioa for barvesting amall xreagcs of cereals en.
coungcd us to adapt the following article from Crop
Science into building instructions for a hand-carried.
recipnxuing harvester. Author Rex L. Smith originally published his article entitled “A Grau Seed
Harvester For Small Plots” because“the reed harvester
was helpful to my Smss-breeding program and I
wanted to share the information.‘”
Seeds from small plots. especially thorn of species whose hulls shatter easily and whose seeds can be
IOM in the field, have beet; harvested mostly by hand because no suitable harvesters have been
readily available. The itweaned coat of labor has made this practice expansive and, in our case, has
rmtrietcd rmaareh because of ittsufficient need quantities. The harvester described here was designed
and built to reduce the cost and faci!itate the wed harventing of small plots of grass. It can reduce
the time and labor rcquiremenu of hntt4 cutting to one-fifth. The harvester is versatile and will
e&nively cut many species, including tb,F producing small grains. In addition to harvesting reed,
tk cutter WiU also cut grass and legume forage samples.
The harvester consists of a Little Wonder gasoline-powered. 7S-centimeter (SO-inch) hedge
trfmmer (L&de Wonder, Inc., 1028 Street Rd., Southampton, PA 18966). with a lightweight ahtminum
tray attached to catch the gram seed heads when cut. This hedge trimmer has two sharpened blades
that miprocate in opposite directions to give excellent cutting action; they can be easily resharpened
with a file. As the gasoline motor is self~otttained, there is no need for an expensive generator and
no cord U, manipulate. The harvester’s overall weight is only 7.3 kilograms, so it can easily be held
and operated by one man.
The ahtmicttm tray was constructed ot 0.5.millimeter ahtminum sheet. Tray dimensions are 58
l

Adapted with permbdon from Crop Science, vol. IS, 1973.
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~eiitinwters wide, 56 centimeters toad. and 23 reniimercrs deep. The sides are sloped 45 ctegrecs ill
ibr front to ;rltcnv the c:ut mat&d
to 1’;1ttback into the tray rvidlout interference. The hoot of the
tray bns a lip formed ~towiirv:wd three ieittiincters over the front of che blade, iwt il is ;ltt:lct~ect
to the top of the blade by the four t~otla. Ttic rear oC the my is slq~pawct
ty the hncltc
ltlat in
;ttt:lctl&
near ttlc top of the tray sictc. This gives the tray il downrwrcl slope to ttlc rwt’ :llkt
lacitit;rter cotlectioo of the wf ouleriitt in the tr:ly.
The bandte is 51) crocimeters tong to pctmic the operxtor to bat:o~e lhc h:~rvester by :!ct,~osting
the position where it is held. It is constructed of thinw;dt steel ronduic with ;m ;Ictnched six-mdhmc~erdiameter rod which actiwces the hedge trimawr clutch wheu the handle is rotated, This retains the
*afety fwtore of ttw triminer; both of the oper:ttor’s h:iiiclr tiwe to be on the h:mcttes for the t~tsctes
to functioo. The oiein section of the h:incttc is constructed of 2.S.cenlimeter-dialneter thin-watt steel
conduit. with ;t short lengdi of t.N.cc~~time~cr.ctinmcter c:ondoit cvctcted on the fronl end :wcl inscr~ed
inside the orifiiti;d trimmer h;mtlte. Anorhcr short tcnt$~ al I A-cenlinwtcr cli;m~eler is neldecl 011 the
rear bracket :UKI inserted imirlc ~hc KW of the nail) II:IIKIIC. Plastic wcdgcs arc osed to give a good
frr between the tcvo conduit six?. Our cost for Ihe h;wvcrtcr 1~:~sjust ever $100 whca we buitr it in 1079.
‘l’hc h:~rvester is nperti~ect I,y rcwepi~tg it into lhe qss wirh Ihr! trl;alc jusr below the jirass seect
he:&. Ctmiiq illto a rtigbt twcerc is twtphd itI rllovitlg the I~;trvcslcct mt~crint itHo illc IlXy, 1~1111101
rtcceshary.

The

I,r:ty empties

con~ptctcly

rvt~e~b the txmwtcr

is tippe4

torwlrct,

necessary when changing v:uietics. The harvested material is empded directly
boxes or onto sheets of canvas where it is dried before threshing.
T----I
Tea Leaf Harvester
Wtilizing die snme theory :is Smith’s seed
head harvester, the ,Japancse have ctevirect :i
machine to ptrsk leaves from tea b~~shcs.
Reciprocating
utters
awl/or
rpinctte reel
mowers cut the leaves which we collected in a

iluct *lo ctewiog

into tqe

is

carclb~~rd

Kshayashi Cnt!?ry Mfg. Co., Ltd.
1IYI-Horinoachi
Kikugawa-Cho
Shigwoka-Pref. Japan

MORlW
AMERICAW
SOURCES
OF
FORADE
MOWERS
ANDHARVESTERS
Haban Sickle MO
Made for operation from the power take&l
shafts of 20 11.p. tractors or Iesr, the Sick!e %fo
makes a ,&foot cut with a full Pinch stroke of the
blade. Power is @wavxl by a convenient ciutch
lever which actuates the drive beit. A full.
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Ikxtting xtion to tbc self.;djwtitlg
cutting ;drr
keeps the blade level close to the ~rountl. A
wing back device permits the bar to move back
instantly upon hitting a solid object.

Jari
Cutting bars on the ,Jari cut R range of 16
to fi0 inches. It is a self-propelled unit waild~le

Habon 48” Sickle Bar Mower
for lawn and garden ,,aclor~s.
“&a” Mfg. co.

with a snowbluw*er attachment. Separate contruls enjgage the wheels and power unit.
Jari IXvisiw. Ycu.A-Round
P.O. Box 2075
Matlb;lto, MN 56001

Cab Corp.

BCS Mainline Sickle Bar
Manufactttred iti Italy. the BCS Mainline is
a IS hp., ~ewdriven reciprocating mower witb a
44.inh cutting bar. Sickle guards and rwnthboard et& are wailable. the latter designed to
windrow the cut material., This unit bar attach.
mews for rotoadtivation.
plowing, ridging,
ridiny, and a trailer for transport. The manufacturer also offers a larger unit. which is disrued in the section on binders and reapers.
Central States .Mainline Distributors
Box 946
Lmldat~. QH 43140

Fe&
The Fcrrwi walking t,iller is manufactured
in Italy. The ba~xlle piwts I80 degrees. allow.
ing the tiller to be removed and a sickle bar
attached. In this position, the unit runs back.
W&S.
Ferrari
6104 Avenitla Encinas
Carlrbad, CA 92008
Kinco
This
tracking
clutches
turning.

is a 38.inch.wide sickle bar witb wide
for stability on bills. Individual wheel
provide a source of power for easy
The knife disengages for transport.

Kinca Mfg.
168 N. Pascal
St. Paul, MN 55104
The Seedburo Plot Cutter
Designed for experimental work on research
plots, the plot cutter is an 18.inch sickle bar
mower with a collection bin for catching cereal
crops as they fall back after being mowed. It has a
variable ground speed control and compl?tIents
the use of the Seedburo plot thresher.

BCS Mainline Sicklebar
Central States Mainline Dircribulors

Seedburo Equipment Co.
1022 1%‘.Jackson Blvd.
Chicago, IL 60607
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Seedhro Plot Cutter
Secdburo Equipment Co.

IRiERNANOMlSOURCES
OFMOWERS

Cebruder M 6
The M F walking mower Ins been designed
for mowing in all types of terrain. It lras a 6
11.p.engine with a two forward, two rewrse speed
gearbox. It is fitted witb a fingerless cutter bar.

Bucher M600
Tba Bucber M600 walking mower has a 1U
b~p~. gzwdine engine and a three-speed and
rererse gearbox, it can be supplied with a
windrowing attachment. trailer, and extrmvide
&eels for stability on dopes. Other models are
slwavailable.

Cebruder Holder Maschinenfabrik
5418 Aletzingen, Wurtt
Postfacb 66, West Germany

Bucher-Ceyer, Ltd. Engineering Works
CH-8166 Niederweningen
Zurich. Switzerland

Bertolini Mowers
Bertolini offers a 7 hp. pedestrian and 14
-

Berfolini

mower with only one wheel.
Bertalini Macchinc Agricole

Bertolini 14 h.p. Riding Mower
Bertolini Macchinc Agrimle

h.p. riding mower. Both are suitable for cutting
grass or grain crops.
Bertolini Macchine Agricole
4EltXl Rfsgio Emilia
Via Gukciardi 7, Etaly
Scbmrlin Mid Mower
This is a two-wheel pedestrian reciprocating
mower.
Schanzlin Maschinenfabrik
78% Weisweil,
Baden, West Germany

Gmbh

Frerea SF8
This is a walking mower fitted with a 9 h.p.
engine and a gearbox with four speeds forward
and one reverse Cutter bars of HO-, 1.27~, Or
1.45meter width are available. This mower may
ab be wed to pull trailers and wheeled implements and to drive stationary machinery such as
grinding mills.
Ets. Simon Freres
BP. 47
59194 Cherbourg. France
INS Power Mower
This mower has a 7 h.p. engine and can be

supplied with cutter bars up to
giving a work rate of 03 to 0.4
A trailer. spraying, and pulling
available for this twowheeled

1.40 meters wide,
hectare per hour.
attachments are
power unit.

lruswerke Dusslingen
7401 Dusslingen
Postfach 128. West Germany
MF-IS0
MF-130 motor mowers come with a I h.p.
engine, two-speed and reverse gearbox. They are
available with central or side-mounted cutter
bar.
Macchine Agricole F.B.
36040 Soaano
Vicewa, Italy
M.R. Mower.Tractor
The steering handles on this mower can be
set for driving in either direction. One direction
is used for mowing and the other for rotary
cultivating and trailer work. It is available with
either an 8 h.p. gasoline or a 10 h.p. diesel
engine. A special gearbox gives three forward
and one reverse speed in both mowing and cultivating directions. Single-purpose mowers are
aiso available.
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S.E.P. Fabrica .\fwchine :\grirole
Via Dart Pnaquino Borghi 6
42018 St. XInrtina la Rio
Keggia Emilin. Italy

The Swiss AEBl two-wheel mower has a
four-stroke, IO h.p. g:‘solitte engine with two
It is swciallv

The AElJl ’ two ‘wheel mower.
AE61 and co.

Bouyer
The Bouyer twowheeled tractors have a
latePal sickle mower mech&m~ writit a mulch
bar, but no windrowing attacimtettt.
flouyer
B.P. 23
Tomblaine

54510, France

Moty Universal and Gigant
The .tloty Univcerral twowheel tractor has a
finger and double-acting cutting bar, 80 to 140
centimeters in width.
Their
Gigant four.
wheeled, wide-wheelbase tractor will mow 5 feet
at a time.

-

_--

_^,.

--._~~_~~--,---_~~~~~---~.~__

stroke motors. It is so lightweight, it is carried
by the operator and simply lifted as mowing
takes pl;~ce. ‘1‘11~.larger Elite models have two
wheels, we tr;liling the other. ‘l‘hey are designed
for st1taller cutting jobs such its it small cereal
plot would require.
Alpine
31015 Cotleglinno
S. Vendeminno (TV)
Casella Postale 44, Italy
Alpina North America
cjo Mr. H.J. Hutchinson
Box 313, Trail
British Columbia, Vir 466, Canada
Agria Motor Mower 300
Powered by an air.cooled. t.wo-stroke, 5 h.p.
gasoline engine, the Xgria 300 has ii fia@ess,
l.ZO.meter-wide cotter bar, adjustable handle.
bars, and one forwod and reserve gear. Iron
tractiatt rings are availahlc as wheel extensions
for stability on steep sloper. A snowplow attach.
ment is available also. Weight: 105 kilograms.
Maty.Werk
8523 Frauental62
Fernschreiher 3479
Steiermark, Austria

Agria-Werke Gmbh
7105 Moeckmuehl
West Germany

Hobby Models acF2T, Elite 2T, Elite 4T
The Hobby is an extremely lightweight
unit with an 80sentimetetwide
blade, ad,just=
able cutting height, and optional two. or fottr-

Harzd -tied sht

s1odred in shocks
odry in the /ield.

WlNDiROWERS
ANDBINDERS
A windrow is a heaped row of cut vege.
tation. Grasses are raked into windrows to dry

1‘hr IJ chrr
mawer wit/r : :uB

tivities of gtxin processing into one large, expen.
Jive machine. It offers no practical alternative
to hand harvesting for the small-holder in the
Gze in which it is currently produced. However,
in Europe, where homesteading has always been
a way of life, a reciprocating mower with a
windrowing mechanism is made to fit onto two.

The Bvrhn

M600 wifh windrover

Buchrr-Geyer,Ltd.

,,‘,

,,~,

,,

at work.

wheel walking tractors. Another attachment. the
binder, has a rather complicated tying mecha~
nism to carry out simultaneously the two oper.
ations of cutting a crop and tying it into neat
and uniform sheaves. The binder basically consists of a reel to gather the crop for delivery to

al

NORTH
AMERICAN
SOURCES
OFBINDERS
OttawaSiogfe-Row Harwst~r
Developed to liarvest sit;gfe rows of standing
or lodged cereal plots for researcf~ purposes. this
harvester is a compact, two-wheeled machine
designed specifically for plot harvesting, with
proper balattce ;I”(! cottvenient controls. Lotfg~tl

crops are f>icketl up by :t pair of obfiqtwhead
finger bar nssentblies mottnled itt 30 degrees :tt
tfle front of the machine. As the straw is
straigfwned
by the dividers, it is grippecl by
elevating belts, cut 6 inches above the ground.
ant1 elevntetl tu 1 happer large enollgh to hold
the yield of two I&foot rows of ccrcttl grain. The

-.
harvester can be tur:ted in 1.
witftout de~lotrf~ing. Two IS-foot rows can be
harvtutetf by twu nlen in one tninntte. inchtding
tftc time for unfo;vlittg :ual cleanittg.
L

xoot

p1tf1rvay

-~--~-_-_,,-~-.-...

..__.~.~_~~~_,~~

., .~.~. ~_~.~~

daily witftout the back-breaking labor inherent
in the old sickle method. Three men arc re.
qttired to operate this machine efficiently.
Machine Service R:Repair, Ltd.

Craftsman Unrhine Co.
(ii Heaton
Winnipeg ?. Mattitobn. Csnatl;t
Winnipeg Plot Harvester
The Winnipeg research plot harvester is
mounted on a standard 7 h.p. Gravely garden
tractor. Modifications were made to the cutting
bar to limit the cutting width to two rows seeded
:: maximum of !2 inc!:es apart. Small wfteels
wet72 added under the front end to t&e the
cttttinp: bar to the desired fteight. The reel,
tfriven from the front wfteels, is adjustable
horirontally
and vertically. As the plot is Itarrested, the material is gathered in a pan and can
be collected and tied by the operator. A small
opeening war left at the rear of tfte pan to
facilitate cleaning between varieties. A bar was
placed across the front opening of tfte tray, n
few inches from tfte bottom to ensure tfxtt the
reel wilt force cut material back into the pan
and away from the cutter bar. With this machine, it is possible to harvest 1,000 rod rows

4i Landsdowrr Ave.

Winnipeg 4, Manitoba. Canada
BCS Binder
The BCS binder is a mass-produced farm
machine from Italy which is mounted on the
front of a European-style
walking
tractor
equipped with a riding sulky. The tractor has
a 9 h.p. engine, disc clotch, and a three.speed
gearbox, The binder has a 54.inch wide cut and
ejects tfw tied bundles to the rear. The crop
remains in an upright position tf~rottgf~ot~t the
cutting and tying process. There is z provision
for adjusting the sire of the bundle, but not for
tying Iteight. Because the wfteel tread is inside
of the cutting widtft and the bundles are deposited on tfte stubble remainittg where it was
cut, adjacent plots are not disturbed. Optional
equipment available from the factory includes a
differential axle rather than the standard solid
axle with ‘wfteel release, higft&nrance
axle,
and electric starting. A mower attachment is
included with the unit.

BCS dfoinline Binder-Rcaber
Cencml

Sralcs

Mainiine
Dirwibutors

Ambassador Sales
Acton. Ontario
G”&

BCS Motofalciatrici
Viafe Mauini 161
Abbiategrosso, Milano, Italy

Vacuum Blower Harvester
The “aclulltl blower harvester was developed by the Engineering Research Service, Agriculture Canada to quickly harvest two-row
research cereal plots by cutting a minimum
amount of material and‘ transIerring tbu cut material directly into a bag. Attachments at the
front bold tbc cutter bar and act~as a pivot for
the gathering mechanism. It is supplied with a
twa.speetl tmnsmisrion and an air-coaled gttso.
line engine. All htnrtions are adjustable.

Iseki Agricuttural Machinery Mfg. Co., Ltd.
I-3, Nibonbashi Z-chome, Cbuo-ku
Tokyo 103, Japan
Models similar to the Iseki :;:td Swue
binders for cutting and bundling rice and crreal
crop are available from:

P.O. Box 8. Ibaraki City
Osaka Pref. 567, Japan
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~Vintripeg 2. .\Int1itob:l, Canada
Poynter Stripper Harvester
The Poynter p11ettmatic stripper harvester
use’sit comb to guide stuxling crops into a cyliiider where hex!s are removed and thrrsbed by the
combination of impact fro”1 the cylinder and
stripping through the comb. The chaff is renmwd by an air blast created by the cylinder.
The straw is not cut. The unit is self-propelled
and 11~1s
a %&inch swath extendable to 36 inches
by additiun;d crop fingers. The height of the
comb is :idjljusted by a hand crank during opera.
tiun.
The Poynter box stripper is similar to the
piieutaatic stripper except that all the stripped
material is collected in an Xatbic-foot box. This
type of stripper is wed iii conjunction with ii
plot thresher to further thresh the collected mc
terial. The box stripper is normally hand.
pmpelled, but it is also available as a powerpropelled unit.
Poynter Products Pty., Ltd.
52 Greenaway

St.

Butleen, Victoria, Australia

IRRI

stripper Harvester
Presently under development at the International Rice Research Institute, the six-row

Si1nilar harvesters are also manufactured

by:

Xlonier Metal Products, Ltd. (Quick Harvester)
549 Port Rd.

Woedville,

South Australia

Winter Industries Products
Harvester)
4 I Lairna St.
Athol Park, South Australia

Pry., Ltd.

(Waite

stripper harvester is a somewhat expensive, laborreplacing machine, particularly suited for countries like Japan where labor costs are high. In

WAXYESI‘ING

EQ”IPMEN’I

--

North America, a machine like this might offer
att alternative to the combine harvester.
lnternatiortai Rice Research Institute
P.O. Box 93s
Manila, Philippines

COMtRNE
HARVESTERS
A$ the name implies, a combine harvesterthresher performs the multiple operations of
hnrvesting and threshing a crop in a single pass
wer the fisld, the SC-qttcnceof operaticms being
cutting, conveying to the threshing mechanirm,
threshing, winnowing,
cleaning, and finally,
ejth~ ~~nnt”s _ rl-lri~-i ., l~r
_-_:- z..
‘- ~_~‘~
~~:.._~...X
--.- ~~
.”
a bin, and from there to a trailer or truck alongside the machine. Because each of these separate
operations are performed at the same time in a
combine harvester, the resulting machine is

necessarily complicated and expensive.
A combine can also be used either to pick up
and thresh crops which have been previously cut
and left in the swath, or as n stationary thresher
for hnndling crops wlrich !tave been cut and
stacked. Separate headers, front end reaping
mechanisms, are required for harvesting cereal
and maize crops. Special attachments allow some
combines to windrow or chop and scatter straw
as well. Earlier models of combines were pulled
by a tractor: ihe cutting and threshing mechanism was driven either by mt auxiliary engine
mounted on the combine or by the tritctor engine
tltreagh its power takead% shaft. Modern corn.
hines ttre self.propclled.
The losses from combine harvesting may be
==--ioor ?~n!e~ 1 constant watch is kept
x-‘--:~~ --_
for signs of unsatisfactory threshing. Coiidftiotts
may change from one hour to the next. and it
may be necessary to vary the adjustments several
times during a day for best results.

1

THEFIELD
FOR
THE
SMALL,
COMBINED,
HARVESTER-THRESHER*
By W. M. Hurst

Edit& note: A 1995look at the harvesting needs of
the small farmer reveals that little has changed in the
part 40 years cc “lore.
l

Reprinted with permission from Agricultural

Engineekng,

June 1935.
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The development and widespread use of the combine was retarded for over 75 years because farmcry, grain de&m, and fame machinery urauufacturets thought it would work successfully only on the
Pacific Coast. After the practimbility
of the combine had been demonstrztcd in the Great Plains
states, it was predicted that its use would be restricted to areas where largescale farming ws practiced
in dry areas. The demand for cotnbines for harvesting soybeans in the corn belt, the intt~wtion
of
the onctnan combine. and the windrow hwvester agtin tnade possible a wider use of this type of
equipment.
Few, if any. agricultural machines are more efficient in performing the work for which they are
intended than combines. However. the cutter bar is designed for heading ripe, dry grain and the
cylinder. for threshing such ntaterial. In harvesting soybeans in the South. it is necessary to cut the
plants within two or three inches of the ground and to handle a large volume of tangled vines and
green needs. In combining rice in the South, it is also necessary for the machine to handle not only
green (unmatured) straw and weeds. but also much more straw than is customary in harvesting wheat.
The combine is also one of the few machines which may be purchased as well as operated at a
lower cost than the equipment which it replaces. It is not. however. sufficiently low in first cost to
permit its use on thousands of famu where general-purpose tractors are used. A small. inexpensive
combine of somewhat different design than those now on the market would, it is believed. be used
on many stnaff farms in the east. north central, and some of the middle and south Atlantic states for
small grain. in the south Atlantic aud east south central states for soybeans, alfalfa, and clover, as
well as a stationary thresher for cowpeas and other legumes.
For wider use in states east of the Mississippi River, the following features appear to be desirable
rind. in some eases. essential for a small combine:
1. Capacity to cut a 5. or B-foot swath
2 A threshing cylinder designed for a huge mass of straw and vines: possible width of the
cylinder the same as the width of the cutter bar
5. A reef of such design as to gently pull the crop back on the elevator without shattering
4. An overall width of the machine to be not more than 12 feet, or of such design that not more
. than 15 or 20 minutes are required to get the machine in condition for transporting from
one held to another
5. Weight from 2,506 to 3.000 pounds
6. A maximum cost to farmers of $500
7. Suitability for smail grain, soybeans, and other fegumes
8. Drive by power take-off from a tractor
9. PoasesJion of a means for quickly adjusting concaves and reel-preferably
from the driver’s or
operator’s platform
10. A flexible mounting-pneumatic
rubber tires or springs.

RORIHAERICANSOURCES
OF
cuRlRlwE
tlARvEsIERs
KZM. Resuuch Plot Gnttbff
Model SP 50
Available for about half the price of the
smalfesc popular farm combines in the United
States, the K.E.M. Research Plot Combine has a
huge-capacity cylinder and a wide range of speeds
snaking it possible to harvest a wide variety of
crops. Thfs self-propelled unit employs a 17.5
h.p. gasoffne engine and a hydrostatic ground
drive with infinite speeds forward or reverse
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from 0 to 6 mph. The threshing mechanism
utilizes a 15inch by 27.inch rasp bar cylinder
and an air and shaker sieve after cutting a W-inch
swath. The header is comprised of a sickle bar
cutter and guards, a power reel with delivery to
the cylinder by a 27~inch wide conveyor belt, and
hydraulic lift.
K.E.M. SP 4060
Much larger than K.E.M.‘s SP 50, this
research plot combine has ‘a 53 h.p., gasoline.

K.E.M. lleseorch
Plot Combine SP 50
K.E.31. Corp.

four.cylinder. t’alkswagen engine. It has a 12.
in& gruund clearance, weighs 6,800 pottttds
(shipping weight), and bas overall dintensiotts ot
208 by 75 by I18 in&es. ‘The hydrostatic ground
drive has two speeds for a travelinS speed rang.
irtg between 0 and 12 mph. It comes witb two
acijustable sieves and a 27. by HlJ.inch straw rack.
It can cut a width of 7 teet and has a 2R.bushel.
tapxity grain tank. With grain aad corn headers, it has multicrop verwility.

The ALMACO Plot Combine with J corn header.

SP 4000 Combine
K.E.M.colp.
Kincaid Equipment Mfg. Corp.
P.0. Box 471
Haven. KS 67543
ALMACO GF Plot Combine
This combine. designed for research test

Attrn Machine Co.
plots of small grains, corn, and soybeans, is self.
propelled by a $7 It+. gasoline engine. Its
hydt~aulic systetn jmwcrs the torwnrtl md reverse
drives. the wri;tble speed thresher, the lift on the
header assembly, and reel and drive on tbc variable-speed reel. It bas an underslung, selfcleaning, adjustable, concave rasp bar. The
!ilt/,-inch sickle bar cotter is accompanied by
beaderr for small grains and corn which have
bean saver snouts for soybean harvesting. It
weig!rr 5,000 pounds. is I7 feet 6 inches long and
7 feet wide.
,i\llan XJachine Co.
‘P.O. Box 1I2
~4mes.IA 50100
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hawesting and threshing could uot be afforded
in view of the rapidly increasing poptdatiou and
itr irlhereut food problem.”
To solve this problem. they have developed
the CeCoCo Midget Combine. Their 6 to 9 hp.
unit with six toward and two reverse speeds
is claimed to reap and thresh approximately i
acre of rice, wheat, or barley per 8.hour day.
utilizing an air current design. This is one modern n~achinc which helps to improve the soil
organically. since straw is left iu the field to rot
into humus.

cecoco
7% ALhiACO

P& Combine with a sqvbcan header.

A&anMachine Go.

lMERWAllOWAL
SOURCES
OF
COMRIWE
HARVESTERS
Cecaeo Midget Cambine
To thresh grain in a traditional
fashion,
men and women swing sheaves over their
shoulders and beat them down into a tub, or
they have buffatoes and w&n tread on them.
These methods result in signi6cant grain losses
due ten shredding, incomplete threshing, and a
high incidence of grain damage.
The people at CeCoCo explain that “the
need for a simple and efficient rice combine is
essential. The shortage of labor has made it
di~fficult to reap sufficientfy fast, creating a bottleneck at harvest time. Furthermore, the loss and
incurred tiy the t:aditiona! method? of
--

The Wintrrsteigo Kultrafdant
with a corn heada.
Walter & Wintenleiger
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P.O. Box 8, Ibaraki City
Osaka Pref. 567, Japan
Iseki
Iseki manufactures two combine harvesters.
&fodel HDG6OR has a 9 to 12 h.p.. air-cooled,
four.cycle gasoline engine and it is capable of
covering I.5 to 2.5 acres per 8.hour clay. The
harvesting tnechanism employs a reciprocating
mower for cutting and a Japanese type of
thesher. It discharges the hay at intervals in fixed
quantities to fxilitate
pickup. Their larger
model. the Cosechadora HD 2000, has a 25 h.p.,
water-cooled engine which will harvest from 4
to 6 acres in an 8.hour day.
lseki Agricultural Machinery Mfg. Co.. Ltd.
1.8, Nihonbashi 2.chome, Chuo-ku
Tokyo 103, Japan

l-he

Hegc Combine

A@rullure Canada

ffege 125
According
to Agrirulture
Canada, the
German Nege 125 differs from the Pam 150 in
that it has z.traw walkers and a short cleaning
sieve. A wide rubber belt is used to convey nit

material to the cylinder: it does not have n reel.
‘l‘hcre arc viewing doors to the screens and straw
walkers. An overcapacity fan is used to blow the
separating area clean at the end of each plot.
The cutting width is 49 inches, the total
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length is 12.8 feet and total width. 51 inches.
This combine is also powered by a Volkswagen
eogine with a combined tourspeed transmission
and variable-speed drive. It is Possible to cot a
plot 39.7 inches tide and 32.8 feet long in 1
minute, inchtding the time to clean the machine.
Mod& are h&g
used at Oregon State and
North Dakota State Uoiversities in the United
state+
I-Iulr-UlrichHcge
!h?smJchmtaschimn
7112 &mane Hohehuch
Waldenburg/Wiit.
Cermaoy
united slam Pam outlet:
H B N Equipment, Inc.
C&ich,KS
67630
GaniePI”lcnmhii
The Garvie Plot Cmnbine, developed by the
National Institute of Agricultural
Engineering
in Great IIritaitt~ employs a canvas to convey the
cut material to a rasp bar cylinder with a
$ratetype concave. Threshed grain falls tltrough
the amcave to a conveyer heir which carries it to
a gram pan. Straw is thrown into a collectiofi
bin and then removed by hand. The straw must
he shaken whet removing it to shake out any
grain still in the straw. A special cleaner has
hem developed to forther clean the sample.
The cylinder is direct-driven from a 7 h.p.
engine. Wheel drive is by fixed displacement,
doubt~vohtme,
hyrkottatie
transmission to a
single rear wheel, giving speeds of I or 5 mph in
forward and reverse.
The total width of the machine is 4 feet 10
inches and the overall length, not including the
reel, is 12 feet 3 inches. The driver sits at the
side of the machine. Capacity is about 20 fourrow. l&foot plots per hour.
R.C. Catvie &Sons
2,Canal Rd.
Aberdeen,Scotland

huge air compressor and nozzles located at
strategic positions to make the combine selfcleaning. Also, extra rubber parts are fitted to
the elevator Rights.
Rolinder Mumktell
Eskilstuna, Sweden
W. Rosenlew &Co.
A.B. Er.gineering Works
Pori, Finland
Suzoe Combine
Another combine to accommodate the average 3-acre Japanese farm is mounted on a walking tractor chassis and is available with wheels or
tracks. The combine is unconventional in that
air currents are used for the reel and for separation after threshing. Heads are cut off by contrarotating rotary cutters at the front.
TWO
threshing drums thresh the cot crop and deliver
the material to the airstream in the cleaning sec.
tion; the chaff and short straw is thrown out by
a blower. The cleaned 6rain is then fed through
an auger to a blower which blows it into a sack.
The remaining stubble is cut into 5. to 6-inch
pieces by circular cutters at the rear of the
machine. A capacity of 1 acre per day is claimed.
The combine is powered by a 9 h.p. kerosene
engine and has a six-speed gearbox with a unique
locking axle that gives good traction and
maneuverability.
Suzoe Agricultural Machinery eO., Ltd.
144.2, Comen.cho, Nankoku-Shi
Kochi-ken 703, Japan
Sold by:
Nissho Canada, Ltd.
160 University Ave.
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

FORAGE
CROPS
FORAGE
HARVESTERS

f?4aliooatycomhi”a
Two makes of small European combines
with ‘I-foot tables are avai!able fitted with a
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The forage harvester has been developed
fairly recently for collecting grasses or other
forage crops from the field in their green stage

---.-

to be used later for making either silage or
anit?&lly
dried feed. Earlier models of a field
forge
harvester consisted of a stationary
cbapper-blower meunfed beltind a reciprocating
mower or behind a pickup reel for collecting
previously mown gass. Power to the chopper.
biower WI) provided either by an independently
mounted engine or through tlte pawer take-&
abaft of the driving tractor. However, these
m&Is Irave now been largely superceded by the
mdern
Hail-type forage harvester ’ where the
mower unit or the pickup reel artd the chopperblower are no longer used.
The principle of operation involves Rails, or
blades, which are hinged on a shaft or cylinder

2. AI a maximum #cd,

plants move up and
over the lotor withour furlher contact wifh the
k&es
so the upper leafy portions of the

which rotates at a high speed as the machine is
being driven forward. The flails cut !he stationary vegetation by impact, in a manner similar to
a hand.operated grass slasher or a conventional
rotary lawn mower. Rotating at high speed. they
also art as a fan and provide a draft of air and
the necessary momentttm for blowing the cut material up through an elevated exit spout. The
shnpe of the spout directs the cot material into
a trailer at the rear with the help of an adjustable end flap. The height of the cut is regulated
by adjusting the wheels on which the machine is
mounted. Some flail mowers simply cot high
grasses and leave them in the field to be raked or
baled.

4. Cut and condilioned matrrial /ofIs genlly on
lop o/ the sfubble into a loose, /hifly swath or
inlo o neat windrow of your selected widlh
and denrify, depending

on shield odjustmenl.
Avm Cor,x

The F/ail mower consids of a solid shaft with loosely
hung, piool.mounled blades rotating ot high speeds.
This creates II lremendow cho&ing aclion, purling
moleriot in jrom the front, xhredding if, ond dislriburing if wcnly NW the field. The blades simply
ford bock when they swike rocks or debris, returning
to a cuffing position when the obstruction is passed
over.
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1 rie modern forage h:trvester. bailc as a
c~3mpact power take-&-driven rmit. cxn perform
the mohiple operations of wtting,
chopping,
and loading qeen gmss. dry hay. and other silsge
~tqz.s into a trailer in one pass over the field. It
cdn ah be ued as an implement for the are of
meadowland by cutting local concentrations of
coarse grass nnd weeds.. for distributing maxwe.
and for removhtg molehills.

,.~------~~-.~-

NORTH
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Swift Current Harvester
The Swift Current forage plot harvester
forage material with a Hail-type cotter
delivers it to n collection bin. The harvester
two.wheel wa!king.type powered by a 7
engine. The width of gut is 24 inches,
-

cots
and
is a
h.p.
and

,,,

grasses. legumes, or corn up to 3 feet high can be
harvested. The sample box holds 6 cubic feet
and is hinged so that it may be emptied by one
perron. An improved model is now available.
REM Mfg.
Swift Current
Saskatchewan, Canada

The K&aid
Plot Forage Harvester was
developed for cutting crops when there is a need
for weight data in research experiments. It is
also wed on small plots when crops must be
harvested in a stationary thresher. Maneuver.
ability is good, and stcerfng is accomplished by
use of two hydrostatic pumps. This enables it to
be used in very small areas. The pickup reel is
effective in lodged crops, and the pickup angle on
the bats is adjustable by a rotating cam plate on
the end of the reel. The collection box is easily
dumped. Pickup reel, hydraulic header lift,
header gauge wheels, and electric start are all
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standard equipment. It measures 56 inches by
49 inches by 156 inches, weighs 1,520 pounds,
utilizes :I conventional
sickle cutting bar in
r-inch sections and uses an 8 h.p. cogine for
cutting a 54.inch, swath.
Kitrcnid Eqoipttwnt Mfg. Carp.
P.0. Box 471
Hwen, KS 67543
Mott. Model J-60
Model J-60 is a 60.inch, rear-mounted mower
designed specifically for the Kubota L15 or other
compact tractors (see chapter four). With a
modified three-point hitch, it runs off a tractor
pwer takeoff with a 25 h.p. maximum. It can
be used to mow lawns. and shred weeds for
mulch, as we11as cut :rp forage crops. A unit like
this is particularly helpful to the organic farmer
who wants to incorporate organic material into
the soil with rototilling blades hut who needs to
have the crop residue finely chopped first to
avoid clogging the tines. The mower will leave

,...,,..,-_..
__stubble “/j to 3 inches high and wt a 60.inch
swab. A tripkz.mower gang ;wrangement is
possible for a swath of I0 feet 4 inches. This
arrangement utilizes two setf.poweral tmiler-type
timwers with S h.p. engines.
Mott Model IS-66
DeGgned specifically fw the front power
lake& of the Bolens IX86 tractor, this front-end,
6%iorh model employs hammer- knife rafety flails
as the cuttiog tools on this unit. The knifelike
Ii&Is lrave an edgewise cutting action which provides 2 cleaner at and uses less power than conventiooal tltlil mowers. It is called a safety Bail
mawiog rystem because, being lightweight and
free swinging. the flails fold back when hitting an
o&auction
to nbwrb the force of impact ad
minimize the dat~ger of objects being thrown by
the blade.

Gehl FC7ZC Chopper
Gehl olIers a wide nnge of large forage
harvesters. and their smallest unit, the FC72C
Ilail chopper. requires it 40 h.p. tractor or larger.
Cdl1 co.
West Bend, WI

53095

Western Bear Cat Chopmaster
The Chopmaster requires the power of a
two. or three-plow tractor for cutdng a 6.foot
swath of corn or cotton stalks and for mowing
jobs. It operates from a 540 rpm power take-off
shaft and tits any drawbar. Models are available
with or without a blower, a discharge elbow. a
cwter head. or an auger.
Werternhmd Roller Co.
Hastings, NE FR901
New Idea Cut/Ditioner
New Idea offers a 7.foot windrowing mower
requiring it minimum of 40 h.p. as their smallest
onit.

Mmt Mode! TM
A unit io be tow-cd, the TYH cuts a YfSinch
swath and employs an X h+. engine. It attaches
quickly to any tractor drawbar wit:) a cotter pin.
Other
onits are available
speciiically
designed for most major farm and garden trxtots, includittg the AliisCha!mers 616 and 620
and the John Deae 300 and 400 tractors.

AVCO Corp., New Idea Farm Equipment
First % Sycamore
Coldwater, OH 45828

The above harvesters are manufactured
Mot1 Corp.
500 Shwmut Ave.
Le Grange, IL
60325

Haban Flail MO
The Flail MO is designed for front mounting
on compact tractors of 7 h.p. or more. Two sizes
are available, a 96.inch size with 60 knives and a

____ .- ,,,_
--...

Hal mn’s

by:

-

Div.

-M-it& sire with 120 knive.
It wiil cut
grassesand brudt to a mioimum height of I
witbout thmwittg stones. Depending ttpon
ditions, it GIU be operated at speeds front I
tl1ph.

t:dl
inclt
row
to 4

Haban Mfg.
2luo N”rth\estertl
Ave.
Racitte, Wf 53404

lHTERNATlONAL
SOURCES
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Jutnil JF-1
Tbe JF-I operates at a rate of 8 kpb for an
uutpt:r of I5 tons per hour front a traCtOr’S power
takeoff shaft. A %5 hp. or larger tractor is
required t* power tlie unit.
Jumil
fustino de Mornir, Irmaos S.A.
Rua Am Luira. 568 Cx, Postal 75

RAKING
HAY

Once forage crops are cot and allowed to
dry, they have to be gatbered. The Rake Factory
in Suffolk, England is still making bay rakes by
hand. along witb their handmade wooden scythe
snaths. Wide, lightweight
wooden rakes with
long pegs for teeth are used for raking by hand.
An early method of bay collection was a grounddriven, animaI.drawn contraption
with raking
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atms which carried hay up a primitive (but
clever) type of conveyor and dropped it onto a
wagoa.
Today. Ming is popular but most balers
require the power input of a large tractor. However. one Italian manufacturer makes a baler
attachment for a two-wlreel tractor. They are
Parquali Xfaccbinc Agrimle. Via Nuow 50,
50041 Calengano (Frenge) Italy.
In North

nlellt

a ,rac,or. Made of
ck and slippery with
wooed, the r;,ke becomes sib
suy i,c,oss hay stubble. A
tacuitstes unloading bay ““t” a
for the front

COG is grown as a row COP, and be~att~e
its stalks are rather thick and t”“gh when ma-

end of

ture sp&dfzed eq,uipment is nece~at? f”r barvesting the u”p by mechanical means. For small
acreages under the peasant fanning system, barvesting is still carried “ttt by band.
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HANDHARYESTING
corn Pegs

The easiest way to barvest corn by hand is
to allow it to hang on the stalk until the plant
is dead and brown. Then, move down one row
after another, httsking the ears and tossing them
onto a wag,utt, art. or pickup truck. In the past,
farmers ttsed many kinds of busking pegs
stmpped to their fingers or the palm of one hand
to rip the husk loose from the ear with one swift

Over rite yeara, improvements cttme to the
burking peg, the uitimate being a sort of finger.
less leather glove with a steel plate riveted to it.
The plate had a steel hook on it which ripped
open the husk when the husker ran the palm of
his band down the ear of corn. A good husker
could perform this operation with amazing speed
and skill and could burk a bushel of corn from
the stalks in less than a minute.

A simple tool called a corn knife, sltaped
like a sword or machete, ia used to cut stalks
about 4 inches from the ground. Some have
long handles and serrated edges.
278
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hu!~king peg
downw:trd uotiotr. The origitul
was a simple piece of wood or hone about I/ittrlt in thickness, sh:tr]zned to a point at one
ertd. and held in the middle joint of the fingers
of the right hand. A string or leather thong held
it to the lingers. The husker would slash open
the Itusk with the point of the peg. grab it section
of husk betweal thumb and peg, and tear it off
the ear. You can do the same with your fingers,
but it takes longer and is harder on the lingers.

NORTH AMERICAN SOURCES OF CORN-HARVESTING TOOLS

COLUMKIAN

CXJTLERY

CUMBERLAND
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X
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X
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%fFG. CO.
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x
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X
X
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INTERNATIONAL SOURCES OF CORN-HARVESTING TOOLS

FERFOR

X

KULMAR INDUSTRIES

X

LASHER
RALPH

TOOLS

PTY., LTD.

MARTINDALE

& CO.. LTD.

+CHWABISCHE

HUTTENWERKE

GMBH

SELr‘SUFFICIENCY
AND SMALL-HOLDING
-_ISOc;~fEl .: DES FORGES TROPICALES
FRANZ

SONNLEITHNER

SPEAR & JACKSON
SYNDICAT
UBUNrJO

KG.

TOOLS,

DE L’OUYILLAGE
FARM

LTD.
ACRICOLE

IMPLEMENTS

WOLF AND MANGERT

SUPPLIES

WERKEUCFAI%RIK

X
ET HORTICOLE

XXX

MECHANICAL
CORN
HARVESTERS
Rarely used anymore. a ctrn binder could
still be handy on a homestead if one could be
found in running order. Just as with grain, tlte
hi&x
cuts the stalks of corn with tt small
reciprocating sickle bar. then butt&es and binds
the %dks tnto bundles with an autotttaric tier.
Hinders were made for we with both horse and
tra~fors, and some were pwwcd by the tractor’s
power take-off.
The commonly accepted colloquial name
for the machine that replaced binders and the
old method of harvesting corn is a corn picker.
The picket strips the ear off the stalk as the
machine moves down the row. husk5 the ear, and
tows it into a trailing wagon. leaving the stalk
standing. One-row pickers are commonly available in the Corn Relt region of the United
States and would suit many small homestead
operations.
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An old one-row, pull-type corn picker with (I conveyor and PTO connection.

-
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i\l@chsnical single- or multiple-raw
pickers
are equipped with snappinK roils to remove the
cobs frmn the stnndirtg stalks. The power required to opemte the machine is provided by the
trxtor’s
pmver takwff
shaft, although self.
papiled
units or those mounted integrally on
the ttwtm we ah awilable.
The machine is
pmvided with a gatherer. or hender. which guides
the stnnding stdks in a row along a throat to the
revolting. snapping rolls, where the cobs are
pinched and smapped from the stalk. The cobs
then drop 0nt0 an elevator system for conveyance
m a trailer which is drawn beside or behind the
machine. Most harvesters do not cm the stalks
fmm the ground.
A simple. snapper type of corn harvester
dtm not remwe the husks from the cob, while a
pitker.httsker is equipped witb a husker attachment for removing the husks after snapping. A
more recently developed machine is capable of

---
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shelling corn in the field after snapping .md
husking; another type ~:an also shred the standing stalk after the cobs have been removed.
Corn harvesters are generally classified according
to the number of rows harvested and the way in
which the machines arc attached to the tractor.

SOURCES
OFCORN
HARVESTERS
New Idea One-Row Snapper and Superpicker
New Idea offers two corn pickers which can
be operated with a minimum of a 35 or 40 h.p.
tractor, with power TV spare for pulling a loaded
wagon behind. The picker removes husks but
leaves kernels on the cob while the snapper
leaves husks on as well. The picker weighs 2,400
pounds, the Snapper less than 2,000 paunds.
AVCO Corp.. New Idea Farm Equipment Div.
First RcSycamore
Coldwater, OH 4582S

COM flonmk?r.

KMN Single-Row Corn Chopper Model MBJ
The model MBJ harvests corn as a forage
crop at a rate of approximately 30 tans per hour
when operating at a speed of 4.35 mph. Power
is supplied by the power tak&uff shaft of a 30
h.p. or larger tractoi-. It is R feet long and weighs
860 pounds. A larger model, ME37 is also avaiiable.

KiMN Modern Farm Equipment,
12 Sullivan St.
Westwood, NJ 07675

Inc.

Corn Combines
A corn combine is the same machine as a
grain combine, but it has a different header and
different screens. It picks, husks. and shells the

ROOT
CROPS
Rmc cmps like pmat~s. cassava. and sweet
poratoes. which farm their fruits under the soil,
are usuaIIy grown in small acreages; so the high
c-t of speciaIized harvesting equipment is not
just&d
by the amount of labor saved or the
increase in output. However, a number of universal root-harvesting machines have been devel.
~.
aped wmch can be used for a number of similar
crops with only minor modifications to some
of the parts. This way, the capital cost of the
harvesting machine can be distributed over a
number of crops, a particular advantage for the
diversified organic farm.
The simplest and oldest implement for

‘1‘I:e elevator-diygrv for potatoes carries :I
meial elevator clmin composed of p;tt-xllel links,
dGcli run on qirator rprockers behiucl the lifting shala. l’lx 41 is shaken through the links
ot lk chair web. end the putmm are dclivxcd
pwtiitl!y
clean ilt the rear of the machine in a
nw~‘ow row ready to be gathered by band. Taking the process one step further. some harvesters
have another set of chains working either behind
or at rig& angles to the first one to deliver rbe
potatoes to an accompanying cart.
The most difficult operation in potato bar.
vesting is the separation of stones and clods
which we :Ilmut flie same sire its the potatoes.
It is necessary to follow harvesting with a step
for separatiq the potatoes from the debris by

hat$. At this time, the potatoes arc usually
graded for size and quality.
~---

-

SOURCES
OFHARVESTING
PLOWS
-1.D.C.&mu
&tmdnut
Wter and
LT. Grmmdnut Lifter Plans
The I.D.C.-Bornu
Groundnut
Lifter was
originaIIy developed in a joint USAID/Ministry
of Agriculture
project at Maiduguri
for the
savanna area of northern Nigeria. This tool was
later introduced by the 1.D.C..Zaria for manufacture by local blacksmiths, and it was more
recently adapted for local manufacture at the
I.T.D.C. Project at Magoye. Zambia. The lifters
have no sifting tines but were designed spe282

cifically fer groundnut
!egxmez).

raising

(peanuts

and

Intermediate Technology Publications, Ltd.*
9 King St.
London WCZE SHN, England
Hert Digger
Digging five times faster thar. a hand tool,
* Intermediate Technology publications can be
ordered from International
Scholarly Book Service,
Inc., Box 555, Forest Grove, Oregm 97116.

awn in one operatius.
Jttst ns many large
.4~~ic~tt-ttt;tnt,faclurturt~I
combines are interchan~pbie for wheat and corn, so to” are many
af the unailer combines discussed earlier in this
chapter.

ROOT
CROPS
Root c*op like pawtoes, ~~ssav:t. and sweet
pantees. which form their fruits under the soil,
are usually grown in smail acreages; so the high
cost cd specialized harvesting equipment is not
jusified by the anmum of labor saved or the
increase in outpput. However, a number of univprwl root-harvesting machines have been developed which can be used for a number of similar
crops with only minor modifications to scxne
of the puts. This way, the capital cat of the
harvesting machine can be distributed over n
number of crops, a particular advantage for the
diversified organic farm.
The simplest and oldest implement for

----
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LD.C-Bomu Groundnut Lifter and
LT. Groundnut Lifter Plans
The I.D.C.-Bornu
Groundnut
Lifter was
originally developed in a joint USAID/Ministry
of Agriculture
project at Maiduguri
for the
savanna area of northern Nigeria. This tool was
later introdttced liy the LD.C.-Zaria for tnanu.
facture by local blacksmiths, and it was more
recently adapted for local manufacture at the
I.T.D.G. Project at Magoye, Zambia. The lifters
have no sifting tines hut were designed spe282

citically fw
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Intermediate Technology Publications, L,td.*
9 King St.
London WCZE SHN, England
Hert Digger
Digging five times faster than a hand tool,
* Inwrmediate ~1’echnology publications can be
ordered from International Scholarly Book Service,
Inc.. Box 555, Forest Grove, Oregoll 97116.

I.l).C. Groundnut

Liftem.

AEBI offers a potato dib%et’ with n longsifting
provision for rooting out potatoes and leaving
them piled on top of the soil in a neat row. It is
adapted for operation on a 35.percent slope.
AEBI &Co. AC
CH-MOO
Burgdorf, Switzerland

this digga is attached to a multipurpose main
body. Other attachments include a hoe and
ridger. The digging element weighs 37.5 pounds,
the forecarriage 55.2 pounds. There is a choice
of a single or double handle. made to order.
W. Hertecant
9200 Kwatrecht
Wettercn. Belgium
AEBI Potato-Harvesting Attachment
With their model AM 75 two-wheel tractor,

1AEBI Potato Haruester
AEBI and co.
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Pasquali U.S.A.
Vrrona, WI 53592
AMC Equipments
Bknviilers S2ll Foneqt&llers
Boite Post& 5. France

W. Hertecant
9200 Kwatrecht
tietteren, Belgium

huya
B.P. 2S
Tomblaiue

Pssqwli Xfacchine Xgricole s.p.a.
Via Nuova, 30, Calenzano
Firenze 50941 FI 082. Italy

54510. Erance

MECHANICAL
POTATO
PICKERS*
by A. A. Stone and Eric Patterson
Editor’s note: This article describes some of the old.
time tools 01 potato harvesting. looking back is a way
of looking ahead for sn~all hmers who recognize the
value of old rods and can put them to work in a
modernized way.
Before many years, the job of pickirg potatoes will be entirely a machine operation. Hand labor has
been clitttinttted in nearly all of the other operations necessary to potato growing, and machines are
even MW on the market that eliminate the laborious job of hand picking.
Two typa of mechanical potato pickers were used at the New York State Institute of Applied
Agriculture at Farmingdale in 1929. These were picking machines only and had no sorting or
grading attachment. Each of these machines employs a different principle.
In one, the potatoes ate carried upward on the picker-elevator and emptied into bags at the
rear of the elevator. While passing up the elevator, men on both side platforms must discard the
tinep, trash. and stones to prevent them from being bagged with the potatoes. The successful operation of this machine requires thorough separation at the digger. so that the load falting on the
pickewzlevator is reasonably clean. For b&t results, it should be used witb a poweudriven digger
having a seven-foot main elevator, and either the usual vine turner and shaker or an extension
elevator in the rear of the ipain elevator.
The other type was used for digging the entire crop on the Institute farm. The trash and vines
are ca?&.c! directly over the rear of the picker-elevator and dropped to the ground. The potatw-cs
are picked off the long e!evator by hand and placed in small conveyors at either side of the rear
platfot%t. Each side conveyor delivers through a two-way chute, permitting four bags to he carried.
The diggwelevator delivers its load directly to the main elevator of the picker. No vine turner
or extension elevator is used dn the digger. It was found that having a man on the digger to throw
off the heaviest part of the vines and trash greatly lessened the work of the men on the picker.
NONattempt was ,made to keep accurate figures *howing the labor-saving or timesaving value of
the machine, as the chief interest was in testing it from a mechanical standpoint. Various observers
agreed, however, that it reduced the time usually required by 30 to 50 percent. The use of the
picker made continuous digging possible, whereas with handpicking methods, the digging proceeds SC
much faster than the picking that the digger is kept idle much of the time waiting for the pickers
to cat& up. Digging proceeded at the rate of about two hours per acre.
There was an indication that some potatoes were bruised in passing over the picker. It was
difficult to determine just where this bruising occurred, hut it seemed to be on the main elevator of
l

Reprinted ~4th pmnisrion from Agricultural Engineering, September 1930.
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the Picker, as potatoes parsing up this elevator wo~tld ocrasioually be jostled, due to uneven gi-ound.
tmd ~ottlrf roll dowe the elewtor. striking the botto!n with sullirient Sorcc to c:~use the Iwuising.
It was also noted that quite it nttnther of sm;dl potatoes were left ott the grom~d. Thcsr were
believed to have sifted thr.wgh the lii;ks of the diggwelevator.
This was not considered a scyious
fwlt. as msny growers prefer to Iwvc such snxdl potatoes in the field.
A tractor with a slow forw;wd sperd is nerewtry to use this picker. First or low speed w:tc found
to give the best results. It war necess;wy to idle down the tractor motor consider:lhly in or&l- to
reduce the forward speed sufficiently. \\‘here :I tractiott type of digger is ttscd, this rcdurtion in forw;~rd
speed wpald. in ordinary years. cause poor separation at the digger, bat this year it m;tde little
difference. Probably an ettgine.driven or a power take-off’-driven d&e;
would he better than a
tm~tion digger for we with a potato picker.

Moving ahead by studying the past. Curtis Johns of Upper Sandusky, Ohio has built himself a small
potato digger and he hopes to go into production soon. He fashioned it after :L traditional design
from spare and older parts to costont ftt it category 0 or I three.poim hitch on R trxtor with I4
ot more hotwqxwer.
Johns’ famify and his daughter’s family plant four or five acres of potatoes each year for their
own personal ttse and a few more for sale. Such a large project called for something more than it
potato hook with which to harvest, so he desihmed his own harvester. Johns is a tinkerer of the first
degree, and the digger was by no means his first project. He has turned an old horse-drawn pllnnter
into a two-row corn planter and adapted a rotary hoe to the three-poittt hitch of his garden tractor.
The front blade of the digger is 15 inches wide to get the whole mound of potztoer and skims
along under the ground. Potatoes slide up ZI drag chain onto shaking tines which Gft the soil away.
Then the potatoes roll back behind the digger onto the ground. The escabtting chain and vibrating
tines are powered b?~ nn independent 5 horsepower gasoline engine mounted on the rear end of
the digger.

: Johns’ her nemnde
tat0 digger.

PO
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Johns diggo ,I,

One prerequisite of the digger is that it be used with it slow.ge:e:lr tractor. one with a creeper
gear if possible. Johns uses an Ecottotny tractor: he is a dealer. In its lowest gear, the digger will
harvest 300 feet of potatoes in I5 minutes. He is thinking of attaching a catch pan to collect the
potatoes but, says Johns, “I prefer to :et them fall on the g~‘ottnd and dry a little, They’ll keep a lot
better in storaze.”
Texas Potato Digger
Angle iron, discarded coulters or discs, an
old road grader blade, some round metal bars,
a few scrap steel plates, and a few bolts are all the
necessary parts for building this potato digger.

II nttaches to a three-point !tydraGlic lift. The
design originated at the Texas Agricultural Extension Service of the Texas A % M University
system.
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NORTH
AMERICAN
SOIJRCLS
OF
POTATO
HARVESTERS
P&SD&$.X
Onsmw. twcxcnv, and wide-row. tractormounted. swea potato diggers are available
from this company. Mount+2 from a three-point
hydraulic lift system. the depth is easily adjusted
from the operator’s seat. No additional support.
iog or gauge wheels are necessary. The one-row
harvester can be pulled by a 25 h.p. tractor. A
-

P&inch wide digging shovel and shaker chain are
used to insure lifting and cleaning of all potatoes
in the TOY. i !arvesters for grading by hand labor
are also available.
H.S. Shoemaker&Son
Rayville, LA 71269
Dahlman Small Root Crop Digger
Suggested for use with a 25 to 40 h.p. tractar. this small root crop digger is used for bar.

The Dohlmnn Potato Digger with d univrrsol PTO
cmmcctia and three-point hitch.

vesting potacces, onions, beets, rutabagas,
turnips, parsnips, sweet potatoes, carrots, and
other bulb roots.
Dablman. Inc.
540 Broadway S, P.O. Box 504
Braham, MN 55008

INTERNATIONAL
SOURCES
OF
POTATO
HARVESTERS
TttmiliDIggem
Both single- and double-row harvesters are
available. The single-row harvester is fitted with
a Vdrawbar for operation with a lift bar between
the tractor lower limbs and PTO drive, combined pneumatic depth wheels, disc coulters
(scalloped) with screw adjustment for depth, and
16 by 4.inch heavyduty wheels.
Root Harvesters Ltd.
Fengate
Peterborough PEI 5BD. U.K.
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Hellas Potato Extractor
The Hellas harvester extracts potatoes from
the ground without any injury or blockage and
sifts soil away from the tubers as they are carried
up an elevator. It works in sandy, rocky, hard, or
soft soil. It measures 1.4 by 3 meters, weighs 400
kilograms, and will harvest a l,OOO.meter plot in
20 minutes. It requires a 30 h.p. tractor to
pull it.
Altermon $.A.
15 Messogion str.
Athens 609, Greece
Elli Deidcme M Sp D
This model is a towed potato harvester with
double-floating sieve. It handles one row at a
time, unioads from the side, and is mounted by a
three-point hitch. Power take-off from a tractor
is by means of a carden shaft. The digging depth
is adjustable. The vibrating parts are mounted
0~ sealed ball bearings.

Fratelti Deidotte Mzvxbifiine Agricole
C.C.I.A.N. 59212. Caella Pastale 7
ViIlafr.lotx Di Verona, Italy

This uoit digs potatoes fmm two rows simultatleously, cleans dl%xll 01, the lath coweyors. and
bya them dcmw in II ~~:trrnw strip running along
its side. Higb-&icieecy
perf0mVance on level
ground as well its on slopes recommends th?s
machine for fanners who grow potatoes on medium and medium-t;:.!z%y soils.. It is equipped
with a hydraulic system w&t: steers its wheels,
while a suspension frame prevents skfdding on
stopes and insures precise steering control. The
constroctioo element is a transversal conveyor
with rubber-coated laths, belt, and side screen.
Its working width is 125 centimeters; potato
ridge spacing is 64 centitneters. and the workfog
depth is up to 25 centimeters. The digger has an
autput of 5 hectares per hour and a power re.
qttirement of 14 h.p. The KEP-? model is for
Ii&t or me$fum soils, digs two rows at one time,
and requires 25 h.p. or more to operate.
Agromet Motorimport
Foreign Trade Enterprise
Warszawa. Pmmystowa, Poland
CeCoCo Potato Digger
This Potato Digger saops up the buried
potatoes with a digging blade. The mass.of soil
and potatoes is, delivered to a traveling link
elcvat~r which is agitated up and down to sift
soil through the links. A two.row type, powered
by the PTO pulley of a 30 h.p. tractor, it has a
capacity of 1.25 to 1.5 acres per hour and a
working width of 1,240 miilimeters.
cecoco
P.O. Box 8, Ibaraki City
Osaka Pxef. 567, Japan
I-iert D&z-Atigner
Model PR-71
.Dzsigoed for potatoes and sugar beets, the
digger-aligoer fits all tractors with a three-point
linkage and a minimum of 15 h.p. It consists of
a sturdy frame carrying the sieves which are
actuated from the power take-off through con-

Hert Digger-Maligner for Sugar Bcels.
Willem Herrcant

netting rods and link mechanisms. The unit
handles easily on slopes of up to IR percent. It
digs and aligns two rows of potatoes at distances
from 60 to 80 centimeters. A different set of
sieves is necessary for sugar beets. Three rows of
beets set at different distances will be dug and
dropped together in one row.
W. Hertecant
9200 Kwatrecbt
Wetteren, Belgium
Champenois Potato Digger
The only design of its type seen as yet, this
potato digger attaches to a tractor three-point
hitch and power takc.off shaft. A digging plate
raises the potatoes from the ground and feeds
them into a set of revolving tines. The tines flip
the potatc+s against a I-inch soft mesh netting;
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bucket and pushing forward. Should the wires
wear out. replawaents are available.
The Ray Griffith Co.. Inc.
705 Sumrall Rd.
Columbia. MS 39429

the small sones and soil pass through, and
potatoes drop in a line along the soil surface.

Pecan Picker-UpEr
Originally
designed for pecan harvesting.
this simple implemem can be used to pick up
most kinds of fallen nuts from the ground. The
device is composed of a wire spring formed into
a semicircle. with a long handle. Nuts are
collected by pressing the spring onto the nutthe wires separate, then. return to their nortnnl
position with the nuts inside. To remove the
nuts, the tool is simply held upside down over a
container.

Champettois
Chamouilley
52170 Chevillon.

715 Camden St.
San Antonio, TX

H&KCO.

France

WRVESTING
NUTS
Anyone who owns several nut trees or has
plaoted a small crop of groundnuts has no doubt
been con&outed with problems at harvest time.
The equipment necessary for small enterprises
simply is not readihf.available.
Harvesting a nut
crop may require hours of back-breaking labor
to collect the nuts by hand or a substantial
financial investment to purchase the large ma.
chinery desfgned for commercial ventures. We
found only two devices which gather fallen nuts
from under trees and spare the operator repeated
bending over.
Stand-Up Pickup Pecan Gatherer
Designed to gather pecans and other nuts,
this device has been in use since 1957. It is constructed of a spring-steel wire cage which can
harvest nuts of many different sizes and permit
the operator to remain in a standing position.
Gathering occurs as the nuts are pressed between
the wires of the cage, and when the wires return
to their original position, the nuts are now contained within the cage. The nuts are released by
catching the two punch-outs on the rim of a
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Hand K Picker-VpEr
HaMlKCO.

78215

c\fter twvrst. a grain, bean, or seed crop
trap rttyrtl to, be broken away from its stalk,
sepamted from the ittedibie protective chalF, and
deanmf of dust, dirt, and pebbles before it is
ready for human comumption.
The operations
for completing these tasks are called threshing,
winnowing. and clea?ling. Grain to be used as
seed proceeds one step further. through a separatar. This process provides it product of uniform
$2~ :uxl removes soy misshapen seed which
might not germinate.
In most parts of the world except Nwth
America, smalt-scale machinery for threshing,
winnowing, and cleatring is available in abun-

dmcc, esperi:dly ir: tbc Far Eastern countries.
Until receutly, :I North American farmer had
ottiy three choices--using n primitive flail and
band winnower, antiques, or expensive combine
harvesters which comliine the harvesting and
processjng operations into one. We have nncovered owne*ous sources of tools to fill this gap,
but most of them are foreign to the North
American market. We can offer three points of
encoor;~gemut. however:
1) iMost manufacturers are willing to export to
North America.
2) May North American manufacturers have

~ The inscription “&ne IS, 1877. Ty Me Once”
should perhops read “Try Me Ome Again,” (IS
the ualuc of old farm equipment is realized mm.

shown an interest in starting production on
new tools and implements, given a market
for their products.
3) The techniques are simple, and enough
build-it-yourself
plans are available for you
to satisfy your own needs.

HAND
THRESHING
The simplest method of hand threshing
involves spreading a large, &an cioth (an old
bedsheet is fine) on the floor of a barn :x garage,
laying a bundle of wheat on the sheet and beating it with an old rake, broom handle, or other
appropriate club. The wheat heads do not have
to be struck hard, for the grain will shatter out
quite easily onto the sheet.
As another alternative, grain can be dislodged by allowing farm horses or bullocks to
trample on unthreshed stalks. Threshing by
trampling,
however, is neither
particularly
efficient nor very hygienic, because of the possible
contamination of grain from animal excreta.
In hand threshing, not every grain will fall
ol;t of the seed heads. But it need not go to
waste. The bundles already flailed can be given
to the chickens: they will pick out any grains
missed, and the straw becomes their bedding.
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Each bundle of wheat will have ZI cup or two of
grain in it. After several bondles are Railed, the
cprners of the sheet are pulled together. and the
grain, chaff. and bits of straw are dumped into a
bucket.
There are other alternatives to harvesting
and threshing by hand, even for small-plot
growers. Threshers and hullers are still very
much used by the seed-processing trade, of
course, but these machines are usually too expensive to be practical for homesteaders. But
shredders will do a crude job of threshing pain
in addition to performing their usual functions.
Modifications. such as taking out every other
blade or removing the screen completely, might
improve the quality of the shredder’s threshing
work. The motor can be seared down so it will
run the shredder more slowly. Wheat can even
be threshed with a lawn mower, so long as a
board is placed to one side to block <he grain
from being scattered too far bv the blade.

ANIMAL-DRAWN
THRESHERS
A iairly recent development in threshing by
aniuxd power that is much faster than trampling,
is the Olpad thresher. It consists of some 20
serrated or ribbed metal discs arranged in three

ct.tAN,Nl;

mws w a metal frame which is pulled by a pair
of builwkr. A wooden beam ur a suitable length
of chain of rope cm be nsed to hitch the animals
to the frame. The output of the thresher is
estimated to he four to five times that of a pair
uf bullocks threshing by trzzpling.
Solid,
Cylindrical rollers and spiked wheel models are
nvailshle.
and ordinary
animal-drawn
disc
harrows cm nlm he used for this uperntion.

Olpad TInesher
This model
whezls.

CllAINS A-w SEE”S

has 14 discs and transport

Kajuthan State Agro Industries Corp.. Ltd.
Vimt Bhawan, C-Scheme
Jaipur 302 006, Rajasthan, India

The RPsulia Bladed Roller Thresher Plans
This thresher is apparently s&able frx all
SOURCES
of AM-DRAW(r ROLLER
THRESHERS types of corn and similar crops. and couh~ be
!3tone-Threshing Roller
made and used anywhere where bullocks are
This roller is tapered XI that it can easily be
available and suitable local craftsmen an;! mapulled round in circles over the crop by the
terials can be found. It has proved to be 60
animals.
percent more efficient than the traditional Indian
method of using bullocks to trample the harDandektw Brothers
vested crop.
Engineers REFounders
Intermediate Technology Publications, Ltd.
Snngli. Maharashtra. India
9 King St.
Lontlott WC2E 8HN, England
otpag“rhrdm
This unit has serrated discs 450 millimeters
(I8 inches) in diamet~er, and an angle iron frame.
Discs are mounted on a steel shaft and cast-iron
spa& keep them in p&tioI?~ A seat with a back,
footrests, and back and front guards are provided
for the operator’s safety. An extra raking attach.
ment can he fitted for stirring straw during the
threshing operation. This thresher is available
in 2% 14., 11, and S-inch disc sizes.
Gxsul &Co. Pvt. Ltd.
Industrial Area, Fazalgunj
Kanpur, India

Cossul Bullock-Driven
cad&cc..

Olpad Thresher

TREADLE
THRESWERS
Treadle.operated rice threshers are widely
used in the Far East. Bunches of straw are held
against a revolving drum and the grain is
combed out by wire loop teeth. These machines
are generally suitable for rice only and not for
crops such as wheat, which require a more violent
threshing action.
Operating (I treadle thresher by
holding bunches of stmw
against n rcwolving drum.

A FOOT-POWERHI
T
SORGHUM,
OATS,
AND
by 6. David Williams, Jr.

Substituting bicycle sprockets and chnins for the gear system provides :I simple answer to the
problem of gears. Bearings front the bicycle pedal shaft are also easily obtained and are adequate for
both the drum and the large sprocket shaft. The only sophisticated tools needed to build this thresher
are an electric welder and a drill press. LMost of the operations can be done with simple hand tools.

Bicycle sprockets and chain replace a complicated

gear

system. Simple wire loops on the threshing drun knock
groin from the slalks as the drum revolves.
S.P~A.T.F.

drum, but if done carefully, it can be made with
The most difficult part of the construction is the G
simple tools. Balance is important, but not overly critical, as the drum spins at only 250 to 300
revolutions per minute. The wire loops on the drun R are the teeth which.qrike
the grain from the
stalks.
l Reprinted with permission from Appropriate
Technology , vol. 2 no. 2

The thresher in operation. --the cloth
hood kee@ threshed grain confined,
and the drop cloth collects : the kernels.
S.P.A.T.F.

This machine does not separate the chaff from the good grain. As in threshing by hand, the
grain must still be winnowed. But the machine does speed up the threshing and is also effective
on some tough grains such as sorghum, which often defies hand threshing.
Threshing is done by holding a bundle of unt&eshed grain firmly ‘._ your hands, beating and
twisting the bundle lightly against the drum (which revolves away from you), and throwing the
bundle of threshed straw aside. The grains fall down onto a, canvas or plastic sheet which is placed
under the thresher.
The work of cleaning the grain will be a lot easier if you first put tl le threshed grain into a box
with I/2-inch wire mesh screen on top. This will remove many of the broken stems and longer trash.
Those who want a simple, engine-driven thresher can build a similar machine, but with a wider
drum of 36 inches, a stronger shaft of s/4 inch, and a large pulley on one side. A three to five horsepower engine will be sufficient, aml in this case, approximately 400 revolutions per minute would be
best.
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X 24-page fuliv ilittstrated bwklet. “Do-it-Yourself
struction. assembly, and maintenance is available from:

Foot-Operated

Thresher

Plans,” for con-

S.P..A.T.F.. Office of Village Development
P.O. Box 6937
Boroko. Papua, New Guinea
A condensed version is offered by:
Intermediate Techt~ology Publications,
9 King St.
London WC”E SHN, England

Ltd.

SOSRCES
OFTREADLE-POWERED
THRESHERS
Peanut Thresher Plans
Five pages of fully dimensioned, illustrative
plnns with complete assembly instructions for a
treztdle-powered
or bicycle-powered
peanut
thresher we available from:
Comberland General Store
Rt. 3
Crossville,

TN

38555

CecocO Light Foot Thresher
This machine separates the grain from
paddy sheaths by eliminating
the mud, sand,
stone. pieces of metal. and other foreign substances contained in the paddy. It is portable
and conveniently used in the paddy field at the
spot where the crop is harvested. Rotary motion
is caused by stepping on the pedal: revolution
~ rate is increased by gears, turning the threshing

CeCoCo Treadie Thresher
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drum at any required speed. Crops are threshed
by placing them against the toothed revolving
drum.
The number of pedal strokes ranges from
90 to 100 per minute; the approximate drum
speed is 450 rpm. The thresher is capable of
threshing paddy at 115 kilograms per hour. It
measures 15 cubic feet. Net weight: 50 kilo.
grams: packed weight: approximately 90 kilograms.
cecoco
P.O. Box 8, Ibaraki Citv
Osaka Pref. 567, Japan
Pedal Thresher
This two-man pedal threshing machine can
be used for either rice or wheat. Dimensions are
41 by 27 by 261/e inches. Weight: 62 kilograms.

Tim Chien Pedal Thresher

Tien Chien Enrerprises

The thresher has a capacity of 500 kilograms per
hour.
Tien C!&n Entermises Co.. Ltd.
P.O. Box 20-18 T&hung
Taiwan R.O.C.
Pedal Thresher Model TAT-IO
This unit cjn be operated by one
people. Threshed grain is scattered
ground so a pickup nylon net or grain
recommended and is available as optional

ment. Dimensions are 75 by 100 by 70 centimeters. Weight: 61 kilograms. It is also available
with a 3 h.p. gasoline motor.
China Agricultura! Machinery Co., Ltd.
17 Nanking Rd. East, 1st Sec.
Taipei. Taiwan R.O.C.

or t,ivo
on the
box is
equip-

Technology Consultancy
This pedal-powered
is only in the prototype
Consultancy Center is

Center Thesher
rice and millet thresher
stage. The Technology
also working on the

Proto,ype pedal threshers
at the Technology
cansu1tancy Center.
Technology Co”r”lta”cy
CC”lCI

development of prototype bullock and donkey
carts, a winnower for pressing ;xe oil (60
percent efficiency), and a bellows pump.
Technology Consultancy Center
University of Science and Technology
University Post Office, Kumasi
Ghana, West Africa
More Treadle-Power Threshers
American Spring RcPressing Works Pvt., Ltd.
P.O. Box i602
Malad, Bombay 400 064, India
Cossul and Co. Pvt., Ltd.
Industrial Area. Fazalgunj
Kanpur. India

Cosrul Treadle Power Thresher
Cms”l and co.
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A.P. Rodriqwz Agro I”du&nl
Bitas
Cah;lntuan City, Philippines

Machineries

POWER-OPERATED
THRESHERS
In a power thresher, the separation of grain
from its stalk is carried ottt by passing the crop
between a revolving drum and a stationary concave. The impact of the drum striking the grain
against the conc:we bents the groin from the ears.
In the shape of n half-cylinder,
the concave
forms a cradle below the threshing drum. It is
either solid or grated and is aiways made of very
strong wrought iron or heavy steel.
The revolving drtrum or cylinder carries a
number of steel spikes or fine rasp bars as threshing teeth. Spiked teeth are often found in combines and threshers designed for rice processing.
Because most small threshers are designed in
rice-producing countries, they generally come
equipped with spike-tooth drums which are not
as efficient for threshing wheat. Rasp bar drums
with fine-tooth spacings on the threshing bar are
generally preferred for separating finer seeds
from chaff. The threshing body of most aodern
combines comes equipped with a rasp bar, hut
both types of cylinders are usually available
interchangeably.

Plans for this build+yourself
duesher may be obtained by
,writi”- to:
Organic Garde&g

Readers’,Service
33 E. IMinor St.
F.“lmaus. PA 18049
Enclose a stamped, selfaddressedenvelope.
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Hal;~nce is :in important factor. A thresher
should be set on level ground with the drum
carefully halnnced t” avoid vibration
If it’s n”t
level. the movenuxt of grain :Icross the width of
the drlim is uneven and threshing efficiency is
imp&cd.
The gap Ixtrwzen the threshing drum
:md the concave is adjustable, depending “pan
the grain to he threshed. If the gzp is Tao wide.
the grain passes out of the machine with the
W’iw. while to” close a satins wil! break “I
bruise the grains.
Some small machines operate on 3 principle
similar to the treadle rice threshers, with the
crop being held against the revolving drum. But
generally the whole crop is passed through the
thresher. Spike-tooth drums are found pxrtitularly in Asia, where they are favored because
they produce thoroughly
crushed straw, or
bhusa, which is fed to animals.
Threshers witlmrlt cleaning equipment are
oftell favored by small farnlers bera”se they CO”,bine high rate5 of threshing with low power
reqtdrematts. They can oftal he driven from
the power take-off (PTO) shaft of a two-wheeled
tractor or by a gasoline or electric engine.
Witmowing is done at the farmstead during
slack periods. At this point, threshing is complete.

CLEANlNG GRAlNS AND SEEDS

THRESHING
SEED
CROPS
by Rob Johnston
if the crop is small. we ofteo use a homemade &Iii. For larger crops, we use n Universal Thresher
made in Japan by CeCoCo (Central Commercial Company), P.O. Bcx 8, lbaraki City, Osaka Pref. 5F7
japan. While it is not built as ruggedly as a contp;trnble domestically made machine, it gets the job
done sntisfactorily and costs a b*eaeatdeal less.
!f you don’t want to spend .$I,000 for a thresher, which is what we paid for ours in 1974, the
old models which stiii exist it? this country are worthwhile, if they are in decent condition. In our
area. :he cost is between $200 and $500. These are usually large machine?, powered by a gasoline
motor or tractor paver take-off with a lint belt. It is possible, however, to mount wheels on an old

Seedsman Rob Johnston threshing
soybeans with his CeCoCo Universal
Thresher frem Jafxzn.

Rob Johnston

thresher so the machine can be towed into the field for on-the-spot threshing. On the other hand,
our CeCoCo thresher is small, weighing about 250 ponnds, and can be carried short distances by
two determined people. We went to a small bother of putting removable (bolted) wheels on one end,
which aid in towing. This portable nature is a real plus for the Japanese machine.
The new American-made threshers are rather small units usually trailer-mounted and designed
to thresh experimental plots m breeding and testing projects.
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Catalogs which list such equipment include:
Burrows Equipment Co
I3 16 Sllenn;l” A\?.
Evanston, IL 60204

SekYlbiiio EgUiprllcZni

Co.

1022 West Jackson Blvd.
Chicago, IL 60607
NASCO
Ft. Atkinson
WI 53538

NORTH
AMERICAN
SOURCES
OF
POWER
THRESHERS
VITA Thresher Plans
Volunteers in Technical Assistance (VITA)
publishes a number of technical bulletins in
response io requests for technical help from
organizations and individua!s
in developing
countries.
VITA
plans include
a peanut
(groundnut)
thresher, soybean thresher, and
Godavari rice thresher, as well as a set of guidelines for portable threshers. A complete listing
of publications is available from:
VITA
3706 Rhode I*land Ave.
Mt. Rainier, MD 20822

14.inch Plot Thresher
K.E.M. carp.

ICinch Plot Thresher
The Seedburo plot thresher has a 14inch
wide peg-tooth cylinder and is completely selfcleaning. A straw puller is used to slow the material thrown from the cylinder and to meter it
evenly into an air blast. Interchangeable screens
are placed at the bottom of the air chute to
further clean the sample. This thresher has a
rasp bar cylinder with 52 teeth, and is mounted
on wheels to be moved by hand. It measures 30
by 30 by 20 inches. weighs 200 pounds and is
powered by a 3 h.p. gasoline motor (a s/4 h.p.
electric motor is optional).
1%inch Bundle Thresher
This thresher is built with a coil spring axle
for towing behind a vehicle. It is fully adjustable for small seeds and grains, including soy.
beans, and has 14.inch diameter cylinders, with
eight rasp bars per cylinder. Two fans are used
to assist in complete separation. It is powered by
a 7.5 hp. gasoline engine with a hand clutch,
fully guarded for safe operation.

IS-inch Bundle Thresher
K.E.M. Corp.

Both threshers are available from:
Chain Mfg. Co.
112 N. Kansas Ave.
Haven, KS 67543
K.E.M. Corporation
Box471
Haven, KS 67543
Seedburo Equipment Co.
1022 W. Jackson Blvd.
Chicago, IL 60606
Small Bundle Plant and Head Thresher
A medium-sized. self-cleaning thresher. this
model is suitable for efficiently threshing and aircleaning single plants, small bundles (beads only)
of cereal or grain crops, some types of legumes,
and other crops for both yield and purity research experiments. Two styles of cylinders and
concaves are available: overshot spiked-type
(round or square, depending on the grain to be
harvested) or overshot rasping bar-type. The
thresher also comes with both styles of cylinders
and concaves that are interchangeable on the

Small Bundle Plant and Head Thresher with electric
motor.
Allan Machine Co.

same machine. It has a self-cleaning metering
wheel, removable seed catch pan with recleaning
screens, and an air blower. Its heavy-gauge metal
housing is mounted on a channel iron frame
with rubber-tired wheels and hand truck handles
for easy handling. The tliresher is approximately
34 inches long, 25 inches wide and 40 inches
high. Weight: 190 pounds. Supplied with elec..
tric motor or gasolme engine.

Small Bundle Plant and Head Thresher
line engine.

with gaso-

Large Vogel Nursery Plot Thresher
Vogel plot threshers are one of the most
popular makes because they self-clean ‘“mpletely in 8 seconds. The 20.inch-wide cylinder
is the overshot type with spiked teeth or optionally equipped with rubber rub bars. The cylinder is fed directly from the feeding pan. A straw
puller slows the flow of material from the cylinder and meters it to the shaker pan. A fan
removes the straw and chaff from the grain as the
threshed material passes over a tail rake. The
seed is caught in buckets at the side of the machine. Power is supplied by a 9 h.p. gasoline
engine. Approximate overall dimensions: 8 feet
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seed Gtltout loss. Construction is such that ,it
may be easily inspected and cleaned between
samples to prevent cross-contilmination.
Simple
mechanical features permit fast adjustment of
the cylinder blowers and shaker sieves to meet
varying conditions of crops being threshed.
Standard equipment is nn eight-bar, all.
metal, rasp bar cylinder, five-bar adjustable concave, beater and straw puller, shaker pan with
interchangeable no-choke sieves, adjustab!e catch
pan, and two cleaning fans. A belt variator gives
infinitely variable belt speeds to 2,000 rpm without affecting the speed of the shakers and
blowers. Optional equipment incl*des rnbberfaced rub bars.
The above threshers are available from:
ALMAO,
Allan Machine Co.
P.O. Box I12
Ames, IA 50010
Harrows Equipment Co.
1316 Sherman Ave.
Evanston, IL 60204
long, 7 feet high, 40 inches wide. Weight: 1,350
pounds. This thresher has an all-metal construction, except for wooden fan blades and operator’s
platform.
Small Vogel Thresher
The Vogel head thresher is of the same basic
design as the 20.inch Vogel thresher but without
the shaker pn. The cylinder is fi inches wide
and is available with spike-:eeth or rubber rub
bars. Heads only are passed through the cylinder. Straw passed through the cylinder will
not be removed from the sample if the straw
pieces are heavier than the seed, as is often the
case with forage. The thresher is self-cleaning
within 3 seconds. It is powered by a I/~ h.p. electric motor. Constructed of heavy-gauge metal, it
is mounted on a coaster wagon truck for port.
ability. Dimensions, including truck. are 15 by
38 by 46 inches high.
Nursery Plot Thresher
The Allan all-purpose thresher is used to
thresh, separate. and clean samples of soybeans,
wheat, oats. barley, flax, grasses, and other similar
AILPurposey
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Low-Profile 91ot Thresher
Constructed with an eight-bar rasp bar cylinder and underslung grated concave, the lowprofile thresher is hand fed from ground level.
The stationary, towable machine was developed
exclusively for threshing small and medium test
plots of legumes, cereals. forages, and other

This low-profile plot thresher has a hydrauiically
operated unit for mouing it as opemntors thresh TOW
after TOW.
Allan Machine Co.

special crops. It comes with a galvanized metal
shaker pan with choice of interchangeable no.
choke sieves. With a 7 or 9 h.p. gasoline engine,
the unit measwes 113 by 40 by 57 inches and
weighs 1.250 pounds.

approximately 1,375 pounds and measures 9 feet
long, 5 feet.wide. and 5 feet * : :,. :S high. It is
light enough to be moved e.,
oy workers in the
field or towed behind a car. truck, or tractor from
cme area to another.

LPT Stationary Thresher
Available in three types of overshot cylinders and coxave.. each of which is interchangeable, the thresher will efficiently thresh a wide
range of crops from small test plots up to l/S acre
or larger in size. Cereal grains such as wheat,
oats. barley, and scrghums; legumes including
soybeans, cowpeas, and field beans: and forage
craps such as grasses and sunflowers have been
threshed without material loss of seed.
Its simple mechanical features permit easy
changes of cylinders and concaves, no-choke
sieves. varying cylinder speed, air blower, and
seed catch pan to meet varying conditions for
each crop being harvested.
Power to operate the standard-equipped
thresher is provided by a 9 h.p., single-cylinder.
four-cycle, air-cooled. gasoline engine with a
rope-pull starter and hand.operateu clutch takeoff assembly.
The thresher, completely equipped, weighs

Both threshers are available from:
ALMACO, Allan Machine Co.
P.O. Box 112
Ames. IA 50010
Single-Head Plot Thresher
Single head selections can be essily threshed
in this single-head plot thresher. A ribbed
rubber roller threshes the head by a crushing
action against a spring-loaded rough rubber concave. The concave is hinged to allow the roller
and concave to self-clean. A fan is built into
the bottom of the thresher to blow out the chaff.
The cleaned sample is collected in a small
drawer.
L.A. Mennie
1029 Manahan Ave.
Winnipeg 19, Manitoba, Canada
Single-Head Thresher
Single heads or the product of short rows
are threshed with this machine. It is self-cleaning, enabling a large number of single heads or
small lots to be threshed and cleaned rapidly.
The heads are pushed through a funnel-shaped
chute to a peg-tooth cylinder. The straw is not
passed through. Chaff is thrown into the chaff
receiver by the cylinder air blast. The cleaned
sample is collected in a drawer at the base.
Bridge %Tank Western, Ltd.
Winnipeg 2
Manitoba, Canada

Researchers feed sheaves into
Stationary P/or Tkrresker.
Allan Machine Co.

the ALMACO-LPT

Kemp Stationary Plot Thresher
The Kemp stationary plot thresher has a
spike-tooth cylinder that is lf! inches wide, with
a IO-inch diameter base and a ‘I-foot long
separating deck. The openings in the deck are
varied in size to act as both a sieve and straw
walker. Two blowers are used for cleaning.
Unthreshed heads are delivered to a tailings
drawer to be passed through the cylinder a

second time. The thresher can be used for
threshing many crops including clover and forage
crops. Peas and beans are threshed by operating
the cylinder in reverse.
Bridge 8: Tank Western, Ltd.
Winnipeg 2
Manitoba, Canada
Roller Thresher
Plant material contained in cotton bags can
be threshed by passing the bags through the
rollers of this thresher a number of times. Mixing and seed loss are eliminated but the material
must be cleaned in a separate cleaning device.
The rubber-covered rolls are 14 inches in diameter, and contrarotate differentially at speeds of
50 and 68 rpm.

cave are built to close tolerances to eliminate
lodging of seeds within the thresher. The cylia
der has a speed range from 450 to 900 rpm.
Swanson Machine Co.
24.26 E. Columbia Ave.
Champaign, IL 61820
Harnmnd-type Plot Thresher
The Hamwnd-type
Plot Thresher has a
rubber rasp bar overshot cylinder with a speed
control Andy an rpm indicator. A feeder-beater
is used to present the material to the cylinder.
Cleaning is by air-assisted sieve action using an
adjustable sieve. The thresher has been used on
a range of materials from bent grass to pistachio
nuts. The capacity is 30 pounds per minute of
wheat straw and 10 to 20 pounds per minute of
grass straw.
Mater Machine Works
Box 410
Ccwvallis, OR 97330

Roller Thresher
Agriculture Canada

Machine Services ad Repair
47 Landsdowne Ave.
Winnipeg 4, Manitoba, Canada
Swa”so” Plot Thresher
Developed to thresh a wide variety of crops.
the Swanson plot thresher has a low profile for
easy operation and inspection. A special air
device gives precise air adjustments for efficient
separation. The 18.inch-wide cylinder and con.
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Labow-Ear

Thresher

Walter & Wintersteiger

Adapted from U.S. research models, these threshers
were manujaclured in the Pkiiippines wilk the kelp
of the International Rice Research Institute.

Vogebfy~e Head Thresher

INTERNATIONAL
SOURCES
OFPOWER
THRESHERS
Labour-Ear Thresher
The Labour-Ear thresher for single plants is
unique in that it has a clear plastic side so the
threshing~and cleaning process can be observed.
A hinged gate at the bottom of the cylinder keeps
the material in the cylinder until ihreshing is
completed. Chaff removal is by a suction fan
with cleaned samples collected at an envelope
chute. The unit is electrically powered and has
variable speed pulleys for’ changing the cylinder
speed. The thresher is claimed to be capable of
threshing cereals, grasses, clover, and legumes.

ders with adjustable concaves. The first cylinder
does most of the threshing, while a second
cylinder operates at a higher speed tG shake and
transport the straw during threshing. Cleaning
is done by air currents. Straw and chaff are
blown out at the top of a cyclone separator and
the grain is ,collected at the bottom. The auxiliary air current necessary to blow the straw out of
the top of the cyclone is shut off after each
sample is threshed to drop any material held in
the airstream. The thresher is powered by a 7
11.~.gasoline welectric motor.
Sat Und Erntetechnik

F. Walter&H. W%tersteiger K.G.
4910 Reid im Innkreiss
Frosch aligasse 19, Postfacb 124
Dimmelstrasse, Austria
2 TD Threster
The 2 TD thresher has two threshing cylin-

3440 Eschwege

Postfach 748, Germany
Garvie 14.inch Portable Thresher
This 14.inch-wide portable thresher is available with either a spike-tooth or rubber rub bar
cyhnder, and has a straw shaker and two clean305

beaters and a variety of cleaning apparatus including a winnower, a cleaner (with up to three
sieves or with a riddle case), and a fan.

ing sieves with an air fan. The machine is selfcleaning and can be inspected while it is running.
It is powered by a 3 h.p. engine.

R.G. C&vie&Sons
2 Canal Rd.
Aberdeen, Scotland
C&c&
Portable Thresher
This is a lightwight.
portable, and economical thresher suitable for small-scale rice and
wheat growers. The all-metal construction unit
is equipped with a 1.5 h.p. gasoline engine. It
delivers unbroken grain at a capacity of 180
kilograms per hour.
CeCoCo !&f-feeding Power Thresher
The CeCoCo Self-feeding Thresher is made
for the purpose of threshing rice or wheat which
is reaped as full stalks, gathered, and bound in
sheaves. Paddy stalks to be threshed are placed
on a feed table attached to the machine and are
inserted continuously by hand in small quantities
into the feeding end of the rotating chain. Inserted paddy straws are threshed while being
shifted by the moving chain under the rotating
threshing drum.

A typical Japanese ihresher, similar to the treadle
&signs. This one is powered by a gasoline engine
for n higher production capacity.

.4gricu,tureCanada
Garvfe Bench Threshers
Garvie bench threshers are available in IOor M-inch widths, with spike-tooth or rasp bar

SPECIFICATIONS OF CECOCO SELF-FEED POWER THRESHER

TYPO
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3

Capacity in
paddy/hour

Power
Required

500.1,llOOkg
400. EOOkg

3.4 h.p.
3.4 h.p.
2.3 h.p.

300. 600 kg

Dimension in’mm
Rpm
Rice Wheat Height Width Length

Net
Weight

Gmss
Shipping
Weight Measurement

570
570
570

150kg
115kg
90 kg

295 kg

60 CU.ft.

255 kg
220 kg

57 cu. ft_
5c cu. ft.

670
670
670

1,380
1,380
1,374

1,010
922
842

1,350
1,350
1,350

SPECIFICATIONS OF CECOCO POWER THRESHERS

TYPO
No. 1
No. 2

No. 3
No. 4

SO6

Capacity in
paddy/hour
3004,000 kg

approx. 350 kg
approx. 450 tg
apprcx. 500 kg

Power
Required
3-511.p.
N-2 hp.
$2 hp.
l-2 hp.

Dimension in mm
Rpm
Rice Wheat Height Width Length
720
530

750
630

1,046
1,090

1,070
875

1,287
1,370

530
530

630
630

1,090
1,090

950
1,000

1,370
1.370

Net
Weight

GIOSS Shipping
Weight Measurement

144kg
80 kg
95 kg
100kg

260 kg

115kg
130kg
140 kg

60 cu. ft.
35 cu. ff.
38 cu. ft.
40 cu. ft.

CeCocO Power Thresher No. 1 Double Drum,
No. 2, 3, and 4 Single Drum
These units are for long- or short-cut stems
of rice, wheat. swnfiower seed, and sorghum. The
crops are fed by hand into the thresGng chamber
and a perfectly cleaned grain exits from the outlet on the side of the conveyor-elevator after
being completely threshed. The machine is
equipped with winnower, conveyor, thrower, and
speed adjuster which controls the air velocity.
cecoco Universal
CeCoCo Universal Power Thresher Type
T25H is capable of threshing various kinds of
beans, pulses, rice, sunflower seed, and wheat by
replacing the screen and V-belt between the
pulleys of the threshing drum and winnower.
Separation is adjustable and no winnowing is
necessary. Second separation of grain and stalks
scattered at the second outlet is also possible;
therefore. complete separation can be made without waste. The interchangeable screen can easilv

CeCoCo Uniuerszl Power Thresher

Rob Johnston
be replaced accorditxg to the size of grain in
order to prevent breakage.

SPECIFICATIONS OF CECOCO UNIVERSAL GRAIN THRESHER

TYPO
T25H

CeCocO
The
threshing
or short
threshing

capacity
per hour

Power
Required

lie
500 kg
wheat 5OOkg
heir us 1,506kg

0 ” .~

Sizeof
Screen

RP~

s-5 11.p.

650.-,700
_
250.550

Sizeof
DIUD

1,100H
1,300w
1,500L

756mmW
X
364mmg

750x

-. 550-600

‘-3 n.p.

Dimension
inmm

595mm

Bean Thresher
CeCoCo bean thresher is made for
various beans and seeds of full length
stalks. The materials are fed into the
chamber and threshed by a threshing

Shippinr!
&leaNet Gross sure.
Weight Weight ment
115
kg

220
kg

drum with,multiteeth.
Only the pure
plete beans or seeds are carried by
conveyor to the vertical screw elevator,
outside through the outlet of the
Screens are easily interchangeable.

80
cu. it.

and comthe screw
and then
elevator.

SPECIFICATIONS OF CECOC3 BEAN THRESHER

Tw
M

Dimension in,mm

Capacity
per hour

Required

RP~

Height

Weight

Length

Net
Weight

G*0sS
Weight

Shipping
Measurement

ares
in 30
soybean

2-3 h.p.

600.650

1,010

860

1,010

11Okg

160kg

50 cu. ft.

POWS
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CeCoCo Peanut Thresher
This machine will thresh peanuts from
peanut plants harvested with vines. Care should
be taken to give proper speed of revolution to the

machine. If it is too fast, it will damage not only
the husks but also the kernels. If it is too slow,
it will mix stalks, because imperfect separation
will retard the threshing efficiency.

SPECIFICATIONS OF CECOCO PEANUT THRESHERS

-We

capacity
per hour

No. 1
No. 2

0.37 acre
0.25 acre

Power
Required
2 h.p.
I h.p.

Dimension in mm
Rpm

Height

Width

Length

Net
Weight

Gross
Weight

Shipping
Measurement

350
350

1,400
1,380

1.000
83G

I.260
I.230

150kg
115kg

280 kg
200 kg

60 cu. ft.
65 cu. ft.

The above threshers are manufactured
cecoco
P.O. Box 8, Ibaraki City
Osaka Pref. 567, Japan

by:

Porta-fast Grain Thresher
This is a mini-size portable thresher for easy
transport for in-field operation. With a built-in
winnower and 5 h.p. gasoline motor, it has a
“pacity of 12 to 20 CAV per hour and 15 to 25
CAV per hour with an 8 h.p. motor.

from the three different cylinder widths: 500,400,
respectively. Its power reand 355 millimeters,
quirements range from 0.7 to 4.5 h.p. for an output capacity ranging from 10 to 30 ares (one
are= lho acre) per hour.
Iseki Agricultural Machinery Mfg. Co., Ltd.
2-l-3 Nihonbashi, Chuo-ku
Tokyo 13. Japan

Jamandre Industries, Inc.
88 Rim1 St.
Boil0 City 5901, Philippines
Small-Capacity Motor-Driven
Thresher Model
TDG-4oo
Designed mainly for threshing rice and
wheat, this machine adapts well to wet threshing
work. The machine consists primarily of a main
drum, auxiliary drum, feed chain, sieves, grain
conveyor, winnowing fan, and a 5.4 h.p. electric
motor. It can thresh 600 to 1,000 kilograms of
rice or 350 to 750 kiIograms of wheat per hour.
It weighs 164 kilograms and measures 130 by
1.392 by 1,150 milliieters.
China Agricultural
Machinery Import
port Corp.
Tientsin Branch 14, Chang Teh Road
Tientsin, China

and Ex.

Thresher Models D71OS, D610S, and D51OS
The differefices in Iseki’s three models stem
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ZseRiPower Thresher
Agriculture Canada
Bel-500 Thresher
This unit was specially designed for stationary threshing and for cleaning corn and beans.
It requires a 5 to 7 h.p. electric motor, or it can
be run from a tractor’s PTO. It will produce
from 6,614 to 7,937 pounds per hour, tractor- or
horse-drawn.

Laredo Cereal Thi
Model Bel-500

Laredo

Laredo S.A.

Rua 1 de Agosto, I&67-17.100
Bauru (SP) BraziI

Agrima Rice Thresher Model TAP-20
This is a 3 h.p., g&wIine engine tlaesher
adapted from a treadle unit. It measures 55 by
120 by 68 centimeters and weighs 69 kilograms.

TY-200

This unit threshes grains while separating
leaves and roots from the grain with the powerful
blower. It can be used x&h damp crops, weighs
120 kilograms, and meawres 68 hy 45 by 39
inches. It has an output of 1,000 kilograms per
hour using a 5 to 6 h.p. motor.

China Agricultural Machinery Co. Ltd.
17 Nanking Road, East, 1st Sec.
Taipei, Taiwan R.O.C.
Midget II Thesher
The Midget MKfI

is comprised of a basic

Tien Chien Enterprises Co., Ltd.
P.O. Box 20.18 Taichung
Taiwan R.O.C.

Tim Chien Thresher
Ticm Chien F,nuxprisc.;

Alum Blanch Midget II

Alvan Blanch DevelopmentCo.
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T”“L..5 FOR H”MESTEA”ERS, GARDENERS.AN” SMALL-SCALEFARMERS
mp bar drum and concwe, feed shote. :md dtsT-------~
charge cowl, and a collecting tray with a canvas
shield. It requires 3 h.p. and can be driven by .I
gasoline or electric engine or tractor PTO. I.
weighs 280 pounds, measures 1 foot 11 inches ny
4 feet 8 inches by 6 feet Y inches and puts out up
to 1,500 kilograms per hour of rice. Its other
suggested uses include wheat, barley. oats, beans,
peas. sorghum, mnize, and millet.

super Midget II
Requiring 5 h.p., this unit will pot out up to
one ton of i-ice per hour. Other hrger units are
;dso av;rililble.
Alvan Blanch Development Co., Ltd.
Chelworth, Maim&wry
Wiltshire, SN16 SSG, England

Small-Size Automatic Thresher
This Indian thresher can be run by a IO 1t.p.
electric motor, 12 to 14 h.p. gasoline motor, or
the PTO of a 14 to 20 h.p. trac{or. Larger units
are also available.
New Bharat Industries (Regd.j
Industrial Area
MOCA (Punjab) India
Power Wheat Thresher-Cum-Winnower
Fifteen h.p. is required to run this thresher
with a 1.06.meter-wide drum for a capacity of 400
to 500 kilograms per hour.
Rajasthan State Agro Industries Corp., Ltd.
Virar Bhawan, C-Scheme
Jaipur 302 006. Rajasthan, India
310

Akshnt AK-58 Thresher
American Spring and Pressing Works

Akshat AK-58 Thresher
The Akshat AK-58 consists of n threshing

CLEANING

chrtmber. separatrator,dust-discharging device, and
a grain-conveying
and elevating mechanism.
The threshing chamber contains
hfty steel wire loops and a concave grill.
Stalks are held with both hands in a bunch,
and the heads are inserted into the threshing
chamber. The revolving drum combs out the
gnin. which falls through the grill into the
winnowing chamber. Clean grain is raised by
the
elevator for bagging. The thresher requires
2 h.p. and can thresh ZOOkilograms of rice per
hour. Weight: 112 kiiograms.
American Spring&Pressing
P.O. Box 7602 Malad
Bombay 400 064. India

Works Pvt., Ltd.

Emhee Power Thresher
This all-steel thresher is fitted with a threshing cylinder, grain auger, and elevator. The
crop bundle is held in both hands and the heads
are threshed between the loops of the rotating
cylinder and the concave screen. The grain is
separated from the chaff by a blower. The unit
requires a 2 to 3 h.p. motor to put out 60 to 120
kilograms per hour of rice. or 100 to 150 kilo.
grams pa hour of wheat. Martin Burn also offers
a conventional model thresher in which the cornplete crop is fed into the machine rather than
just the heads.
Martin Burn, Ltd.
12 Mission Row
Calcutta I, India
Wheat Thresher
The Wheat Thresher is designed primarily
for wheat. although it will handle other crop?..
it is equipped with a winnowing fan and fills
bags automatically. It has an output capacity of
200 kilograms per hour with a 5 h.p. motor.

CRAlNS

AND

SEEUS

gralx per hour of straw and grain and requires
approximately
2 h.p. to drive the machine.

B.P. 47
50104 Cherbourg, France
ST-70 Thresher-Cum-Winnower
The ST-70 employs a rasp bar drum and
concave to thresh rice, wheat, barley, beans, peas,
maize, and other crops. It has an l&inch drum
which revolves at from 460 to 1,460 rpm for a
wheat output of 1,500 to 2,000 kilograms per
hour and a maize output of 3,000 to 4,000 kilograms per hour.
Vicon. Ltd.
M.rdambai House, Lavelle Road
Banga1ore.l. India
Jeco Threshers
Available in small and large sizes.
Jeco Engineering Co. (Regd.)
Near Shama Cinema, G.T. Road
P.O. Box No. 46
Cujranwala, Pakistan
Vogel-type Paddy Thresher
Similar to the ALlan Vogel thresher described earlier, this unit is designed to yield
grain of seed quality by avoiding damage to the
grain. Damage to the kernel limits its germination capabilities. This machine has a 500.millimeter-wide drum, requires 10 h.p. to run, and
produces 500 to 700 kilograms per hour.

Union Forgings
Sherpur, G.Y. Road
Ludhiana, Punjab, India

Midget Rice Thresher
Similar to the Alvan Blanch Midget II
thresher, this unit has a capacity of from 900
to 1,000 kilograms per hour. A 12 h.p. motor
is required to run the 690.millimeter-wide drum.

Model 42 Thresher
This simpie thresher has no cleaning mechanism. It has an output of !.300 to 1,600 kilo-

A.P. Rodriguez Agro Industrial
Bitas
Cabantuan City, Philippines

Machineries
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by The Interna&xtal

Rice Research Institute

The widespread use’ of combines fur harvesting and threshing crops in developed countries has led
to :L decline in the production xnd use of stationary threshers. Yet traditional methods we no longer
suitable for thr?rhing large quantities of rice. particularly in areas of multiple cropping. High-moisture
pxldy i; difficult to thresh witlt convention;ll threshers awilable in the less-de\,eloped countries. The
thr4Cq
output of the Japanese stripping-type thresher is generally low, and such machines are
diHicult to mnnufacture in less-developed countries. The International
Rice Research Institute has
dewloped the asix1 How thwsher for small- and medium-sczlle tropical farmers to use either through
individual ownership or through contract threshing.
This machine can efficiently thresh rice, sorghum, soybeans, and other small grain crops over a
wide range of grain moisture levels with lmv crop losses. The throu-in feed design and the axial
movement of materials are distinguishing features of this machine. Separation and cleaning eficienc)
are excellent. and power requirements are low.
The thresher is mottot CX!on two large wheels to provide good mobility on rough roads. It can be
pulled easily with a power tiller or jeep, or it can be moved nlanoally over shorter distances. A
self-propelled version of the thresher bas a motorized third wheel mounted on the front. The same
seven horsepower engine pro+les power for threshing and transport. The self-propelled version is
designed for astom threshing operations. which often require repeated movement of the thresher.
‘IVhen the qound is too soft to support the wheels, skids are available to attach to the underside
of the thresher so that it can be pulled by animals.
‘The thresher tan be powered by a seven to ten horsepower, aiwooled, gasoline engine. Power
is transmitted through a series of V-belts to the five major components: the threshing cylinder,
delivery auger, centrifugal blower, rotary screen, and aspirator fan. The threshing mechanism consists
of a peg-tooth cylinder which rotates inside a full-circle cylindrical concave in two sections. The
upper concave has spiral deflectors which move the threshing material axially between the threshing
drum and the concaves.

IRRI Arid Flow
Union Tractor
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This machine is we!! accepted ;und is gaining popularity nmong farmers ncross the Philippines.
Twelve Philippine companies now produce the thresher. It is also !)eing !xoduced on n limited
basis in Ghana, India, Indonesin, Pnkistan, South Vietnam, Sri Lanka. ;xnd Thailand, and is being
evaluated in Bnnglx~esb. Guntemnln, Peru, Korea, and Malaysia. The machine is being marketed
for threshing soybeans and sorghum as well as paddy, and work is underway to adapt it for wheat
threshing.
Engineering designs are available to mnnufncturers who are seriously interested in producing the
thresher. Each request must be submitted on cotnpatry letterheads with n history of the company
:ntd a list of available equipment, anti. capita! structure, and product lines. along with tentative plans
for production and marketing. Write to: The Agricultural
Engineering Department, International
Rice Research Institute, FO Box 933, Manila. Philippines.
An example of the IRRI-designed z&x! flow thresher is pictured here, manufactured by the
Union Tractor Workshop in India.
7.5 Axial Flow Thresher
This unit was deveioped for small- and medium-scnle farmers to use either through individual ownership or through contract threshing. This machine can efficiently thresh rice,
sorghum, soybeans, and other small grain crops
over a wide range of grain moisture levels. Distinguishing
features of this machine include
throw-in feeding, axial movement of materials,
low power requirement, and excellent separation and cleaning efficiency. Paddy output is
about 1 ton per hour when operated with a
three-man crew and a 7.5 h.p. motor.
Union Tractor Workshop
S-B, Phase II, Maya Puri Industrial
New Delhi 1IO 027, India

Area

Portable Axial Flow Thresher
The Portable Axial Flow unit has an out-

The spiketoothed
Flow Thresher.

threshing

cylinder

of the Axial

International Rice RcresrchInstinw

put of 300 to 600 ki!ograms per hour of threshed
paddy with n 5 h.p. engine. Two or three people
are required to feed the machine, thresh, and
hag the grain, and two men are required to move
it. It has a multicrop capability for rice, sorghum! and other small _mains. The unit weighs
IO5 kilograms with the engine, measures 96 by
76 by 138 centimeters, and uses about I liter
of fuel per hour.
International Rice Researcll. institute
Box 933
Manila, Philippines

POWER
DRUMMY
THRESHERS
IRRI Axial Flow Thresher in operation in the field,
Inrern.ition2.l Rice Rerarch Institute

Drummy

threshers usually

incorporate
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beaters inside a threshing drum to separate
whent from its hull. A winnowing fan ntrached
under- the machine separates straw from the
grain but does not lewe a cleaned grain; an
avrmge of 3.5 percent waste is left. There is,no
bqgging arrangement with most of these machines. though :tdaptations cim be made. The
ruirlitnun power needed to thtwb with a minimum amount of ,grain breakage is 470 revolotions pel minute. as established by the Indian
Council of Agricultural Research in New Delhi.
At a !ower speed, more breakage takes place.

SOURCES
OFDRU
Union Tractor Drummy Thresher
This is a very simple machine, particularly
suitable for areas where farmers are being introduced for the first time to mechanical threshing. The threshing cylinder is the same as that
on a complete thresher-wirlnower,
but the
threshed material falls directly onto the ground.
A fan blows most of the chaff away from the
grain, but ‘vxne hand winnowing is still neces.
WY.
Two sizes of threshers are available. The 75
centimeter size uses a 5 h.p. motor to produce
150 kilograms per hour and the 90 centimeter
size uses a 10 h.p. motor for 250 kilograms per
mllr.
Union Tractor also has a full range of

Union Tw~or Wheat Thresher.
Union Tractor Workshop

larger threshers and winnowers available, as well
as the Pusa- Spike-Tooth Thresher, designed
by the Indian Agricultural
Research Institute,
and the 4T.90 wheat thresher.
Union Tractor Workshop is interested in
establishing manufacturing
facilities in other
countries. Interested parties should contact Mr.
Jagdish Chander.
Union Tractor Workshop
8-B Phase 11, Mayapuri Industrial
New Delhi 110 027, India

Area

Power Threshers
U.P. State Agro Industrial Corp., Ltd.
Agricultural Workshop, Talkatora Road
Lucknow, U.P. India
Allied Drummy Thresher
Drum width on these units comes in five
sizes ranging imm 21$$to 51/, feet, for an output
of anywhere from IO0 to 275 kilograms per hour.
There are three 5 h.p. units, one 10, and one 15.
Allied Trading Co.
Railway Road
Ambala City 134 Oil2
IIaryana. India

Union Tractor Drummy Thresher for the paddy.
Union Tractor Workshop
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Gepco Drmmny Threshers
Gepco makes drummy threshers in three
sizes. The 5 h.p. unit has a 76.centimeter drum
and threshes at a rate of 180 kilog,ams per hour.

The 7,/. h.p. “nit has a SO-centimeter drum and
a cap&y
of 300 kilograms per hour, and the
10 h.p. machine has a 105.centimeter drrm and
produces 450 kilograms per hour. Other units
are also available.
Gepco Industries
Industrial Estate
Sonepat. Haryana. India
Drummy Thresher
Mohinder R Co. Allied Industries
Kurali, Distt. Ropar
Punjab, India
This machine is capable of threshing, winnowing, sieving, and bagging a variety of crops.
Four people are required to operate this 3 h.p.
“nit to obtain a capacity of 300 to 500 kilograms per hour.
Jyoti, Ltd.
Baroda 390 003
India
Power Wheat Threshers
This Indian company manufactures threshers in a range of sizes, with or without winnowing
mechanisms.
Khalsa Iron Works
2015 Railway Road
Narela, Delhi, India
Wheat Thresher
This small thresher is not fitted with a
bagging mechanism and requires a power input
of 5 to 7 h.p. Larger models and complete
thresher-winnowers are also available.
New Bharat Industries
Industrial Area, Moga
Punjab. India
Saeco Power Wheat Threshers
The 90.centimeter (21/-foot) size has an
output of 200 kilograms of clean grain per hour
and requires 5 h.p. to run. Larger sizes are also
available.

Standard Agricultural Engineering Co
824/S25 Industrial Area B
Laudhiana 141 003, Punjab, India
Him Drummy Thresher
Four large drummy threshers are available
from International
Manufacturing.
The drum
sizes range in width from 24 to 42 inches.
Power requirements vary from 3 to 10 h.p. for
outputs of from 1,500 to 4,000 kilograms per
Complete
combination
thresher-winhour.
nowers are also available.
International Mfg. Co.
Hospital Road, Jagraon
Ludhiana, Punjab, India

WINNOWERS
The practice of winnowing consists of “sing
air moving in a horizontal direction to separate
grain from chaff or dust by allowing the mixture
to fall vertically in a thin stream across the path
of the airflow. The lighter chaff is carried fxther
by the moving air while the heavier grain falls
nearer to vertical, with the material in between
these grades occupying intermediate points xcording to their weight. This principle has been
implemented by farmers for centuries in, its
simplest form, where the natural breezes in the
open-air threshing yard are used. A fan can
also be used, since it gives a steadier and more
reliable air flow.
In a well-designed winnowing machine, the
blast of air is produced by a fan rotating inside
a suitable casing, while the material to be cleaned
and graded falls vertically from a hopper held
immediately above the fan outlet spout. In a
combined winnowing and grading machine, after
passing through the airstream the partially
cleaned grain passes through a perforated shaker
screen which retains the larger waste but allows
the product to fall onto a second perforated
shaker screen where small waste and dirt fall
out. Finally, the product pares to the discharge
chute. To achieve the maximum extraction of
waste, the velocity of the airflow in the separation chamber can be adjusted over a wide range.
The perforated shaker screens are usually se315

With Ihe help
is blown away
the btrckrl.
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This hand-operated thresher was
manufactured in this Egyptian
dlage with locally nvnilable
mote-rids and crafLsmen.
Dr. B. N. Ghosh

cured by spring clips which are manually released so that the screens can be easily removed
for changing or cleaning. A range of screen
sires are zvaiiabie to deai rDective!y with almost
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all kinds of seed. The cleaned grain can also be
delivered to bagging spouts by using a bucket
eievator.
The quality of work done by a winnower is

T
limited, and it also suffers from the disadvantage
of the dust nuisance, not only in the simplest
machines but &so in the more complex units.
The remedy lies io making proper arrangements
at the time of instn!lation for the collection and
disposal of dust in an effective manner. The
usual method is to blow the dust and chaff into
a large settling box provided with n wire-covered
outlet.
Since much of the threshing in developing
countries is carried out by hand or by using
simple machinery as described previously, winnow&g irequentiy has to be conducted as a separate operation and is often done by hand. The
output of hand winnowing is approximately 45
I
kilograms of grain per hour. A hand-driven
mechhanical winnower can achieve outputs of between 200 and 1,200 kilograms of grain per hour
and produce a xry clean sample slitable for
seed.

The simplw winnowers consist of hand- or
pedal-driven fans without any sieves or separation devices. The other winnowers described
in this section can be adjusted for different
crops and can also be fitted with a range of metal
sieves. For examp!e, a special hand-powered
rotating screen device is available for separating
groundnuts from husk and dirt.
In developed countries, the winnowing
process is usually incorporated into the function
of the thresher. Hence, sources of winnowers
alone are scarce in North Amaica.
Prototype Pedal-Power Winnower
Most commercially
available winnowing
machines employ an electric motor or an internal
combustion engine to drive the fan. These
machines are too expensive for the small-scale
farmer, and their capacities usually exceed his
requirements. To meet the needs of the peasant

Dr. Ghostis prototype
powered winnower.

Dr. B. N. Ghosh

A demonstration of the pedal winnower
in oclion. Notice that the larger, heavier
m(1tter falls /irst and that the lighter chafJ
is blown far away OSthe grain mixture falls
from n hopper nboue.
Dr. B. iv. Ghosh

eedal

farmer in India, an inexpensive winnowing machine which can be easily attached to and operated by a pedal bicycle (a vehicle which some
peasant farmers already possess) is being developed by Dr. Biswa Ghosh.
An Old-Fashioned Winnower
This simple type of winnower predates handoperated grain cleaners by a few hundred years.
About the only improvement that has been
made over traditional basket models is the addition of a screen to allow the lines, dust and
dirt, to fall through. In use, the threshed grain
is tossed into the air on a windy day-the wind
blows away the chaff, dust, and the lighter seeds,
the sand and smaller particles fall through the
screen--and with any luck, what is left is
cleaned grain. The sides are made of galvanized
sheet metal, 8 inches high. The screen is galvanized and is riveted to the sides. Its size is 24
inches wide, and 24 inches deep (from front to
back).

China Agricultural Machinery Co., Ltd.
17 Nanking Road, East, 1st Sec.
Taipei. Taiwan
Winnower
This firm offers a hand-driven
“de of wood.

winnower

Self-Sufficiency & Small-Holding Supplies
The Old Palace, Priory Road, Wells
Somerset BA5 1SY England
CeCoCo Hand Grain Winnower Type A-l
This model is designed for cleaning paddy,
hulled rice, wheat, barley, hulled sunflower seed,
and any other Rains or seeds.
With an output capacity of approximately
650 kilograms of hulled rice per hour, this unit
separates cleaned grain from immature dead
grain and chaff, husk, and dust. It is of all-steel
construction. Weight: 300 kilograms.
cecoco
P.O. Box 8, Ibaraki City
Osaka Pref. 567 Japan
Hindson Seed Grader
This model comes equipped with an adjustable blower and two replaceable sieves. It
has a capacity of 600 to ~1,100kilograms per hour
with a I/* 11.p.motor. Four sieve sizes are available.
Hindsons Pvt. Ltd.
The Lower Mall
Patiala, Punjab, India

The A 5’1 Winnowe-

American Village Institute
440 Meyers St.
Kettle Falls, WA 99141
Agrima Winnowers
Two models are available from this cam
pany, one made of metal and the other of wooden
construction. Both can be operated by hand or
with a small motor.
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Number 8 Winnower
This is a hand-powered machine constructed
mainly of wood, but with metal moving parts
and an oscillating bottom screen. It can be
fitted with any of five 40. by 40.centimeter metal
sieves for efficient screening of all kinds of grain,
including wheat, barley, and maize.
R. Hunt&Co., Ltd., Atlas Works
Earls Colne, Colchester
Essex CO6 2EP U.K.

Hunt No. 8 Winnowet
R. Hunt

An Indian Winnower
The air draft on this model is controllable,
and you ten replace the sieves as necessary. It
runs on four ball bearings and is operated by
hand.
Rajasthan State Agrc Industrial Corp., Ltd.
Virat Bhawan, C-Scheme
Jaipur 302 006, Rajasthan, India

per hour, this simple pedal-driven fan aids the
farmer when natural breezes fail to blow. The
blades have a span of 1,200 millimeters (48
inches) and are fitted onto a shaft running on
two bail bearings. There are two freewheels in
the gear train along with a flywheel. A seat
is provided on this all-steel, 80,000.kilogram,
framed unit. Enough air current is provided to
keep four people winnowing at one time.

A British Winnower
This un.c consists of a hopper, feed control
slide, oscillating sieve assembly, and fan. It is
available in two models with approximate capacities c.f 500 kilograms per hour and 1,000
tilograms per hour. Both models can be handor power-operated.
The Alvan Blanch Development Co., Ltd.
Chtiworth, Malmesbury
Wiltshire SNl6 9SG U.K.
Cycle Winnower
With a capacity of 1,500 to 2,000 kilograms

COWL1
Cycle winnower
toss”* and co.
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Cmsul Hand

Winnower

This hand-driven

model has a capacity of
per hour, and will keep
two people busy winnowing at a time. The
blades are fitted to a Post, and the unit weighs
25,000 kilograms.
500 to 800 kilograns

Cossul Co. Pvt. Ltd.
Industrial Area
Faza1grm.i. Kanpur. India

The Wiiower

Kit

A winnower has been developed by the
Overseas Liaison Department of the National
Institute of Agricultural Engineering in England
to meet the need for a hand-driven device for
separating grain from chaff and groundnut
kernels from their shells. The design is simple,
and manufacture should be well within the
capability of village craftsmen using normal
hand tools.
The winnower consists of a frame supporting
a feed hopper, separating duct. fan, and drive
mechanism. The frame is made of ten wooden
pieces bolted together. The hopper is formed
by the two upper frame members, the top of
the fan casing, and one side of the separating
duct, which has a shuttered feed aperture level
with the hopper floor.
The duct is of rectangular cross-section,
roughly S-shaped, with a long vertical center
part. The shaped sides are cut from thick ply320

__
wood and the sheet metal fron: and back are
screwed to the edges of the p!ywood. The fan
is a plain paddle blade unit. The casing is cot?.
strocted in the same way as the duct to which it
is attached by a bolted, flanged joint. A sixblade wooden rotor is carried on a steel shaft
running in plain wooden bearings bolted to the
frame.
The drive is transmitted by bicycle chain
from a crank and chain wheel to a small sprocket
on the fan shaft. All the components are standard bicycle parts. The pedal crank and chain
wheel are soldered to a steel shaft which rmx in
bearings bolted below the hopper. The small
sprocket on the fan shaft is made from the ring
of teeth from a bicycle freewheel pressed onto
a wooden boss which is pinned to the shaft.
The following table summarizes the performance results of a prototype at an N.I.A.E.
trial. Measurements of output were taken during
shol rons without stops for refilling the hopper.
The rate of work over several hours may be
lower, depending on the number of operators
and their efficiency.
Crank.
Speed,
Revolutions

Average
Output
Kilograms

Per
Minute

Per

Shell

Hour

Removed

70.90

400

y. of
Chaff or

4-L
84.94

75-95
83.99

90

When the trial was conducted, researchers
found that some of the rice samples contained
short straw which could not be blown out. In
the North Africa groundnut trial, the winnower’s
high crank speed gave a very clean result, but
the Gambia” groundnut trial yielded a poor
sample, with 40 percent of the nuts left unshelled.
Overseas Department
National Institute of Agricultura! Engineering
Silsoe, Bedford MK45 4HS England

CLEANING GRAtNSAN” SEEDS

This kit offers the option of asstmb!ivg the
winnower after completing construction of the
individual
parts or assembling from a preassembled kit. This winnower is made of wood
with metal working parts. Only the simplest
shop tools are necessary for its construction.
Too I
Postbox 525
Eindhoven, Netherlauds

Specially designed cleaning and grading
machines can improve the quality of a sample

A hand-operated seed cleaner constructed enlirely of
wood. The crank $mwe,s a wooden-bloded fan for
winnowing while ~cwens in the foreground ~efmrate
seed from chaff. Cleaned seed is dsposited in a
drawer below. No lmger being made in the United
States, these machines are eo~y to find at farm
auctions but are now gaining in value as mtiques.
Construction plans are available from IRRI, Box
933, ManSz, Phili#nes.

The hand crank, gears, and a peek al the wooden fan
bladei of an old seed clemer.

grain to a considerable extent beyond the capabilities of the winnower.
There are several
reasons why such high-quality grain is desirable:
Grain required for seed Fxposes should be
clean and uniform;
Removing weed seeds means that cultivation
of the growing crop will be less costly;
An increased yield can be obtained from
using cleaned and graded grains for seed
purposes;
4) Seed-drilling machines perform better when
clean and properly graded seed is used;
5) You can get better prices for graded samples;
6) Removal of insects and other foreign matter during cleaning ensures better and safer
scarage;

7) Grain that is precleaned before drying improves the efficiency of the drying machine
and produces a more uniformly dried sample.
In cleaning grain or seed, the main object
is to separate all chaff, straw, weed seeds, broken
and inferior seeds, dust, and other assorted rubbish from the sample. (However, some of this
material can be a useful by-product rvitb commercial value.)
Most machines used for cleaning also grade
the grain according to size, shape, specific gravTwo Metho&

ity, and/or weight of the seed. Seed cleaners
commonly used on farms vary considerably in
the quality of work done. The cleaner may be
:L very simple riddling or winnowing machine, or
a complex dresser which employs a number of
processes to treat or dress the grain. Some of
the processes commonly used by seed cleaners
We:
1) Screening over a sieve in order to remove
stalks. stones. and other large roughage.
2) Separation by a blast of air, using either a
,winnowing or an aspirating device.

of Cleaning and Grading Seed.

I) Uncleaned mixture leaves hopper nnd
2) passes across Iarge mesh SCT~CU.3) Large
malfer collec!s in pockets at end. 4) Mixture
fmsses over finer meshed screens into 5) more
collection pockets. 6) Fan keeps dust and fine
particles moving to exit.

1) Uncleaned mixture leaves hopper. 2) Fan blows
chafl through exit hole and sepmates seed by
mueight. jj Seed posses acrm different meshed
~rcreening for four grader.
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3) Rotnry screens or nests of sieves usually
separate the grain or seed into a number of
samples according to width.
4) Indented cylinders or pockets are used to
separcte the sample according to length.
.Some machines will rimultaneously
clean
and grade a sample of grain or seed, while others
will perform only one of these functions. They
are grouped below according to the mechanism
used for cleaning and/or grading.

OPERATING
ANDADJUSTING
CLEANERS
ANDGRADERS
Considerable skill is required to operate efficiently the various types of cleaners and graders
that are available for farm use. Grain samples
are variable and the correct setting for one particular sample may not be appropriate for the
next sample. The following adjustments are
usually available to properly set a machine for
a given sample of grain:

Model 75 Burrows Seed and Grain Cleaner and
Grader
This unit has a capacity of 60 to 75 bushels
per hour when cleaning and grading wheat or
other heavy grains, and 10 to 25 bushels per hour
when cleaning and grading clover and othe:
lighter seeds. This is a four-screen machine
which has two separate shoes with two screens in
each shoe. The scalping screens remove sticks,
stems, pods, and other large particles; the grading
screens clean the seed or grain and separate the
cleaned seed into two grades when two screens
are used. A high-speed multivane fan removes
chaff and other light material. The Model 75
Burrows requires a I/z h.p. electric motor for use
without an elevator. When a charging elevator
is used with the cleaner, a 31~h.p. electric motor
is needed.

Burrows Heavy-Duty Double-Spiral Separator
This machine separates anything round from
\
anything that is not round, according to the
manufacturer.
Vetch, peas, soybeans, pepper,
1) The air blast can be adjusted by either
rape, turnip, coriander, milo, mustard, and other
regulating the fan blind or altering the
round seeds are easily separated from wheat,
speed of rotation.
oats, barley, fiax, corn, screenings, rodent chips.
2) The slope, length, and frequency of vibraetc. No power is needed. The Double Spiral
tion of a machine can be adjusted to suit
separates by gravity to remove round seeds from
the requirements of a particular sample.
oblong grains, screenings, or weeds.
3) The sieves themselves are interchangeable
The machine consists of two units of spirals
for different sizes and types of grains.
which feed from the same hopper and deliver
together at the bottom. At the top is a large
hopper with an adjustable feed plate for each
NORTH
AMERICAN
SOURCES
OFSEEDCLEANERS unit of spirals. The seed leaving the hopper runs
The Model 30 Burrows Seed Cleaner and Grader
over a cone divider which spreads the seed
evenly to each of the five Rights in each unit.
This is a small-sized seed cleaner and grader,
Going down the flights. the round kernels travel
suitable for seed testing or cleaning small lots
at a much faster rate of speed than the other
of seed. It has a small chaff or scalping screen on
kernels. Their momenfum increases until they
top and large cleaning and grading screens berun over the edges of the spirals, drop to the
low. Standard equipment includes any four
housing spiral and roll inro a tray at the bottom
chaff-grading
screens and any four doubleof the machine. A single discharge chute is
grading screens. A suction fan removes chaff, and
standard unless the double chute is specified.
the screens remove large particles and damaged
The double chute separates the round seed into
seeds. Its capacity for wheat and other grains is
two grades, portions of which can be controlled
20 to 30 bushels per hour. For clover and other
by
adjusting levers.
seeds, it can process 2 to 10 bushels per hour.
The unit is built from gahanized steel, is
Shipping weight of this cleaner is 145 pounds.
set
in
a strong steel frame, and measures 77
The screens weigh extra. This unit can be opinches
high,
42 in&es wide, and 22 inches deep.
erated by hand or a ‘/4 h.p. motor. A bagging
Its capacity is 10 to 50 bushels per hour (SO to
attachment is available.
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35 bushels per hour for soybenns). Shipping
weififn: 200 pounds. Available options incfu(fe
self-cleaning flopper. laboratory sxnple spiral
(singfe. 5 feet by 20 ioches, with two Rights).
heavyduty single spiral (20 inches cfiatneter).
Spiral C&in CJe~ner Model 2825
As the scweo and spiral rotate in tfais model.
tfle spiral tawes the grain over the srrrett. Reca,,Se of tfw “,owtne,,t of tflc screen ;md Sf’iraf
and the horizontal construction of the machine,
the grain flow is completely controlled and distributed more effectively than in an operation
depending on gravity. The spiral in the grain
cleaner assures that the grain will be carried
owr the fzqest porsib!e screen area. The resoft
is thorougf~ly cleaned gait1 that dries faster to
help eliminate spoilage. This cleaner is belt.
driven for economical anrf teliable power. Easily
interchangeabfc scxeos are avuif:d~le for most
grains. Tfx cleaner wxs cfesigned for easy main.
ttwmce. and perfr~mt;tnce-testate to innwc best re.
sufts. Mocfei 2825 is 24 inches in diameter and 6
feet long. with a cnpacity of I.200 to 1,500 busfl.
rlr per flour (fur (fry corn). It requires a I f1.p.
r”“t”~.
Afl the above cfeuwrs xrc’ available from:
Burrow Equipment Cog
lSf6 Shermnn Ave.
I;.vanstorr, ii. 60204
Seedhuro Cleaner
The Seedburaw No, 464 seed cleaner is
sitnif;w to the Burrows No, SO.

Power-driven Seed and Grain Cleaner
This unit cleans and grades 2 to 10 hash&
“t SIX& seed and 20 to XI bushels of large
graioi per hour. It has a galvanized steel flow
ing, smooth-action upper scalping or chaff screen,
controlled-vibration
lower cleaoing and grading screens, and the suction of an adjustable
airstream. Eight screens provide 12 different
screening combinations.
The cfeaner requires
Little operating or storage space; it mea~wes 23
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Sears, Roebuck&Co.
Farm im<f Rancft Catalog
The Clipper for Sample Testing
The shoe of rhi,s model uses two IO- by 15.
incfl rurens, one for top and the otfler for lower
separation. Tile clipper also features it powerful
blast fan driven hy three step pulleys and controlled, adjustable shutters on air intake openings to provide intermediate air regulation. In

addition, it lras it grain box sttd an air screening
recepracle wth wnovable trays. This cleaner
is operated either by a hand crarik or by a %
1t.p. motet. The hand crank is furttislred only
it the motor is not mentiotted on tbc order. Tell
xmxts of the customer’s choice and the cleanrr
drive pulley come as standard equipment. The
Clipper Office Tester is 30 inches long, 15 inches
wide, 23 inches high and weighs 45 pounds.
Shipping weight: 90 pounds.
Cfipper Hand-Terting

Screena

Clipper M.2B
In this model, grain is fed to the hopper
which spreads it evenly across rbc full width of
the top xreen. The top screen perforation is
.selecred with large openings to hold up and
scalp off large foreign matter while the grain
drops through to the second screen. The lower
screen is selected with openings slightly smaller
than the grain. Dirt, splits, weed seeds, and im-

Clipper Seed and Grain Cleaner No. 27.
Secdburo Equipmrnt Co.
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nutwe ker-nels drop through this lower screen,
;md the clean sraiu discharges in the form of it
cwt;iin through the Bottom hir Blast Column.
The bottom air is ;tdjusted to remove any remnining lightweight trash 01. underweight kernels. I‘bis air sepnrntion is selective because the
fan is precisely adjwt;tbie over a wide range.
With a sc::‘et: sire of !%I,!, inches by 22!/, inches
utd .tll-screen coitstrtlctioo. this unit will cle;ln
up to -10bushels per hour.
Fort .Atkinsor..
Crippin A-234,.4-334 Seed Cleaners
The general construction and operation of
the two-screen and three-screen models are similar. The first sralper on the three-screen model
~enxwe~ the largest trash and relieves the second
scalper screen of this trash to provide more cnpncity and closer screening. In grading work.
one more sire can be obtained with this screen.
All screens are interchangeable. With a I h.p.
requirement, the Crippin Cleaner handles from
25 to 150 bushels of seeds per hour depending
tlpoll the stage of the seed.
~I‘here cleaners are avniiable from:
Ferrell-Ross
I62 I Wheeler St.
Saginaw, MI 48602
Nursery or Test Plot Threshers
These plot threshers, 14 inches standard or
18 inches heavy-duty, come assembled and ready
for threshing small lots of grain such as sorghum,
wheat, oats, soybeans, barley, and peas. Cylinder
speeds are adjustable; the intake’hoppers
have
bafiles to prevent the grain from flying hack out.
and the air flow is adjustable for the type of
grain being threshed. Both threshers have a
secondary cleaning system that improves ef.
liciency.
Maintenance is no problem: all pulleys,
belts, and bearings are standard shelf items, and
engine parts are easily available. Optional equip
ment includes a bagging spout and an extension
hopper. Dimensions are 30 by 30 by 27 inches.
The units weigh 200 pounds and require a ‘3
h.p. gasoline engine or a 5/4 h.p. electric motor.
ALMACO, Allan Machine Co.
P.O. Box 112
Ames, IA 50010
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Seedburo Equipment Co.
1022 W. fackson Blvd.
Chicago,‘IL
60606
Lee Grain Cleaner
Lee’s Model A Cleaner uses a waterless
cleating process, tumbling exh grain kernel
between a rotating stone wheel and a stationary
wheel. Each kernel is polished, scrubbed, and
the outer hull scoured away by the rubbing action 01 the stones, without disturbing the germ.
Following the dry scrubbing phase, the grain
passes through an air separator which removes
line particles of dirt, dust, chaff, and bee’s wings,
O* loose hulls. With the cleaner properly adjusted, dirt and foreign matter amount to about
2 percent of the Iinal product by weight. The
cleaner uses a dual voltage 5/? h.p. single-phase
moior to clean I50 to 200 pounds of grain per
IlOW.
Lee Engineering Co.
2023 W. Wisconsin Ave.
Milwaukee, WI 53201

ALMACGAir

Blast Seed Cleaner

Air Blast Seed Cleaner
Designed for the precision work of research
cxp”ln:ents,
the .iir lslast Seed Cleaner has two
interchnngeeable screens with I/~-, ‘/j-, a/&, and I/~inch wire mesh openings, two seed catch pans,
and :I 180.cubic-feet-per-minute blower. It is
made of wood; dimensions are 20 by 12 by 23
inches.

Grain Cleaner
The AVI Grain Cleaner is patterned after
the simple, efficient fanning mi:! cleaner-separator that was common around the turn of the
century. This mill is designed for hand operation but may also be driven by any external
power source. In operation, the threshed wheat
is poured into the top hopper and is shaken
through a series of screens which separate the
grain from the dirt and chaff. The reciprocating
action is accomplished by a cam and pitman arm
attached to the camshaft. The fan itself is driven

The Mr. Pea Sheller shells all kinds of
jmu and beans-blackeye, fwple hull,
small crowder, cream pas, English pens,
SW~ELpeas, and the harder-to-shell lima
and butter beans. Available from:
Mr. Pea Sheller
?.O. Box 29153-B
Dol:as. TX 75229

by a hand-operated sprocket and chain and essentially blows away all the chaff, dust, and
lighter seeds. The c!eaned and separated grain
is ejecte.i from a trough at the rear of the machine. All hardware is made of cast iron and
steel. All screens are galvanized. The frame is
of oak, and hopper and screen housings are of
alder or maple. The fan is galvanized sheet

metal, and is driven by a 61 ratio sprocket and
chain assembly. The width of this cieaner is 28
inches, length is 42 inches, and height is 36
inches. Weight: approximately 125 pounds.
American Village Institute
440 Meyers St.
Kettle Falls, WA 99141
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Plans for fhis pea nnd !m,n sheller
are nuailnble from :he Depar,ment of
Agriiulfurnl Ei#zetving,
Come,,
University, lthocn, NY 14851. Ask (or
Agrictcllural Engincrring Extensim
llullelin No. 412.

cleaning grain samples received from plot combines and threshers. As these samples often con.
tain 60 to 70 percent chaff and straw, an air
aspirator is used to remove this material firsi.
The semicleaned sample then passes over a
double sieve-cleaning riddle.
Capacity is 25
SX”p!eS p” !?OE, bard on sat~p!es receired
from the N.I.A.E. plot combine.
R.G. Garvie &Sons
2 Canal Road
Aberdeen, Scotland

Barley pearlem we becoming mow generally available lhrough homesfeading cotologs. This one L
manufactured by Seedburo Equipment Co.
I
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The N.I.A.E. Cleaner
TEe N.I.A.E. c!camr
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CeCoCo Paddy Separator
Because of the different sizes, shapes, and degrees of maturity of grain, no rice huller can hull
every paddy completely in one operation. Any
attempt to hull all of a paddy will result in excessive breakage. When a mixture of hulled and
unbulled rice is fed into the hopper ca :rpwztor.
it glides down along the surface of multistaged,
inclined wire screen. and separates the rice into
four kinds: (a) completely cleaned, hulled rice,
(b) unhulled rice, (c) unripened and imperfect
rice, and <dj broken rice with mud, sand, or dust.
It is also used for sorting the polished rice for
grading. It is made of hardwood and can be
dismantled and folded down for storing. Wire
screens of different sizes are furnished to meet
veryimg needs. it will separate paddies at a rate

Neid Saar 6
The I-led S:uat 6 seed cleaner prodiux un;dulternred seed grain front all kinds of large
nnd Eo.x!!1se&, SUC!?2s wheat, rye, barley; wilts,
pulse, clover, vegetables, linseed, millet, and
c&a. The machine is of compact, all-steel conswxtion
and its design combines all the stnndard elements used in conventional seed cleaning: co:‘xe sieves, sand or grading screens, air
sifter, and trier cylinder. Suitable screens and
indent cylinders are available for all varieties
of crops. The Heid Saat 6 is equipped for drive
by either electric motor or a handwheel. Weigh.
ing no more than 150 pounds, the machine can
be trundled from place to place like n wheelbxrow by a single person. It has a O.‘i h.p. requirement and an output of 300 pounds per
hour.

CeCoCo Bean Cleaner and Separator

CeCoCo White Rice Cleaner
Using the dilference in weight between
grains and the accompanying impurities, this
machine will separate rice irom dust, sand, stone,
grit, ;and other foreign ~ubst:~nces. The machine
is light: the heaviest of the four models weighs
II0 kilograms. Also, it requires only IA2 to lh
Il.,,. to oprr;,te.

IRRI

Heid .4g
%stfach 14i
A-1015 Wien Austria
CeCoCo Bean Separator and Grader
This machine will automatically
separate
and clean beans from dust, grit, stone, mud,

Power Grain Cleaner
The Power Grain Cleaner uses rotary
screens in conjunction with an air blast. This
combination simplifies the design and permits
extended exposure oi a rumbiing mass of grain
to air. resulting in improved cleaning.
It is ideally suited for tl-opical countries
and was designed pxticularly
.for rice mills,
farms, warehouses, and experimental stations.
The grain is cleaned by means of two concenuic
cylindrical
screens. The inner screen retains
iarge impurities but lets the grain through.
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Improved Portable Grain Cleaner
The International
Rice Research Institute
!?a rele:wd ::n improved and simplified model
of the small, oscillating g:rain cieaner for manufacwre wbicll has a I-ton per hour capacity. It
includes a 12.millimeter plywood body attached
to ;i light-gauge angle iron frame and legs. An
integr;+l, eccentric drive and blower arrangemcnt prwide ior both screen oscillation and air
discbarge to aid the grain cleaning. It is equipped
with a soul! motor. Construction
plans and
sources of machinery are available from IRRI.

Sel-vice iit Ayricrllt,we Can;& found this to be
o”cl of rbe beit researrh threshel-s because it will
also !~:mdle a “umber of other crops, from field
bc;~ns to alfalfa. It is, however, expensive to
prodv”ce, :md is “ot available commercially. Interested parties should contact:
lG~gi”eering Research Service
Agriculture Canada
Ottawa, G”tnrio, KIA OC6, Canada
Forage Plot Thresher
This small.capacitv thresher, which cleans
by ntea”s of a straw walker, sieve, and speciai
aspirator fan, uses ;I radial rubber rub bar against
3 rubber “,a for hard-to-thresh forage plants.
The plans are available from the Engineering
Research Service of Agriculture
Canada, but
only on microfilm.
InqGries about possible
nlant~farture should be direc:ed to:
Engineering Research Service
Agriculture Canada
Ottawa, Ontario Kl.4 OC6, Canada

Oilseed Threrher
Agcic”l*“re Canada

Rotary Corn Thresher Plans
This guinea corn threshing machine, designed and built by the Intermediate Techno1o.q
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workshop in Zaria, Nigeria, utilizes a bicycle
crank and pedai as its main components. Plans
are available from:
Intermediate Technology Publications,
9 King Street
London, WCZE 8HN, England

Ltd.

Small-Scale Seed Cleaner
Farmers have been inventors for hundreds
of years. As long as there are jobs to be done,
individuals
like Tim Sanford of Alexander,
Maine, will be devising easy, inexpensive tools
like his seed cleaner.
The cleaner, which uses a vacuum cleaner,
a plastic snap-cover pail, a funnel, and a mailing
tube, can clean over 100 pounds of seed per
hour, though we wouldn’t recommend it for anyone with over 1,000 pounds of seed to clean. “It
ivorks quite well, but not perfectly, for wheat
and our seeds,” Sanford explains.
To operate the seed cleaner, a steady stream
of the grain to be cleaned is poured into the
funnel. If it clogs, a thin stick will unclog it.
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Adjust the airspeed (the vacuum should be blowing into the bucket) so the good seeds (the
heavier parts) will be just heavy enough to
escape being blown from the chaff holes at the
top and will fall to the bottom. The inner tube
(Sanford uses a cardboard mailing tube) can
be made smaller to get more force from a vacuum
cleaner with low pressure.

4%

Processing

Equipment

crops into town for grinding. Later, when electricity was available to everyone, even rural
dwellers, farmers began investing in electric
motors to run their own mills.
Today, most milling is done right on the
farm. The self-sufficient small farmer needs a
mill which will serve a variety of functions involving both the household and farm. He should
seek long-term economy and durability
while
satisfying his every milling need.
A burr mill is generally a better ch&e than
a hammer or roller mill if you will need to do
fine milling for household flour. Hammer mills
are quite popular on the farm for grinding
animal feed, but they do not produce a uniform
grind, and are therefore not appropriate for milling flour. They are rugged and can grind different kinds of dry material at one time into different textures. Probably the most expensive mills
to buy, yet the cheapest to operate, are the roller
mills. They put out a good-quality feed, produce
little waste, have a high-production capacity and
require little power.

GRINDING
ANDCRUSHING
EQUIPMENT
In processing a crop for either human or
animal consumption, it is generally necessary to
reduce its size by either grinding or crushing it.
This process is useful for correct feeding of livestock, since it increases the digestibility or palatability of the crop and also facilitates mixing it
with other constituents of the feed. There are
three basic kinds of mills used to crush or grind
the harvest: (1) burr mills with either stone or
steel burr plates, (2) roller mills, and (3) hammer
mills. Before it is stored, the ground material is
usually graded by sieving, as different sizes of
material are used for feeding the various farm
animals. For example, a coarser mixture is used
for beef cattle, sheep, or laying hens, and a finely
ground feed is more suited to high-producing
dairy cows and young chickens. Oats, owing to
the presence of fiber in the husk, are usually
ground to a fine state for poultry feeding.
According to W. C. Krueger, author of an
article entitled “Basic Principles Involved in the
Design of the Small Feed Grinder,”
which
appeared in the July 1927 issue of Agricultural
Engineering,
“the problem of feed reduction has
always been of vital interest to farmers. From the
time of the first horsepower burr mills to the
largest present-day attrition mills, the progress in
mill development
has been towards faster,
cheaper, and more economical grinding. Custom
mills operated by waterpower or steam supplanted the use of the individual horse-operated
mills. The development of the gas engine, however, resu!ted in a revival of the individual farm
mill, improved and reduced in cost by this time.”
Krueger goes on to explain that with the
coming of electrical power to villages and
country towns, custom feed-grinding enjoyed a
brief revival. The new attrition mills produced
a feed of better quality than that ground in farm
mills, and farmers once again brought their feed

SMALLGRINDING
UNITS
Many kitchen-scale grinding units are available for grinding both feed and household flour.
Their output is considerably lower than that of
mills specifically designed for farm use, but their
versatility makes them worthy of consideration
when only a few animals are kept on the farm.
Domestic mills are either hand-cranked or
run by a small motor. Metal burr grinding plates
are suitable for grinding and cracking grains,
hulling some seeds,splitting peas, grinding coarse
cereal, and making flour of a degree of fineness
acceptable for bread. For a pastry-fine flour,
stone mills are best. They can he used only with
dry grains and seeds of 12 percent moisture or
less. Moist seeds have a tendency to glaze the
stones. If this happens, passing very hard winter
wheat or very dry corn through the stones at
their widest setting will clean the glaze away.
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A cost-iron, steel bur; mill disassembled to show feeding
mger, stationary burr plate and interchangeable burr
plale on auger.

Grinding fm&yfine
lion hand mill.

But these mills are not made for certain jobs, and
the manufacturers’ guidelines should be followed
carefully.
The most versatile type of mill is called a
burr/stone conversion. One plate is a stationary
burr which cannot be removed. The operator
has the choice of interchanging a stone or burr
for the other plate. A fine flour can be obtained
from the burr/stone combination while the burr/
burr combination will crack grains, handle oily
seeds, and make nut butters.
AMost electric mills designed for small-scale
household “se have stones. Often a hand crank

flour with n stone burr combixn-

is available in the event of a power failure

SOURCES
OFHANDMILLS*
All-Grain Mills
The H-l Metal Burr plate mill is designed
Ior cracking cereals; Model H-IO has stones and
burrs. The grooved stones are designed for slow
turning and will grind fine flour the first time
through.
* For specifications and more derailed information on
75 household grain mills, write to Organic Gardening
Kearlers’ Servicr, Xi E. Minor Sr., Emmaus, PA 18049.

.-\ll-Grain Distributing Co.
3333 South 900 East
Salt Lake City. UT X410F
BH Grain Mill
This mill has a cast aluminum body with a~
chrome steel auger. Its artificial,
adjustable
stones will ~grind fine flour or coarse cereal.
.Agri Resources
RR 3, Nrtpanee
Ontario. KiR SK8 Canada
Corona Burr Mill
This cast-iron burr mill grinds one pound of
cereal per minute. I: is adjustable for line flour
(which must be run through several times) or
coarse cereal. The Corona Stone Mill with two
stones is available for grinding line flour the first
rime through. A conversion mill is also available.

Cumberland General Store
Route 3, Box 459
Crossville, TN 38555
S.A.M.A.P. Cereal Grinder
Also designed for specialized milling of very
dry grains, the S.A.M.A.P. Cereal Grinder is a
vertical-axis mill using natural stone granules
embedded in stabilized magnesire cement. Fineness of grinding and the rate of grain feed between the stones are adjustable. Controlling the
rate at which the grain is fed is a unique feature
to the S.A.M.A.P. mill which allows the operator
to determine the difficulty of his grinding stroke.
The weight of this unit is 19% pounds (8.75
kilograms). (See photo on page 337.)
Miracie Exclusive, Inc.
15 West d&ii Street
New York, NY 10018

Natural Health Appliances
P.O. Box 169
Meclean, Australia 2463

S.A.M.A.P.
B.P. Horbourg Wihr
68000 Colmar, France

R 8cR Mill Co., Inc.
45 West Fit.st North
Smithfield, UT 84335

Stone Miller
The AVI Stone Miller grzin grinder is specifically designed to make it easy to grind wheat
into fine flour in one grinding. It should be
pointed out, however, that what is gained in ease
is lost in speed. Although primarily designed for
hand power, this mill can be efficiently run with
an external power source. It is made of reinforced cast iron with gears providing a 2: 1 reduction for easy grinding. The 18.pound, I&inch
diameter flywheel handle drives an auger which
feeds grain between two 5.inch stones. The stone
separation is adjustable aad the hopper holds 4
pounds of grain. Total weight: approximately
55 pounds.
.-

Village Equipment Suppliers
P.O. Box 2172
Lea, Papua, New Guinea
Red Chief Feed-Grinding Mill
The Red Chief, which can be used with all
small grains and is especially recommended for
poultry feed, grinds 1 to 2 bushels per hour.
Spring tension regulates the fineness of ground
material. Triplex and flat steel burrs are used in
the process. The mill fastens to a box or barrel.

Red Chief Mill
Cumberland Genrral store
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.Sterling H. Nelson 8: Sons, Inc.
525 South 500 West P.O. Box 1296
Salt Lake City, UT 84110
Victor Stone-Burr Mill
This cast alxninum and durable plastic mill
has a stone grinding surface and a stainless steel
screen to sift flour to a uniform texture. Pulleys
are available to attach the mill to a motor:
Victor Mfg. Co.
81414th SW
Seattle, WA 98106
Little Ark Hand-Electric Stone Mill
This mill is designed to grind ail dry grains
and should not be used to regrind flour previously ground or to grind damp grains. It can
be motorized, but the stones should be set at 150
rpm or less to avoid damaging them. A I/~, I/‘, or
9/ah.p. motor can be used.
Retsel Corp.
Little Ark Division
McCannon, ID 83250

SOURCES
OFELECTRIC
MILLS
A VI Stone Mill

The American Village Institute
440 Meyers St.
Kettle Fails, WA 99141
LittIe Gem Hand Mill and Juicer
This is an adjustable cast-iron, stone, hand
mill. Turn the handle to the left to grind grain,
to the right to make juice.
Little Gem Mills
23655 SW. Francis
Beaverton, OR 97005
O.B. (Quaker City) Steel-Stone Grinder
This model has two sets of metal horro
coarse burrs for cracking grains and grinding oily
grains and seeds, and sharpened burrs which
grind @our from oily grains that would clog stone
grinding surfaces. This company also carries the
Victoria stone-burr combination mill. (See photo
on page 337.)
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All-Grain
The All-Grain
has a turbine-cooled
air
mechanism. The silicon carbide stones are
placed horizontally
inside a metal housing.
There is a five-year unconditional guarantee on
the mill, your choice of a I/‘, I/*, or 5/4h.p. motor,
and the stones. (See photo on page 337.)
All-Grain Distributing Co.
3333 South 900 East
Salt Lake City, UT 84.106
Lee Engineering Company Mills
This firm offers either fully adjustable grind
or fine grinding mills. An automatic mechanism
feeds the aluminum oxide grinding stones. The
polyethylene
l~~opper holds approximately
4
pounds of grain. Grinding rates for the ‘/F 11.p.
mill are 3 to 5 pounds per hour of fine flour, 20
to 25 pounds per hour of coarse meal. Rates for
the f/4 hp. mill are 6 to 10 pounds per hour for
fine flour, 40 to 45 pounds per hour for coarse
meal.

Lee Engineering Co.
2023 W. Wisconsin Ave.
Milwaukee, LV! 53201

Marathon Uni-Mill
This unit lm 3 particle board cabinet with a
I/~ 11.p. motor and a direct-drive handle for
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Uagic Vaitry Indtlstries, Inr.
405 Highway JO
Filer. ID X333
Nl-Rite Stune Mill
‘The 5.inch xljustublc stones of this mill are
powawl by :* ‘/ It+. motor. for n grinding rate
of 12 to 15 poruds per how. Hand conversion is
prouidrd. The model cwrit3 an tlncotttlitiott;tl
“-year gtlill’:Ltlttx.
Romper Stone Mill
This mill grinds 3 pounds of flour per hour.
Hand conversion is available.

The modern burr-stone mill is a further
development of the grinding wheel and is often
referr-ed to as iIt* nttrition mill, meaning R mill
which grinds by friction. The burr mill consists
of two disc-shaped stones with burrs or grooves
cut into their grinding faces. The grain is fed
at the center of the stones and is cracked without
crushing as it passes torvxd the periphery. The
stone discs have gener:dly been replaced by
chilled, cast-iron plates (hence the name plate
mill) with corrugations or projecting cutting
edger cast into the rubbing surfaces.

R #zR NilI C;o., Inc.
,I5 \Vest First North
Stttitltlic*ld. 11’1’ H4J3.5
Great Norther- Flour ~Mill Kit
I‘he tools needed to assemble this tnill include a hammer. screwdriver, wrench, nails. and
glue. The kit includes milling stones with a
motlntittg
arbor, ready-to-finish birch cabinet
pieces, a Dayton v2 h.p., 3,450 rpm capitcitorstart motor wfitb cord and switch, a 17.cup
capacity llour pan: a 6cup capacity grain feed
funnel, attd all the necessary hardware and instructions. The stones are guaranteed for 10
years, and can be converted to hand- or bicycle.
powered operation.
Great Northern Distributing
325 W. Pierpont Ave.
Sail Lake City, UT H4IOI

Co.

FARM-SCALE
MILLS
The hand.operated
grinding
stone, the
earliest grinding device used on the farm, somewhzt resembfed a mortar and pestle in form. It
consisted of two pieces of stone roughly cut in
the shape of flat discs. The top disc was rota&
by hand over the stationary bottom disc, and the
material to be ground was fed through the space
between the two discs. The old-time grist mill
driven by water, wind, or mule power is a good
example of a mechanized version of the grinding
wheel.

The clone plater of the Moderne Mill with grooves
cut on their grinding fares. The pattern is designed
wide and deep for cracking mm the cm&v where
grain i, /irsr fed info thr mill and gradunlly shallows
Lo reduce the grnin to a /ine pour.

Renron Et Cie
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:IW:L~from tile kernel before the grain is milled.
‘l‘he m;kin ;tdr~;tnt+gci 01 x I)111r 01~phte mill
are rcl;ltively low speeds of upcration (around
I .!XO rpn), Ixttcr xl;ipt:~bility
for grinding texrurc than I~ann~~crmills, uniform grade of grindiug, :rnd fairly low power requirement. This is
the fxrm mill best suited for kitclwn USE,since it
grids the finest and loses none of the whole
grill.
Disadvaut::ges of :t burr niill include: fast.
wearing plates, the possibility of equipment being damnged by foreign objects like stone or
metal fragments, a relatively high power requirement for finer grinding, and the possibility of
damaging the plates when operating the mill
empty, unless the pressure l~etween at plates has
been relGlsed.

NORTH
AMERICAN
SOURCES
OFBURR
MILLS
C. S. ISell Number 2 Hand hlodel
For dry grinding only, the No. 2 Model
I-I:md Grist Mill an grim1 all dry. small grains,
shelled corn, beans, peas, colfw, :tncl even dried
l~ones. The cone IMW are easily ndiusted for n
fine or coiwe grind. The mill is ft*mished with a
cou~trerl~al;utcetI crank to help eiw operation
and n!low i? capacity of approximately 25 pounds

EUL rather than impact-ground,
undigestible particles.

to eliminate
CeCoCo Hand Grinder Type D

Winou:~ Attrition ?&ll Co.
Ill09 W. Fifth St.
Wirwn;~, MN WJXi

Stones hwsed in cast iron iw 1n:1clh2d
LtlaIc and fern:rle for it prwisiotl lit:. This mill is
available with a wooden base x~d receiving
drawer or mounted on a steel stand for bottom
discharge into a bag. Eight-inc!l diameter stones
are made 3f natural granite. Dry, free-flowing,
small grain enters the mill at an adjustable fecdflow rate which requires no xtendancc.
~le:h~s Mill Co.
Xorth LVil ke:!,oro, NC

2Hfi.W

SOURCES
OFBURRMILLS
Dandekar Miils
Dandekar offers four vertical grinding

mills

It is adaptable for grinding flour from all kinds
of grain and other materials such as rice, buckwhc~tt, soybe;~ns, ;~nd cvcn fried lishl It has a
grinding capacity of from 5 to 50 kilograms per
IIOII~, :I hopper c:tp:tcity of 10 kilogr;tms, and n
gross wcigllt of 40 kilograms.
cecoco
P.O. Box 8, ibaraki City
Osaka Pref. 567, Japan
Diamant Domestic Mill
As with all burr mills, the Diamant is suitable for grinding any kind of grain, coffee, spice,
or sugar, in wet or dry form. It is easily dismantled for cleaning without special tools and
Comes with ii selection of plates for milling different materials. By hand, its output for grinding
grains is approximately 50 kilograms per hour.
The handle is mounted on a large flywheel to

ease operation A groove in the flywheel
the option of operating this mill with
connection to an electric motor. The
of the Diamant mill typify the ditrera~t
available oo most h;md mills.

supplies
2 V-belt
features
features

;\.B.C. Hanson Company A/S
Hnuchsvej :4
DK-IS”5 Copenhngen V, Denmark
IN-TEC Equipment Co.
Box 123, D.V. Station
Dqton, OH 4.5406
Dunia Hand-Operated Grin.Sng Mill
This small, hand-operated plate mill is cow
strutted of all-welded steel and has hew designed in Africa for grinding maize, wheat, coffee,
and other foodstotfs. The front cover can be
removed for cleaning and inspection by unscrewing three wingnuts.

Gaubert Senior Mill
us. A. Gaubcrt

Ndume Products, Ltd.
P.O. Box 62
Gilgil, Kenya
Gaubert Mini-Grinder
This French mill is designed for crushing
wheat, barley, corn, millet, and coffee. It mounts
on a table or workbench with two screws and has
a 350.millimeter diameter wheel with a handle
for manual operation; the Bat wheel rim will
accommodate a belt drive to :I small electric
motor. This mill has interchangcablc 9Omilli.
meter grinding wheels made of cast iron. An
adjustment screw varies t!!e separation between
:he wheels to provide fo;~ coarse or fine grinding.
Gaubert Senior and Junior 170 Mills
The Senior 170, a standing mill, offers an
hourly production of 150 to 400 kilograms, depending on the fineness of the grind. It operates
at a speed of 450 rpm, and contains 300.millimeter emery stones. The bearings are fitted with
interchangeable
self-lubricating
bronze rings.
Options for this model include a 3 h.p., 1,500
rpm electric mxor or bearing, and a mounting
for tractor drive. A smaller model, the Junior
170, :vith a reduced hourly production, is also
available.

Gnubert ]unior170
ms. A. Gaubrrt

Etr. A. Gaubert
16500 RuHec
23 Rue Gambetta 23, France
Atlas Hand Grinding Mill
The Atlas Grimhog MiII is suitable for
grinding all types of dry grains, rice, coffee,
spices, and some industrial products. It i: made
of cast iron and will grind from 7 to 9 kilograms
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Amuda Domestic Mill
Designed to be driven by a vz h.p. motor,
the Amuds Domestir Mill riw grind all cere;ds
fiocly at a rate of lti kilograms per hour and
kibble at a rate of 50 kilograms per hour.
Amuda Flat Plate Mill Number 1
.4 spring mechanism allows the plates to
“pen and avoid damage if any hard substance
enters this burr mill. It is designed for grinding
all cereals. be:ins, spices. coco:~, colfce, and wet 01
dry corn. The rate of feeding the material to be
ground into the milling chamhcr can be :Idjusted
by regulating the shaker feed mechanism.
Both the A”IU&I mills arc nwilable
Rajan Trading Co.
P.O. Box 250
Madras 600 001, India

per hour, depending on the fineness of the
sample required and the speed at which the
handle is turned. It is suggested that if a very
fme sample is required, the meal be first groom1
coarsely and then ground again with the grinding plates at their closest setting.
Manutactured

by:

R. Hunt R Co.. Ltd.
Atlas Works. Earls C&e
Colchester, Essex CO6 2EP, U.K.
Distributed

by:

Seif%fficiency 8; Small-Holdings Supplies
The Old Palace, Priory Road, Wells
Somerxt. BA5 ISY. U.K.
Superb Mill
The Superb burr mill is suitable for grinding all types of cereals. Its 270.millimeter plates
are powered by a 5 h.p. motor for an output
ranging from 230 to 270 kilograms per hour.

from:

Diamant Vertical Mill
The Wiamant Vertical mill employs stones
of special composition nvailable in 300., 400. and
5lN~.miIlimeter diameters for grinding dry cereals.
A continuous feed flow from the hopper provides constant grinding. Diamant mills can bc
operaled with motors unaging from 2 to 10 h.p.
for outputs from 100 to 650 kilograms per hour.
Anorhrr n10dcI, with steel-burr plates. has an
output of 300 kilagmnw per hour with n 5 h.p.
~notor :ml 1,100 kilograms per how with a 15
l1.p. m”t”T.
A.B.C. Hansen Camp. A/S
Haochrvcj 14
DK--1825 Copenhagen V, Denmark
Moderne Mill
The Moderne Mill has an agitator feed from
a 3.5.liter capacity hopper into its 300~millimeter
diameter grinding wheels. It has a screw adjustment for fineness of grinding. Its output ranges
from 200 to 300 kilograms per hour when
powered by a 4 to 5 h.p. motor. (See photo on
page 339.)

The ruggedizss of a roller mill makes it the
now espcusivc to purchase of the three types
available. Grain is mashed between two serrated
rollers which operate with the same action as a
clothes wringer, 50 that the teeth on one roller fit
the space between the teeth on the other. One
roller is usu;~lly fixed xnd the other can be moved
to adjust the clearance between the two.

CcCoCo Feed Grinder
‘The Feed Grinder is an ideal machine for
gridrag
corn. oats, soybeans, green peas. and
h-hem. mci also for coarsely crushing fish meal
;wd shells. Grinding piates are adjustable 101
eirhrv coarse or fine grinding. ‘The double-faced
grinding plates arc reversible and inrerchnnge;tblc.

P.O. Box 8. lb;traki (:ity
0s;rLa I’ret. ifii. Jqm
R2 Grinding Mill
‘This model’s 210.millimeter diameter, ver.
tical ntillstoues powered by a 2 h.p. motor provide an output of tine grist at 110 kilograms per
hour for wheat, SOkilograms per hour for barley,
and 90 kilograms per hour for oats.

Roller .:lill

w

CeCoCo Multipurpose Grinder Model FC.61
The Sw brand FG.61 feed grinder is designed to meet almost every grinding requirrment. It will uniformly grind all types of dry
grain such as wheat, oats. and barley, as well as
peas and ~hellcd corn, to any desired grist. The
adjustable grinding plates are reversible and
interchangeable. Two to four h.p. are required
to operate at a capacity of from 8 to 13 pounds
per hour. The unit weighs 132 pounds.

Roller mills are inexpensive to run and have
a high capacity per horsepower because they reduce particles less than other mills. This mill’s
low power requirement does not provide it with
the power to start with even a few kernels hetween the rollers-ii
must he completely clean to
work. Its function in preparing animal feed is
merely to break the hard, outer seed coa.t of a
grain to make digesl:ion easier and more complete. ‘This process provides an important advantage over hammer mills, in that it keeps the
percentage of fines (small particles, powder. and
dust) to a minimum, producing less waste.
Grain can be hulled. cracked. crushed, or
ground with a roller mill; the better models are
even capable of producing a fine flour. Special
crushing rollers will handle any kind of grain,
wet or dry, and can be used to chop green corn
and barley for making silagc.

ceC”C”
P.O. Box 8, lbaraki City
Osaka, Pret. 567, Japan

Stationary Roller-type Feed Mil:
Z he roller-crushing action of the Scars mill

lrarwerke Dusslingen
7401 Durrlingcn
l’osffach 12R.West Germany
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minimizes dust waste. Two heavy-duty rollers (6
inches long, 9 inches in diameter) run on selfaligning ball bearings. This mill allows crimping or crushing of hard Rain shells and makes
feed more palatable than ~grait? which is finely
ground. It has a large 19 by 231/,-inch, I&gauge
steel hopper. The hopper height, 32 inches,
facilitates loading. The mill is furnished with a
motor mount bolted to a stand and a 16.inch
V-belt pulley. The overall measurement is 22 by
34 by 32 inches high. Requiring a 21/,-inch
motor pulley, this mill operates with il 4 hp.
gasoline engine or R 11/?h.p. electric motor for a
capacity of 15 bushels of oats, 50 bushels of
cracked corn, or 35 bushels of wheat per hour.
Sears, Roebuck 8cCo.

Roller Mills
The W-W roller mill handles any type of
small grain: shelled corn, oats, barley, sorghum
grains, or wheat. It crimps, cracks, or crumbles,
depending upon the degree of liceness desired.
This mill has a heavy-duty construction, and the
chilled, white-iron, IO-inch diameter rolls do not
chip or peel and can be regrooved when necessary. A single control wheel handles all the
adjustments. Roller sizes vary from 6 to 36
inches in diameter. Optional accessories are
available.
W-W

Gaubert Roller Mill
ESf. A. Gaullen

6 by 6 Single Roller Mill
This 1 to 2 h.p. mill has solid white-iron
rollers which are available without a corrugated
surface for flaking, or corrugated for chopping,
cutting, or crumbling. Its capacity for milling
dry corn is 180 bushels per hour and 140 bushels
per hour for high-moisture corn. Many other
models are available in larger sizes.

Burrows Equipment Co.
1316 Sherman Ave.
Ewl.sto”. IL 602!)4
Grain Rollers
Particularly of ix in raising goats, cattle,
and sheep, the Gaubert grain rollers come with
two equal cylinders 300 millimeters in diameter
and 130 millimeters in width. The grain-feeding
mechanism is mounted in self-lubricating bronze
rings powered by a 3 h.p. motor driving through
a set of double pulleys and two V-belts, or
through a one-flat, three-ply belt. Grains are
rolled without crushing at a rate of ZOO to 400
kilograms per hour, depending upon the grain.
Gaubert S.A.R.L.
B.P. 24 16700 RuRec
France
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Roskamp 6 by 6 Roller Peed Mill
Roskamp Manufacture 1°C.

Roskamp Manufacture. Inc.
616 Grand Blvd.
Cedar Falls, IA 50613
BearCat Grain Roller Mills
BearCat Roller Mills are available in a
range of sizes between 5 and 30 h.p. and a number of power arrangements: stationary-mounted
with electric motor drive; trailer-mounted with
PTO drive; and stationary-mounted with PTO
drive. An elevating auger feeder is available as
an accessory. Rollers are one of three sizes: 10 by
12,~10 by 18, or 10 by 24 inches. BearCat also
carries large hammer and burr mills.
Westernland Roller Co.
Hxstings, NE 68901
Hammer

Mills

The hammer mill is mo5t often used today
to grind feed for livestock and poultry. Instead

of having burrs fa- the grinding process, the
hammer mill employs rows of free-swinging, steel
Hails whirling at high speeds with an action
similar to that of a leaf shredder. The impact
of these hammers reduces the particle size. The
screen under the hammers controls the fineness
of the ground feed; the liner the mesh, the finer
the feed. Hammer mills will grind all kinds of
feed, even mixed grains, ear corn, and hay.
Large units are generally driven by the
power take-at? shaft of a tractor. A unit which
requires 20 h.p. to drive produces 10 to 20
hundredweight
of ground material per hour.
The smaller hammer mills are popular for farm
production
of animal feed and concentrate
mixes, and they are usually operated by an electric motor. The actual capacity depends on the
rate of feeding, the speed of the hammers, the
amount of power available, the kind of material
being ground, fineness of grind, size of screen
mesh, and the size of the mill. The capacity of a
hammer mill for a given fineness and horsepower

A look inside n hammer mill.
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is ultimately limited by the size of the grading
screen.
The main advantages of a hnmn~er mill al-e
its simple construction and low repl~icelnent CO%
for spare parts, availabiiity in a large range of
sires. durability of hammers combined with no
reduction of efficiency during their lifetime, and
there is little chance of damage from hard
foreign objects like stone or fwm empty running
of the machine. The main disadvantages are an
initial high cost, high power requirements, iw
ability to produce a uniform grind, and production of a high percentage of fines.
Though a hammer mill will not produce a
uniform grind, some people feel Ithat it produces
a satisfactory flour if a line enough screen is used
during milling and the material is sifted afterwards. Hammer mills are used for a number of
other functions besides grindin% feed-primary
seed cleaning, for exxmple. The C. S. Bell Company has successfully used their hammer mill for
such homestead tasks as processing garbage for
compost, grinding wood and bark for mulch, and
even shredding paper for worm-farm bedding.

The Meadowr Mill
5 to 10 h.@

No. 5 Mighty ManA, requiring
The Meadows Mill co.

NORTH
AMERICAN
SOURCES
OFHAMMER
Mills
The Sears IO- and 17.inch hammer mills
offer rapid handling of any dry feeds such as
wheat, oats, barley, ear and shelled corn, as well
as roughages like hay and stalks. With 60 hammers, the IO-inch mill runs from a 10 h.p. tractor
power take-off (PTO). The larger 17.inch mill
requires a 15 h.p. PTO to operate its 80
hammers.
Sears, Roebuck &Co.
Farm and Ranch Catalog
Meadows Number 5 Hammer Mill
The Meadows No. 5 hammer mili is designed for farm and specialty use. It has a V-belt
drive to 24 hammers from a 5 to 10 h.p. motor.
The screen measures 9 by 17 inches, and the unit
employs a 4.inch fan. Shipping weight is approximately 280 pounds. Meadows also manufactures three other mills with horsepower
requirements ranging from 20 to 65.
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The Mendows No. 25 Trojan h~ommer mill requiring
‘I hc Mcadowa Mill co.
from 20 10 65 h.P.

Xleaduws &Iill* Co.
west I) St.
North \\‘ilkesboro, Kc:

L’X65Y

C. S. Bell Hammer Mills
The Bell hammer mills are available in three
sizes: No. 1.0,with a 6.inch width; No. 20, which
is Y inches wide; and No. 30, which is 12 inches
wide. A!1 are available with or without feed
table; some have a blower discharge, others it
bottom discharge. All models perform a variety
of tasks.

unit can mill 375 pounds per hour with a I,/&~
inch mesh screen.
Burrows Equipment Co
1316 Sherman Ave.
Evanston. IL 60204

C.S.

Bell

C.S.

Bell

No.

IO

Blower

Hammer

Mill

co.

C. S. Bell Co.
P.O. Box 291
Tiffin, OH 44883
Electric Xi!!:
The Viking electric mill’s hardened steel
hammer blades, which are mounted directly on
the motor shaft, turn 3,600 times a minute within
the full-circle screen, converting the grain kernels
to correctly sized ground feed.
Viking mills are available in 1, 71/2, 21, and
51 h-p. motor sizes and can mill a range of perforations from 1/16 to L/ inch. Capacities vary
according to the items being milled, the perforation size, and the size of the motor. The 1 11.1’.
Viking

Seedburo Equipment Co
1022 W. Jackson Blvd.
Chicago, IL 60607
W-W Hammer Mills
W-W hammer mills have a Star Cylinder
design that functions ns a flywheel to reduce
power requirements without sacrificing capacity.
Sp&iai heat-treated rewraible hammers, hard
surfaced, always maintain a cutting edge. This
mill is available in a range of sizes up CO150 h.p.
The screens, which are easily changeable, are
available with perforations ranging from ‘,$? to
2 inches. As an option, this mill can be provided
with :t dust collector and a 20.foot pipe (without
bagger). Gooseneck models are avai!nbic where
floor space is limited. Pulleys, sheaves, master
349

baggers, feed tables, PTO drive,
motor drive can also be obtained.

and direct

Burrows Equipment Co,
1316 Sherman Ave.
Evanston, IL 60204
Model

MG

Hammer

Mill

The Model MG hammer mill has a 15.inch
wide throat and can be powered by a 5 to 30 h.p.
motor. It is used to pulverize or reduce a wide
variety of industrial materials including chemicals, plastics, grain, and dyes. It is also used as a
finisher to smooth out a mired product before
bagging or final delivery. Direct-drive or beltc@iven, this hammer mill can be mounted
directly over the inlet or discharge point ot a
horizontal or vertical mixer in order to pulverize
material before mixing or to smooth out mixtures after they are blended.
The Duplex Mill & Mfg. Co.
Springfield, OH 45501
Jacobson

Models

66 and 88

Jacobson’s new lab model
hammer mill, Model 66-B.

JacobsonMachine Works,Inc.

--

Full

Jacobson

Circle

Models

120 and 160

The Models 120 and 160 utility pulverators
are generally u&d for moderate-capacity installations of a wide variety of free-flowing materials. Of standard welded-steel construction,
they are also available in stainless steel, if
required. The feed hoprer is equipped with a
slide gate for controlled feeding. These mills are
available in either belt- or direct-drive, and with
power requirements ranging from % to 200 h.p.
Jacobson Machine Works, Inc.
2445 Nevada Ave. North
Minneapolis, MN ,55427
Speed King

Models 66 and 88 laboratory-size pulverators
are belt-driven to provide a choice of grinding
characteristics. They can be arranged to discharge

350,

into a bin, conveyor, or sack. Cast aluminum and
steel construction aswres resistance to corrosive
materials. Featuring easy cleaning and a quick
screen change, Models 66 and 88 have rigid
hammers and adjustable feed gates and a~ available in two sizes, SAand 11,~h.p.

Hammer

Mills

Speed King hammer mills are high-capacity,.
impact grinding machines which come in seven
sizes. They have hinged hammers and screen
siring. Other features include changeable wear
plates, feeders, auger discharge, blower and
pneumatic discharge, and other special features
tJ suit :he customer’s needs. Horsepower re-

Pulueralor
Winona No. IO08 Hammer Mill
Winona Attrition Mitt Co.

-.

Funcor Fodder Grinder with Moanled Mofor
Funcor hfaquinaria Agricola

Funcor Hammer Grinder
‘This is a 5 h.1’. machine for grinding
milling 211Lyfxzsof grains.
Funcor Combined Grinder
This machine combiner

the operations

and

of
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Funcor Combined Grinder with Tractor PTO
Funcor Maquinaria Agricola
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‘l’hc single rnwt imp”rt:irrt element itt juice
cxtrxtiorr is the efficiency of the grinding merh:~.
nism in turning the fruit into pulp. For maxinwn yield, every cell should be crushed. The
press itself is only responsible for squc&ng the
juice from ruptured ceils 2nd does little t” whole
fruit. For this reastm, grinders can be acquired
scpxtm
from the pressing tnechnnism wcl
fr;mtcwork.
A rh:lq’,
ninlcrs steel-bl:ttled t&r
is
nccdcd to cw throttgh the tottgh skins of ;tpplcs
:IM~ rlwp them ittt” pttlp. Softer fruits like
grapes :utd berries require less chopping. The
squeezing action of cast-iron, ridged rollers does
an adequate pulverizing
job on these softer
fruits. Both hand-operated and motorized crushing rollers are nvailablc. The best hand grinders
have n flywheel nnd a three. or four-to-one gear
ratio for the handle to give momentum to and
take the rough spots “ut of the stroke.
The pressing plate can bc driven by a handrranked press screw, a hydraulic jack, or even a
car bumper jack. It is important that the framework of the prer? be rugged. and it is usually
made of cat iron or rigidly constructed hard.
wood. .&fter the Iruit is crushed, the pulp is

trqped
in cheezeclath and placed either inside
a fmnework of v&rally
rmnged wooden slats
or on press trays composed of horizontal slats.
The pressure exerted by the pre*r sends the juice
threugh the pves
in the framework to an
exiting funnel.
Small Homr-Built
Juice Press *
This stnaI1 joice press cat, be constructed
from fairly easy-to-find discarded materials. the

most inlpor!;!ttr of which is an automobile
bumper jack to act as :! pressing mechanism. No
grinder is provided on this unit. but apples may
be saisfnctorily pulverized with a kitchen food
grinder beiore pressing.
Three pounds of ground fruit can be
pressed at one time. Wr,,pped in cheesecloth, the
pulp is ~pl;~red inside a strong-framed press box.
Routered grooves lead to exit holes which allow
the juice to drain to a pan below.

MATERIALS NEEDED
WOOd
I piece 2 x I!2 x 4 feet

or

I p&u-e 2 x 4 x 10 feet

or

I piece 2 x 4 x 8 feet

or

l-2 feet x 4 feet sheet s/a inch
ext. plywood
I piece I x 1 x 2 feet

or
or

Bench: I piece 2 x 12 x 36 inches
Press;: I piece lljr x 7% x 8 inches (act. mea.)
Legs: 4 pieces 2 x 4 x I I inches
Uprights: 2 pieces 2 x 4 x 34 inches
Crossmembers: 4 pieces 2 x 4 x I9 inches
Mounting blocks: 2 pieces 2 x 4 x 6 inches
J.uice box: 4 pieces 8 inches x 9th inches
Cleats: 2 pieces I x I x I I% inches
2 pieces I x 1 x 10 inches

Hardware
Kid nails
Glue
8d nails
6d nails
3-4yii~ x yto” bolts w/nuts
8-K”” ID fender washers
4-w x XI” bdta w/nutr
Enamel paint
MiLlCdI~“CWtM
I bumper jack

I. Cut a 36inch length of 2 x 12 and four IIinch lengths of 2 x 4. Using Kid nails and
glue, fasten the 2 x 4 legs to the bench.
2. Cut four 19.inch lengths of 2 x 4 for jack
support crossmembers. Fasten one to the
bottom of the bench, against the front Icgs.
A “arrow face of the 2 x 4 should be against
Reprinted from Build It Better Yoursel/, by the
editors of Organic Gardening nnd Farming (Emmaus.
Pa. Rodale Prw. inr 19753.

l

the bench boitom, a broad face against the
legs. Use glue and 16d nails, driving the
nails through the support into the legs, and
thro~~glr the bench into the support. Using
R short 2 Y 4 as a temporary
spacer, locate
tlrc second lower support crossmember and
glue and nail it in place. Then rem”ve the
spacer.
3. Construct the box. The press can have a
plywood box, but you can c”“str”ct yours
of I x 10 material. Cut four S-inch by
355

5. Modify the bumper jack. The jack shaft
socket in the base must he cut off so the
shaft will pass through the base. Then the
ratchet mechanism must be welded to the
base, so the base moves up and down the
shaft with the ratchet mechanism. A welding shop can do this work quickly and inexpensively.
6. Cut two 6.inch lengths of 2 x 4. With a
hacksaw and chisel, cut a groove across the
center of a broad face of each to arcommodate half the thickness of the jack shaft.
The two blocks are then sandwiched with
the end of the shaft between them, as shown.
Drill a !5(:,-inch hole through the three-piece

RATCHETMECtWilSM
WELDEDlD EWSE
ML. HOL.E
DRILLEDnt~u

ii I

CROSSMEMBER
LlFENCH
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Tbe above three pi-essesare available from:
American Vi!!:ige Institute
440 Meyers St.
Kettle Falls, WA 99141
Rolling River Presses,Inc.
Ikp’. 499, 5 Ranch Rite Rd.
Yakima, \VA 98901
Berarducci Brothers
Berarducci Brothers are manufacturers. exporters, and importers of Italian specialty equipment foe,- the kiichcn.
Their product line
includes a variety of electric and nrand
fruit

Erie Electric-A
grape crusher with 10 by 3%
inch cast aluminum rollers. It is driven by a
1~ h.p. motor. Weight: 35 pounds.

pr.ess has ~~*ainlesssteel cutter5 mounted in a
4.inch wooden roller with a 12.inch diametrl
flywheel. A bushel of apples au be grouml in
I5 to 20 minutes. Pressing 3 gallons of cider
takes only 3 minutes. The fruit press stands 4
feet high, and is made of hardwoods, spruce, an!
estwior plywood. Attached ta the press, the
grinder will drop fruit pulp directly into the
pressin;; tub, or it can be removed am1 bolted
to ano:her support. This way, two people can
work together, one grinding
and the other
pressing. The press plate is driven by a I-inch
diameter, threaded steel press-screw. The unit
comes unassembled.

Michigan-A
manual press with all red oak
frame and hopper, and double-aluminum rollers;
handle-driven for grapes. Weight: 25 pounds.

Cumberland Gexral Store
Rt. 3
Crossville, TN 38555

Erie-A
manual
press with
all-aluminum
hopper, sharp teeth-type aluminum single-ro!!er
mounted on an aluminum frame, and red oak
hardwood cross han&es; handle-driven
for
grapes. Weight: 21 pounds.

Farnnm Sunrise Equipment % Supplies
P.O. Box 12068
Omaha. NE SK112

crushers and both hydraulic
fruit presses, for example:

and press-screw

Superior Electric-A
g h.p.-driven mill for
grapes. The roller is of cast aluminum, 9 inches
by 4% inches. Weight: 100 pounds.
Ontario Electric-.4
1~ h.p.-driven mill for
apples, pears, and plums. Roller is last aluminum, 53/a inches by I7 inches. Weight: 75
pounds.

Superior-A
manual fruit crusher with all red
oak wood frame and hopper, double-aluminum
rollers, and adjustable bearings for spacing
rollers; flywheel-driven for grapes.
The six sizes of hydraulic fruit presses are
constructed of selected red oak hardwood to
purify and not taint the delicately flavored
juices. All cast-iron parts are machine finished
for easy operation and painted with a heavy.
biue, acid-resisting enamel. The diameter of the
pressing plate varies from 16 to 25 inches,
according to the size of the mod;]. Its capacity
for crushed pulp ranges from 150 to 800 pounds.
One pressscrew press is available with a
ratchet system handle, II-inch diameter press
plate and $4.inch diameter press screw. It weighs
30 pounds and has a capacity for 60 pounds of
crushed pulp.
Berarducci Brothers 1Mfg. Company, Inc.
1900 Fifth Ave.
McKeesport, PA 15132
Fruit Press
The Colonial-style
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grinding unit of this fruit

Garden Way Research
Charlotte, VT 05445
Good Nature Fruit Press
Good Nature Products offers three sizes of
hydraulically
operated fruit presses. The hydraulic ja.ck employed can apply 6,000 pounds
of pressure and will retract itself with one turn
of a valve, unlike the old press-screws which had
to be cranked backwrds before starting a second
batch. The familiar slotted tlib of other models
is replaced in this one with several layers Of
slotted, flat wooden racks between which cloth
bags full of pumice are squeezed. The racks
insure that no drop of juice has to force its way
through more than one inch of pulp: whereas
the old tub presses required that Itwe travel
through as much as 10 inches of packed fruit
pulp. This press yields about 3 or 4 gallons of
juice from each bushel of apples. The grinder
design incorporates a rotating drum with short,
stainless steel blades that shave apples gradually
as they lotate, forcing the pulp through a narrow
slot irom which ir coarse applesauce emerges.
The drum is turned with a hand crank, electric
dr-ill, or I$$ h.p. electric motor. Available models

1

MacKay’s Efec!,ic Press
MacKay’s Wlxod Products

unit is 18 inches wide, 22 inches long, and 35
inches high: Weight: 60 pounds.
Electric Press Models A223 and A203

This press replaces the stave press barrel
with a Ii-inch oak press rack. It has a highspeed, sir-knife c torte:- head in the grinder which
ii powered Ry ;i I h.p. electric motor. Thirty
inch, heavyweight, nylon cloths are pl-ovided to
contain the fruit pulp during pressing. Pressing
..Al.prlI- ..i...““..L
1,.,,b q,.I;,- ,~
;.>rl,
is do::e !,v I 3,000 T”..
_... MO<+!
ClKl comes with six press cloths, seven oak
ricks and one oak chiw>r form. xode: C2KZ
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MncKny’s Commercial Pms
MacKay’s Wood Products

comes with 12 press cloths, 13 oak racks and one
Cdll-Cli. i”im1.

pmc~essapproximately 90 pounds of apples pel
IIOLII-. The 24 by 13 by 13.inch grinder is easily
diussemblcd for easy cleaning. Shipping weight:
3x pods.
Bell’s Hand-Turned Crusher
This press has a finished bardwood hopper
and sides with cast-iron cutter, side mounting
plates, and ii counterbalanced crank. A perforated screen alloys apples and fruits to be
ground t.o the proper sire. The grinder will

Bell’s Fruit-Wine Press
This press is constructed of cast iron and
white oak (a wood that is favored because it will
not impart any undesirable taste to the juices.)
It has a vertical-slat press tub and band-operated
press-screw. Shipping weight: 35 pounds.

Bell’s Hand-Turned
C.S. BeI, co.

Both presses are manufactured
C. S. Bell Co.
170 W. Davis St., Box 291
-I-;&I
_ .__..~lOH 44,883

Crusher

!jy:

Sears’ Hand-Turned Fruit Crusher
This model comes with cast-iron crusher
tectb, steel crusher screen, and oak hopper and
sides. It holds one peck of apples and measures
24 by 9% by 13 inches.
Sears, Roebuck BeCo.
Farm and Ranch Catalog
Five-Quart Fruit Press
Of cast-iron and hardwood construction,
this press has a capacity of approximately
5
quarts. It has a vertical-slat tub and hand363

operated press-screw. Shipping
pounds.

weight: 24 to 25

Belknap, Inc. (distributor)
P.O. Box 28
Louisville, KY 40201
Glen-B&s Country Store
’ Rt. 5, Box 390
Crossville, TN 38555
Sears, Roebuck&Co.
Farm and Ranch Catalog
Cumberland’s Fruit Crusher
For grapes, berries, cherries, and other soft
fruits, excluding apples, this crusher has an oak
frame and an 18% by 18.inch hopper which
holds 30 pounds of whole grapes. Its two stationary rollers are made of aluminum.
Shipping
weight: 25 pounds.

Apple Crusher
The machined claw-cut teeth on this press
work well to extract juice from all kinds of fruit,
especially apples, which are difficult to grind. A
seiected hardwood ISI/* by 17.inch wide hopper
with a 45.pound capacity feeds a 32 by llil/z?-inch
cast aluminum roller. The handle operates on a
li-inch diameter flywheel.
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Apple Crusher
Cumberland General store

Cider Press
Constructed of red oak for purer juice and
for strength, this pt-ess weighs approximately 90
pounds and can hold 250 pounds of crushed
apples. Its cast-iron parts are machine finished
and painted wit!) acid-resisting enamel. The
press stands 43 inches high, and tub size is 12 by
18 inches.

Cider Press
Cumberland General store

Kits
Cumberl:md also carries ;I fwit grinder kir
and it cider press kif~ Both kits conwin pl;lus,
and all the hardware necessary for buildin:g. So
lumber is included
The abore four presser we ;~v:til;~ble from:
Cunlberl;md Genel-:11Star?
Rt. 3, Box 479
Crossville, TN 38555
Day Equipment
Both electric and hand-operated presses are
available from this company for use in roxlside
srnnds and small orch:wds. Graders, press racks,
cloths. labels, filters, pnstewizers. picking bags,
wIten, and all the wcessories needed for it snt;ill
operation are also ;tvailuble.
Day Equipment Corp.
1402 E. Monroe
Goshen, IN 4652fi
Hydraulic Cider Presses, Palmer-Style
These presses are specially suited to road.
side stand and orchxd use. A full line of :tcccsseries is available.
Orchard Equipment &Supply Co.
Conway, MA 01341
Wine, Fruit. and Cider Press Plans
Plans for a wooden.framed , s!a:-ricla!, wk.
basket.style press with a I,atld.cr;lnke~l prcr+
screw are included in a catalog front New Jersey.
An electric drill and router are rcquirul to bui!cl
the press, but no other special tools are needed.
Instruction plans only are provided.
Dorsay Poor Man’s Catalog 3
240 Kinderkamaca Rd.
Oradell, NJ 07649
Mearelli Presses
Xlearelli olfers a full line of h;md-operated
and electric fruit crushers, hydraulic, verticnlstaved presses, and hammer mill-type electric
crushers. Units range in size from models appropriate for the home and small iarm to large commercial applications, with a full range of sires in

clllulwrimlci Ge1,ernl store
ut. 3, Box 479
Crossvilie, TN 38555
Sasco Agriculmral Sciences
901 Janesvilie Ave.
Fort Atkinson, WI 53538

A MAIZE
SHELLER
FOR
EVERY
HOUSEHOLD’
by Dr. D. J. Hilton
Senior Lecrurer, Dept. ol hlech;mi~al E+x!cring.

UniverGly vI Nairobi. Keny:l

One typ of hand sheller currently sold in parts of Africa is nxtcie from a melal lube. with interned
ribs ‘iet in the direction of the cylittder a& The sheller is held itt one hand while the other hand pttshes
the maize cob intr, the tube with a twisting actien. The internal ribs strip the kernels from the
co& nnd the kern& tall cat the bottom of the tube. This sheller. which is now being made Irom :I”
aluminum casting, has been iaund to have two disadtratttnge:es.First, the ribs are tea twmerae nnd
tend to became clogged with grain. Second. the shetier is wtliy only wited to one diameter of cob.
Where both traditional and hybrid varieties are grown. therefore, it is not capable ol stripping ail
cobs satisfactorily.
i have overcome there dificulries by redesigning the tube sheller ::nti incorpor;tting
two novel
features. At the eme time. the cost has been lowered by a change of material.
The tube of the new sheller is constructed from a short length of ?-inch diameter rigid. polyvinyl
chloride water pip. This is a readily available material in industrial centers in most xmntries.
The ribs are made from the same pipe, Put into thin strips. and glmxl together in stacks of three ot
four. For glue. a polyvinyl chlari,de solvent is used which is suppiicd for use with polyviityi chloride
wat@r pipe by all dirrributorr.
Fear such ribs are then ghtcti to the inrids of the tube at !lO.degt’W
intcwtls. This placement allows the ribs to reach the cow of the nwize cob, mtd still Iwves enmtgh
space between them to allow the grain to drop through. The two novel fe;trores I introduced are
ar follows:
1. A slit is made along the tube to allow it to expand when very large cobs are being stripped.
This is made possible by the elasticity of the material. Residltal stresses in the material. as a
result of the pipe extrusion process, ensure tlrat the tube normally remains well closed.
2. One of the four internal ribs is positioned higher up the tube than the other three and this
is the rib which does most of the stripping. It is found that this feature results in an easier
stripping action than when four ribs strip off the grain simultaneously.
The perfo.mance of the new maize sheller is quite impressive and a dry cob can be stripped in
about 5 to 7 second% This compares very favorably with the performance of other designs, though
’ Reprinted with permission from Appropriate ~ec/rno/o~, :\ugunt 1976.
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it is accepted that the vigorous wrist action itwolwd could not be maintained for prolonged periods.
The toots reqGrcd for manufacturing this sheller are minimal: they consist of it hacksaw. snta11clmnp
or rice. imd s;mdpq~er. The cement used is a rt:tnd:~rd I,olyvinyl chloride solveur which produces a
wry powerl~tl bond. provided the wfacer are free of grease.
The nt:ttc&l cost including nornlal ware is low. and e;tc-h sheller taker :~row~d I to I \< bows
to aaentbie try hatd. The product is be~ittning to sell in it few itrcas on il trial hxris imd indiattions
are that dentand will 1x0cort~idelable what the product is given ;I little promotion.

A SIMPLE
MANUAL
MAIZE-SHELLING
DEVICE*
by Professor A. S. Rana

In many dcwioping counwies, most of the i.--‘re (corn) is produced by sm~dl wbsiwnce farmers.
and whatever little surphis is :wailable is sold at the market. The subsistence farmers in many
countries in hirica grow only a few hectares of maize, and these are often intercropped. The yields
in general arc low. ahout 1.060 kilograms per hectare. Under these conditions all the shellirg is done
by hand, and the following rneth4s are gwterally used:
I. With hare handy. holding the cob in the p~tlnt with frmr lin&w. ;I person rcmovc~ the I;Tains
one by one with the ntovcmcnt of the thumb. The sh~llstl cotw is curtn~nvztl or sold its is without
cie:rtring or grading.
2. Kobhing :I shelled cob on it cob to be shelled is faster that ihe firsl mahod but is more tiring
and requires skill aud practice. It is not very suitable for maize with a high moisture content,
as the bmins are ?Bmetimes bruised and the shelling rate is low. The shelled grains are used
as in the first method.
3. This method involves putting the husked cobs in a bag ;rnd heating them wit!! a stick while
turning the hag. Later on, the cobs and &wins are txkeu wt of the bag and cobs are picked.
Any grains remaining on the cobs are taken off hy hand as in the first method.
,I. There we some variations of this method. hut basically. the c&s are apre;td ora a raised platform made of sticks and hamhoo poles. with small gaps between the adjoining pieces. The
spread cobs are beaten with a stick; the shelled grainr fall through the gaps; rhc remaining
grains on the cob are removed by hand.

IGx larger producers. such as those who grow corn to feed their livestock as well as them*elver,
these Gmplr shelling tnethodis areti’t su&ient. The following dwice has been found to be, on the
average. about three tiines wore e#icient thnn the methods described above.
The shelling sect:on couists of CJ.wils (also c;dled staples) ;~rrangcd on ii wooden bo;lrrl in iti
way that will iacilitate the wiooth rubbing of the tniGu2 to be shelled. Various :watagcmcnts of
6sing the U-nails ott the wooden board were tried. The best results have been obtained by fixing the
ZI-nails in two rows parallel to exh other 1.9 to 2.0 centimeters apart, and 2.5 centimeters between the
tlailr within the row.

HAND-CRANKED
CORN
SHELLER
;\ rn~u~ual cranking handle, sometimes accompanied by a tlywheel, [users this simple but effective
corn sheller. :\ compresston spring xljustment enables the sheller to xl+t to the size of each cob x it
enters the feed opening. Husked corncobs are forced by hand into a feeding device which clclivers the
cob between one stationary and one rotating, toothed, cast.iron shelling plate, ::nd we held in pl:~cc 1))
spring-lo:&d
atripping claws. The action of the rotatittg plates causes the cob to rotate iit :I spiral
fashion against the teeth, with the kernels flying elf as it feeds throttgh. After shelling is ~:ontpleted.
the bare cob follows an ejection path automatically and makes way lor the next cob to follow directly,
as won as the operator can feed it into the openittg. The least expensive mode:s cl:tmp directly to ii
fence or rub ride while the sturdier, generally faster models come inside a wooden or metal housing.
M~lanycome with an attachment for shelling walnuts

NORTH
AMERICAN
SOURCES
OF
CLAMP-TYPE
CORN
SHELLERS
c. s. Bell Co.
P.O. Box 291
‘Tiffin, OH ~44XX3
Burrows Equipment Co.
1316 Shertnan Ave.
Evanston, IL 602O4

‘T,,r .,I,,,,/ Y,,,,,kl WC,,,~,V,
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SHELLING

CAPACITY

IN BUSHELS PER HOUR
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Silex Chaff Cutter
Il,ii
machine also Curs cb;lff into
(25 nrillimetel) segments.

SILAGE
CUTTERS
ANDCHOPPERS

I-inch

CHOPPING
WAGEB’, HAND
One way of providing succulent animal feed
thr-oughcut the yeal- is to gut “1 chop grass, hay,
straw. root cl-op. OKforage crops illto small pieces
and convert the mntcrinl into silage. Stored in a
silo, anaerobic acid fermentation converts green
fodder into succulent feed, a form in which it
can be stored through the year.
For small acreages where only one or two
animals ae to be fed, a simple method of hand
chopping cu, be used to prepare green fodder
for btorxge. All you need are a butcher’s knife
and chopping block. Hold a lxwlle of mxterinl
in one hand and chop against the block with the
other. Output nnd efficiency of this method is
low, of cowse, and the work is tedious. Some
foreign companies have devised hand-operated
equipment to make the job easiw.
A typical hand-operated silage cutter consists
of a feed trougll with “I without conveyor
rollers. At the end of the trough, straw is
gripped between two toothed rollers which feed
it over a shear plate. A pair of rotating knives
mounted on a hand-cranked flywheel chops the
feed into short lengths. Two men are required
for the operation-one
to turn the flywheel and
:he other to feed the machine.
For this cutting tooi to faction
efficiently,
it is important
that the knives IX kept well
~I~:trpe~~ed.and a few spare sets of knives should
be ;iwil;lble for regular changing. Even mow
imp”rt:mt, you must keep the correct bevel on
the cutting edge (instructions should be provided
by the manufacturer). Finally, the knives should
be adjusted 50 that they lightly touch the mouth
of the machine over its full width.

SOURCES
OFHAND-OPERATED
WAGECHOPPERS
Dandekai Hand-Operated Chaff Cuttea
This implement cots chaff into l-inch
millimeter) segments.
Dandekar Brothers
Sangli
Mahararhtra, India

(25

Ajanta Silage Cutter
This implement has two blades ad ~‘ms
on bnll bearings. The worm gear drive can be
set to either of two fodder-cutting lengths wit!,
segments ranging from 5/6 inch (15.9 millimeters)
to ‘/s inch (22.2 millinretrrs).
The output for dry

Simplex Silage Cutter
This model has 7$$ inch by 2% inch knives,
and a large flywheel.
R Hurlr k co.. Ltd.
Aths Works, I:;rrl\ Cuhtc
Co!chcster. Ersex C:Oli ?EP. tJ.K.
Renson et Cie Grass Cutter
This unit has a cast-iron body and base plate
with semisteel gearing. Four adjustable hlado
are mounted on a 4.50 millimeter hand-cranked
flywheel. It weighs 13 kilograms and cuts .%millimeter srgm:ments.
Renson et Cie
B.P. 14
59440 Landrecies, France
Pouh-y Feed Cutter
This unit is similar to a small chaff cutter
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Chien Silage Chopper
Tbr 7-i~.l’u Silqe Cutter ittltl Potato Slicer
is twtdle-powered
but can hc operated witb it
!/, to 3~ hp. motor. It weighs 84.6 kilograms,
nx:~sures 27 by 34 by 39 inches, and produces at
:I rate of approximately 300 t” 500 kilograms per
hour.

shy-ahled by the :Iction of 3 heavy,~ cast-iron
wheel with it number of small cutters:, attached
to it.

SOIJRQS
OFROOTCUTTERS8,
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SURRHUM
ANDSUGARCANE
PRESSES
Pressing the juice from notwoody plants
like so~hunt attd rttgwcatte requires only simple
tdr and yields a sweet extract which can be

pt~ttawrf
f0t tt~eiIst~tbkstlgat.3-h It~~St
conr.

moo teehttiqtte for pressing sorgttum and sug:w.
cane involves passing the stalk between two
roller% similar to the rollers on an old wringer
washing machine. The weaker uttits require
passing the stalk through n nrmtber of times, or
splitting or pouttding the material with a ham.
mer before pressing.
If you‘re interested in improvising to build
yaw own pres.ss,yo:: .,t<.i’ riwt w cunwlt a book
vatled the I.% I.ib Btrk from Papua, New Guinea
(w&lable
from VlTA,
3600 Rhode Island
Auetme, Mt. Rainier. MD 20X22). It itlostrates a
simple two-man su~arcttne crusher that has no
gem hut bas an adjtwtnettt screw at the top.
Sugwrane is pased through the crusher three or
four times. with the adjustmettt screw being
-

TAPPING
SWEET
SORGHUM
The tedious. old-lashioned production of sorghum syrup is rather like iit1 old soldier: it keeps
fading away but never dies. In fact, sweet sorghum may be making a comeback. Gardeners and
homesteaders know it provides a. tasty substitute for store-bought sweet~ner;i. They ;dso think that
sorghum may be a practical cash crop they can grow for a sideline income withow too moth competition from big commercial farmers. since harvesting is stilt it process doitc pretty miich by h;md.
Now that the lJSDA (at the Agricutttwtl
Research Service Food Crops Utiliz;tt,ioa Resc;~rch Ia11
in We~eslaco~
Texas) has found a way to remove st;~rch from SWCC~
sor~h~mt so that it c:m be mwlc into
I’ilw Wg;tr. and not ,jllst syrilp. smtll growers iirc botmd to get eve11more intere~tcd. Experts say ttit~t
the United States could rcplwe 30 percent of the sugar it ttow imports with its owtt sorghum sugar,
once the destarching process is perfected.
Gene Lwdon
of Ohio grew two rows of sweet sorghum last year. each aboo. I.50 feet long, to
see llow well it would grow in the North. “I’m interested in it strictly as ii northern sowa of
sweetening,” he explains. “I don’t have bees yet, and only two maple trees large enough to tap. I
wanted another alternative to buying sugar.”
Drew Langsner in North Carolina looked more at aorghwn’s possibilities to add income to his
homestead. “We were told that we could make up to 120 gallons of molasses per acre which could
be sold direct to customers for as much as $12 a gallon.” he says. “hloreover.
the
thlt
I1ar few
insect enemies here and is not critically a8ected by blights. Also, not only do you get the syrup, but
the seed heads and leaver can be used for livestock feed.”
Actually, sorghum in some area5 can produce a good deal more mobuse\ than what the L;mgsoers
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Srst. the stalks we cttt and the seed hr;als lopped off. The l.ogulonr ju\l cut the stalk\ with a
~wtt knife as they do cortt and pile them in bund!es beside the row. Theo they w)-l-y the bundles to
the pickup truck. whark otf the heads from an entire bundle with one blots of the corn knife, and
land the stalks ott the track.
The 9eed heads should be sptwd out itt the bati for drying, then stored for feeding. They need
not Ix tbr&l&
except for g+tldittg illtu Ilottr. Rolling it seed head vigorwsly between the palms of
your l~uals will easily thresh out the grains. Mot tlte seed heads can be fed directly to chickens,
rabbits. and other livestock.
From their half acre. the Langswrs harvested 102 bushels of seed he;&--or
roughly aboot SO
bu~ltel~ ol seed. That much wtritiotxd
energy bought at the feed store iit the form of conveittion~d
grains would cut at le:at $lW. so the seed alotte way jostify tlte labor inwlved.
Finding a press, if you don’t have one, is not as difficult as it might seem, even in the North.
They’re still arwnd-jttst
keep asking. Gene Logsdon found at least F~TEI^ *ithin
easy driving
distmce of his place, but had you asked him two years ago, hr’d have s2id there were none. Once you
hard yoor stalks to the press. don’t xorry if the man can’t get yours pressed and boiled down right
way. The cartes can lie two weeks without any noticeable lcrs of juice.
Many pressa are now puuwed with motors, but a surprising nomber are still turned by horse
or mole-the
animal walks in a wide circle, polii lg a sweep that turns the gears that make the
rollerr run. The operittor shoves the stalks through the rollers, Nrhich scltteete the juice into a waiting
barrel through ;L screen. The crushed stalks fall to one side in a pile. They can be used for molcb or
cornposting, or even fed to cattle as silage if laced with some CCthe syrup skinunings prodtwd during
the boiling4own
lxocess.
h sorghotn cooker can be built at home. The farmer who boils the Logsdotts’ sorghum made his
own cooker--a cement fireplace about eight feet long awl two feet wide, with a ten-foot chimney :u
one end and a roof overhang to protect the cooker from rain. The fire is built near the open end
of the fireplace, and the draft pttlls tlte heat evenly under the cooking pui and att the chimney.
“The pan can be a very simple affair made of Z-by-8 inch booards for sides and ends and a sheet
metal bottom.” says one expert, “the wltole pan should be about six feet long nnd two feet wide to
fit nicely over the fireplace. Don’t use galvanized metal, because the zinc coating on it might react
adversely with the acids in the syrup.”

SOURCES
OFSUGARCANE
PRESSES
CeCoCo Hand Sugarcane Squeezer
Employing three rollers to do the sqtteaing,
tbir unit can be pavered by hand or by a ‘/ hp.
motor for a production capacity of 115 kilograms
per hour of carte. CeCoCo also manufactures
larger cane mills with capacities ranging from
6 to 15 tom of cane per hour.
cec”co
P.O. Box 8, Ibaraki City
Osaka Pref. 567, Japan
Kumar Cane Crusher
This is a vertical three-roller‘ sugarcane
crusher which can be driven with one pair of
animals. I& capacity falls between 300 and 350
pounds of cane per hour (136 to 158 kilograms

per hour). Two other units with higher capacities are available-the
Karmat and Kamal vertical three-roller crushers.
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-rwter boils. Some oil tltily have collected on the
\trrl;tre of the water: this should be skimmed elf
;tttd saved. l‘bc ground, cooked seed m:tsb is
then put it1 iu cloth lug and pressed. A second
boiling iuld pressing could yield it bit more oil.
Ut,lortont,tely.
we have tzt been able to
locate any sources of oil presses presently under
mmufacture
in the United States, ;tltltottgb
maw people are seeking such units.

SOURCES
OFOILPRESSES

SEED
011PRESSES
Pressing oil from seeds requires much more
force than what’s needed to press cam or sorghutm Prior to pressing, the seeds are groond or
mahetl mtl often Iteatetl ita witter until the

Lik Lik Buk Press
The Papua. New Guinea Lik Lik Bttk (distributed by VITA, 3600 Rhode Island Avenue,
Mount Rainier, MD 20822) pictured this oil
press design as it bttikl.it-yourself
suggestion for
vill;tgers. It was designed as a sturdy unit wbicb
will exert a great deal of pressure 131 a small
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wttttwt to ‘I or 5 ptwtwt. ‘The oil expelling is
done by tightening it screw wortn. either by hand
or motor. Fittidly, it filter press is used for filtering the raw crude oil through filter cloths nod
papers. This system works for tnnny kinds of
buatlr and seeds includitrg rape, mustard, sesame,
cotton. and sunflower seeds, and palm pericarp,
peanuts. castor beans, and dried cocot~ttt, or
CoptL.

CrcocO Oil Nifl
CkCoCo provides eqttipment for all sta8es of
the oibrxp&Iing
pmcea. A 8eed Searcher is wed
for cl*ng the
to reduce its tnoiwre
SPECIFICATIONS
hfa&ne*s
Name

Type

Capxity
perhour

FOR CECOCO

POWCT
Required Rpm

Crush

AA

6tM kg

2 h.p.

! ,400

seed
Smrchcr

L

5 bu.

I h.p.

150

3 bu.
3.8 kg
4&55kg

% h.p.
Hand
3 h.p.

150
PIOpX

z$kr

Nlter
Press

s
H-Y
New52
NewM
H-54
HX.206

12044Okg
5h.p.
15Q16Okg 7$h.p.
?50 kg 10 h.p.

c

~WO.860
kg

35-20

h
B

12gal.
40 pal.

%h.p.
1 ha.

OIL MILL MACHINERY

Dimension in mm
Height

Width

560

395

Len&
640

Net
Weight
75kg

115kg

IOC”. ft.

1 1t.x 4 ft. $ Vael

436 kg

633 kg

I ft. x 3 ft. Ipvessel
520
260
604

1solig
43 kg
299kg

57 cu. ft.--’
31 cu. fr

360

630

520

1,060

l15kg
21 kg
15Okg

35')
608
450

700
980

560
700
800

1.050
1,250
I.920

170kg
490k,3
880 kg

1.180

960

3,iiil

1.w
170
290

Shipping
G”XS
Weight Measnrment

7" x 7” x 10” chamber
12" x12" x 14" chamber

4 C”. ft. ”
14.x. ft.

Z?Okg
22
31 cu. ft.
526kg
1,OSOkg 90 cu. ct.

3.6OOkg 4,OOOkg 120cu.ft.
125kg
340kg

175kg
5W k8

9 cu. ft.
26 cu.ft.

When inquiring about an &mill ptanr. please let CeCoCa know: (a) nsmc of raw material to expel oil; (b) desired
capacity per hour or 24 hours in raw material: (c) how you will use the oil produced; (d) whctl~er you need group
driven or individualdriven equipment: if motor driven, also specify phnre, voltage, fml~ency, current, and othPr
deraiIr

COFFEE
PROCESSING.
MACNINERY
-.TahIe Oil ExPellex
Four models of oil expellers are available
from S. P. Engineering. Two presses. each with
a 3 h.p. IIIOUIT. yield 30 or 40 kilograms per hour,
and two with 5 h.p. motors yield 50 or 55 kfie
grmw pm hour. All four units ovwrate at 450
‘pmS. P. Engineering Carp.
P.O. +a 218.79/? Latouche Road
Kanpur, India

Coffee cherries, the ripened fruit of the
coffee shrub, each contain two coffee beans. Two
different techniques are utilized to retnave the
covering and pulp to produce clean coffee beans.
the desired product.
The wet process begins with the pulping of
the fruit by a pulping machine or pulper. Additional operations involving
fermentation and
washing may be needed to remove the pulp
residue that remains. The seeds we then dried
in the sttn or in driers. until the moisture content has reached 12 percent. The seed parch387

The dry ptwess begins with the drying of
the ripened fruit. either in the sun or driers.
When the fruita we dry. t~t~ltcrs are used to ren~ave the reed cuverittgs. Graders iwe then used
to sepatxte varieties. sires, and shapes of coffee
beam olfering a sta~d;wd of s;tte.

SOURCES
OFCOFFEE
PULPERS
IRIMA-67 Disc Coffee Pulper
This small machine pulps the co.4ee by
squeezing the cherries between the rotating disc
and the fixed pulping chop. The disc is of
smaller dintneter than standard nod carries bulbs
on one face ottly. Nonnntly, the disc has castiron bulks of No. 75 pattern suitable for Robusta
and Arabica colfees. Alternative discs catt be
supplied for we with Ambica and Liberia
varieties.
*rk capacity of the machine is 594 to 792
pounds (270 to 360 kilograms) no hour of ripe
coffee chewies, which should he fed into the
machine with wafer on the same day as it is

DC I&: ColFee Pulper
‘i‘hc 1X colfcc putpcr is a single-disc machine which employs pulping bars and a pulping
disc. The bars are straight. with a renewable
steel edge. and are litted with ii cam device for
ewe in setting tltc chop relative to the disc. It bss
an index to enable the setting to be found again
easily, attd the chops are readily removable for
cleaning.

DG Disc Co&e Pulper
John Gondon
For treating Robusta and Arabica coffees,
copper discs No. 75 or cast-iron bulbed discs NO.
P75LC are available. For other varieties, copper
discs only are supplied, No. 71 for Liberia and
No. 17 for coffees allied to Liberia but slightly
smaller, or for large Arabica.
The machine can pulp up to 1,540 pounds
(700 kilograms) of ripe coffee cherries per hour.
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Estrdh3 coffee Pulper
This is a cylindlrical coffee pulper. which
rclueaes the colfee cherries between the rotating.
embossed cylinder and the fixed breast. It is mxle
in two nxxiels. In one, a stirrer is fitted in the
hopper, which has no stone trap. In the other.
thr !qper
has a stotx tnp but no stirrer. In
both r,~-dels, the distance between the breast aad
the cylinder is adjustable. The machine is suitable for Arobica and Robusta coffees, but not for
Liberia.
It can pulp up to 594 pounds (ZiO
kilograms) of ripe calTee cherries au hour depending on type and condition.
The coffee
should be pulped the same day as it is picked
and fed to the machine with water. The machine with stirrer weighs 103 pounds (47 kilograms) and without stirrer, 85 pounds (3s
kilograms).
the cylirtdrical type. The machine is suitable for
Arabica and Robusta coffees, but not Liberica,
and can pulp up to 100 pounds (45 kilograms) of
ripe coffee cherries each hour. The cherries
should be fed into the machine with water on
the day they are picked. The working surface of
the breast is machined, and the iron barrel has a
renewable embossed cover.
A diffetwt version of the MTOTO called
the Starlet Major is available without a stirrer
but with h stone trap.
The machine weighs 34 pounds (15.5 kilog%“S).
All the above pulpers are available from:
John Gordon SsCo. (Engineers, Ltd.)
196a High St.
Epping, Essex, England

MTOTO Coffee Pulper
This small coffee pulper is intended for me
on small plantations hut is also useful for treating the first’crop on larger plantations. It is of

Atom Coffee Pulper
This pulper is suitable for Arabia
and
Robusta coffees, but not suitable fat- Liberia
coffee. Its output of ripe cherry pulp is 55 kilograms per hour. Weight: 15 kilograms.
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.\lodrl No. I lus ;I opacity of I.600 pouttdr
per hour for p”Iped rulfee, ;wl uses IO to I” 11.1’.
Xfodel 0, using 15 to 1X h.p., has a capacity of
3,400 pounds per bow. This larger ntodel is also
;tvsil;tble with tight xnd loose pulleys.

Baby pulper
The Bittby Model So. 2 yields 127 kilograms
per how and No. 21/? yields 254 kilograms per
how. No. rtt/? is bnnd.operated nnd cim be
sapplied with a flywheel grooved for V-belt
powr drive.

This unit is power-driven with an outpot of
550 to 650 kilograms peer hour when driven by a
1 h.p. ettgine.

E”gelfxrg Holler, Co., Division
U.S. Route II. P.O. Box 277
F;lLioi-yi::e, PA 18419
Number 5 Africa” Huller
This model’s ootput of clean coffee from
dry cherries is 114 kilograms per boor. Output
of clean coffee from parchment coffee is 127
kilogtxms par how.
Power wqttirecl is 5 1t.p. The No. 5 weighs
216 kilogrnmr. Largw tnodelr are also nvailnble.
E. H. Bents11 &Co. Ltd.
hIddOl1

The above tuodelr are manufactured
E. H. Bentall &Co., Ltd.
M;:ldott
Essex, CM9 iNW, U.K.

by:

SOURCES
OFCOFFEE
HULLERS
ANDSEPARATORS
Engelberg Huller Company carries two sires
of coffee hullers and separators. These ball- or
roller.beariag machines will hull coffee in the
whole (coca) cherry or p”“h”x?“t
form, separate

Essex, CM9 iNW, U.K.
Number 10 Africa Coffee Huller
This coffee huller can be conveniently opet’ated by band power and is ideal for small-scale
farmers. it is normally fitted with two handles but
it ca” also be supplied fitted with a pulley 229
millimeters in diameter by 76 millimeters wide,
rq~iring
1.5 h.p. The machine can shell dry
cherry coffee and also parchment coffee. It will
treat Arabic+ ,Rofxtsta, and Liberia
varieties,

1~:~110adjusnwnts. ‘l‘hc rdfre is simply <cd to
it i~wl the handle turned. The slwlled co’tee is
discharged mixed with the shells and dust and
nuw then be winnowed and sieved. Dry cherry
colfec can IX! shelled ill the rate of 20 pwtnds (9
kilogratns) of clean colfee :w hour. I’archn~ent
colfee tit,, bc shelled at the rate of 60 pounds
(27 kilo,gtxns) att hour. The coffee most be @e
dry and crisp when fed to the mnchine, which is
not suitable for the treatment of Liberia coffee.
The net weight of the machine is 29 pounds
(13.5 kilograms).

Limprimita
Coffee Sheller
Tftis is n small huller which is very useful in
coffee-cleaning mills and also to those coffee
buyers who purchase parchment or dry cherry
calfee. According to the manufacturer, the advantage of this model over other sampling machines is that any quantity from one bean to
several ki!ograms can be shelled rapidly, completely, and safely.
A ribbed roller operates in conjunction with
an adjustable, flexible block. The lightest pres391

sure consistent with good performance is applied
hy adjo,ring this %xk. The roller is ~urtwd
More tlte coffee is fed into the nrachine. ;tnd this
shar,lcl lx dune gradttally and evenly. The colfee
is disrhnrgetl mixed with the loose shells, and
should theta he winnowed. The machine should
he fixed firmly to a table. It is Ii inches (43
centinteters) high and its net weight is 29 puunds
(19 kilograms).
The above hollers are manufactured by:
John Gordon .%Co,. (Engineers, Ltd.)
1’9% High St.
Epping. Eises. England

SOURCES
OFCOFFEE
GIIADERS
C:ungocoffeeGrader
This little grader is especially suitable fat
use in an installation of small, hand-driven coffee
hullers. Its output is 110 pounds (50 kilograms)
at, hour. The cylinder is composed of n perf”r:~ted plate with two sets of perforations, thus
g?ving three grades. The grades may be deter.
mined to suit the requirements of the planter,
and ahout 2 pounds (1 kilogram) of coffee should
be sent to the manufacturer when passing the

A Ixger grader of the same design, llarir
capacity of 435 pounds (225 kilograms) an hc
is also available, ;md can he supplied for h;
power or complete with small electric m”
The smnll grader weighs I87 pounds (85 k
grmm), the I;~rger. .I!).5 pounds (22.5 kilogrnr
,Jolttt (;ordott ti Co. (Engineers, Ltd.)
I!lfi;l High St.

MAPLE
SU6ARING
E!URPMENT
I’.qoipment for collecting and process
m;~ple syrup is so very specialized that all
necesswy implements can generally he obtain
from the same source. For collecting, there
plugs, sap hags, collection tubs, and buck
Evaporators and skimmers are used for proc
ing, and for the small commercial venture, th
is a need for molds, cans. bottles, and filters.
Instead of itemizing the tools and accesr”
availal~lc from the different companies.
recommettd you send for their fully ilhwra
catalogs. Instrttction books are available for
novice maple sugarer from these companies:
G. H. Grimm Co., Inc.
Box 130
Rotland, VT 05701
Leader Evaporator Co., Inc.
25 Stowell St.
St. Albans, VT 05478
Sniall Brothers, Inc.
P.O. Box 160
Dunham, Quebec JOE IMO, Canada
Les Specialites Techniques De Valcourt, Inc.
746 rue St. Joseph, C.P. 68
Valcourt, P.Q. JOE 210. Quebec, Canada
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GGLD
INTHE
TREES
by

Bruce

Mays

Two years ago, my neigl~l~or and I devised a system that yields three gallons of maple syrup every
year from it tot:d investnwnt of uttdcr 12 doll;ws. If we can do it, anyone c:tn. Boiling your olh’n
map& syrup is surpriringly easy. And when that syrup is free, boiled during the first hint of spring
in your own backyard, you know you’re living well.
Sugar sap is manufactured by maple le:tvea all sttmmer long, then stored for the winter in the
roots. The following year, tflat sug;tr supplies it rendy-made energy reserve to the growing tree until
new leaves are able to photosynthesize their own. During the first thaws of spring, the roots must
move that sap through the trunk to the branches. Only if conditions are right, only if the sap is
razing like an elevator lxtween the roots and branches, can the tree Ix hlcd. Warm, sunny days
draw the wp from the earth. Frre~iag nights poll in back down. That combination is essential; any
other locks the sap motionless in one spot or ;cnorhcr. In the South, or by late spring, there are no
freezing nights thnt will gather the sap to the roots. But don’t despair. If you live in sugar country
and the season is right, there is no mistaking it. Morning ice will EOWI the bark, and by afternoon;
the branches will swat with glistening sap,
The first step in sugar production involves drilling holes through the bark. A general rule of
thumb calls for the holes to be drilled no closer than one foot apart in a waist-high circumference
around the trunk. Each year the holes should be shifted three inches t:- one si& or the other, making
sure no new holes are ahove or below the old. Since sap Rows only through the newest growth
directly beneath the bark, the holes should be angled upward no deeper than three inches toward
the center of the tree. Tap primarily the southern face: sunlight coaxes a quicker flow. The standard
drill bit is vta inch; hardware store taps itre made with that size in mind.
A tap is nothing more than a stiff pipe plugged into the hole that funnlls the sap out of the tree.
Any tubular, soft piece of wood uill do. My own yard ahounds with one-inch diameter SUIXX tree.%
Once the branches lxve been cut into six-inch lengtlts, it is a simple matter tr -am a red-hot straight
iron through the spongy pith. All that remains is to whittle one end of t::.: shaft to a taper ;c: d
drive the tapered end into the tap hole like a bung into a barrel of wine. The sumac will swell wth
the first run of sap, sealing the tap tightly against each hole. Professional buckets are made Of
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galvanized steel, come complete with a hood to keep out unwanted rain and snow, are very handsome, and cost $4 each. For that price, I can empty ugly homemade buckets every time it rains ,or
snows. A friend of my neighbor’s gave him three dozen unused number ten tin cans-for free. Any
large container will do, of course. The tin cans were simply the most convenient for us. I have seen
plastic gallon milk jugs and unused paint-stirring cans used with great success. By punching a hoie
on each side near the top and looping a length of wire between them, we produced three dozen
collecting buckets in less than an hour. And when we hung the buckets from our homemade taps,
the fit wils extraordinary.
Fortyaiwxent
taps stick out only about an inch from the bark; our
homemade variety extends five inches from the trunks, far enough to direct rap into the very center
of each bucket. By carving a small notch near the end of each tap. the collecting c:tns were sale
from even the strongest breezes.
Our total investment so far was nothing. By the second week of March, our taps carried clear
sap in a stream, filling each two-quart can within hours. And if you hate the thought of all that
boiling, stop there-maple
sap in place of water makes the most exquisite tea and coffee you’ve
ever tasted.
If you do boil it, there are a few considerations to prepare for before you begin. If you have a
job during the week, you will probably want to boil only on the weekends. That means storing you!
daily collections for at least six days. Twenty-gallon trash cans with plastic liners are about as large a
storage container as yet; want to get and still be able to move them easily.
Now, however, you must keep the sap cold during the week. Left by itself. on a warm day,
collected sap soon clouds to a bacterial soup. The easiest solution is to keep the trash cans in daylong
shade. Each night, a skim of ice will form to protect the sap during the following day. 4nd when
warm weather still threatened to melt the ice and spoil the sap, we simply froze some fresh sap
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overnight in milk cartons and floated the chunks of ice in the cans. As long as even a small ice cube
mnmimd until dark we knew we were safe.
After eight days of collecting we were ready to boil. Once again, we were in n potentially cxpensive situation. From every 40 gallons of sap, 39 gallons of water must be evaporated. That takes a
tremendeus ammmt of heat. The only realistic way for a home maple boiler to produce syrup is to
cook the sap over an outdoor wood Iire. Our three gallons of syrup demanded about two cords of
wad.
Pam yean ago, I used nn old ten-gallon lobster pot for the actual boiling. For someone with
only B few maple trees, this is fine. But remember, it takes 40 gallons of sap to produce one gallon of
sytap, and the evaporation rate of that excess water is a direct product of the size of the pot. Water
will evaporate onIy from R surfxe ic contact with the air; no amount of heat can alter that fundamental rule. Anyone planning to produce more than a pint of syrup in less than a lifetime of
boilittg will be forced to use a professional evaporator. We acre, and now I know we were right.

Don’t, let the word professional scare you. It means simply a very large pan. The smallest of
them, like ours, is about five feet long by three feet wide and ten inches deep. That. is enough to hold
50 gallons of sap and presents an evaporating surlace of 15 square feet-a twenty-fold improvcntent
over my lobster pot, Fancier, more expensive evaporators have battled compartments to route the
finished syrnp away from the new sap, inlet spigots and outlet Iaucets, and mysterious coils winding
along the bottom. But beyond all that finery is still the simple physics of a larger evaporating surface.
My rteighbor found our small, used pan in a local newspaper for $10. Five dollars each, and we
had made our last expenditure.
It remains only to get the fire underneath the pan. In our case, that meant piling used bricks
in a three-sided structure 18 inches high, making sure that the edges of the evaporator pan would
sir snugly on the inner brick w~all. I suppose the bricks shotild be cross-stacked for maximum strength,
but by the time we set the pan, leveled it out, poured in the sap, and stoked two cords Of wood, our
neat rectangle was something of a shambles anyway. The real trick is to concentrate as much of the
heat uniformly onto the pan while still allowing enough air into the blaze to keep it burning hot.
That meant removing a stray brick for ventilation here and there, sticking an old stove pipe from
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the back end as a chimney. maybe sealing the gap between the evaporator and tire bricks with mud.
Generally. though. it meant just watching the fire at all times to balance its needs.
There are some things to be remembered during your boiling day. If the boil slows, the ewporation rate decreases. Too much heat in one spot tends to melt the solder holding the pan seams
together. You have to work on the furnace a little to prevent those annoyances. We slanted a dug
pit towards the rear of our rectangle and tried to keep most of the burning wood near the bottom.
The heat then tends to climb up the slope towards the mouth of the furnace and disperse somewhat
evenly across the bottom of the pan.
Be sure to add fresh sap steadily throughout the boiling. Too much cold sap all at one time will
quench your good boil and slow the evaporation rate. Each time new sap is added, a scum will rise
to the top. Skim these impurities from the broth with a slotted spoon.
Finally. the sap will taste distinctly mapley. Since our three gallons of syrup made a dangerously
shallow layer in the pan, we found it prudent to remove the syrup from the fire when it was obviously
brown acd sticky-sweet, but still too thin for good syrup. This meant boiling the last few gallons in
pots on the lcitchen stove, but that way you can watch the syrup more carefully as it thickens. Books
yill tell you to dip in candy thermometers, or to measure the spitic gravity and weigh the sugar
content. At that point, the usual rolling boil is replaced by a kind of brown foam that sudses above
the syrup. Syrup at just the right stage will cling to the spoon like thin taffy as it cools.
Your new syrup should be poured through muslin or felt at least once to pick up stray flecks of
ash left by the fire. If you’re planning to store the syrup for longer than a few months, be sure to
611 each container right to the top while still hot and cap it immediately. When the syrup cools, it
will hold the cap down with vacuum and never spoil. Pint or quart mason jars are perfect for this,
but old bottles or food jars--anything
with a sealing lid-can
be used. If the syrup ever does cloud,
simply boil it again and rebottle it. In B cool spot it should keep for years.
By the end of the day everyone is exhausted. Last year we began at six in the morning and were
still sitting in a freezing drizzle at eleven o’clock that night. In between, a half ton of sap was
Poured by cupfuls into the steaming evaporator, the iire was tended, new sap was collected, and
sparr wood split.
And yet every winter I am restlea for sugaring season. By late February, I swear I can smell the
sweet air from other boilers. There is something very special about this first outdoor project of the
year, something very satisfying about using your hands and brains to produce such an indecently
delicious syrup.
the nuts against spiked rustlers and the shelling
grid. Kernels are not separated from the shells
after decortication with this device.

NUT
SHELLERS

6ROUWDWUT
UECORTICATORS
Groundnuts,
peanuts for example, have
fibrous cellulose shells which need to be removed
prior to consumption.
The task requires a
rubbing-stripping
action and a method for cleaning. Most hand-operated decorticators do not do
this and so require a separate winnowing step.

SOURCES
OFMNUAL DECORTICATING
EPUIPMENT
Handy Groumlnuc Decorcicacor
Built froni steel and cast iron.. the Handy is
simple to operate and easily transportid.
Nuts
are placed in a receptacle and the operating
handle moves forward and backward, rubbing

Harrap Wilkinson, Ltd.
5 North Phoebe Street
Salford M5 4EA, U.K.
R. Hunt and Company Groundnut Decorticator
The distance between the galvanized, heavy
mesh screen and the rubbing bars on this unit
can be adjusted to accommodate a variety of
sizes of nuts. Four different sizes of screen are
available for this hand-operated sheller.
R. Hunt & Co., Ltd.
Atlas Works. Earls Colne
Calchester. Essex CO6 ZEP, U.K.

CeCoCh Model 3OOD Peanut Sheller
In this model, revolving beaters shell the
peanuts. and kernels are separated from the shells
by a screen and fan. Output is 40 to 50 kilograms per hour, and kernel breakage is 2 to 3
percent.
cccoco
P.O. Box 8. Ibarnki City
Osaka Pref. 567, Japan
Groundout Sheller
A hand-operated groundnut
able from:

M/s. Hindsons Private, Ltd.
The Lower Mall
Patiaia, India
sheller is avail-

Ubungo Farm implements
P.O. Box 2669
Dar Es Salaam, Tanrama
Hand-Operated Groundnut Decorticator
For more information write to:
Dandekar Brothers
.%0gti
Maharash:ra, India

Hindsons Groundnut Sheller
This is a foot-operated, portable device
designed to quickly separate nuts from their
shells. The balanced Aywheel eases operation,
and the blower separates shells from the nuts.
Maximum output of the unit is 441 pounds per
E-hour day.

SOURCES
OFPOWER-DRIVEN
SHELLING
MACHINERY
CkCocO Peanilt Sheller
In the CeCoCo sheller, threshed and cleaned
peanuts are shelled by a revolving beater mechanism. After being run through the machine,
unshelled and shelled peanuts are separated with
a fan and screen. Unshelled nuts should go back
in the implement until shelling is complete.
Breakage of kernels is between 2 and 3 percent.
Four model types are available using 1, 2, or 3
h.p. motors and with outputs of 120 to 420
kilograms per hour depending on the model.
CeCoCo
P.O. Box 8, lbaraki City
Osaka Pref. 567, Japan
Harrap Wilkinson, Ltd. Automatic Groundnut
Decorticator
Nuts to be shelled are placed in a hopper
at the top of this machine. The nuts pass into a
beater chamber by means of n ribbed feed roller;
the rate is adjustable. Rotating, flexible beaters
break the shells, artd a blower mechanism separates the shells so that only the kernels are in the
delivery chute. Wilkinson’s No. 2 machine has a
11/ h.p. motor and an output of 254 to 406
kilograms per hour.
Harrap Wilkinson, Ltd.
North Phoebe St.
Salford M5 4EA, U.K.
Dandekar Brothers Groundnut Decorticator
Dandekar Brothers manufactures four types
of power-driven decorticators. Type A needs a 5
h.p. motor and b,as an output of 80 (180 pound)
bags per (I2 hour) day. Type B requires a 6 h.p.
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nmtor md will produce up to 100 bags a day.
Tyi,c C is pow34
by it 7 hp. motor and will
shell up to 120 b:~gsper day, iwl Tylx D uses a
IO I1.p. motor for it uxwitnum output of 200 bags
per day. The hopper is on the upper part of the
m:lchine. Nttts pass from there into an opener
cylinder where the rl~ells are brokeo nod separated from the kernels. ‘Tile slwlled nuts fall on
the gro1utd t” be collected.
Dandckar Brothers
Sangli
Mlallararhtra, India

SINGLE
NUTNUTCRACKERS
New Dynamic Nut Cracker
Designed to crack any size nuts except
hickory nuts or hwd~l-sl~ell walnuts. this sheller
locks and cracks them automatically.
Kernels
and ~llells fall out for rapid repeats, and the
safety shield protects the opcwtor from Ilying
shell particles. This electric:tlly upcrated dcvice
requires 110 volts and 60 cycle :dtcrrlating cur.
rent. ‘The cracker is guaranteed for 1 year, and
1x3san estittuted life of 10,000 pounds of nuts.

I

L.H. Powell
X645 Wingate Drive
Dallas. TX. i5209
Dandekar Power Groundnut Decorticalor
DandekarBrotherr
-

Texas Native Inertia Nutcracker
Made of oak and ;dttminum. this dwice will

---crack any type of. pecan, Brazil nut, filbert:
ahnood. rnncndamia. and English 01 Cxlifornia
walnut. The cracker operates by plocini: the nut
between two sockets, @ling
the safety shield
over the nut, pulling back the linocker stick, end
relensing it. The kernel is left in the sockets, nod
the shell falls atiny from it. The tool is gunranteed for 1 year. wtl cau crack up to 30 nuts in a
minute.
R.P. Industries. Inc.
610 W. Johnson St., P.O. Drawer 10938
Raleigh, SC 2i6OY

SOURCESOF RICE HULLERS
Jzwa Hand-Powered Rice Huller
This is a small machine intended for the
grower of small quantities of rice paddy, :lnd for
domestic wse. It replaces a model called the
Paddy Pounder. Paddy cao be shelled at a mitxin~uo~ rate of ;rbout 30 pow&
(I4 kilograms)
an hour, but the c;Ilxtcity may wry considerably
depending on the type of rice and its condition.
‘I‘lw m:wlriue 1~s three adjustmews controllittg
the feed, the discharge, and the hulling knife. A
perforated plate allows dust to escape, and the
mitchinc call be opened easily for cleaning.
Strongly nwde, its net weight is 23 pounds (10.5
kilograms). awl it is lxovided with holding.down
screws and span*wrs.
,John Gorduo & Co. (Engineers, Ltd.)
196a High St.
Epping. Essex CM16 4AQ, U.K.

The Potter Walnut Cracker
Fred Klingerlnmith. Inc.
Potter Walnut Cracker
This device cracks walnuts one at a time.
Heavy-duty crackers are also available.
Fred Kliogensmith, Inc.
Sapulpa, OK 54lJfifi

RICE
HULLING
Similar to wheat, rice grows with a bran
layer and an ou:er hull covering the kernel. For
the grain to be edible, the hull must be removed

CeCoCo Two-Man Rice Huller
Two men operating the hand levers will
rotate this hul!er at 3,500 to 4,000 rpri., bo!!ing
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CecoCo Hand Rice Polisher Type E
Opcmted eithci~ i:y Iwul ar by :t ‘/ h.p.
~notor, the Typr E’ I”olisher will polish tmhnlletl
rite that has ;ttrea+ been dried and winnowed.
Capacity is IO to 15 kilograms per hour by hand,
and Yll tilogr~tms with a motor. Weight: 22
kiloggrams.

rice, t~nln~lletl paddy rice and immature rice,
mutt, antI sand. It may also be used to sort
polished rice for grading.
CeCoCo
P.O. Box 8, lbaraki City
Osttkn Pref. 567, Jqxtn
Amuda Rice Hullers
These power.driven machines can be used as
hullers alone or supplied with polishing ttttachmews. Three mcdels are available. requiring 5,
12. or 15 11.p. They will ho11 rice from the paddy
or shelled rice. From the paddy, the smallest
huller will produce 96 to 45 pounds of cl+rmed
rice; the middle, I% to 204 pounds; the Inrgest,
250 to 295 pounds per hoar. When wing shelled
rice, production citpitchy is a little less thitn
double those ant0tmt.i per how.
Rajan Trading Co.
P.0. Box 250
Madras 600 001, India

CeCoCoHand Rice P&her

Type E

CecOcO Hand-Hulled Rice Separator and Sorter
Constructed of steel and easily dismantled
for storage, the four models of this sorter have
capacities ranging from 20 to 32 bushels per
hour. Hulied rfce is fed into a hopper, and while
sliding across the surface of the piano-wire screen,
it will separate into whole hullrd rice, onbulled
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Grantex Rice Hullers
Three sizes of Grantcx hollers are made.
The smallest, requiring 5 II+.. produces IN to 100
pounds of polished rice per hour. The amount
is doubled if shelled rice is being polished. The
two larger models utilize 12 and 15 h.p., respectively: they produce 300 to 450 and 500 IO 650
pounds per bow. The two larger models can

produce i&e separate products directly from the
paddy: white rice, coarse meal, line floor. bran,
and husk. Optional eww, include polishers,
uqhmri.
farrs, drive wits, aad reciprocnting
sieves.
Lewis C. Grant, Ltd.
Ea;t Quality St., Dysart
Kirkcaldy, Fife, KYI 2UA U.K.
Is&i Rice Polishers
The is&i Model JE25 is ax automa~tic,
cabinet body nrachiw. Horsepower required to
operate the l’olirher is 4. to 5, and 300 to 350
kilograms of rice can be polished per hour. The
mazafac:urers recommend combined use with a
rice huller, but safe that it can also he used as a
rice-hulling
and -polishing machine.
Three

cithcr in cabinet ot
strip enclosures. Efficiency r;mgc:csfrom 300 to
1,000 kilograms per hoer. None of the Ireki
models include their OWI) power units.
Isrki Agricultural Machinery Mfg. Co.; Ltd.
l-3, Nihonbashi 2.chome, Choo..ku
Tokyo, I03 Japan
Cec0C.a Automatic Rice Hullers and Combinations
CeCoCo, with its wide variety of all types of
machines, olfws seven automatic rice ,x’ocesrors,
with many sines of each type. Their automatic
hullers feature rubber rollers, which they claim
will increase output recovery of hulled rice 15 to
20 percent. They also recommend that rubberroIled rice he stored and shipped as brown rice.
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with any polishing to be done at the destination
of the shipment to avoid deteriotxtion
of the
product.
1. Rubber Roll Rice Huller:
The original
model consists of a hulling head and installation bed. Separation of brown rice tmd
husks is neteswry. Seven models we awilable. ultiliting
1 to 10 h.p. or V-helt drive:
apadties range ftan 360 to 4.000 kilograms
per hour in paddy.
2. Combination:
Three tnodels, with or without suction husk exhaust. are offered. The
b&c unit includes a holier and husk
&mower.
The suction exhaust model is
recommended for ttse in buildings.
The
three sizes tttil% from 2 to 5 h.p.. with
capacities ranging from 500 to 2.000 kilogams per hour.
3. Automatic KLA:
This s&contained
unit
in&da
bulling bead, winnower. doable
elev4ror. separtttor, and rice elevator. The
smaller made1 requires 4 to 5 h.p. and pry
dttces 600 to 700 kilograms per hoer; the
hrger requires 5 to 6 h.p. and produces
1.066 to 1.200 kilograms per how.
4. Automatic AM and ME: These are minia.
twized versions of the complete unit. suitable for a single farmer or a groop of
farmers. The one-body construction
includes huller, winnower. and separator.
Three larger rubber roller units, having
hourly capacities of 1.200 to 4,000 kilograms. are
P!*Oavailable.
C&OCO

P.B. Box 6. Ibwaki City
Osaka Ref. 567, Japan

Nogueira Rural Rice hlill
The Nogueira Rice Mill husks and polishes
rice, then separates polished rice. husks. rice
bran. and broken rice. It will utilize a 3 h.p.
electric motor. a 6 to 9 h.p. gasoline motor or a 9
to R h.p. diesel-oil motor. Production capacity is
approximately 2 sacks (I?0 kilos or 132 pounds)
per hour. The cabinet is metal and weighs 2%
kilograms.
CIMAG:
Comercio e Industria de Maquinas
Agricdas Ltdn.
Rua Padre Roque 110.’ 1.640, Mogi-Mirim S.P.
Brazil
Genuine Engelberg Combined Rice Huller and
Polisher Number 3
Powered by llat belt.drive pulley, this 3 h.p.
t+xhine will, in a single opemtion. hull. scoor.
and polish rice as it is received from the thresher.
An optional built.on exhauster is available to
carry away chaff and dust.
This item is ‘suggested for small mill operators or larger growers. The No. 3 has n capacity
of 80 to 100 pounds of rough rice per how, and
two larger models are capable of up to 700
pounds per hoor.
Genuine Engleberg Huller Number 4
Similar iti design to the No. 3 Rice Huller
and Polisher, the No. 4 does not contain the
polisher attachment.
Two larger models of
hullers are also available.
Engleberg kluller Co. Division
PD. Box 277
Factuyville, PA 18419
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Tools for Adding Organic
Matter to the Soil
l-

To the ptxtitioners
of today’s chemical
agriculture. a fertilizer is a substance that has il
measnrabIe qttstttity of at least ooe of the major
nauients reqttired by growing plants. The most
widely wed chemical fertilizers are those which
contain three primary plant nutrients: nitrogen
(N), phosphorus (P), and potassium (IL) in varying combinations.
Organic growers. on the other hand, rely on
natural fertilizers to maintain and replenish all
the elements in their soil that are necessary to
plant growth. They view soil fertility
as a
broader. more complex concept which involves

not only specific plant nutrients, but also organic
matter, the living organisms present in the soil.
and the very structure of the soil itself. To them,
humus content and tilth are important aspects
of soil fertility.
Unlike those farmers who employ chemical fertilizers to supply their crops
with specific nutrients in forms that are readily
available, organic farmers use a variety of natural
materials to maintain and improve overall soil
quality. In this way, soil fertility and health are
improved even as crop yields increase.
Direct application of livestock manttre~ has
beat the fanner’s traditional approach to retttrn-

ing organic materials to the soil. Originally,
manure was spread over rhe soil surface from a
cart, wilh a many-tined pitchfork
called a
manure fork. Then came the development of
the manure spreader. a horse-drawn cart with a
ground&iven
ser of chopping blades iu the rear.
Manure fed into the blades was chopped into
small pieces and evenly distributed
onto tile
field.
SOURCESOF MANURE SPREADERS
Most manure spreaders made today are designed for pulling beflind large fractors beyond

Uebler Mfg. Co.
Vrm**, NY 19476
New Idea
The smallest manure spreaders put out by
New idea are a 13&busheI model with the combined ch,opping action of a cylinder and paddle,
and a 14lCbushel. single.beater model.
AVCO. New Idea Corp..
Farm Equipment Div.
First &Sycamore
Coldwater. OH 45828
OrBilt Manure Spreader
The main beater of tflis spreader is made
from heavy channel iron. These channels are
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Uebler Mini
One comfxmy to af>pear with ii mini manure
spreader. requiring only tfw power of iw 8 10 12
h.p. tractor, is Uebfer. Their snl;lllest model has
a capacity of I8 fmshels whicfl it distributes
under power from its own 4 h.p. gasoline cagine
or a power take-off shaft. Their next size larger
has a 50.bushel capacity.

welded around the benwr pipe in t3vo opposing
spirals. This beater will tear apart tfle toughest
m8nu*e, whetflcr it is from a feedlot or pen, even
if it is Iroux. Swings don’t catch or hanp oo Ihis
beater as they do on others. A lower-splash
blade beaw has the specific purpose 01 breaking
up and scattering both liquid and clumps. This
lower beater is particularly
usehd if you are
spreading on a hay field or some other place
where large lumps could smother patches of a
crop.
The sliding pusher and false front endgate
more
as one unit to the rear of the box. The
speed is controlled from the lractor seat by n
variable flow, hydraulic valve. The pusher, replacing the traditional conveyer apron, is the
heart of the entire machine. Part of the hydraulic cylinder is enclosed by the center housing

platforms in its bed that funnel m;lterial onto a
conveyor belt. and then through a gauging or
measuring device. Tbe gauge limits the amount
of materixl laid per fooi. The belt can be disconnected for transport. Mr. Fox is currently
seeking a manufacturer for his spreader wi:h the
help and guidance of the Raymond Lee Organizntioo~ His invention, covered by a patent
application pending in the llnitcd States Patent
Office, is designed primarilv for organic farmers.
Charles Fox
Rt. 3, Box 75
Jonesboro, LA

51251

Raymond Lee Organization,
230 Pwk Ave.
New York, NY 10017

of the sliding posher: the other part extends Out
over the tractor hitch. The entire inside of the
hx is lined with tough plastic. Manure does not
penetrate or stick to the plastic, nor does it
freeze to plastic as it does to wood or steel.
B’Reilly ~Manufacturing
Rt. 3
Chodhue, MN 55027
Prototype Material Spreader
Charles E. Fox, of Jonesboro, Louisiana, has
invented a spreader wagon that hitches to a
tractor and distributes material such as pulverired chicken fertilizer, wvdust. or ground bark.
It is a two-wheeled cart with a series of arched

Inc.

COlAPOSTING
Manure spreaders are still a necessary toot
on the organic farm. but increasingly they are
being used to spread composted manures and
other organic wastes. Cornposting is the biological process of decomposition
during which
wastes are broken down into their basic chemical
parts and made ready to be used again in building another plant. The product is called humus.
With the proper microorganisms present in
the soil. humus will evolve by simply applying
organic wastes to the soil surface. However, composting speeds the process, and by foli,wing
a
basic cornposting recipe, a more-balanced nutrient fertilizer is produced.

COIUPOSTIN6
ASA MANURE
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM
by Richard

Thompson

fdi:or’s note: Richard Thompson tias born and
mired on his Presenr hnnstead. consisting of 300
acres outside Boone, Iowa. He graduated from Iowa
State University with a B.S. in Animal Husbandry
and an hf.S. in Animal Production.
Cornposting, in my opinion, is a sensible, practical,
the farm. My reawns for starting to comport followed
to organic farming back in 1967, namely-problems.
Back then I was on a continuous corn program,
secticides. The fences were removed from between the
barns and lots.

economical way to deal with animal waste on
the same pattern as my reasons for changing
applying chemical N-P-K, herbicides, and infields, cattle were brought in and confined to
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We live in a low. flat area so the barns and lots needed to be cemented. This situation brought
about all kinds of sickness in the cattle. It seemed like it was just one thing after another. 1 got to
the point whae. out of frustration, I said, “There has to be something better than this.” In the
spring of 1968. we stopped using all chemicals and started putting fences back, so the cattle could
have limited pasture. The cmpping system was changed to a corn-soybean-corn-oats-hay rotation.
Even with a&chemical N-P-K added to the continuous corn program, I had to dispose of all
the manom from the cattle and hogs. Note that 1 say dispose of, not use. The manure was hauled
out of sheds and lots during the winter and earl) spring. and applied to frozen, plowed fields that
were often cavered with snow. This was a very poor utilization of the nutrients. especially the nitrogen
content in manure which would turn into ammonia, dissipate in the air. and be completely lost.
Also the raw manure would move with the melted snow and end up in creeks and rivers, polluting
our water supply.
After I stopped using the artificial N-P-K. the corn yields stayed at 120 bushels per acre for the
neXt seven years. The corn yields. previously, were about the same, averaging 120 bushels per acre.
My yields, on the organic program, were oats: 70 to 80 bushels, soybeans: 35 to 45 bushels which.
I felt. were good a-d also competitive with the neighbors. The bay fields also seemed to improve each
yea‘r. After about seven years of organic farming, the field of corn following soybeans dropped to the
8% to *bushel
range. The cornfield foilowing hay remained in the 120.bushel range. The profit on
the 80. to 9O-bushel yield would probably be okay, since the expenses per acre were $40 to $50 lower
than those of the nefghbors on chemical methods. However, I felt with all this manure and only 80 to
90 bushels, something toust be wrong. This was where composting came into the picture.
C~posting
is a way of turning a liability into an asset on the farm.
In the spring of 1975. we decided not to spread the manure on frozen ground during the winter,
The manure was pushed up into large piles in the yards during the winter. On June 5, we started to
&an out these piis and haul to our compostsite on the edge of the hay field, This manure was cold
aad had large chtmlts of ice in it.
A bacaia starter was spread on the manure piles in the yard, loaded in the spreader. and taken to
the Compost site located centrally between our farmstead and the neighbors’.
The spreader needs to be power take&-operated
so it will unload in a stationary position. When
he manure builds up to the beaters, the spreader is moved forward about one foot and the rest of the
Ioad is unloaded in this fashion. I feel the ideal pile is about eight feet wide at the bottom and four
feet high. In two days’ time we saw a miracle happen. This cold, frozen manure which had a temperature of about 50 to 40 degrees heated up to 140 degrees. and steam was coming out of the top of the
windrows. I feel that, in my situation with all the manure off concrete, 1 need the added bacteria to
@C the action started, as little earth was combined with the manure. We tried some windrows without
bactaia and the action was very sl,w.
One of the important keys to good com~sting is moisture content. This should be in the 40 to
60 percent range. If the manure is wetter than 60 percent, it will take more turnings wfth~the spreader
to get it dried down. If the manure is too dry, water needs to be added. Generally, I take some wet
manure and mix it with dry manure and this usually comes out about right. Much has been written
about carbon-nftrogen ratios in cornposting: they should be 20 to 30 parts carbon to one part nitrogen.
For the farmer, I think this means simply that what creates a good environment for livestock will make
,slmypost.
If cattle or hogs are kept clean and dry with bedding, the carbon-nitrogen ratio will be
My windrows were turned by reloading the spreader and unloading to make a parallel windrow.
m wfndrows need to be turned until the temperature stays below 100 degrees. However, if it is time
to spread on fields, incomplete compost that is still steaming can be applied to fields and disked in the
~lllc day. We initially applied four toes of compost per acre in fall after the soybeans were combined
and ban stn~ wan stacked. The N-P-K analysis of the compost was 2-l-2.
This year I bought an Easy Owz compost-turning attachment for my tractor. With this attachment
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The compost turning
machine wed ott rhr
Ellon Schoeffcr,nrm al
Menno, SD., for comporting mmtm.s
brought to the farm
from the local liuerlock
r&s barn.
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I’his 34 by 36 inch circular bin is made up
of green. rigid. polyvinyl chloride imxfockiny
ad sliding panels. Waste is xfded through tfw
top of the bitt which has an irtllatable cover to
repel rain. Ventilaing holes in the panels allow
for ventilation wflife helping to hold in fteat and
insulate.

Kotocrop (U.S.A.) Inc.
P.O. Box 237, 58 BttttotlwoocI St.
New Hofx, PA 18938
F;mlam
Dept. HB957, P.O. Box 12068
Omaha, NE 68112
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SPBI.S,Roebuck &Co.
I‘arm and Ranch Catalog
Cass~lph”na
Dept. US. i6129 Runnymede
VanNuys. CA 91406

SHREDDERS

The Earthmaker and Compostumbler
This compost bin is arranged on a stand
which allows the drum to be rolled in place. It
holds more than 14 bushels of raw, organic waste
and retains liquids.
Gardening Naturally
Rt. 102
Stackbridge, MA 01%
Garden way Mfg. co., j 8,:.
102nd St. & Ninth Ave.
Troy. NY 12180
GloSzl service% inc.
P.O. Box 185-A. College ‘ark
Lewisburg, PA 17837
Hand-Operated Mini-Cornposter
The steel blades of this cornposter grind
vegetable refuse. bush clippings, vines, roots, and
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Today’s shredder-grinders are better than
they’ve ever been-thanks largely tu 20 years of
organic gardening experience contributed and
shared hy a multitude of backyard growers.
They’re also mow available in greater varietysome larger and more powerhd, and som,t more
compact.--but all are designed to do a specitic
garuening job better.
The type of shredder you buy should depend
on the kind of gardening operation you run, the
5kr.eof your phce. and the kind of organic ma.
terials you’re going to feed through it. A good
shredder will handle all kinds of garden wastes
and residues without clogging, and it should be
easy to move around, which means you can take
the tool to the work--to the compost pile, the
garden row, or the pile of wood chips that were
dumped at the end of your driveway.
Today, there are two main types of shredders: the low center of gravity shredder-bagger
with its bigmouth hopper, and the classic
stand-up rhreddcr.grinder designed to handle a
grenter volunne and variety of materials.
~Many combinations of accessoriesand functions are now available in one machine. The
once-reluctant gas engine has been made a lot
more dependable and easier to start. You can
also find electric-powered shredders which are a
lot quieter, easier to start. and also free of fumes.
But they have to stay closer to the house and
there is always the danger of playing around
with electricity outdoors on the damp ground.
Many shredders, both lowprofile baggers
and the bigger grinders, are equipped with a
chipping fixture which is usually a rotating
knife that operates through a ride slot and can

hand!e branches up to two or even three inches
thick. The MacKissic, Rum-Hoe and Lindig
machinzs are three models with this feature.

OverIoacliug i*uy machine will result in
jamming and smiling it. This especially holds
true for the shredder whose job it is to chop up
fibrous, damp, or wet materials and then eject
them through a screen or grid. We recommend
working with as large a screen as possible-the
1)/i inclb screen on the Lindig ir exceilent.
Gi!.W”, WW, md Ruto-lice olfer 3 wiring of
rods or square roller bars which seem almost
jam.proof. Another solution to the problem is
the Winona’r “wet mat rack” which encloses only
half the shredding chamber.

and rubbery leaves, here’s a sure way to eliminate
frustration and loss of time-remove the screen.
Withour it, the action of the cutters chops the
leaves into a satisfactory aggregate which can be
uscrl eiOler for compost or mulch. If yau’rc
working with R shredder.haggel, yott may find it
s,‘c”ds up the task to remove the bag:. You’ll also
find it’s a good idea to deposit the aggxgate
immediately in the compost pile or the planting
row.
You may also find that a clutch. either centriiugal which depends upon the speed of the
motor to actuate it, or one that is manually operated, helps avoid jams. This calls for alert operation oi the machine, but it can save a lot of time
spent clearing out the inside of your shredder.
Check the v&c& on the shredders you are
considering. They should have at least a pair,
rugged and rubber-tired, and placed so they will
comfortably and safely support the machine
when you mcwe it. Some of the larger models
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come with three *heels, and some with four.
hfake sure the machine you are thinking of boying handles easily and comfortably.
One of the most sensible gardening arrangements we’ve ever seen was at the Golden Acres
Fwm in lower Bucks County, Pennsylvania,
where a double track of sturdy rails was erected
over and along a series of compost bins. A king.
sized shredder was moonted on the rails and
traveled from bin to bin, depositing its aggregate
95 it sent.
There are three or four basic systems for
reducing and mixing your or&rmic wastes.
Hnmmer mill tempered steel flails revolve freely
on a rotating shaft. and so have the ability to
absorb shocks from hitting stones. There also
seemsto be a minimum of blockqe in the mixing chamber caused by wet materials. Sets of
hardened steel teeth or knives, fixed rigidly on a
revolving shaft. work in wmbination with interior baffle plater and the bottom screen, which
tend to keep the material in contact with the
knives. The smaller shredder-bagger machines
work with a series of two or three rotary blades
similar to a lawn mower’s. In some models,
these whirling knives pass between stationary
cutters that are part of the frame or chassis to
achieve more complete cutting. The turbulence
created by the rotary blades also whirls the
aggregate out through the vent, which permits
you to deposit it right where it is needed-either
in the compost pile or in the planting row.
Any matter that is organic and compostable
cau be reduced to it workable aggregate ot
mass in your rbredder. You will find that there
is plenty of material on your home grounds to
keep your shredder and you bay for n series of
weekends, particularly in the late summer and
fall. There are the weeds, the grass clippings, the
crop residues. and the leaves. Add to these local
benefits the contents of your garbage pail: it
combines well with just about anything.
Next. there are the wood chips from the
local road department, sawdus: from the neighborhood lumberyard, and corncobs from the
nearest feedmill (if you can get them ground)).
All oi these varieties of celluiose are fine for
mixing with the garbage. Working with unqoound corn cobs, though, can be tricky. The
tough cobs have a habit of flying back up out

of the hopper, right at your head. Some gardeners have reported ttar a thorough soaking
(up to a week) of the coba softens them and
makes sht.eddinp easier.
No garden c:~oreis easier or pleasanter than
shredding dry, autumn leaves. But if your leaves
have wintered over and are tough, wet, and
robbery, feed them into the shredder in very
small handfulls which are followed by dry saw
dust, aad again, be prepared to work without a
SCXC”.
TYPESOF SHREDDERS
AVAILABLE
‘l’hink over your shredding needs carefully
before you begin to shop for a machine. There
are many different shredders on the market
today, and rather than trying to list them all,
we’ve decided to describe the basic types available and give some examples of each type. Keep
io mind that models change from year to year,
and be sure to investigate nil the features of the
models you’re considering.
Large Shredder-Grinders
Most of the shredders in this group comprise
the classics of the industry--the
AmerindMacKissic, Gilson, Lindig, and W-W. To them
should be added the Rover, the Ariens, the RotoHoe, the Hahn-Eclipse and the Winona, all of
which feature the larger machine in their wideranging lines.
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GARDENERS. AN” SMALL-SCA,.lc FARMEKS

In general, these rl,rPdder-grill(lerr are de+red fur the I- to i.;ue place in the wontry.
althot~gh you may be perfectly happy with one
of these bigger marhines on ;;our suburban */2
wre. Suu’ll find tlw they cim Ir;ualle il greatet
divenirv of materials than the shredder-baggers
aml :dro a grexer volome. And, thanks to
their rugxed framework and wheels, it’s a lot
easier than you would think to roll them gut
inro the garden or up to the compost pile. It’s
also good to be able to report that shredders last
for years with very minor repairs (made easily
by the loco1dealer), so their cost can be amortized
over quite 2 period.
:\oleriud-\IacliiMic
&fodel 12-P is 3 6 1r.i’.
combiu;~riort log chipper and sllredder.grinder.
In addition to handling convemion;tl organic
comporting maerials iocluding corncobs. it reduces logs up to S inches to wood chips, hlode!
9.P is powred by a 4 or 5 h.p. engine and works
tbruugh a series of 24 free-wingiog knives.
Power take-off units are available for many polx~.
in* small estate tractors.
The 6 h.p. Gilson Chopper features nine,
square, rotating cutter bars instead of a screen,
which a:e ideal when you’re grinding wet, soggy,
fibrous materials. Cutting action comes from
three sets of rotating double.edged knives-12
cutting iw’lces.
The gravity-feed hopper is
king-sired--almost I7 by 17. The Chopper is
belt-driven with an idler clutch.

The R oye7 -.Skn
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The Royer X is ;I spcci;tlly designell machiwz
lvhose endless shredding belt is lined with ten1pcred steel cle;ltr mount~edia/ rows. Models 8, II),
and 12 itire clwlri<: or gxh Ix~wcrcd will, :f (i~pacily that raogcs from 5 to 12 cubic y;ards per bo1:t
of soil, pear, and other “rgzmic omtcrials. Many
municipalities we the larger models for shred.
ding Drier to composting them. This is il wellmade machine designed for blending, potting,
and soil compost mixes.
In addition to a conventional screen, the
‘IV-W ,Model 62-G oITersa grating of six rods ;md
rollers for use when shredding wet materials.

Powred by a 5 h.p. engine, it works through ig
series of tempered. hammer mill flails and can
handle all conuetttiomd organic materials up t”
I u2 ittch *,-cc trintmiogs. small bones, phosphste
rock. tin cims. ;tttd bottles. Optional grinding
scrcxns handle cam, wheat, or mile.
The Winona hfadel jR-AW c”mes mounted
on four \vheels. but XIodel JR-S can be mounted
on
a garden tractor or over the compost pit.
The Winonns are electric or @s driven and hare
changeable racks including a wet mat rack for
Tommy m:tterinls which is n short screen covering “nly half the mixing chamber. Powered by
:i ? hp. engine. it works through a cutting unit
remrising I6 hhlged knivez.
Lickity Chipster
The Chipster has itn 8 h.p. gasoline-powered
feed roll, a clutch to disengage the feed roll, B
hammer mill-type r”tor. rhredding screen, and
chip direction head. There are two wheels for
wnvcniencc in m”\,ing, but the Chipster is not to
be hauled as :t trailer. The brush feed chute is 16
iwher wide and I3 inches long with an opeoing
to the r”t”r that permits feeding branches up to
2 inches in diameter. The self-feeding roller,
locaed at the end of the chute, feeds the branch
into the hammer mill-type rotor where it is
shredded. screened. and dropped on the ground
in front of the Chipster. If the dynamically
h;danred. hammer mill rotor should become
“wrloadcd, the powered feed roll will mttomatically stop ontil the overload has been cleared
and then will auromatic~lly start again. Weight:
215 ,‘“11”d~.
Lickity Chipper Model PTO.5
The Brush Chipper utilizes the power takeoff of a fr:ct”r. The PTO model is equipped
with wheels, tires, and tuhcs as standard equip
ment. It can be towed to rhe job at normal high.
way speeds behind any vehicle. The feed chute
can he folded up and the blower discharge chute
adjusted to make towing easier. The PTO
model is equipped wirh a pin-type hitch coupler.
The hammer mill rotor handles limbs up to 5
inches in diameter at a rate of 50 feet per minute.
A.M. Leonard &Son, Inc.
P.O. Box 816
Piqua, OH 45356

Diadem Brush Chipper
The Diadem Chipper will handle up to 3
inch diameter limbs. Brush self-feeds through
the chi!,per and is converted into smzdl chips in
just iti few seconds. Small brush can be processed
in btrndles at a time. It is constructed of heavyduty plate steel with a 6 gauge (5 mm.) engine
deck and a solid cylinder r”t”r. Imbedded in the
solid r”t”r are tw” 0.4 inch thick cutting knives
of specially hardened chrome vanadium steel.
The wheeled Diadem is 30 inches wide: it can be
taken anywhere for on-thejob brush disposal.
All tires are fully pneumatic. You can choose
from a three-point hitch PTO and 8, 10, and I’2
I,.,~. models.
V;tlidertn”lell Corp.
II9 Versa Ave.
Livingston. NJ OiOS!l

Top-Vented Shredder-Baggers
A top-vented, compact shredder-bagger will
throw a stream of chopped aggregate into the
garden or compost pile. The Hahn 31/? h.p.
Mighty Compact and International Harvester
Y5P are in many ways identical. They are low
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speed blades to chop up leaver. twigs, and vines.
It is worth noting that the accompanying Roper
photo show it handling corncobs. The d h.p.
model depcndr on triple cutting blades plus
Ibrcxker Ibars in the chopping chamber. ‘Thcrc is
a fixed steel tltllcctor “11 the discharge chute for
clirccrional control of the shredded maw*. Rags
:,I’,: illlO wlil;lble.
Pow3 ill the Senaatioo liagcr Bwver goes
directly from the engine to the double set of
reversible blades without belts or chains; a safety
clutch has heen designed to protect the engine
against r!mcks. The Eager Beaver dismantles
easily for transport by car. thanks to largediameter hand knobs.
The Seal-rH 1t.p. Super.Shredder resembles a
rotary mower with its engine mounted directly
over the three higlt-speed cutting Vades.
Shredded particles-leaves,
vines, twigs, and
garden debris--are %,entedat the bottom in a
bag. The wide-mouthed hut shallow hopper may
be lor~red for raking and sweeping in of lawn
debris. Five bags arc includvl.
The Tore comes in two models, St/? and
5 1r.p Each leau~es n big, slaoting. gravity-feed

--~~-~

hopper with a pusher md to handle the marerinl.
The engine sits directly over the cutter blades-two it, the smaller model and three in the
larger-which
work in conjunction with the
shredding bars at the bottom vent. An optional
bag@ng kit is available.
SOUKES OF SHREOIJERS

-I_

-

.-.~.--

F. 1). Kees Mfg. Co.
Boa 775,700 Park Ave.
Beatrice, NB 68310
Lindig Mfg. Corp.
Box 111,1877 W.CountyRd.C
St. Paul, MN 55113

The following companies all market several
different models of shredding machines:

i\lagna American Corp.
Box 90, Hwy. 18
Raymond, MS 39150

.~llirCbalmers
Ootdtmrr Leisure Products Div.
1t”6 s. 70th. P.O.B. 512
%filwnukee, WI 53201

McDonough Power Equipment, Inc.
Macon Rd.
McDonough, GA 30253
Ml-D Products, Inc.
Bow 2741.5389 w. IYOth
Cleveland, OH 44; 11

Ariern
111 C;llumet .&655 W. Ryatt St.
Brillion, WI 54110

Red cross Mfg. Corp.
Box I1 I, 124 S. Oak
Bluffton, IN 46714

At!as Tool R Mfg. Co.
5151 Natural Bridge Ave.
St. Louis, MO 63115

Roof Mfg. Co.
1011W. Howard St.
Pontiac, IL 61764

B&m Div. FMC Corp.
Urban/Suburban Power Equipment Div.
215s. Pxrk St.
Port Washington. WI 53074

Roper Sales Corp.
1905 w. Court St.
Kankakee. IL 60901

Columbia
P.0. Box2741.53S9 W. ISOthSt.
Cleveland, OH 44111
Gilson Brothers Mfg. Co.
Box 152
Plymouth, Wl 53073
Hahn, Inc. Agricultural Products Div.
1623 N. Gavin St.
Evansville, IN 47717

Roto.Hoe RcSprayer Co.
100 Aubam Rd., Rt. 87
Newbury, OH 44065
Royer Foundry & Machine Co.
156 Pringle St.
Kingston, PA 18704
Sears,Roebuck &Co.
925 S. Homan Ave.
Chicago, IL 60607

International Harves:c;
401 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, IL 60611

Toro Co.
81 I I Lyndale Ave. S
Bloomington, MN 55420

Jacobsen Mfg. Co.
1721 Packard Ave.
Racine, WI 53403

Winona Attrition lt4ill
1009W. Fifth St.
Winona, MN 55987
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MULCHING
Mulching is an important tcclmique employed by the organic farmer for maintaining
weed control, retaining of soil moisture, and increasing the amount of organic matter or humus
present, hence improving the soil’s tilth. Specially xlapted lawn mowei-s are good for chopping grasses and weeds for mulch on a small
scale. But we know of only one ~~orcr of equipment for applying mulch on il serious scale.
SOURCESOF MULCHINGEQUIPMENT
Rotary Mulching Mower
Manufactured by:
FMC Corp., Outdoor Power Equipment Div.
215 S. Park St.
Port Washington, WI 53074
Rotary Mulching Mower Conversion Plans
Plans for converting a lnrvn mower are available from:
Dorsay Poor Man’s Catalog 3
240 Kinderkamack Rd.
OradtU. NJ 07649

galvanized steel, come complete with a hood to keep out unwanted rain and snow, are very handzome, and coot $4 each. For that price, I can empty ugly homemade buckets every time it rains xx
snows. A friend of my neighbor’s gave him three dozen unused number ten tin cans-for free. Any
large container will do, of course. The tin cans were simply the most convenient for us. I have seen
plastic gallon milk jugs and unused paint-stirring cans used with great s~xcess.By punching R hoie
on each side near the top ;md looping a length of wire between them, we produced three dozsn
collecting buckets in less khan an hour. And when we hong the buckets from our honvzna,de q’s,
the fit was extraordinary. Fortynine.cent taps stick out only ahout an inch front the bark; our
homemade wricry extends live inches from the trunk, far enough to direct sap into the very centc~
of each bucket. 13~ ciwing
a snx111 no~lr
war
the end of e;~h tap, the collecting cans were safe
from even the strongest breezes.
Our total investment so far was nothing. By the second week of March, our taps carried clear
sap in a stream, filling each two-quart can within hours. And if you hate the thought of all that
boiling, stop there-maple sap in place of water makes the most exquisite tea and coffee you’ve
ever tasted.
If you do boil it, there are a few considerations to prepare for before you begin. If you have a
job during the week, you will probably want to boil only on the weekends. That means storing you
daily collections for at least six days. Twenty-gallon trash cans with plastic liners are about as large a
storage container as ycx want to get and still be able to move them easily.
XOW, however, you mux keep the sap cold during the week. Left by itself, on a warm day,
collected sap soon clouds to a bacterial soup. The easiest solution is to keep the trash cans in daylong
shade. Each night, a skim of ice will Corm to protect the sap during the following day. 4nd when
warm weather still threatened to melt the ice and spoil the sap, we simply froze some fresh sap

Four yean ago, 1 used itn old tewg;dlou lobster pot for the artul boiling. For someone with
only a fex maple trees, this is line. But remember, it takes 40 gallons of sap to produce one gallon of
syrup, and the evaporation rate of that excess water is a direct product of the sire of the pot. Water
will evapornte only from a surface in contact with the air; no amount of heat can alter that fundamental ride. Anyone plnnning to podwe more than a pint of syrup in less than 3 lifetime of
boiling will be forced ro use a professional evaporator. \Ve were, and now I know we were right.

Von’t~ let the word profcssionnl scare you It me:ms simply a wry large p:m. The sn~allcrt of
them, like ours, is about live feet long by three feet wide and ten inches deep. That is enoogb to hold
50 gallons of sap and presents an evaporating surface of 15 square feet-a twenty-fold improvement
over my lobster pot. Fancier, more expcr.siw evaporators have baffled compartments to route the
finished syrup away from the new sap, inlet spigots and outlet faucets, awl mysterious coils winding
along the bottom. But beyond all that finery is still the simple physics of a larger evaporating surface.
.\Iy xighbor !:ound our small, used pan in a local newspaper for SIO. Five dollars each, and we
had made our last expenditure.
It remitins only to get r!x fire underneath the pan. In our case, that meant piling used bricks
in a three-sided structure I8 inches high, naking sure that the edges of the evaporator pan would
rir snugly on rhe inner brick ~~11. 1 suppose the bricks shor:ld be cross-stacked for maximum strength,
but by rhe time we set the pan, levtied it out, poured in the sap, and stoke<! two cords of wood, our
neat rectangle was something of a shambles anyway. The real trick is to concentrate as much of the
heat uniformly onto the pan while still allowing enough air into the blaze to keep it burning hot.
That meani removing a stray brick for ventilation here and there, sticking an old stove pipe from
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Tftere we some things to be remembered during your boiling day. If the boil slows. tfie ewporation rate decreases. Too ulucfl heat in one spot tends to melt tfte solder ItaIding the pan seams
together. You flare to work on the furnace :I little to prevent tf~ose ;u~!~oyaor-es.\\‘e slanted a <fug
pit towrds tfle rear of our rectaogle itnd tried to keep toast of the I)urniug wood war tfle bottom.
‘The beat tfteo tends to climb up tfle slope towuxls the nloutfl of tfle furn;tco :md disperse somewhat
evenly across the bottom of the part.
Be sure to add fresh sap steadily throughout the boiiing. Too much cold sap ;a11at ooe time will
quencf~ your good boil and slow tfte evaporation rate. Ix& time new sap is added, a scum will rise
fo the top. Skim these impurities from the broth with a slotted spoon.
Finally. the sap will taste distinctly mapley. Since our three gallons of syrup made a d:mgerously
sh;dlow layer in the pan, we found it prudent to remove the syrup from the fire when it was obviously
brow1 and sticky-weet. but still too thin for good ryrt!f’, This meant boiling the Insi few gallons in
pots on the kitchen stove, but tfmt way you can nxtch the syruf> more c:wefufly as it tflickens. Books
will tell you to dip io candy tf~ern~on~eters.or to measure tfle specific gravity and weigh tfle sugar
content. ;\I tflat point, the usual rolling boil is replaced by it kind of brown fo:oo that sodres ;;bove
the syrup. Syrup at just the right stage will cling to the spoon like tflin taffy its it cools.
Your new syrup should be poured tfu’ougb muslin or felt at least owe to pick uf> stray flecks of
ash left by the fire. If you’re plauning to store the syrup for longer thao a few months, !,e sure to
fill each container rigbt to the top wflile still hot and c;tf> it immedi;ttely. When the syrup cools, it
will hold the cap down witft vacuun~ and never spoil. Pint or qua-t mxon jars arc perfect for this,
but old lmttles or food jars-anything
with a sealing lid--can be used If the syrup ever does cloud,
simply boil it again and rehottle it. In a cool sflot it should keep for yews.
By the end of the day everyone is exhausted. Last year we began at six in the morning and were
still sitting in a freezing drizzle at eleven o’clock that night. In between, a half ton of sap was
poured by cupfuls into the steaming evaporator, the :Ire was tended, new sap was collected, and
spare wood split.
And yet every winter I am restless for sugaring season. By late February, I swear I can smell tfle
sweet air from other boilers. There is something very special about this first outdoor project of the
year, something very satisfying about using your hands and brains to fxodoce such an indecently
delicious syrup.
the nuts against spiked rustlers and tile slrelling
grid. Kernels we uot repwatctl from tbc shells
xftcr dccorti(.ittion with tflis tfcvice.

NUT
SHELLERS

GROUNDNUTDECORTICATORS
Groundnuts, peanuts for example, have
fibrous cellulose shells which need to be removed
prior to consumption. The fhsk requires a
rubbing-stripping action and a method for cleaning. Most hand-operated decorticators do not do
this and so require a separate winnowing step.
SOURCESOF MANUAL DECORTICATING
EQUIPMENT
Handy Groundnut Decorticator
Built from steel and cast iron, the Handy is
simple to operate and easily transportid. Nuts
are placed in a receptacle and the operating
handle moves forward and hackward, rubbing

Harrap Wilkinson, Ltd.
5 Xorth Phoebe Street
Salford M5 4EA, U.K.
R. Hunt and Company Groundnut Decorticator
The distance between tfle galvanized, heavy
mesh screen and the rubbing bars on this unit
cao be adjusted to accommodate a variety of
sizes of nuts. Four different sizes of screen are
available for this band.ofxrated sheller.
R. Hunt R:Co., Ltd.
.Atlas Works, Earls Colne
Colchester, Essex CO6 ZEP, U.K.

C&“C” Model YOODPeanut Sheller
IO this model, revolving beaters shell the
peanots, and kernels are separated from the shells
by a screeu and fan. Output is 40 to 50 kilo<grins per hour. and kernel breakage is 2 to 3
percent.
C.EC”C”
P.O. “.ox 8, Ibaraki City
Osaka Pref. 567, Japan

Hand-Operated Groundnut Decorticator
For moile illformation write to:
Dandekar Brothers
Sangli
~lahararhirn, India

Hindsons Groundnut Sheller
‘This is a foot-operated, portable device
dcsigxd to quickly separate nuts from their
shells. The balanced flyv4w.t eases operation,
and the blower separates shells from the nuts.
k!zximum output of the unit is 441 pounds per
&hour day.
M/s. Hindsons Private, Lrd.
TIE Lower Mall
Patiala, India
SOURCESOF POWER-DRIVEN
SHELLINGMACHINERY
CeCoCo Peanm Sheller
In the CeCoCo sheller, threshed and cleaned
peanuts are shelled by a revolving beater mecbanism. After being run through the machine.
unshelled and shelled peanuts are separated with
a fan and screen. Unshelled nuts should go back
in the implement until shelling is complete.
Breakage of kernels is between 2 and 3 percent.
Four model types are available using 1, 2, or 3
11.p. motors and with outputs of 120 to 420
kilograms per hotw depending on the model.
CeCoCo
P.O. Box 8, Ibaraki City
Osaka Pref. Xi, Japan
Harrap Wilkinson, Ltd. Automatic Groundnut
Decorticator
Nuts to he shelled arc placed in n hopper
iit the top of this m;~chine. Tbe nutfi pass into it
beatev ch~~mb~‘rby mcatts of ;I ribbed feed roller;
the rate is adjustable. Rotating, flexible beaters
break the shells, and a blower mechanism separates the shells so that only the kernels are in the
delivery chute. Wilkinson’s No. 2 machine has a
II/? h.p. motor and an output of 254 to 406
kilograms per bow.
Harrap Wilkinson, Ltd.
North Phoebe St.
Salford &I5 4EA, U.K.
Dandekar Brothers Groundnut Decorticator
Dartdekar Brothers manufactures four types
of power-driven decorticators. Type A needs a 5
hp. motor and has an output of SO(IS0 pound)
bags per (12 hour) day. Type B requires a 6 h.p.

-

R.P. Iml;tstries, Inc.
ti,,, \?. Johnsoo St.. PO l3r;,rrer 1093::
Raleigh, SC 27603

Potter Walnut Cracker
This device cracks walnuts one at a time.
Heavyduty crackers are also available.

RICE
HULLING
Similar to wheat. rice grows with a bran
layer mtl an outer hull covering the kernel. For
the grain to he edible, the ho11must he removed

Amttda Rice Hullers

Rajan Trading Co.
P.0. Box 250
XIatlrar 600 001, India
CeCoCoHand Rice Polisher Type E
CecOCo Hand-Hulled Rice Separator and Sorter
Constructed of steel and easily dismantled
for storage, rhe four models of this sorter have
capacities ranging from 20 to 32 bushels per
hour. Huiied rice is fed into a hopper, and while
sliding acrossthe surface of tile piano-wire screen,
it Will icpiratc iiiiu n~iwte bdirri r~ice,utrhttl~i-d
400

Grantex Rice Hullers
Three rizcs of Granter htdlers arc made.
The smallest, requiring 5 t1.p.. producer Ml to 100
pounds of polished rice per l~our. The itmount
is doubletI if zhcl!cd rice is txittg potislted. ‘The
Wo lxgcr models utilize I2 and i5 It+. respectively; they produce 300 to 450 and ,500 to 650
pounds per hour. The two larger models can

-
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Tools for Adding
Matter to the Soil

To the prxtitiollers
of today’s chemical
agricoltme, a fertilizer is a substance that has a
measr,rabIe qumity of at lea5t one of the m2jor
nutrients required by growing ptants. The most
widelv used chemical fertilizers are those which
co&~ three primary plant nutrients: nitrogen
(X), phosphorus (P), :md potassium (K) in vnrying rotnbirtntionr.
Organic growers, on the other 11;1nd,rely on
twtural Certilirers to nt;tittt;tin and replertisb all
the elements in their soil that are necessary to
plant growth. They view soil fertility as a
broader. more complex concept which involves

not only specific plant nutrients, but also organic
matter, tlte living organisms present in the soil,
and the very struc:tix of the soil itse!f. To :bem,
humus content and tiltb are important aspects
of soil fertility. Unlike those farmers who employ chemical fertilizers to supply their crops
with specific nutrients in forms that are readily
avaibtble, or,ganic farmers use n variety of natural
materials to maintnin and improve overall soil
quality. In this way, soil fertility and health are
improved even as crop yields increase.
Direct application of livestock manures has
been the farmer’s traditional approach to return-

I

SOURCES
OFMANURE
SPREADERS
Most manure spreaders made today are designed for pulling behind large tractors beyond

New Idea
The smallest manure spreaders put out by
knew Idea are a 138.bushel model wit11 the combined chopping action of a cylinder and paddle,
and a 146bushel, single-beater model.
AVCO. New fden Corp.,
Farm Equipment Div.
First&Sycamore
Coldwarer, OH 45828
OrEilt Manure Spreader
The main beater of tlrir spreader is made
from bcavy channel iron. These channels are
404

TOOLSFORADOlNC ORGANICMAn-ER TO ‘THE Scl,L
platforms in its bed that funnel m;tterial onto a
conveyor belt, and then througl! a gnuging or
measuring device. l-he xa”.ge limits the amount
of material laid per fooi. The helt cat, he disconnected for transport. ?.lr. Fox is currently
seeking a mnnufactorer for his spreader with the
help and guidance of the Raymond Lee Organization His itwention, covered by a patax
application pending in the tJni:cd States Patent
Office, ir designed primarily for organic farmers.
Charles Fox
Rt. 3, Box ii
J”“e*h”r”, I.

71251

Raymot~d Lee Org;tnirsti”n.
230 Park Ave.
New York, NY 1001i
of the sliding pusher: the “rher part extends out
over the fri~tor hitch. ‘The entire inside of the
box is lined with tough plastic. Manwe does not
perterrate or stick to the plastic, nor does it
freeze Lo phstic its it does to wood or steel.
O’Reilly Manufacturing
Rt. 3
Gooclhue, SIN 5502i
Prototype Material Spreader
Charles E. Fox, of ~onrsbor”, Louisiana, hsr
iwcnted a rpt~eadar wagon that hitches to a
tmctor and distrihutcs matcri;tl wch its pulver.
ired chicken fertilizer. sawdt~rt, or ~r”u”tl bark.
It is a two-wheeled cart wit11 series of uchcd

Inr

hfanure spreaders arc still il necessary tool
oo the organic farm, but increasingly they are
being used to spread composted manures and
other organic wastes. Cornposting is the biolog.
ical process of decomposition during which
wastes are broken down into their basic chemical
parts and made ready I” be used again in building another plant. The product is called homes.
With the pr”per microorganisms present in
the soil. hwnmts will evolve by simply applying
organic w:,stcs to the roil surface. However, cotn.
posting speeds the process. and by f”ll,wing n
basic comporting recipe, a more-balanced notri.
ent fertilizer is produced.

ANAGEMENT
SYSTEM
POSTING
ASA MANURE
by Richard Thompson
Edim’r note: Richard Thompson was born amI
raised on his present farmstead. consisting “i 300
acresoutside Boone, Iowa. Hc graduated frrom lowa
Smre L!niverrity with a B.S. in Animal Husbandry
and an MS. ill Animal Production.
Cornposting, in my opinion, is a sensible, practical,
the farm. iLly reasons for starting to cornput followed
to organic farming back in 1967, namely-problems.
Back then I was on a continuous corn program,
secticides. The fences were removed from between the
barns and lots.

economical way to deal with animal waste on
the same pattern as my reaJ”ns for changing
applying chemical N-P-R, herbicides, and infields, cattle were brought in and confined t”
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We live in a low, list area so the bxnr :md lots needed to be cemented. This sittution brought
about all kinds of sickness in the cattle. It seemed like it was just one tiling after another. I got to
the point where, out of frustration, I said, ‘There has to be something better than this.” In the
spring of 196X. we stopped using all chemicals amI started putting fences back, so the cattle could
bttve limited pasture. The cropping system was ch:rnged to a cortl-soybe:rtl-con,-oats-Ilay rotation.
Even with all.cbentical N.P-K xldcd to the continuous corn program, I had to dispose of all
the mmturc from the cattle xnd hogs. Note that I say dispose of, not “be. The mitnure was hauled
out of she& and lots during the winter and early spring, and applied to froren, plowed fields that
were often mvercd with snow. This was a very poor utilization of the nutrients, especially the nitrogen
content in manure which would torn into ammonia, dissipate in the air, and be completely lost.
Also the raw manure would move with the melted snow and end !?p in creeks and rivers, polluting
our M’ater supply.
After I stopped using the artificial N-P-K. the corn yields stayed at 120 bushels per acre for the
next seven years. The corn yields, preS”urlv, acre about the same, avernging 120 bushels per acre.
My yields, on the organic progtxm, were oats: 70 to X0 bt~shels, soybenns: 35 to 45 bushels which,
1 felt, were good and also competitive with !he neighbors. The hay fields: also seemed to improve each
year. After about seven years of org;mic farming. the field of corn following soybeans dropped to the
X0- to 90.bushel range. The cornfield foilowing hay rcm~~ined in the l2O~bushel range. The profit on
the 80. to 90.bushel yield would probably be okay, since the expenses per acre were $40 to $50 lower
than those of the neighbors on chemical tnethods. However, I felt with all this manure and only 80 to
90 bushels, something must be wrong. ‘This wts where cornposting came into the picture.
Cotnposting is n way of turning n littbility iota an iasseton the inrm.
In the spring of 1975, we decided not to spread the manure on frozen ground during the winter.
The manure was pushed up into large piles in the yards during the winter. On June 5, we started to
clean out these piles and haul to our cotnpost site on the edge of the hay field, This manure was cold
and had large chunks of ice in it.
A bacteria starter war spread on the manure piles in the yard, loaded in the spreader, and taken to
the compost site located centrally between our farmstead and the neighbors’.
The spreader needs to be power take.“ff.oper;tted so it will unload io a stationary position. When
the manure builds up to the beaters, the spreader is moved forward about one foot and the rest of the
load is unloaded in this fashion. I feel the idai pile is about eight feet wide iit the bottom and four
feet high. in two days’ time we saw i\ mit~acle happen. This cold, frozen manwe which had a temperature of about 30 to 40 degrees heated up to 140 degrccr, ;tnd stenm ‘wits coming out of the top of the
wirtdrowr. I feel that, in my sintatiott Hi th all the m;uwre “11 t:“n~wxS 1 ncctl the ;~dded bacteria to
get the action started, rts little earth was combinal with the mmuw~. \VC tried some windrows without
bacteria and the action was very slow.
One of tlte important keys to good camposting is moistore content. This should be in the 40 to
60 percent range. If the manure is wetter than 60 percent, it will take more turnings with the spreader
to get it dried down. If the manure is too dry, water needs to be added. Generally, I take some wet
manure and mix it with dry manure and this usually comer out about right. Much has been written
about carbon-nitrogen ratios in cornposting; they should he 20 to 30 parts carbon to one part nitrogen.
For the farmer, I think this means simply that what createi a gwd environment for livestock will make
good compost. If cattle or hogs arc kept clean and dry with hcddiog, the carbon-nitrogen ratio will be
eWAk*t.
‘My windrows rverc turned by reloading the spre;rder and onloading to make a parallel windrow.
The windrowr need to he turned until the trmper.?ture stays below IO0 degrees. However, if it is time
to spread on fields. incomplete compost that is still rtenmiq can be applied to tieldr ad disked in the
same day. We initially applied four tons of compost per acre in fall after the soybeans were combined
and beat straw WASstacked. The N-P-K analysis of the comport ~vas2.1-2.
This year I bought an Easy Over compost-turning attachment for my tractor. IVith this attachment
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I GUI now turn the more than 500 tom of compost I’m making in an boor, as opposed to the two days
it took using the stationary manure spreader and loxfer. I attach the turner to the hydrostatic PTO
of a ttxctor, and use snother tractor to slowly move it along through the windrow.
Before getting tlte turner, we were somewhat lax ~d~oorturning our piles, since it took so much
time. During the growing season it WYRIoften impossible to find the time to give two days to turning
compost. Now. time is not a problem. If cornposting bad a drawback, it ~was elways because of the
amotmt of time it took to two. Turning time is no longer a problem for farmers, thanks to the turner.
Although the turner costs five to six thousand dollars, I still think it’s a good investment.
On a family farm, time is often the critical commodity, and the turner frees a lot of time. I don’t think
every farmer should own a turner, and as long as there is one in your area, you can hire it for custom
work. The turner is easy to transport on the highway, so moving it is no problem. In fact, we now use
ours to do our own cornposting, in the sewage sludge composting operation my son has set up, and a
neighbor uses it to compost chicken manure.
As 1 stated before, we are dealing with raw, wet manure when we start to compost, so we locate
our compost site away from farmstends. Wben composting starts, the odor changes to a musty smell and
isn’t noticeable over 40 rods awny from windrows. The fly problem is eliminated when the temperature
starts to rise, and these temperatures will also kill weed seeds and harm(u1 pathogenic organisms. As I
mentioned before, the compost is applied to my field following soybeans. The planting of corn that
followed the soybeans was where we were having the yield reduction problem, Last year, we applied
300 tom of finished compost to the fields. The time required to turn 300 tons three times was 30 hours
using two people. This year 1’11produce more tlum 500 tons of compost, with not more than eight or
ten hours of labor. The yield response from compost was very encouraging. producing a strong
100 bushels per acre in a dry year. This yield was equal to the corn yields of neighbors who used
chemical methods.

SOME
SPECIALIZED
EQUIPMENT
FOR
COMPOSTING
MANURE
Editor’s note: Dennis Demmel of the Small Farm
Energy Project in Hartington, Nebraskahas supplied
mush of the information usedin tbir report.
Nebraska is a state that can be said to be blessed-or plagued-with a variety of organic wastes.
Its hrge commtmitiea are burdened witlr pmmch m;umre from sl;ugbterhoures as well as sewage sludge
WKI garbs@ Huge piles of dry manure in fredlots or other animal confinement fncilities can mean

reriottr dust and odor problet~~~.
In :t report in Farm, Hnnch, and !-fonrs Qwwler.ly (Fall, 1977), agronomy professor Leon Chesnin
of the University of Nebraska foreseessolutions in the near future. His report is entitled “Cornposting
Ccnverts Waste into Valuable Rerources,” a.td he writes that “there is a way all of tltese wastes can be
converted into va!uable resources-comporting.” One reason for his optimism is that specialized equipment has been developed to handle large volumes of wastes. Some of this equipment is now in use at
the University’s Mead Field Station.
The Uoscoe Brown Corporation of Lenox, Iowa has suppiied a Brown Bear integral auger tractor
f0 the University of Nebraska. The unit is used in comporting feedlot manure, paunch manure, sewage
sludge, and crop residues.
According to the manufacturer, the Brown Bear can mechanically aerate 3,000 cubic yards per
hour-waking
directly into and parallel with :he windrow. In describing the machine’s auger speed,
the company notes: “Ey simply changing sprockets, the speed of the auger can be increased to
IS0 revolutions per minute or more for more aggressive boiling action in the organic waste.” The
Brown Bear is manufzctured by the Rorcoe Brown Corporation. P.3. Box 48, Lenox~, Iowa 50851.
Edgar Wuebben of Cedar County. Nebraska had a Compost Field Day at his farm last August to
demonstrate his home-built compost-turning device. The turner is built from discarded materials,

:o,
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SOURCES
OFCOMPOSTING
EQUIPMENT
The Cubey Comp”sw
An Ohio feedlot hi15 e#ectivcly ued the
Cobey Chnposter fur processing aninml wastes.
This unit is it diesel.p”wered, self-propelled mnchine wbicb straddles the windrows.
.\lallufactllred by:
Eagle Crurbcr Co.. Inc.
Kt. -3
‘1 IIOX i”Galion, OH 44,833
The Easy Over Composer
Another c”mp”sting machine was developed
bv the late Eltoti Schaeffer of Menno. South

--Accelerntor Compost Bin
This 34 by 36 inch circular bin is made up
of green, rigid, polyvinyl chloride interlocking
and sliding panels. Waste is added througil the
top of the bin which has an inflalable cover to
repel rain. Ventilating holes in the panels allow
for ventilation while helping to hold in beat and
insulate.

Kotocrop (U.S.A.) Inc.
P.O. Box 237, 58 Bllttonwo”d
New Hope, PA 18938

St.

F;mmll
Ikpt. HB957, P.O. Box 12068
Omaha, NE 68112
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Ca,saplanta
Depr. 12% it5129 Runnymede
VanNuys, CA 91406

SHREDDERS
-

Compo,rumbler
The Earthmaker and Compostumbler
This comport hi” is arranged on a stand
which allows the drum to be rolled in place. It
holds more than 1”. bushels of raw, organic waste
and rctaitrs ltquidr.
Gardening Nattrrally
Rt. IO2
Stockbridge, MA 01262
Garden Way Mfg. Co., Inc.
IOZnd St. & Ninth Ave.
Troy, NY 1‘2180
Global Services, Inc.
P.0. Box 185-A, College Park
Lewisburg. PA 17897
Hand-C)perated Mini-Cornposter
The steel blades of this cornposter grind
vegetable refuse, bush clippings, vines, roots, and
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Today’s sl,retlder.grinders are better than
they’ve ever bee”-thanks largely to 20 years of
organic gnrclcning experience contrihutcd and
rharerl hy it multitud: of backyard gxowers.
They’re also more available in greater varietysonle larger and mom powerful, and SO”“! tnore
cotnpact~-but all are designed to do a specilic
gwdcning job better.
The typi? of shredder you buy rho,rld depend
on the kind of gardening operatio” you rtm, the
size of your place, and the kind of organic ma.
terials you’re going to feed through it. A good
shredder will handle all kinds of garden wastes
and residues without clogging, and it shotdd be
easy to move around, which means you can take
the tool to the work-to the compost pile, the
garden row, or the pile of wood chips that were
dumped at the end of your driveway.
‘l‘oday, there are two main types of shred.
dew the low center of gravity shrcdder.baggcr
with its big;motttb hopper, aad the classic
stand.op shredder-grinder designed to handle a
gxater volume and variety of materials.
Many combinations of accessoriesand functions are now available in one machine. The
once-reluctant gas engine has been made a lot
more dependable and easier to start. You can
also find electric-poweied shredders which zre a
lot quieter, easier to start, and also free of fumes.
But they have to stay closer to rhe house and
there is always the danger of playing around
with electricity outdoors on the damp ground.
Many shredders, both lowprolile baggers
and the higger grinders. are equipped with a
chipping fixture which is usually a rotating
knife that operates through a side slot and can

hand!e branches up to two or even three inches
thick. The MacKissic, Rota-Hoe and Lindig
machines are tlwc models with this feature.

Overloading any machine w,Jl result in
jamming and smiling it. This especially holds
true for the shredder whose job it is to chop up
fibrous, damp, or wet materials and then eject
them through a screen or grid. We recommend
working with as large a screen as possible-the
1% incli screen on the Lindig i5 excellent.
Giluln. V&‘-IV, and Ruto-ISe otfer :? Arating of
rods or square roller bars which seem almost
jam-proof, Another wlution to the problem is
the Winona’c “wet mat rack” w~bich encloses only
half the shredding chamber.

and rubbery leaves, here’s a atre way to eliminate
frustration and loss of time--remove the screen.
Without it, the action of the cutters chops the
leaves into a satisfactory aggregate which can bc
wed cilhfr for compost or mulch. If you’re
working with n rl,rc~~ltler.hit~g~~.you mny find it
speeds up the task to rcmovc the hag. You’ll alro
find it’s n good idea to deposit the aggwgxe
irnmediatcly in the compost pile or the planting
row.
You may also find that a clutch, either centriiugal which depends upon the speed of the
motor to actuate it, or one that is manually operated, helps avoid jams. This calls for alert operation oi the machine, but it can save a lot of time
spent clearing out the inside of your shredder.
Check the :vheels on the shredders you are
considering. They should have zt least a pair,
rugged and rubber-tired, and placed so they will
comfortably and safely support the machine
when you move it. Some of the larger models
413
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mtne with three rvbeels, nod some wirb four.
Make sore tlte machine you are thinking of buying handles easily and comfortably.
Oue of the most sensible gardening arrange“leulr \W~I.Eever seen wits .I, tlw Goldet1 Acres
Farm io lotier Bucks County, Pemtsylwnia.
wItwe a double track of sturdy rails wits erected
over and along n series of compost bins. A kingsized shredder was mounted on the rails and
trawled from bin to bin, depositing its aggregate
1s it went.
There are three or four basic systems for
reducing and mixing your orb~nlc wastes.
Hammer oxill tempered steel flails revolve freely
on it rotating shaft. ;md so have tile ability to
absorb shocks from bitting stones. Tltere also
stems to be a minitnum of blockage in the mixing chamber caused by wet mnterials. Sets of
burdened steel teeth or knives. hxeci rigidly on a
revolving sltaft. work in combination witb in.
terior baffle plates and the bottom screen, wbicb
tend to keep the material in contact with tlte
knives. The small*r sbredder.bagger machines
work with a series of two or three rotary blades
similar to a lawn tnower’s. In some models,
these whirling knives pass between stationary
cutters that are part of the frame or chassis to
acbieve more complete cutting. The turbulence
created by the rotary blades also whirls the
aggregate out through the vent, which permits
you to deposit it right where it is needed-either
in the compost pile or in the planting row.
Arty matter tlmr is organic and compostable
can be reduced to a workable aggregate or
mass in your shredder. You will find that there
is plenty of material on your home grounds to
keep your shredder and you basy for a series of
weekends, particularly in the late summer and
fall. There are the weeds, the grass clippings, the
crop residues, and the leaves. Add to these local
benefits the contents of your garbage pail; it
combines well with just about anything.
Nest, there are the wood chips from the
local road department, sawdust from the neighborhood lumberyard, and corncobs from the
nearest feedmill (if you can get them ground).
All oi these varieties of ce!luiose are fine for
mixing with the garbage. Working with on.
ground corn cobs, though, can be tricky. The
tough cobs have a habit of flying back up out

of tbe hopper, rigbt at your bead. Some gardeners have reported that a thorough soaking
(up to a week) of the cobs softens them and
makes sbreddinfz easier.
No garden c:iore is easier or pleasanter than
shredding t!ry, autumn leaver. But if your leaves
have wintered over and are tough, wet, and
rubbery, feed them into the shredder in very
small bandfulls which are followed by dry sawdust, and again, be prepared to work without a
SCtYT”.

TYPESOFSHREDDERS
AVAILABLE
‘Think over your shredding needs carefully
before you begin to shop for a machine. There
we many di&ent
shredders on the market
today, and rather than trying to list them all,
we’ve decided to describe the basic types aveilable and give some examples of each type. Keep
in mind that models cllange from year to year,
and be sure to investigate all the features of the
models you’re considering.
Large Shredder-Grinders
Most of the shredders in this group comprise
the classics of the industry--the
AmerindMacKissic, Gilson. Lindigv and W-W. To them
sl:ould be added the Rover, the Arias, the RotoHoe, the Hahn-Eclipse and the Winona, all of
wbicb feature the larger machine in their wideranging lines.

-

I,, general, these shredder-grinders are deripned fur the I- ,o 5.;ae pliwz in the rouotry.
although you way be perfectly happy with one
of these bigger machines o,, yoor suburban ,/?
am. Yw’ll find that they can handle n greatel
diversi,v of t,,;tteri;dr tha,, the shredder-baggers
and :xhtr il greater volunw. And, thanks to
their rugged fr:mwrvorL a,td wheels. it’s a lot
easier than you would think to roll them out
into the garden or ,,p to the compost pile. It’s
also good to be able to report that shredders last
ior years with very minor repairs (made easily
by the local dealer), so their cost can be amortized
over quile a period.
i\lnerill~l-~f;lctis,ic
.\fodel 12-P is II 6 h.p.
ccrmbiaation tog chipper and shredder-grillder.
In addition to handling conventionn! organic
cwuposting materials includi,,g corncobs. it reducer logs up to 8 inches to wood chips. Model
9.P is powered by a 4 or 5 h.p. engine and works
through a series of 24 free-swinging knives.
Power take.off ,,nits are available for ,nany pop,,.
lx small estate trxtors.
The 6 h.p. Gilson Chopper features nine,
square. rotati,,g cutter bars instead of a screen,
which ax ideal when you’re grinding wet, soggy,
fibrous materials. Cutting action comes from
three sets of rotating double-edged knives12
cutting surfaces. The gravity-feed hopper is
kinx-sired-almost
Ii by 17. The Chopper is
belt-drive,, with an idler clutch.

The Royer Shredder
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The 8 hp. Rota-Hoe Cut’n S!,red hen\,yduty sl,redder-mulcller includes a side-feed which
leads directly to thwe knives passing by n
hardened block. We have wed this fe:~ture to
shred lotl,y, ,ough corn stalks. ;~n,l found i, did n
good job. Built of 12.gxrlgc swel. the fri~mv sits
011 four wheels and hia a long ,ow h;mdle for
easy mobility. T!IC steel bar gr:lte is wi<lc.ap;,red
to t-educe jam,ni,lg.
The Royer 8 is a spfxially designed machine
whose endless shredding belt is lined with temperecl steel cleats mounted in rows. hlodcls H. IO,
;gnd I2 iIre electric or 8x5 powrut will1 :I calxtc.
ity that ranges from 5 to 12 cubic yards per hot:r
of soil, peat. and aher organic: ma,crinls. Many
municipalities ,,se the larger models for shredding prior fo cornposting tl,em. This is a wellmade machine designed for blending, potting,
and soil compost mixes.
In addition to a conventional screen, the
W-W Model 62-G offers a grating of six rods and
rollers for ,,se when shredding wet mnteri;ds.

Pouerd
by a 5 h.p, engine. it works through
a
series of tempered, battttner mill llails and Ewl
hartdle all cotn-eational organic materbnls up to
I $$ ittcb tree trinttttittgs. small bottes, phOSph~ltC
rock. tin catts, and bottles. CJptiooal grinding
xreens handle corn. wbeat, or mile.
The Winona Model JR-AW comes mounted
on iour wheels. but Model JR5 can be mounted
ott a gaden tractor or over the compost pit.
The Winonas are ela.tric or -,gs driven and have
cbzmgeable racks including a wet mat rrck for
gomntv materials which is a short screen covering otily half the mixing chamber. Powered by
a 2 h.p. engitw. it works through a cutting wit
cotttprisittg 16 hinged !ative$.

Lickity Chipster
The Chiprter ilas an 8 h.p. gasoline-powered
feed roll. a clutch to disengage the feed roll, a
ltattmter ntill.typc rotor, shredding screen, and
chip direction bead. ‘There are two wheels for
ronveniettce in moving. but the Cltipster is not to
be hauled as a trailer. The brush feed chute is I6
inches wide and IS inches long with an opening
to tbe rotor that permits feeding branches up to
2 inches in diameter. The self-feeding roller,
located at the end of tlte chute, feeds the branch
into the hammer mill-type rotor where it is
rhredded. screened. and dropped on the giotmd
in front of the Chipster. If the dynamically
balanced. hammer mill rotor should become
overlo;~led, the powered feed roll will automa.
tically stop until rite overload has been cleared
attd then will automatically start again. Weight:
215 powlds.
Lickity Chipper Model PTO.5
The Brurb Chipper utilizer the power take.
OR of a tractor. The PTO model is equipped
with wheels, tires, and tubes as standard equip
ment. It can be towed to the job at normal high.
way speeds behind any vehicle. The feed chute
can be folded up and the blower discharge chute
adjusted to make towing easier. The PTO
model is equipped wi!b a pin-type hitch coupler.
The hammer mill rotor handles limbs up to 5
inches in diameter at a rate of 50 feet per minute.
A.M. Leonard &Son, Inc.
P.O. Box 816
Piqua. OH 45356

Diadem Brush Chipper
The Diadem Chipper will handle up ta 3
inch diameter limbs. Brush self-feeds through
the chipper and is converted into small chips in
just a few seconds. Sm;dI brurb can be processed
itt buttdler at a time. It is constructed of heavyduty plate steel with a 6 gauge (5 mm.) engine
deck and a solid cylinder rotor. Imbcdded in the
solid rotor are two il.4 inch thick cutting knives
of specially hardened chrome vanadium steel.
The wheeled Diadem is 30 inches wide; it can be
taken anywhere for on-the-job brush disposal.
All tires are fully pneumatic. You can choose
front a three-point hitch PTO and 8. IO, and I2
h.p. models.
V;tndcrtnolet1 Corp.
I I9 Dora Ave.
Livingstott. NJ OiOS!l

To,Ncnled Shredder-flagger
Top.Vented Shredder-Baggers
A top-vented, compact shredder-bagger will
throw a stream of chopped aggregate into the
garden or compost pile. The Hnbn 3’/ 11.p.
Mighty Compact and International Harvester
35P are in many ways identical. They are low417

Bottom-Venteci Shredder-Baggers
‘0~ :\tlas. Cross. Kees. Roper, nod Sensation
models, while more or less identical io appearaxe-~vidc, Iow.set hoppers, eactt with a set of
sturdy wheels. and engines mounted directly
over the cutting wits--are ~somewhat different
ih lhC fe;1ru*csrtrey olfer.

Cross shredders come in two models, the
31/?h.p. ‘i3fi5, and the 5 hp. 4650. Botlt shredders deposit chopped material in a bag and feztut’c a srveep-in hopper that makes lawt cleanup
easy. Power goes direct from the engines into the
douf:le-Maded rotary col!ers.
The Kecs Kom.Pak also has z rake-in
Ilopper, an optional extra. Its steel cutting
biadrr will han,dle wood up to 1 inch on the
5 !I.P. model 01 z/1 inch for the St/? hp. Three
hags are packed with each machine.
The 31/? h.p. Roper works rvitb two high-

speed blades to chop up leaver, twigs, and vines.
It is worth noting that tlte accompanying Roper
pbotor show it hnndting corncobs. The 6 hp.
model depends on triple cutting blades plus
breaker bars in the chopping chamba. There is
a fixed steel deflector on the discharge chute for
directional wntrol of fhc shredded matter. Bags
arc also ;Iv;lil;d,le.
Power in tltc Settsntiott Llgcr Hcnvcr goes
cliwxtly from the engine to the double set 01
reversible blades witboot belts or cltains; a safety
clutch has been designed to protect the engine
against rhocks. The Eager Beaver dismantles
easily for transport by car. thanks to largediameter hand knobs.
Tlrc Sears 8 b.p. Super-Shredder resembles a
rotary mower with its engine mouoted directly
over the tltree high-speed cutting Vades.
Sltredded particles-leaves, vines, twigs, and
gal-den debris--are vented at the bottom in a
bag. The wide-moutbed but shallow hopper may
be lowered for raking and sweeping in of lawn
debris. Five bsgr are inc!uded.
The Tom comes in two models, 3!/2 and
i 1t.p. Each features a big, slanting, gravity-feed

hopper with a pusher md to handle the material.
The engine sits directly over the cutter blades-two in the smaller model and three in the
large-which
work in conjunction with the
sl~redding bars at the bottom vent. An optional
bagging kit is available.

SOUKESOf SHREDOERS

F. D. Kees Mfg. Co.
Box 775.700 Park Ave.
Beatrice, NB 68310
Lindig Mfg. Corp.
Box Ill, 1877W. County Rd. C
St. Paul, MN 55113

The following companies all market several
dilkent models of shredding machines:

Magna American Corp.
Box 90, Hwy. 18
Raymcnd, MS 39150

Allis-Chalmers
Ourdoorr Leisure Products Div.
1126S. 70th. P.O.B. 512
Milwmlkee. WI 53201

McDonougb Power Equipment. Inc.
Macon Rd.
McDonough, GA 30253

Ameried-MacKissic
BoXIll
Parker Ford, PA 19457

MT-D Products, Inc.
Box 2741.5389 W. ISOtb
Clevelat~d, OH 4411I

Arias
I1 1 G&met & 655 W. Ryan St.
Brillion, WI 54110

Red Cross Mfg. Corp.
Hox111,124S.Oak
Bluffton. IN 46714

Atlas Tool & Mfg. Co.
5151 Natural Bridge Ave.
St. Louis, XfO 63115

Roof Mfg. Co.
1011W. Howard St.
Pontiac. IL 61764

Bolens Div. FMC Corp.
Urban/Suburban Power Equipment Div.
215 S. Park St.
Port Washington, WI 53074

Roper Sales Corp.
1905w. Court St.
Kankakee, IL 60901

Columbia
P.O. Box 2741,5389 W. 13OthSt.
Cleveland, OH 44 I I I
Gilson Brothers Mfg. Co.
Box 152
Plymouth. WI 53073
Hahn, Inc. Agricultural Products Div.
1625 N. Garvin St.
Evansville, IN 47717

Roto.Hoe %Sprayer Co.
100 Auburn Rd., Rt. 87
Ncwbury, OH 44065
Royer Foundry & Machine Co.
158 Pringle St.
Kingston, PA 18704
Sears,Roebuck&Co
925 S. Homan Ave.
Chicago, IL 60607

International Harves:ci
401 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, IL 6061i

Tore Co.
8111 Lyndale Ave. S
Bloomington, MN 55420

Jacobsen Mfg. Co.
1721 Packard Ave.
Rack, WI 53403

Winona Attrition Mill
1009W. Fifth St.
Winona. MN 55987

_--~
w-w Grinder Corp.
2957 N. Market St.
\Vichita. KS 67219

___.

MULCHING
Mulching is a” importam technique employed by the organic farmer for mai&“ing
weed control, retaining of soil moisture, and in.
creasing the amount of organic matter or humus
present, hence improving the soil’s tilth. Specially adapted lawn mowers we good for chop
ping grasses and weds for tnldch on n small
PCRIC.Hut we know of o”ly one sowce of equip.
rnent for applying mulch on it serious wale.

SOURCES
OFMULCHING
EQUIPMENT
Rotary Mulching Mower
Manufactured by:
FMC Corp., Outdoor Power Equipment Div.
215 S. Park St.
Port Washi”gro”, WI 53074
Rotary Mulching Mower Conversion Plans
Plans for converth~g a lawn mower are avaiiable from:
Dorsrly Poor Man’s Catalog 3
240 Kinderkamack Rd.
Oradell, NJ 07649

L;sck of ntecit;lttiration for the molcll-rprea[lit,g
prowss has discortr;t@ many organic farmers
front utilizing m&b to its fullest potential. The
36 lq 100 inrlr sw:th spreader mounts on it
trailer or wigott and is powered by a crank SKW, :
IX II.~,, two.rycle engine (electric stitrt optional).
It cim be adjusted to ~x~ttlrhon or between rows
at 21rate of about I acre pe:~hour, governed by
tractor speed. A hydraulic drive option utilizing
a tractor hydraulic system cr PTO pump can be
provided. Shipping weight: 640 pounds.
Friday Tiactor Co., Inc
Hartford, MI 49057

SLUDGE
While supplying the farmer with :: source
of plant food, applying organic wastes to the roil
in the form of sludge offers a solution to the

problem of finding an outlet for human waste
products. Special equipment to pump, store,
transport, and apply sludge to farm lands is in
the early stage.3of development as the technique
slowly gains credibility as a multipurpose soluLion to land fertility and waste disposal problems.
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ENTFOR
INCORPORATING
SEWAGE
SLUDGE
AND
ANDRES
INTO
THESOIL
by Charles H. Reed

‘~~~nlzulsew2ge to the soil to improve crop
For cenruries. uun has applied animal nxm~wzs anu’ ,.....
pwducrion. The principal technique was I” spread it on the land and then work it into the soil.
IVith the expanding population. deplerion of our natural resources, and intolerable pollution “f
the atmosphere and hydrosphere, there is an urgent need for techniques to recycle biodegradable
wastes into the cpper horizon of the soil where they are degraded and utilized, reruhing in a beneficial
e&ct upon the environment.
Bohn and Cauthorn state, “ln summary, compared to air and waer,
the soil has a vastly greater potential for waste disposal and transformation
and it has the capacity
to absorb for more material thnn ir can produce or than is added to it.” ?
The incorpxaiion of hastes directly inw the mil is superior t” swface spreading because there are
u” “dors, no “pp”r&mity for flies or other pests to feed or breed, no runoff “I surface erosion of wastes.
:tnd the u’~~ste~
are p!;xed in the best possible media for immediate degradation to plant nutrients and
utiliration by plan!r. There techniques conform to the concept of land treatment as defined by Stevens
et 21.:;
Land tnearment is iwy of reveral methods of waste water treatment and sludge appllcation which consider the qualities of land, waste water, and slhldge in the deign of facilities.
Land treatment conveys the reciprocal, beneficial relationship between the land and the
waste. Most wch facilities are designed to produce valuable end products. sacb as green crops
and pure eflluent as a result of the treatment processes.
Land treatment differs from land disposal, a term used to describe any method which
applies sewage, raw or :reated. to the earth; and land application, a term used by EPA
[Environmental Protection Agency] to describe all methods of waste water disposal associated
with the ground, that is, sewage farms, land treatment, septic systems, and underground
clisposal.
The desiign of an effective land treatment system and the selccti”n of appropriate equipment
necessitatesthe consideration of many factors, some of which are outlined below:
1. Wartes :” he incorporated int” soil:
e Kind and previous trenttnents.
e physical and chemical properties, i.e., percent solids (wet basis) and rate of production
(daily, weekly).
2. Storags available or required. Transportation.
e Distance to sites.
e IMode of.
3. Site characteristics or limitations.

. Acreage.
.
*
e
e
e
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Topography.
Existing vegetation.
Soil characteristics.
Ground water. (Depth, quality).
Location of human habitation. Distance. Prevailing wind.

4. Climatic lim&ions.
l Tem~erxtum. Duration of frozen soil.
. Rainftdt. Sasonal, normal, and extreme variations.
. End product desired. Crops to be raised, use of land, etc.
Irrigation of sewage sludge and ellluent is receiving considerable attention at this titne.~‘~” Only
tbiu slurries with low-solid contents can be irrigated. Because of the high water conteot (more than
95 percent as it ~otnes from the digesters). conveyance to disposal sites by pipeline may be the only
practical trttnsportation system. Storage structures at the rites will be required during periods of sub.
freedog temperatnres. frozen impervious soil. saturated soil, and other periods of shutdown. Unless
thomugbfy digested, surface applications of sewage sludge may generate odors and attract Hies. Any
surface applications are susceptible to surface runoff. There is a possibility of soil clogging and waterLogging h-hen sewage sludge is irrigated.3,6 Also, there may he damage to foliage when large
quantities of dodge are repearedly sprinkled on plants. There will be large power requirements. The
aerosol effect may limit high-pressure irrigation on some sites.
lnigation of effluent contzaining only dissolved solids can be managed without many of the above
dfsadvantages of sewage rludge. and may be considered for irrigation of crops or ground water re.
dtsrge when needed. The limiting factor usually is the amount of water which can be added to the
soil at dffferent seasonsof the year; that is, ice buildup or saturated soil.
Comparing is an anciettt technique of recycling biodcgradzble wastes. Modern techniques and
equipment have b&n developed to compost balanced mixtures of biodegradable wastes including
sewage sludge, animal manure, and solid wastes. See Compost Science, Vol. 13. No. 3, May-June 1972,
for information on General Motors’ TerexCohey Cornposter. These techniques are relatively expensive
and may generate some localized odor. Wellawd cotnpost can be spread on the land without attracting
flfa. is not as susceptible to surface runoff as is noncomposted waste, and is an excellent soil condi.
tioner. An outstanding advantage of compost is that it can be readily stored in piles at low cost with.
out nuiwcce until an appropriate time for application in the soil.
Land spreading is the most ancient method of utilizing both human and animal excreta. When
plowed or disked immediately after application, it is an effective method of incorporating it into the
soil. When large quantities are involved. this may be the most economical, but if not properly treated,
it will not be the most sanitary technique.
The ridgeand-furrow technique might be :onsidered a surface method of application unless
wvered immediately. The furrows can be made on the contour or slightly sloping to permit the water
to filter into the soil. Ridge-and-furrows on the contour have been used experimentally at the New
Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station tts a low-cost winter storage. Aerobic conditions should be
tnaintained in and at the bottom of the furrow.
Equipment has been developed which will incorporate wastes directly into the sail, either in one
or two epzrationo by Sub-S&Injection or Plow-FurrowCover.
Sub-Sod-fnjection (SSI) equipment is available which will inject any slurries that will Row by gravity
or under Pressure through a six inch diameter hose two feet long. Animal manures with up to 20 percent solids and sewage sludge with up to IO percent solids can be injected by gravity into the soil at
the rate of 400 g-&for&sper minute in a band up to two inches thick and 28 inches wide and from six to
eight inches beneath the surface without turning over the soil. The injector has a standard category
two, three-point hitch with a spring-trip release for passing over subsurface objects. It is comparable to
a two-bottom plow in weight and durability. This equipment is not yet available commerciaily, but can
be assembled from existing components.
The-Plow-FurrowCover (PFC) method is the most adaptable of any of the previously mentioned
techniques. Equipment is available, or can be assembled from manufactured components, to incorporate
directly into the upper eight inches of the soil up to 300 tons per acre of biodegradable wastes. ranging
front thin siurries (septic tank pumpouts) to semisolids (sewage cake). PFC leaves the soil plowed and
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ready for disking and seed@ Two types of equipment will be described for PFC: one for 25 percent
solids or lesx and the other for greater th:tn 25 percent solids.
One of the two recently developed pieces of equiptneot was ;wembled by .\gwy, Inc.. of Syr:~rt~re,
Nex York. The fint ooe wils ustxl :tt the University of Cotttlecticut it) a research demonstr;ttioo project
to study the elfect of iocorporating sePtic tank pompouts into the soil. in this Project more tlran
IQO,OilOgallons of slurry were ittcorporttted into the soil in two months. The capacity of the tank is
SO0gallons. A nine inch auger with ample hydraalic power from an auxiliary hyclrxulic pwtip 011the
tractor. and 12 incl: tts well es six inch valve openings will tttdotal tnttch heavier solids th:m would the
previous prototypes. The highest limit of solids content which it will unlond has not yet been determined. This rpoipment will not unload lowmoisture sewage rake, rewisolid attim;d maowes witlt
bedding. or caked poultr) manure reinforced with feathen. .4 gooseneck tongue is built permanently
into the tank to provide easy maneuverability of either a I6 ioch single-bottom moldboard plow or n
subsod-injector which is mounted on the three-point hitch of the tractor.
4 second unit, constructed in 1953. is identical, except that it has a capacity of I.560 gallons, a
nine inch ribbon auger. and a slurry spreader 011the rear. This unit has not yet been field-tested. The
augets. v~tlves. and spreader are powered hy the hydraulic system on the trxtor.
To plowfttrrow-cover. a 16 inch single-bottom moldl~oard plow is mounted on the three-point hitch
of a stttndard fttrm tractor. A slurry with up to 25 perceot solids can be deposited into a six to eight inch
deep plowed furrow. Immediately after deposition, aad in the same operation, the plow covers the
mate and opens the next furrow. With properly ndjurtecl etlttipment. one and one-half to two inches of
slurry can he completely covered. This is approximately 150 to 225 tom of slurry per acre. A well-formed
furrow, I6 inches wide, seven to eight incites deep and 400 feet long with one :tnd one-half inches of
slurry, contains 500 gallons, or approximately two tons. PFC leaves the soil well plowed ;md wttly for
disk@ and seeding. The equipment ha3 been designed to operate at three tniles per hour tend tmlo;td
up to 200 gallons of slurry per minute. The axle of the trtdler is adjustable so that the trailer is offset.
permitting the right rear trailer wheel to ttsvel in the newly formed clean furrow.
A combination transport and field unit was assembled by a tank on a four-wheeLdrive, lthtort truck chassis with flotation tires. It is equipped with tt hydrrulir pump, controls, end a c&zgory two. three-point hitch. The tank has a capacity of 500 gallons. With a 12 inch ribbon auger in
the bottom of the tank and a 12 inch diameter valve, semisolid animal manures with up to 90 percent
solids, and sewage sludge with up to 20 percent solids have been unloaded. Becaose the hydraulic
power is limited, the full perform&w capabilities of the 12 inch auger have not been determined. A
spreader can be installed on the rear for land spreading.
A ridge+tnd.tttrrow opener can he mounted oo t.he three-point hitch of the tractor or mounted on
the tongue of the trailer. This consists of right.hand and Ieft.hand ntoldhoard plows bolted t~g~tlter
on
the same triprelease beam. The 12 inch opeaittg in rite center of the trailer tank permits it hiyhapacity
application of wmi@idr into the furrow. Presently the furrows ttre closed or covered in a second
operation.
The best equipment field.tested to date at the New Jersey Experiment Station, for unloading semisolids and cake with more than 25 Percent solids, is a New Idea Flail Spreader. It can be adjusted for
a wide range of surface applications, which are plowed under in a second operation. A conveyor similatto the one on a forage wagon is being adapted to this spreader to convey the waste into a furrow for
PFC.
International Harvester sells an attachment to convert one of their heavyduty manure spreaders
into a selfwdoading forage wagon. At this time it has not been demonstrated for unloading a gummy,
sticky semisolid into a furrow.
There should be no difficulty to adapt either of these pieces of equipment to PFC for either one or
two operations. Plans are underway at the New Jersey Agricultmal Experiment Station to make these
adaptations.
There are outstanding advantages in handling dewatered sludge with a solids content of I5
percent or greater.
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1. As solids mnteut increases. volttrtte and weight decrease. For exatnple, to inject one ton of
solids iu it 5 percent solutiott, PO tout nf slurry must be h;tttdled: for one ton of solids in it I5
percent solution, 6% tous: nnd ouly 3% tons if it semisolid with 30 percent solids, dry-weight
basis.
2. It can be stored in contoured furrows or piles on well-drained rites to be incorporated into the
soil when weather sad soil conditions are optitnutu.
3. It au be ttxnsported in regular chtntp trucks without leakage on the highway.
‘1. ~lttdge with a solids contetu of 15 percent represents the minimum solids content which cat, be
ittcorparated iuto the soil by PFC at the rate of 40 tons dry-weight equivalent per acre in one
application: that is. 227 inches of depth in the furrow cat, be completely covered. Greater
rates of application can be achieved in one operation if the sludge contains less moisture and
more solids, aud also because greater depths can be covered in the furrow. This rate of
application represents the performance capabilities of the equipment and not necessarily the
optimutn or safe ntnount which the soil can tie up, degrade. and recycle. Smaller quantities
can he applied.
In order to utilize the continuous output of sewage treatment plants, daily PFC applications at
the desired annual rttte may be made in contiguous strips or furrows, resulting in the entire plot
receivittg the total annual treatment. At any time when there is suflicient area of contiguous strips of
plowed ground. it may be dirked and seeded to the crop appropriate for that particular season. After
some forage crops. that is, hybrid Bermuda grass, have been ertahlished. one or TWOapplications ctut
he made annually by PFC or SSI without replanting. For maximum recycling and utilization of
nutrients front the sludge, crops should be raised on nnd harvested from the trented sites when mature
or at the cud of the period of their maximum assimihttion. Numerous crop tnanagetnent plans ant1
rotations ttre possible, depending upon the sites anti the end product desired.
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SWRCES
OFEDUlPMERl
10 ADDORGANIC
MATERIAL
TOTHESD11
Big Wheels
Big Wheels is a 1,600.gallon tank truck used
for distributing sludge in either surface or subsurface applications. It is not built for road
transport; it must be used in conjunction with
sludge transport sy~tetns. For surface application, sludge is sprayed front the rear of the truck.

For subsurface application. soil-slicing coulters
precede chisel-plowing tines to cut a narrow path
for application hoses. Injection is possible at
adjustable depths usually between 6 and 9
inches. Furrow coverers are available but are
urunlly unnecessary.
Big Wheels. Inc.
I-57 and RI. 9
Paxton. IL 60957
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by Jim Ritchie

SAWS
For most homestead work a lightweight chain raw with a 14 or 16 inch cutter bar ii sufficient.
Yet: cm brty heavier, snore powerful models if you need to do a lot of heavy work. But by notching
and undercutting with rmnller saws, you can fell trees up to three feet in diameter. If you’ve never
operated :I chair: saw, try ottt two or three different models and sizes. Also. consider the availability of
pms and service before you buy.
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For clearing brush and small trees from land to be cultivated, a wheel-mounted circular power saw
can come in handy, particularly if you’re clearing large areas. These saws are fast and elfec!lve in
cutting top growth. Some modeis are self-propelled but shouldn’t he used on steep sloper.

AXES
.% good single- or double-bitted axe is II necesr;wy homestexl tool. Keep the blade sh:rrp 011 the
job with a small pocket whetstone.
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HEAT EQUIVALENTS OF WOOD, BY SPECIE;
Available beat of
I cord of wood (Bm’s)
18,360,000
I7.wo,ono
17,950.000
17.300,Ono
l7,200.000
I7,000,000
13,03”
-3oflo
13,500.000
I3.200.000
12,7ii5.000
I ?..ml,ooo
12.0?2,000
I1,700,000
I I ,m,ono

-1
No. 2 fuel
oil (gallons)
1R7
IRY
1x3
17i
176
173
139
l3R
135
130
128
123
I19
115

The other obvious aspect of weight is
that gravity can belp yaw axe down ooly
after you’ve hoisted it up against gravity.
A six pomd axe is :,aq?aick way. nl first, lo
hurt yourself more flWl you hurt 1hc log.
If you’re p;“ing to hc using iln nxe for a
living. or intcntl 10 build ii lol: boine, you
might consider one. If you’re using youl
axe. like most of us, as an adjunct to a
chain saw, or for both limbing and felling,
you’ll find a foor pound head is far more
comforrnble to live with. providing enough
wallop to go through a log without harming
you and enough control to make limbing
lXtSY.
2j Head shape. Double-bitted axes reek with
the romance of tbc Nonb Woods. They’re
also practical hecane one edge can be
razor-sharp for fine work. while the otbel
can be blunter and stand an occasional nick
rrhen used for splitting logs or grubbing.
However, you do not want one when starting out with a*, axe. I live in an area where
th- main industry is logging, and almost
evti’y borne llas an axe, yet I’ve seen only

three experts use cfouble-edged blades. The
cfroop-nosed Tom;dxwk is eveo less popular
bemuse of its excessively curved face and
fxmram weight.
If you’re interested only in felling, a
very meow blade is right. An axe intended
for II bit of felting, splitting, limbing, anti
grubbing will probably be best with ilo edge
about 41,; inches from top to bottom.
3)Steel. Some axes have steel so soft you’ll
have to almost continually sharpen them.
touching up in the midst of each tree or
log. Others are so tough that you need a
grindstone to sharpen them, pawing every
minute or less to plunge the axe bead into
cold water to make sure it keeps its temper.
The ideal axe head is between these extremes, soft enoagfl to let you manicure it
in the field when it gets n little dull, hard
enough that this won’t be necessary too
often. If your choice is between the two
extremes, ger the soft one and take along a
file and stone.
4) Handle length and style. A fuu~dle less thnn
two feet long will cramp you, forcing you to
prop up whatever you’re chopping on a
high platform. You’ll also find that tile
short handle means less power behind each
swing. A straight handle makes sense only
on a double-bitted axe.
These are the only sure things about
length and style. Wflen people made their
own handles, each man worked out for himself what was best for him. I find an axe
with a 21/~ foot batrdls is usable, and II
model that’s a yard long is hat. But that’s
probably inlftrenced hy the fact that I’m six
feet, five inches tall. I also would prefer to
have more of a ball end on the bottom of
the handle (the foot) to help stop any
tendency to slip or twist. But that’s me, not
you. To fi.xd out what suits you, you’ve got
to take each ax off the rack, bold it across
your body for feel, and make a few practice
swings. Sure, it’s a good way to feel a little
foolisfl, swinging at invisible trees in a
crowded store on a Saturday. But it’s better
to feel a little foolish on a Saturday than feel
a lot foolish when yoo go hack to get a
different axe a few Saturdays later.

HOWTOSHARPEN
YOURAXE
‘f‘be odds iwe that wlteo you buy your axe
it will need sbnrpening. Step I : lmmobilire tile
he;~f by potting- it in it padded vise. If you’re
outdoors or don’t rut1 a workshop, you have two
optioiis. One is to fenn the f~exl :Igainst a stump
or sometfliog else far more solid ;md stable tflan
your knee. Tflis is the traditioual way, wit11 the
blade up, wldch 1 used until Gary Champagne
saw me using it. He pointed out that, since you
file into the edge of the axe, there was nothing
to stop me from running my fingers into the
edge. Gary’s method is to lay the axe Rat on a
stump or table with jest a quarter-inch of edge
showing over the side. Now when you file inro
the blade, your fingers will bit the side of the
stump or table before the steel, thanks to the
angle you’ll he fifing at. Step 2: llse a fdl-size
metal file, preferably with a wooden f~aodle,

When sharpening the me, use a bull-sire metal file.
Make sure you do not sharpen the edge only, but
work bockone inch.
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working back from the cutting edge. Make sure
you do not just sharpen the edge itself, or you’ll
end up with P wide V that gets wider with time,
making your axe less and less effective. Instead,
sharpen a full inch back from the edge so the
taper is gradual. Wear gloves. Step 9: Finish
off with a whetstone. Trying to do the whole
job with a stone will wear your patience thin
long b&l-e the edge gets that way.

HOWTO CHOPDOWNA REX
Put your axe in a safe place and walk
around the tree. studying it. Are there any
large branches that will cause problems? How
thick is the tree? If it’s more than 1% feet in
diameter, chopping with an axe will be a workout. Consider borrowing or renting a chain saw
if you have several large trees to be removed.
Does the tree lean? Most do. The easiest way
to fell a tree is to chop sq it’ll follow its natural
bent. If the tree shouldn’t fall in the direction
ii’s leaning. you’ll have to do extra work.
The best way to change the direction of the
fall is to tie a weight to a mpe and throw it
toward the top of the tree. snagging some
branches before the rope falls back to earth.
Bring the weighted end around the tree. so
you’re holding both ends with the tree in the
middle of the loop. (This will take a few tries;
if the tree is firmly rooted and easy to climb. like
most apple trees, consider using your feet instead
of your pitching arm to get the rope in place.)
Now tie one end of the rope around the base of
another tree that’s roughly in the direction you
want your tree to fall.
Haul on the rope, and you’ll find it’s easy
to sway the tree. Have someone else tie your
end onto another tree base so the three trees and
the rope make a V. with the point being the one
you’re cutting. If it’s hard to sway the tree, or if
the tree’s rough. have a few friends help. Do not
tie the second rope to a truck and use it to poll
the treetop! The tree will probably either snap
in the middk or pull out by the roots. falling
on the truck or on you.
Another, less sure way is recommended only
for trees with moderate lean when you want to
change the angle of fall less than 45 degrees.
Let’s assume the tree is leaning south. Chop
your Srst notch, the one that determines the fall,
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on the west. Make the second cut, the one that
actually topples the tree, from the northeast.
The tree will twist as you make this cut and fall
more toward the west. How much more wi!l
depend, of course, on how much it was leaning in
the firit place. This is faster than the rope
trick. but far less precise, as our phone and
power companies will attest.
When you go back for your axe, pick it up
so your hand is on the handle right against the
base of the head. Now you can control it, which
you can’t if you carry it over your shoulder or
swing it by your side. This way there can’t be a
problem if your dog rushes up or if you trip.
Remember: an axe is more dangerous than
a gun. You can unload a gun, but an axe. even
one with a leather sheath, is always ready to do
damage.
That’s why you should look about carefully when you get to where you’ll stand while
cutting. If tiwe’s anything around that might
deflect the blade. like low bushes or low
branches, clear away the obstruction. Make sure
children. advice-giving adults. and animals are
well beyond the place where the tree might hit
if it falls where you don’t want it to. Stand at a
right angle to the side where you’ll make your
first at, with the axe going in on the east if you
want the tree to fall that way (unless you’re
correcting a twist).
With your right hand at the base of the
head, thumb against the metal, left hand at the
bottom of the handle, make your first swing,
letting your right hand slide -8 you swing. It
should go straight in, waist high. Your second
swing goes in higher, cutting down toward the
first. How much higher? It depends on how
thick the tree is. If you make your blows right
on top of each other. as though driving in a nail,
your axe will man get stuck.
By making a wide kerf. as the notch is
called. this problem is eliminated. And even
when the kerf is six inches wide, a slight twist
with your right hand as the axe lands will pop
oat a broad. Bat chip each time to clear a space
clean down to your bottom cut. Alternating
blows, straight in and down, continue until
you’re about two-thirds of the way through.
This will again vary, depending on the tree. Do
not go more than three-fourths of the way

through. You may have a winner of a tree that
leans a lot and needs only a one-third cut before
the shifting of the top or the sound of a creak
tells you you’ve done more than enough.
Listening for the sounds of the tree and
glancing up to see what the top is doing every
few swings will help yoo pace yourself, instead
of chopping as though each minute costs you
money. High speed only costs you energy.
00 P wide tree. work your way across the
full diameter. cutting a chip from the far side,
thee one fmm the near. then as many as neces
say in between to keep your line straight.
When you feel “‘just a couple more whacks
will be enough,” stop, walk to the opposite side,
looking up while doing so, and start your second
a&t. On a narrow (six-inch-wide) tree this can be
about four inches higher. On one a foot in
diameter it should be about eight inches higher.
Unless you’re cutting sequoias, It/p feet would be
maximum.
The tree till fall before you chop all the
way through. So watch and listen as you chop.
Pause. lean on the tree a little, long before
you’ve cut enough. just to see if the tree agrees
with your judgment.

HOWTOLIMRA TREE
ANDLOGA
When the tree falls, a lot of it’will still be
in the air. Stand with the tree between you
and the first branches you’ll be cutting, working from the b@tom to the top.
Some people do both felling and limbing
holding the axe like a baseball bat. 1 don’t like
this method for felling, but for limbing, the
barball or golf club grip works fine. 6ut away
from your body, working only on the far side of
the tree, Then go around to the other side and
limb the one you were standing on first.
If you’re working with a large tree, you’ll
reach a point where branches hold the trunk
five feet or so into the air. To log into approximace eight-foot lengths, go back to the base.
About eight feet from the bottom step onto
the trunk. plant your feet at least 21/, feet apart.
Have someone hand you the axe and chop from
the side, with the axe going between your legs
that are safely out of the way. If you had stayed
on the ground chopping from the top down.
the tree woqld eventually bend, making further

cbopping~ impossible. Make a deep notch on one
side, then turn around and work from the other
side. Once again, you should stop befme chop
pint; through. Standing with one foot on each
half of the trunk when the ends break and the
log shifts is not a good idea. Aiter you’re tw@
thirds of the way through, you can continue
from the gmund with the wide kerfs you’ve cut,
giving your axe room even when the trunk bends
at the hinge you’ve been making. When the tree
has had a few of these eight-foot lengths cut out,
you’ll find the limbs are now easier to reach,
and the eight-foot sections you’ve cot can be
moved around to let you get at any branches
holding up trunk sections.

HOWTOSPLITA LOGINTOFIREWOOD
bait until you feel tense and fnrstmled.
Then go tmt and prop up an eight-footer across
another. or even across a few so that a two.foot
section sticks over the end. Cut it off. A bow saw
is the best hand tool for this, since it’ll leave
you a flat end that’s important later. If using an
axe. make that first cut straight in and chop
toward it, gradually turning the log so each
piece you cut has one Bat end. Then move the
log you cut farther along and do i,t again and
again, until you have a stack of two.foot lengths.
In cutting hardwocrlstrees
that once had
leaves-you’ll find the gazing a lot easier if you
cut while the logs are still green. This isn’t as
important with softwoods, but again it makes
the work a little less.
To split the wood, look for cracks in the
log. Stand one up on a stump and drive your
axe into lbe biggest crack. Some people pick op
the axe and log together at this point. But the
log will twist on the axe. The log may fall off
the axe onto you. The log may come back with
your axe and keep going, as though propelled
with a throwing stick on your backswing. Instead. I pry the axe loose, ‘reset the log, and
whack into the same spot. Three or four whack*
and you’ll have most logs in half. Depending on
the diameter, you may want to split it again. and
possibly again.
If the log is as big around i:s the potbelly
stove. the method you’ve just read doesn? always
work. You may find it best to drive a wedge
(which can he a genuine wedge or a battered axe
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head you picked up at B jank shop) into the top
of the log% using a sledge. Using the back of
your good axe for this can stop it from being
yoor good axe. so use the sledge. Then lay the
log on its side and use your axe to drive toward
the crack tbe wedge started.

HOWTODAISYA LOG
by Lewis Weeks
When a piece of wood is too large to be
halved or quartered with an axe. daisying is
called for. To daisy a big hunk of wood efficiently is a pleasing experience both mechanically and aesthetically. As you move around
the chunk, hacking away from the last cot, you
split off a three. or four.inch deep piece from
the outside of the chunk. If your cots are clean,
each piece will fall away from the center of the
chunk and lie flat on the ground. When a complete circuit has been made. there will be the
petals of your daisy. facing out from the center.
Pile the petals. and go around again and again
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until you have reduced your big piece to half o
a quarter of its original size.

STORING
TOURAXE
When you are done using your axe, take :
hefty swing at your chopping block and leavs
the axe inbedded. assuming you’ll return th,
next day. If you won’t be chopping for a fev
days, bring the axe inside, wipe it off with al
oily rag, and put it away. Storing it behind :
bookcase or workbench will make sure it does”’
cause problems.
This sounds as though using an axe is a lo
of work. It is. especially at first, when you forge
to wear gloves and raise blisters. But it’s satit
tying work that you will enjoy in several way!
It removes you from the majority of folks wh,
rely on store-bought logs to fuel their stoves
since in many areas the ate forest services hav,
areas open for those who want to cot their OWI
tirewoo+:. It gives you a justified sense of sell
sufficiency as you gain skill. And it makes you
evening fire a matter of pride, something fa
more enjoyable than it would otherwise he.

WOODLOT
EDUIPMENT

Bartlett

The following manofacturcrs and suppliers
deal in forestry equipment of all typr and sires.
If you are looking for peaveys, cant hooks,
grapples. axes. shears. or machetes. try the folluwing:

A comprehensive line of tree-trimming
equipment is offered by this company.

Snowand Nealley

Sandvik

Msnuhcturers of “Our Best” line of forged
tools for loggers and lumbermen (pulp hooks.
cant dogs, pickaroons. etc.) along with some real
spCEialti+bush
hooks. grab hooks. and tell-tale
rods.

This firm offers a complete line o: pruning
saws,bow saws,and hand saws.

Snow and Neulley
155 Perry Rd.
Hangar, ME 04401

Bartlett Mfg. Co.
$003 E. Grand Blvd.
Detroit, Ml 4X202

Sandvik, Inc.
Saws&Tools Division
1702 Nevins Rd.
Fair Lawn, NJ 07410
An Assortment of Woodlot Tools

Glen-Be1
The Glen.Bel catlog features a full line of
hand tools for woods work, including shears
(Wiss. Belknap. Cyclone, and Blue Grass). prun.
ing saws, bow saws. pike poles, timber carriers,
and all types of axesand hatchets.
Glen-Be1 Enterprises
Rt. 5
Crossville, TN 30555

Tree-Trimming Tools
Stanley offers a good variety of hydraulically
operated tree.trimming tool,, from pole chain
raw, and tree pruners to circular saws and weed
eaters.
Stanley Hydraulic .Tools
13770SE. Ambler Rd.
Clackmas, OR 97015

Friend
The Friend catalog features a full line of
hand and power pruning equipment-shears,
anvil pruners, lopping shears. pole tree pruners.
telescoping saws, and more.
Friend Mfg. Co.
Gasport, NY 14067

AmesPole
Tree Trimmer
Anm

AmesBrush Hook

AmesBow Snw
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sluvfd Bqtdpntcnt co.
This mmpany manufactures an especially
macheeaypz tool for
he+fid
lfghtight.
ef&ient land-clearfng with mfnimum fatigue. It
features t, c~ncaw desfgn with a blunt toe at the
end of the cutting edge to mfnimize the risk of
injury from a missed stroke.
Woodsman’s Pal Bmsh.Clearing Knffe
Survival Equipment Co.
Oky Tculing, Inc.
Oley. PA 19547
cutnherland
Pruning knives and saws. lopping shears,
and budding and grafting knives are among the
foresuy.tefated equipment of various manufac-

tums listed in the Cumberland catalog.
Cmnherland General Store
ltt. 3, Box 479
Cmwille.

TN

38555

Meadows
The Meadows catalog contains 500 pages of
forestry and engineering equipment of every
description. They carry many specialty items
found nowhere else.
Ben Meadows Co.
3589 Broad St.
Adanta. GA 30366
Forestry Suppliers
They are among the world’s largest forestry
supply houses. If you can’t find it in the FSI
catalog. you might be in trouble. A sampling:
skidding grapples, buwsaws, crosscut saws. prun.
ing saws, timber carriers, pike poles, tree climb.
ing gear, horticultural knives. and much more.
Forestry Suppliers, Inc.
205 W. Rankin St., Box 8397
Jaclrson. MS 39204

A German Supplier

Lmmrd
This firm markets pole saws, pruner poles
and pruning saws, timber carriers, peaveys, cant
hooks and other logging tools.

Wolf and Bankerr produce high-quality
cutlery. including machetes and land&aring
knives for every purpose.

A, M. Leonard & !kxa, Inc.
Piqua. OH 45358

Wolf & Bankert
We&mug Fahrik

William Day at Anchor makes and sells
some of the more primitive woodworking tools
like adzes,broadaxes, and drawknives.

Finkan
Manufacturers of P wide range of quality
equipment for professional foresters in Europe
and North America. A few highlighti in the
Fiskars catalog are their log hooks, timber stacking claw, skidding grapple. and forest hoe for
planting bare.rooted and rolled plants.

Anchor Tools & Woodstoves
618 N.W. Davis
Portland, OR 97209

563 Remschied, W. Germany

Dfxfe
A complete line of logging equipment, replacement pare, specfalry forgings, and wood
turning, is available here.

Fiskars
Mannerheimintie 14A
Helsinki, Finland

Dixie Industrfes, Inc.
1210Greenwood Ave.
Chattanooga, TN 37404

This distributor carries a good variety of
rwod-handling tools, as well as pruners, shears,
and machetei.
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Beltnap. Inc.
P.O. Box 28
Louisville. KY

4U2UI

WHAT
TOLOOR
FOR
1NA CHAIN
SAW
The first important rule in chain saw shop.
ping is: look for a nationally known brand and
don’t spend too much money. You can buy a
gml saw for under 5150 for work around the
homestead or farm w&lot.
It should last for
years if cared for properly.
You’!1 fiod models where the chain rum
whet1 the motor does, and models that have 2
centrifugal clutch so you can run the motor
wrthout running the cutting chain. The latter
kind provides a mearure of safety.
Some models have self-oiling features, which
keep the chain oiled automatically. They don’t
seem to offer much advantage over the hand
operated oilers that squirt the chain when you
push the plunger.
Soroe manufacturers make a saw with a
rotating tip set in the end of the blade. These
are supposed to reduce wear on the chain, and
this feature is a plus, although not necersary to
good operation. You’ll also find models with
self-abarpeners. but these tend to wear the chain
down too fast and require an unusual chain
design that may not be ar efficient as the standard
chain.
Try starting the RPWyou intend to buy. If
it is hard to start in the showroom. it’ll probably
be hard to start in the woodlot.
An IS-inch blade should be fully adequate
for use on the homestead or fame, so don’t pay
extra for blade length you can’t use.
Chain saws have to be sharpened precisely.
If you do it yourself, invest a couple of dollars
for a saw-sharpening guide. Otherwise, entrust
the job to a professional or a friend who does
craftsmanlike sharpening. ‘The chain must also
be kept at the right tension. and you’ll need a
wrench and screwdriver for this.
Remember to keep the gasoil mixture
balanced. Too lean on the oil means a burned.
out engine. Too heavy on the oil means a fouled
motor and a hard start.
Be very careful of secondhand saws. You’re

-more than likely to be buying someone’s prohkm. Since a properly kept new saw hsts for
many years, the initial investment is very often
worth it.
And finally. use some discretion with the
saw. A chain saw is noisy and dirty and doesn’t
offer the rhythmic harmony of hand sawing “I
felling trees with an axe. However, it can increase your sawing power ten times over what
you can do by hand, and the little bit of gasoline
involved can be put to bard, practical “se freeing you from what could be a back-breaking
chore.

HANDLING
YOUR
CHAIN
SAW
by Walter Hall
If. like me, you are a lover of solitude.
ch~lncesare you’ll pass much of your time in the
woods alone. That is why it’s importam to carry
a whistle, a good loud one. If you ever get
pinned by a tree or cut yourself, you can give it
a good blast. Along with the whistle, when
you’re preparing to go out for a load of logs,
take along all the tools you’re likely to need.
Take extra fuel and all the extra maintenance
parts. such as air filters, spark plugs, and an
extra chain and sprocket. Start with a sharp
chain and a clean saw. After every hour of work,
stop and service your saw. Thir means you fill
th@ fuel and oil tanks, clean or change the air
filter, touch up rhe chain, and wipe off the wv,
If you discover or suspect any problem with your
chain saw. stop working until the problem is
diagnosed ,and corrected.
Take frequent breaks. Listen to the living
trees around yoo and don’t cut them off for lirewood. They zue sentient creatures-the tongues
of the wind and the earth.
FELLINGSMALL TREES
There are two basic cutting operations
involved with felling any tree. These operations
may be altered or complicated by the size of the
tree, the lay of the land, and the required direction of fall. These two operations, the notch,
or directional cot, and the felling out, or back
cot, are done somewhat differently with a chain
sax than with an axe. The notch determines
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ana controls the direction of the tree’s fall. The
notch and the back cat mtw always be made
so as to form a binge of w~cut wfood. Ar the tree
falls. it pivots on this binge, breaking it.
First, you make a notch. The basic notch
for a small tree is made with two cuts. Make the
qyer of the two cuts first. to avoid pinching the
bar. It’s ;L lot of work to dig a raw out of it tree
with tbc tree’s full weight prcrriag down on it.
Move to me side of the tree, facing tbc
ph~med direct~ion of tllr fall. Aim i3crossthe top
of your saw. ;rlong your front bandlr or fallittg
sights, at exactly the place where you want the
tree to fall. This will correctly line up your
guide bar with the trunk of the tree.
Now make the upper cut of your notch,
cwting down at an angle. Cut at least a third
of the way into the tree. hut not as much as
halfway. Tber~ make the lower cut. With a
small, straight tree on level ground, make this
second cut straight in to meet the first. Make the
cut horimntal, and cut clear hack ro remove the
whole notch. The hinge will !x formed hy
uncm wood at least two incbea thiczk between the
back of the notch end and the fell2ng wt.

Now go behind the tree and make another
horizontal cut, two inches or more above the
lower, or horizontal cut of the notch. It is extremely important not to make tbis second cut so
it will meet the horizontal notch cut. It must
be xn inch or two bigber. It is also importnut
not to cut tbroLt~l, t1rcbinge wood.
Whet1 enatlgb of your Ielling cut is tom.
plcte. stop your saw and leave it in tbc cut.
Insert a wcdgc in tbc cut to pVcvent it lrom
closing on your saw wd to l~elp control tbc
direction of the fall toward tbr mxcb. Then
start your saw again and continue until the cut is
complete, leaving only the hinge. At this time
the tree should fall. If not, give it a little push,
or use a felling lever. As the tree starts to move.
leave your saw on the ground and retreat quickly
along your planned escape route (see page
443). Remember that tbe butt end of the tree
may kick hackwards as the tree falls and that
unseen dead branches may fall straight dowtl,
or in any direction, as tire tree topples. Take no
chances. Retreat quickly and witbout hesitation
along your escaperoute.
That’s how you cut down a tree when its
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The immediate cutting awn ii preporcd by cleaning
away undergrowth which could inter/ere with free
movement or could catch fire. I%m o Path or safe
retre(~~to the rear and ot B 45.degreediagonal Lo the
line of fall.

diameter is less than the length of put
bar. But we’re also going to be cutting
trees equal to or larger than the leagth
guide ban. These siruationr require a
quence of cuts.

guide
down
of our
specific

FELLING
LARGER
TREES
To cut a tree with a diameter larger than
the length of your guide bar but not twice its
size. proceed as follows: Make a notch, as before.
Each cut of the notch may require as many as
two cuts to complete. You can do this by making
one half of the upper notch cut on one side and
then moving to the other side of the tree to
complete the upper notch cut. Do the same
with the horizontal notch at.
After the notch is formed. make a plunge
cut about an inch or two above the notch and
on the opposite side of the wocd that will form

the hinge. Start the plunge cut with the under.
side of the tip. When the bar hits cut a few
inches into the tree, straighten the saw to begin
sawing straight inward from the tip of the bar.
When your plunge cut is about halfway into
the tree and about twice the width of ymw guide
bar. proceed to make the felling cut by sawing
around the tree. Makea pivot with the tip of
the guide bar in the center of the tree. Be careful not to cut into the hinge wood, and be sure
to insert your wedge or felling lever in plenty
of time to force the tree in the right direction.
If you use a felling lever, be careful not to hit
it with your saw. If you use wedges, be sure to
use plastic ones. or make your own from wood.
To fell a tree with a diameter equal to Or
greater than twice the length of your guide bar.
only one additional cut is necessary. This time
the additional cut is in the notching operation
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and. in effect. hots the binge itself in btdf.
Make the notch. as before. Now make a
plunge cut at the bark of the notch. right in the
center of the tree. The phwge cot should be at
ietw twice the width of the goide bar.
Catting a phmge at the back of the ootch in
this nxmwx :rcntally creates two binges. Make
another phmge EL,, at one side of the trunk awl
oo the fellingxnt side of the binge. The cot
meets the plunge cot that comes through the
cemer of the notch. Contbtue the felling cot by
sawing around the tree with the tip of the bar
in the center of the trunk. Place your wedges or
felling lever in plenty of time, and be careful
not to WI thruogh the binge.
Note that if you fell a la!+! tree on it slope,
you should make the bottom notch at at an
upward angle. This provider more control dot.
ing a longer fall.

OR6ANlZED
FEUlNG
We’re going oat into the woods to fell il
good twmber of beetle-killed Pottderwt pine
trees. 7-k trees ate standing dead and are
grouped prelcy moth tol(ether. on the side of a
dope facing the road but a good distance away.
We want to move the trees as little as
possible, and we want to fell them so they’ll
be easy to limb and buck into Ioading&ed logs.
We’ll start cutting at the edge of the trees closest
to the road, and we’ll use one or more of the
tree8 as a workbench for limbing all the trees that
E”rnc!biter.
~“l_l__l

For a workbench. feel1 a tree diagonally
ilcr”sJ the cet,ter of yoor still? of opc!ration.
‘I’hen fell tree nwnber one so that it falls across
the workbench. This lids the twok op off the
ground and maker limbing and bucking easier.
Limb the whole tree. from trunk to top. II helps
to nrtrk the tree for bucking while you’re limb.
ing it. With the tree limbed, it’s easy to roll or
see+aw the tree across the workbench to one
side. Then yoo can bock it into lengths to be
rolled downhill to the road. This metho
quickly leads to piles of bucked logs, ready for
loxding.
When you follow an organized felling
procedure like this. save the side trees for Inst.
You can use your ;~ccomohtted piles of timber
for workbenches for these trees.
Demanding as it is. working with a chain
saw is incomplete exercise. It may ndd some
strength to your arms. but will do lhtle for your
overall physical condition. My own formula for
unwinding after it long session whh the chain
saw is to devote some time to tneditation and
yo@~. It’s the best cure. for me, thaogh a walk
in the woadr works almost as well.
Sleeping under the trees on a warm after.
noon is another ideal way to cmmteerthe negative
effects of running a gasoline-powered engine.
Sitting by B river dipping your toes isn’t bad,
either. When working in the woods, the natural
woodsperson takes long and frequent breaks.
It’s the only wty to remember who you are.
where you fit, and why you’re there. For aafccy’s

W""DmT AND ORCHARDMANAGEMENT
sake. you should work with a partner whenever
you can. For nature’s sake. you should each take
yotu bteaks in solitude.

Dolmar North American
947 W. Foothill Blvd.
Monrovia. CA 91016

AllACNMENTS FOR
A ENAll SAW
Individuals who hirvent had a great deal of
experience with chain saws may feel that tree
i%dling and trimming may be the limit of a saw’s
usefuloes. However, witb the number of attachments becoming available, the power ““it on a
rhaio li(w can be a very valuable addition to a
tool collecdon.
The Stihl 06% a 14po”nd unit driven by a
single cylinder. twoxycle gasoline engine, is
capable of running a cttt.oE saw, a brush cutter.
and one. and twoma” earth augers. On many
models, power heads can drive hedge trimmers.
lumber-making attachments, mills. and drills.
Not all chain wvs will drive all the possible
attachments. so carefuully check into acceswies
before buying a chain saw. A single power unit
rttnning several tools cat, be much less expensive
than buying each tool separately for your woodlat.

Echo Chain Saws
3240 Commercial Ave.
Northbrook. IL 6uO62

UIAINSAWMAWlJFAcIlRENS
Advanced Engine Products
(Savage&Forester Chain Saws)
3340 Emery St.
Los Angeles, CA 90023
AllibChalmers
Box 512
Milwaukee, WI

53201

Alpina S.P.A.
31015Conegliano
S. Vendendano (TV) Italy

Frontier Chain Saws
PO. BOX 491, Waneta Road
Trail, British Colombia, Canada
Hornelite Division of Textron, Inc.
P.O. Box 7047
Charlotte. NC ‘28217
H”JqVilI”Zi
151 New World Way
South Plainfield. NJ 07060
Job” Chain Saws
Elkem.Spigerverket a/s
1441 Drobak Norway
Jonsereds Chain Saws
Tilton Equipment Co.
4617.N. Chatsworth
St. Paul. MN 55112
McCulloch Corp.
5400 Alla Rd.
Los Angeles, CA 90066
Massey Ferguw”
1901 Bell Ave.
Des Moines, IA 50315

Alpina S.P.A.
Mr. H. J. Hutchinson
Box 313
T&I, British Columbia, Canada

OleoMac (Olympic) Chain Saws
sc”tszo, Inc.
9160 SE 74th Ave.
Portland, OR 97206

Danarm Chain Saws
Yankee Clipper Trading Post
2405 Buson Post Rd.
Guilford, CT 06437

Partner Industries of America, Inc.
255 E. Industry Ave.
Frankfort, IL 69423

John Deere &Co.
Moline. IL 61265

AB Partner
S.431 20 Molndal I,
Sweden
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_
Pioneer C&in Saws
;(in5
Gob1u;111
Dr.. P.O. ll”x X2469
Lf.c*l1t. NB 68501
Poulati Chain Saws
Beaird-Paulan Div.. Ente~n
5020 Flourttoy/ Lttcxs Rd.
Shreveport, LA 71109

--

Electric Co.

Remington Chain Saws. Desa Industries
25OUOS. Western Ave.
Park Forest. IL 60466
Ski1 Coty.
5033 Elston Ave.
Chicago, IL 60630
Sol” .Motot% Inc.
5100 Chesttutt Ave.
Newport News, VA 23605
Stanley Hydraulic Tools
13770S.E. Ambler Rd.
Clackamas. OR 97015
Stibl, Inc.
P.O. Box 5514
Virginia Beach. VA

23455

Stihl Motorsagen
D-7050 Waihlingen
West Germany

Bell
Formerly known as Nielson, they are man”.
facturers of home and shop electric saw chain
Stinders, carbattter attachments, ;md chain saw
related machines.
Bell Industries, Saw and Machine Div.
3390 W. 11th Ave., P.O. Box 2510
Eugene, OR 97402
Brookatone
This company markets a chain saw sharpening jig.
Brookstone’s Hard.;*-Find Tools
I25 Vose Rd.
Petersborough, NH 03458
Carlton
They are manufacturers of a saw chain.
Carlton Co., Saw Chain Division
3901 S.E. Naef Rd.
Portland, OR 97222
Defiance
They are manufacturers of the Little Logger
chain saw accessory.
The Defiance Co.
Hancock, Ml 48830

SOURCES
OFCHAIR
SAWACCESSORIES
Atom
They are manufacturers of chain saw drill
attachments.
Atom Industries
15 Reynolds St.
Babnain, N.S.W., Australia 2041

Davis
They are manufacturers of chain saw testing
equipment for mechanics.
Perry Davis Equipment
21353 Endsley Ave.
Rocky River, OH 44116

Bzdky
Mailorder suppliers of chain saws. tools, and
accessories,they also have a logger’s job service.

They manufacture chain saw tools. and
assorted accessories:ripping chain. Alaskan Mill,
Break-N-Mend, and File-N-Joint.

Bailey’s
P.O. Box 550
Laytonville, CA

Granberg Industries, Inc.
200 S. Garrard Blvd.
Richmond. CA 94804
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Haddon
They are m;mufacttuers of chain saw acces.
smies: the Lumber/ Maker attachment.

This company markets saw chain, tools, and
accessories.

Haddon Tool
4719 W. Route 120
Mdknry. IL 60050

Oregon Saw Chain Div., Omark Industries
9701 S.E. McLaughlin Blvd.
Portland. OR 97222

HelxhiI
They manufacture thread repair kits.

Permater
They manufacture gasket sealers.

He&Coil Products
Shelter Rock Lane
Danbury. CT 06810

Perulatex co.. Inc.
P.O. Box 1350
West Palm Beach, FL

Kwik.Way
They manufacture machines and tools for
small.engine mechanics.

Phelo”
They manufacture ignition
saws.

Kwik-Way Mfg. Co.
500 Fifty.seventh St.
Marion. IA 52302

R.E. Phelon Co.
East Longmeadow. MA

33402

parts for chain

01028

Lewis
This fitm makes chain saw winch attachments.

Sandvik
They are manufacturers of forestry tools.
guide bars, chain saw tools and ~CC~SSO&S.
“Swedish Forestry Method.”

Fred A. Lewis Co.
40 Betknap Rd.
Medford, OR 97501

Sandvik, Inc.
1702 Nevins Rd.
Fair Lawn, NJ 07410

Lo&e
They are manufacturers of thread-locking
compounda.

Sean
You’ll find accessories, a lumber maker
attachment, and sharpeners in the catalog.

Loctite Corp.
705 N. Mountain Rd.
Newington. CT 06111

Sears,Roebuck&Co.
Farm and Ranch Catalog

Mm.0.Tronic
They manufacture chain saw ignition-testing
equipment.

SkiIcmp.
This company manufactures professional air
and electric impact wrenches. and shop tools for
chain saw mechanics.

Mere-0.Tronic Insuumenu
215Bra”chSt.
Almont. MI 48003

ski1 Corp.
5033 EIston Ave.
Chicago, IL 60630
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They manufacture lq+@r tape. felling and
bucking wedges. and drain saw and logger
L”XXSSOries.
Spencer Prwluctiuu Co.
P.O. Box 224
Pullman. WA 99163
us. General Supply
This is a large mail-order tool supply company, with various chain saw accessoriesfor sale.

portable, electric. saw

J.C. Whitney Co.
1917.19Archer Ave.. P.O. Box 8410
Chicago, IL 60680

Windsor Machine Co.
3147 Thunderbird Crescent
Burnaby. llritisb Coluuthia, Canncla
Zip Penn
They are mail.order suppliers of saw chain,
tools, and accessories.

V.I.P. Industries
300 S. Richardson Rd.
Asbland. VA 23005
Walbm
This
buretors.

Whitney
This is another large, weU.known, mailorder too1 supply compauy.

Windsor
They manufacture saw chain. guide bars
(Timber King), tools. and accessories.

U.S. Gzneral Supply
IOUGeneral Place
Jericho. NY 11753
V.I.P.
They manufacture
chain grinders.

Walbm Corp.
CassCity, MI 48726

firm manufactures

chain

saw car-

Zip Penn, Inc.
2008 E. 33rd St., P.O. Box 179
Erie. PA 16512

WHEN
ANAXEISNOT
ENOM
by SteveSmyrer
Log splitters have been on the market for yearu, but until recently they’ve been a rath!:r specialized
tool wed exclusively by professionals. When the energy crunch pushed oil prices up an11wood stove
J&S spiraled, many homeowners started looking r,eriously at commercial splitters. Certainly nobody is
about to predict the demise of the axe. sledge, and wedge. Many folks still cut their entire year’s supply
of fuel wood by band, enjoy it immensely. and have no interest whatsoever in mechanical alternatives.
The commercial splitter has yet to be invented that can simulate the pure joy of chopping wood on a
crisp October afternoon znd stacking it away in warm anticipation of winter’s worst.
On the other hand, sales figures and a proliferation of new manufacturers in the field bear witness
to the steadily increasing number of people who heat with wood and prefer to cut it themselves. but
who lack the time or inclination to do it all by hand. For this group, which often includes neighbors
making a joint purchase. or individuals interested in starting a part-time cordwood business, the
mechanical splitters have been a real boon. It takes most of us the better part of a day to cut, split, and
stack a cord of poplar or apple with a chain saw and wedge. With a paver splitter, the job takes about
half that time.
Woodsplitting devices being sold today are principally of either the hydraulic wedge type or the
SET~Wtype. Tbe latter variety comes as either a relf-powered unit or a bolt-en type that attaches to a
“aztor PTO shaft or to the rear wheels of a car or truck.
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The larger hydraalic nttirr like this go
through n cord of wood on hour with
me. Their heavy-dutymm (IQ tom of
splitting force) makethem the choice
for frequent splilling of exceptionolly
dense,stringy wood.

The hydraulic wedge-type splitter used by most professionals is basically a hydraulic cylinder
forcing a log titrough a splitting wedge, The better models generate about ten tons of splitting force
from heavyduty cylinders and gas engines ranging from lots to eight horsepower. Most manufacturers
offer two sizes of bed (the I.be;ttn or square tubing on which tlte log rests). one for logs up to I9 inches
and another For logs to 26 inches. Cycle times (the time required for the ram to travel to the wedge and
return) for various models range from 12 to 30 seconds. a difference that would be important if you are
in the cordwood business. Most hydraulic splitters can get through a cord of wood in an hour with
no trouble.
As logs are split, they will shift around a bit to follow the grain 0.’ the wood. For this reason, the
forward speed of the hydraulic ram should he slow enough to give the operator time to avoid a mishap.
Some makers offer two-stage hydraulic pumps with thir in mind: the two.stage pump provides fast
speed with low force [or normal operation, then shifts automatically to low speed/high force when
additional presrure ir needed to split tough or gnarled logs.
‘The cost of there hydraulic units ranges from $fiOOfor most of the popular four and five horsepower models up to 51,200 and more for some of the more sophisticated professional versions.
A real breakthrough in the design of commercial wood splitters occurred three years ago with the
debut of the auger screw-type splitter. Designed largely in response to tlte burgeoning farm and home
market, the screw-type splitters are made to penetrate logs up to 28 inches in diameter and literally
screw them apart. In addition to portable, self-powered uniu, the screw-type splitters come in models
that bolt onto auto and truck wheels and tractor PTO shafts. The bolt-on models cost less than the
self-powered splitters ($200 a~ contrasted will $400 and up), but require an adapter if you switch to a
vehicle with different size lug holes on the wheels.
While quite rugged and satisfactory for almost all home-scale splitting requirements, these eightand ninehorsepower units must take a back seat to tlte more powerful hydraulic models when it comes
to continual cutting of dense, stringy woods like locust, elm, and willow.
To use the bolt-on type of screw splitter, you press the log into the turning screw, making sure
each log is offset so that its lower end butts against the ground and prevents the log from spinning.
The threads simpiy pull the log onto the widening screw and split it open, usually in about 10 to
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12 .%c*nds. A dety switch is atrachcd to the engine, allowing the splitw LObe fumed off from the work
al?;,.
AlO,rg with the :1dv:tacagc of olxwting
indcpcndcntly of pr0l~lcin.pranc small engines and
hydraulic aystwtls, rhc bi>ltwl suc’w permits the oper:ttor to split, large, hc:ivy logI wifhout lifting lhem
ulf the ground. The s~lf.powered ‘rcrew units, on the other Ir:md, do not require jacking up your czar
OF truck every titne you need to do some splitting.
HOW do you determine which type is right for you? It depends l;qely on what kind of wood you
work wi:h most often. If you’re splitting nonstringy wood like ash, hcech, maple, birch. apple. OTany
WOOLthat splits cleanly with a wedge or an axe, you should prohahly lean toward the screw-type
splitters, which are generally faster and less expensive than the hydraulic units. If you’re splitting
h%wy, dense, ztld stringy wood like black gum. elm. locwt, yellow birch, ha&berry, oak or any wood

How much sbotdd you pay for a splitteri
Don’t he fooled by price-the
least expensive
machine
you can buy is the unit that fits the requirements
of your work.
Buy a mwbine
that’s smaller than you
Buying a unit that’s larger than you need is
need, and you’re going to spend your ravings in repairs,
wasteful in that you‘re spending
mow than you have to in order to get the job done.
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When shopping, beware the dealer who stocks one or two models and tells you that his machines
will do anything. How doe he knuw? Has he ever split wood? If you’re going to buy a splitter, find a
de&r wh” has paid his dues. someme who has split and burned a lot of wood, and who knows the
dilkrence between a sledgehammer and a splitting maul.
There is no one machine that will do everything. The inexperienced dealer or manufacturer may
try to peauttde yuu that his equipment will handle whatever you’re splitting. A good dealer will
dem”nstrate his ~mdttct thonmehlv. and wrhaos even let you use it for a week. Who knows. you may

SOURCES
OFCOMMERCIAL
WOOD
SPLlTiERS
Hydrdic

Wedge Typer

Mighty Mac
This unit c”mes in 5 and 7 h.p. models.
Amerind-MaeKissic, Inc.
Box 111
P;trkerf”rd, PA 19547
Hydra-Splitter
Available in a 4 h.p. unit, the Model 26 TM
hooks to tract”r hydraulics.
Didier Mfg. Co.
BOX 163.6630 Industrial Dr.
Fianksville, WI 53126

Lkkity Splitter
This model is available from:
Piqua Engineering, Inc.
Box 605
piqua, OH 45336
Futura Enterprises
West Bend. WI 53095

Power King Tractors
This firm markets tractor-mounted hydra”.
lit splitters.
Engineering Products Co.
1525 E. Ellis St.
Waukerha. WI 33186
Famum Lag Spfftca
Farnum Companies, Inc.
Box 12666
Omaha, NE 68112
FUItUti
Futura Master Corp.
5069 Highway 45 South
West Bend. WI 53095
Woodsman
G.S.I. Corp.
Box 39
Jackson, WI

53037

Hottseh”ld Wood.Splitter
Box 143
Jefferwnville, VT 03464
Screw Tyfws

Hlw sale.5&service
Toledo. OH 43601
Lbldff splittar
Tbw splitters wtne in a 3 h.p. compact
size, and 5 h.p. two-stage model; both have a
fractor-mount option.
Lindig Splitters
I873 W. Couery Rd.
St. Paul. MN 55112

Stickfer
This splitter can be wheel-mounted or run
from a tractor PTO.
Taos Equipment Manufacturers
Box 1565

Taos, NM

87571

Bark Buster
This is a self-powered screw-type splitter.

FIV ;md Assodxtes. Inc.
I855 Airpwt Rd.
Mmrtield, OH +I’#3
Quick split
This self-powered splitter comes in 5 and R
h.p. models.
Trms America Power Equipment. Inc.
X508 Washington St.
Chagrin Falls, OH 44022
Baby Splitter
This self-powered portable splitter is available as an 8 h.p. model or :t tractor PTO-driven
unit.
Derby Splitter
nox21
Rumson, NJ Oii80
The Unicorn
‘This is a wheel.mounted or bolt.on splitter.

Tharkery Co.

Nortech Splitter
This company offers a self-powered 8 h.p.
splitter.
Nortech Corp.
Midland Park, NJ 07432
Knotty Wood Splitter
This unit is driven by a tractor PTO.
Knotty \\‘ood Splitter Co.
Route 66
Urbn,n, CT 0624X
0th~~ Splitters
Pokrandt Splitter
This is a tractor.mounted combittation cord.
wood saw and wood splitter.

MATCHING

THE SPLITTER WITH THE WOOD

Clean and Easy.to-Split Woods

Stringy, Hard-to-Split Woods

Hemlock. ash. be&. poplar. hickory, horn.
beat. maple. cherry, apple, aspen, white birch,
spruce. barswod. oak.

Elm, black gum. hackberry, eucalyptus.
pinyou, locust, willow. yellow birch.

For logs up to 19 inches long by 20 inches
wide, use a homeowner screw type splitter.

On logs up to 19 inches long by 18 inches
wide, use a homeowner hydraulic splitter.
(Screw-type units are often inadequate for
these woods).

On logs 19 to 36 inches long by 20 to 30 inches
wide, use pt3fessiotmI hydraulic or prof,zs.
sional screw-type unit with a minimum “i: R
h.p.

On logs 19 to 36 inches long by 18 to 30 inches
wide. “se a professional hydraulic splitter.
(Screw-type units not recommended for these
WWXIS).
--

Richard Pokrandt hfanufacturing
RD. 3, Box 182
Tamaqua, PA IS252

Jiffy Woodsplitter
This
splitter.

is an

upright,

guidedwedge-type

CR D Distributors, Inc.
Dept. 0. Box 766
Old Saybrook, C-l 06475

Thrust Log Splitter
This is a nonhydraldic horizontal wedge.
Thrwt Mfg.. Inc.
6901 S. Yosemite
Ettglewo”d, co so1 IO

Knacty Wood
They ofFa a tracror.driven cordwood saw.
Knotty Wood Splitter Co
Route 66
Hebron, CT 06248
Woodland Splitters
P.O. Box 976
Oa4 Brwk, IL 60521
Hand-Operated Hydraulic Splitter

Woodland Spfitrers
P.O. Box 976
Oak Br”ak, IL

60521

Tractor.Mounted
SI Mac Design
9 Vista Verde
Portola Valley. CA

1~ Splitter

94025

SAWMILLEPINPMENT
GauberrSaws
Gaubert maker a series of electric
saw with 500 or 600 millimeter blades
sawing logs and roughcutting lumber.
PTO and three-point-hitch adaptations
available.
A. Gauberi 16700
16700 Rttffec
Bordeaux, France

circular
for both
Tractor
are also

speedy cord saw
This saw will cut hardwood slabs or logs to
8 inches in diameter at the rate of 120 cubic
feet (about a pickup load full) in 30 minutes
time. Three models are available; one trailer.
one tbree+oint.hitch mount. and one on skids.
Speedy Cord Saw
Winona Attrition Mill Co.
1009w. 5th St.
Winona, MN 55987
Mini-Mite
The MinLMite can handle logs up to I8
feet in length.
Equipped with hydrostatic
carriage drive. the unit can produce true dimension lumber with a maximum cut of 41/* inches

Pokrandt
Pokrandr manufactures a tractor-mounted
combination cordwood saw and wood splitter.
The saw is driven off a tractor PTO; the woodsplitter is powered by the tractor’s hydraulic
system. Units may be purchased separately.
Richard Pokrandt Mfg.
RD 3, Box 182
Tamaqua, PA 18252

by 121/, inches. The saw is designed to be towed
with a pickup and can be set up on the site in
45 minutes.
Mini-Mite Transportable Sawmill
International Enterprises of America, Inc.
3931 N.E. Columbia Blvd., P.O. Box 20427
Portland, OR 97220

!

Meadows Portable Mill
Easily moved and set up, the Meadows No. 1
mill features a 15 foot carriage on four sets of
roller bearing travelers, 6 inch wheels, and a
48 inch blade.
Meadows Portable Sawmill
North Wilkesboro, NC 28659

B&w
B&w
offers a variety of power sawmill
equipment, including two sizes of sawmills, a
self-feed rip saw, and a chain saw grinder. The
smaller mill handles logs up to 18 inches in
diameter, 14 feet in length, while the large mill
will take a 36 inch diameter, 24 foot log.
Beisaw Power Tools
4103 Field Bldg.
KansasCity, MO 84111
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Glen.Bcl’s Country store
Rr. 5
Croswille. TN 38555
LSWCdO

The Saw and Emery Laredo Model SEL.005
rcqtdrcs 3 to 5 h.p.. and is available in two
models: with stationary engine or three-point
tractor PTO. The saw (14 inches in diameter)
and the emery (12 inches diameter) will reach a
maximum 2,200 rpm.
Laredo, S.A. lndustria e Comercio
Rus 1 de Apto, I I.67
I?.IOll ikmru (SP), Mraril

WINCHES
Fulton 900
F&ton’s 900 Series winches are available
with rated load capacities of 1,000. 1,5OU.and
2,500 pounds. Special features include a Load.
Lot automatic brake system and large drum
diameters for use with steel cable.
Fulton Mfg. Co.
1912S. Eighty-second St.
Milwaukee. WI 53219
Lug AR

Lug All maker cable ratchet lever winch.
hoists in % to 3 to” capacities. Designed to lift,
~“11. lower.
bend. or stretch in anv notitian and
;t any angle, Lui All winch~hoist; ire available
with all types of hnaks and with cable lengths
up to 50 feet.
Lug All
538 Lancaster Ave.
Haverford, PA 19041
Forestry Suppliers, Inc.
Box 8397
Jackwn. MS 39204
supcrwi”ch
These 12-volt electric winches come in 12
different models. The rrinches bolt on to a
vehicle’s bumper and draw power from the
battery.
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Trewhella Monkey Winch
Designed for p”lli”g II,) trees and hedges,
and for 1a11rlclearing, the aMonkey Winch is
strong and light and has two speedsand a reverse
gear. A lightweight model, the Spacemaker. is
recommended for pulling, lifting, and clearing
small trees. The iMonkey Wire Strainer for
mending broke” fences or stretching new wire is
also avaibtble.
Trcwhella SMorlkeyWinch
‘1’rewhe1l;1H,os., Ltd.
Rolfe Street. Smethw~ick
Warley. Wext Midlm~ds, 866 2HA, U.K
Snsgen

Stage” makes all-purpose winches in 2, 5.
and 15 to” canacities. A” ;twomatic safetv brake
handle holds the load itt any position.
SasgenDerrick Co.
3101 W. Grand Ave.
Chicago, IL 60622
Tirfor
The Tirfor is a fully portable pulling-lifting
or lowering “tnchine tlw citn be “sed for many
pwposes, inchiding tree felling. It can iacrease
the h”mu~ elfort by “p to R3 timer.
Tirfor Lifting & Pttllblg Machines
Tirfor, Ltd.
Halfway. SheRield S19 5GZ, U.K.
Fulton General Purpose Winches
Fulton winches come in load capacities ranging from 900 to 1,500 pounds; all feature a onepiece reinforced frame, two-way ratchets, and
gears of high carbon steel. Also listed in these
catalogs are free-spooling winches, come-along%
a variety of hoists, and screw and mine-type
jacks.
Cumberland General Store
Box 479, RI. 3
Crossville, TN 38555

Lifti

Levalift I I5 Pull Hoist, a general-purpose
pulling machine. can be used for large jobs, such
as extracting trees. It iv available in $4, It/?, 3,
ant1 11/2 ton sizes.
Herbert Morris, Ltd.
P.O. Box 7
Lougl,borough
LEI I IRL. U.K

Wire Strainus/Stretchei~.
useful for mend.
ing broken fences or stretching new wire around
pasts. vary in their pulling and holding capabilitin.
Certain models are for smaller tasks and
uriiirc conventional chain: others require heavy.
duty chain and an be used on many types of
*+e.
G.V. Donald Africa (Ply), Ltd.
P.O. Box I439
Port Eliztbeth 600 S. Africa
Berry-Hill, Ltd.
76 BurweIl R+
St. Thomas, Ontario,

Drivel. Ltd.
Churchbridge,
Ca~ack. St&
Hans Nicolaisen
Box 13
Plainfield, NH

Echo SRM
This is a shoulder-type brush cutter with a
twoxycle engine integrated into the operating
rod. It features a safet:r guard, muffler, and
vibratioadamping
cushions, with a total weigbt
of 6.6 kilograms.

Wks
WSI SJP, U.K.

Echo SRM, Echo Chain Saw Div.
Kiorita Corp. of America
350 W&wright
Northbrook, IL 60062

03761

A winch.powered
conveyor has been developed by the Overaeaa Department
at NIAE to
me+% the nerds o! batian;. prpCucers for a
simple, mechanical carrying 8ytrem tu tran8porr
bananas from the field to the boxing plant. The
conveyor, the department feels, may possibly be
used in other field transpon situations.
Powered either by hand or electric winch, it
include8 branch lines, ravine crossings, transfer
rails, and switch points. A booklet describing
the whole system and its components is available
from the Overseas Department of the NIAE.
Tropical Agricultural
Engineering Information
overseas Department
National Institute of AgriculturaI
Engineering
Siboe, Bedfordshire, U.K.
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03781

POWER
SMHES

B66 2BA, U.K.

Heavy-Duty Shrub PuBa
Anchoring this tool to the ground

Project Equipment, Ltd.
Rednal Ind. Estate
Onvestry. Salop, UK
Hans NicoIaisen
Box 16
Plainfield. NH

Canada

Trewhella Bras., Ltd.
R&e St., Smethwick
Warley, West Midlands

the operator graps the shrub. cotton stalk.
thistle, sorghum or maize roots. or young tree in
the jaws of this tool, and removes the stem by
pulling back on the tall handle. No bending
is involved.
The maximum jaw opening is two
inches.

by foot,

CeCoCo Power Scythe
Shoulder- or knapsack-mounted
scythe fea.
tures a 1.2 h.p., two.cycle engine that is independently
suspended for minimum
vibration
and hettt. Circular blade automatically
stops
rotating when it come8 in contact with a stone
or other obstacle. Weight: 11 kilograms.
CeCoCo Power Scythe
P.O. Box 6, Ibaraki City
Osaka Pref 567 Japan
Stibl Brush Cutters
Stihl produces a complete line of power
brush cutters ranging from the wry light FSI50
m the professional FS202. Larger models are
available with either two-cycle or electric engines.
The variety of available cutting tools includes
brush knives, grass trimmers,
chipper
tooth
blade, and scratcher tooth blades.

WOODt.OT AND ORCHARD MANAGEMENT
H?!YqV”‘“”

Virfqinin Bearl~. VA

151 New World Way
South Plainfield, NJ

28455

07080

ORCHARD
HARVESTING
EQUIPMENT

Andreas Stilt1 Maschittenfabrik
Postlach 64
7% Wttiblittgett. West Germany

Comet Industries
25 Washington Ave.
Kichmond, IN 47374

Friend Orchard Equipment
Their canvas bags and buckets are durable
barvesting bags for all kinds of fruit, including
special designs for peaches and easily bruised
apples. Picking straps and picking harness are
tdso avai:ab:e separately.
Orcbardkraft
wood ladders are designed
especially for fruit harvesting: they have a wide
tlarc bottom and are well balanced. Available
in open top style, pointed top style and threepoint step ladders. Also have extraatrong
PIUminum ladders. Other harvesting equipment is
also available.

Rowco Brushking

Friend Mfg. Corp.
Gasport. NY 14067

Kyoritsu Power Scythe
Kyoritsu Noki Co., Ltd.
Seiwa Lbd.. l-6-8
Nirbirbinjuku.
Sbinjuku-ku
Tokyo 160, Japan
HoEcu Power Scythe

Rowco Mfg. Co., Inc.
48 Iherald
Keene. NH 08431
Alpina Rntsb Cutters
There are three models, ranging from 1.5
to 2.5 b.p., and they cati he used by the homeowner or the professional.

Maktefot, Ltd.
!? Hadekalim St.
Hod Hasharon, Israel

Alpbra %?.A.
91015 Conegliano
S. Vendcmiano (TV), Italy
Alpina North America
Mr. H.J. Hutcbinson
Box313
Trail, British Columbia

VIR

4L6. Canada

Hu.qvama
clea?fltg saw
Accessories for this power saw include a
harness for the operator. and two sizes of blade
guard. The engine is a two-stroke. singlecylinder, air-co&d
model, and weight without barnws or transport blade guard is 10.6 kilograms.
Husqvarna Vapenfabriks
Husqvama, Sweden

Maktefot Picker
This is a lightweight
pole.and.sleeve-type
picker designed to cut stems at exactly the
proper length, and thus minimize spoilage. The
aluminum rod telescopes to 12 millimeters. with
tbe woven linen chute having internal baffles to
cusbiorr the fruit fall.

AB

Pflttcki Fruit Gatherer
Tbe Pflucki Fruit Gatherer, a small polemounted
unit appropriate
for cherries and
plums, snags the fruit stem in a set of metal
tines and drops the fruit into a small plastic box.
~Metallwarenfabrik
Naegeli AG
P.O. Box CH-8594
Guettingen. Switzerland
Pole Pi&r
This pole-mounted avocado
with a nylon bag to catch fruit.
on any size pole. A collapsible
that exiends for several meters

picker. equipped
can he mounted
aluminum pole
for tall t=e% as
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T~icbsir Ltd. bfet:d Works
!xc HnrnhKh SC.
Ha!aj,jn !uduswi;tl Center. Israel

Felli I~ridone
Villafrat~c;~ Verone
Via A. Xfesredaglia, 20, Itzaiy

Pinw

Cumberland
Fruit Picker
blade from galvanized
wire, this
picker attaches to any round-ended pole.

Cogliulive (Olive Pluckers)
These pliers hare a patented rolling device
which aliows them to slide along branches to har-
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Depending ott the type 01 lix%ock utd the
artd
number of artim&
or birds a farmer
raises, equipment may be a large expenditure or
a rehtivel)
snmll one. A handy fanner can
build his owti pens, coops, fences, feeders, and
snxdl buiidings.
The following
sources carry most of the
equipment in which you might be interested for
raising poultry, rabbits, pigs, cows. or horses.

A variety
of feeders, waterers, hog equip
men& nursing equipment,
and poultry cquipment is offered.
The Pearson Bras. Co.
P.O. Box 192
Galva, II. 61134
They offer a wide variety of specific equip
ment for m*st farm wimals, a large assortment
of wterinary
supplies, feeders, waterers. trans.
porting
equipment.
and related agricultural
supplies.
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GENERAL
SOURCES
OFLIVESTOCK
EQUPMENT
Brewer Mfg. Co.
640 S. Fifth St.
Quiwy. IL 62301
~,.,.~~

..~.

A wide range of rabbit-raising
rabbits. and books are offered.

Somheast Mfg. Co.. Inc.
Route 2 Box 275
Japli”. MO tic1801
They carry stock racks for transporting small
animals in pickup trwks and large portable hay
reeden;.

They manufacture

portable

hay feeders.

Wadler Mfg. Co., Inc.
Route 2 Box 76
Galena, KS 66739

stock

metal

hutches

and

drinking

Nasco Agricultural
Sciences
901 Janesville Ave.
Fort i\tki”son. WI 53538
Feeders are available.

They carry oilers. livestock
ers, assorted chutes. and crates.

scales. hay feed-

WLC Co.. inc.
Sedlia, IN 56067

WLC Co., Inc.
Sedalia, IN 46067
Nest boxes, feeders, waterers,
are available.

and hutches

lNTERNATlONAL
SOURCES
OFRABBITSUPPLIES

They have a wide variety of feeders, farrow
ing crates. stock tanks, and gates.

INTERNATIONAL
SOURCES
OF
GENERAL
LIVESTOCK
EQUIPMENT
Ets Louis Teilier
Athi&kxtsLaon
OXI Lao”, France

Self-Sufficiency and Small-Holding
The Old Palace. Priory Road
Wells, Somerset BA 3 ISY, U.K.

Supplies

Waterers; cage-size hay racks.

NORTHAMERICAN
SOURCES
OF
SUPPLIES
FORCOWS,CALVES,
ANDDAIRYING
American Village Lnstimte
440 Meyers St.
Kcttk Fa!ls, WA 9914!
They offer a butter churn, batter molds, and
n butter paddle.

YKA a.a.s.
36066 Sandrigo (VI)
lt-dly
This company offers equipment
for smallto large-scale livestock raising, including poultry,
rabbits, cattle, and swine.

NORMAMERICAN
SOURCES OFRAEIll SUPPLIES
Bass Equipment Co.
Box 352
Mom% MO 65708
They handle
equipment.

Mother’s General store
Box 506
Flat Rock, NC 28730
They
tubes.

Tomsicek Mfg. Co.
1419 Adams Blvd.
Ithaca, NE 68033

equipment,

a full

Maple Grove Rabbit Far”
Chadsey Rd.
Pownal. ME 04069

line of rabbit-raising

Belknap, Inc.
Box 28
Louisville, KY

40201

This company ma”“fa&res
halters, leaders,
feeders, weaners, kickers, dehorners, and bells.
Chore-Boy Division
Gloay and Co. Inc.
Cambridge City, IN
They carry milking

47327
sys:ems.

Countryside Catalog
Route 1. Box 239
Waterloo. WI 53594
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Feeders and brouders catt be ordered.

New Ddphor Mfg. co.
Delphns, OH

45844

They have a variety of feeders, waterers,
metal ~te.str.and vent accessories.
lIonson Fuml
P.O. Bux 12565
C&tmbus, OH

Self.Sufftciency and Small-Holding
The Old Palace, Priory Road
dells. Somerset BA 5 ISY, U.K.

Supplies

Feeders, poultry houses, and identification
equipment can be found here.
43212

They o&r
feeders, incubators.
brooders,
cages, poultry pickers, chicks, pigeons. pheasants,
waterfowl. quail. doves, books, and aviary accessuries.

NORTHAMERICAN
SOURCES
OFSHEEP
SUPPLIES
Belknap. Inc.
P.O. Box 28
Louisville, KY

40201

They carry shears.
Sears. Raebuck & Co.
Farm tmd Ranch Catalog
They 1% feeden. waterers,
nest% ctuttms, chickens, ducklings.
mallards.

steel poultry
goslings, and

Stromberg’s Pets Unlimited
59 Lakes Route
Pine River. MN
56474
They carry feeders. waterers, incubators.
chicken pluckers. chicks, bantams, ducklings.
goslings, and boolw.
Productions Master S.A.
Apartado Postal 74.057
Calzada de flalpan
1606
Mexico 13, D.F.

IRlERtlATIONAl
SOURCES
OFPOULTRY
SUPPLIES
CeCoCo
P.O. Box 8. Ibaraki city
Ooakp Pref. 567, Japan
They have egg washers and sorters.
Dalton Supplies, Ltd.
Nettlebed, Henley on Thames
Oxon. U.K.
They carry marking equipment.
PAL, Ets. P. Lecieux & Cie
nteduRiez
591 I2 Annueullin, France

Columbia Cutlery Co.
P.O. Box 123
Reading. PA 19603
They have a variety of sheep shears.
Countryside Catalog
Rt. L, Box 239
Waterloo, WI Xi594
They have shears and wool cards.
K RcK Mfg., Inc.
Kogers. MN
55374
They carry Nursette
and tube assembly parts.

lamb feeders, nipples,

Nasca Agricultural
Sciencefi
901 Jane&lle
Ave.
Fort Arkinuon, WI 535%
They
offer marking
equipment,
cards,
halters, blankets, nursing supplies. castrators.
lambing instruments, and a variety of shears.

INTERNATIONAL
SOURCES
OFSHEEP
SUPPLIES
Dnlton Supplies, Ltd.
Nettlebed, Henley on Tbames
Oxon. U.K.
They have lamb-bar feeders, lambing instr-wtnents. ram harnesses, ewe-bearing
retainers.
and castration rings.
Kumaon Nursery
Ramnagar
Nainital. U.P. India
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Shears and shepherd’s crooks are available.

They carry shears.
R.A. i.irter Agricultur;d,
Ltd.
Dunlry
Gioucenrershire GL I I .lHS, U.K.
Electric- or engine-powered
available.
Wf-Sufficiency and Small-Holding
The Old Palace, Priory Road
\Veils. Eomrrwt 5.45 ISY, U.K.

sheep shears are

NORTH
AMERICAN
SOURLES
OF HOGSUPPLIES
Supplies

Belknap, Inc.
P.O. Box PP,
Lcuirville. KY

4fl%ll

SOURCES
OFBEEKEEPING
EQUIPMENT

They
tquipnmn.

hnve feederi

holders,

and marking

Feeders are available.
Winon;t Attrition Mill Co.
1OO!lW. Fifth St.
\Vinon;t, MN
55987

fwnwer Mfg. Co.
610 S. Fifth St.

They ha. e creep feeders.

INTERNATIONAL
SOURCES
OFHOGSUPPLIES
Agromet Motoimfmrt
00.Y50 Warsrawa. ul.
Przemyslowa 26, Poland

P:otettryside C;ttalog
RI. 1. Box 2%
WmTlw
WI 535Y4

Waterers and farrowing

cages are available.

They handle har”esxs.
Dalton Supplies. Ltd.
Netrlebed, Heniey on Thames
0x0”. U.K.

Clmlberlalal General store
Rt. 3. Ru\ ‘I?!)

They have weighbands.
They olfer holders,
urarking equipment.
~;letrRel
RI. 5
Crwville,

feeders, waterers,

and
PAL, Etr. P. Lecieux & Cie
rue do Riei?
59112 Annoetdlin. France

Enterprises
TN

They offer feeding equipment,
farrowinp pens.

YH553

waterers, and

They carry feeders.
Productions Master .%A.
Apartado Postal 74.057
Calzada de Tlalpan 1606
Mexico 13, U.F.

K XcK Mfg., Inc.
Rogers, MN 55374
They have a nurse-ette piglet feeder.
Marring Mfg.
Warhington Court House, OH

They have feedeis and waterers.
43166

They any
a large variety of feeders.
mterem, hog howa, holders. oilers, and scales.

They
“eRsl3.

Montglm?ry Ward
1000 8. Monrw St.
tinltimore. MD 21232
They
handle feeders,
crates, and farrowing stalls.

Self.SuSiciency and Small-Holding
The Old Palace, Priory Rd.
Wells. Somerset BA5 ISY, U.K.
carry

tethering

Supplies

equipment

and bar-

SOURCES
OFBEEKEEPING
EPUIPMENT
waterers,

holding

Dadant and Sons, Inc.
Hamilton. IL 62341

Narro Agriculturai
Science
901 Janerville Ave.
Fort Atkinson. WI 53538

They
have beekeeping
supplies for honey production.

Marking
equipment,
castrators.
holders,
feeders, waterers. and tsales are available.

C;le”-Berr
Rt. 5
Crorsville.

New Delphos Xfg. Co.
Delp!~os. OH
45853

They also have !reekeeping equipment
supplies for honey production.

CaJntry
TN

equipment

and

store

38555
and

role
co.
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Tools for Fish Farming

by Nancy J. Moore

The uses of a farm pond are as varied as its
owners. For some. ponds perfotm the vital fttnction of pmviding water for home and lives:ock.
To many people. the pond is a great source of
recreation and relaxation-rimming.
boating,
and fishing in stumner. and skating in winter.
The pond serves tts a catch basin for pasture
runoff daring rainstorms and is often tbe ooly
mter smtxe for a range area itt the event of fire.
Insurance companies have been known to lower
premium costs for owners of fttrm ponds.
Pond water ir particttlarly
rich in organic
material
when it contains
fish and algae.
Resourceful farmers can use this nutrient-rich
water for crop irrigation,
and benefit from the
fertilizer boost as well. The extra bit of work
and planning
necessary for a successful farm
pond is easily offset by these benefits.

made the logical transition from eating pond
fish to fish culture for ‘be express purpose of
food production,
often on a commercial scale.
They are usually encouraged to go into farming
rainbow trout or channel catfish. The former
species has produced fantastic yields hut requires n large and de[xndable
supply of water
at a constant tempcrntore--a
condition which
citn be met by only a few landowners.
Ca‘fisb
farming is more ttmenshle to most farmers as it
WI prolitably
be cnrried ottt in wttrtn, still
water.
Almost all trout farmers use antibiotics, not
only in disease treattttcnt, but as a prophylactic
mettsttre in tlteir stock’s diet. Use of antibiotic
feeds is increasing in catfish culture, and’mnny
farmers also ttpply chlorinated
hydrocarbon
herbicides as a matter of cottrse. Researchers ttt
tlte New Al&my
Institute in Falmouth, Massachusetts, and at Rodale Resources Incorporated
in Emmatts, Pennsylvania, are seeking alterna.
tives. bowever.
Trout and catfish fanning in the United
States is furtber characterized by monoculture
and heavy feeding. The latter will almost always
increase production
and may be necesnary in
Inrgc.scale commercial fish culture, but it certnittly is not necessary to produce yields appro.
priittc for personal, family, or community
we.
Asian fish cttlturists
produce
thousands of
potutdr of iood lisb wbicb derive their nutrients
essentially through organic pond fertilization
or
enrichment from surrounding famtland. through
cut grass, vegetable tops, or other such inexpensive feeds. Similar systems are beginning to
evolve irt Africa. where considerable sttccess has
been achieved with community
tisb ponds
stocked chiefly witb herbivorous tilapia.
The direct or indirect utilization
of organic
wastes by fishes is by no means the only way in
wbicb fish ponds can contribute to the recycling
capacity of a farm’s ecosystem. Excess fish or fish
too small for human consumption may be com-

ANlNTlUlUUCTlON
TOAUUACULTURE
by William

0. Mclarney,

Ph.D.

The best argument for aquaculture is baled
on the evwincreasittg
need for protein foods.
Fish and aquatic invertebrates are e@icient food
converter& capable of producing more protein
per ttnit area from the same amount of food
than tlteir warmblooded
counterparts.
The
quality of protein is the highest available from
animals and is the lowest in fat content.
The farm pond is osttally stocked with largemouth bass and bhtegills. and is designed to pro.
vide sport Wing with food as a fringe benefit.
Even when managed with recwation in m&Id, the
farm pond has been shown to produce a substantial amottnt of edible fish and, it is my belief
that. properly managed, it could become a really
significant factor in the nourishment
of many
families.
More than a few American farmers have
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oxyptt quite often will result iu fish kills. And
with intensive fish culture, sm;tIl deficiet~cies or
esrewr (ittt rapidly reach dattgerous proportions.
‘I‘bere are several companies which manufxturr
chentic;d testing kits for under $50, utd
,me rompwy “4etrf;lrtltres
il mett?r for meitsuring dissolved 0xyge.b for a bit over $100.
Scvcrtd compm~ier tuam~facture water test
equipment. but ir is generally ~:sigted for precire’researcf~ work, so prices tend to he high. For
example.
Inborntoryquality
oxygen
meters,
accurate to rettth, of a part per million, start at
$500. However. tfle Garcia is designed for fisher.
nets, is less ~CCLNXC but ~tcctw~te enough, and
costs a little over $100 (19ii price).
The other option for farm pond water testing is to use chemical kits. ‘They require more
time, to mix solutions and add chemicals to water
mtt~ples. but they are much less expensive. The
~ttetttic~tlr are premeasorcd itt little packets called
pillo~wr to make the procedure as expedient and
simple as pouible.
Chemical test kits are available to tt~e~rttre dissolved oxygett, pH. nitrogen
a”“onia.
hardne*. co,, ;md many other factors.
Gaxcia D.O. Meter
The Diswlved Oxygen meter is available
Garcia Dissolved Oxygen Meter
329 Alfred Ave.
Teaneck. NJ 07666

from:

Test Kit@
Chemical test kits are available from:
La Matte Chemical Productr Co.
P.O. Box 329
Chestertow,
MD 21620
Hacb Chemical Co.
P.O. Box 19
Loveland, CO 80537

AERAVON
LMOS
fish deaths occur becauseof an oxygen
deficiency. Excessive aIg;re and weed growth may
rob ponds of oxygen, and the ammonia produced
by fish waste prc~Iuc~ts seriously affects water
quality.
Decomposing
plant and animal ma-

FOR FlS” FARM,NG

terials may also contribute to oxygen loss and
wemonia buildup.
Aeration equipment
offers
relief from oxygen deficiency and excessammonia
problems.
Aerators can be divided into two main ctttegories, mechanical aerators and agitators which
transfer atmospheric oxygen into water, and
diffusers, which are tubes that introduce oxygen
bubbles into the water under its surface. Anyone
who has seen an aquarium filter in operation
knows flow this type of aerator works.
Floating mechanical aerators use a pump to
spray sheets of water above the pond’s surface.
This spraying action causes the water to absorb
oxygen, aids in the removal of carbon dioxide
and ammonia. and also may slightly lower water
temperatures.
Agitators are ttsually equipped
witb paddles wbicb stir the water. causing it to
oxygenate at the surface.
These positive features are clouded by a few
disadvantages as well. Floating
aerators and
agitators should not be in operation while any
one is boating or fishing because they present an
electrical hazard. They also obstruct the natural
look of the pond. Some companies have manttfactored aerators with decorative spray patterns
in an effort to turn this negative feature into
tin attribute.
Diffusers, on the other hand, oxygenate the
water while submerged, so they don’t interrupt
the aesthetics of the landscape or prohibit swimming or boating.
Because of the equipment
necessary for inttallation,
such a8 air compressors
and nir pttmp~. diffusers are generally a more.
expensive enterprise. Operation 0x11) are getter.
ally ltigher because of a higher power require.
,,lC”,.

SOURCES
OFAERATORS
Air-o-Later
A floating mechanical aerator. the Model
AF-14 has a,totally submersible t/s h.p. (115 volts,
7 amps under full load), stainless steel, electric
motor which moves 350 gallons of water per
minute, and comes with a 50.foot cord. Shipping
weight: 35 pounds.
Air.o-Later (Div. of Roycraft Industries)
8100 Paseo St.
Ransas City, MO 64131
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_.L’ftis unit is it ccmmic tfilhtrer.ae~ttor.
m
m;w&r*u*c*
sti~tes *hi11 it single ottit is suni.
cicttt IO ~ter~tte it I. to 2.acre I;tkc II! to 25 feet
deep. Ttte dilturing
cylinder is 2.25 inches in
diameter ;tttd 9.5 inches long. It will r:ircolate
wter to :t radius of 20 to 30 feet at the p0nd
surface. Additional cq0ipment needed for opera.
tion arc it buried electric line with an outlet
socket. 21waterproof pump ftouse on ii concrete
slab, an air pump, WNI copper tubing. Overall
life of tbc unit is estintaterl at IO years.

wlCch oxygen twnrfer can t:tkc place. The water
jet propcfs witter enough to carry it above the
IWICF surl;~e. tmtking a rise in the pond. The
wittcr tite~t Ilows back upott itself and is cottvertecl to a ftorirottt;d flow 360 degrees around
the rising column.
Scflrattml. Inc.
!lOf E. ‘Virginia
West Chester. PI\
Hoatcyclc

19380

Company

Boa:~+? co.
P.O. Box 494
Henderron. TX

75652

Crescent Agitators
Crescent manufactures agitators in a variety
of sizes for everything from small hauling and
holding tanks to outdoor ponds. Beth indoor
2nd outdoor models are available.
Crescent Mfg. Co.
P.O. Box 3303
Fort Worth. TX
76105

Air Jet Aerator
The makers of the Air Jet manufacture
various kinds of agitation equipment.
In this
aerator, air is drawn down through a tube to a
propeller and broken up into tiny bubbles. The
water level will not alter the effectiveness of the
unit. Models for borh transport and pond aeration are powered by I IO.volt. I/~ h.p., fanaoled,
continuous-duty ball hearing motors.
Commerce Welding & Mfg. Co.. Inc.
2200 Evanston St.
DaIIar, TX
75208
Fresh-F10
In this Lcntrifugai
action aerator, a propelbimpeller
draws water into the unit and

initiates a tremendous force. Water is pawd
through slots above the water line, and sheets of
water are sandwiched with open air. This
aerator is mounted on pipes, floats, or overhead
installations
and provides a continuous circula:ion pmcess.
Fresh-Flo Corp.
Rt. 1
Adell. WI
53001
GenAIRator
This diffuser-aerator
will aerate and circulate 6.000 gallons of water per hour (100
gallons per minute). and add 50 f~~?ds of
oxygen to the water per day. The IA h.p. motor
has a thenno protector which shuts the motor off
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Kembro. Inc.
P.O. 50% 205
Sleguon, WI

McDonald

53092

Oxidator

Miuo-por
This air difiuserarator
consists of ABS
tlwn~oplastic
tubing containing
approximately
1,000 microscopic holes per linear foot, As air is
introduced through the tubing at low pressure,
it seeps out through the
tiny pores along the
entire length of the Micro-por pipe. Available in
ICJIJ-foot coils or in Noor straight lengths with
.~~_,~
~~~
~,~-..
__r

__.
Onerbi&
Aeration Systestts
These cotnpact 1. 2. 3 and 5 horsepower
Iloatinp; mechanical aerators are -&signed to boprow water c#ity
in fish ponds by itxreasing
the supply of dissolved oxygen available to the
fish and by o&&g
the water to distribute
dib
ul\~cul oxygeen to vari”ta depths.
With aeration. fish can be stocked more
heavfly. reach eaing size faster. and are less
wlnerable to diseases and parasites.
Otterbine aerator are installed by floating
them into position in the Pond. and mooring or
anchoring them in place. An underwater power
cable leads to on-shore electrical service. The 1
and 2 horsepower models require either 115 or
230 volt single-phase power; the 3 and 9 horsepwer models require 230 or 460 volt three.phase
paver.
All Otterbine
aerators are warranted condition.dlly against defects in materials mcl labor
for ooe htll year from date of delivery.
Rodale Resources inc.
57fi North St.
Eo- wu.PA
18049

Vttbn’s
model No. 12 has a 12.volt, ball
bearing,
totally
enclosed motor.
with
con.
tinuowduty,
replaceable brushes. Domes are
available For splash.free operation,
and it requires 3t/a amps at half-paddle.
Model No. 10
has a f.J.amp. alternating current motor which
operate” at a stow@t speed.
V&an Aerator Co.
N. I IS. W. 18850 Calrregie Dr.
Germantown. WI
53022
Xodar Corporation
Xodar’s Model 360 is a submersed aeration
diffuser. The air Row volume is very low in
order to achieve sufficient dirrharge pressure to
produce an effective bubble swarm for the desired
maximum oxygen-towater
transfer.
xodar carp.
Powder Hi!1 Dr.
Lincoln, RI 02865

FEEDING
Two conditions encourage the ose of supplemental feeding of farm pond fish: when the
stocking density is higher than what would oCCUr
naturally
and thus exceeds the oatural food
supply. and when an increased growth rate is
desired. High-protein,
pelleted commercial feeds
satisfy both conditions and are available at most
local feed stores.
Feed pellets are in either Boating or sinking
form. Floating pellets permit the farmer to
watch his fish feeding. He can check aowth as
well as gauge what amount to feed. The activity
with which fish feed is indicative of their health;
hea’thy fish feed actively.
Sinking pellets insure that smaller, more
:iinid fish are fed also. Every Gsh will eat. not
only the big, aggressive fish cruising the water
surface. Often pond owners use a combination
of floating and sinking feed to reap the kdit~
of both.
Feeding habits are species-specific.
Thus, fish farmers should select feed according
to recommendations
for the variety they are
raising.
Fish feeds come with different
protein
ratios: sele:tion depends upon how extensive the
feeding program is. If commercial feed is used
only to supplement the fishes’ natural diet, a
lower protein ratio (25 to 30 percent) is used.
If it is the major portion of the diet, then a
higher protein ratio (30 to 40 percent) is recootmended.
Many pond owners feed their fish by hand.
This method is economical, but requires that
the owner always be present at feeding time.
Purchasing an sutomatic commercfaf feeder can
easily involve, an investment of $100 or more.
The simplest feeder is a floating ring which
merely confines food to one spot rather than
having it float all over the Pond. A design carrying the floating ring idea one step further is
described in the following build-it-yourself
plan.
If yoo have decided to feed by hand, this feeder
can make the venture easier while utilizing ftcd
more effectively.

BUILD-IWIIRSELF
FEEDER
This feeder can be used with both sinking
and floating feeds. While sinking pe!lets drop
into a sloped screen tray, floating feed remains
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down on Wd

FISH FEEDER
Materials Required
QTY

SIZE PCDESCRIPTION

2

%” x 24” x 21/” Pine

2

%“x38”x2t~“Pine

2
2

%” x 21” x Zt/4” Pine
3h” x 37” x 21/4” Pine

1

44” x 2S” Aluminum
Plastic Screening

1

8” Strap Hinge

14

2”-#8

Wood Screws

Staples or Tacks
Marine Varnish
L
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PURPOSE
Frame
Frame
Floating
Frame
or

Tray
Bottom

SOURCES
OFCOMMERCIAL
FEEDERS
A uwnber of commercial fccderr arc wail.
able which automatically
dispcnsc feed at timed
intervals, while others feed Iby demand.
E-Z Feed
The E-Z Feed is an automatic feeder with :I
time-controlled
dirprnsing apparatus. Any type
of dry food can be wzd, and the hopper will
hold 40 to 50 [,ounds. This atn~unt shouid be
sufficienr for 6 to 8 weeks for a I- to 2.acre pond.
Suggested installation
is over the deepest water
up to but not exceeding a depth of 10 feet.
Larger or smaller hoppers are available upon
request.
If no electricity
is available at the pond
479

Uug-Eater and Security Light
I’his model is coatrolled
by a pIlOt Cell
which turns it on at dusk and ofi at dawn. It is
easily plugged into any standard I IO-volt outlet,
~21~1:I direct ~wrent operating unit will permit
op~ra:ion where alternating current is not available. A specially designed wire blade rotates
r;tpidly and cripples insects attracted to the light,
scattering them into the water below. The unit
ciiuws no inset buildup or odor, and operating
costs xe leir. t!mn I cent per day (in i917).

SECTS
. . . ANUNTAPPED
RESUURCE
by Andy Merkowsky
Insects are a naru~~tl reswrce man has yet to utilize to full potential.
For most people, bugs are
bothersome pests, but viewed differently, they are an excellent source of protein. The protein content
of insects is high: some contain more than 00.percent protein. T!rey live almost everywhere WKI have
tremendous reproductive
ability.
The squeamishness of most Western rociaies prohibits human consumption of insects. A more
easily accepted method of utilizing insects is to recycle them through other animals. They can be
incorporated
into pelleted fish feeds or dropped directly into the pond with the aid of a bug light
suspended over the pond. Fish congregate under these traps to feed. The high protein content of the
4.51

DICK’S
BUG
MACHINE*

rkine

tid nails

CONSTRUCTION

3. Place the remaining piece of plywood against the 0pCn cud tllrougll wllich the fail C%ll~lUstS.
Xark the location and size of the exhaust on the plywood, then ~emwe the plywood and c8.t
out the exhaust hole, Next, cut a similar-sired hole in the bottom of the tin can and secure it
over the exhaust hole with three I/~ inch #6 screws. Finally. nail the plywood to the box,
using 6d nails.
another open4. Cut four 8 inch square pieces of ah inch plywood. Nail them together forming
ended box. Cut an 8 inch length of 1 by I. Nail it across one open end of this box, so the
light socket can be clamped to it, with the bulb inside tbc box.
5. Secure the light box to the fan box, using small corner irons or ii hotnemnde mounling, as
shown in the f>boto.

Dick’s Bug Mackine,

exploded

oiew.
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7. For an suronratic feed of insects into ywr pond, replace the stocking trnp with an elbow tuLe
direft@tl l”wLrd the w;rtc!r.
8. Plug in the ii&t and fan. A 4Owatt bulb will provide adequate Ii&t.

-

ME CULTURE
+htxe iwe iuauy itdrautages to raising iish in
a@.
Cqq confinenenr
means fish can be
grown in stmnrts and rapidly moving water without any fear of losing them ~10 the natural
environment.
Feed waste is greatly reduced since
the feeding is concentrated in a very small area.
Because the movement of the fish is restricted.

they do not need much feed to survive. They
just eat and growi Monitoring
fish growth and
health is greatly simplified, and the threat of
predators is reduced. For ,+ 100.percent harvest,
the cages are simply lifted from the water-no
fishing, draining, or seining (harvesting with a
drag net) is necessary.

CARES:
A NEW
APPROACH
TOFISH
CULTURE
Fish culture is XI ancient art, but several new approaches have been developed in recent years.
One of the more interesting developments is sage culture. Using this approach, the great numbers of
farm pamis that would otherwise lay idle hecause they are without drains or contain stumps that make
them impassible to seine, can now be utilized. Floating cages in these ponds can produce fish at a cost
much lower than store prices for fresh fish. Cage culture does not interfere with the other pond uses:
the pond can still be used for watering cattle, irrigating crops, or recreation.
Stocking rates in cages are amazingly high. For a cage measuring one cubic meter it is recommended that dt least 150 fingerlings be stocked. Any less than this and fish may become territorial,
resulting in fighting. Some researchers have successfully raised 500 fish per cubic meter, but a stocking
density of 200 to 250 fish per cubic meter is generally suggerted for most efficient use of cage space.
Cage culture is perhaps the cheapest method of raising fish because pond construction costs can be
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This small company
the buyer’s specifications.

custom-builds

cages to

aL(ir’uUfor”
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Marinovich
Xlarioovich Trawl
P.O. Box 294

once. Dip twfs are efIective
and will not injure Iisb

Co., Inc.

SOURCES
OFHARVESTING
MATERIALS
Commerce Welding and Manufacturing
Company
This company manufactures 3:;n inch, nylon
meal,, double-frame dip nets with two bandle
sizes. The nets have 15 inch widths. Handles
are available in either 12 or 24 inch lengths.

Distributors of Fiih Cages
Act One Supplies
1530 MacArthur Blvd.
Oakland, CA Y4602
Aquatic Co”trol, 1°C.
P.O. Box 100
Sey:uour, IN 47274

Commerce Welding R:Mfg. Co., Inc.
2200 Evanston St.
Dallas, TX
75208

Asrra Chemicals, Ltd.
1004 Middlegate Rd.
Miss&saga, Ontario L4Y 1M4, Canada
John B. Fitzpatrick
214 E. North St.
Dwight, IL 60420
Suppliers of Netting for Homemade
Con Wed Corp.
770 29th Ave. SE
~Minneapolis, MN 55414

Cages

E.I. DuPont De Nemours & Co., Inc.
Specia!ty Markets Div., Film Dept.
Wilmington,
DE 19898
McCrary’s Farm Supply
I14 Park St.
Lonoke. AR 72086
C.E. Shepard Co.
P.O. BOX 9445
Houston, TX
77011

HARVESTING
Any fatm pond venture is only as successful
as its harvesting methods. Getting the fish from
the pond to the table can be approached in a
variety of ways. For the sports-minded
harvester, there is always the angler’s approach. If
the fish don’t bite or if you want faster results,
there are a variety of techniques which employ
nets. Seining the pond and “sing gill nets are
two efficient methods of harvesting fish all at
486

for small barvests

Crescent Manufacturing
Company
Crescent manufactures small dip nets for
tingerlings and minnows. Tbe ttets have 6 to
9 inch bags of ytu inch nylon netting or Y/Sinch
net. Nets are available in widths of IO, 12, 14,
18,20, and 24 in&s with handles 10 to 20 inches
long. Small.mesb nylon seines are manufactured
in depths of 4 to 12 feet and mesh sizes of I/,
3/lls and I/~ inch. Larger mesh wines are offered
in sizes of z/!, 3/4, 1, II/& and 2 inches and in
depths of 6 to 12 feet. Seines are tarred with
black “et bond for added strength.
Crescent Mfg. Co.
P.O. Box 3303
Fort Worth. TX
76105
Duraframe Dipnet
Dip nets come in three shapes, lengths of
31/,, 5, and 6 feet, and mesh sizes of Wo, t/a, s/a,
and 1 inch. Seines are made to the purchaser’s
specifications.
Nets and seines are guaranteed
for a period of one year: frames are handmade,
and those used in cement runways have a second
metal rim to keep the “et lacing from rubbing
and wearing against cement walls.
Duraframe Dipnet
Rt. 2, Box 166
Viola, WI
54664
Nylon Net Company
This firm manufactures
nets. seines, and lead sinkers.

a wide variety

of

Nylon

Net co.

P.O. Box 592
Memphis, TN

3R103

P&or

Farm Industries
The PFI Automatic Fish Harvester models
I-A and 1-B are made of SA inch nylon netting
tied to three &foot pieces of aluminum tuhing.
When combined with a feeding apparatus, the
net will bc released when almost all of the feed
has been eaten. A 12.volt battery is all that is
needed to power the device. Model 2-B is available for mim.ows ad smal! fish. If a customer
is dissatisfied with the units after three weeks, a
full refund ti; given if the system is returned
washed. The automatic
lift and sensor are
guaranteed for 1 year against failure.
Poirot Farm Industries
Golden City, X0
64748
Gill

Nets

Gill nets are very large, lightweight
net.!
with mesh averaging about 3 inches. They have
little application
in fish farming because they

Seine Nets
Seine nets are IIJW~ for Iwwsting
all the
fish front a pond at one time. ‘Their mesh is
much liner and n~ttlc of it heavier fiber than gill
nets in order to hold it whole catch without
breaking.
Lead weights ntt;tcltetl to the bottom
ropes prevent any fish from escaping the net BS it
is pulled across the pond. Floats attached to the
top ropes complete the enclosure. To make the
catch, the net is drawn across the pond and
hauled out OS the water at the other end. This
is one task which requires a number of helperi.
Catfish Nets
Spines on the dorsal fins of catfish have a

AUUATIC
PLANTS
‘The control of aquatic rveeds is a problem
which plagues everyone involved with fish farming., If allowed to grow unchecked, water weeds
will overrtm ponds and lakes. reducing their
water rtur*ge capacity, restricting water flow. :vod
porsibLy Iurhoring
disease.carrying insects.
There is no peunanent
solutio,,
to tl,ir
proklen~. but the longer weeds arc left to

A&e
and CL

neede

wmd mcms of :~~ttxtic weed cot~trol. Various
cmtiug :ual dirlwlging
to& are cutmncrcially
n.&blr
m c:ttt easily be made. Floating imd
rt*t,merged wt!uuls ci,,, IK cotttrolled by t11attua1ly
pickittx w vuttittg them. A mtmber uf cutting
cleric0 cittt be ttsetl to ltwvest we& from tltC
Imtttnu trf it Ixutd. It is impurtattt to remove cut
quatir
vegetxtiott front tbe water. as many of
tbw
platts reproduce tbroogb frqnentation
(simple cell rlivisioe) and would so”” fill the
pond again. Harvestiog
them for their contribtttiorr to the rompat
pile alone would be
wortit the effort.
\ncrtlwr etfective weed rotttrol teclmique is
litting tlte pent1 bottom witb plastic to prevent
pl:ttttr from rootittg. This method is quite ex.
pivtsive. and itt larger lnmdr. is getter;tlly ttsed
only in the wimmittg area.
SOURCES

OFWEEDCUTTERS

Kee Underwater Weed Cutter
Tbir weed cutter is designed to control
tmderwatcr pktttt growtlt. It is comprised of two
setrated hlado wbicb pivot forward and back.
ward wbenc\*er the direction of movement is
rhanged. The ctttter comes with tt 5.f”“t bandle;
nn extra extensiort is also available. The cotter
hr it 3.month guarattoee.
Kee Mfg. co., Inc.
P.O. Box ?I95
Hrulenton, Fi. 33505
Joe Morreale and Son’s Pond Sweeper
Pl;ttrr for bttildfng your own pontl sweeper
itre wailable by %endirtg .SY.OOto ,J”c Morreaie.
The unit is inexpensive to make. !ightweight (12
pounds). and parts should be easy to find. It is
operated by two people and is designed to gather
weeds as they are cot. considerably simplifying
disposal.
Joe Morreale
fiRO5 Pioneer
Richmond, Il.

fiOOi1

SOURCES
OFFISH
Hatchery Listings
A list of all

federal,

state, and

private

Iwtcherier

is ;tvail;tble front:

.\,l;tri,te Firberier
SrrriccNati”t;al
S;ttiod
Oceanic and htmospberic Administration
(he Ilttiott Pl;tr;r. Suite IlW
I.ittlc Rock. AR 72201
\Vbee purrbasing hsb it is best to contact
the closest hatchery. Transportation
costs are
high and *tress to fish in transport may cause
‘tealI.
Commercial Fish Farmers Buyers’ Guide
‘l’he Iluycrr’ Caidc is Imblisbed annually
~tttd rontttitts it list of distributors and manttfac~
turers of everything the fish farmer may need.
‘The list is comprised of the magazine’s adverrisers’ ttttd subscribers products.
Commercial Fish Farmer Subscription
P.O. Box .499e
Xl;mchester. NH 08105

Service

GOVERNMENT
AGENCIES
There are a number of government agencies
wbicb provide literature
and services for the
pond “woer. ‘Tltese services vary regionally, as
some parts of the country are far more involved
vvitb hsb farming than others. The best prosedure is to contact a loal ofice and ask specifically
wbat informntiott and services are available.
United States Fish and Wildlife
Service-Divi.
#ion of Fisheries
The nssistntse offered by tbir agency varies
itt differettt parts of the country based upon the
availability
of ftsb in the area. In the southeastern United States, pond owners can apply to
have their ponds inspected and stocked by the
Service and receive the assistance of a staff
fisheries biologist.
For those fortunate enough to have one of
these offices nearby, there is a very important
service offered. Each office has a disease control
center where pond owners can send samples of
dead fish to be analyzed. A staff member will
identify the problem and advise what actiott
should be taken. This resource is a comfort when
hrb appear floating belly up and the a”% of
death remains a mystery.
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Soil Conservation Service
A&.
the ser+es offered vary regiunally.
but in 1111states the Soil Conservation Service
will provide information about the suitability of
soil for pond construction. design criteria. und
rtwking
advice. Some states require a formal
written reqnrst for assistance and will send
agents prior to construction.
while in other
states. agents may stay during the entire co”stnmion and may stock the pond for free.
State Fish and Game Cammission
ln stata where this agency is funded by
revenue from fishing permits, this commission is
forbidden by law to service private ponds. In the
South, where fish farming is wide>pread. servkes
may include free stocking. removal of tras!? fish.
and assistance in restocking ponds. The Fish
and Game Commission may also test to see what
fish are already in your pond, and advise what
should be done with them.
State CooPwaive
Extension Service
This service Senerally provides a wealth of
informatiotx
ahout pond design and management, balance of fish population, and methods of
pIant controt. They can also advise of applicable
United States Department
of Agricultme
publications.
Most extension services have agricultural
engineers and/or wildlife
experts on staff to
advise about ftnb culture, and in some states.
agents will run water.quality
tests and assist with
pond and stocking management.
United States Department
of Agriculture
Publfcatious
The following
publications
are available
free of charge (as long as the supply, lastsj by
writing to:
Publications Division
Office of Communication
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Washington, DC 20250
Write your name and address plainly on your
order, and be sure to include your zip code. In
general, not more than one copy each of 10
publications is allowed.
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INTERNATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
OFFISHFARMING
Most countries
have government
offices
specifirally
geared towards international
aqunculture development which are responsible for
xl1 project coordination.
Often these agencies
will contact other countries more actively in.
valved with aquaculture for technical assistance.
The United States Agency for International
Development (USAID) and the Food and Agriculture Organimtion
(FAO) are the two largest
organintions
involved with international
aqnaculture development.
Both agencies have staff
personnel trained to give technical assistance.
Countries can apply to the World Bank for loans
to finance their aquaculture projects. Generally.
the World Bank will contact aquaculture experts
lor feasibility studies for a given country.
Addresses of International

Offices

World Hank, International
tion & Development
ISIS H Street NW
Washington, DC 204YS

Bank for Reconstruc-

USAID
Main State Building
Washington, DC 20523
FAO
Via Delle Terme Di Caracalla
00100 Rome, Italy

RECOMMENDED
PUBLICATIONS
Magazines
Farm Pond

Haruest

Puhiirt~~ .! ?:rarterly, this magazine includes
such featura
as Aquaculture
News, Questions

and Answw
Let’s Go Farmpond
Fishing.
various articles about poad species and problems.
tips for firb farmers, and advertising for many
dillelunt
types of small-sale
equipment.
The
magarinr is ge~ed towrd the m~I1 farm pond
sit”afio”.
Farm Pond HlxwesI
Dep;lrtmenf M76
P.O. Box AA
Momence, IL 60954

Published bimonthly, this magazine features
aquaculture
news, columns, and sections about
all sprier of cultured aquatic animals. organiza.
tion news and meetings schedules, new develop
mentr both national and international,
regular
columns by various aquaculture experts. and a
new products section. Advertisers are national
distributors
and manufacturers
of aquaculture
products and species.

Commercial Fish Farmer
Subscription Department
P.O. Box 631
Penacook, NH
03301
Fish Culture Section/American
Fisheries Society
Newsletter
You must be a member of the American
Fisheries Society to receive this newsletter. Summaries of aquaculture
events, conferences.
legislation,
new Publications,
workshops and
symposiums, lists and directories, and pertinent
aquaculture
information
are presented in this
publication.
American Fisheries Society
5410 Grosvenor Lane
Bethesda, MD 20014

Books
The following
books will provide fundamental understanding
of pond ownership and
management.
Some are more technical
and
scientific than others. but all will provide valuable background information.

Hickling. f:.F. The Fannirrg of Firh. Elmsford.
New York: Pergamon Press, Ltd., 1968.
This book provides the reader with an introduction to fish culture and offers au international
perspective.
It presents informatipn
which is
basic to onderstanding
pond ecology and productivity-water
supply and quality,
energy
production
and consumption within the pond,
bow the food chain applies to pond life, and th?
biology of and life cycles within the pond. It
alw, compares aquaculture techniques of various
countries.
Bardsch, John E.; Ryther,
John H.; hnd
McLarney, William 0. Aquacalture:
The Faming and HusbnndFy of FreshwaIer and Marine
Organisms. New York: John Wiley & Son, Inc..
1972.
The introductory
chapter of this book discusses the general principles and economics of
aquaculture.
The following chapters deal with
individual
species. describing both commercial
and small.scale culture, environmental
and bio.
logical requirements, breeding information
and
population
controls, and what a particular
species has to offer for the fish farmer. It is a must
for anyone involved in aquaculture
because it
provides specific requirements and information
about all fish and shellfish commonly cultured.

Bennett, George W. Management of Lakes and
Ponds. 2nd cd. New York: Van Nostrand
Reinhold Co., 1971.
Bennett’s book is geared to the professional
fisheries biologist or the recreation expert designated to develop a body of water for sports fishing. It provides considerable general information
about fijii culture and discusses the history and
&nry of fish management. Other topics covered
include water quality,
carrying capacity and
productivity
of a given body of water, behavioral
patterns of fish, production
and growth potentials, and detailed information
about angling.
Chakroff, Marilyn.
Freshwater
.‘..:-i and Management.
VITA:
Number %E, 1976.

Fish Pond Cul.
Manual Series
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This mnttttsl is tt complete bow-to for the
aspiring pond owner. It is desigoed to provide
basic information
for the Pe;tce Corps worker itt
Third \V”rld cotmtries; so it is not tecbtticnl 01
highly scieotihc. It details pottd siting attd coostrttction,
mat~~gettteot and harvestiog
tecboiqucs, sod control of diseases. pttrasites, and
predators. ‘The ttmnttrl is also fit11 of plans.
recipes. :md bomctnade trcitttttcttts.
Scott. W.B., atd Crossman. E.J. &x+wnle,
Fishes of Cwrodu. Ottawa: Fisheries Rcsewch
Hoard of Canada, 1974. Bulletiit 184.
hiany of the species of lreshwater fish &md
in Canada ctttt also be found ia the ‘united
States. Tbis book pr”:Gles detailed information
Ott orany spe-ies of fish including
attatomical
sketches, deariptions.
distribtttion.
biological reqttircments. ttotnenclatttre. and relation to man.
It tdso has an extensive glossary. many suggested
readings, and a lengthy rcfcrence sertiott. It is a
valuable tool in providittg
the reader with the
means of finding a wealtb of materinl about
tnany species of fish.
Podems, Marc. and Ruttle.
SmaN-SC& Fish Cultwe.
wtia: Rodale Press, 1978.

Jack. A Guide to
Emmaus, Pennsyl-

This primer is a must for any would-be fish
famter. It describes how to raise fish in a pond
or a pool or even in your bascmer:t in simple,
easy-to-understand
language.
Its chapters in.
clttde discussions on selecting ihe right species
for given circttmstances,
caring for the fish,
managing the water, estimating cow, and waer
ecology. In addition. sources for supplies, fish,
and referencen to cxpct advice are listed in tlte
appendix.
It is illustrated witb drawings of fish
and is available withottt charge from Organic
Gardening
Readers’
Service, Rodale
Press,
33 E. Minor Street, Emmaus. PA 18049.
Logsdon. Gene. Gelling Food from Water: A
Guide lo Backyard Aquocullure.
Emmaur. Pennsylvania: Rodale Press, 1978.

Hale. P.R.. awl Willi:uns. RD.. edr. Liklik Bark.
Lae, P~tpo;t. New f;uittca: Liklik But Informniion (knter. 1977.
Tbir lxwdbook of inwmedi;tte
technology
io P;tp:ttt, New Cubten lws :I brief section
devoted to tlte local fish culture project. Denlittg
witb til+xt.
its chapters de&be
the economics,
proccssittp. utd tttwkctittg of the fislt.
Liklik Bui Ittfontwtioo (:ctttct
P.O. Hex I920
Lx. Pt~ptt:t, New Gtdttett

BIULIOGRAPHIES
Hibliogrttpltics
of available publications
~tquxtdture citn be ordered from:
Publications Clerk. 249 Ag Center
Scltool of Forestry R:Wildlife M;toagemettt
Lotdsinnn State University
H;ttott KOII~C, LA 70HOJ
Ask for tlte ;tqo:tcttlttttc
OG Readers Service
Rodale Press, lttc.
33 E. Minor St.
Emmaus. PA IX049

bibliogtxplty:

Ark for The Progrcsrivc Fish-Cullurist:
Stq~etitttettdetu of Docotnents
United States Covermttent Printing Ofice
Waritington, DC 204lJ2
-
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Appendix
Away. Inc.
P.O. Box 1333
Synruse, NY 13201

AMERICAN

MANUFACTURERS

A: $‘$EFi~i”~il$~$iNG
P.O. Box 28
Louisville, KY

40201

Allied Fatm Equipment
3721 Maboning Ave.
Youngstown, OH 44509
or
I01 Easterr? Ave.
Syrxcuse. NY 13211
or
124 Labrose Ave.
Pointe Claire. Quebec. Canada

Black&Decker
Towon, MD

Allis-Claimers
Box 512
hfilwaukee, WI

Brown hffg. Corp.
Ozark, AL
3636(1

53201

Amerind-MacKissic,
Inc.
P.O. Box Ill
Parker Ford, PA 19457
A"lCS

Box 1774
Parkersburg,

WV

21204

Brandy Mfg. Co., Inc.
516 W. Grand
Frederick, OK 75542
Brinly-Hardy
Co., Inc.
P.O. Box 1116
Louisville, KY 40201

W. Atlee Burpee Co.
300 Park Ave.
Warminster, PA 18974
J. I. Case Co.
Outdoor Power Equipment
Winneconne, WI 54986

Div.

Central Tractor

by:

26101
distributed

Anchor Tools & Woodstoves
618 NW Davis
Portland. OR 97209

Werver’s Hardware Co.
RD 2. Lyons Rd.
Fleetwood, PA 19522

Arias Co.
655 W. Ryan St.
Brillion, WI 541 IO

Cbromalloy Farm &Industrial
Equip@nt
Crescent Div., Pear % Tinkham Sts.
Box 549
Havana, IL fi2644

Atlas Tool & Mfg. Co.
5151 Natural Bridge Ave.
St. Louis. MO 63115
Auto-Hoe, Inc.
P.O. Box WI21
LostDauphin
Dr.
DePere, WI 54115

CO.

Cole Mfg. Co.
1318 Central Ave.
Charlotte. NC 28299
Columbia Cutlery Co.
P.O. Box 123
Reading, PA 19603
493

Continental B&on co.
P.O. Box 660
Belton. TX
76513
C&ma
Gmdu & Machine Co.
P.O. Box 1699
Corsia,
TX
75110

Farnam Equipment Co.
P.O. Box 12068
Omaha, NE 6Sl12
FMC-Bolenr
Outdoor Power Equip. Div.
215 s. Park St.
Port Washington. WI 53074
Ford Motor Co.
Troy, iM1 48084

Cumberland General Store
Rt 3, Box 479
CmsstilIc, TN
38555

Fores;ry Suppliers, Inc.
205 W. Rankin St.. Box 8397
Jackson. MS 39204

John Deere
Maline. 1L

Dean Foster Nurseries
Hartford, Ml 49657

61265

DeGiorgi Cu.. Inc.
Council Blufk, IA

51501

The Derby Tiller Co.
P.O. Lm 21
Rumson, NJ 07760
Detroit Tool & Ettgineering
The Garden Maid Div.
P.O. Box 232
Lebanon, MO 65536
Edko Mfg. Co.
P.O. Box 111
Rocky Ford. CO

Fuerst Brothers, Inc.
Rhinebeck, NY 12572
Gantt Mfg. Co.
Box 49
Macon. GA 31202
GiitnorbTatge
Mfg. Co., Inc.
Clay Center, KS 67432
Gilson Brothers Co.
Box 152
PIymoutb, WI 53073

81067

Edko Mfg., Inc.
2725 Second Ave.
Des Moines, IA 50313
Edwards Equipment Co.
4312 Main St.
Yakima. WA 98903

Gilson Brothers Co., Ltd.
3325 Orlando Dr.
Mississaogtta, Ontario, Canada
Glen.Bel’s Country Store
Rt. 5, Box 396
Crossville, TN
38555

Empire Plow Co.
3140 E. Sixty-fifth St.
Cleveland. OH
44127

Hahn, Inc.
Outdoor Products Div.
1625 N. Gavin
Evansville, IN 47717

Farm&Fleet
1600 E. Lincoln Hwy.
%Kalb. IL 60115

HeaId. Inc.
Dept. DTB, P.O. Box 148
Benton Harbor, MI 49022

IMCO-l”dependent
Mfg. Co.. Inc.
Industrial Park
Neodesha. KS 66757

Merry Mfg. co.
Box 168
MarysvilIe, WA

International
Harvester Co.
The Good Earth C&dog
P.O. Box 1006
Tinley Park. IL 60477

Montgomery Ward
1000 s. Monroe St.
Bnltimore, MD 21232

ltttematiunal

P.O. Box 790
Beaumont. TX

Modern Machinery.

Inc.

75704

Nssco Agricultural
Sciences
901 Janesville Ave.
Fort Atkinson, WI 53538

KMC (Kelly Mfg. Co.)
South Industrial Park
P.O. Box 14fi7
Tifton. GA 31794

Noble Mfg. Co.
see Royal Ittdustrics

Koehn Mfg. % Dirt.. Inc.
Watertown. SD 57201

Northeast Carry Trading Co.
110 W;“er St., P.O. Box 187
H;lllowell, ME 04347

Jolt” R. Kovar Mfg. Co.. Inc.
6U43 Hwy. IO NW
A”aka. ?.fN 55303

OIey Tooling, Inc.
Oley, PA 19547

K-W Mfg. Co., Inc.
860 S. Marion Rd.
Sioux Falls, SD 57106

‘Magna American Corp.
Box90
Raymond, MS 39154

~lother’s General store
Box 506
Flat Rock, NC 28731
hITD Products, Inc.
5389 W. 130th St., P.O. Box 2741
Clevehd,
OH 4411 I

Jeoffrey Mfg., Inc.
P.O.Box9114
A”xariIlo. TX
79105

Lehman Hardware &Appliance,
Box41
Kidroa. OH 44636
.
A. &Leonard
& Son, Inc.
PO. Box RI6
Piqua, OH 45356

98270

Inc.

Pengo Corp.
Sunnyvale. CA

94086

Planet Plows, 1°C.
P.O. Box 3779
Am;trilIo. TX
79106
Koper Sales
1905 w. Coart St.
K&kakee. IL 60901

McDonough Power Equipment
iMcDonough. GA 30253

The Rota.Hoe Co.
100 Aul~orn Rd.
Newbwy, OH
44065

The Ben Meadows Co.
3589 Broad St.
Athutta. GA 30366

Royal Industries
Noble Div., Dept. FI-6
Sac City, 1.4 50583
495

G.E. Robmann Mfg. Co., I”c.
801 s. Main St.
Scbulenburg. TX
78Y56

Stanley Hydraulic Tools
13770 S.E. Ambler Rd.
Clack;u”as, OR Y7015

ScoviI Hoe Co.
P.O. Box 328
Locust Valley. NY

Taylor Implement Mfg. Co.
Athens, TN
37303
11560

lixtor
Supply Co.
7910 L St.
Omaha, NE 6812T

Span. Roebuck R Co.
Fax” and Ranch CataIog
AvtdIable at any Sears store.
sensation

Tradewinds, 1”~.
P.O. Box I191
98401
Tacoma, IV.4

Corp.

75i7 Burlington St.
Ralston, NE 68127

True Temper Corp., Hardware
1623 Euclid Ave.
Cleveland. OH 44115

Seymour Mfg. Co.
3300 N. Broadway’
Seymour, IN 47274

True Value IIardware
2740 Claybur n Ave.
Chicago. IL 60614

Simplicity Mfg. Co., Inc.
Port Washington. WI 53074

The Union Fork & Hoe Co.
500 Dublin Ave.
Cohtmbur, OH 43216

Southeast Mfg. Co., Inc.
Rt. 2, Box 275
Joplin. MO 64801

United Farm Tools, Inc.
P.O. Box 9175.32
South CharIesto”, WV 25309

SpeCo (Special Products)
15000 W. 44th Ave., P.O. Box 592
Golden, CO 80401
Atso available

Utility Tool&Body
CIinroaviIIe, WI

from TSC & Central Tractor.

Sln”l@y Garden Tools, U.S. Distributor
Woodcraft Supply Corp.
313 Montvale Ave.
Woburn, MA 01801

Co.. Inc.
54Y29

Tbe Vassar Co.
Perkins, OK 74059

-

Wikomi Mfg. Co.
P.O. Box IflO
Litchfield, iL 62056

Div.

Appendix

B:

INTERNATIONAL MANUFACTURERS
AND DlSTRlBUl’ORS APPEARING
ON CHARTS IN THIS BOOK

ACM Equipments
Biea\illen
62111 Fomqtwillers
Boire Post& 5. France

CeCoCo Agricultural
&Small
P.O. Box 8, Ibaraki City
Osaka Pref. 567, Japan

African Hoe (Pty.), Ltd.
47 Wmt Rd., New Era Industrial Sites
Springs Transvaal, Rep. of S. Africa 1560

Cepelia
236 Fifth Ave.
New York, NY

Rgratur I~~dustrial, S.L.

The Chillington Tool Co., Ltd.
P.O. Box 45, Hickman Ave.
Wolverhampron WV1 2BlJ. England

Cm. Bilbao por Murguia
P.O. Box 316
Vi&a,
Spain

km. 5.5

10017

Cossul and Co. pvt., Ltd.
Industrial Area, Fazalgunj
Kanpur, India

Agromer Motoimport
Entreprire Uu Commerce Exterieur
Warrzawa, Przemyslowa 26, Poland
Bornford & Evershed, Ltd.
Salford Priors, Evesham
Worcestershire WRll 5SW, England

IMldug Tools U.S. Distributor
Jim Everett, Doh$on Park Induswies, Ltd.
Suite 400,404l N. Iiigh St.
Columbus, OH
43214

CEAF
S.N.C. Filli Silerti
24034 Cismm
Bergamaico, itaiy

Center

Coopexim-Cepelia
Zurawia 4,00-Y50 Warsazawa
Poland

Agria-Werke Cmbh
7 10X rMoeckmueh1
P.O. Iiox 47/4x
west Cernmy

Carale Enterprise
P.O. Bow 59442
Taipei, Taiwan

Industrial

E.B.R.A. (Ets Beauvais 81Robin)
26 rue du Maine, B.P. 64
49009 Angers, France
English Tools, Ltd. (Bulldog Tools)

Clarington Forge
Wigan, I.nncarnire, England
Ets D.&place
02590 Etreillers (Aisne)
R.C. Saint-Qucntin
63 A 113, France

Co., Ltd.
Fabriche Riunite FaIci
Dronero. Via Cuneo 31517
Cuneo. Italy
Ferfor
Rua Da Amicira. P.O. Box 16
S. Mamede De Infesta, PoriugaI

497

F-ion
Hungarian Trading Co. for Technical
1829 Budapest
P.O.B. 612, Hungary
OY~F~~+ws AB
P.0 6%~ 235, Matmerheimintie
H,,~ :i, Finland

Goods

14

TV ‘i i’sche Eise”xerke
‘_i” xgesellschaft
Adolfshutte
Postfach 26% D 6349 DiRenburg
Federal Republic of Germany
CG Funcke Sohn
58 Hagen
Pastfach 1109, West Germany
Gherardi
Of& Machine Agricolc Industriali
Jesi (Ancona) Via Galiodoro 68, Italy
HakeWerke
2060 Bad Oldesloe 1
P.O. Box 1444, West Germany

Jumii
Justino de Morais. Irmaos S.A.
Rua Ana Luiza, 568
Baa&s S.P., Brazil
Kuhn S.A.
67700Saverne
France
Kuhn, U.S.
Box 224
Vernon, NY

13476

Kumaon Agri.Horticult”re
Stores
P.O. Kashipur
District Nainital UP.. India

Kumar Industries
Edathara Post, Palphat District
Kerala State, South India

W. Hertecant
9!00 Kwatrechr
Wetteren, Belgium

Kvernelands Fabrikk A/S
N.4344 Kverneland
Norway

Hilton Enterprise CO., Ltd.
P.O. Box 36.370
Taipei, Taiwan R.O.C.
Hindustan Engineering Co.
Aban House, 25/31 Ropewalk St.
Rampart Row, Fort Bombay 409 023. India

II

Industtias Meralurgicas Apolo S.A.
Carrera 59.2 Sur-189 Autopista Sur
Medellin, Antioqui, Colombia
498

Jenks & Catell, Ltd.
Phoenix Works, Wednesfield
Wolverhampton,
WV1 1 SPV, England

Kumaon Nursery
Ra”lnagar
Nainital U.P., India

HetX+gr0
Apartado Aereo 1003
Manizales, Colombia

T&J Hutton Co., Ltd.
Phoenix Works, Ridgeway
Sheffield Sl2 SXW, U.K.

ISEKI Agriculrwal
IMachinery Mfg. Co., Ltd.
1-3. Nihonbashi 2.chome. Chuo-k”
Tokyo 103, Japan

Lasher Tools (Pty.). Ltd.
P.O. Box 254
Genniston 14M) Transvaal,

S. Africa

Ralph Martindale & Co., Ltd.
Crocodile! Works, Alma St.
Birmingham B192RR. England
Mechanized Gardening
Great Granden, Sandy
Bedfordshire SG19 SAY, U.K.

,Mohinder PCCo. Allied Industries
Kwali. Dist. Roper
Punjab. India

SelfSufficiency and Small-Holding
Supplies
The Old Palace, Priory Rd.
Wells, Somerset l%A5 ISY, England

Nardi Macchine Agricole
06017 Selci Lana
Peru@t. Italy

Sociere des Forges Tropirales
B.P. 706
Donala, Cameroon

Nikko Co., Ltd.
I. 5&ome, Shi”machi
Minami.dori. Nishi-ko
OsaLa, Japan

Solo Kleinmotoren Gmbh
7032 Sindellingen 6
Postfacb 20, West Germany
Franz Sonnleitbner K.G~
4460 Losenstein/Lauss;l25
Austria

Oy Rettig-Strcngberg
Ab
Metal Industry Purmo
P.O. Box 16
SF 686x601
Jakobstad. Finland

Spear&Jackson Tools, Ltd.
St. Paul’s Rd., Wednesbury
Staffordshire WSIO 9RA. England

Peugeot. Division Outillagc
66 a 78. Avenue Francois Arago
92 00% Namerre. France
Pierce of Wexford-member
Britain Group Sales. Ltd.
Agricultural
Division
P.O. Box 143, Naar Rd.
Dublin 12. Irelani

Stanley Garden Tools, Ltd.
Woodhouse Mill
Sheffield $13 9WJ. England

of:

Staub-Societe der Tractcurs
25, BD DeVerdun
CourbevLe Cedex, France
Syndicat de L’Outillage
Agricolc ei Horticole
15 rue Beaojon
75008 Paris, France

George Pike, Ltd.
Equipment Works
Alma St.. Asam
Birmingham B19 2R.3, England
Polar-Wake, Engels & Sieper
Pontfach I4 02 24/25
3630 Remwhied 14. jVerr Germany

Tanzania A+ultural
P.O. Box 1389
Arush?, Tanzania
‘I’he Tata Iron&Steel
43 Chowringhee Rd.
Calcutta 16, India

Purtno F’rodukt AB
Jakobstad. Sweden
Schanzlin Masfhinenfabrik
7831 Weistweil
Bade”, West Germany

Gmbh

SHW Schwabische Hurtenwerke
Postfach 1329
7292 Baiersbronn-Friedrichstal
west Germany

& Motoculteors

Machinery

Co.. Ltd.

Tonutti, S.P.A.
Remanzacco
33047 WD 063, Italy
Gmbh
W. Tyzack Sons &Turner, Ltd.
Little London Works
Sheffield $8 OUE, England

Testing

Unit

Ubungo Farm Implements
P.O. Box 2669
Da & 3alaam. Tanzania

Wolf Tools for Garden & Lawn, Ltd.
Ross-on-Rye
Herefordshire HR9 5NE. England

Vilhnrd BrCo.
Postfach 7
6126 Brombachtal

Wolsele~ Webb, Ltd.
Electric Ave., Witton
Birmiugham BG 7JA, U.K.

(Odenwald),

Wolf & Baukert
Werkzeug Fabtik
563 Remschied. West Germany

West Gemxany

Yanmar Diesel Engine Co.
1.1 l-l, Marunouchi, Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo. Japan

I
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These conversion tables will come in handy if you’re interested
They were supplied by Seedburo Equipment
Co.

U.S. TO METRIC

METRIC TO U.S.
LENGTH
1 millimeter
1 meter
1 meter
1 kilometer

=
=
=
=

0.04
3.3
1.1
0.6

=
=
=
=
=

0.16
11.0
1.2
2.5
0.39

inch
feet
yards
mile

1 sq. centimeter
1 sq. meter
1 sq. meter
1 hectare
1 sq. kilometer
VOLUME
1 cubic centimeter
1 cubic meter
1 cubic meter
1 milliliter
1 milliliter
1 milliliter
1 liter
1 liter
1 liter
1 cubic meter
1 cubic meter
1 cubic meter
iw4ss
1 milligram
lgrm
1 kilogram
1 metric ton
Temperature

=
0.06
= 35.0
=
1.3
=
0.2
=
0.07
=
.0.03
z
4.2
=
2.1
=
1.1
= 264.0
=
=

=
=
=
=

113.0
28.0

0.015
0.035
2.2
1.102

LENGTH
1 inch
1 foot
I yard
1 mile

cops
pints (liq)
quarts (liq)
gallons(liq)
P=cl@
bushels

AREA
1 sq. inch
1 sq. foot
1 sq. yard
1 acre
1 sq. mile
VOLUME
1 cubic inch
1 cubic foot
1 cubic yard
1 teaspoon
1 tablespoon
18. ounce
I cup
1 pint (liq)
I quart (liq)
1 gallon (liq)
1 peck
1 bushel

grain
ounce (dry)
pounds
tons (short)

MASS
1 grain
1 ounce (dry)
1 pound
1 short ton

AREA
sq. inch
sq. feet
sq. yards
acres
sq. mile

cubic inch
cubic feet
cubic yards
teaspoon
tablespoon
Ounce

“C Celsius x 9/5 and add 32’=“F.

in any pieces of foreign equipment.

=
=
=
=

25.4
0.3
0.9
1.6

millimeters
meter
meter
kilometers

=
cc
=
=
=

6.5
0.09
0.8
0.4
2.6

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

16.4
0.03
0.76
5.0
15.0
29.6
0.24
0.47
0.95
0.004
0.009
0.04

cubic centimeters
cubic meters
cubic meters
milliliters
milliliters
milliliters
liter
liter
liter
cubic meter
cubic meter
cubic meter

=
z
zz
=

64.8
28.3
0.45
9.072

milligrams
grams
kilogram
kilograms

Temperature
of Fahrenheit
tracting 32” =‘C.

sq. centimeters
sq. meter
sq. meter
hectare
sq. kilometers

x 5/9

after

Sub-

TONS TO BUSHELS CONVERSION
Conversion
GIGI
Wh@lt
Corn

Soybeans
Barley
Oats

502

fzmors by grain:
Short
33.333
35.714
33.333
41.667
62.500

Metric
36.743
39.368
36.743
45.929
68.894

Isog
37.333
40.000
37.333
46.667
70.000

Wkat
Soybeans
ClXIl
BY&y
Oats

60 lbs.
60 lbs.
56 Ibs.
48 lbs.
32 Ibs.

A Short Ton is 2,000 pounds.
A Metric Ton is 2.204.6 lbs.
A Long Ton is 2,240 pounds.

per
per
per
per
per

bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
bu.
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Accelerator Compost Bin, 411
Action hoe. See Warren hoe
AEBI AM walking tractors, 13637
Aerators, for aquaculture, 473-77
African cot& huller, 39%91
Agrale Model 4100 tractor, 167
Agria Model 2100 tiller, 58
Agria rracrors
4800L Compact four-wheel, 168
Model 2400 two-wheel, 138
Made! 2700 twowheel, 138
Agrima rice thresher. 309
Agrima winnower, 318
Air Jet aerator, 475
Air-o-Later, 473
Ajznia silage cutter, 377
AL& hoe, animal-dmwn,
122
Akshat AK-58 thresher. 310-11
Akshat Rotary Paddy ‘Weeder. 36
Allen Mayfield tractor, 144
All-Grain electric mill, .?36
Allied power corn sheller, 374
AllisChalmers
G model tractor, 13, 150
model B, 153-54
WC traCtOr, 148
WD 45 tractor, 12, 147. 149
ALMACO hand wheel hoe, 30
American Village Institute, 7-10
Amerind-MacKissie
shredder, 416
Amuda Dolliestic Mill, 344
Amuda rice hullers, 400
Animal-drawn equipment, 93-126
designing. 93
harrows, 1 lt?-‘21
international
sources of, 10626
manure sprizaders, 101
North American sources of, 101-5
paddy weeder, 37

plows and cultivators, 101-3, 110-13, 121-25
ridgers, 106-12
seeders, 180,198-203
threshers, 292-93
tool bars, 113-18
wagons, 173
Apprenticeship
for farming, 7-10
for teamsters, 89
Appropriate
technology, training in, 9-10
Aquacharger (aerator). 474
Aquaculrure, 471-92
aeration, 473-77
bug traps, 481-84
cage culture, 484-86
feeding, 477-81
harvesting, 48688
plants in, 588-89
publications on, 489-92
water quality, 472-73
Aqua Puss (aerator), 474
Arara Multicultivator,
animal-drawn, 115
Ariana animal-drawn cultivator, 96
Arias Rocket tiller, 54
Aspee APS-51 hand wheel hoe, 31
Atlas Grinding Mill, 343-44
Atlas shredder, 418
Atlas silage chopper, 379
Atom coffee pulper, 389
Attrition mill, 339
Auctions, farm, 6-7, 13-17
AVI American Harvester juice press, 358-59
.AVI corn sheller, 371
AVI Cottager juice press. 358
AVI roof cutter, 360
AVI Villager juice press, 359
Auhizc animal-drawn cultivator, 97-98
Axes, 430-36
choosing, 432-33
sharpening, 433-34
503

Toots

FOR HOMESTEADERS,

GARDENERS,

AND SMALt.-SCALE

Baby coffee pulper, YYO
Bahvant plow, animaldrawn,
110
Bark Buster log splitter, 452-53
Basak-I2 tractor. 168
BearCat Roller Mills, 347
Bettvertail ripper blades, for plowing, 74
Beekeeping equipment, 46!L70
Belarus Model 250,163
B&500 thresher, SOS-9
Bell City thresher, 12
Bell fruit presses, 363
Bell grain mills, 340.41,349
Berarducci Brothers juice presses, 35!&60
Bertolini two-wheel tractors. 144
BH grain mill, 335
Big Bull Agitator (aerator), 474
Big Wheels sludge applicator. 425
Bike Barrow wagon, ,174
Binders, 261-67
used, II, 12
Blacksmith equipment, soaces of. 105
Bluebird power cultivator, 34
Blue G-i”“” tractor, 151
Bole tines, 40.44
Bose Suprr Plow, animal-drawn, 110
Bouyer tractors
Mototracteur MT SO, 169-70
twowheel, 141
Type TE four-wheel, 168-69
Bow saw. 430
Brake bar, adjusting on frontend tillers, 41
Brown Bear in!egral auger tractor, 407
Bucher M600 two-wheel tractor, 136
Bucksaw, 430
Buffalo tillers, 5S-59
Buffalo tractor. 15&59
Bug-Eater, 481
Bug lights, 481
Bukoba coffee huller, 391
Bwtd former,&timal.drawn,
107-9
Bundle thresher, 300-301
Burr mill, 33
farm&ale, 339-45
Burrows corn sheller, 371-72
Burrows seed cleaners, 323-24
504
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FARMERS

Cable ctdtiwtion.
gee Winch-powered cultiv;ltion
c=ges. for aqtr;,cuhre.
485-86
Care plows, ;u~imal-drawn, 110
Carolina plow, 35
Carts. see Wago”s
Case far*ll, I”-,3
Case Model C tractor, 12
Cdish. 471
Catfish nets, 487-88
CB 450 tractor, 144
CeCoCo corn shellers, 371,374
CeCoCo grain mills, 342, 345, 351
cecoco peanut sheller, 397
CeCoCo rice hullers, 399400, 401-2
CeCoCo seed oil press, 3X7
CeCoCo rilage choppers, 379-S”
CeCoCo sugarcane press, 384
CeCoCo Suzue power tiller Model LEC.50, 59
CeCoCo threshers, 306-8
CeCoCo winnower, 318
Chaff cutters, 377-S”
Chain drive, for tillers, 41
Chain saw, 429,440-45
manufacturers of, 44548
Champenois hammer mill, 354
Check-row planting, 220-25
Chisel plows, 72-77
Chisel Lines, for tillers, 40.43
Chitedze Ridgemaster tool bar, 117
Chota plow, animal~~drawn, 110
Cleaners, seed, 323-33
internntional sources of, 328-32
North American sources of, 323-28
Clevis, for plow, 68
Clod crusher, animal-drawn, 125
Cobey Composter, 410
Cobmaster Sheller, 376
Coffee processing, 387-92
graders, 392
hullers, 390-92
pt+lxs, 388-90
Coleman garden plow, 34-35
Colt tiller, 56
Columbia shredder, 418
Combines, 262.267-72

.-

-

Compwing,
405-U
equipment for. 410-U
Compastutubler, 412
COllgo coffee grader. 392
Corn binder, 280
Corn mtnbine. 281-82
Corn harvesting, 277-82
Corn picker. 280-81
Corn sheller. 36676
manual. 36671
powered, 371-76
Comna grain mill, 335
Couul corn sheller, 373-74
Cmsui hand winnower, 320
CottIter. 67-68
Cows. supplies tar, 463-65
CPI M&d AY tractor. 163
Crane. for :rilctor, 177
Crescent Agitator (aerator), 474
Crosscut saw, 429-30
Cross shredder, 418
Cnltimnlcher,
84
Cultipacker, 81
Cultivating shields. See Disc shields
Cultivtttors, 84-86. See also Animal-drawn
equip.
ment: Discs; Harrow:: Hoes; Paddy weeders;
Plows; Rotary cultivators;
Rotary tillers:
Tillers
power, 33-35
as tiller attachments. 44
Cumberland Store fruit picker, 360-61
Cumberland Store fruit prws,
364-65
Cumberland wheel hoe, 29-30
Cyclone seeder, 186
Dairying, supplies for, 463-85
Daisying, of log, 436
Dandekar chaff cutter, 377
Dandekar corn sheller, 374
Dandekar grain mills, 342
Dandekar nut shellers, 397-98
Dandekar pounding machine, 353
Danish plow, animaldrawn,
110
Day Equipment fruit press, 365
Dead furrow, 69-70
Decorticators, groundnut. 39698

T
I

Deere, John, tractors. 12
two cylinder used, 154-58
Delta (Bihar type) ridge*, animal-drawn, 1 LO
Derby log splitter, 453
Derby Tiller Power Hoe, 34
DG coffee pulper, 388-89
Diadem Brush Chipper, 417
.Dixmant grain mills, 342-43, 344
Diggers, 24-25
Disc harrow, 79-81
Disc%, 77-SO,99
Disc shields, for tillers, 45
Double digging. See Spading
Draft animals, 87-i26. See also Animal-drawn
equipment
distribution of, 90
efficiency of, 98-101
as energy sottrce, 91-93
equipment for, 37,93-126
Draft Horse Institute, 89
Draft horses. See Horses
Drawbar, for tractors, 171
Drawboard beam, 80
Drills. See Seeders
Drummy threshers, 3 13-15
DTS.100 Stationary Manure Pump, 42627
Dunia grinding mill, 343
Eager Beaver shredder, 418
Earthmaker (cornposter), 412
Earthway Cult-A-Eze wheel hoe, 30
Easy Over compost turner, 406-7.410
Edko Power Wheel cultivator, 35
Edko twowheel tractor, 135-3G
Embee power thresher, 31 I
Emcot ridge, animaLdrawn, 106-7
Empire garden plows, 30
Estrella coffee pulper, 389
Excalibur grain mill, 338
Farmall tractor, 148, 161
Farming, small-scale
examp:esof‘~4-13
practicality of, l-3
Farnum Log Splitter. 452
Farrier equipment. sources of, 105
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FB 5 motor ctdtixttor, two.wheel tractor, 144
F.B. motor hoes. ov~wheel tractors, 144
Felling, 434-35
with chain saw. 440-45
Ferrari twwvbeei tractors. 134-35
Finger tines. for tillers. 44
Firewood, heating equivalents of, 43 l-32
Fish farming. See Aquxulture
Flail mower. 273-76
Forage crops. harvesting equipment for, 272-77
Ford tractors
DNT two-wheel. 131-32
SN and 9N, 149
1600 four-wheel, 161
Forklift, for tractor, 176
Fourche Beche en T digger, 24-25
Fresh Flo aerator. 475
Friday seIf.propelIed Power Hoe, 64-65
Friday Straw Spreader. 421
Fruit pickers, 459-60
Fruit press. 360
Fruit presser. See Juice presses
Funcor hammer mills, 35132
Furrowers, for tillers. 45
Futura log splitter, 452
Garden Tender rotary cultivator, 25
Garden tractors. 16364,168
Garden Weasel rotary cultivator. 28
Garvie portable thresher, 305-6
Gaubert grttin mills, 343
Gear drive, for tillers, 41
Gobruder Holder twowheel tractors, 143
GenAIRator. 475-76
Genuine Engleberg rice huller, 402
Gill nets. in aquaculture. 487
Gilson Chopper. 416
Goats, supplies for, 465-66
Golden Grain Grinder, 338
Goldoni two-wheel tractors, 144
Good Nature Fruit Press, 360-U
Government agencies, information from, on
aquaculture. 489-90
Grain
cleanen, 321-33
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threshers, 291-315
winnowers. 315-21
Grain cradle. 240.243-45
Grain drills, 21 I-15
Grain mill. See Mills, grain
Grantex rice hullers, 400401
Granule applicator. animal-drawn, 126
Gravely Convertible two-wheel tractors, 134
Great Northern Flour mill kit, 339
Grelinette digger, 24
Groundhog tiller, 4749
Haban Husker-Sheller. 372
Haban Power-Trac V, two-wheel tractor, 136
Hakorette Standard, two-wheel tractor, 140
Hammer mills. 333.347-54
Handcarts. 174-75
Handy groundnut decorticator, 396
Harrap Wilkinson nut sheller, 397
Harrows, 79-III,84
animaI.drawn. 1 IS-21
springwothed,
84
Harvesting equipment, 240-90
binders, 261-67
combines, 262,267-72
corn knives, 279-80
corn pegs, 278-80
grain cradles. 240,24345
machetes, 279-S”
mowers, 252-54,256-1X, 272-76
rice harvesters. 251
root c”p harvesters, 276,282-90
scythes, 240-l&246-50
seed head harvesters, 254-55
sickles, 240
tea harvester, 255-56
used, 1 l-13
windrowers. 261-62
Harvest Mills grain mill, 338
H=Y
harvestingwith
used equipment, 11-i3
raking, 27677
Headland, 69-70
He&i’s Hauler. tractor wagon. 173-74
Hefty F and LNT tractors, 162-63
Hefty Model G tractors, 151-53

Her&s
ReelSian Model 1100 tiller, 55
High Hoe wheel hoe. 32
Hillers. for tillerj. 45
Iiindson nut sheller, 397
Hindsonsseedgrader,
31S
Hitches
for draft horse ethciency, 99-101
for trxtorx
170-71
Hoeboy romry ctdtiwtor. 25
Hoes. See also Rotary cultivators
hand, Is-21
manufacturers of, 26-27
wheel. 28-33
Hogs, supplies fw, 46869
Hoists. See Winches
Holder Model A-18 tractor, 165
Honda two-wheel tractors, 143
Horn reed sowers, 185-86
Horsepower, definition of, 91
Horses, fatming with, 4-7,87-89,91-93
e6iciency of. 98-101
manufacturers of equipment for, 103-5
publiedtions for, 105
supplies for, 466
Howard Gem tiller, 55
Howard Rotavator, 83
Hunt nut sheller, 396
Hydra-Splitter.
452
Hydra.Syncbron
transplanter, 227.228.231
insects
as protein sources, 481-82
trap for, $82-84
INTEC two-wheel tractor, 131-32
International
#awes&r shredder, 417
internatiottal
tracto:n
Cub. X0-61
FannaIl, 161
F-20, 148
Interplanting,
planters for, !P3
IRIMA.67 coI?ee pulper. 386
IRRI axial flow thresher, 312.-13
IRRI Power Tiller, 139-40
Irrigation-furrow
former. animaldrawn.
IRRI push-type hand wsder, 36
IseLi rice polishers, 401

108

lseki threshers, 308
Iseki tractors
two-wheel, 142
TX1300 four-wheel.

lti7-68

Jab planters. See Planters
Jacobsen shredder, 418
Jacobson hammer mills, 350
Jalo hand-pushed cultivator, 32
Java rice huller, 399
Jeco threshers, 31 I
Jetspeed transplanting system, 227-39
Jiffy Woodsplitter, 454
John Deere. See Deere, John
Juice presses, 354-66
home-built, 355-58
Jumil corn sheller, 376
Jumil hammer mill, 353-54
Kabanyolo ox tool frame, 117
Kanol, animal.drawn equipment, 98
Knpas ridger, animal-drawn, 106
Kees Kom.p;lk Shredder, 418
Kelnp plot threshers, 303-4
Kits
for Iruit press, 365
for grain mill, 339
for tiller, 47-49
for winnower, 320-21
Knotty Wood Splitter, 453,454
Kenya-a Cane Crusher, 385
Krishi NV 700 power tiller, 14H
Kttbota four-wheel tractors, 166
Kubota Versatiller, two-wheel tractor, 188-89
Kumar Cane Crusher, 384-85
Kuranda rotary cultivator, 64
L&our-ear thresher, 305
La Milpa grain mill, 341
Land Master Lion, two-wheel tractor, 142-43
Laredo corn sheller, 374
Laredo silage chopper, 379
Lawn tractors. See Garden tractors
Lee Engineering Co. grain mills, 336-37
Levalift hoist, 457
Lickity Chipster and Chipper, 417
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Lickity Splitter; 452
Lik Lik Buk oil pm. Y&-S7
Litnprhnita coffee butler, Y’JI-!I2
Linmlo.shir@ Longhorn Hoe. 21
Lindig Concho shredder. 4a6
Litrdcg log rplittetx. 452
Little Ark grain mill. 336
Little Getn grain mill. 336, 338
Little Giant seeder, 187
Livestock equipment. sources of. 462-70
bees. 46Y-7U
cows, 463-65
goats. 465-66

hogs. 46869
horses. 466
poultry.

466-G

rabbits. 463
sheep. 467-68
Log splitters, 44654
sources of. 452-54
Low-profile plot thresher, 302-3
Lug All winch, 456
McDonald oxidator. 476
MacKay’s fruit presses, 361-63
IMcKinrton coffee pulper, 390
Magnatrac tractor. 162
Mainline tiller, 53
Maktefot fruit picker, 459
Mametora two-wheel tractors. 142
Mnnga hoe, animal-t%wn,
f??
Mang tillers. 57
Manuals. Set Service wanuols
Manure spreaders, 40&5
animttl~drawn. 101
Maple sugaring, 392-96
Marathon Uni.Mill. 337-38
Massey-Harris. used tractor, 148-49
Meadows hammer mills, 348-49
Mearelli fruit presses, 365-66
Mechanical Mule winch cultivator. 59-61
Meston plow, animaldrawn.
110
Micro-por aerator, 476
Middleboar,
for tractors, 175
Midget threshen, 369-10.311
Migbty Compact shredder. 417-18
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Mighty Mac log splitter, 452
Mighty Mac tiller. 54
Miller Boy Mill. YYN-39
Xlills. griiin
farnl-scale,
burr.

YY!L.54
3w-45

hanmer.
roller.
honle,

347-54
345-47

333%YY

electric, 336-39
hand, 333-36
Mil-Ritegrain
mill, 339
Mini-Cornposter, 412
Mini-Mite sawmill,455
Minneau aerators, 4i6
Xlochudi Tool Har, anim;d-drawn, I14
Model MC; hammer mill, 350
Moderne Mill, 344-45
Moldboard plow, 65-71
animal&awtt.
I IO-13
two-way. 70
iMonkey Winch, 456
Moon Sheller (corn sheller). 376
More-Power Puller, 457
rMoty ~Mule Universal twowheel tractor. 13S
Mowers, 46,252-54,256&I,
272-76
MTD Products shredder, 418
MTOTO coffee pulper, 389
Mulchers. 420-21
New Dynamic Nut Cracker, 398
New Idea Flail Spreader, for silage. 424
New Idea manure sprader, 404
Nogueira Diritttegmtor,
352-53
Nagueira rice mill, 402
Nogueira silrge chopper, 379
Nogueira su.garcane crttsher, 385-66
None, Jet&designing
animaldrawn
equipment,
93-98
Nortech log splitter. 453
Nursery Plot thresher, 302
Nutcrackers, 398-99
Nuts. harvesting, 290
Nut shellers
hand, 39697
power, 397-98

hand
no.till.

Ior atliln;lldr;lrv,,
clod crusher, I25
ior allilllal.llrawn
cultivators, 123-24
Ior anirnaldrawn, gxmule applicator, 126
for snimal-draw”
harrows, I 18-19
lor animal.drawn ridge*, 106-S
Sor a”iotal.drawn
tool bars, 117-M
for car” thresher, 371
for Iruit. press, 355-58. 3fi5
for gtxit1 cradle, 24413
tar h:ty raker. 277
Ior iwcct trap, 482-M
for “rtdcbcr. 420
for multihopper
seeder, 214-15
for paddy weeder, 36
for pickup trxk dumper, !72-73
for potato digger, 28T
for thresher, 293.256,300
for tiiler, 47-49
for IIECtOrs, 133-34
for transplanter. 235
for wagons, 173

j:tl:,

IXO. IX?-X5

21617

tril(.lol-d1;t1(.“, 203-1 1
Plantiog. See a/s0 Seeding: Transplanting
&r&row,
“X-25
undw platic. 227
Pl;ltc mill, 331,
Plot threshers, w-4
Plorv Soot, for tiller, 46
Plows, 65-77, 99
animal.drawn.
101-3, 110-13
chisel, 72-77
hxvesting, 282-83
~~~oldl~oard, 65-il
wlxoiler. 76-77
for tillers, .14115
l’lugwix
sceditlg, 225-26
Pokruldt log splitter, ,453-M
Pole Picker, 45!J-60
Polyodlor, 54
l’orte.laat grain thresher, :30X
Po*t hole digger. tr;lctor-ol”r”tetl,
176
Potter Walnut Cracker, 399
Poultry, supplies for, 466-67
Power Kiq tractors, 161
Power take-off. See PTO
Pmja plow, 110-l I
Processi”gequipment
coffee processing, 387-92
corn shellers, 366-76
grnitt mills,
Earm.rcalc. 43944
111>“11.,
333-35
juice presses, 351-M
maple \,rg~,r,“g, 3!12
nut rhellcrr, SYli-9Y
rice hullers, 399-402
root and vegetab!e cotter% 380-82
seed oil presses, 386-87
si!.tge ii;o:p!xt~“, 377-80
sorghum presses, 382-84
sugarcane presses, 384-86
Prototype material spreader, 405
Protot,ype multipurpose ox-drawn tool, 117-18
PTO, tot- tractors, 170
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Ptrddler podd~ weeder, 37

S:lwnill cqoipment, 4j+-56
Sroop, for 11:IC,“,~,171;
Scr:tpct, for I,KK,“l~, 175, 177
S.C:.::‘&.. g’:‘;;; ;;;i!I, 3< !-,!”
hIme

tUbit
rcpplies. 463
R:tj;t plow, ani~n;~l.dro~~n, II2
R;~jasthm chdt gutter, 378
Kaiasthan piow, ;mimat-drawn, I10
R&t sugarcane crusher, 385
Ranwmes corn shellers, 375-76
Rasutia blxled roller thresher, 293
Red Chief grain mill, 333
Renso~l er Cie grw cutter. 37X
Rcnson et Cie root cutter. 3X1
Rice harvesters, 251
Rice hullers, YYY-40::
Ridgers, animat.drawn.
IO&l2
Ro-Ho rorary cultivator, 25
Rokon Autonutic Mototrxtor,
IZY-YI
Roller, animal.drawn,
I25
Roller milt, 333. 345-47
Roller thresher, 304.
Romper stone milt, 339
Root crop harvesters, 276,282-YO
Root cutters, 3RfM2
Rqr
shredder, 414
Rotary cuttivalors, manual, 25-28. See alro
Hoes, wheel
Rotary hoe soil pulverizer. 25
Rotary tillers. Ser aLw Tiliars
for plowing, X2-M3
ROLO-Hoe Cut’tr Shred. .4lfi
Rota-Hoe tiller, 55
Royer shredder, 416
RZ Grinding Mill, 345
Safim expandable cultivators, animal-drawn.
!ZI-P’ L
Safim highwingridger,
animal-drawn, 109
Satim plow, animal-drawn,
I I1
Sagirag Model A. twowheel tractor, I42
Mourn (animal-drawn cultivator), 95
S.A.M.A.P. cereal grinder, 335
Satoh Beaver tractor, 166
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koe,, 21
manufacturers of, 26-27
Scyt!1e. 24043, 24640, 251-52
p”!vcT, 45x-XJ
Sews fruit press, 363
Sexs hammer mill, 348
Sear-sHusker-Sheller. 372-53
Seed
cleaners, 321-33
threshers, 291-315
winnowers, 315-21
Seedbllro plot d1reshel-, SO0
Seeders
;I~lim;ll-dr;~wn. IBX-203
asrorted models of, l9fi-98
brosdcnst
band-cmnkcd, IfiG-Ri
tl.i,~t~r.dr~~n, 217-20
C”llC’. lY4-Y5
grain drills, 21 l-15
:r~ultitmpper. 214-15
haw! jab, 180, 182-85
hand-pushed row, 187-94
moldhopper.
191-92
horn, 185-86
no-tilt, ‘216-17
plugmix, 225-26
tract”r.dr:wn.
!M-II
Srctl hcxl twwrtcr,
254-55
Seeding, itlt
Seine oets. in quaculture,
4X7
Sctf-Helper tractor. See Buffalo tractor
Self-autliciency
farming for, 1-7, IO-13
training in, ‘i-10
Service manuals, for used tractors, 14Y
Shaba5h ptcw. I to-1 I
Sban Shari hIRT-3 and MKT.D paddy
wcedcr, 3X
Sheep, snpplia for, 467Wi(!
Shredders, 4 I Z-20
SourCer of, 419-20
Shrub putter, 45X

Sickle. 246.25 1-52
Side discs. See Disc shields
Sihlge choppers
hand, 377-78
pw2r. 37x-110
Silex chaff cutter. 377
Simw Morgan tiller, 56
Simplex silage wtter, 378
Sine hce. 94-‘55
Single-head thresher, 303
Slasher tines, for tiller, 40.4%
Slicer tines, for tiller, 40.43
Sludge, 421-27
Snail winch cultivator, 62
Snapper shredder. 418
Snaths. 251-52
Soil. compaction of, 52,5Y
Soil Blender power cultivator. 33-34
Soil conditioning equipment
cornposters, 407-E
manwe spreaders. 404-5
mulcherr, 420-21
shredders, 412-20
sludge applicators, 42147
Soil Surgeon, animaLdrawn harrow, 120
Solo CombiSystem two-wheel tractor, 140-41
Sorghum presses, 382-84
Spades, 22-23. See also Diggers
ma”ufacturers of, Z-27
Spading, 22-24
Speed King Corn Cracker, 341
Speed King hammer mill, 350-51
Speedy Gopher wheel hoe, 30
Spider winch cultivator, 62-64
Splitting, of firewood, 435-36
Splitting hammer, 428
Spring-toothed harrow, 84.120
Stab PPX two-wheel tractors, 143
Steam engine
cablecultivation
with, 59-64
threshing with, 11-12
Stickier log splitter, 452
Stone Miller, 335-36
ST-70 ThresherGum-Winnower,
311
ST21 plow ridger; animaldrawn,
115
Subash plows, animal-drawn, 110
Subsoiler, 7677

Sugar&e
presses, 384-86
Sunbeam coffee pulper. 3Y0
Superb mill, 344
Super-Shredder, 4 I8
Super U TO tractor, 144
Sweetly farm, 4-7
Swing plow, animnl-drawn, I II
Table oi! expriier, 387
Talbott, Steve, transplanting system 01,227-32
Tea harvester, 255-56
Teamster’s School, 89
Texas Native Inertia Nutcracker, 398-99
Thilot hand weeding machine, 33
Three-tine adjustable hand hoe, 3%
Threshers, 291-315
animaldrawn,
292-93
drummy, 313-15
hand, 292
pedal, 294-97
power-operated, 298-315
international sources of, 305-I I
North American sources of, 300-304
treadle, 293-98
Threshing. with steam engine, II-12
Thrust log splitter. 454
Tien Chien silage chopper, 379
Tillers
frontatd, 39-51
attachments for, 43-47.49-50
kit for, 47-49
1nanufacturers of, 49-50
types of, 40-43
uses of. 3943
wheels and tires, 45
rear-mounted, 39,52-59
Til-Row attachment, for tillers, 44
Tines, types of, for tillers, 40-41,43-44
Tinkabi tractor, 15Y-60
Tires, for tillers, 45
Tom and BM plows, animaLdrawn, 113-14
Tonutti hammer mills, 353
Tool bars
for animal-drawn equipment, 113-18
for tillers, 46
for tractors, 171-72
Tora shredder, 418-19
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TrKtorr.
I’“i-i9
accessories for, 1X&72, 175-i9
iirorw lkhr itttegnl ;tuker. 407
builll-it-yottt~eli,
,33-N
tour-!rllerl. 145-70
AllisCBalmer,
model G, 150-53
gardw 163-64. 16X
intern:ttiotlal
sottrces of, 165-70
North American sotrrces of, 160-63
practic&ity of, 145-51
xed. !46-51,15x&!
see&n to*. 203-1,,213-14,217-20
tw”-~.~heel, 12744
international
s”wcef of, 136-44
Sorth American s”urces of, 129-3fi
‘Trailers. Ser \\‘ag”ns
‘I‘minirig. Src Aplxettticeship
TrarqAartting.
iquipmcrtt
for, 227-32
Triphxlia
artimal&awrt
cultivator, 122
‘Tropicultor animalilr;twn
cultivator, 96-97
Trout. 47 t
‘Troy-Bilt tiller. 52
TuH.llilr tractor. 150, 151
Turnwrcst plow, animal&awn,
112-13
Turtle power tiller, 38-39
2 TD tbrcsher, 3CI5
Type 5 Cereal Breaker, 345
TY.200 thresher, 309
U.&r Digger, 24
Ubungo nut sheller, 397
Ucbiez Mini *nao”re spreader. 404
Unibar. anima,.drawn. 115-17
IJni,corri log aplitucr. 453
Unitr;rc c”tn rhcller, 374
Used machinery
buying at auctions, 13-17
utilizing, 10-13, 65-6.3
Used parti, for tractors, 149-50
I2 1POtltwo-wheel tractor, 143
Vegetable cutters, 380-82
Victor stone-burr
mill, 3%
Victory plow, animal.drawn,
Vijay ridge, animal&awn,
Viking hammer mill, 349
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wagorls. lo* IfiW”l’>, ILH. I29, ,72-75
\\‘ales. litrming in, 4-7
\Valking tract”rs. Ser Tractors, two-wheel
tvarren hoe, 2%?!
WB Modei WB,..A two-wheel tractor, 143
Weeds. aquatic, 488-89
Wheat thresher, 31,
1%~: hors. See tioer, wh&
\Vheel tiorse Series D tractor, 162
Wheels, for tillers. 45
Will.0’.rite-ll’is,,
bug light, 481
Winches, 456-58
Winch-powered coltivstion, 59-64
Wiad~ell farm, transplanting system of, 227-32
Windrowers. %,-Ii2 See al.!” Binders
Winnowers, 315-21
hand, 318-20
,“d&,>ower,
317-IX, 319
wJll”lla shredders, 417
Wire stretchers, 458
Wood, lleatingequivalentsof,
431-32
Woodlot, tools for, 428-G,
axes, 430-36
log splitters, 446-54
power !icyt,les, 458-59
swntill equipment, 454-56
smvs, 429~30,440-45
S”WCCSof. 437-40,445-48, IGO-61
winches, 451%58
Woodsman log splitter, 452
Wood splitters. See Log splitters
W-W hammer mills, 349-50
W-W roller mill, 346
W-W shredder, 416-17
Xodar aerators, 4’17

I, i, 112
109

Yanmar tractor. 167
Yellowbird tiller, 58

